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able for the understanding of the phenomena which occur in technical electro- 
lysis, the operation of chemical current sources, the electrodeposition of 
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An understanding of the mechanism of the electrode processes is impossible 
without a profound study of the metal solution interface in which they take 
place.  Thus we thought it essential to preface the present work with a short 
introducfion containing a summary of the most important results obtained in 
this field. 

Several basic concepts of modern electrochemical kinetics have developed 
historically from the study of the phenomena which accompany the electrolytic 
separation of hydrogen.  Hence we have dwelt on this reaction in much greater 
detail than on the other electrochemical processes. 
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It must be emphasized that many problems of theoretical 
electrochemistry are still controversial today, and a single 
point of view with regard to them does not exist among the 
Soviet electrochemlsts. We have striven to present primarily 
the theoretical concepts which appear to us to be 1 est sub- 
stantiated by the experimental data, recognizing, however, that 
a final decision on the controversial questions requires further 
experimental work as well as discussion of the results thus 
obtained. 

The introduction and the chapters 5» 6 and 7 were written by 
A.N. Frumkin and B.N. Kabanov. The other chapters were written 
by A.N. Frumkin, V.S. Bagotskiy and Z.A. lofa. 

We express our gratitude to the collective of workers of the 
chair of electrochemistry of the M.V. Lomonosov State University, 
Moscow, and the electrochemistry department of the Institute of 
Physical Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, who 
participated in the discussion of this book. 
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FOREWORD 

An acquaintance with the theory of electrode processes Is Indis- 

pensable for the understanding of the phenomena which occur In techni- 

cal electrolysis, the operation of chemical current sources, the elec- 

trodeposltlon of metals, corrosion and protection of metals, etc., and 

can help to Introduce new production methods, to Improve existing meth- 

ods and to resolve numerous problems occurring In practice more speed- 

ily. 

The purpose of this book is the presentation of this theory la a 

form which is accessible to a large circle of readers. It is based on a 

course of lectures given by academician A.N. Frumkin at the M.V. Lomo- 

nosov State University at Moscow. During the process of preparation of 

the material for the press it has been considerably enlarged and modi- 

fled. It has not been possible however within the narrow framework of 

this book to give a full account of the branches of electrochemical 

science touched upon and particularly of its practical applications. We 

considered the elucidation of the physical basis of the processes under 

consideration to be its principal task. Hence the number of examples 

from the experimental material and from engineering, given to illus- 

trate theoretical principles Is not large and we have limited ourselves 

to an examination of the simplest of them. 

An understanding of the mechanism of the electrode processes is 

Impossible without a profound study of the metal solution interface in 

which they take place. Thus we thought it essential to preface the 

present work with a short introduction containing a summary of the most 
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important results obtained In this field. 

Several basic concepts of modern electrochemical kinetics have de- 

veloped historically from the study of the phenomena which accompany 

the electrolytic separation of hydrogen. Hence we have dwelt on this 

reaction In much greater detail than on the other electrochemical proc- 

esses . 

It must be emphasized that many problems of theoretical clectro- 

chemistry are still controversial today, and a single point of view 

with regard to them does not exist among the Soviet clectrochemlsts. We 

have striven to present primarily the theoretical concepts which appear 

to us to be best substantiated by the experimental data, recognizing, 

however, that a final decision on the controversial questions requires 

further experimental work as well as discussion of the results thus ob- 

talned. 

The Introduction and the chapters 5, 6 and 7 were written by A.N. 

Prumkln and B.N. Kabanov. The other chapters were written by A.N. Frum- 

kln, V.S. Bagotskly and Z.A. lofa. 

We express our gratitude to the collective of workers of th, chair 

of electrochemistry of the M.V. Lomonosov State University, Moscow, and 

the electrochemistry department of the Institute of Physical Chemistry 

of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, who participated In the discus- 

sion of this book. 

4» 
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o 
INTRODUCTION 

BASIC PPOPEFTIES OF THE SURFACE LAYER AT THE INTERFACE 

BETWEEN METALS AND ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 

§1. ORIGIN OP THE ELECTRICAL DOUBLE LAYER DURING CONTACT BETWEEN A 
METAL AND A SOLUTION 

The electrochemical processes. I.e., the processes In which metals 

or other conductors of the first kind either donate electrons* to the 

reacting particles (molecules or Ions) or accept them from the latter, 

take place within a thin surface layer at the Interface between elec- 

trode and solution. In order to understand the mechanism of the elec- 

trochemical processes It Is essential to have an idea of the structure 

of this surface layer. The Introduction to the present book will be de- 

voted to this question. 

A double electric layer exists at the interface between electrode 

and solution, formed by electrical charges present in the metal and by 

ions of the opposite sign prese' c   in the solution at the rretal surface. 

The double electric layer is formed upon contact of a metal with a 

solution when the solute ions yield their charges to the metal or if 

the metal sends ions into the solution. Thus, for example, when silver 

comes into contact with a solution of silver nitrate, the Ag ions, de- 

pending on the concentration of the solution, can migrate to the metal- 

lic silver, imparting their positive charge to it, or, conversely, they 

can be formed at the expense of the metal which then becomes negatively 

charged. 

In the case of contact between hydrochloric acid solution and iron 

F
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hydrogen Ions may be discharged on its surface. Imparting their posi- 

tive charge to the Iron, and Fe Ions may appear. Because the latter 

carry a positive charge, the metal is charged negatively during their 

formation. The appearance of charges can also take place through ion- 

izatlon of gases adsorbed on the surface of a metal, as, for example, 

In the case of platinum in a hydrogen atmosphere. 

Let us assume that when a metal comes into contact with a solu- 

tion, the predominating process is that the metal receives charges from 

positive ions, for example, silver ions are precipitated on silver. As 

will be shown in the following, the positive surface charge thus formed 

retards the reaction which proceeds in the above-indicated direction 

and, conversely, accelerates the reactions which result in the loss of 

positive charge by the surface. In consequence of this the increase in 

the positive surface charge is slowed down in time and, finally, a cer- 

tain stationary condition is established at the metal solution inter- 

face with a certain density of the electrical charge on the surface. 

The surf je charges attract from the solution ions of the opposite 

sign and repel the ions with like charge. Thus, an excess of ions with 

a charge with a sign opposite to the sign of the charge of the metal 

surface appears in the layer of solution adjacent to the electrode. 

This layer forms the double electric layer at the metal solution inter- 

face together with the charged metal surface. Because of the presence 

of free charges in the double layer the value o^ '■he  electrostatic po- 

tential within it is not constant but varies from point to point. Thus, 

the appearance of this layer results in the establishment of a certain 

potential difference between metal and solution. In this chapter we 

shall not examine the question concerning the connection between the 

value of this potential difference, the composition of the original so- 

lution and the nature of the reactions which take place, to which we 
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shall revert later. We shall merely point out that in the case of re- 

versible electrodes when an equilibrium Is established between elec- 

trode and solution (as Is the case, for example, when various metals 

such as sliver, mercury, cadmium, etc., are Immersed In solutions con- 

taining their Ions) a relationship between the potential difference and 

the composition of the solution can be established on the basis cf 

thermodynamic concepts. In this simplest case the magnitude of the po- 

tential difference cp between metal and solution is determined by the 

relation 

f-f' + ^ln«*.-'. (1) 

where n  and aM n+  are the valency and activity of the metal ions We71 

in the solution, <p is the normal electrode potential. I.e., the value 

of qp at aM n^, equal to unity, R  is  the gas constant, 7 the absolute 

temperature and F  the Faraday number.» Similar relations can be de- 

rived for other cases of equilibrium between a metal and a solution; 

they are given in physical chemistry manuals.** In the following we 

shall assume them as known.*** 

We have briefly examined how the double layer arises at the metal 

solution interface if electrochemical reactions can take place at this 

interface. The latter is not always the case, however. Thus, for exam- 

ple, electrochemical reactions do not take place on a fresh mercury 

surface in a solution of potassium chloride from which oxygen and other 

oxidants have been carefully eliminated. It would appear that one of 

the following two reactions should be possible in this case: a migra- 

tion of mercury Ions into the solution 2Hg ■♦ Hgp  + 2e   (In this case 

the metal would be charged negatively) or a transformation of potassium 

ions into potassium atoms which dissolve in the mercury in the form of 

potassium amalgam K + e -* K   (with the appearance of a positive 

:■ 

am 
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Charge at the surface). 

In actual fact, however, ionlzatlon of a relatively noble metai 

such as mercury can take place at a measurable rate only when the sur- 

face Is strongly positively charged while discharge of the potassium 

ion is possible only in presence of a strong negative charge. Thus, 

these reactions cannot proceed on the uncharged mer-cury surface spon- 

taneously (i.e., without a supply of charges from without) to an extent 

which would result in the formation of a measurable charge density; for 

this reason, when mercury is in contact with potassium chloride solu- 

tion, which is free of oxygen, a double layer Is not formed. 

On the other hand, owing to the absence of a migration of ions 

from one phase into the other, any charge density can be easily real- 

ized on such a mercury surface within wide limits and, consequently, 

any potential difference, if a charge from an external current source 

is supplied to the mercury surface. Such electrodes are often termed 

ideally polarized. The potential of an ideally polarized electrode 

changes constantly during the passage of electricity, and such an elec- 

trode can obviously not be used as a current source, but the possibil- 

ity of varying within wide limits the charge density on the surface 

makes the ideally polarized electrode particularly suitable for the 

study of the structure of surface layers. It must be remembered, howev- 

er, that if the charge density and potential difference with a given 

solution composition pass certain limits, the properties of the ideal 

polarlzability are lost, and diverse electrochemical reactions can take 

place at the electrode; thus, if the positive potential Is sufficiently 

high, ionlzatlon of the mercury takes place at the mercury electrode 

in potassium chloride solution and, if it is sufficiently negative, po- 

tassium or hydrogen ions are discharged.* 
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§2. DENSE AND DIFFUSE DOUBLE LAYER [1] 

In the simplest case when only the electrostatic forces acting be- 

tween the charged surface and the ions of the solution are taken into 

account, one can imagine that the surface of the metal attracts from 

the solution a number of ions with charges whose sign is opposite to 

that of the surface charge and equivalent in number to the number of 

charges. These ions are situated at the surface very close to it; the 

double layer thus formed may be compared with a flat capacitor in which 

the distance between the plates is determined by the radius d  of the 

Ions. The potential distribution in such a double layer is represented 

in Fig. 1. 

This simplified picture of the double layer as proposed by Helm- 

holtz is correct only in individual cases, for example, when the con- 

centration of the electrolyte solutions and the charge density are very 

high. In reality the double layer in most cases has a more complex 

structure. Under the influence of the disordered molecular movement the 

Ions tend to be distributed uniformly in the solution. As a result of 

the molecular motion on the one hand and the electrostatic interaction 

of the ions with the charged metal surface on the other, the ion cover- 

ing of the double layer assumes a diffusion structure, i.e., an ion 

distribution results in which the concentration of some ions (with a 

sign of the charge on the metal) increases In proportion to decreasing 

distance from the surface, while the concentration of the ions of tht. 

other sign decreases (Fig. 2). The average thickness of such a diffu- 

sion envelope of the double layer can be relatively great in dilute so- 

lutions, attaining a micron in completely clean water (i.e., in water 

containing only H  and OH ions formed by dissociation of their mole- 

cules). In more concentrated solutions this thickness is considerably 

less and Is measured in tens and even units of angstrom. 
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Generally the Ion covering of the double layer can be convention- 

ally divided Into two parts. The first part Is formed by the Ions which 

are practically attracted closely to the metal surface ("close" or 

"Helmholtz" layer). The second part, the diffusion layer, is formed by 

Ions which are at a given moment at distances from the surface compara- 

ble In magnitude to the radius of the Ion or exceeding It. 

We should point out that the charges In the different parts of the 

double layer are not fixed In place and that the magnitude of the ef- 

fective charge In a given part of the double layer, determined by the 

excess charges of the positive Ions over the charges of the negative 

Ions, Is of a statistical nature. 

Specific adsorption of Ions, atoms and molecules (I.e., adsorption 

caused by the action of chemical forces and superposed ^n the purely 
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electrostatic attraction or repulsion (see S7)), can make the structure 

of the double layer even more complex. 

Let us first stop to consider In greater detail the properties of 

the dense layer. As pointed out earlier, it can be likened to a flat 

capacitor, one plate of which Is the metal surface and the other the 

layer of Ions which are attracted to the surface by the electrical 

charges of the metal In such a way that the centers of these Ions at a 

given moment are at a distance from the metal surface corresponding to 

the effective Ionic radius (Fig. 3). In addition to the electrostatic 

forces, specific adsorption forces can attract Ions to the electrode 

surface; In other cases the latter, conversely, repel the Ions from the 

surface (negative adsorption). I.e., they weaken the action of the 

electrostatic forces. 

The equation connecting the charge of a 

flat capacitor with the potential difference 

between Its plates can be applied to the dense 

double layer: 

~       t   D 

where C  Is the capacitance of the layer per 

Fig. 3- Arrangement 
of the solvated Ions 
at the charged elec- 
trode surface; a) 
Ions with undeformed 
solvatlon envelope; 
b) approach of the 
Ions to the surface. 
Involving a deforma- 
tion of the solvatlon 
envelope. A) Metal; 
B) solution. 

1 cm  of surface, e Is the charge density at 

the metal surface; qp Is the potential differ- 

ence between metal and solution* which we 

shall consider as positive. If the metal has a 

positive charge; D  Is the dielectric constant 

of the medium between the plates of the capac- 

itor and d  the distance between the plates, 

i.e., between the metal surface and the ion 

centers. When Eq. (2) is used in practice one 
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has to remember that the magnitude of C  is normally expressed not in 

electrostatic units, but In microfarads (uF) per 1 cm . Because a mi- 

crofarad Is equal to g'lO5 electrostatic units, the right part of the 

equation (2) must be divided by g'lO5 In order to obtain C  In wP per 

cm If d  Is expressed In cm: 

^«"lUiKa^/"''- (2a) 

As will be shown later, the magnitude of C  can be found experi- 

mentally. For the mercury electrode with negative surface charge. I.e., 
p 

In the case when the Ion envelope Is formed by cations, C  Is 18 yF/cm'. 

If the surface Is positively charged. I.e., In presence of anlons In 

the double layer, the minimum value of C  Is approximately twice as 

large. Thus there Is an Important difference between tie behavior of 

cations and anlons close to the surface. 

This difference can be explained In the following manner. The cau- 

lons as well as the anlons In the solution are solvated, I.e., bound to 

solvent molecules. In particular. In aqueous solutions, to water mole- 

cules (hydrate envelope). If the hydrate envelope were not deformed 

when the Ions come close to the electrode surface, the minimum distance 

between *he center of the Ion and the electrode surface would be equal 

to the sum of the radii of the unhydrated Ion and the thickness of tho 

hydrate envelope (Fig. 3a). However, a comparison of the behavior of 

cations and anlons, a comparison of the capacitances of the double lay- 

er, obtained In different solvents- and a number of other concepts 

leads us to the conclusion that close to the electrode surface a con- 

siderable deformation of the hydrate envelope takes place so that the 

real picture of the structure of the doutie layer corresponds much more 

to Fig. 3b than to Fig. 3a [7]. The deformation of the hydrate envelope 

Is obviously more pronounced In the case of the anlons for which (at 
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least for unlvalent anlons) the hydratlon energy Is less than for the 

cations. The closer approach of the anlons to the electrode surface Is 

also facilitated by the circumstance that, as will be seen from the 

following, specific adsorption forces which are not observed in the 

case of cations exist between the anions and the electrode surface in 

many cases. The interaction between the anion and the electrode surface 

leads also to a charge displacement within the ion itself, to its po- 

larization, which is particularly strong when the surface is positively 

charged. As a result of this the effective thickness of the double lay- 

er becomes less than the ionic radius. Correspondingly, the capacitance 

of the double layer, considered as a capacitor, is strongly increased. 

At very large negative charges of the surface this increase in capaci- 

tance, although to a lesser degree, is also observed in the case of a 

cation layer. 

If a certain assumption concerning the magnitude d  has been made, 

the value of the dielectric constant D  can be calculated from Eq. (2). 
+ —8 TYe   radius, for example, of the unhydrated K  ion is 1.33*10  cm; thus 

 p 
the value of d  is probably close to 1.5*10   cm. If we substitute this 

value in Eq. (2), one can find from the experimental quantity C = 18 

iiF/cm that the dielectric constant of the dense part of the double 

layer is approximately 3 units. This small value is explained by the 

orienting effect of the electrical field of the ions in the double lay- 

er on the dipole water molecules which are in close proximity (we re- 

member that the normal value of the dielectric constant for water out- 

side of the double layer is Bl at a temperature of 180C). The calcula- 

tion of the dielectric constant within the double layer from the values 

of the capacitance C  requires certain assumptions concerning the magni- 

tude of dt   which are not very reliable, so that in electrochemical cal- 

culations, based on the theory of the double layer, one must use not 
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the  value of D but  the  experimentally  determined  capacitance. 

The  structure   of  the   double   layer,   represented  in  Fig.   3,   Is   an 

extreme   case.   In reality,   as  has  been pointed  out  above,   not  all   ions 
« 

of the double layer are In the direct vicinity of the metal surface. 

To a certain degree the ions in the ion envelope of the double layer 

are distributed diffusely. If the charge density is not very high, as 

in the case of dilute solutions, practically the entire ion envelope of 

the double layer is diffuse (see Fig. ^a). Conversely, at higher con- 

centrations a considerable proportion of the ions of the double layer 

is very close to the surface, and the structure of the double layer 

comes near to that described in the foregoing (Fig. 4b). 

It is highly probable that when a fluid moves relative to a solid 

body, the ions, which are directly in contact with its surface, remain 

continuously bound to It, while diffusely distributed ions are to some 

extent entrained by the fluid. The degree of diffusiveness of the dou- 

ble layer thus is of great significance for the so-called eiectroklnet- 

ic phenomena. Electroklnetic motion phenomena are termed those which 

arise at the solid/solution interface when an electric field Is ap- 

plied, for example, the motion of solid particles in a solution (cata- 

phoresis) or the motion of a solution relative to the walls of solidr. 

(electroosmosls). These phenomena were discovered and first described 

in l807 by F.F. Reyss in Moscow. It is shown in the elementary theory 

of the electroklnetic phenomena which is explained In most textbooks 

of colloid and physical chemistry [3] that it is possible to calculate 

the potential difference in the diffusion layer which i: • "ually desig- 

nated by the letter c (electroklnetic or zeta-potential) from the ve- 

locity of motion v  of the particle in the electrical field: 

t-5|. (3) ^ 
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where n Is the viscosity of the fluid, and E  the electric field inten- 

sity . 
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Fig. ^K Distribution 
of excess cations at 
the negatively charged 
surface of a metal at 
low (a) and higher (b) 
concentrations of the 
solution. A) Metal. 

. •• 

Pig. 5. Potential distri- 
bution in the dense and 
diffuse parts of the dou- 
ble layer; <P is the po- 

tential difference between 
metal and solution; iK is 

the mean value of the po- 
tential at a distance of 
one ionic radium from the 
metal surface. A) Metal; 
B) solution. 

O 

As will be evident from the following, the magnitude of the poten- 

tial drop in the diffuse layer is also of great importance for the 

mechanism of the electrochemical processes. We designate it by i{/, , thus 

defining ij^-, as the mean potential in the solution at tne distance of 

one ionic radius from the metal surface d  (Fig. 5). Taking into account 

that this distance is evidently different for cations and anions, one 

could have correspondingly introduced two values of ^.. We shall not 

do so, however, as this would complicate the picture enormously. 

It can be inferred from Eq. (3) that c  represents the potential 

at the dlstenca from the electrode surface at which the motion of the 

fluid relative to the solid begins. In  fairly dilute solutions, in 

which the potential within the diffusion layer varies slowly with in- 

crease in the distance from the surface, the quantity of il*, is probably 
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Identical   with   ;.  At higher concentrations,   when   the accumulatJon of 

Ions   near   to the  surface   Is considerable and  the  potential  varies  rap- 

Idly  with   distance,   this   Identification would be   Incorrect.   The   condi- 

tions   of motion of  the  fluid  at molecular distance  from the  surface 

are   unknown;   In particular,   It   Is   not   clear  what  value  should be 

ascribed  to  the  viscosity.  The   latter,   as  the  works  of  B.V.   Deryagln 

C^]   have  shown,   can  differ greatly   close  to   the  Interface  from  the usu- 

al  viscosity within  the  volume.   Hence  the physical  meaning  of the  quan- 

tity   c   calculated by  means  of  formula   (3)   Is   somewhat   indetarmlnate lr 

this   case,   and  It  Is  better to   Introduce  a different  criterion   (^-j)  for 

the  potential  drop   In the   diffusion  layer which  Interests  us. 

In the  following section  we shall   briefly  examine  the  quantitative 

theory  of  the double   layer taking  Its  diffusion structure  Into  account. 

.: 

§3.   EQUATIONS  OF  THE  DOUBLE  LAYER 

The  first  quantitative expression  for the  charge  density  as   a 

function of  the   Ion  concentration a  in  the  solutlcn and  the  electrode 

potential   In presence  of  a diffusion structure of   the  double  layer has 

been  given  by Gouy   [5]-   Later on,  an analogous method of calculation 

has   been used by  Debye  In  the  theory of  the   strong  electrolytes.   Shtern 

[5]  pointed  out   that  one   cannot   use   the   concept of  point  charges   In the 

theory  of  the  double   layer but   that   It   Is  necessary   to  take   the   Ionic 

radll   Into   account.   Because  the   center of an   Ion  cannot  approach   the 

electrode  surface  closer  than within  the  distance   of  the  radius,*   there- 

Is   In  any  case  In the  double  layer close  to  the surface  a region  with 

the   thickness  d  In which   charges  are  absent;   as follows  from the   lawn 

of  electrostatics,  the potential varies   In such a   region  linearly   with 

distance,   i.e.,   the  gradient of  the  electrical potential  Is   constant 

(Fig.   5).  From the  distance d onwards  the  solution   contains   charges. 
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The  equation  for  the  double   layer,   derived on  these   assumptions 

and  taking Into account   the   electrostatic   Interaction between  the   Ions 

and the   charged surface  of   the electrode  and the thermal  motion of  the 

Ions,   can be   represented  In   the  following  form: 

CO 

The  quantities  entering  Into   this  equation  have   the   following 

meaning:   e  is   the   ci.arge  density   at  the metal   surface,*  C  Is   the   capac- 

itance   of the   capacitor,   formed  by  the  metal  surface   and  a plane pass- 
p Ing  through at a distance  d  from  it,   calculated  per  1  cm   ,  <P     is  the 

potential  directly  at   the  electrode surface  relative   to  the  potential 

In the   center  of  the  solution, which  is  usually   assumed  to be   zero.   In 

order  to  determine  «P     from  the potential  «P of  the electrode,  measured 

relative   to  an arbitrary  reference electrode,   one has  to   deduct from 

tp   the   electrode potential 9       at   the  charge  density   e  equal  to  zero, 

measured  relative   to  the  same reference electrode.   Further,   iK   is   the 

potential at   the distance  d   (i.e.,   in the  plane  which passes   through 

the  centers  of  the   ions  of  the first   layer)   relative   to  the potential 

in  the   center  of the  solution,  n.   and  a.  are  the  valency   and  concentra- 

tion  of   the  ions  of  the   species   it   D is   the  dielectric   constant  of   the 

solution.   In  the  case  of a  diffuse  double   layer,   whose  thickness  con- 

siderably  exceeds   the  molecular dimensions,  we   shall   consider  the  v^lue 

D  In dilute  solutions   to be   equal   to the  normal  value  of  the  dielectric 

constant  of water.   I.e.,   D  =   81.   The  latter assumption is  approximate. 

The  equation   (^)   has  been derived  on  the  assumption  of  the applic- 

ability   of the   laws  of  ideal   solutions   to   the  ions  in  the  volume of 

the  solution  and in the  double  layer.   We  shall   give   in an  abbreviated 

form the   derivation of   this   equation for  the simplest   case  of  a uni- 

valent   electrolyte. 
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The left part of Eq. (^4) expresses the charge density E of the 

metal plate of the double layer via the capacitance C of a flat capaci- 

tor (see Eq. (2) and the potential drop q?  - iK In It). This expression 

Is correct Independently of whether all charges of the Ion envelope of 

the double layer are In the plane In wh 'h the potential Is tK or whe- 

ther they are partially (or entirely) situated beyond this plane.* 

The right part of Eq. (^) expresses the total charge density of 

the ionic part of the double layer. 

Really, we designate by t  the variable value of the potential in 

the diffusion ion layer which depends on the distance from the elec- 

trode. According to the Boltzmann law,»* the cation concentration In 

this region Is equal to 

cf-cr^. (5) 

and the anlon  concentration to: 

c.-c*. (5a) 

where   o Is  the  electrolyte  concentration  In  the  solution,  expressed  in 

gram-Ions   per   1  cm   .   The  volume  charge   density  p   Is equal to: 

It follows  from the   laws   of  electrostatics  that  the following re- 

lation  (Polsson equation)   exists  between  the  volume density   of elec- 

tricity and the potential   ^: 

where  x  is   the   distance  from  the  electrode  surface.*** 

If we  Integrate  Eq.   (7)   between the   limits  d and  «,  we  obtain: 

and,   because at x  -»•  • V»  ■ 0  and 34//3x  *   0  are  valid and because  the  to- 

tal  charge   jp'dx In   the  solution  is  equal  to  the   surface  charge   e   of 
d 

the metal  with  opposite  sign,  we have 

(Du-OOu—*J^ (8) 
- 



By  putting together   (6)   and   (7),  we  obtain: 

(8a) 

(9) 

by   integrating Eq.   (9)   within  the   limits  from rf to  » and  taking 

into account   that  at x  = dt   ^ = »K,  we find: 

or 

(S)L-+?T?rc"a;r+'aJ-')- (9a) 

It follows from (8a) and (9a) after extraction of the square root 

from the rignt and left parts of Eq. (9a): 

The sign after the extraction of the square root must be chosen in 

accordance with the condition e > 0 at 4/-, > 0. 

On the other hand, as has been shown in the foregoing, e =■ C(y     — 
CL 

— ^1);  hence   follows: 

The   equation   (11)   is  a  partial   case  of  Eq.   (^)   for  the   solution  of 

a  uni-unlvalent electrolyte. 

The   specific  adsorption  of  the  ions,   i.e.,  not  caused  solely  by 

electrostatic   forces   (see   §7)   has  not  been   taken  into  account  in   the 

derivation of  Eq.   CO.   Shtern   [5]  has made  an  attempt  to  take  into  ac- 

count  the   specific   ion  adsorption.   Because   the  forces  which  determine 

the   specific   adsorption  decrease very  repidly  with   distance,   it   can be 

assumed  that   these  forces  act   only  on ions   in direct  contact with  the 

metal  surface.   The   value   of  the  adsorption potential which   is  indepen- 

dent  of  the electric field  is   introduces  for   these   ions   in  Shtern's 
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theory: ♦+ for cations and *_ for anions. These quantities, •. and *_, 

express the variation of the potential energy during the transfer of a 

mole of substance from the center of the solution to the surface at 

♦j ■ 0. 

The total variation of the potential energy during adsorption, 

taking also Into account the effect of the electric field. Is # + <i-ni 

for the cation and ♦_ - tyjnF  for the anlon. By means of these quanti- 

ties one can calculate the number of cations and anions adsorbed at the 

surface analogous to the derivation of the adsorption formula of Lang- 

mulr In the theory of gas adsorption. I.e., by assuming that there ex- 

ists at the surface a number of places which are filled by the adsorbed 

cations and anions In correspondence with the aforementioned values of 

the variation of the potential energy during adsorption. 

However, as the experimental determination of the surface charge 

shows, the filling of the surface by Ions In the double layer Is nor- 

mally not very great In practice. For the case of partial occupancy the 

Shtern equation can be represented In the following simple form (for 

unl-unlvalent electrolyte): 

.-C(T.-.M--.,-«.. • (12) 

•1-2fcrf(e  **"-«—T^). (13) 

where E. IS the charge of the adsorbed Ions and Cp Is the charge of the 

Ions In the diffusion layer. The quantity e,, as Is evident from Eq. 

(13), is equal to the difference of the charges of the adsorbed cations 

and anions. In fact, their volume concentrations in the surface layer 

according to the Boltzmann formula are, respectively: 

#♦+»,»•      ♦--»,y 
c.=.c« "T   & c.-ce     RT~ • 
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from which Eq. (13) is readily derived If we assume that the thickness 

of the adsor ed layer Is 2d. The charge of the diffusion layer Is cal- 

culated In accordance with Eq. (10). 

As Eq. (12) shows, the magnitude of the charge of the Ion enve- 

lope, according to Shtern's theory, consists of two components, of 

which one expresses the charge of the adsorbed Ions and the other the 

charge of the Ions which are attracted only by electrostatic forces. 

This division is practical if considerable adsorption forces are pres- 

ent (large negative values of *  and *__). However, in the absence of 

adsorption forces, i.e., at ♦ = *_ = 0, the expression for e, does not 

vanish, although in this case the physical meaning of the separation of 

the charges of the ions which are in direct contact with the electrode 

surface into a separate component is not clear because the charges of 

all the ions have already been taken into account in the expression for 

e^; in this case the use of Eq. (11) instead of Eq. (12) is more logi- 

cal. 

The use of the Shtern equation In the presence of specific ion ad- 

sorption is made difficult by the circumstance that only one value of 

the capacitance of the dense layer is considered In this theory where- 

as, as has been pointed out earlier, its capacitance differs consider- 

ably in presence of cations and anions. Several attempts have been made 

to introduce improvements into the theory of the double layer to elim- 

inate this deficiency, for example, by assuming that the centers of 

the anions can approach closer to the electrode surface than the cen- 

ters of the cations [?]• 

Let us indicate certain consequences following from Eq. (11). For 

this purpose Eq. (11) is more conveniently written in this form: 

?•-♦. + ^^^r(*I*'-^^fy.        (lla) 
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Let  the   quantity   4/,   be   small  as   compared  with  BT/F   (RT/F  =  25  mv 

at   18° )f   I.e.,  the work  iKF performed by   the  electrical   forces   In 

transporting  a gram-Ion from the   solution   Into   the  douole  layer Is 

small   compared with the energy  RT of   the   thermal motion.   Then,   expand- 

ing the   exponential  functions  Into a  series and  using orly  the   first 

two  terms  of  the  expansion,   the  expression In  brackets in the  right 

part  of   Eq.    (11a)   can  be  replaced  by   f.F/RT,   hence 

•-♦•+rVw».' (15) 

and 

If   the   quantity   a  is   fairly   small,   the  second  term   In the   right 

part  of  Eq.   (15)   may  be neglected  compared with  the   first   so  that   9 

-   iK   and 

-St.. (17) 
where 

'-WW eis) 
As   is  evident   from  Eq.    (17),   the   quantity   I  defines   the  thickness 

of  a flat  capacitor whose   capacitance   Is   equivalent   to  that of the   dif- 

fuse double   layer.   This  quantity   is  analogous   to the   so-called  thick- 

ness  of  the   ionic   atmosphere  known  from the theory  of the   strong elec- 

trolytes.   The  thickness   I  of the   diffusion  layer varies  in inverse  pro- 

portion   to  the  square  root   of the   concentration  Eq.    (18).   With   increas- 

ing  temperature and dielectric  constant  the diffuseness  of the  double 

layer increases. 

If  the  electrolyte has   not   1-1,   but  n — n  valency   (for example, 

MgSCK),   F must  be   replaced   by  nF't   thus  the   thickness   of  the  double   lay- 

er  is   inversely proportional  to  the valency  of   the  ions.   The  capaci- 
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tance of the diffusion double layer In dilute solutions as calculated 

In accordance with Eq. (16) is considerably smaller than the capacl- 

tance of a dense layer. Thus, in 10   N solution of a uni-univalent 
p 

electrolyte it is only 3 yF/cm . 

If the quantity iK is positive and large compared with RT/F  and 

the concentration a  is not too small, the term containing e   l   ' as- 

sumes largest value in the right part of Eq. (11a) and the equation 

(11a) can be replaced by the approximate expression 

^/^e». (19) 

t.^const-f-^lnf.-^lnc. (20) 

Under analogous conditions we obtain for a negative ^, 

+,=« const - ?^ In (-?,) + -^-Inc.        (20a) 

At the same time it follows for small values of *. and c ^.1 - <p 1       1   a 
from the equations (20) and (20a) that with Increase In <p the further 

increase in iK takes place very slowly, in accordance with a logarith- 

mic law. Thus, with increase of T from 0.2 v to 1 v, i.e., by 0.8 v, 

du increases, according to Eq. (20) by only 0.08 v. Hence for large 

values of cp and not too small a,   the quantity ij;, becomes small com- 

pared with cp and the capacitance of the double layer approximates the 

value of C  which is typical for the dense, nondiffuse layer. It fo11^ws 

"rom this that in dilute solutions a considerable increase in the ca- 

pacitance of the double layer should take place in proportion to an In- 

crease in | qp I . 

It can be seen from the equations (20) and (21) that with increas- 

ing concentration the absolute value of ij/, decreases in accordance with 

a law which Is similar to the commonly used Nernst formula. Finally, it 

is easy to see that in the above case the quantity ^, for an n-M-valent 

electrolyte, all other conditions being equal, is n  times smaller than 
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for a unl-univalent electrolyte. Calculation shows that in the case of 

an electrolyte with an asymmetrical structure the valency of the ion 

with a sign of the charge opposite to the sign of the surface charge 

plays the decisive part In the structure of the diffuse double layer. 

* . s • 

-<>—~ H*** A 

Fig. 6. 4».. as a function of 9 In solutions of a unl-unlvalent electro- 

lyte (at 20oC) at C « 18 uF/cm2.  Concentration in moles per liter: 1) 
0.001; 2) 0.01; 3) 0.1; ^4) 1.0. A) Volt. 

i) 

It is clear from the above that with increasing electrolyte con- 

centration, potential drop V and valency of the ions, the structure of 

the double layer becomes less diffuse and comes close to the structure 

corresponding to an approach of the ions to the minimum possible dis- 

tance to the electrode surface. By means of Eq. (11) and, in the gener- 

al case, by means of Eq. (^4) one can always find the value of iK and, 

consequently, also G as a function of «P if the composition of the so- 

lution and the magnitude of C  are known. The values for iK for a unl- 

univalent electrolyte of different concentration, calculated in this 

way, are given in Fjg. 6. 

In the following we shall consider the complications introduced 

into the structure of the double layer by the specific adsorption of 

ions. 
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%k.   EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF THE DOUBLE LAYER 

A number of methods has been developed within the last decades for 

the study of the double layer which have greatly enriched our knowledge 

of It [8]. Soviet scientists have played a prominent part in these in- 

vestigations. 

Measurement of the capacitance of an electrode with alternating 

current. The most accurate data on the structure of the double layer at 

the metal/solution Interface were obtained by measurement of the elec- 

trode capacitance. The princple of this method consists in charging the 

metal surface and the solution with certain small quantities Aß and —A$ 

of electricity and measuring the potential variation A<p of the elec- 

trode. 

In order that the quantity thus obtained, recalculated for the 

unit of electrode surface, should express the capacitance, it is essen- 

tial that the imparted charge is not consumed in some electrochemical 

reaction, i.e., that the electrode has the properties of ideal polarlz- 

ability. The measurements of this kind can be carried out by the same 

methods as those used for the measurement of the capacitance of a usual 

capacitor. 

The basic conditions which must be fulfilled for the measurement 

of electrode capacitance with an alternating current have been first 

formulated in 1887 by A.P. Sokolov [9]. 

A.P. Sokolov proposed to use a high-frequency alternating current 

for capacitance measurement in order to compel the "voltameter to 

charge itself so rapidly that collateral processes (adsorption and con- 

vection) at the electrodes cannot take place to any great extent within 

this short period." 

The principle of the use of an a.c. current consists in measuring 

the potential fluctuations during the passage of a current with a cer- 
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Flg. 7. Compensation circuit for the capacitance measurement on the 
double layer of an electrode with alternating current; A) Electrolytic 
cell; B) test electrode; C) auxiliary electrode with large surface for1 

passing an a.c. current through the cell; D) auxiliary electrode for 
the polarization of electrode B  with a d.c. current; G) a.c. current 
generator; N) null Instrument for the a.c. current (oscillograph). 

tain Intensity or that one compares them with the potential fluctua- 

tions of a reference standard of known capacitance. One of the possible 

compensation circuits, suitable for the capacitance measurement of the 

double layer. Is shown In Fig. 7« The letter A  In the diagram Indicates 

the cell Into which the test electrode Is Immersed. The a.c. current is 

passed through the solution between the t^st electrode B  and the auxil- 

iary electrode C.   The potential fluctuations of the small test elec- 

trode are large compared with the potential fluctuations of the large 

electrode. Hence capacitance measured by means of a compensation method 

can be considered, with a sufficient degree of accuracy, to be equal to 

the capacitance of the test electrode. The a.c. generator G  serves as 

the current source. 

Depending on the conditions, different current frequencies from 1 

to 100,000 cycles per second are used for these measurements. A conven- 

tional sensitive cathode oscillograph, sometimes a telephone with am- 

plifier and, at low frequencies, a galvanometer with short period serv :. 
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usually as the null Instrument N. 

An Ideally polarlzable electrode Is a limit case which can be 

achieved in practice only with a certain approximation. Normally the 

possibility of electrochemical reactions at the electrode surface can- 

not be excluded completely. A certain proportion of the electrical 

charge, imparted to the electrode in order to shift its potential, is 

actually lost not for charging the electrode but for an electrochemical 

reaction. The electrode behaves in this respect like a capacitor with a 

leakage, for example, a capacitor connected in parallel with a certain 

resistance R   (Fig. 8). Hence to achieve compensation in accordance with 

the scheme of Fig. 7» a resistance must also be included in parallel 

with the standard cape itance. The presence of sach a leakage during 

measurements with alternating current has the greater effect the lower 

the frequency of the alternating current. The inclusion of a resistance 

is also necessary to compensate the ohmic resistance of the electro- 

lyte. When high-frequency currents are used the capacitance measure- 

ments can also be carried out in presence of relative large leakage 

currents, as pointed out long ago by A.P. Sokolov. 

Let us consider the physical meaning of the capacitance determined 

experimentally by means of alternating current. The experimentally 

measured capacitance is evicently equal to A$/A9; recalculated to unit 

of electrode surface it is equal to 1/5 A^/Aqp * Ac/A<P or, because <P and 

<p differ only by a constant amount, Ae/A<p . If the amplitude of the 

alternating current used for the measurement is fairly small (if it 

does not exceed 10-15 mv) we can assume approximately Ae/A^P » 3 7/8 ^P . 

The quantity a /aqp Is termed differential capacitance at the given 

value of the potential <P 

<:'-*-- (21) 
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If the electrode had a constant capacitance. In- 

dependent of Its potential (I.e., if the charge were 

proportional to the potential e = Cqp ), the measured 

Fig. 8. Elec- 
trical circuit 
of a capacitor 
with capaci- 
tance C  and 
leakage via 
the resistance 
ff, which Is 
equivalent to 
an electrode 
on which elec- 
trochemical 
reactions take 
place. 

differential capacitance would equal the capacitance 

of the electrode C  (Independently of the amplitude of 

the current used for the measurement). 

Such a pattern will approximately occur in con- 

centrated solutions In which, as has been shown in 

S3> the double layer is not very diffuse and comes 

close to the type of dense double layer with a con- 

stant distance between the plates and constant capac- 

itance. In other cases, however, the double layer has 

a diffuse structure, the degree of diffusiveness and, 

consequently, also the capacitance depending on the electrode poten- 

tial. The theoretical value of the differential capacitance C, may bo 

found in these cases by differentiation of the above expressions for e 

with respect to <P . 

Sometimes it is more convenient when studying the structure of the 

double layer to use the value of the integral capacitance 

Ci-f. (21a) 

The quantity C.  expresses the capacitance of a capacitor which, at 

a potential difference q) between the plates, carries a charge equal to 

the charge of the double layer and which can thus be considered as 

equivalent to the double layer at the given potential o . Between C. 

and C, exists the obvious relationship 

C-^C^f. (22) 

o 

As  will  be  evident   from  the  following,   the  quantities   c^  and  C^ W 
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can differ  considerably  in  certain  cases. 

The   capacitance measurement   with  alternating  current   can be  used 

for verifying  the  double   layer  theory.   Figure  9  gives   curves  showing 

the  differential  capacitance  of  a mercury  electrode  as   a  function of 

pFA*1 

to 

20- 

n- 

as 0%°   -0.J 

Fig. 9. Differential capacitance of a mercury electrode as a function 
of potential for KC1 and HC1 solutions with different concentration: 1) 
0.0001 N, HC1; 2) 0.001 N KC1; 3) 0.01 N KC1; 4) 0.1 N KC1; 5) 1 N KC1. 
Potential measured against standard hydrogen electrode (n.v.e.). A) 
Volts. 

the potential for different KC1 and HC1 solutions with different con 

centrations [10]. The potentials measured relative to a standard hydro- 

gen electrode are plotted on the abscissa axis. In dilute solutions the 

potential of the "zero point" of mercury at which e = 0 and cp = 0 Is 

equal to qp = —0.2 v at this scale. n 

It can be seen that, in agreement with the conclusions of the pre- 

ceding section, a minimum is observed in the differential capacitance 

curve at this potential, which is the more pronounced, the lower the 
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concentration of the solution^ at the point of zero charge the double 

layer has the most diffuse structure. 

It Is also evident from Fig. 9 that the capacitance of a deutle 

layer with a positive charge of the surface (to the left of the zero 

point) Is considerably larger than with negative charge, and that It 

Increases very strongly In presence of a high positive surface charge 

(deformation of anlons). For comparison purposes Fig. 10 gives curves 

showing the differential capacitance as a function of potential, calcu 

lated for solutions of the same concentration on the basis of the equa- 

tions of the theory of the double layer. In this calculation the capac- 

itance of ' e dense layer for a positively charged surface was taken as 

2 2 36 pF/cm  (see page 10) and for a negatively charged one as 18 yF/cm . 

It can be seen that the agreement between theory and experiment is gen- 

erally quite satisfactory so that one may conclude that the above-pre- 

sented theory of the double layer is built on a correct foundation. We 

ought to point out that the observed minimum capacitances are slightly 

larger than the theoretical ones. 

. 

'I 

It 

1    > 

-* f h/fm   A 

Pig.   10.   Differential  capacitance,   calculated by means  of the  double 
layer equation  for solutions  of a unl-unlvalent  electrolyte with  dif- 
ferent   concentrations:   1)   0.0001  N;   2)   0.001  N;   3)   0.01  N;   H)   0.1   N. 
A)   Volts;   B)   cm2. 

*»• 
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Figure 11 gives differential capacitance curves for the mercury 

electrode in normal solutions of several electrolytes [7]. 

Because the capacitance of the double layer is enormously sensi- 

tive to the adsorption of surface-active substances, the presence of 

traces of high-molecular organic compounds in the solution, which often 

contaminate "chemically pure" reagents, distorts the measurement re- 

sults, usually reducing the capacitance. Hence, special measures should 

be taken in the measurement of the capacitance of the double layer to 

purify the reagents and the metal surface. Nonobservation of these pre- 

cautions has for a long time had the result that many researchers have 

obtained too low capacitance values which could not be accounted for 

from the point of view of the theory of the double layer. Correct ca- 

pacitance values were first obtained by M.A. Proskurnin [11]. 

Measurement of surface charge by means of the charging current. 

The most convenient method for the direct determination of the surface 

charge Is the measurement of the quantity of electricity which must be 

supplied to the metal/solution interface during its formation, in order 

to create a certain potential difference in it. As in the preceding in- 

stance, it is assumed here that the entire quantity of electricity is 

used to charge the surface, or. In other words, that the electrode 

practically has the property of Ideal polarlzabillty. For a liquid met- 

al, for example, mercury, this method is most easily carried out by 

means of a drop electrode. If the mercury flows Into the solution in 

the form of individual drops at constant potential S5 and if the surface 

of the drops, formed in unit time. Is equal to S,   cS  coulombs per sec- 

ond should pass through the system. Thus, the mean Intensity of the 

"charging current" I    wnlch is easily measured with a galvanometer, is 

/.-iS. (23) 

Knowing 5, c is readily found from the value of J . 
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In  Chapter  2  we   shall  consider  In greater detail  the   charging  cur- 

rents   in  connection with  the phenomena  observed when  the   current   of an 

electrochemical   reaction   is  superposed  on  the  charging  current. 

50 

OA 
—T- 

0 
I 

-9A -M 
to/tb/n   A 
(M. B.3J B 

Fig. 11. Differential capacitance curves for the mercury electrode in 
1 N solutions of NaNO-. (1), H-SO^ (2), NapSO. (3), NaCl (M), NaT (5). 
A) Volts; B) n.v.e.  3 

Variation of the electrode potential during the passage of a di- 

rect current. Polarization measurements consisting in the measurement 

of the intensity of a current flowing through the electrode at differ- 

ent potentials are very common in electrochemistry. When such polariza- 

tion curves are recorded (expressing the rate of a certain electrochem- 

ical process as a function of the electrode potential) one tries to 

keep the electrode surface in an unchanged condition. A different pic- 

ture is observed when the current is passed through an electrode under 

conditions in which a long duration of the electrochemical process at 

constant potential is impossible. In this case the electrode potential 
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varies continuously depending on the quantity of electricity which has 

passed through It or, with polarization by a current with constant in- 

tensity, on time. The Kazan' professor R.A. Kolll [12] was the first to 

use the measurement of the potential shift of the electrode during the 

passage of a current for a certain length of time for the determination 
2 

of capacitance and found a value of 150 uF/cm  for the capacitance of a 

platinum electrode. 

The curves which show the potential as a function of the quantity 

of electricity Imparted to the electrode are termed charging curves. 

The charging curve for mercury In HC1 solution [2] Is represented In 

Fig. 12. By means of the charging curves one can find the differential 

and. If the position of th^  zero point Is known, also the Integral ca- 

pacitance of the electrode (Eq. (22)). 

The method of capacitance measurement 

with a direct current can also be used as a 

method for determining the true surface area 

of the electrode, for example, the surface of 

the active material of the negative plate of a 

lead battery. As we know that the capacitance 
19   40 QIO'   n 

Fig. 12. Charging 
curve for mercury in 
1 N HC1 solution. A) 
Volt (n.v.e.); B) 
coul. 

of a smooth negatively charged surface is 17 

.2 uF/cm , we obtain the true surface of the 

plate by dividing the capacitance of the real 

negative battery plate, measured by the method 

of charging curves, by this value [13]. 

In the practical application of the method of charging curves one 

has to take into account primarily the difficulty of a complete exclu- 

sion of electrochemical side reactions during the recording of the 

curve. For example, the solution always contains small quantities of 

oxygen or other oxidants, which are reduced during the cathodic polarl- 
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zatlon of the electrode. In order that the results should not be dis- 

torted. It Is indispensable to reduce the Influence of these reactions 

to a minimum. I.e., to create conditions such that the Intensity of the 

charging current Is great compared with the Intensity of the current of 

these collateral electrochemical processes. 

This problem can be solved by different methods. One of these con- 

sists In carrying out the recording of the charging curve within a min- 

imum Interval of time. I.e., with a large current density, with oscll- 

lographlc recording of the potential. This method, which many British 

authors have used (for example, Raydil, Bowden, Butler), has an Impor- 

tant deficiency which consists in the following. As will be evident 

from the following, while the charging of the double layer takes place 

very rapidly, other changes of the state of the metal surface often 

proceed slowly. When the potential varies quickly, they lag behind com- 

pared with the variation of the charge of the double layer, and the 

electrode thus cannot reach the equilibrium state corresponding to the 

new value of the potential. 

Methods of recording charging curves which are free of these de- 

ficiencies have been developed by the Soviet scientists A.I. Shlygin 

and B.V. Ershler [8]. The first of these methods [1^4] consists in the 

use of an electrode with very large true surface, such as, for example, 

a platinized platinum electrode. In this case even if the true density 

of the charging current is small, the total current intensity is fairly 

large, and side processes caused by diffusion cf impurities from the 

volume of the solution to the electrode cannot distort the charging 

curve. Electrodes of platinized platinum and analogous electrodes with 

a developed surface of Iridium, rhodium, lead, silver and other metals 

have been studied by this method. 

In the second method [15] an advantageous relation between the 
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surface and volume processes is achieved not by Increasing the surface 

but by decreasing the volume of the solution. To this end the electrode 

In the form of a cylinder A   Is Inserted Into the tube B  which Is filled 

with electrolyte and which has almost the same length and Internal di- 

ameter as the electrode (Fig. 13). The Impurities In the small volume 

of solution between the electrode and the walls of the cell are so few 

that they cannot Interfere with the recording of the charging curves. 

Variation of the composition of the solution dur- 

ing the formation of the double layer. The formation of 

a double layer when a metal comes Into contact with a 

solution causes a variation of the composition of the 

solution. Thus, for example, when silver comes Into 

contact with a solution of silver nitrate, the silver 

Ions donate their positive charges to the metal surface 

which attracts the NOT Ions. Thus, a certain oaantlty 

of silver nitrate disappears from the solution during 

the formation of the double layer. When platinized 

platinum, saturated with hydrogen und^i- atmospheric 

pressure, comes Into contact wich a solution of potas- 

sium chloride, part of the adsorbed hydrogen Is Ionized 

and goes Into solution, the surface Is charged nega- 

tively and attracts potassium Ions. As a result part of the potassium 

Ions in the solution are replaced by hydrogen ions and the solution is 

acidified. At very low concentration of the adsorbed hydrogen the for- 

mation of the double layer is accompanied by a discharge of hydrogen 

ions at the surface of the plate which then becomes positive and at - 

tracts Cl— anions. As a result a certain quantity of HC1 disappears, 

and the initially neutral KC1 solution becomes alkaline. 

If the electrode surface is small, the variations in the composi- 
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tlon of the solution are slight and escape detection. Indeed, for exam- 

ple, when the surface charge is 2'10~-)  coulombs per cm , only 2 • 10- 

gram-equlvalents of Ions are consumed In the formation of the double 

layer. Hence in electrochemistry the equilibrium potential of the elec 

trode Is normally associated with the initial composition of the soli' 

tlon on the assumption that the latter does not undergo any changes up- 

on contact with the electrode. However, if the true electrode surface 
2 

Is, for example, 10 m , the formation of a double layer already causer 
«•a        ^ 

a variation of normally 2"10 J in 10 cm of solution, which is easily 

observed. 

A.N. Frumkin and A.D. Obrucheva were the first to point out the 

peculiarities of the adsorption effects which accompany the formation 

of the double layer. These adsorption phenomena are sometimes termed 

potential-determining adsorption, and in the case when the initial so- 

lution was neutral and free acids or alkali appeared in it as a result 

of the interaction with the electrode, as in the hydrolysis of salts, 

they were termed hydrolytic adsorption. 

The variations of the composition of a solution can be utilized 

for the study of the structure of the double layer in the case of elec- 

trodes of platinum or carbon which have a highly disperse structure 

[16, 17], and also of mercury, which can be given a large surface by 

disintegrating a fast-moving Jet Into small droplets. 

If the adsorption measurements are carried out at different elec- 

trode potentials it is possible to determine the charge of the double 

layer as a function of the potential.! B.gure lb gives the adsorption of 

the Na ion as a function of potential for the case of platinized plat- 

inum in a hydrogen atmosphere [14]. The potential of this electrode was 

varied by variation of the composition (pH) of the solution. Under con- 

ditions of "Ideal polarizabillty,, of the electrode the potential can be 
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conveniently varied by supplying increasing quantities of charge to the 

electrode from without. Thus, the adsorption measurements can be com- 

bined with the recording of the charging curves and the data thus ob- 

tained can be compared. Further on we shall present some results of 

this comparison. 

Motion of solid particles under the 

influence of an electric field. As has 

been pointed out in §2, the measurement 

of the velocity of motion of solid parti- 

cles in a solution when an external field 

is applied, makes it possible to deter- 

mine the electrokinetic potential, whose 

value for the case of dilute solutions is 

close to that which we have termed the iK 

potential. Thus the electrokinetic phe- 

nomena, such as, for example, the cata- 

phoresis of metal salts or the deflection 

0.»    -0,4    -0,2 tfi$*iml*.$.9)   B 

Fig. 14. Adsorption of so- 
dium ions on platinizfd 
platinum in a hydrogen at- 
mosphere from a NaCl solu- 
tion as a function of po- 
tential at different pH 
values. A) gM„+ coulomb/ 

cm ; B) cpvolt (n.v.e.). 

of metal wire, immersed in an electrolyte 

and attached at one end, in an electric field can also provide informa- 

tion on the structure of the double layer and the sign of the surface 

charge. The correctness of the results obtained by the method of charg- 

ing curves and adsorption measurements has thus been confirmed [1, ^1]. 

§5. ELECTROCAPILLARITY PHENOMENA 

The first information on the structure of the double layer on mer- 

cury and other liquid or molten metals in different media has been ob- 

tained by the study of the interface surface tension at the metal/solu- 

tion interface as a function of the potential.* This relationship can 

be found experimentally by determining the interface tension at differ- 
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ent potentials by means of a capillary electrometer or other analogous 

methods. 

In the capillary electrometer of Gouy (Fig. 15) normally used for 

this purpose one measures the pressure of a column of mercury required 

at a given potential of the mercury, measured relative to a constar*^ 

auxiliary electrode, for causing the mercury meniscus at the conical 

capillary (a) to be at a certain distance from its end. It Is assumed 

that the solution wets the walls of the capillary completely. Accordln 

to the theory of capillarity the height of the mercury column under 

these conditions Is proportional to the Interface tension o at the in- 

terface. The potential difference q>  between the surface of the mercury 

or other liquid metal, which we shall consider as ideally polarlzable, 

and the auxiliary electrode a  is varied by means of the potentlometc r 

; 

Fig.   15.   Circuit   of the   capillary  electrometer,   a)   Capillary;   b)   solu- 
tion;   c)   auxiliary  electrode;   d)  potentiometer   (battery  and  resistance 
box)   for applying the  potential  to  the  mercury  meniscus  in  the   capilla- 
ry;   e)   lifting  device  for  the  mercury   vessel   for  varying  the mercury 
pressure   in the   capillary. 

; 

The graphic representation of 0 as a function of cp is termed elec- 

trocaplllary curve (Fig. 16, curve a). The differential equation of thf 

electrocaplllary   curve  which  can  be  obtained  by  a  thermodynamic  method 
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(Llppman equation) has the following form 

Equation (2^4) enables 'he charge of the double layer to be deter- 

mined from the slope of the electrocaplllary curve. If o Is expressed 

in dyne:? per centimeter, and flp in volts, the numerical value of — -r— 
_7 

must  be multiplied  by   10       in  order to  obtain  the  magnitude   of  e   in 
2 coulombs  per  cm   .   The   Llppman  equation  can  be  verified by  comparison  of 

the  quantity   e,   calculated   from   ehe  slope   cf the  electrocaplllary   curve 

(curve  b   in Fig.   16)   with  the  values  found  experimentally,   for example, 

from the   charging  currents. 

By  differentiating Eq.   (2^)  with respect  to  flp we  obtain 

(25) 

Thus the second derivative of the interface tension with respect 

to the potential taken with the opposite sign expresses the differen- 

tial capacitance of the electrode which can be measured directly with 

great accuracy. This also makes an experimental verification of Eq. 

di OS 

c 
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Fig. 16. Interphase tension o (curve a) and charge e of the mercury 
surface (curve b) as a function of potential. A) Dyne/cm; B) coulomb/ 
cm^; C) volt. 

(2^) possible. Different methods of verification confirmed the correct- 

ness of this equation. 
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It follows from Eq. (2^4) that the charge e Is zero at the poten- 

tial corresponding to the maximum of the electrocapillary curve, posi- 

tive at more positive potentials and negative at more negative poten- 

tials . 

The literature contains a large number of derivations of Eq. (2^). 

We present here a derivation which is based on the adsorption formula 

of Gibbs and which is discussed in most manuals on physical and colloid 

chemistry: 

rf«--2ri</m (26) 

In this equation, u . expresses the chemical potential of the ith 

component of a solution. In dilute solutions, as we know, 

m=.consM /?rinct (2?) 

The quantity r., the surface density of the ith  component, can be 

determined by different methods. The following determination method 

will be convenient fo^ our purposes. We increase the interface area by 
p 

1 cm . During t^e formation of fresh interfacial area the composition 

of the solution changes. If we desire that after the increase in the 

interfacial area the composition of the solution and the surface layer 

remain unchanged, r. moles of each solution component must be added to 

the system. We carry out the summation in Eq. (26) for all componentr. 

except for the solvent itself. In the case of the common adsorption 

processes the quantities r . obviously express the number of moles of 
p 

the ith component, adsorbed on 1 cm" of surface. In order to change 

over from the Gibbs equation to the Lippman equation, we isolate from 

all the components of the system the ions which can pass through the 

metal/solution interface, i.e.. In the case of mercury, the Hgp  ions. 

If during the formation of one square centimeter of fresh mercury/ 

solution Interface area the charge density is to be kept constant, c/2f 

moles of Hgp  ions must pass from the solution to the metal according 
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to the Faraday law. Thus, 

and, consequently, 

rf« - - rHti.. di»Ilt|» - 2 r»rf»*«" ~ ir *mi* - S r« ^i*» • (29) 

where the summation Is now confined to the remaining dissolved sub- 

stances . 

Between the quantity WHD.++ and the potential difference cp exists 

the thermodynamlc relation 

T = const-f-j^i^j., (30) 

which, according to Eq. (27), for dilute solutions assumes the form of 

the usual Nernst formula. 

It follows from Eqs. (29) and (30) that 

d,-,-tdf_2r.di»i. (3:L) 

Equation (31) Is the general thermodynamlc basis of the theory of 

the electrocaplllarlty phenomena. 

For dilute solutions, expressing In accordance with Eq. (27) Uj 
if 

through o., we can write 

^„-tt^-jOTMnCi. (32) 

In the particular case, when qp at the metal/solution Interface 

varies, du,. * 0 Is valid in a solution of constant composition, and Eq. 

(31) is transformed Into the Llppman equation. 

If we determine o as a function of a.  experimentally at constant 
t 

7), we can, according to Eq. (32) find the values of r ., I.e., the ad- 
if 

sorptlon on the mercury surface for different components of the solu- 

tion. This problem will be Investigated In greater detail In §7. 

A comparison of the dependence of o on qp with the dependence of a 

on the concentration of the dissolved electrolyte enables us to predict 

how the shape of the electrocaplllarlty curve should vary with varla- 
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Fig.   17.   Shape  of the   electrocaplllarlty  curves   as  a  function  of the 
concentration  of KNO^   solutions:   1)   1  N;   b)   0.1  N;   c)   0.01  N;   d)   0.001 
N.    A)   Dyne/cr.;   B)   volt. 

O 

tlon of  the  concentration.   For the  sake of  simplicity,  we   shall   consid- 

er  the  case  In which  the adsorption of  Ions   In the  double   layer   Is 

caused only by  electrical forces  and   In which only one electrolyte with 

a  concentration  Q  Is  present   in the  solution.   Then,   according to  Eq. 

(32) 

d.«_,<ff_flr(rK4.rAMinc. (33) 

where r„ and r., respectively, are the adsorbed quantities of cation 

and anlon. The charge of the Ion envelope of the double layer Is obvi- 

ously ("^r„ — n.r.jf, where n„ and n.   are the valencies of the cation 

and anlon, from which follows 

Let us assume that the metal surface carries a fairly strong nega- 

tive charge and chat specific adsorption phenomena are absent. Then we 

can use the approximation 

• --"»rKf (35) 

and,   according to Eq.    (33), 

d—n*Uf{Al-~~r*\*^)' (36) 

; 

:: 
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It follows from Eq. (36) that da ■ 0 if 

df--^-dlnc-0, 

or. In other words, when the concentration varies by the amount do, 

the negative branch of the electrocaplllarlty curve Is displaced paral- 

lel to Itself by the distance (RT/nKF)d  In   a. 

When the solution Is diluted this displacement occurs In the di- 

rection of the more negative potentials. Analogously, the displacement 

of the positive branch, as Is easily shown, takes place In the opposite 

direction by the amount (RT/nAF)d  In   a.   As a result, the electrocapll- 

lary curves become flatter when the solution Is diluted (Fig. 17). The 

above derived relations can also be obtained from the theory of the 

double layer which enables the quantity ij/, and, consequently, also e, 

to be determined as a function of the concentration of the solution by 

means of the equations (20) and (20a). 

§6. ZERO CHARGE POTENTIALS 

The electrode potential at which e = 0 (measured relative to some 

auxiliary electrode, for example, the normal hydrogen or normal calomel 

electrode) is termed zero charge potential or zero point of the metal 

q) . When the electrode potential passes through this point the sign of 

the surface charge changes which, as will be evident from the follow- 

ing, can be of great Importance for the kinetics of the electrode proc- 

esses. Further on it will also be shown that at potentials close to the 

zero charge potential, the electrode has the maximum capacity for ad- 

sorbing dissolved organic substances and is less well wetted by the 

solvent. These two circumstarces are also of significance for the 

course of the electrochemical processes. Hence the determination of the 

zero charge potential is of interest for electrochemical kinetics [1, 
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25, 28]. 

In the absence of a surface charge at the metal/solution interfn 

processes of adsorption of Ions and molecules, which we have termed 

specific and which modify the potential difference between the metr» 1 

and the solution, can also take place. In this section we shall examine 

the zero charge potentials in the absence of specific adsorption. 

The above-described methods of measuring the surface charge and 

capacitance and also other methods such as the measurement of the in- 

terfacial tension, wettablllty, etc., are used for the determination of 

the zero charge potential. 

The first data on the zero charge potential were obtained by means 

of measurement of the interfacial tension as a function of potential on 

the basis of Eq. (2^4) and also by means of a determination of the po- 

tential of the disconnected drop electrode.* The first method (electro- 

capillary measurements) has lately been frequently used for the deter- 

mination of the zero points of liquid metals: gallium, thallium amal- 

gam, molten tin, cadmium, lead, zinc, etc. The determination of the 

zero charge potentials in melts, carried out in several studies of S.V. 

Karpachev [18] Is also of great Interest for the electrochemistry of 

aqueous solutions because, as experiments have shown, the difference in 

the position of the zero points varies little upon transition from the 

solid metals in aqueous solutions at room temperature to molten metalr 

at temperatures of ^00-500oC. 

The interface tension at the solid metal/solution interface cannot 

be measured directly, but P.A. Rebinder succeeded in observing a phe- 

nomenon which enables the variation of the surface energy of a solid 

during variation of the potential to be observed [19]. According to the 

theory of the disintegration of solids of P.A. Rebinder every influence 

which results in a decrease in the surface tension in the internal mi- 
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crocracks formed during the process of mechanical rupture, causes a 

decrease In the hardness of the solid and Its capacity to withstand 

brittle or plastic deformation. Thus a possibility Is opened up for de- 

termining the electrocaplllarlty curves of solids on the basis of their 

hardness change with potential variation. 

Figure 18 gives the curve (a) representing the hardness of thalli- 

um as a function of the potential In 1 N Na2S0/. [10] and the curve (b) 

of the surface tension of saturated thallium amalgam In the same solu- 

tion [20]. The two curves are entirely analogous and the potentials 

corresponding to the curve maxima are very close; this Indicates that 

the hardness measurement can be used as a method for determining the 

zero points. 

6**»  A 

-V -'.» If WmSSm r(***)    B 

Fig. 18. Curve showing the hardness of thallium (a) and the surface 
tension of saturated thallium amalgam (b) In 1 N NapSCK as a function 

of the potential. A) Dyne/cm; B) volt (n.v.e.). 

Another widely used method for the determination of the zero 

charge potential is the measurement of the capacitance of the double 

layer in dilute solution. As we have shown (page   ) It follows from 

the theory of the double layer that near the zero point the degree of 

diffuseness of the double layer is at a maximum and, consequently, its 

capacitance is a minimum. Thus the zero charge potential can be four.d 

from the position of the minimum on the curve which represents the dif- 

ferential capacitance as a function of the potential. For example, the 
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TABLE   1 

Zero  Charge  Potentials 
Room  Temperature 

9    In  Aqueous  Solutions  at n 

a KMMN* Cd  

b  TajMHA Tl  
c CaMNcn Pb  
d TMJIHA,      mnmamm» 

•MMbrma  

e  UNHK Zn  

1' r>JMNl Ga ..... . 

g  PryTk Hg  

" h rpM)«, c  

1 CcpcOpo Ac  

k  YtOJth MTmNBOMN* 
MMiC.    .   .   .    ."  . 

p 

1   n«aTHNt     ■    •TMOC^tp« 
■OAopo«« PI (Hi) .  . 

m T«««yp T» 

n riMTNIM OKNC^ieNNt« 
PttO,)  

-0.9 

-0,8 
-0,69 

-0.65 

--0,63 

-0,6 

-0,» 

-0.07 

0.06 

0-0,2 

0.11 

0,27 

0,61 

0,4-1,0 

ro • H   KCI 
io» H. K<:\ 

o 
I H. Na^SO« 

o 
I N. NafS04 

O 
I H. KCI+0.1 H. HCI 
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A) Electrode; B) zero charge potential In volts, relative to n.v.e.; C) 
composition of solution; D) method; a) cadmium; b) thallium; c) lead; 
d) thallium, saturated amalgam; e) zinc; f) gallium; g) mercury; h) 
graphite; 1) silver; k) activated charcoal; 1) platinum in hydrogen at- 
mosphere; m) tellurium; n) platinum oxidized; o) N; p) dilute electro- 
lyte solutions (In absence of specific adsorption); q) capacitance 
measurements; r) the same; s) electrocaplllarlty measurements; t) hard- 
ness measurements; u) electrocaplllarlty, capacitance, and charging 
current measurements; v) adsorption measurements; w) contact angles. 
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zero points of solid lead, thallium and zinc [21, 22] have been deter- 

mined by this method. 

In the case of solids from which electrodes with a highly devel- 

oped surface can be easily made, such as platinum or carbon, the poten- 

tial of the zero point at which the adsorption of cations as well as 

anlons ceases, can be found from measurements of electrolyte adsorption 

[16]. 

It will be shown In Chapter 5 that measurements of the contact an- 

gles at the three-phase Interface metal/solutlon/gas can also be used 

for the determination of the position of the zero point of the elec- 

trodes. In the absence of a charge the wetting of the metal by the so- 

lution Is a minimum and the above-mentioned contact angle Is a maximum. 

The zero charge potentials of mercury, thallium amalgam, platinum and 

several other metals have been determined by this method [23]. 

Table 1 gives the zero charge potentials cp measured by different 

methods relative to the potential of the normal hydrogen electrode 

(n.v.e.) on several metals. 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the zero point potentials of dif- 

ferent electrodes differ considerably. From this follows an Important 

conclusion which we shall explain by means of a concrete example. We 

construct a circuit of a thallium electrode, an electrolyte solution 

and a platinum electrode saturated with hydrogen. We choose the condi- 

tions at the Interface between the thallium and the solution and also 

between the platinum and the solution in such a way that neither of the 

two interfaces carries a charge. I.e., that each electrode is at its 

zero point. 1 Inally, we connect the electrodes by means, for example, 

of copper wires with some device for the potential measurement. Then, 

according to Table 1, we detect a potential difference of 0.91 V be- 

tween the ends of the chain although there are no ionic double layers 
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In this circuit. 

This potential difference Is composed of the potential differences 

which may be localized at the surface layers of the metals at the In- 

terface with the solution but which do not Involve a process of ion rnl 

gratlon and can also be present at the Interfaces between metals. The 

presence of a solvent, ■ '»ter. Is not essential for the appearance of 

such a potential difference. 

In fact It is known that in presence of a conductlnp; contact be- 

tween two metals in a vacuum a potential drop is also established in 

the space between them which Is usually referred to as contact poten- 

tial difference. The existence of contact potential differences exerts 

an Important Influence on the processes of electron emission and is of" 

great Importance for radio engineering.* The zero charge potential 

differences of different metals may be regarded as quantities analogous 

to the contact potential differences, but measured not in vacuo but Ln 

a liquid medium, water. 

The measurements of S.V. Karpachev [18] who showed that the zero 

point potential differences In many cases are similar to the contact 

potential differences measured In vacuo, are In complete agreement with 

this conclusion. 

Thus the investigation of the structure of the double layer leads 

us to the conclusion that the potential difference at the ends of a 

galvanic circuit, equal to its electromotoric force, consists of two 

components: one of these is composed of the potential differences in 

the ionic double layers and the other is analogous to the contact po- 

tential difference between metals in vacuo. 

The problem of the relationship between the e.d.s. of a galvanic 

circuit and the contact potential difference has always interested the 

electrochemlsts (the so-called Volta problem) [25]. 
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F. Engels In his "Dialectic of Nature" has given great attention 

to It. The German electrochemical school following W. Nernst, has con- 

nected for a long time the appearance of a potential difference at the 

ends of a galvanic circuit exclusively with the formation of Ionic 

double layers without taking Into account the contact potentials. An 

opposite point of view was upheld, for example, by Langmulr [26] who 

Identified the total e.d.s. of the circuit with the contact potential 

difference between metals. As follows from the above both these points 

of view are erroneous; a correct solution of the Volta problem became 

possible only after A.N. Frumkin and co-workers elucidated the meaning 

of the zero points of metals, gave methods for the determination of 

their positions and established their connection with the contact po- 

tential difference. 

The existence of potential differences in the surface layer of a 

metal in vacuo according to Ya.I. Frenkel' [27] is due to the fact that 

the electron gas in the metal extends slightly beyond the limits of the 

positive ions of the metal lattice. This distribution of the electron 

cloud is connected with the so-called "zero" (i.e., retained at abso- 

lute zero) kinetic energy of the electron gas; these questions are dis- 

cussed in the electronic theory of metals. The potential differences in 

the surface layer of a metal exist independently of whether the metal 

Is in a vacuum or in contact with a solvent, but th?lr magnitude may 

vary slightly during contact with a liquid medium. In consequence of 

this a certain parallelism should be observed between the contact po- 

tentials in vacuo and the difference of the position of the zero points 

but not necessarily an accurate quantitative coincidence. 

When the metal comes into contact with a solvent the potential 

variation in the ionic double layer which we have already discussed is 

superposed on the electronic potential difference in the surface layer 
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of the metal and, as we shall see In §7, the potential differenoos, 

caused by the adsorption of ions and molecules of the solven and col 

utes. Thus the total potential difference at the metal/solution Inter 

face is composed of a number of hetergeneou? components. At the presi 

time there are not direct experimental methods for the determination 

the magnitude of a single potential difference.* If we had an accurate 

picture of the electron distribution in the surface layer of the metaI 

and liquid, we could calculate this value but the level of developmrt 

of the theory does not enable such calculations to be carried out at 

present with a sufficient degree of accuracy. Hr-nce the problem of the 

determinenion of the valuta of the individual potential differences oi 

conditions at which they vanish (the so-called "absolute zero of the 

potentials") which has often been examined by the electrochemlcts, re 

mains as yet unsolved. 

However, a knowledge of the individual potential differences Is 

not essential for the solution of concrete electrochemical problems so 

that the problem of the "absolute zero potentials" Is not of great im- 

portance for the development of electrochemistry. On the contrary, we 

often have to deal with that part of the potential difference which 

lies In the Ionic double layer and whose magnitude is determined by the 

position of the zero charge point of the metal. 

S7. ADSORPTION OF IONS AND MOLECULES 

At the metal/solution interface, as at any other interface, vari- 

ous adsorption phenomena take place in addition to those which are di- 

rectly connected with the migration of ions from one phase into the 

other and the charge of the surface. In order to distinguish them from 

adsorption, which can be determined from the electric forces nn the b: 

sis of the equations (5) and (5a), these phenomena are often termed 
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specific. The existence of specific adsorption phenomena Indicates that 

even In absence of an electric field there Is a certain work of adsorp- 

tion, which Is gained during the transfer of a mole of substance from 

the Interior of the solution to the Interface. For the case of the ad- 

sorption of Ions the positive work of adsorption at an uncharged sur- 

face Is equal to the values which we have designated In §3 by 4»^ and ♦_ 

with opposite sign. As has been Indicated during the description of the 

theory of the double layer, the presence of an electric field modifies 

the magnitude of this work so that the specific and electrical adsorp- 

tion phenomena are generally closely Interrelated. 

Our knowledge concerning the specific adsorption of Ions and mole- 

cules at the metal/solution Interface Is primarily based on the data 

obtained In the study of the electrocaplllarlty phenomena on mercury 

and amalgams In solutions of different composition. A comparison of the 

specific adsorption on the uncharged mercury/solution Interface with 

adsorption phenomena on other Interfaces, for example, at the Interface 

Gulutlon/alr, shows that In spite of several characteristic features, 

connected with tne presence of a metallic phase, these adsorption phe- 

nomena obey the same laws In many respects. Hence the experimental ma- 

terial relating to adsorption at the solution/gas Interface [29] can 

also be used for the Interpretation of the specific adsorption phenom- 

ena. 

At the mercury/solution Interface, as Gouy [30] showed, the spe- 

cific adsorption of anlons Is particularly clearly manifested. The an- 

lons Br—, SNS—, I~ and SH- lower the Interfaclal tension at an un- 

charged (or positively charged) mercury surface considerably and, con- 

sequently, according to Eq. (32) are strongly adsorbed on It (Pig. 19)- 

In contrast to these Ions, the anlons COT _, SO^" -, HPO^ ~, 0H~ and 

others do not lower the Interfaclal tension at the uncharged mercury/ 
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solution Interface,   but   In sufficiently   concentrated solutions  even 

slightly  Increase  It, which Indicates their negative adsorption.  The 

first  group  of anlons  Is  usually termed  surface-active,   the second 

one,   surface-inactive. 

•41 if »OnbmlH.tJI 

Fig. 19. Effect of the adsorp- 
tion of the ions Cl , Br , I 
and SH on the shape of the 
electrocaplllarlty curve. A) 
Dyne/cm; B) volts (n.v.e.). 

Fig. 20. Structure of 
the double layer in a 
solution of NapSOn 

(a) and KI (b) at the 
potential of the max- 
imum of the electro- 
capillarity curve in 
a solution of KI. A) 
Metal. 

The lowering of the maximum of the elec- 

trocaplllarity curve upon adsorption of an- 

lons, as can be seen In Fig. 19, corresponds 

to a displacement of it to more negative po- 

tentials. 

Let ufi compare the state of the metal/ 

solution interface in Na2SOi4 and KI solutions 

at the same potential cp = (<Pn)KI corresponding 

to the maximum of the electrocaplllarlty curve 

in KI solution (Fig. 20a and 20b). In the case 

of the solution of the inactive electrolyte 

NapSCK the metal surface at this potential 

does carry a negative charge (Fig. 20a). In the KI solution at the same 

potential c ■ 0 is valid, and the presence of a negative potential dif- 
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ference between metnl and solution Is determined by the presence of a 

layer of adsorbed anlons at the metal surface which attracts the cat- 

Ions electrostatically (Fig. 20b). As follows from Eqs. (M or (12), at 

e ■ o flp « \i>li  I.e., the total potential variation in the double layer 

is localized at distances from the metal surface which exceed the ef- 

fective radius of the first ion layer. Let us point out that in the 

case of a strong specific adsorption the magnitude of ^. may be consid- 

erable without the double layer having to extend far into the solution 

and does not decrease but Increases with increasing concentration of 

the solution. The relation between the position of the rriximum of the 

electrocapillarity curve in the solution of a surface-active electro- 

lyte and the magnitude of iK is illustrated in Fig. 21. 

Fig. 21. Relation between the potential of the maximum of the electro- 
capillarity curve in an inactive {a  ■ NapSOj.) and in an active {b  « KI) 

electrolyte and the magnitude of the iK potential in the latter. 

Let us dwell a little longer on the state of the metal surface in 

NapSO^ and KI solutions in the potential range between the values qp ■ 

■ if  )M C^ and V » iy„)VT.  In this range (Fig. 21) the potential dif- n Na2^0i4 n KI 

ference between a point on the mercury surface and a point on the in- 

terior of the solution is negative in both cases but the sign of the 

quantity e is different: in the Na-SO^ solution e < 0, and in the KI 

solution F.   > 0. The existence of a negative potential difference be- 

tween the surface and the interior of the solution with a positive sign 
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Flg. 22. Potential distribution at the met^"/solution interface In 
presence of specific adsorption of anions (t..lck curves) and In the ab- 
sence of such adsorption (dashed lines); a) one potential difference 
<Pa Is negative; b) the potential rtlffere. 3 <p Is positive. 

of the charge Is possible only If the ij», potential varies within the 

double layer with the distance x  in such a way as indicated by the 

thick line In Pig. 22a. Going frorp the Interface to the plane in which 

the centers of the adsorbed ions are situated, the potential drops; 

with further Increase In the distance x, I.e., In the region wnlch con- 

tains excess cations. It Increases again. In this case it would have 

been more correct to speak of a triple and not a double electrical lay- 

er. 

At potentials which are more positive than the zero charge poten- 

tial, the quantity i^. In a solution of an Inactive electrolyte is pos- 

itive. However, In presence of considerable specific adsorption the 

charge of the anions close to the Interface exceeds In absolute magni- 

tude the surface charge of the metal. In consequence of which. In ac- 

cordance with Eq. (3^), the quantity rK should be positive. Thus, in 

presence of specific adsorption of anions the adsorption of cations Is 

positive not only with a negative but also a positive surface charge. 

Because the cations In this case form the diffuse part of the double 

layer, the (|), potential should Increase with Increase in x  beyond the 
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limits of the plane In which the centers of the anions are situated, as 

in Pig. 22a. On the whole the potential distribution in this case cor- 

responds to the thick line in Pig. 22b. As this graph shows, in spite 

of the positive value of e, the quantity i|», in this case is negative 

This phenomenon is normally termed surface charge reversal. 

The magnitude of the anion adsorption, as follows, in particular, 

from Fig. 19, depends on the surface charge. At fairly high negative 

charges the electrostatic repulsion predominates over the specific ad- 

sorption forces, and the adsorption of anions ceases (the electrocap- 

lllarlty curves flow together); in presence of a positive surface 

charge the action of the electrostatic and specific adsorption forces 

is additive and a strong adsorption effect is observed. 

We have given here in an elementary form a picture of the phenom- 

ena, which occur in the adsorption of anions, based directly on experi- 

mental data. These conclusions can be refined on the basis of the doub- 

le layer theory. To obtain correct results, however, it is necessary to 

take into account not me-ely the existence of the specific work of ad- 

sorption of the anions but also the difference in the distances of the 

"closest approach" of the cation and anion to the electrode surface. 

The problem of the dependence of the numerical value of ^, on electro- 

lyte concentration has been examined in the works of O.A. Yesin [31], 

B.V. Ershler [6] and others. 

The adsorption of anions is a widespread phenomenon, which is fre- 

quently encountered in the consideration of the mecfanism of electrode 

processes. It is observed at the metal/solution interface in the case 

of many metals, although possibly it is not always so clearly apparent 

as in the case of mercury. There exists a certain analogy between the 

specific adsorption of anions at the metal/solution interface and the 

formation of complexes of the type HglT " or PtCl7  in which the metal 
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cation Is  surrounded by anlons. 

In contrast to  the  Inorganic  Ions,   the  inorginic  cations,  as  a 

rule,  do not show a marked specific  adsorption on the  uncharged mercu- 

ry/solution Interface  (the thallium Ion Tl    forms  an exception).   More 

accurately,  for the  unlvalent  cations  there   Is even a  certain negative 

work of adsorption,  which can be detected by means of electrocaplllarl- 

ty measurements  In  concentrated solutions  [32].   However, the measure- 

ment  of the capacitance  of the double   layer,   which Is   a more  sensitiv^ 

test  method than the measurement of Interfaclal  tension,  shows  that 

polyvalent cations   such  as La       ,  Th ,  etc.,   are adsorbed on mercury 

In presence of a weak negative surface  charge  In quantities  which rep- 

resent an excess  relative to  the  surface  charge.   In other words,   like 

the   surface-active  anlons, the polyvalent  cations  cause a  charge  rever- 

sal  of the surface  but with opposite sign of the  effect  [10].  Many or- 

ganic cations,  such as,   for example,  tetrasubstltuted    ammonium deriv- 

atives  (Fig.   23)   show a marked specific  adsorption on the metal/solu- 

tion InterTice.  One can  easily Imagine  that   e »  0  iK   >  0 so  that   *;he 

specific  adsorption should result   In a shift of zero  charge potential 

to more positive  values  of  <p,  as  Is  actually observed  In the experi- 

ment . 

Numerous organic compounds are also adsorbed at  the metal/solution 

Interface with formation of monomolecular* orientated layers. 

Figure 24 shows as  a typical example the electrocaplllarlty  ourves 

of normal NaCl solutions  containing tertiary amyl alcohol   In different 

concentrations  (In the measurement of the electrocaplllarlty curves of 

solutions of organic nonelectrolytes  a  surface-Inactive electrolyte  Is 

always added to the latter which makes  the  solution sufficiently  con- 

ductive) . 

As   in the case of adsorption on the  free  surface of  solutions,   the 
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adsorption at the metal/solution interface increasea with increase in 

the length of the hydrocarbon chain. Many active-surface substances 

fit 1 
A«        0 

B  tt*tm(HBS 

Fig.   23.   Electrocaplllarity curves  of 1   N Na2SOl4   (1)  and  1  N Na2SC^ 
with addition of tetrabutyl anunonlum sulfate   (2).   A)  Dyne/cm;  B)   volt 
(n.v.e.). 

O 

such as, for instance, the aliphatic alcohols, behave similarly on all 

Interfaces, i.e., their adsorption is about the same in both cases. 

In some respects, however, the adsorption at the metal surface 

has certain typical features compared with the adsorption at the solu- 

tion/gas interface. Thus, the introduction of several hydroxyl and oth- 

er oxygen-containing groups, although it reduces the adsorption at the 

metal Interface, it does so to a much lesser extent than in adsorption 

at the gas Interface so that compounds such as saccharose, which are 

entirely inactive in the last-mentioned case, are markedly adsorbed at 

the mercury surface. A characteristic feature of the adsorption at the 

metal interface is also the large adsorption of compounds containing 

sulfur, bromine, iodine atoms and also many aromatic compounds. 

Figure 25 shows the electrocaplllarity curves of solutions of 

thiourea with different concentration in presence of 1 N HpSO^. Thio- 

urea Is an example of a substance which is strongly adsorbed on metal 

surfaces and is inactive at the solution/gas Interface. 

A study of the electrocaplllarity curves of solutions, containing 
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organic   substances,   leads to  several  Important conclusions   regardlnp; 

the properties of the  adsorbed  layers  at  the mercury/solution  inter- 

face.  Let us  point  out   first  of all that the adsorption of organic 

molecules usually  shifts the maximum of the  electrocaplllarlty  curve. 

In  the  case  of the  adsorption of  aliphatic  compounds   containing  oxyger 

or nitrogen,   the shift  takes place In the direction of more positive 

potentials   (Pig.   2^).   Compounds  containing atoms  of  sulfur,  halogens, 

and many  aromatic  derivatives displace  the maximum  in  the  direction  or 

more negative  potentials  (Fig.   25)   like  the   surface-active  anlons.  Be- 

cause at  the  maximum of the electrocaplllarlty curve   e   « 0  and  an ionic 

double  layer  at  the  interface  is   thus absent,  the  shift of  the  zero 

charge potential  can be  accounted  for only by the  fact  that   the  ad- 

sorbed molecules,  which  are  dipoles,  are orientated  in a certain way 

(Fig.  26).   In  presence of a layer of orientated dipoles between metal 

and  solution  there  should be a potential difference whose sign coin 

cides with the  sign of the  charge  of the atoms situated close to  the 

metal.• 

O 

O 

Fig. 2^. Electrocaplllarl- 
ty curves of solutions of 
1 N NaCl containing terti- 
ary amyl alcohol. Concen- 
tration of the alcohol in 
moles per liter: 1) 0.01; 
2) 0.05; 3) 0.1; 4) 0.2; 
5) 0.^. Upper curve: 1 N 
NaCl without addition. A) 
dyne/cm; B) volt (n.v.e.). 

y 9 n 

Fig.   25.   Electrocaplllarlty 
curves of solutions  of 1  N 
H2SO11  containing thiourea. 
Concentration of the thio- 
urea:   1)   0.008;   2)   0.016; 
3)  0.031;   M   0.062;   5) 
0.125; 6)  0.25;  7)  0.5;  8) 
1 mole/liter.   Upper  curve: 
1 N H2SO1J  without  addition. 
A)  Dyne/cm;   B)   volt   (n.v.e.) :: 
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Typical for the adsorption processes at the metal/solution Inter- 

face Is the marked dependence of the adsorption on the potential. The 

lowering of the surface tension caused by the adsorption of organic 

molecules Is observed only within a certain potential range, situated 

en both sides of the zero charge potential of the electrode In the Ini- 

tial solution of the Inorganic electrolyte (Fig. 2^4). With sufficient 

distance from the zero point on either side the lowering of the surface 

tension and, consequently, also the adsorption, disappear. Figure 27 

shows the adsorbed quantity r of normal butyl alcohol as a function of 

the potential <p at constant concentrations of the butyl alcohol [33]. 

The quantity r has been calculated by means of Eq. (32) from the sur- 

face tension values measured at constant potential In solutions of 3 N 

KC1, containing different concentrations of butyl alcohol. It is evi- 

dent from Fig. 27 that the quantity r attains its maximum in the poten- 

tial region close to the zero charge potential* and converges to zero 

in presence of large surface charges. 

Pig. 26. Scheme 
of the arrange- 
ment of the ad- 
sorbed dipole 
molecules. A) 
Metal. 

Ü 

o -«I -».o f     B 

Pig. 27. Adsorbed quantity 
r of butyl alcohol as a 
function of the potential 
9 of the mercury electrode 
Composition of the solu- 
tions: 3 N KC1 + n-butyl 
alcohol (the concentration 
of the latter is indicated 
in the diagram). A) Mole/ 
cm*-; B) volt (n.v.e.). 
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This dependence of the adsorption of uncharged molecules on potfn 

tlal appears surprising at first glance. It can be explained, however| 

If attention Is given to .he variation of the capacitance of the doubl' 

layer caused by the adsorption of the organic molecules [B^L Indeed, 

calculation of the capacitance by means of Eq. (25) shows that at po- 

tential values at which adsorption of organic substances occurs, the 

capacitance Is considerably lower as follow? directly from the very 

flat shape of the electrocaplllarity curve in presence of organic sub- 

stances. The capacitance of the electrode in presence of adsorbed sub- 

stance can also be measured directly (see %k). 

Figure 28 gives the differential capacitance as a function of po- 

tential for an NapSCL solution containing octyl alcohol and for compar- 

ison purposes the same dependence for NapSCK solution In the absence of 

the alcohol [35]. It can be seen that in the middle part of the curve, 

which corresponds to the region of adsorption of the alcohol, the ca- 

pacitance is greatly reduced compared with the values In the initial 

solution. The differential capacitance curve in Fig. 28 has two sharp 

maxima at the ends of the adsorption range which will be discussed fur- 

ther on. 

The lowering of the capacitance caused by the adsox'ptlon of organ- 

ic molecules indicates that these molecules are Introduced between the 

metal surface and the ions of the double layer. Between the plates of 

the double layer appears a layer of organic substance with a lower di- 

electric constant compared with water thus lowering the capacitance. At 

the same time the distance between the centers of the ions of the first 

layer and the metal surface Is probably also reduced. 

If one Introduces into the space between the plates of a charged 

capacitor a body whose dielectric constant is less than the dielectric 

constant of the uniform medium, which fills this space, then, as we 
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Flg. ?8. Effect of surface-active substances on the differential capac- 
itance C  of the inercury electrode: a) 1 N Na2S0|.; b) the same solution 

with addition of octyl alcohol. A) Volt (n.v.e.). 

0 

knew from electrostatics, the electric field of the capacitor opposes 

this introduction. In ehe same way the electric field of the Ionic 

double layer opposes the appearance of organic molecules, which lower 

the capacitance of the double layer, at the metal surface, and If the 

charge density is sufficiently high, the adsorption process is com- 

pletely errested. 

This phenomenon is also reminiscent in many respects of the salt- 

Ing-out of organic substances from aqueous solutions when large quanti- 

ties of electrolytes are added to them. To the lowering of the solubil- 

ity of a substance with a lower dielectric constant, caused by the 

electric fields of ions, corresponds the lowering of the adsorption in 

the case which interests us here. 
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A quantitative  treatment of this phenomenon car     e  given easily or. 

the basis of |q.   (32)  [3^]. 

Let us assume  that  the variables   In our system are  the potenclal 

difference q?  and  the  concentration o  of tlie  adsorbed substance.   Thpn 

Eq.   (32)  Is  reduced to the  following  form: 

A.-t^-ATTi/lnc. (37) 

Because the  right part of the  equation Is  a total  differential, 

(AVCS).- (38' 
Taking into account that 

and 

we find from Eq. (38) 

(».-"•(».(^X-^CTV       (39) 
Equation (39) enables us to determine. If we make the simplest as- 

sumptions concerning the dependence of the charge on the adsorbed quan- 

tity r, how the concentration a  corresponding to the constant adsorbed 

quantity r, varies with variation of (p, i.e., how the adsorption of the 

substance varies with potential. In this manner we can derive the fol- 

lowing relation: 

In-^--[iCf.8--J-C>.(f.-2?.)]^r       (Ho) 

The quantities a0  and oV    here indicate the concentrations corre- 

sponding to the same adsorption at the zero charge potential and at a 

potential which differs from the latter by the amount «P ; C Is the ca- 

pacitance of the double layer in the original electrolyte solution 

which is considered constant, C" is the capacitance of the double layer- 

when the surface is filled with adsorbed molecules, «p.  the shift of     O 
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the zero potential when the surface Is filled, and 5 is the area cov- 

ered by one mole of adsorbed substance under conditions of complete 

coverage. 

By means of Eq. (40) it is possible to determine with satisfactory 

agreement with experiment the shape of the electrocapillarity curves 

obtained with solutions containing adsorbed substances. Because accord- 

ing to the above, C  >  C", the sign of the right part of Eq. (40) is al- 

ways positive at sufficiently large values of | tp |; in other words at 

sufficiently great distance from the zero point the concentration of 

the adsorbed substance corresponding to a certain adsorption value, in- 

creases with further increase in this distance. It follows from this 

that at constant concentration the adsorption decreases with increase 

in | <p | as is actually observed in the experiment.» 

A more detailed analysis of these relations leads to the conclu- 

sion that the variation of the adsorbed quantity with potential at the 

limits of the adsorption range should be very marked as is evident from 

Fig. 27. Such a variation of adsorption with potential should lead to 

the appearance of maxima on the curve representing the differential ca- 

pacitance as a function of potential. In fact we designate the propor- 

tion of the surface occupied by the organic molecules by e (e = F'S). 

and we assume for the sake of simplicity that the adsorption of the or- 

ganic molecules does not shift the zero point. The surface charge can 

be approximately expressed as the sum of the charges of the part of the 

surface 1 - e, which is free of adsorbed molecules and the part e of 

the surface occupied by them: 

, = C^(l-») + C>.0. (41) 

From Eq. (41) we obtain for the differential capacitance the ex- 

pression 
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C- = g«C(l-0) + C'0-^(C~C')9..        (Up) 

The first two terms of the right part of Eq. (42) give the capaci- 

tance values situated between the capacitances at e = 0 and 0 = ], 

i.e., C  and C.   The third term connects the differential capacitance 

with the dependence of the adsorption r on the potential. It is easily 

seen that it always has a positive value at the limits of the adsorp- 

tion range. Indeed, let us consider, for example, the left limit of th( 

adsorption range in Fig. 27. In this case 6 increases with lecreasinp; 

flPa so that -(39/3(p) > 0; further, <3P = <p - cp > 0 and, consequently, 

-£(C-C');p.>0. 

At the limits of the adsorption range, owing to the marked varia- 

tion of "-.he adsorption with the potential, the absolute value of db/'sy 

increases rapidly in consequence of which sharp maxima appear on the 

curve giving 3e/3<p as a function of y. 

Whilst the measurement of the electrocaplllarlty curves is possi- 

ble only in the case of liquid metals, the method of capacitance meas- 

urement has a larger field of application. Measurements of the differ- 

ential capacitance C  of different solid metals, for example lead, cad- 

mium and tin in solutions, containing adsorbed impurities, have shown 

that in these cases adsorption takes place only within a certain poten- 

tial interval near the zero point of the given metal [36]. Within thi:; 

interval the differential capacitance values are low and pass through 

their maxima at the limit of this range. 

§8. ADSORPTION OF HYDROGEN ATOM? 

In addition to the adsorption of ions and molecules, the rlectr'>- 

chemlcal properties of metal surfaces are strongly affected by the ad- 

sorption of hydrogen and oxygen atoms and in some cases of other ele- 
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ments as well. 

As we know, many metals, particularly the platinum group metals, 

and under certain conditions also nickel, possess the capacity for ad- 

sorbing hydrogen to a high degree. The physical adsorption of hydrogen 

(i.e., adsorption by virtue of intermolecular forces) at normal temper- 

atures is vanishlngly small. Chemically the hydrogen molecule is com- 

pletely saturated an'' ""»rked adsorptlc- -" hydrogen thus Indicates a 

decomposition of the hydrogen molecule during the adsorption process 

into chemically unsaturated free atoms. The existence of such a decom- 

po3ition also follows from the parallelism existing between the phenom- 

ena of hydrogen adsorption and its solution in metals. As follows from 

experiment, the quantity of hydrogen in the metal at low hydrogen con- 

centrations in the solution is proportional to square root of its con- 

centration In the gas phase. It follows from this that hydrogen is dis- 

solved in a metal not in the form of molecules but in the form of at- 

oms. This inference can also be applied to the case of hydrogen adsorp- 

tion. 

Because the heat of dissociation of the hydrogen molecule is 102 

kcal per mole, a positive heat of adsorption of hydrogen is possible 

only if the heat of adsorption of atomic hydrogen on the metal exceeds 

half this value, i.e., 51 kcal per gram-atom. Thus a marked adsorption 

of hydrogen can be observed only on metals which have a strong affinity 

for the hydrogen atom. 

The ability of metals to adsorb hydrogen is retained in the pres- 

ence of electrolyte solutions. In this case, as the work of A.N. Frum- 

kln, A.I. Shlygin and B.V. Ershler showed, the method of charging 

curves can be used with success for the investigation of the properties 

of hydrogen adsorbed on the surface of a metal electrode [8, 1^, 15]. 

According to i^, it is essential for the use of this method to ex- 
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elude the possibility of electrochemical reactions with substances 

contained In the volume of the solution. If a positive charge Is sup- 

plied to a platinum electrode which is In equilibrium with a solution 

saturated with hydrogen under atmospheric pressure, the dissolved mc 

lecular hydrogen is Ionized, and a current passes through the elec- 

trode. Under these conditions it is impossible to record the charginr 

curve. However, it is not difficult to create conditions under which 

the quantity of dissolved hydrogen is small compared with the quantil;, 

of adsorbed hydrogen. In addition to an Increase In the electrode sur- 

face and a decrease in the volume of the solution (see §^) this can b« 

achieved by lowering the concentration of the hydrop-en dissolved in f ( 

electrolyte. As will be shown further on, the quantity of hydrogen ad- 

sorbed at the electrode decreases when its concentration in the volume 

Is reduced much more slowly than the quantity of hydrogen in the solu- 

tion with which the electrode is in equilibrium. Hence prior to record- 

ing the charging curve it is preferable to eliminate a large part of 

the hydrogen dissolved in the electrolyte, for example, by passing ni- 

trogen through it. This removes only a small proportion of the adsorbed 

hydrogen from the electrode. By imparting then Increasing quantities Q 

of electricity to the electrode, we obtain the charging curve of the 

platinum electrode without distortion by any collateral processes. Such 

a curve is shown in Fig. 29. 

The slope of the charging curve obviously gives the value 3(p/3y 

equal to 1/5(7,, where S  is the electrode surface area, and C, Its dif- 

ferential capacitance. In the case of smooth platinum the true surface 

exceeds the visible surface only slightly, and the capacitance per unit 

of surface can thus be estimated from the charging curve. 

As Pig. 29 shows, the capacitance of a platinum electrode is qulti   ^ 

different at different potentials. The charging curve consists of thr< 
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Fig. 29- Charging curve of 
the platinum electrode in 
1 N HC1. A) Volt (n.v.e.); 
B) millicoulombs. 

clearly delimited sections a,   b,   and a. 

The capacitance of the platinum electrode 

in the middle section of the curve is 20- 

50 pF/cm , i.e., it is similar to the ca- 

pacitance of the mercury electrode. In 

the section a  the electrode has a much 
p 

greater capacity, up to 2000 uF/cm . Be- 

cause in the measurement of the potential 

as a function of the transmitted quantity 

of electricity wo start out with a state 

of the electrode in which adsorbed hydro- 

gen is present on its surface it is logical to connect the observed ca- 

pacitance increase with the removal of adsorbed hydrogen from the plat- 

inum surface. Indeed, if in the initial point of the charging curve the 

quantity of hydrogen adsorbed on the unit surface, were equal to Aoi 

(A* — A)SF  coulombs, which are used for the transformation of the ad- 

sorbed hydrogen into ions which pass into the solution, in accordance 

vith the reaction 

would have to be imparted to the electrode, to achieve a state in which 

the adsorbed quantity Is equal to A. 

This quantity of electricity is added to that used for the charg- 

ing of the double layer and which is evidently (c — ErJS, where the 

charge densities c0 and e refer to the Initial and final state of the 

electrode. Thus, between the quantity Q  of electricity, supplied to the 

electrode, the variation of the adsorbed quantity of hydrogen and the 

surface charge there should exist the relation 

Q=(At~A)SF + {—u)S (l|3) 

or, in the differentiated form 
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M)-.-bA'SF + &t-S. ('»3a) 

Because In the section h  of the charging curve the capacitance 

the electrode, as we have pointed out earlier, has a value close to 

normal capacitance of the double layer, the adsorption of hydrogen 

this region Is obviously slight and the first term of the right part 

Eq. ('»Ba) does not greatly affect the magnitude of &Q (double layer re- 

gion of the charging curve*). 

The situation is different IN the section a  of the charging curv. . 

It follows from the very high capacitance that In this case - t\A'F  Is 

large compared with Ac. By way of a first approximation it can also be 

assumed that practically all the electricity supplied to the electrode 

is consumed in the removal of the adsorbed hydrogen and thus it is pos- 

sible to determine the quantity AQ — A   from Q. 

Because the value of A  vanishes or becomes very small at the end 

of the section a, the value of A   can also be determined for any point 

of this section of the charging curve. This determination can be made- 

more accurate by estimating the magnitude of r - c,, by means of the 

slope of the charging curve in the double layer region or by determin- 

ing it in some other way (for example, from the dependence of the ad- 

sorption of the ions involved in the formation of the outer plate of 

the double layer on the potential, as has been explained in §4). 

The process of removal of the adsorbed hydrogen is reversible. In- 

deed, if at any point of the section a or b of the charging curve (Fig. 

29) the direction of the current is reversed, the charging curve can b( 

traced in the opposite direction. Experiment shows that the "cathode" 

charging curve obtained under these conditions coincides almost com- 

pletely with the "anode" curve during the recording of which the pot 

tials changed from more negative to more positive. It follows from the 

reverse charging curve that the states during which the electrode pai 
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es  during the  recording  of the charging curve may,  with a sufficient 

degree of approximation,   be  considered  as   equilibrium states.   In  this 

way  one  can establlsn  the  equilibrium relationship between the  elec- 

trode potential  qp and  the quantity A  of adsorbed hydrogen. 

It   follows  from the  approximate  linearity  of the  charging  curve 

that  this relationship   Is also linear: 

where p and q  are constants   {A decreases  with  Increasing qp). 

The adsorption Isotherm of hydrogen on  the electrode surface  Is 

readily  obtained from Eq.   (M).   Indeed,   the  value of qp  can be  expressed 

by  the Nernst  formula via the partial pressure pH    of the molecular hy- 

drogen,  which  Is  In equilibrium with the  electrode: 

?-?•—5^ln',|,• 

where <p Is the value of qp In the given solution at pH «1 atm. Sub- 
2 

stltutlng this expression for q? In Eq. (^), we obtain 

/l^fl' + nnp,,,, (^a) 

where a'  and h'  are constants. Examination of the charging curve shows 

that the logarithmic relation applies over a wide range of variation of 

PH . 
tt2 

The existence of such a relationship calls for an explanation. 

During the adsorption of a diatomic gas, involving dissociation into 

atoms, on a uniform surface in the absence of any forces of Interaction 

between the adsorbed atoms the adsorption Isotherm Is determined by the 

following relation (Langmuir equation): 

A-A-^SU, (45) 

_- 

where A^ Is the Unit adsorption with complete filling of the surface, 

and w Is a constant. With a slight degree of filling this relation ex- 

presses the proportionality between A  and the square root of pH . 
M2 
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The experimentally observed logarithmic isotherm differs consider- 

ably from the isotherm derived on the basis of the aforementioned sin- 

pie assumptions; it gives a much slower increase in the value of A  with 

pH . This slow increase shows that the differential work of adsorption 
"2 

decreases in proportion to the filling of the surface. The variation of 

the work of adsorption may be caused, for example, by ncnunlformity of 

the surface. On a nonuniform surface and with low pressures of the ad- 

sorbed gas the more active sites of the surface are filled, and at 

large pressures the less active sites. In consequence of this the work 

of adsorption gradually decreases with Increase in the degree of fill- 

ing. 

These problems have been examined in detail by the Soviet physical 

chemists S.Z. Roginskiy [37] and, particularly with application to 

electrochemistry, by M.I. Temkin [38]. Another cause of the decrease in 

the work of adsorption may be the existence of forces of repulsion be- 

tween the adsorbed atoms [39]. Both these concepts give a logarithmic 

adsorption isotherm under certain assumptions. We ought to mention that 

an analogous logarithmic relationship between the quantity of adsorbed 

hydrogen and its pressure is observed in the dissolution of hydrogen in 

certain metals which dissolve hydrogen readily, for example, in palla- 

dium, provided that the concentration of the dissolved hydrogen in the 

metal is fairly large (the so-called ß phase region in the system Pd- 

H). This leads us to the conclusion that the process of hydrogen ad- 

sorption under the above-considered conditions can be regarded as a 

dissolution of hydrogen limited to the surface layer of the metal [8]. 

The measurement of the charging curves also enables some other 

interesting properties of adsorbed hydrogen to be observed, in partic- 

ular, the dependence of the metal/hydrogen bond energy on the nature of 

the electrolyte. As Fig. 30, which gives the charging curves of a plat- 
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Inlzed platinum electrode in solutions of KOH, HpSO^, HC1 and HBr. 

shows the adsorbed hydrogen is removed from the surface at much less 

positive potentials in HBr than, for example, in HpSO^ and particularly 

in KOH. A more detailed examination of these relationships results in 

the conclusion that the presence of anions near the metal surface al- 

ways causes a lowering of the Pt-H bond energy, and the presence of 

cations an increase. This can be explained by assuming that the metal 

and hydrngpn atoms which are bound together form dipoles with the neg- 

ative t-nd turned outwards. 

: 

v    0,2   oj   o,*   oj    ojt   v a 
B WA** 

Fig. 30. Shape of the charging curve as a function of electrolyte com- 
position: charging curves in 1 N KOH, 1 N HBr and 1 N H2S01|. A) Volt 
(n.v.e.); B) coulomb/cm'-. 

Ü 

By the method of charging curves it is possible to detect the 

presence of layers of adsorbed hydrogen in presence of electrolyte so- 

lutions on metals of the platinum group (platinum, Iridium, rhodium) 

and also on nickel and silver in alkaline solutions. 

On the surface of mercury, lead, zinc, thallium and cadmium ad- 

sorbed hydrogen could not be detected by these and other analogous 

electrochemical methods, and it may be assumed that adsorption of hy- 
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drogen In presence of electrolyte solutions on the surface of these 

metals does not take place In measurable quantities. The practically 

complete absence of adsorbed hydrogen at the solution/mercury interfa' • 

has been particularly carefully confirmed. 

As pointed out previously, the adsorption of hydrogen Involves a 

decomposition of the H^ molecule Into atoms. However, the properties of 

the adsorbed hydrogen, owing to the large Me-H bond energy, differ con- 

siderably from the properties of free atomic hydrogen. This becomes 

particularly clear if the concentration of free atomic hydrogen in the 

gas phase in equilibrium with the adsorbed hydrogen is determined. 

Because the standard free energy of the dissociation reaction of 

the hydrogen molecule, which can be determined from spectroscopic data, 

amounts to 96.7 kilogram calories, the potential of the hydrogen elec- 

trode in equilibrium not with molecular hydrogen but with atomic hydro- 

gen at a partial pressure of the latter in the gas phase equal to at- 

mospheric, should be -(96,700/2«23,060) » -2.096 v. 

The partial pressure of atomic hydrogen in equilibrium with molec- 

ular hydrogen at atmospheric pressure, and, consequently, also with the 

adsorbed hydrogen at the potential of the standard hydrogen electrode, 

1. thus xo-2-1/0.058 . IO-35.5 atm. 

This pressure and the concentration corresponding to it are im- 

measurably small, while the concentration of the adsorbed hydrogen, for 

example, in the case of the platinum electrode at the potential of the 

normal hydrogen electrode is quite considerable as follows from the 

charging curves. 

In Chapter 3 we shall return to the problem of the dependence of 

the adsorption energy on the nature of the metal. 

O 

r\ 

u 
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19. ADSOPPTION OF OXYGEN AND OXIDE LAYERS 

As will be shown in Chapter 7> oxygen atoms on the surface of met- 

als exert a particularly strong effect on the electrochemical proper- 

ties of metals. M. Faraday explained the transformation of metals to 

the passive state (In which the ability of metals to send their own 

ions into solution Is reduced or disappears completely) by the appear- 

ance of oxygen on their surface. The investigations of Academician V.A. 

Kistyakovskiy [^0] dealing with oxide layers were of great Importance 

for substantiating this oxygen theory of passivation. 

As in the case of hydrogen adsorption, the method of charging 

curves can be successfully employed for the study of the properties of 

adsorbed oxygen and oxide layers. 

It is evident from Figs. 29 and 30 that during anodic polarization 

of a platinum electrode after passing the section of the charging curve 

. which the electrode capacitance is lowered to values corresponding 

to the capacitance of the double layer, the slope of the charging curve 

vain decreases. I.e., the capacitance of the electrode Increases. This 

capacitance Increase is connected with the deposition of oxygen atoms» 

on the surface, which arise through discharge of water molecules or hy- 

droxyl ions according to the reactions 

H.O —0„c-f 2H-i-2c, 
2OH--*OtJl0-HH,O-»-2«. 

In the case of the platinum electrode in solutions of HpSO^ and 

hCl the oxygen and hydrogen sections of the charging cu^ve are rigidly 

separated by the "double layer" region. In alkaline solutions, however, 

the removal of hydrogen is much more difficult so that at the poten- 

tials at which the deposition of oxygen begins, not all the hydrogen 

lias been removed from the surface (Fig. 30); the hydrogen and oxygen 

regions  of the  potentials  thus   fuse  continuously  into  each  other. 
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If In  the .•■•■' rent  dli vc' '   ■ 

reversed,  the  complete  cathodlc   cl        Li • be   i 'cordea;   th 

electrode  then  passes   through thr  oxygen,   6 uhle ■  and hydrogen   v 

na   In  the rover?e  sequen^      »cmpr.red w'*- '        anoril ■•   ■    M •■• ■ . 

In  this  case,   however,   the •    '   • • •   • hargjng  curves   do  rot 

'■oide  but  for" s ! s  Icoj . 

6 «(//I/CM» 

31.   Cathodl curves  of  platinized platinum   In 1  N  H^SO^: 

1)   C    hou" c  r        • '     • Lon after oxidation   In moist  oxygen  at  18°   for 2^ 
:   2)   cat; n after ox;      tion  under the   same   condl- 

r.lons   for  60 days. A Lt   (n.v.e.)j   B)  cou 'cm^. 

The quantity of oxygen present   on the urface at   the 

initial  point  can o\ vlously be dete.-rr.in igth of the  oxygen 

i       on  the  cathod--;   charging  c irve. .     elei . -'ought  In 

jiitict  with ox.. .    \^r to  the  r Lng  of the  charging  curve,   then 

It  assumes  the   |      cntl 'espondin the o>       n part   of the  char-r- 

ing curve   immedlat    y  when Is immersed rolutlon.  By   Impart- 
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Ing negative charges to the electrode we can remove the oxygen adsorbed 

on the surface In this case and determine It quantitatively (Fig. 31 

[58]).» 

The anodic charging curve of a platinum electrode In the oxygen 

range has the same straight shape as In the hydrogen region. In other 

respects, however, an Important difference Is seen between the behavior 

of adsorbed hydrogen and oxygen. Whilst the processes of decomposition 

and removal of hydrogen atoms, an shown above, are reversible (at least 

If they are not carried out too quickly), the analogous processes In 

the case of the deposition and removal of oxygen are clearly not re- 

verslble, and the states through which the electrode passes in the oxy- 

gen part of the charging curve cannot be considered as equilibrium 

states. This Irreversiblllty Is expressed. In particular. In a differ- 

ent shape of the anodic and catlonlc charging curves in the oxygen re- 

gion. On the cathode curve, as is evident from Fig. 31, there Is a 

characteristic delay in the oxygen region corresponding to the removal 

of a large part of the adsorbed oxygen while In the anodic curves the 

deposition of oxygen merely causes a decrease In the slope of the 

charging curve without the appearance of such a delay (H^SO^. and KOI 

curves, Fig. 30). 

r.&gl 

10   if So/mm (MB }) 

Fig.   32.   Adsorption of  sulfurlc 
acid by  platinized platinum as  a 
function  of potential.   A)  ekv.; 
B)   volt   (n.v.e.). 
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e bond  between ', tal  and .       .    i tur 

P]   ^arance  of th-1 layer  -,f adsn-■ luse? 

changes   In  the   distribution  of  the  elc I        e]   ctrode 

rurfaco.   This   can be verlf'ed  by inv^      ' " the f  Ions 

latinized platlnun as a  function of • • Lai. 

Let  us  consider the  case   of a is< •■■ i       a   d      ( Qutloi     f 

'",,   (Pig.   32).  At  potentials   close  to  th<    |        m    ■ .   of  the  reversible 

*■'•• iro^en  electrode,   the   platinum surfa ^ I vo  , ;ed.   The   Ion 

covering of the  double  laye •  •'-.hus  consist.-;  of "■     !•   is  formed  tJ 

ionlzatlon of adsorbed hydrogen and  '! n S anlons, 

ce the  acid  concentration  is noi    alt(  th    for   ttlon of the 

!e  layer.   When  the potentlaJ   is  snil posit    ve .side,   th 

.rede  passes  thi-u-ign   the   zero point, 

vlve  charge and begins to attract anlons.   [n  ti •     T the   charg- 

nurve  the  formation of the  double  layer   Is    i.u.    accor i  I y 

•   of the  acid  from the   solution.   Tf th<   | tlal  Is  ral     d  fur- 

,  the   -.icld  adsorption should continuously   : . In prof"    tion 

the  increase  In the surface   charg« .   ■    tua.i     ,    however,   as  can  be 

i  from  Fig.   32,   1+   H  tains   a naxlmur   - '-■ I ■•.   Lt  decreas   c  mark- 

v,  nearly  coming  close   to  zero.   In nor   •■       solutions adsorption of 

rif>s ove ■ i/i this section of the charginr jurve Into adsoi'i-tion of 

all, in other word.^, the cations of th< olutlon are consumed In the 

matlorj   of the  ion   covering   of the   doubl«    layer.   Thus,   In  spite  of 

Inort-'ase  in  the  nosltive potential  dl ^"'    enc n  eleel rode and 

Lutlon,   the positive surface   charge  of lectr decreases  or can 

.  change its  sign  to negative. 

This   charge  reversal   of the electrode  is  observed precisely  in 

potential  region   in which  the  lay«, r  ^r adsorbed   oxygen atoms  ap- 

pear',   on  the electrode surface.   If It   is  considered   that  the bond  be- 
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tween metal and oxygen Is of a dlpole nature, and If It Is assumed that 

the adsorbed oxygen atom Is the negative end of a dlpole, the charge 

reversal of the platinum electrode can be explained in the same manner 

as the charge reversal of the mercury surface during the specific ad- 

sorption of anlons (see §7). 

Indeed the adsorbed layer of oxygen atoms with the dlpole nature 

of the platinum-oxygen bond creates a positive potential difference be- 

tween the metal and the solution. Owing to the considerable degree of 

filling of the surface with oxygen this potential difference is fairly 

great and can exceed the total electrode-solution potential difference, 

measured relative to the Initial zero charge potential. Under these 

conditions, part of the potential difference caused by the Ionic double 

layer should have a sign opposite to the sign of the total potential 

difference (Fig. 33). 

© 

L 

Fig. 33. 
Schematic 
represen- 
tation of 
the struc- 
ture of the 
double lay- 
er in pres- 
ence of ad- 
sorbed oxy- 
gen. 

Fig. 34. Deflection Z 
of a platinum sire in 

2-10" N solution of 
HpSO^ under the influ- 

ence of an external 
electric field. The sign 
of 1 he deviation corre- 
sponds to the sign of 
the charge on the wire. 
A) Volt (n.v.e . ). 
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An Increase  In the  quantity  ol" ad i  oxygen   i.   accompanied  by 

an Increase   In the  potential  difference   In  the   a I     r\ ra  layer only   up 

to  a   certain   limit   as   is   evident   fron  Fig.   3; .   Wh  ;    t*  •  potential   ir 

' f'ted to  values  above   1  • ,  the   adsorption  cf  acid,   and,   cunsequently, 

0   the positive  surface   charge  again  i    ^'M   t-    increase,   i.e.,   the 

Jii'turbance  of '.he nov'- 1   trend  of the  c as   a   function of poten- 

tial,   caused by the  appearance of the     •. ;en   Layer,   vanlsl   s. 

The above-described trend of the  variation of the charge on  the 

platinum with variation Its  potem I be  detected by   obser- 

vations of electrokinetic  pnenomena.       ■ tied by  atomiz- 

ing the metal  in the electric  arc   ir m       ner ,   Is  chari 

negatively which  is  easily  verified by   ' f  the   par- 

:les   under  the  influence  of an  ext( rn field.   As  N.A.   Bakh 

N.A.   Balashova  [^1]   have  shown,  when refullj 

led   with oxygen,  which  shifts  the potential   of the  platinum to  the 

'tive side,  the  sign  of  the  charge becomes   posj     ve and the  direc- 

tion  of motion  !'■   reversed.   With   fur*   er oxld oblllty   of  the 

positive sol  attains  a naximum,   bep^ns  to dec 'ease  arid  masses  again 

tl    ough  zero.   When  Lho oxidation   is  conplt '               i   ain a  charge-re- 

versed  negati-e platinum sol,  which can also  be  prepared directly,   by 

carrying out   tne at-omization of the metal  in presence   of oxygen. 

The depeniencc  of the electrokir >tic potential   of platinum on the 

il/solution potential  difference  can  air, rved   oy   following 

LI     deflection of a  platinum wire   imrru : .1 »lyte  under the 

Influence of  an external  electric   field, whic)    I     ■ -■ >i ort ional   to  the 

potential.   As  Fig.   3^  shows,  when  tl tentj        dlff< rence  between  the 

platinum and   the  solution   Increases,  the surface  charete of the metal 

changes   from  negative to pos'tive  valuer;   however,   ^ith  further in- 

crease   in tne  potential,   the  surface  charge,   as   a  result  of the  appear- 
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ance of the oxygen layer, again becomes negative. 

By examining the charging curves one can verify that the adsorbed 

oxygen undergoes slow changes In time which result in a strengthening 

of the bond between the oxygen and the metal. Figure 31 gives two ca- 

thodlc charging curves (1 and 2) taken after the deposition of oxygen 

on platinum. Tn the case of curve 1 the oxidation of the platinum with 

oxygen was carried out for 2^ hours, in the case of curve 2, for 60 

days. As Fig. 31 shows, in spite of a certain increase In the total 

quantity of oxygen on the platinum surface in the second case, the ini- 

tial part of curve 2 is lower than 1; In other words, after this treat- 

iiient a more negative potential must be given the electrode for the re- 

moval of the oxygen adsorbed on its surface which indicates a strength- 

ening of the bond between oxygen and metal. 

Measurements of the contact potential differences in vacuo permit 

Important conclusions to be drawn with regard to the nature of the bond 

between the oxygen and the metal. Because the problem of the properties 

. f the metal/vacuum interface exceeds the framework of the present 

course, we shall merely indicate the main results which can be obtained 

with this method in the study of the adsorption of oxygen on metals 

from the gas phase. The contact potential differenc  between the unc; 

liized and oxidized metal is equal to the variation of the potential 

difference at the metal/vacuum Interface, caused by the appearance of 

layer of adsorbed oxygen. The measurement of the contact potential 

Terence shows that when oxygen is deposited on the surface of tungsten 

and platinum, the oxygen atoms form tne negative ends of dipoles which 

extend from the metal to the vacuum, in accordance with the conclusion 

at which we arrived during the examination of the influence of the ad- 

sorbed oxygen on the surface charge of the platinum in electrolyte so 

lutions. Such a layer inhibits the escape of electrons from tho metal, 
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I.e., It Increases the work functlM [J |. 

An analogous result Ls cbtaln«  Ln 1       ;■     'f oxygen n the 

surface of Iron at low temperature       .     ■  . If oxygen !: do- 

uoslted on Iron not at low temferat   , but , , at 10i "(', the 

variation of the potential difference       surface layer of the metal 

has the opposite sign and the wo^k fu :tron is not In- 

creased [^3]' The most prnbal le assumpti    Icl 0.11 account for this 

■ nomenon consists In assuming *  I  " eratuxe the ( xy •> n 

atoms penetrate more d  t   into the metal latl Ice, :.••., that they 

sort of creep undT the ?xternal layer        itor.s, ?nd the direction 

of the dlpole potential difference '-■ rev • ■  . P.T. Lukirjkiy &,nd S. 

•lanov [^^4] were the first to ind        coi      ,v i V  3uch a 

"creeping" of impurity atoms for the ca. - i •> -on of hydr g( . 

on the surface of potassium and also .'.' . and P.D. Pan- 

kov [^6] for the case of oxygen adsorption. 

^ith fui'ther increase in the temperature, ..nich adsorption of 

oxygen on iron takes place, the quant;;- r ad.- . . .n increases 

and the work function again increa; that thi- oxy- 

■ atoms ..hieb arc .. fly adsorbs   cupy 1 places vacated 

consequence of the penetration of 4 ■ •       Into the lattice. 

Whilst ^n the case of hydrogen ehe.-        rption obviously al- 

ways involves a decomposition of the '  nolecule into atoms. In the 

case of oxygen fas shown, in particular, by the- Invest i rations of ad- 

sorption phenomena on the carbon elect '     m« <i       ■    valency bonds 

between the atoms forming the 0^ m(    Le, may be retained during the 

first adsorption stage. Groups of a  roxi    iture :hus form at the 

surface. These peroxide groups, however, ar i   lonr- ''. 1 and decom- 

pose easily with formation of adsorbed atoms. [''7]. 

The alterations to which the adsorbed oxygen layers are subject 
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are not limited to the decomposition of the adsorbed 0 molecules into 

atoms and the creeping of these atoms under the external layer of metal 

atoms. By means of the method of charging curves it Is possible to ob- 

serve that during the increase In the quantity of adsorbed oxygen or 

after some time an alteration of a different kind takes place connected 

with an interaction between adjacent Me-0 groups. During this altera- 

tion the adsorbed layer assumes properties similar to those of a new 

phase. In order to understand the phenomena which are observed in these 

situations, let us first examine the relationship between the potential 

and the quantity of electricity passed through in presence of a phase 

layer of a compound on the metal surface. If an oxide or hydroxide is 

present on the metal immersed in the electrolyte, which forms a phase, 

for example, HgO, then with a certain composition of the solution and 

under equilibrium conditions the electrode potential should have a c i- 

stant vaiue. This potential is Independent of the quantity of oxidized 

compound because it is determined by the free energy of the reaction of 

formation of the solid phase from another phase, the metal. In a solu- 

tion of constant composition, for example, in our case the free enei 

of the reaction 

Hg + 20H- -> MgO f H.O + 2*. 

Hence the appearance or disappearance of a new compound, formlni 

phase, should be accompanied by the appearance of a horizontal sect I 

on the charging curve whose length is determined by the quantity of 

acting substance. 

The above discussion strictly applies only in the case when the 

formation or reduction of the oxide takes place under equilibrium C( n- 

ditions. This condition is frequently not fulfilled which causes cer- 

tain modificaMons of the charging curve which we shall discuss in 

Chapter 7. Here we shall merely indicate that In presence of an oxide 
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p' a3P,   which   covers   thie  entire   clcctr • ,   the   I'e^lu       '  nf in 

roductlon  proc'3t;;i,   whic     takes   plic    ■       '    r- .,     t    t)      Interface  Le- 

tween the   filled  and  unfilled parts  of  the      urface,   nay  ho   retarded. 

Hence when  negative  charge:,  are   impar    ■ .  i d<    the ; otei tia] 

initially goes  tc   the  negative      I !e  beyond  ' ••• sporjdlng  to 

the  establishment   of the rediK-tlon pre   • ;  after   the   Inception of 

this procest:   return to more  positive  valve::.       \   pi •^1   Junr   Is   then  ob- 

tained on the  charging  curve,   Thes«   peculiarities   are   alr.o   anparen1   01 

the   charrir.g  curves   p-il^en   In ?'."::.   3^   i rJ0l   and   31 • 

As  previously  poin     i  cut,   tyclca] ■ r  on the  cathodic 

charging curves   (Fig.   51)  obtained after oxidation OJ   r,'atlnlzed plati- 

num in  an atmosphere of moist oxygen.   W Lmito  of  these  delays 

slope of  the  charging  curve   Is  small, CUJ in   curv     2,  and 

its  trend tends  to  horizontal.   Figure   33 gives  tn« lie   charging 

curves  of a  smooth  platinum electrode,  mea;     •   .   ■ 'i.e.'  anodic oxidatl   ■ . 

Curv was   obtained after  relatively mild  oxidation;   its  shape  is slm- 

ui   to   -hat   of trio  curves  in Fig.   ..!•   CUi,V( ■ sponds   to a greater 

current  density  and  higher  anodic  potently h  pri lary  anode 

reatment.   In  thr       3 quantity or the   rurfacc  is  much 

jater  (tens   of   nonatoilc   layers)   and most  of it  is   .strongly bound to 

surface.   Cur^ve ntains  two  delays.   V/ithin the   Units  of the sec- 

r.J  j^lay  the        ir   Ing  curve  Is   almost   horizontal  which indicates  a 

transition to  the  formation  of oxides  with the  o       ^rties  of a new 

phase.   Before  the   second delay there  is   ' the   curve   beyond the 

v- lue of the   potential   correspo I :onta]   part.   The   same 

and  even more  pronounced Jump  is   seei    u;  the  charging   curve   2 of Fig. 

36  obtained  during  cathodic  reduction of  I ed   electrode  surfact 

covered  with   rhodium black.   Df interest   is  the  fact  that  in   this  case 

the   phase properties  of the   oxide   layer  appear in presence  of a quantl- 
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Pig. 35. Cathodic charging curves of a smooth platinum electrode In 1 N 
HpSOK: 1) Cathodic polarization after anodic oxidation with a current 

density of 10 •*  a/cm ; 2) cathodic polarization after anodic oxidation 
—1     2 2 with a current density of 10  a/cm . A) Volt (n.v.e.); B) coulomb/cm . 

. i 

-i 1 r 1  '     r    , 
ft5       »,ff       (,J       2,0      2.J UKiin/m1 B" 

?lg. 36. Anodic (1) and cathodic (2) charglnp; curves of an electrode, 
covered with rhodium black, In ] N HC1. A) Volt (n.v.e.); B) coulo. 
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1 ,'   3f oxygen  whlcl ;..•'..,,• 

We  hav«   exa;    ;    ■ •'''.> ''■•■■■. i.   1     - 

ers and  thicker   I;;.   " ■ i    : otagf:   '•    * 

praatlon of a       ..  \ ha: ■ .   " • ctr" 

uropcrtier of metal            ':. * 1;. 

which have fi)l] phaj  ■        . Such metal ;-ur-- 

face partly or wholly, 11       I ■         :.• 31 rf? •• w< rr.u. I 

consider in this ,•■■■,' fface 1 % 

interfaces: r.'.e me v i ■..   ( or  hy • •■■       l( p     • • ' ic   layer/ 

electrolyte   Int   rf       .   3uf.I          ■ 1 by  sparingly sol- 

uble  naj-ts,   for example.    Lc< ■               ■ . 

In  order thar   a  pha       layer ■ lutlori  inter- 

■■ .   -it   it:   obviously  neci ..-iry   that   ' ir    ; 1              ■      • .   .     lec- 

pode   IJ   sufficiently  positive   thus LblliLy  of a re- 

1   ctlon of  the  layer of this     ubstanc   . 1.: ,   !                       .-.■''- 

bl?   potential  of  the   lead  electrode   in  8   '. SO            jtlon,   saturated 

PL;    ,4,   1    -0.35   ■• ;   hence   '•      ?bS  ^   - '     1               irface  of the 

1   :.n  this   bolutj    .       •       ■ i        L;, .            :    ••   it!als   whl 

v   more  positi         . •      - ;   ' ' I v         I        '    '     the  r^SOj 

r should  b(                      i'V.\   fo             ■ ill"      lead as   is  actually 

■   ^ase  wh  1            n. ■ •. ■ Lv(                   r n  lead i ■ ttery   '.'   negatively 

■::rc--"-l.   The   .'■ v< rsii !■     K tenl             V   ;    •.' el   electrode   in   1  N NaOH, 

^turated  with  N1          .-,,   Is  -»■   . .,    .■  ag   !n   - the         ■■   -  n  electrode   in 
1 

the rame solution. At more negative p'-- Is, f •• le, at the re- 

versible hydrogen r itential, ■ '-, ein no longer ex- 

ist on a nickel surface. As i ■■ , ol Interval within which 

such phase layers; oar; 'xisl i. not 1 . ' leflned; for Kinetic rea- 

1 elay t'u. s place ci "ing the rei f 1 n viously formed layer.- 

•'which  cauocj      .       .   rgemc .L   of this   interval)   ao   well  as  during  the 
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rormatlon and growth of a layer of new phase. 

Very important is the circumstance that at potentials which metals 

acquire in contact with atmospheric oxygen, the oxides or hydroxides of 

the metals (Including those of platinum) are already thermüdynamically 

itable at normal temperatures. Hence the adsorbed oxygen layers which 

we have dlscucsed are In a certain sense intermediate formations on the 

way to the appearance of new chemical compounds which is reflected in 

a number of their above-described properties. In this respect there ex- 

ists an important difference between the adsorbed oxygen and hydrogen 

layers because the formation of the latter, at least in the case of 

metals such as platinum, leads to the establishment of an equilibrium 

between the metal and the hydrogen.* 

The adsorbed layers of oxygen obtained by interaction of metals 

with gaseous oxygen at different temperatures and pressures are in many 

cases also only an intermediate stage in the formation of an oxide. 

However, the growth of an oxide film, if it forms a compact layer, 

which adheres tightly to the metal surface, is often strongly retarded 

until it attains a certain, sometimes extremely small, thickness. 

We shall not dwell here in greater detail on the laws of the 

growth of phase films arising during the interaction of metals wit; 

gases or electrolyte solutions and shall return to this problem in 

Chapter 7; let us merely indicate the great theoretical and applied im- 

portance of this problem, to which numerous scientific studies have 

been devoted. 

The existence of phase layers or layers which are intermediate in 

properties between adsorbed layers and phase formations has a great in- 

fluence on the electrochemical behavior of metals. In the case of ad- 

sorbed layers we are dealing with variations of the electrochemical 

properties of the metal/solution interface; thicker layers can simply 
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shield the metal surl    by Inh t.!tj trollte whlci 

this cai:  takes p. 

A number of methods Is al preseni  vaJ al     ■• tr.vestigatlng the 

ucture and properties of     ; • • ■   , n neta] sur 

es. Considerable successes     Is d1      \ i ■    taine 

vJet researchers. A I  Lm Li  Ln thi .   r '• in our- country 

by the classical w  ■   '       ci    . ■". ,        vrkiy [56]. Here we 

•i. only briefly enumerate I    'S!  m orl --ns of research In 

this fie] 

The presence of ay   . ' •■     re tal surfact , if 

they are sufficiently u        i     ranee of 

the metal and remain;, unne: .■ exairiined with 

e unaided eye. Thus, for   ■   ,   • tals such 

Iron Is always covered wltn an oxide f31 . ual condl- 

is. The following simple experiment d    trat.-s clearl;     forma- 

tion .^ the oxide film upon contact or l^nn oy      with air. As we 

know, a n )rmal Iron surface Ls not we'rted by mercury. However, If Iron, 

nersed In mercury, Ls ruptun  .■■      L1     n  come Into contact 

the al r, the '  I •■■  •      inim( i ■ 

In son.o :a3es,    Ivans [^8] has shewn, a   ■■' i  film can be sep- 

arated and made visible If I u     .nderlylng metal Is dissolved by means 

^f reagents which io not affect the oxld   llm. However, more sensitive 

optical methods enalle an oxide film to oe detected and its thickness 

measured without removing it from the nv '   :urfa   ■.tilch Is of partic- 

ularly great Importance in the case of ver., thin     . One of these 

methods Is the m* i .rement of t'    11] t leal polarlzatl n of reflected 

light. This method nas been appiiei .   .        , riims formed durlnr 

the oxidation of metals I    -ecus by the Norwegian scientist Tron- 

s:adt et al. [^9]. T.N. Kryl.ova [49] measured the rate of oxidation of 
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several       'it   ffen il temperatures by means of this method. The 

method of determining the thickness of thin layers by means of ellipti- 

cal polarization has recently been brought to a high degree of perfec- 

tion by B.V. Deryagin [50J and can find wide application also in the 

study of layers at the interface between rretals and electrolytes at 

tnicknesses which do not greatly exceed the molecular dimensions (from 

a few A to several hundred A). 

Tnicker layers, whose thickness is comparable with the wavelength 

of light, from several hundred to several thousand A, are made visible 

on the metal surface by the interference phenomena produced by them 

(temper colors). If the index of refraction of the substance of the 

film is known 11 s th    ss can le  determined on the basis of the tem- 

per color. 

If the substance of the film is an insulator or poor conductor, 

s presence result  In a strong decrease In the electrode capacitance. 

r1he electrons in the metal and the Ions in the solution can freely a; 

i roach only to the metal/solution interface with the insulating layer, 

md when we measure the capacitance, for example, by means of an altor- 

jting current, we no longer measure the capacitance of the double 

r, hut the capacitance of the capacitor in which the distance bet 

he plates is defined by the thickness of the Insulating layer. At 

i.hickness of the Jay< ■ of 20 A and a dielectric constant of 5, the 

lectrode capacitance Ls only 'J uF/cm4- instead of the 18-20 uF/cm , 

served in the case of a normal double layer. Oxide films which do not 

vet form a new phase and even adsorbed monatomic oxygen layers alre 

luse a marked d(   ise In the capacitance. 

According to Eq. (2) the capacitance measurement can be used for 

w     the determination of the thickness of an oxide film. It is essential, 

1 hough, to keep In mind that th« i resenoe of pores leading to the elec- 
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trode surface   in  tnf   film,   TIU -a increase  In the 

capacitance  according  to Fa.   (.. )   evi       If  thi= ■ - Ion  area of 

these pores   1B  only a s; ■       .   Ti 

oi   capacitance measurement for the   stud,    of oxide   layers 

in  several  works   [51 I. 

The  propence  of  oxidf   fi] •    exerts  an  Important 

influence  on  the  electrical  r^ . . lui 'ween two metal 

surfaces  in  '.-v'j,      •   1 -     • •:. of i.his 

resistance  ana  also   '.       • i films  on met- 

al  . urfaces   is  car:- u>   ' y .    ■   nj   the   In- 

tensity  of  a direct   current   fi   wir. t     • ^y rea   '.;.--  volta 

applied  betv.vcL  the elect] I   to  the 

dry electrode  surface   [57].   I'uch measure   u " possible to  fol- 

.   the {■t-ncess  of formation of   th< 

"'he  investigation of oxide   layers  by   ■ nf tl      above-deacrJbed 

'leal  and el^ctrioa.  methods  fives  a  certain a "erage  value  for the 

parameter.'.   I     il   average  values   canno'   c m] 1 ■    i racterlze the 

films because  in    'eall^y   the  films  arc y  liomogeneous.   This 

can be verified,   l;   pari I    ilar,   bv  examining an   isolated  film under the 

electron microscope;   the mJ       'photorraphs obtained  by  this method show 

clearly  numei )us       ••  •   Ln  the   film whoso r  can be very  small, 

»r example.   In   films  on  aluminum  they   are  of  the   order  of  50-100  A.* 

The presence   of pores  ir   films   facilitate; Lecti      -lemical 

i-eactions  with pa        :lpatiOii  of the  ba-e es  it possible 

to detect   Individ iai pores  by   the I   n  o{ products  result- 

ing  from such reactions. lying 1 ictur? of films on 

iron and aluminim based on  '    '.    principle have  be* i   worked out  by G.V. 

Akimov and  co-w< nkers  [5^] 

appearance  of  oxide   films  on  a meta]   Ln   an  electrolyte  solu- 

:: 
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can resull ase in the senGltlvlty of tne electrode to 

the action of light compared with an electrode whose surface Is free of 

ixide film, ■    se the absorption of light energy tpkes place over 

■ entlro thickness of the oxide film. Owing to the semiconductor 

properties of many oxides the absorbed energy may be transferred to the 

i articles at the oxide film/solution Interface at which the electro- 

chemical reaction Lakes place. The determination of photoelectrocheml- 

cai processes, for     ie, the variation of the electrode potential or 

latlon of the current density, flowing through the electrode at a 

i'tain potential, during the action of light, in combination with oth- 

1 electrochem' ents, ar. V.l. Veselovskly [53] showed, can 

used as a . • ii tivi method of studying oxide films. With this method 

is possible, fo ■ example, to detect the formation of an electrocher;- 

cally active oxide on the Pt electrode at a potential of 1.5 v. 

The method of  i^ctron diffraction has assumed great importance 

)r the study of the structure of oxide and other layers on metal sur- 

icts. In contrast to x-rays, the electron beam penetrates the sub- 

Lance to a relatively slight depth. Because of this the methed ^f 

-ieevron scatterinp is particularly suitable for the investigation < 

he structure of thin layers and surface films. Experience has shown 

.hat electron diffraction in oxide and other layers in some ca. s ca 

■s the appearance of sharply outlined rings on a photographic plate 

.^•ed in Lin. path of the electron beam, i.e., the electron scatte 

'akes place under completely determined angles. This indicates a crys 

talllne structure of the thin layers, whOLe nature can be determined 

he basis of the electron diffraction patterns. In the case of layers 

-lilch are on the surface of a metal, the lines of the metal Itself nat- 

urally also appear on the electron diffraction pattern together with 

' he oxide lines . 
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The  electron  diffri    ■      n  tnetl .          ■:,    •  •■    cr'yr- 

tal   Bti                            ,, ,             •  • .Mc i ■ ss  of 

only  20A)   consisting i..                    ,   few  unit 1  In th 

cace,   as  the  works  of F.D.                    ■    "!, -,         .     ■,   that   be- 

tween   the   lattlct . Loh   ?t   1 

formed,   a  certain  c irn  ■:       .    .       ' .    ,         ■     •   the  uxlde 

a.attlcp  maji   b<    '■<                               ntlnu •    ■                    .           ox- 

ide   la^ t Ice  ca:. be  cbtal änslon of 1 

metal  lal tlee wh3       makes  It i ■ ■       ty  ntoms   Intc 

it,   for example,   oxyj ■        Such  a  '' '      ■   correspondence"   (a 

term,   propose! by     . -f                          c •   the   film   t. 

the   base  metal.   Th^   oriental.            ; ■      ■ i ■    consequence 

'   at   in  some  cases   (for example, ayers   nave  a 

crystal   structure which    111      rs   fror.    ■ of t!-ie  same  oxide  in 

• i  normal  voluminous  form.   The application ol   1 .       .   .;  diffraction 

met; 'vi  has  shown that  tht   Oxid»"   layers  normally   .     '     a crystalline 

uetu    !  but   In  some  casen,   for exam.« 1", low-temperature oxidation of 

aluminum,   onl^   diffuse  rinna   can    ■        serv-, ! tie  electron diffrai - 

A patterns,   indica   "       that Isordered struc- 

. * 
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3        In the following Instead of saylnp; "the metal gives off 
electrons" we shall also say "the metal acquires a positive 
charge." 

5*       Here as In the following, when we speak of a potential dif- 
ference between two phases, if not specially stipulated oth- 
erwise, we shall mean the potential difference measured by 
means of some auxiliary, for example, calomel or hydrogen 
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electrode. The quantitative determination of the absolute 
potential difference between metal and solution, which Is of 
considerable theoretical Interest, cannot be finally achieved 
at the present time, primarily because of our Insufficient 
knowledge concerning the potential distribution In the sur- 
face layer of the metal Itself. See also §6. 

5** See, for example, A.I. 3rodskly, Flzlcheskaya khlmlya [Phys- 
ical Chemistry], GNTI [Gosudarstvennoye nauchno-tekhnlches- 
koye Izdatel'stvo = State Scientific Technical Publishing 
House] of chemical literature, 19^8. 

5***     In dilute solutions the activity In Eq. (1) can be replaced 
by the concentration. In this case Eq. (1) Is normally termed 
the Nernst formula. An analogous relation has been Indepen- 
dently derived by V. Tyurln for amalgam circuits. 

6        Concerning the origin of the double layer see also [1, 2]. 

9 This quantity will be more accurately defined in the follow- 
ing section. 

10 The capacitance of the double layer varies when the water is 
replaced by other solvents but its variation is considerably 
less than the variation of the dielectric constant. 

lb It is assumed here that an ion can be regarded as a charged 
sphere and that its charge is considered as equivalent to a 
point charge placed at the center of this sphere. 

15       On condition of electrical neutrality the surface charge of 
the metal is equal in absolute magnitude to the charge of 
the ion part of the double layer and opposite in sign. 

16*      The latter follows directly from the relationship between the 
charge density e on the surface of a metallic conductor and 
the potential gradient ^ close to the surface of the metal, 
known from electrostatics: 

Because within the dense part of the double layer the rela- 
tion between ^ and x  is linear, we have 

_ 

a..-*^ 
and, consequently 

• -^(f-+i)-C(f.-*.)- 

l6•»     See, for example, A.I. Brodskiy. Flzlcheskaya khlmlya, GNTI 
of chemical literature. Vol. 1, 19^8, page M55. 

lb»»«    See, for example, I.Ye. Tamm, Osnovy teorii elektrlchestva 
[Fundamentals of the Theory of Electricity], 19^9, page 56. 
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When applying the Polsson equation we assume that ^ depends 
only on x, I.e., that by neglecting the discontinuous ar- 
rangement of the charges In the double layer, we can average 
the value of the potential In a plane parallel to the elec- 
trode surface. Up to now It has not yet been possible to 
build a quantitative theory of the double layer taking the 
discrete structure of its Ion envelope Into account [6]. 

35       In the following we shall use the term "Interface" tension 
for the case of a boundary between two phases, reserving the 
term "surface tension" for the free surface of liquids. 

^2       If charges are not supplied from without to the mercury elec- 
trode whose surface Increases continuously In consequence of 
the disintegration of the stream Into droplets, the charge 
density e evidently becomes zero. 

bS The contact potential difference V  between the metals A  and 
B is equal to the difference of the work functions A and x^ 
of the electrons In these metals: 

A metal which has a smaller electron work function Is charged 
positively upon contact with a metal having a larger value of 
X. Every alteration "  the state of the surface which affects 
A, for example, the formation of an adsorbed layer, causes a 
corresponding alteration of the contact potential. 

48       It can also be shown that the values of the Individual poten- 
tial differences at the Interface of two phases cannot be 
found from the experimental data by a thermodynamlc method 
[28]. 

5^       At concentrations close to saturation the thickness of the 
adsorbed layer can exceed that of a single molecule. 

56 This result compels us to assume that even In the absence of 
Impurity molecules an orientated layer of water molecules can 
also cause the appearance of a potential difference between 
metal and solution, which does not vanish at the zero charge 
potential. 

57 The maximum adsorption, however, does not completely coincide 
with the zero charge point [3^1. In the case of substances 
which like butyl alcohol shl/'t the zero charge point in the 
direction of more positive potentials, the adsorption maximum 

61 

Is   at weakly  negative  values  of   cp . 

High-molecular organic   catluns,   as,  for example,   the  ion 
N(C1.Hg)+ behave partly   as Ions  and partly  as  molecules;  al- 

though they  are also adsorbed preferentially  on a  negatively 
charged  surface;   at very  large  values  of negative   charge de- 
sorptlon again takes place. 

66 More detailed examination shows,  however,  that certain,  al- 
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though relatively not large quantities of adsorbed gases re- 
main on the electrode surface even in the double layer re- 
gion. 

71       In solutions containing Cl— and Br— ions, some dissolution of 
the platinum also takes place at the same time. 

73       During the anodic oxidation of smooth platinum by a current 
with high density or by prolonged action of oxygen on it con- 
siderable quantities of oxygen are built into the metal lat- 
tice. The oxygen dissolved in the metal is partly reduced 
during the recording of the cathodlc charging curves, which 
sometimes makes the accurate determination of the potential 
as a function of the quantity of electricity passed through 
more difficult. These phenomena are not observed when elec- 
trodes of platinized platinum are used. 

83       This remark obviously refers only to metals which do not form 
stable hydrides under normal conditions of temperature and 
pressure, such as, for example. Cd. 

86       However, the pores in films normally do not penetrate to the 
surface of the pure metal but only to a thinner, already com- 
pact film which covers the metal. 

88       On the oxidation of metals, see also the book by V.l. Ar- 
kharov [55]. 

Manu- 
script [Transliterated Symbols] 
Pages 
No. 

5 aM = am = amal'gama = amalgam 

15 11 = n = nulevoy ■ zero 

24 f = ^ = generator - generator 

25 H ■ N ■ mil' = null 

27 H.B.3.   =  n.v.e.   ■ normal'nyy  vodorodnyy  elektrod-standard 

hydrogen electrode 

29 3  =  z   =   zarayazheniye  =  charging 

HQ K =  K  =  kation  = cation 

47 3.B.C.   =  e.d.3.   = elektrodvlzhushchaya sila ■ 

=  electromotive  force 

65 ajic =   ads  ■ adsorblrovannyy  = adsorbed 

73 2KB  =   ekv ■  ekvivalentnyy   =  equivalent 
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Chapter 1 

DIFFUSION   KINETICS 

11.    CONCENTRATION  CHANGES  NEAR   THE   ELECTRODE  DURING  PASSAGE  OF  CURRENT 

We  shall  begin  the   study   of the  kinetics of  electrochemical   reac- 

tions with the   question  of how  the  supply  of the   reacting  substances   to 

the  electrode  takes  place.  The  processes of diffusion of dissolved sub- 

stances  are of   fundamental  importance  in this;  hence this  section of 

kinetics   Is often termed  diffusion  kinetics.   Let   us  point   out   that  the 

mechanism  of the removal of the reaction products   from  the electrode 

surface   Is  reminiscent   in many   respects  of  the mechanism by  which the 

reacting   substance  is supplied;  the  study of these  two  processes  is 

thus  closely related.   In many   cases  the processes   which  supply  the re- 

acting substances and remove  the reaction products  determine the over- 

ail  rate   of the  electrochemical reactions.   Under  these   conditions the 

latter reactions proceed  in accordance with the   laws of general  diffu- 

sion  kinetics  of heterogeneous   reactions  in  solutions,   the   fundamentals 

of  which   have  been  described   in  1896   [1]  by  A.N.   Shchukarev. 

Let   us consider a galvanic  circuit  through which a  current   is 

flowing.   Initially,   before the  switching on  of the  current,   the  concen- 

tration of the   dissolved  substances   (electrolytes   and nonelectrolytes) 

had  the  same value  at all points of the solution;   certain equilibrium 

potential   differences were observed   at   the  electrode  surface.   After 

switching  on of  the   current   composition  changes   occur at  the electrode 

surface:    ions  or dissolved molecules  of one   species enter into  reac- 

tion,  and   ions   or molecules of another species are  formed as  a result 
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of the reactions. The concentration of the dissolved Ions or molecules 

near the electrode changes and the Initial distribution is altered. 

Diffusion processes then occur in the solution which tend to equalize 

tne concentration differences which have arisen and which ensure a sup- 

ply of reacting substances to the surface or the removal of reaction 

products from the electrode surface. The potentials of the Individual 

electrodes assume new values (differing from the equilibrium values) 

which depend on the intensity of the current passing through the gal- 

vanic circuit. 

In order to analyze the process of motion of the particles in the 

solution It is useful to make first the simplified assumption that the 

electrochemical properties of the electrode under consideration are not 

altered under the influence of the flowing current, i.e., that the 

electrode potential is determined by the ion concentration near the 

electrode in exactly the same manner as It would be under equilibrium 

conditions. The only correction which is introduced according to this 

assumption into the formula for the equilibrium potential is that the 

initial concentration of the substance which determines the electrode 

potential is replaced by a new modified concentration, namely the value 

established near the electrode during the passage of the current. 

The assumption made in the foregoing is a certain approximation 

which is not always equally Justified. Cases can be mentioned (for ex- 

ample, the formation of the amalgams of many metals) in which it ap- 

plies and it is consequently easier to analyze the phenomena connected 

with the motion of the ions in the s->lution. In other cases additional 

changes are superposed on these phenomena which complicates the discus- 

sion of the over-all kinetics of the electrochemical processes. 

The concept of the concentrations of the potential-determining 

ions near the electrode surface which we have used requires a more ac- 
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curate definition. Let us visualize a metallic electrode, Tor example, 

a silver electrode, Immersed In a solution of its salt. At the el< c- 

trode surface, as has been explained In the Introduction, there is a 

double electrical layer in which the uniform distribution of charges 

(ions), existing in the vclume of the solution, is upset. The concen- 

tration of the silver Ions within the double layer even under equilib- 

rium conditions differ;.- from the volume concentration of these Ions; if 

the electrode surface is positively charged, this concentration is lest- 

than in tne volume of the solution, and, if it is negatively charged, 

greater. 

The problem arises what value of the concentration should be sub- 

stituted in the expression for the equilibrium potential 

* V-^'lnr,,... (116) 

Obviously, it would have been incorrect to introduce into this formula 

rhc concentration present at a point within the double layer. In this 

case It would have been necessary to take into account the electrostat- 

ic field of the double layer and the variation of the chemical poten- 

tial at each point of the double layer, caused by the action of this 

field. If we use Eq. (^6) in its general form, the concentration of ttc 

potential-determining silver ions at a distance from the electrode sur- 

face at which the action of the forces of the double electrical layer 

can b« neglected, would have to be substituted in It. 

In the case of a polarized system, however, i.e., a system through 

which an electric current flows, the concentration of the ions in the 

layer of the solution near the electrode, as we have pointed out above, 

changes with distance from the electrcce, and the concentration of the 

potential-determlwing ions close to the electrode must be substituted 

in the expression for the potential of the polarized electrode. A cer-     ^ 
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tain contradiction results due to the fact that the term "close to the 

electrode surface" has a different meaning in the two cases. 

The disturbance of the charge distribution at the electrode sur- 

face, caused by the electric field of the double layer, extends for on- 

ly a short distance Into the depth of the solution, equal to the thick- 

ness of the diffuse double layer. This distance, as has been explained 

previously, depends on the total electrolyte concentration in the solu- 

tlon and for not very low concentrations is of the order of 10 -10 

cm. In the solution zone adjacent to the double layer the ion concen- 

tration is everywhere the same under equilibrium conditions; under non- 

equilibrium conditions; however, it varies in accordance with a certain 

law. Under the usual mixing conditions this concentration variation ex- 

—?  —2 tends to a distance of not less than 10  -10   cm; the layer in which 

this concentration change, caused by the electrochemical reaction at 

the electrode surface, is termed, for reasons which will be clear from 

the following, diffusion boundary layer (not to be confused with the 

diffuse double layer). Compared with the thickness of the diffusion 

layer the thickness of the double layer is small. In other words, 

points can be selected which would simultaneously satisfy the following 

two conditions; firstly, that they lie outside the double layer, i.e., 

that the effect of the electric field of the double layer should not te 

observed in them and, secondly, that they should nonetheless be so 

close to the electrode surface that from the point of view of the con- 

centration variation in the diffusion layer one could speak of an ion 

concentration at the actual electrode surface (point A  in Fig. 37). 

The combination of these requirements, however, cannot always be 

fulfilled. In the extreme case of a very low total concentration of the 

solution at the electrode surface the thickness of the diffuse part of 

the double layer increases and approximates the thickness of the dif- 
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Flg.   37.   Dlsti'lbution of  the  electrolyte  concentration as t   the  concen- 
trations  of the  anions   (o.)  ana  cations   '>,.)   In the diffuse  part   of the 
double  layc" and  In  the  diffuse  layer or the  negatively charged elec- 
trode;  Ji   io  the  boundary  cf the  diffuse part  of the  double   layer;  x. 

0 Is  the boundary uf  tl       llffusion  layer;   n    Is the  initial  electrolyte 
concentration  at  a  distance  from the electrode.   A) Metal;   B)   solution. 

fusion  layer;  under these  conditions,   the    lementary   relations which 

will   be presented  further on are not applicable.   Altnough  such phenom- 

ena  can sometimes  occur,   they  are  nevertheless not of any  great  practi- 

cal  Importance   for  the usual  electrolysis conditions,   and  the assump- 

tion made   in  the   foregoing  is   completely Justified  In most   cases.   Thus, 

if the  ccncept of  concentrations  near  the electrode  surface   is used  In 

the   following,   this   concept must  be  umierstoüd  in  a macroscopic   and not 

a microscopic   sense   of  Uhe  term.   To avoid ambiguities  we  shall  speak   of 

concentrations   "near  the  electrode  surface"   or "in the  space  around the 

electrode,"   reserving the  term  "surface  concentration"  for  designating 

the  crncentratlon  of the   purtlclec  at  molecular distances   from the 

phase  boundary. 

As  A.G.   Samartsev  [2]  showed,   the   variation  of the ion   concentra- 

tion  near the  electrode   surface durin     the   passage  of  the   current   can 

be  directly  observed optically by  the   variation of the  index  of refrac- 

tion  of tiie  solution.   The  use  of  a  sensitive   interferometer   in  combina- 

tion  with  a polarization  microscope  enables   the  concentration gradient 
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in different parts of the diffusion layer and also the total concentra- 

tion difference between points in the volume of the solution and near 

the electrode surface to be determined. 

Let us now examine the conditions of variation of the concentra- 

tion during the passage of an electric current In the simplest case. 

Assuming we have a metallic electrode, for example, silver, in a capil- 

lary and occupying its entire cross section. The capillary is filled 

with a dilute silver nitrate solution and at the second, open end, it 

is connected with a large vessel, containing the same solution (Pig. 

38). Because the volume of the solution in the large vessel is large 

8 

! 

4- 

1 

I 
Q) 

^m 0 

Fig. 38. 

:; 

compared with the volume of the solution in the glass capillary, the 

electrolyte concentration in this vessel during the passage of current 

varies only slightly and can be neglected. In other words, it can bo 

assumed that the ion concentration at the open end does not change and 

remains always equal to the Initial ion concentration In the solution. 

Let us first consider the case, which, as will be evident from the 

following, is the simplest. Namely this: we assume that in addition to 

the ions which determine the electrode potential and which can be dis- 

charged at the metal surface (i.e., in our example, In addition to the 

Ions of the silver salt) a foreign electrolyte which does not partici- 
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pate In the electrolysis )roce3s, for « •••    , a excess of potassium 

nitrate, is present Ln exci 

Let us consider the conditions of tne supply of silver ions to the 

electrode surf-ic during electrolysis. At  e first moment after the 

switching on of the current, the silver ions begin to be discharged and 

the^r concentration near the electrou  furface will decrease. A certain 

concentration gradient will appear in the solution in the capillary re- 

sulting in a diffusion of th< Jischar^ed ion.- from the more remote 

parts to -.he electrode surface. The diffusion rate of the ions will be 

prorortlonal to the concentration .   ' ■ nt. 

In addition to the dlffi '.on, a no\ mei c of charged ions under the 

influence of the electrostatic field       solution takes place. This 

movement is often cermed ion migration in the electrochemical litera- 

ture. The electrostatic field in the solution causes a migration of all 

t N.o ions, those discharged at the electrode surface as well as those 

which are not discharged, i.e., in the above case the Ag  Ions as well 

as the K and NOT Ions. According to the above assumption, the concen- 

tration c. thr sliver ion1' is low compared with the concentration of 

th other ions; hence only a email ran of t ■ • current in the solution 

1. due to the migration of" silver Ions. This assumption thus permits us 

tu leglect t e migration of    silver ions in the general process of 

the transport of these ions to the electrode surface. 

Thirdly, an enormously important factor on which the transport of 

substance to the electrode depends, is the movement of the liquid it- 

self, which arises spontaneously or dui    itlrrlrg of the solution. In 

order to exclude this Influence, the .action of the ions in a capillary 

is .'onsidered in the selected example, i.e., under conditions which ex- 

clude any convection movement and mixing of the liquid (Fig. 38). 

The effect of the ion migration and the convection of the liquid 
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on the process of transport of the reactants to the electrode surface 

will be examined in the   following sections. 

In proportion to the passage of current the solution at the elec- 

trode surface is procrressively Impoverished in silver ions which in 

turn causes an increase in the concentration gradient and at the same 

time an intensification of the transport of these ions via diffusion. 

After a certain time conditions are established under which the number 

of ions disappearing because of the discharge reaction becomes equal to 

the number brought to the electrode surface by diffusion. A certain 

stationary state, i.e., one which does rot change with time, is estab- 

lished; this state is of course not an equilibrium state because it is 

maintained by the passage of current through the solution and is imme- 

diately upset when the current ceases. 

§2. DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 

In order to determine the rcgul .'ities connected with the passage 

of current through a solution under stationary conditions one has to 

solve the simplest problem of diffusion kinetics. 

According to the laws of diffusion, the quantity m  of substance 

diffusing within the time At through a certain cross section perpendic- 

ular to the axis x  which is in the direction of increasing concentra- 

tions, is proportional to the concentration gradient 3c/<)x, the magni- 

tude of the cross section S  and also the time interval At: 

m = DS~U. (47) 

The proportionality factor D,  the diffusion coefficient, has the 

dimension of the square of the length, divided by time; it is normally 

2 2 expressed in units of cm /sec or cm /day. Diffusion in the direction of 

decreasing concentrations we shall consider as the positive diffusion 
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direction. 

If  the  concentration    »f  the  cliff subrtanc«    at  every  point   of 

the  solution   Is   not   constant   out   varie     wi1      time,   wo  can   find  th( 

nectlon  between   Its   rate   of  change   ar luantH .   which   characterize; 

the   concentration  dlstrlbu^ !  >i    along  th(     lii'i'a   ! )n   path.   For  this  pur- 

pose we make  two  Identical   paralL i :■.',-.■„  at   a   i!.-- 

tance   dx   from  each  otli- :      Pig.    39) •                   cone f I   n  gradierit  at 

the   fliest   cross   section   is   d          • v     .                     .,•,■!• r, i 

cross   section   It  wl       differ   by ar:  Infi                .'     L]   va  ue,   I.e.,   it 

will   be  equal   trw'dcN      ' dr\   ,  (K-  .. 

The  quantity  of sue: t anc .. flr.-.l   cross  sec- 

tion  Is  equal  to   m,    US^  ^   i    &t,   and . i       t;     n" subrtance  diffusing 

through  the  secon i  cross   section  to «i,    Z»s I ( —^ -f--'l"', rfx 1A/   .   The   rnt.v  of 

change  of the   concentration  In the  volume  do  =    ■''..',   Included betwi 

the   two   cross   sections,   is   equal   to   the   ratic   of  tt      difference       ;   U"- 

quantlties  of  substance   coming   In   and    ;o3 ut   in   unit   time   to   the 

.■ -iume   dvt   1..  . , 

r>:      m« - in, 

(48) 
HanfoS'f-ut lu^xpijJuv 

■ '• .   '    -   '.   -   values   for m    and v?   ,   w« 

'-, 

■ 

'I 
w L -fc^- x 

■ ' -.   39.   A)   Diffus Irr: 
direction. 

d: OK* 

ttali   Mie   fji: di f f-'r-ent lal  equation: 

(49) 

In the  at .   Ldered  case  of dlffuslor. 

in  a  capillary,   a  statl   nary  state   Ls  ertar>- 

llshed  some   tlr r  th<    beginning  of  th< 

5agf   of "■<■• nt ,   "..'.,   the  concentra- 

tion  at   any  po'nt    In  the   capillar: !:•  coi        nt  and  3c/3t  ■  Ü. 

It   follows   from     T.    (JtQ)   that   in  thL-   ca        ••    x  *   const,   I.e.,   th' 

concentration  gradient  at  ali points of  t       caplllai-y  has  th.   t:ame  va: 

. 

. 

:. 
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0 a ue, which Is evidently equal to Zo/tx =   (c    - c  )/li  where I   Is the 

length of the capillary, cl Is the concentration of the Ions estab- 

lished near the electrode surface durlnp passage of the current and o 

is the concentration at the open end of the capillary which is identi- 

cal with the initial ion concentration in the solution prior to the 

passage of current. 

The number of ions diffusing in unit time to one square centimeter 

of electrode surface is equal to 

..r*-D(£).-. (so 
(in the description of diffusion processes this quantity is often 

termed the diffusion flow). From this formula one can readily compute 

the density of the electric current (i.e., the intensity of the cur- 

rent, related to unit of electrode surface), passing through the sys- 

tem. Indeed, under stationary conditions the current is determined by 

the number of diffusing ions and, in order to calculate the current 

density, one has to multiply the ion diffusion flow with the charge of 

the ion. If the concentration is expressed in gram-moles per cubic cen- 

timeter, the diffusion flow must be multiplied with nFy  where n  is the 

valency of the ions,* and F  the Faraday number: 

In the case of stationary diffusion the current density is 

i.nfD^-. (52> 

Formula (?) expresses the relation between the density of the cur- 

rent flowing through the system and the stationary concentration o3 of 

the metal ions at the electrode surface. Let us consider in greater de- 

tail the nature of the expression thus obtained. If the current density 

is increased, the ion concentration at the electrode surface should de- 

crease. The quantity o8  may vary, beginning f^om the Initial concentra- 
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tlon 0    at a  current   density  close   to  z ■ •    Lncrease   In  i  it, 

may  decrease  t(      ero,     n  th     latter  c nt  density  attains  a 

certain  limit   value  which  w>    shalJ ;nato  by   i ..   This   limit   current 

density   Is  ofton   termed   "limit  diffusion   current."  It   is   equal   to 

I.e.,  tb.e  limit   current   d       Lty  is  prcpor-tj cnal   to the   Initial   concen- 

tration of the   silver   Ions   In the  so] -   and   inversely   proportional 

to the  length  of   the  cauillar-y.   Ar   .   .      •, sumption made  by us, 

according to  w: Ich en                          ns   ar(    discharged at   the   cathode, 

holds,  wc must   not   pas:               ' tu    ■    '•    . tern undei-  considera- 

! '   \aluy . 

Because tr€ dl lea .itn temperature, the 

limit diffusion flovv for this syste   I     tlso Increase with tempera- 

ture j according to the relation 

tion whose density exc-. 

^r  / di      n    ~dt (5'0 

5 3.   EQUATIONS   CF THE  CONCEKTRATirN  POLAFIZATTON 

Using the  expression  for  the   limit   diffu; Ion current   we   can write 

rormula  (52)   in  th«    form: 

/•='■-(>—£). (55) 

ft  foiir.wa   fr m  this  that   ehe  concentration of silver ions  at  the 

electrode  surface,   expressed by  the  current  density.   Is  equal  to 

rW;J~^). (56) 

Knowing the   connection between   ct• ■    Ltj   and   ion  noncentra- 

tion at  the e.ectrode  surface,   we  can ir problem  concerning the 

depending of  th.?  electrode  p •':                    - diffusion   flow,   If   it   Is 

assumed,   as  we  did   In the   foregoing,   that the electrode potential  Is 

deter.nlned  in  accordance  wJ ch the  usual   trK'rmodynarr.lc  formula 
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*-?•+•??• In«-, nF 

0 
(ii6a) 

In which c"   is  the   concentration of the  potential-determining  ions  near 

the electrode surface. 

Substituting  in  this  formula the  expression  for a8   from   (56),  we 

obtain 

9-T, + -^lnc«+-^ln(l-^). (57) 

Frequently  we  are not  interested in  the potential  itself but  in 

Its  variation  compared with the value which  the potential  had  under 

equilibrium conditions,   i.e.,   prior to  the passage  of the  current.   The 

magnitude of this  shift which we  designate  by  A qp,   is  normally  termed 

the polarization of the electrode 

A»-4r,n-?—^'"C'-i)- (58) 
Equation (58) which connects the potential variation with the cur- 

rent density on the assumption that the passage of current affects the 

electrode potential only by the variation of the ion concentration, is 

termed the concentration polarization equation. 

U 
Fig. ^0. Current density as a 
function of the electrode po- 
tential presence of concentra- 
tion polarization. A) Volt. 

It Is evident from Eq. (58) that at a current density close to 

zero the polarization is also close to zero. I.e., in agreement with 
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the  above   Btatements,   'i pclarlzatlün eiectrodes   1?  not  observed 

In absence  of a  current.   When  the  cux"-        daräity   increases,  the  elec- 

trode  potential,   in  consequence   of  the  decrease   in   the  surface  concen- 

tration  of the potential-determining;   ions,   shifts   to  the  negative  side, 

i.e.,   AflP assumes  a negative 

At   small   values   5f        '     Eq.   (581    •   •     M    «(    laced  by   the  following 

simpler expression: 

IfT   ( 
• -   , r58&) 

Accorjing, . ■'       irizatlon, although It is 

small compared with '..   -    . roporti    to tht current density i  and 

Inversely proportional to I rm current 

When the current density tends I <   L1  L; ' \   value ' ,, the absolute 

value of the polarization becomes inflmti . Such an infinite increase 

in the polarization naturally Is devoid of any physical meaning. Howev- 

er, there is nothing surpris' - in this deduction, because 1t follows 

from the assumption of th< possibility of a single electrochemical re- 

action, which has beei made In the foregoing. When the Ion concentra- 

tion at the electrode surface o     i: exact l\  ero, toon according to 

the thermcaynamic rormul,i (^6a), the electrode potential assumes the 

value —». In reality, however, when the polarization increases, new 

electrochemical processes at the electrode surface become possible 

(disc;arge of other Jons )r molecules) which require part of the cur- 

rent, owing to whic,1 the further potential variation is delayed. 

Figure bo  shows the curve represent'   : ".e current density as a 

function of electr le potential for t"1     ■ of concentration polariza- 

tion according to £q. (J3).       on  lould be given to the fact that 

different methods of representing polarization curve:- are encountered 

in the electrochemical lit- c  ture, such ns, for example, in the form of 
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n 
a dependence of the Intensity or density of the current on the polari- 

zation (Fig. 40), in the form of the dependence of the potential on the 

logarithm of the current intensity or density (Fig. 41) or in other 

forms. 

A   lofltm 

■M 

0,1 

0.' 
-< 

Iji a/cu' 

Fig. 41. Potential as a function 
of the logarithm of the current 
density in the case of concentra- 
tion polarization. A) Volt. 

The above-derived equations are applicable only to non-concentrat- 

ed solutions. In the case of concentrated solutions difficulties arise, 

connected with the fact that not the concentration of the potential-de- 

termining ions near the electrode but their activity must be substitut- 

ed in the formula for the electrode potential (46a). 

The picture is even more complicated by the circumstance that the 

diffusion coefficient in concentrated solutions is no longer constant 

but depends on the concentration. In consequence of this, concentration 

polarization in concentrated solutions cannot oe described accurately 

by means of the simple equation (58). 

:. 

§4. CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION DURING FORMATION OF AMALGAMS 

Let us examine the diffusion processes and the phenomenon of con- 

centration polarization during the discharge of metal ions, for exam- 
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pie, of zinc Ions, or. a m 'car;, cathodt . st to t ie earliet- 

considered case, where th<  Lschar^e  i • .   :•■    is merely resulted 

In the rorrngtlon of a : :jw illve;     r1 on a ; '  ' r electrode and did 

not alter Its el( ■' 1     ati re, r  ■ •     f zinc amalgam takes 

place when zinc ions are a". m rcury cathode. The concen- 

tration of the •■ t  a maxinu . 1-, th< direct vicinity of the 

point of the elects ■ -lea] r action, I.e., near f:he surface of t^e 

mercury electrode, wh ntact wit:;  .-     ' !on. ''wlnp- to the 

presen •»• of a concent ra     '.: ' ent of '-inc in mercury a process of 

diffusion of z  \\c   a*. •■■.ram Into the volume 

of the mercury pha.  I   .   ; ecualize the zinc con- 

centration in tht      .. .        • ..■  stationary 'täte 

may be established in which  I  ..•'.•    ■ ■':'-• dj    rged in unit 

time is equal to the quantity of '.!: : rnovii       ! "cm the surface of 

the amalgam in consequence of the diffu?' 

'.'he stationary state of diffusion lr   olul ' n and amalpair. can be 

acnleve ' hy riieans of 1     vice whl^! i    • •••••■  • illy represented in 

Fig. 42. ""he c; iilary tube comraui . • •   ..   two large reservoirs, of 

which one contain' |    mercury ana th<.      an electrolyte solution, 

for example, ZnGl     m exce   P impui'ity salt. Tn the capillary 

there Is a  ^rcrv meniscus  •   Lch th< elect rochemlcal reaction of 

the discharge cf zinc ions tak(  place aui'lng the passage of current. 

On tiie one hand, a diffusion of zinc ions towards the surface cf the 

mercury meniscus takes place within the .nd, on the other, a 

1 Iffusion of zinc    ns from the menl. mercury reservoir. 

The potential of the a     n el     e is determined not only by 

the concentration of the zL point   the solution close to 

the electrode  .  se fcu    ;u by th.e concentration of the zinc atoms 

In tne amalgam at the poll     sc tc the amalgam-solution Interface. If 
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y^   ^ i ' 
Pig. 12. 

we designate the Ion concentration In the solution by a   , the concen- 

tration of the zinc amalgam by oM  and the corresponding concentrations 

close to the electrode surface by a    and c...   then we have for the amal- 

gam o{ : the electrode 

'-^+4^ (59) 

In order to derive an equation for the concentration polarization 

during the formation of amalgam, we must, as previously, connect the 

concentration near the surface with the density of the polarizing cur- 

rent. 

The diffusion rf the zinc Ions In the solution proceeds In accord- 

ance with the same laws as In the first example considered In the fore- 

going; according to (53) and (56) the stationary Ion concentration near 

the surface Is connected with the current density by the relation 

The diffusion flow of the zinc In the amalgam depends on the con- 

centration gradient of the zinc In the amalgam. The concentration of 

the amalgam near the phase boundary with the solution Is af.;   the amal- 

p-am concentration oM  at the end of tho capillary Is zero because the 
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end of the capillary is in conia^  Iti; r  f" | .,- mercury. 

Hence the dlffuGli-n fl .•. •       «rial 4^ the amalgam concen- 

tration near the » lectrodt1 surface. As previ »usly pointed out, under 

stationary conditions the dlffusl <r  flow expressed In electrical units 

is equal tc thr density of     Ischarge current; thus the simple rela- 

tion 

(60) 

or 

.4L i, 

exists  betwe.'ti the  cui ?nsity  ana  th« I   n   ry   nmalgam  concen- 

tration near the  rur "ace,   wh  re  i. '   '. lor   coefficient  of the 

zinc   in the  amalgam and   l*  the   1   ■ " . the lllary  section  filled 

with amalgam. 

By   substituting  tnese  expressions   for  the  surface   concentrations 

into  the thermodynamic   formula   (c,9),  we  obtain latlon  for the po- 

tential  of the polarized electrode,  expressed ty  the  current  density 

and  the   limit   current 

Equation   (6lv   is   th     equation  for  the  concentration polarization 

in presence  of concentration variations   in  the  solution  as  well  as 

within the metallic  phas   . 

Let  us  consider  the physical meaning  of  the  constant  which  enters 

into Eq.   (61).   It   is   easy  to  see that  this   constant   is  equal  to  the po- 

tential  at which   the polarizing cur tins  half  Its maximum.   I.e., 

at  which t  « |a   .   This  pov.entlal,   fc     reasons  vhich will  be  clear  fron 
£   a 

the   following,   ! ■     ften  termed  .■ lf-..ave   potential   and   is  designated by 

\/2\   thus, «► 

9   r./^-^-i"V- (6la) 
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It can be seen that the half-wave potential Is Independent of the 

Initial concentration of the solution. 

In order to carry out a graphic analysis of Eq. (6l), It Is con- 

veniently rewritten In a slightly different form, solving It for the 

current density 

(> 

.+« 
»»^(t-fi/j) (62) 

Figure ^3 shows the curve representing the density of the polariz- 

ing current as a function of the electrode potential, corresponding to 

Eq. (62). As follows from this equation, the current is small compared 

with t , In the potential region. In which the difference qp - ^P-i/p con- 

siderably exceeds the magnitude of RT/nF (we remember that the numeri- 

cal value of RT/F  is 25 millivolts). 

In the potential region In which the absolute value of the differ- 

ence <P - ^-i /p is small, a marked increase In the current takes place 

when the negative cathode potential is increased. With further increase 

i" 

■1.»      -M  Ml -W  'U 
to***  A 

Fig. A3. Current density as a function of the potential in the case of 
concentration polarization during the formation of amalgam. A) Volt. 

:. 

in the cathode polarization the quantity cp - SN/p assumes more negative 

values and the diffusion current tends to its maximum. Every curve of 

the current density as a function of potential has the shape of a wave; 

hence the term half-wave point for tho point at which t • TTVJ« We 
1 
2V 
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Fie.   [\k.   Electrode potential   UG a  function of log  [(1^ -   i)/i]   lr amal- 
gam formation.   A)   /< t m.. . ;   Z)  log... 

that  thp  curve   is  conplf1* etrlca]      1th  t-eop« ct   to  the  nalf-wavo 

point. 

Another method  of graphic  representation cf the  curve  correspond- 

ing to Eq.   (61)   is  possible which   Is   sometimes more  convenient  for 

practical  purposes.   If  the  potential  of  the  amalgam electrode   (or the 

Jifferenoe cp - ^wp   )   Is  plotted  on  the  ordinate  axis  and  lg   (i, - i)/i 

on the  abscissa axis,   a  straight   line  is  obtal: jd  with a  slope  coeffi- 

cient of ?.3   *  RT/nF   (Pig.   ^).   By   laying     rf the experimental points 

.    this  grai h   it   i.    possible,   in  particular,   to  determine  the  valency 

c'  tne raeta"'   ..'v Lch   Ls  discharged with  formation of amalgam. 

;.; 

55. EFFECT OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD ON THE LIMIT CURRENT 

In the above-discussed examples of electrolysis with concentration 

polarization we have eliminated the ef ' the electric field on the 

movement of tn« l , iarginc- ions by <: . 5 to the solution an excess of 

9 foreign electrolyte. Let 1 famine in wr.at manner the conditions 

cf supply of th< 'ubstance ire modified when in addition to the concen- 

tration gradier.» in the s lucion an electric field is also acting and 
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how the limit cur-rent varies in tills case. 

Let the sliver electrode to be studied, a:. In the first example, 

be In a thin capillary filled with silver nitrate solution, but this 

time not containing any potassium nitrate. After switching on of the 

current the concentration of silver ions near the cathode begins to 

decrease; the concentration of the NOZ" ions which are carried out of 

the capillary by the current decreases at the same time. Because for- 

eign cations are not present in the solution, the concentrations of 

Ag and NO^ remain equal, i.e., at any point of the solution outside 

the double layer, by virtue of electrical neutrality, the concentra- 

tions of the positive and negative ions must be the same (in the case 

of ions with the same valency). Some time after the ^witching on of the 

current a stationary state is attained in which the ion concentration 

at any point of the solution no longer changes with time. Because the 

NOT ions are not discharged at the surface of the silver cathode the 

constancy of their concentration means that they move neither to the 

cathode nor to the anode in the solution, i.e., that the sum of forcei: 

acting on these ions is zero. 
t   

Let us consider what forces act in the solution on the NCU ions. 

The first force which causes the diffusion of the ions and which arlst 

In presence of a concentration difference of the ions in the solution, 

is determined by the osmotic pressure gradient ZP/ix;   the average fore' 

acting on a single ion is 

where oN  is the number of ions in unit volume (N is   the Avogadro num- 
_ + 

ber). Under the action of this osmotic force the NCU ions, like the Ag 

Ions, are directed towards the cathode surface. 

The second force acting on the ion in solution and due to the 
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electric   field.   Is 

.   */•:. (6ü) 

where  £"  Is  the-   Intel ,T t! ctrlc   ri(  Ld   In  the  solution and   t   Is 

the   charge  of  the   unlvalent   1   • . 

The  force  of 11.    el, I on  in-    NOl ions  Is  directed 

towards   the   anode,   l.-.s     pposll l UrectJ       of the osmotic 

force. 

fiecause   In  the     tatj ... T| .  a!,ci  .        trical   forcec 

acting  en  th'    I'-i ' '      ■   ,: ensatj 

f,    f.. (6S) 

I.e., 

On the basis of ti 1    at ion it it ualize how the 

movement of the cations takes place, '"l.t <>.      - are gradient of 

t'ne cations has the same value an in the case »f ' e anlons. The elec- 

trical force acting on the cations has tne same value and the inverse 

dlrectlci as that actlnr  n t.   lions. Hence in the case of the cat 

ions the osmot-^, and eleccrical forces do i.     icel our, but are super- 

— 

, 

Fig.   ^5.   Schemat •' the   ad Lh<   forces  of osmotic pressure   {f0) 

ana  the  electro, tatic fl< .'   )    ^r    ,i.e  anl n 1  cat! 
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poGed   (Flg.   ^5).   By  virtue  of  the  relation  (65)   the  total   force acting 

on the  cations   Is  twice the  osmotic pressure.   Thus the  velocity of the 

Ilver  Ions  will   be  twice  as  -reat   as   the  velocity  which   they would 

.-ave  If  the osmotic  force  alone were  acting.   In other words,  In the 

;ase  under  consideration here,   owing  to  the effect  of  the  electric 

('leid  In  the   solution,  the   limit   current   Is  doubled as   compared with 

the  limit   current,   passing   through  the  system  in  presence  of an excess 

of  foreign  electrolytes   in  the   solution  as was   shown  by  Eucken  [3]. 

We must  point   out  that   the  doubling of the   limit   current  takes 

place  only  when  the  cations   and anions   have  the  same  valency.   In other 

cases  other numerical   relations  are  obtained but   the physical nature  of 

Lhe observed phenomena 1s  not  altered. 

We  can arrive  at  the  same  result  by another pathway,   by  consider- 

ing,  not   the   forces acting  on  the  anions and cations  separately,  but 

the  total   velocity  of the  ions   under  the  action  of  these   forces.   This 

treatment   is more  general and   is  used  for the  * xamlnation of these phe- 

nomena   in more   complex  cases.   Let   us   consider the motion  of an a. Ion, 

taking  place  under  the  influence  of  two   factors:   diffusion  under the 

influence  of osmotic  forces  and migration under the action of the el 

trie   field.   The  magnitude  of  the  diffusion  flow,   i.e.,   the  number of 

anions,   diffusing   In  unit   time  through  unit  cross   section,   is 

DJla./'dx),  where   £,   is  the   diffusion  coefficient   of  the  anions.   Thr 

velocity  of the  anions under thp  influence of the  electric   field Int 
0 0 slty  E  is  w    =  V.E,   where   U.   is   the   so-called  absolute  anlon mobility, 

i.e.,   their  speed  acquired  in  an electric   field  whose   intensity  is   1 

v/cm.   The  number  of anions  passing  through unit   cross   section in  uni4. 

time  under  trie   influence  of  the  electrical  force   is  obviously  CAU.F 

(i.e.,   equal  to   the  number of moles   of  ions  contained  in  a  cylinder 

with a  cross  section of  1  en.     and  a   length numerically  equal  to  U
A^)- 
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Under stationary condltlono tne union sonocntratlon it any point of our 

system does not chanRO, I.e., tne numb'^ of anlons moving under the In- 

fluence of the two factor? to either side ir- mutual?> compensated. From 

this   follows 

r 
DAI   -CAW-O. (• 

(66) 

¥<*&*) 

In the  case of the  cations  the   Ion   flow moving under the  Infl'ience 

of the osmoti.c  and elcotrloal   forces  has  the  same  <Mrectlon.   The  total 

magnitude   of this flow txprulcd in  eleotrlcal   un't.;,  I.e.,  the  current 

density,  pMSlng thr<   ich  oui   system.   Is  obviously 

(67) 

Let  us  exainlne   *.      X|uatl 7).   In  the   case under In- 

vectlgatlon of  an electrolyte with  loni  of e      |    ''alcncy  the  cation and 

anion  concentration at any  point  In  the  solut'on are equal,  I.e.,   c*    = 

« cr..   In addition to  the   concentration«,   the nobilities  and diffusion 

coefficients of the  anlons  and   cations enter Into  these  equatlono.   The 

mobilities   and  diffusion   coefficient should  evidently be proportional 

because both quantities depend   on the  resistance whlok tne solution of- 

fers   to  the notion  of a given  ion    The  conn.cllon between these  quanta- 

ties   Is expressed bj   '        following fornula  [zij*: 

(68) 

Substituting   :58)  in   Eqs.      66)   and   (6?)  v.-e  find: 

(69) 

a-^t'i*. 

BJ-^-cE.^ 

where  o *  c. *   c^. 

From  this   we   :Ind the   final  SXpression   for  the   current  density: 

i-i^-Wfi-*0**'       '•        (7l) 

i.e.,   we have arrived, as   previously,  at   the  conclusion that  under  the 
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Influence of Ui- electric field tl a current Is doubled compared with 

the diffusion current. 

§6. OHMIC POTENTIAJ, DROP IN THE DIFFUSION LAYER 

In the above-considered case of concentration polarization in the 

absence of an excess of an Indifferent electrolyte in the solution dur- 

ing the passage of current a certain potential drop occurs. Let us at- 

' > mpt to derive the relations for the potential, difference ^ - <p, at 

the ends of the layer of the solution, in which the alteration of the 

electrolyte concentration Is concentrated; in our example, this layer 

will be the part of the solution between a point close to the electrode 

urface and the end of the capillary which Is in contact with the solu- 

tion in the larger cross section of the device. 

To this end we divide both parts of Eq. (69) by c  and Integrate 

ver the entire length of the capillary, i.e., from x =  0  to x =  I 

[f*-^j$i*^ftef (72) 

The  left part,   the   Integral  of the  electric  field  Intensity  over 

the  path,   is simply  the  potential difference   qj-  - qj«. 

It  follows  from this  that   the  sought-for potential difference  A< 

iietween a  point   near  the   electrode  surface  and   the  end of the  capillari1 

is 

^^U^JUl^'l (72a) 

The  quantity  A q?      !s   evidently   negative  because   the  current   flows 

from  the  solution to  the   electrode. 

Equation  (72a)   can  be obtained directly  by  applying to the  anion 

of  the electrolyte  the Boltzmann  formula.   Because the  anions  are  immo- 

bile^   we have O 
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CA-C\. ■   >" (73) 

(comp. Eq. (5a)). Because c?^ ■ </ ann *. = c'' Eq. (72a) Is obtained di- 

rectly from Eq. (T7). 

The passage of current ir. an e]ectrochemlcal system, due to con- 

centration changes, thus causes not only a certain shift of the elec- 

trode potential, teraei concentration polarl2.irion, but also a certain 

potential drop in the dlffucion layer ^f the solution near the elec- 

trode which in the case of equal valency of thf cation ani anion Is 

equal to the OORCWltrttlon polarization. This circumstance must be piv- 

en  special attentirr bti u  ' • textbooka on electrochemistry normally 

do not take it into acc^un'. ind in th« literature It is often incor- 

rect ly described. 

It would be of Interest to return to the case of concentration po- 

larization in  presence of an exceis of indifferent electrolyte In the 

solution and to calculate the ohmic potential drop for this case. The 

Ohm law is conveniently used for this cilculation. The density of zht 

diffusion current according to Formula (52) is equal to i » nFD(c    - 

- a8)/I.   In era r to find the potential dro> at tne ends of a capillary 

with length I  we Bill  divide the current density by the electrical con- 

ctctivlty of the lolutlon and nultiply by the length* 

ATO-^TO-T«'--^- In-pp- (7^) 

The specific electrical conductivity of a solution, as we know, 

can be expressed by the concentration, mobility and valency of the ions 

in the solution 

where the summa*; m is carried out for all ions. Substituting into Eq. 
0 

(7*0 the value R and replacing D  by RT/nF'U  , we obtain: 
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f> -fo-T'-y-r^ipr (76) 

the numerator of this expression figures the absolute mobility 

l concentration of the discharging Ion, and as denominator the abso- 

lute mobilities and concentrations of all Ions In the BOlution« In 

jwoHence of a large excess of foreign elecirolyte the ohmlc potential 

rop In the diffusion layer can consequently be reduced as much as de- 

sired. Thus, for example, with a tenfold excess of foreign electrolyse, 

in which the Ion mobilities are cJose to the mobilities of the dis- 

■har^ing electrolyte, the ohmlc potential drop is of the order of mil- 

■Ivolts. If the concentration of the foreign electrolyte is small com- 

pared with the concentration of the basic electrolyte, the variation of 

• electrical conductivity because of the decrease in the total icn 

»icentratlon near trie electrode surface must be taken into account 

when calculating th. quantity <p. - «P0 by the above method. In absence 

a foreign electrolyte an accurate calculation of the ion concentra- 

m and electrical conductivity variation of the solution leads to a 

•mula which is identical with Formula (73) derived earlier on the ba- 

s of other consKierations, if the potential drop caused by the dif- 

rence in ion mobility is also taken into account (see footnote, k 

2>. 

■ 

. THE HOLE OF MIXING IN DIFFUSION PROCESSES 

As has been evident from the preceding sections, the intensity of 

electric qurrent which can be passed through a quiescent solution, 

es not exceed a certain limit value. The latter is relatively small 

.;ause in absence of any motion of the Liquid the charge transfer is 

brought about only by the diffusion and Ion migration processes, whose 

rate is low. 
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In practical  eleclrol,\ols  one  öfter  tries  to use  greater current 

Intensities,   and  for this purt^ose the  electrolysis  Is   carried out  not 

In a quiescent   solution buf  with Intense  stirring.   StrJctly  speaking, 

without  special  precautions  Jt  Is   impossible to carry  out  electrolysis 

In a completely  qulescer.t  liquid,  because ever   In the  absence  of arti- 

ficial  mixing  there  Is ftlwaya   f^ome movorr.ent  of the  liquid durlnp the 

passacre of currt-.t   du     i     urecal   I     ii!np,   concentration  changes  and, 

consequently,   a different  density  of the  •olutlon at  different points 

and also gas  tvolutlon   %i   th* electrodes  and other causes.   Such natural 

mixing greatly   iner^Mtfl   th€  possible  values  of the  limit  current   in- 

tensity.  By means  of artlXiclÄl nrix.'ng   (for exanple,   a  special  stirrer) 

the rate at  which  the  reactants  are   supplied to  the electrode  surface 

can be considerably   increased  and thus   tl      Intensity  of  the  current 

flowing through the  system. 

In this  connection arises  the problem of establishing the diffu- 

sion laws  in a  moving  liquid,   i.e.,   the  laws  of convection diffusion. 

To solve  "his  probleir,   equations  of motion must  be written which take 

into account  the  transfer of the dissolved  iubstUtOO  by  the moving 

liquid  as  well   as   tne  rovement   of the  dissolved  substance  relative   to 

the  liquid.   However,   if the problem  Is  stated  in such  a  general form, 

a  complex  tyt tern of mauhemacical  relations  is  obtained  which  does  not 

irmedi'-itely  yield  tangible results.   For this  reason  the   interesting 

and practically  very   Important  problem of convective diffusion has   for 

a  long  time  oeen solved only in a coa^selv  approximate   fashion.  Only 

in recent  years  has   It  been possible  to  dc.^ve  some  successes on the 

way to  Its  exact   BOlution« 

When  solving any problem on  convective  diffusion  it   is  essential 

firs-t  to  investigate  the nature of the  motion of the  liquid  relativ 

to the  solid electrode  on which  tae  electrochemical  reaction  of dis- 
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charge or lonlzation takes place and to establish the law of the veloc- 

ity distribution of the liquid at different distances from the elec- 

trode surface. 

It is known from physics that a layer of liquid directly adjacent 

to the surface of a solid does not move relative to this body. This 

conclusion, which is by no means self-evident, follows, for example, 

from the fact that the determination of the viscosity of liquids by 

MiAni of the capillary viscoslmeter gives values which are independent 

of the nature of the capillary walls. If the fluid were sliding rela- 

tive to the capillary walls, different velocities would be found de- 

pending on the material used for the capillary and, consequently, dif- 

ferent values for the viscosity coefficient.* 

It follows that a solid, present in a fluid flow, exerts an im- 

portant influence on the nature of movement of the fluid and causes a 

vacation of its velocity. The braking effect of the solid, however, 

extends only to a limited distance from the surface into the depth of 

the moving fluid; beyond the limits of this distance the solid does not 

r«Ct the velocity distribution In the fluid. Between the surface of 

a . olid close to which the relative velocity of the fluid is zero and 

nt at a great distance from it the velocity of the moving fluid var- 

i  in accordance with a certain general law. This braking effect ^.s 

ermined only by the geometrical configuration and macroscopic stat.>- 

of the surface but does not depend on the nature of the solid. 

The problem concernine the effect of mixing on the diffusion cur- 

rent has been Investigated by Nernst [5]. According to the theory de- 

veloped by him, diffusion takes place in a certain layer at the elec- 

trode surface whose thickness Is designated by 6. Within this diffusion 

layer diffusion takes place as if liquid motion were entirely absent. 

At the boundary of this diffusion layer, owing to the mixing, the ini- 
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tlal concentration of tho  reactants Is p m.anentiy rT.alntained. ^hls 

corresponds to the simplest, pattern of velocity distribution: Inside 

the diffusion layer the velocity of the liquid Ll zero and at Its 

boundary it Increases suddenly to some large value ^""ig. ^6). The dif- 

fusion rate of the substar.j .  Bictiflc at the elecorode surface under 

these assumpticns Is determined by the lawi of diffusion In a quiescent 

liquid; In other words, the currenv: density, according to the Kernst 

theory, is 

' S£^4 (77) 
The Nernst theory has the advantage cf great simplicity and clear- 

neso but It has the gr^at del, ilenoy that it oc'-rate ; with i-he dlffu- 

lion layer thickness 6 which cani at be  calculated theoretically and 

whose physical meaning Is not clear. 

• Nernst and his cu-vor. ei: and alsv. other 
i 

authors have carried out a number cf Invostlga- 

tlonn on the basis of which conclusions concern- 
7 

Ing the magnitude of 6 w^rc attained. Tn particu- 

lar, they have . IK wn that this quantity cannot De 

'i.f'df d as a constant, but that for an electrode 

„,   uc     ,. ,  ,.     of given . hape it varies with variation of the F g. Mo. Vel^^lty 
(U)  and cone, ntra-   velocitv of motion of the liquid. It wa^. found 
tion (a)   dlttPihU- 
tlon of a dls-       r6-j that for an electrode In the form of a rotat- 
- barging substance 
in the diffusion     ln ^       the thlckness of the diffusion layer is 
layer according to 
the Nernst theory.   connected with the ancuUr velocity of rotation 

H by the following relation: 

,  «onsl (78) 

where n ; 0.6. 

Nernst assumed that  the  thickness   <5  depends  only on the rate of 
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mixing; and that other factors do net affect It. In particular, he as- 

sumed that under given conditions of motion 6 is a constant quantity, 

which is Independent of the nature of the diffusing substance. 

Knowing the magnitude of the limit current and the concentration 

of the discharging subctance, it Is possible, on the basis of Eq. (77) 

to compute the thickness of the diffusion lay jr. This calculation shows 

that depending on the rate of mixing this thickness is of the order of 

—2  —3 —"} 10 -10  cm. A thickness of 10 J cm corresponds to tens of thousands 

of molecular layers. A layer of such thickness cannot be maintained by 

molecular forces on the electrode surface in an immobile condition, 

^.e., the liquid in the diffusion layer cannot remain immobile. This Is 

thf physical deficiency of the Nernst theory. 

An attempt to circumvent the difficulties, connected with the con- 

cept of a quiescent diffusion layer, has been made by Eucken [7], who 

printed out. the nt   "ity of considering the conditions of liquid mo- 

on in the diffusion zone of the dissolved substance. However, the 

ieory of Eucken is too general and has been worked out only for cer- 

.ln partial cases. In addition, it contains certain mathematical er- 

rors and incorrect assumptions [8]. 

.1. THEORY OP CONVECTIVE DIFFUSION 

Comparatively recently V.G. Levlch worked out a theory of dlffu- 

lon and concentrat-ion polarization In a moving liquid [8, 9], which 

akes the conditions of motion of the liquid in the diffusion layer in- 

'o account In a fairly rigorous mathematical form; this theory ll un- 

luhtodly the first phyMcally and mathematically acceptable solution 

of the above-formulated problem. 

In order to explain the basic concepts of the theory of Levlch let 

us consider as an example an electrode in the form of a plate along 
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which a  flow  of  liquid  takes place.   As  pointed out   In the  forego1 ru , 

close  to the  turfaoe   of tht  pate  the  velnclt-y of  the liquid   la  zero; 

at  a certain distance   from the plate  the  liquid move? with the   Initial 

velocity of  the  flow  which  we chall  design;  •    by u**   ks  the  hydrodynam- 

ic  theory,  devel^     d   :v .   [10]  . t  >     ,   a gradual Increase   In the 

velocity  tai•■o:• plao<s   M       Ln • b«rtl Ln If f' ■        • PO at  the turfaoe of 

the  solid to   the  velocity  u.   tl   a   larg.» distance.   The velocity  distri- 

bution  of the  liquid   flow tf  •  functioii of distance   li  shown   In  Fig.   ^7 

ty  arrow. .e  lay« i  which  the   uniform moiun  of  \he  flow  la   up- 

set is   termed  in  h ">he Px*an(9 V T;   its   thick- 

ness we  r.hall deslgnc ; F     Lowing by €     . 

"» _i 

r- —  h 

i                  - * 

V !     .? 
i ,  y 

■?.—r* " ■  s' 

?lg.   47.   Velocity  di. - 
trlbutlon  of  the   liquid 
f' v.   near I ac -11 d aur- 
fac   .  a)  jp. 

-~k 

( 

Pig,   '48.   Distribution 
of  the   boundary  Ipyer 
thickness  along the 
am .    ••    of a piste  1m- 

.    >d  in a liquid  flow 
■ '   gr. 

Hydrorl    lanlc  theory  Bhowa that the thickness cf  the boundary  layer 

6 pends   Dn peed un  of motion of t'.e  flow relative  to  the solid 

and or:  the Itineoatlo  Vlacoslty  v of the  liquid   (the  kinematic  viscosity 

Is  equal   to the ratio of the  viscosity of the  liqu'd   to its density). 

Mcreove»",   for  the  above-given examn]-'  ■ ' electrode,  placed in a 

liquid  flow,   the   tr..'ckness of thp   boundary   layei" is  not constant  for 

all  points of  thi   '."lectrode  surface  out  depends  on the distance of the 

point  concerned  fron the point of  impact  of the   flow   (Fig.   48).   In pro- 

portion  to the  increase  in thll distance x the  thickness of the  bound- 
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ary layer increases. The theory gives the relation 

It must be emphasized that the hydrodynamlc boundary layer Is 

formed under conditions of an external flow around the body at Reynolds 

numbers which are large compared to unity. Tho pcyrolds numbor Re Is 

the dlmenslonless ratio H»t/*t   where I  Is the characteristic dimension 

of the body, for example, the length of a flat electrode in a liquid 

flow. In flow inside a tube the boundary layc-r forms at the orifice and 

Increases In accordance with the law (79) until it fills the entire 

tube. At very large Reynolds numbers (for example on a plate with h« > 
k 

10 ) so-called turbulent flow occurs, i.e., markedly nonstatlonary 

vertical flow of the liquid with typical irregular pulsating velocity 

variations in space and time. Under conditions of turbulent flow the 

r'bove-given simple theory can be subject to important modifications. 

To solve the diffusion problem we should take an Interest not only 

:n the velocity distribution of the liquid near the solid plate but al- 

In the distribution of the concentrations of the substance which 1. 

Ischarged at the electrode surface, because knowing thla distribution, 

we can derive conclusions concerning the laws of the diffusion procc 

It would seem that we can equate the Prandti boundary layer with 

* he Nernst diffus Im layer and assume that the initial concentration 

.he diffusing substance Is maintained at the boundary of this layer 

while within the layer the concentration gradually decreases to zero 

oncentratlon at the electrode surface (In presence of limit current), 

'his concept Is Incorrect, however. As the theory, developed by Levlch, 

shows, the thickness of the layer in which the variation of the concen- 

tration of the diffusing substance takes place Is coru;lderabl,y less 

than the thicKness of the layer. In which the velocity of the liquid 
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motion  varies,   ilthouph ther«  Is  also i -a' alogy  betweei   thefte 

layers.   The  coincidence or noncolncldence thicknesseB of th^se 

two layers  depends on the  ratio  between  the   quantities  which character 

ize the   OOrrwpondlng process  of  the -        ntum trar-   0       and  tho  diffu- 

sion process ,   l«t.|   the trai. )f matter• 

Fig.   I19,   fhiolOWMfl   (5     )   of  t- 

boundary   layer arnl thj     ■    B8   («5) 
of the  diffusion  layer. 

The  momentum transfer between  liquid  layers,  moving with different 

velocitl   B,   depends  on  the   force   of the  inten   kl   friction and  le   leter- 

nined  by   feba  kineoatle  viscosity  of the  1^        ..   Analogously,  the proc- 

ess  of  transfer  oi B between  layers  of a   solution  with  dlffVr- 

cr;t  concen'   '.it ' en d<              on  the diffusion coefficient of the  solute^ 

III aqueous   p   iut Ion.:   ths   diffusion  coefficient  of  dissolved molecules 

—S        2 —1 or lors   -s    )f the order of  10       cm"-sec     ,  the kinematic  visccrity 

which is   expressed   Li    the   sane   units  assumes  values   of the  order of 

—?       P —1 ]0      cm"«sec     ,   I.e..  there   is  a gr cal   difference between 

these  quantities.   This  signifies   tha4"   B  much   larger  gradient,   i.e.,   a 

much mere mrked  vir'atlon  of  concei        'ion a?  a   function of distance 

is  required   for the  transfer of matter via diffusion,   „han for the mo- 

mentum transfc    Ln presen   3  of a velocity gradient.   In consequence  of 
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this the concentration disturbances are propagated in a much thinner 

layer than the disturLances of the velocity of motion in a liquid flow. 

The layer in which an impoverishment of the solution takes place is 

us chinner than the Prandtl boundary layer (Fig. ^9). 

Mathematical ca]culatJon shows that the following relation exists 

tween the thickness 6 of the diffusion layer and the thickness 6  of gr 
the boundary   layer: 

5' .(£)'". (80) 
For aqueous solutions, in which, as previously pointed out, D  and 

_c;      _^   2   —1 
v are of the order of 10 ^ and 10  cm «sec  , the thickness of the 

diffusion layer is approximately one-tenth the thickness of the bound- 

ary layer. 

By comparing Eqs. (79) and (80) we find for the thickness of the 

ffuslon layer 

J^-OWV/^wa^-i/a. (81) 

Knowing the thickness of the diffusion layer, we can calculate the 

urrent density down to the electrode surface by means of the basic 

"ormulas of diffusion kinetics: 

i-ae&gzfl; (82) 

and 

1,1=--—j—. (82a) 

In  the   above-considered  theory.   Formula   (32),   however,   differs  in 

;tg   significance  considerably   from  the   corresponding  formula  in  the 

heory  of Nernst   (77)   because  the   thickness   6  which  figures   in  the  de- 

Ljminator of the  right  part  of Eq.   (82)   is  not  the  thickness  of the   im- 

nobile  layer;   on  the  contrary,   a gradual   Increase  in the  velocity  of 

the  liquid   flow   takes place  in  this   layer.* 

The  second   important  difference   compared with  the  Nernst   theory 
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consists   in the  Tact   the  quantity   o  de) ,■  on thi loclty  of 

motion   (stirring)  of the   liquid,  but aLj<>  on  the  diffusion  coeificlcnt 

of the  discharging substance.   It   follow     tl  it   under Identical geometri- 

cal  and  nyarodynainlc  conditions,  the  quantit)    !   Is  not  constant   hut  de- 

pends  on the nature   jf the   pari       ea  reacting at  the electrode  surfs 

A .substance which has       larger diffusion coefriclent  can diffuse to  I ic 

electrode   surfa:t   fr ..       , neater depth,   I.e.,   the   thickness  cf Its  dif- 

fusion  lay^r is greater than  for a substance  with a smaller diffuse •*. 

coefficient.   Prom  t Dllows   the  interesting  ccnscquonce  that  the 

density  of the diffui Loi    -i.     i        Ls nor (arly proportional  to  the 

diffusion   coefficient   a^   !: was t In  the  ••••Her  i-onsidered 

cases  of diffusion  In a quiesce • ■ Nemst  a]   o  assumed   for 

diffusion in a aovin ...i!. I,   - ufc  is pi ...   to the 2/3 power of 

the  diffusion  coefficient: 

. ^//F^'^ii^-' 6.v-w2(c«_c'). (83) 

'■'rue, the difference in the diffusion current as a function of the 

diffusion coafficient (abcording to the Nemst theory i      D,  accordln,- 

to the theory of levich i   - D*   -*)   Is not of r  r practical Importance, 

because the dlffnrlon    Tlclentr, of different substarices vary within 

Ply narrow limits. How ver, this difference is nonethoiess important 

In principle because it showu that we are nealing with two different 

diffusion patte tis. Whilst the '.'ernst theory assumed that the luantlty 

6 ic given by 1 ie ve2oclty distribution In the liquid, this quantity 

is determined in the modern theory by the  ffusioen process Itself. 

This difference be stxnes even clearer when »c consider more complex cas- 

es of convective diffusion bu*. we cam;-  dwell on this here. 

The most Important difference between the two theories consists in 

the fact tnat the quantity 6 in the theory of Levich Ls not Introduced 

as an arbitrary constant a^ this was the case In the Nernst theory, but 
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limes  H  defined physical  meaning. 

o 

■). ROTATING DISC ELECTHGDE 

We have discussed in greater detail the case of an electrode in 

ihe form of a thin plate Immersed In a liquid flow, primarily because 

the nature of the liquid motion can be clearly observed on it. In the 

following we shall consider the case of an electrode in the form of a 

rotating disc. An electrode with this shapt is frequently used in elec- 

trolysis . 

When the disc electrode rotates rapidly 

around an axis attached perpendicularly to 

the plane of the disc at its center, the 

liquid In contact with the central parts or 

the disc Is thrown off towards Its edges by 

centrifugal force. In consequence of this, 

a negative pressure is created around the 

center of the disc and the liquid flow Is 

directed from the volume of the solution to- 

wards the center of the disc. The lines of 

movement of the liquid flow have the form 

rjhown in Flg. cjü. If it is considered that the flow of the solution 

from the volume impinges on the center of the disc, the thickness of 

the boundary layer must Increase In proportion to the distance towardF 

the edpes of the disc. On the other hand, in proportion to the approach 

to the disc edges the linear velocity of motion of a point on the disc 

Increases, In consequence of which this thickness should decrease. It 

Is readily seen from the relation (79) that these two Influences are 

mutually compensating. In reality the Increase in the thickness 6 

takes place in proportion to the square root of the distance from the 
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point of Impact,   '.• ., thli   case  the   s    tare  root he   rad us.   Th 

linear velocity of th<   notion of a point   on  the  disc  Is proportional to 

the   radius,   and the   thickness  6   Is   Inversely  proportional  to the  root rr 
of the  linear  velocity.   The  net  result   La  4 ti^.t   the  thickness  of the 

Prandti  boundary  layer is i;. i  for     11 pol'its on the surface  of the 

rotating disot   for th:     reason  the hydrody      Lc prol .em Is  simplified 

and  the  diffusion  pp< l Lsin can be final?.y  resolved for this   case. 

The  flr^t  cone] J   ion whlcl       n be mad the diffusion  lay- 

er,   lilce the bourd p,   has  the same  thlcknebs  for all points  on 

the  surface of the   r   tatii      Use.   In com ic of this  the  current 

density  lo  also the  same Ints     TI   -^omt. metal,   for example, 

copper,   is deposited  on a rotating dii rrcde,   it  covers   ehe entire 

surface of the disc  with a un Is  the  sa»/   at 

the  edges and the   center. 

Calculation givos   for the thickness  of the diffusion layer on a 

rotating disc  electrode: 

I     1,02 D"3*"« .0-17. (84) 

where  H is the   angular velocity  of rotatl    .   (i.e.,  the number of revo- 

Lutions per Bscond,  mu •2  rr).   Using this expressioni  we  find 

for  the.   current  density 

. = 0.62 -if D2'3 u»"1 '•-"'J fc«- c*). (85 ) 

As previously  pointed out,   It  has   lor.r  ar;o  [7]  been  found experi- 

mentally that  the   diffusion current   of  the  rotating disc  electrode   is 

approximately proportional to m  '   .   Th( deviation between  the 

exponent  0.6,   found   experimentally,   ai .orient   0.^»,   required by 

theory,  is due  t     th«  fact  that  the  pi »cautions wore  nut  taken  in the 

experiments  to     xclude  the  formatier, of voi'tice-.   [f such precautionary 

measures are  takeni   an  sxpon nt  0.5   Is   Indeed  found in the experiment. 

The  conplete  quantitative  applicability  of Formula  (85)  has  been  shown 
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by experimental Investigations [H], In Fig. 51 the thick line Indi- 

cates the limit diffusion current as a function of the rate of rotation 

of a disc electrode, calculated In accordance with Eq. (85) for the 

case of the reduction of oxygen dissolved In 0.05 N HC1; the points 

represent the experimental values of the limit current. As follows from 

these tests, the above-described theory of convectlve diffusion can be 

considered to have been proved correct with complete confidence. The 

'•xact expression for the current on the rotating disc electrode can be 

used in analytical practice for the determination of the concentrations 

of a reacting substance by measurement of the limit current. 
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?fg. 51. Limit diffusion current of the reduction of oxygen as a func- 
tion of the rate o:f rotation of the disc electrode (m is the number ■ f 
revolutions of the disc electrode per second). A) Rotations per second. 

O 

For electrodes of other shapes than the rotating disc electrode, 

the solution of the problem cannot be taken to the calculation of the 

numerical coefficients. This Is due to the fact that in these cases the 

hydrodynamlc aspect of the phenomenon is unduly complicated. With the 

.tbove-explalned theory it is possible, however, to reduce in all cases 

the electrochemical problem to a hydrodynamlc problem and thus to ex- 

pose its physical meaning fully. 

The relations derived in §3 of this chapter for the magnitude of 

the concentration polarization also aprMes to the case of electrolysis 
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Ill a stirred liquid; it is merely necessai    BU   ' ' ute in Lt th< 

correct expressions for the limit current. For th< case if the rotating 

disc electrode the limit current la found from Eq. (Si). Likewise the 

relations derived in §6 for the ohmic potential drop In the diffurion 

layer retain their validity.     >hmlc p« I  I'al drou outside the lim- 

its of the diffusion layer, where the c I »sitlon of the solution does 

not change during electroi    . cyn be round In the case of an elec- 

trode of simple geometrical shape f'-om t ne current Intensity and the 

electrolyte resistance. 

In the derivci'.icn of the equations I   -  •■.  have assumed that 

convectivc diffusion is r       I      / ion migration. In the ca.se 

where the electric field in tne solution aff« it  the motion o*' tte  re- 

acting charged particlcc (for example, In absence of a foreign electro- 

lyte), the corresponding corrections nust be Introouced into the ex- 

prorsions for the limit current, as described in §5« Howevei, Is the 

case of a stirred liquid the quantitative calculation of the Ion migra- 

tion differs somewhat from the case of a quiescent liquid. Thus, when 

univalent cations are discharged in a tstirreu liquid, the rlgratlon 

dosa not cause doubling of the limit current (see Eq. (71)) but a 

smaller Incroas- . 

510. NOIISTATIONARY DIFFUSION EQUATION FOR THE FLAT ELECTRODE 

In the preceding sections we have examined the phenomena which 

take place in stationary diffusion, i.e.,    fiffuslon processes whose 

rate has already been established and doe« . t change in time subse- 

quently. Of intere, t Is also an examJ   • n of the diffusion processes 

whose nature has rtot yet been ostablishod and whose rate varies with 

time. The study of these phenomena is of Importance for two reasons. 

Firstly, in some cuses we encounter in practice precisely such nonsta- 
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tlonary processes. One ver'y Important case, the diffusion at the mercu- 

ry drop electrode, will be discussed Jn greater detail later on. Sec- 

ondly, when considering stationary diffusion processes, the assumption 

Ls made that a stationary state can be attained; this assumption re- 

quires proofs which we have omitted In the preceding discussions, 

»fence, without an examination of the nonstationary states, it Is, gen- 

rally speaking, not possible to obtain complete certainty of the cor- 

•tctness of the treatment of the stationary processes. 

We ought to mention that the first approximate solution of the 

problem of nonstationary diffusion as applied to the electrocher. leal 

problem has been obtained by A.P. Sokolov 0890) [12]. 

Let us begin the examination of nonstationary diffusion with the 

amplest case of a flat electrode. Immersed in a large volume of solu- 

'lon, which is not agitated, for example, a silver electrode in silver 

nitrate solution In presence of an excess of an indifferent electro- 

lyte. This solution has the same composition at all points, i.e., the 

same  concentration of the discharging ions. At a certain moment of time 

which we designate as t = 0, a considerable cathodlc polarization is 

superposed on the electrode (by means of any auxiliary electrode im- 

mersed in the solution). If the polarization of the silver electrode 18 

sufficiently large, the concentration of the silver ions at its surface- 

drops instantly practically to zero in consequence of the process of 

cathodlc discharge of the silver ions. At the same time begins the 

process of diffusion of the silver Ions from the volume of the solution 

towards the electrode surface. The task Is reduced to finding the dis- 

tribution of the Ion concentration in the solution at any moment of 

time. Knowing this concentration distribution, we can readily compute 

the diffusion current. 

Thin diffusion problem has an analogy in a large number or other 
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phenomena In physico, In particular,    he phenorri'.'na of therma] c - 

ductlvlty. The dli fusion phenomenon in tl   as< under conslo^rsitlon 

here corresponds entirely to tht. phenomenon of thermal conductivity in 

in Infinitely large body In which the temp e initially was the 

sane at all points and whic;. th< v begins to cool by   virtue of the fact 

that a plane boundary of the boJy asBUiBes a  wer 1 .r.perature. The tem- 

perature distrlbutJon '.    this body at any ^.cment of time and the heat 

flux In it are comple ely inalogoua to the c« icenl  ■■ion distribution 

and the diffusion flow in the solution near the flat electrode. 

It is clear that th« above diffujl    i  esi leads to a nonsta« 

tionary diffusion pro-       Lnitifll Ion concentration w«8 the same 

at all points; after the switching on of the current tblb uniform dis- 

tribution is upset. The concentratloi chai   '  first limited to a re- 

gion of the solution close to the electrode and then spreads to ever 

greater distances from this surface into the   th of the  solution. At 

differ-nt momenta of cine after this disturbance has occurred, the con- 

■jentratlo:. distribution will be different. 

In order to give a quantita* iv-, I lutj - of this, problem one hat- 

to solve the diffuaion equation correspondiri;.- to the above conditions. 

If we deslgna'■? the distance from the electrode surface in a di- 

rection perpendicular to the .surface by x,   then, as we have seen in §2, 

the differential diffusion equation has the form 

%.D£. (86) 

where t   Is the tiMt  elapsed since the ini*   isoment of the process, 

and a  - c(xt   t)   Is the concentration Df the silver Ions which is a 

function not onlj ( f the dl^tanc .' x  ' at, In contrast to the cases of 

stationary dlffu 'on, also of the time t.   In  this we make the assump- 

tion that the concentration distribution does not vary if we move along 
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surface, I.e., that the concentration at any moment of time Is the 

same at all points which are at the same distance from the surface. We 

are Justified in making this assumption if we limit consideration to an 

area of the electrode surface which is sufficiently far from the edges 

of the electrode. Mathematically this requirement Is      -.ed by the 

condition that the distance x  is small comparea with the e i ?ctrode di- 

nensions; this condition is often formulated as a condition of an infi- 

filte electrode dimension. 

According to the conditions of the problem it is required to find 

an expression for the ion concentration as a function of distance and 

time which would satisfy the diffusion equation (86). Moreover, the de- 

sired solution should satisfy the allowing boundary conditions, which 

follow from "ne nature of the problem itself. At the moment of time t  • 

■ 0 the concentration at all points has the same, initial value, i.e., 

r\ for < = 0   c-«*. (87) 

The second condition states that at any moment after tne polarlza- 

iIon current has been switched on, the ion concentration at actual 

electrode surface is zero. I.e., 

..- x^O   «K! «>0 C = 0. (88) 

The above differential equation with the boundary conditions (1 

and (88) is well known In mathematlc physic;- '13]. The solution o.r I 

equation has the form 

(89) 

The solution thus obtained contain..       nlte Integral t ,.-•/ 
ö 

The variable y   In the Integrand is an auxlllai'.v mathematical quantity. 

Because a definite Integral depends only on the magnitude of the lowe 

and upper limits, this variable vanishes In the final solution. The riu- 
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ncrloal  value:  of this   tnte-ral  for dlf ra]     i of the upper llmll 

are  given  In spe-cia:   I f Lt   ; .comes  Infinite,   then, 

as  we   know,   tnt   Integral   apsurnec   the   value 

m 
\ e-^äy- Vi .   •< ) 

Figure  52  repi-e.    r.-      the  magnituci this   Integral  as  a  function 

of  the   value  of the   ippev   Lii    tu; it     i ' leht   from thip  diagram  that 

it  varies   from zero   I      /n/?. 

By simple differentlatj  j    md sul stltutlon of the derivative! into 

the initial different I       equal t 1 Illy  -een that  the  solution 

tbm obtained really prpblem Be\ i    and Ite boundary 

conditions. 

■• — 

Pig.   i-..  Qraphic represents  ion of 
u 

the  func •,«)^ y-^a, 

At the Initial moment of time t = 0, and also at great distances 

from the electrode, 1.»-., at x ■» «, the upper limit tends to infinity. 

I.e., the Integra" aaaunea the value ■ concentration of the 

initial value c    which also cor-        i the physical reasoning. 

Pbr the values x =  0  and t >     ' .  variabler, the upper limit of 

the integral vanishes and   ether with It nat irally also the value of 

the integral Itself; thus    concentratl I Is zero. This corresponds 
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to the boundary condition (68). 

If we subject the expression (89) which we have obtained to an 

analysis, we find that it is proportional to the initial concentration 

c   .   It  Is  easy to visualize that this ought to be so since all the 

ouantitles entering into the differential equation are linear with re- 

spect to the concentration; it follows that: if we vary chp initial con- 

centration in any proportion, the concentrations at any other moment of 

Lime will vary in the same proportion. 

The solution thus obtained has a typical peculiarity consisting in 

the fact that the variables which interest us, the distance x  and the 

time t,   enter into it not independently but only in the form of the re- 

lation x/fty   i.e., at the same value of thl. relation the concentration 

has the same value, independently of the values of x  and t  taken separ- 

ately. Thus for two points in the solution, at a distance of x.  and x„ 

from the electrode a rface, th« concentration will be the same for any 

two Intervals of time t- (at the point x7) and t„ (at the point x„) 

which satisfy tne condition x1:xt)  ■ ftZiftZ.   The diffusion front thus 

advances within the solution a distance which is proportional not to 

time, but to the square root of the time. This is the case because In 

proportion to the Impoverishment of the solution and the advance of 

/ ■•- 

Pig, 53. Distribution of the concentration of the reacting substance 
near the surface of a flat electrode at different moments of time after 
the switching on of the current: 1) After 0.1 sec; 2) after 1 sec; 
after 10 sec; k)  after ]00 sec. 
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diffusion front into th^ ■ •  entration sradl- 

ent decreases and the dlfl n   vely s iov;ed down. 
(  ) 

Figure  53 gives  the  dlsti       tlon pj t tern of the concentration a.s   : 

function  of  the  dlstanc«    fron de   surface    fit   different mo- 

ments  cf time after th( |  of cu? .  The  concentrations 

ax'r- plotted on the    r I ■ax Tract e Initial   ocncentra- 
n 

tlon.   I.e.,   th«   rati      •   -   . clent D  J <•  conventlon- 

tlonally  taken as  beir^  1* 

The dlJtrlbu      '     •'  th<   c trat near the electrode at  Jif- 

ferent moments  of time afte an of th<   current   can be 

fou.:d  very  convenlei.t. means Interferometrlc 

method mentioned   In   'i,   •   ve]        It;      .   . tsev 

Ir! order to  calculate    the ilffu! . must   knuw the   con- 

centration gradient.   I.e.,   th<    value      •    x.   Because we are interested 

Ll   the  number of  ions ar-rlvinr   r"orT.  th«  solution at  the  electrj'le  feur- 

face,  WP must use the valu^ of  the derivative  3a/9« at j*  » 0. 

The  first  der'iv;-.* !ve of the   ■ ■•••ation with  r^'Spect  to distance 

Is 

*   ._l^e-W, (91) 

Hence 

Cir;^.-7ai (92) 
and for the dlf: -     irrer t exp^ess^a Ln electrical units, we find 

'-—1 5 (93) 

As is eviden' ",•• m E . {93),  tiv . 'rent is Inversely 

proportional to the square r  t cf     '.Tie. If the electrolysis proc- 

ess is continued for a Ion     ,    current intensity can be brought 

down to as small values      Ired; It follows that in this case a sta- 

tionary state f ••  ion polarisation is not established. 
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moment of time at t ■ 0 the current density, ac- 

ordlng to Eq. (93), Is Infinitely large. Such a result of course has 

not physical meaning. It is obtained because of the simplification 

which we introduced when we considered that at the moment of switching 

on of the current the ion concentration    he actual elec' rode surface 

drops instantly from the initial value c    to zero. With this simplified 

assumption we obtain at the moment of time t ■ 0 a finite concentration 

difference at an infinitely small distance, i.e., an infinite gradient. 

In actual fact, however-, the concentration at the electrode surface 

drops to zero not instantly, but within a certain, admittedly very 

short interval of time so that the impoverishment can extend to a cer- 

tain distance Into the depth of the solution. 

The relation expressed by Eq. (93) has been experimentally con- 

rlrmed in several works. Ye.M. Skobets and N.S. Kavetskiy [1^] measured 

the variation of the density of the diffusion current on a solid elec- 

trode with time. In all cases they observed an abrupt current surge 

upon closing of the circuit, followed by a relatively slow current 

drop, which obeys the law 

i 

In the derivation of the above equations it was assumed that 

Ion concentration at the actual electrode surf.ir^ Is zero. I.e., 

the limit value of tiit diffusion current Is at    -^l ■   In order oO 

• lid this solution to a case where the Ion concentration at the surfa 

lb not zero but has a certain constant value (dirfering from the ini- 

tial concentration), it Is sufficient to replace everywhere In these 

solutions the initial concentration a    by the difference between the 

0 a 
Initial concentration and the concentration near the surface a    — o   . 

The formula for the diffusion current, for example, is rewritten in r, 
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form 

i"        t* (9^) 

I.e.,   the  values of the  cu  i- pared  »1th the  limit 
/ e        0 

values  Ly  a factor ot  (o    - o 

§11.   EQUATION OF NONSI IPHERICAL ELECTRODE 

The   case  which  wl ; • •      ■  stlon  is   v^ry 

rlmllar to  tne preced' and dj t only by the geometri- 

cal   eoiMlltlons,   i   tn diffusion      wards  a   flat  ele '   i    . 

we  shall  exardne . jth a  spherical   shape, 

immersed  in an  infinite!..    . .t_on. 

We  designate  the   radlu. rode   bj   r„.   Other- 

wise  we retain  all the assumptl imlnatlon of the 

previous problem.   At  tne  n.omen' I icentr&tl.n at 

aj.  points of the solution  ' .1 to the Initial   concentration;   immu- 

dlatelj   ^fter the  switching  jn   jf the current   the   ion concentration 

near  the     lectrode   surface    ■ Ifi I       retains   -ts  initial 

value only  at  a great distance   r        It. 

In the  study tak :']ace neai* a  spherical  surface 

dependir.:- onl: e   from  the  center of the sphere  and 

not   en the   choice     I       .•    d   r        ion   in jpace,   it   Is   convenient   to  use a 

sphari sal  coordinate system.   It        obvious  that in  the problem formu- 

lated  by us  suc:i ■   ; '        Ls | resent  and  that  the  concentra- 

tloni:   and  the conc( ntn nt  is e  for all points of the 

solutic-, a^.   the  8<   e  dista.                                      r of 1 nherlcal elec- 

trode   (Fig.   5*). 

For this reason we can  "egard concentration at  any point  of 

the  solution ana at any  .. of time   as  a  function of two variables: 
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the time t and the length of the radius vector r (I.e., the distance 

from the center of the sphere). The first boundary condition has the 

same form as in the preceding problem, i.e., 

(95) 

The second boundary ondition assumes a slightly 

different form because the electrode surface is no 

longer described in the Cartesian coordinate x = 0 but 

In the spherical coordinate r = r0s  hence 

lor/'«/'Oanclfor f >0 c = 0.  (96) 

When going over to a spherical coordinate system, 

a transformation of the original diffusion equation is 

necessary, which assumes the form 

Equation (97) can be obtained from Eq. (86) by 

ir'i no format 1 en of the coordinates from Cartesian to 

spherical; one can also derive Eq. (97) directly If we 

regard the diffusion process towards a spherical sur- 

face as analogous to that in the derivation of Eq. (86).* 

The solution of the differential equation (97) at the above-mer- 

tjoned boundary conditions has the form 

Is the radi- 
us of the- 
spherical 
electrode; r 
the distance 
of a point P 
In the solu- 
tion from 
the center 
of the spher 
leal elec- 
trode . 

HTDT (98) 

This solution consists of two componentc of which the first is rr 

tlrely analogous to the solution of the previous problem (Eq. (89)) 

with the only difference that the distance not from the plane surface 

but from the spherical surface figures In the upper boundary and that 

the coefficient In front of the integral contains an additional factor. 

The meaning of the second term of Eq. (98) will be clear from the fol- 
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lowing. 

If we analyse the so' tl    ■ lined It is at once apparent 

that for values of p tending tc r-, It ir   transTormed Into the solution 

of the previous problem for diffusion towards a fl I itrode. Phys- 

ically this meann that at v distances to 1   B] ■ erlcal surface 

it may b( rtfftrded is a f] - ncept of close 

distance to the sphericaJ i le i        means a distan.-e which is 

i-'mall compared wltl the .ture.  I  '.      which are not 

very srua^ 1  mpi nslons of the  here,  • diffusion 

phenomena will d'         r i is established at 
e 

the flat electrod»-. Phe the   Lutlon fo. the flat 

electrode and the spherl :. ■ • y clea^ cut If the 

corresponding values of \  . ar«       d. ny differ- 

entiating Eq. Ob.   wHh res] to r,  we fJ 

-7 2]' (r-..)l 

dr           fyrK           ) *  r /r  2 j  " *7r (99) 

At 1* • p* this de 

W»-r," 
^ .■' (^9:0 

Hence the diffusion current (in e..    cal un    Is equal to 

■  ■■■"•lj^r-;li aü0, 

als expre slon aT;:;,> consists of two adde..!ö, the first addend 

corresponding exact I    the exnression Tor the diffusion current to- 

wards a flat surfa'"^ (see Eq.  f,'3)).       der,''   • BSSS in inverse 

proportion tc the -square root of The second addend for the 

current Is a oonata it and 

The relation between the two addends of Eq. (ICTJ) depends on the 

value of the time t.   At th.   Ltlal moments of time when t  is small. 
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:he   first addend cor --Iderably exceeds  the   second one and the diffusion 

surface  of the  drop  takes  place in  accordance with  the  same  laws 

as   those pertaining to  diffusion towards  a  flat   surface.   When  the val- 

ues  of  t  increase  the   first   term decreases  and  the relative proportion 

of the  current,  due to   the  second  term,   incre^ With  further  in- 

crease  In the   i.ime  the   current does not  tend to  zero  as  in the  case of 

di ffusion towards  a flat surface  but  to the  constant  value  i = nFDa /rni 

i.e.,  the diffusion goes  over from the nonstationary to the  stationary 

state. 

It   can be  shown that the establishment  of a  stationary diffusion 

state witli a diffusion   current different  from zero is  not   connected 

with the   spherical  shape  of  the electrode  with with its  finite  linear 

dimensions.  Had we not   assumed an  infinite  plane  but  a disc  in the pre- 

ceding section or In general   any body  with  certain dimensions,  which is 

placed  into an  infinite  uniform medium,  we  would  also have  observed a 

gradual   transition  from  nonstationary  diffusion  to the stationary 

state.   The magnitude of the   stationary   current  under these   conditions 

■ •.> {.ends  on the  linear dimensions  of the surface  under  consideration. 

It  would be of interest   to calculate  for a  spherical electrode 

with  certain dimensions   the  time   Interval   after  which  the  diffusion 
2 

proxlmates the  stationary  state.   At  the moment  of  r-ime   t,   ■ r-Zn 

values of the   stationary  and  nonstationary  diffusion  currents   (the 

first and  second addends  of Eq.   (100))  are  equM;   this moment  can  thui 

serve as   a certain  characteristic   for th>-   I ransltlon to the  stationary 

diffusion  state.   The   lmpoverlchment  of  the  solution up  to the moment   t 

Is   considerable  at  distances   r for which   (r  - vQ)/2/Wi is  not  yet 

large.*   It   follows   that   within  the  time   t-   the  diffusion front  has  pen- 

■t  -ated  into the depth  of the  solution to a  distance of the order of 

the   radii's of th<   sphere,   Por  a sphi , • ;   ctrode  with radius   1  mm 
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and with normal valu        dlfTuslo i1     time t,   is 

about 300 sec. Thue, during the first Pew tens of    nds after the 

switching on of the current 1 . ckness of I    Lffuslon layer Is 

•till small compared v '              the sphe e, ar.d 'he laws apply- 

ing to diffusion toirar I a plai in be apj lied to the diffu- 

sion towards i  sphere.  • • us    thi. consequence in the 

following. 

The ostabllsi •    f • ies observed with an electrode 

of spherical shape •«■ the examination of an impor- 

tant and widely occur'' :*rode, which is 

widely used for va i                ..... ..nts 

(see Chapter 2). 

§12.   OTHER CASES OF  NONSTAT] 1        ■ I ATION OF  AN ELEC- 
TRODE PY   AN ALTERNATING   CURRENT 

Ir  the precedln» i   tons  we   hav-    c( •   ■  of the  cases of 

nonttatlonary  diffusion   Ln   i constant concentration of the poten- 

tlal-deterrnlni:^,   Ions J at rode  surface   (In par- 

ticular,   Z'.ro  con.- "      ,       Lng 1     the  advance of the 

diffusion  front   into   t. of  the n  the  current   intensity 

decreases  ,-;     .      -   v. 

wther cases  of nonstatlonary  concer. Lorf polarisation are  also 

|    -üible  in which by means of   luitable  exter devioes  different   con- 

ditions  are maintained at  the elect ic   .   7r>v example,  one  can 

polarize  the  electrode with an '      nstant  current   Intensity. 

The electrode  potential  In 1 1 not  ren ■        •ons'.ant:  In pro- 

portion to the  auvance of  th«   diffusion   front  intc   the  depth  of the so- 

lution the concentration he rear*- ons  at  the electrode surface 

should decrea.' ■           oder  I     retain a constant  concentration gradient 



near the electrode. It Is easily Imagined that the passage of a current 

with a certain intensity under these conditions is possible only for a 

certain time interval, namely until the concentration of the discharg- 

ing ions at the electrode surface has dropped to zero* [15]. 

The case of the polarization of an electrode with an alternating 

current deserves attention. Periodic current pulses in opposite direc- 

tions cause a periodic decrease and increase in the concentration of 

the potential-determining ions and at the same time a periodic varia- 

tion of the electrode potential. As will be evidant from the following, 

when an electrode . polarized with an alternating current, the poten- 

t lal shift caused by   the variation of the ion concentration is consid- 

erably Jess than with prolonged polarization with a direct current; 

this circumstance is used to advantage for the study of electrochemical 

phenomena In which It is desirable to exclude the concentration polari- 

zation or to reduce It as far as possible [16]. 
e 

Let us consider the derivation of the equations for nonstatlonr-.^;, 

diffusion with a.c. polarization of the electrode uring two simplifying 

assumptions. Firstly, we assume that the intensity of the alternatinp 

current is not very great so that the maximum fluctuations of the - 

trode potential are small compared with the quantity HT/nF.   Second 

we assume at fi . . I that the quantity of electrlcjly consumed for charg- 

ing the double layer at the electrode surface is small compared with 

the quantity oonuUiued for the alteration of the Ion concentration, 

i.e., for the electrical process taking place at the electrode surface. 

The last assumption is exactly the reverse c f that made in the discus- 

sion of the conditions for carrying out capacitance measurements on the 

double layer with an alternating current (see 5^ of the Introduction). 

The differential diffusion equation derived in §2 
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(19) 

also  remains  In  force  in the  above-conridered  case  of the polarization 

of a  flat   electrode with an  altemal   I ■  current.   At  a  larr^e distance 

from the  electrode  the  coru    i       'lori of  I       • Dtent Lal-detemlnlng  Ions 

is  invariant,  being equa]   to  t!ie initial   . i trat "on, 

 -*« c~t*. {U)i\) 

If the electrode Ls pcia.'   .     an aite • •  ■  current, the 

boundary condition tft th( sui'face Is altered. 

According to the  ■  .. Lens, the total magnitude of 

the charges arriving at th • • ■ ent of time is 

equal tc the number >f oha lr ;he electrochemical 

reaction, i.e., the diffusion urr: th density of the 

electric current passing thro    he electrod« • 

For a sinusoidal alternating currenl . L. ., s current varying in 

time in accordance with the ] 

{lr  is the amplitude of the currenl a J. current; u is 

the frequency of the j   cnatj    '•■   , .  'iri v.rite 

From this w- find thai n gradient at the -lectrode 

surface 

varies periodical]v In accordance  I as the current den- 

sity. 

The solutlcr JT  the di for the boundary 

conditions (104)  nd (105a)    th<   -m: 

'-''-Tfy.n' " A-'-rm^y     (;06) 
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0 
According to Eq. (106), when an alternating current passes through 

solution, periodic concentration fluctuations occur In It with the 

?ame frequency, which advance from the electrode surface Into the depth 

of the solution with an amplitude which decreases in proportion to the 

quantity e / /  »i.e., the more rapidly, the   ^ater the frequency 

of the alternat Lnp; current. 

The variation of the electrode potential is connected with the 

variation of the concentration of the poLentlal-determining ions near 

the electrode surface (I.e., at the point x  ■ 0) by the basic equation 

or concentration polarization 

^->^K'^>        ("7) 
If the electrode Is not strongly polarized, when A<P < RT/nF  (first 

q Q 
assumption)  and  {a  -- a   )/c    is  small  compared with unity.   In  (1  + 

+  (a ~ a  )/a  )   can be rtfnlaced with sufficient  approximation by 

• •   ' e )/o  \ 

*-%'-=?. (107a) 

Substituting the value of c at x =  0  from Eq.   (106) we  find   Pli al- 

ly 

9 

It  can be seen from Eqs. (10b) and (108) that during the pa.-sage 

of a sinusoidal alternating through the electrode, a phase shift is ob- 

served between the current, on the one hand, and the concentration and 

potential, on the other, namely the potential ) a.-'t. ^'3° behind the cur- 

rent . 

The passage of an alternating current through an electrode corre- 

sponding to concentration polarization thus can be compared with the 

passage of an alternating current through an electrical circuit con- 

1^3 - 



listing  Of  serlt-s   Of  pai and   capacitances; 

in this  case,  as  we  Know, a phase  shift   between  current  and potential 

Is  also  observcl,   varyli ,                      for  the care  of  rer.j stance  only  to 

90!   in  the   case  of capac           i     mly,  Tt. .         ;    (108)   was  worked out 

by  Krueger  [17]. 

It   is   lnt«reetln(    • ■      \ ire   ■; le of the  variable   concen- 

tration polarizati. ;.   ^ ,•                     arlsj at   :••  .            .   of the   alter- 

nating current   i   ,     '       tb                    ratl in polarizatloi lr  presence 

of  a  direct  'jurrent  oT                           • .         . iti      .ry  conditions 

(see Eq.   (.58a)), 

from which we   find,   using 

1*»- I   '   «Ft» . /' fc/w (109) 

—6        2-1 Assuming D 10 ^ en/•: • and 0,0( • , . • I . that at a fre- 

quency M ■ 10,000 o ^^ooi' •-•> " polarizal ^aused oy the al- 

ternatin^ current. Is -x'-inat: ^y one hundred til :ess than the po- 

larisstion slth alrect current'. Su ease in the magnitude 

of the potcntia: sh'r  thr turrent la ex- 

plained by the fact t'     the     nt direction is periodically re- 

versed, the  iff us. :. .'       . •   vi- away from the electrode surface 

to s ^reat d ■*       '. - ma that a .     Is all the time maintained 

at the electrode surface which 's a       to the state at the first 

moment after the switching on of the vent, when the concen- 

tration polsrltation is as yet s 

As mentionea . avlousiy, durln      lerlva I   of Eq. (J08) we did 

rot take Into account that has a cert  I double layer ca- 

pacitance C and that part ' he passing current Is consumed for the 

variation of the cnarge dens in the double layer. If the converse 

aseuniptlon is ad that no electrochemical reaction takes place at the 

_  1 KO  _ 



electrode surface (i.e., that, the electrode possesses ideal polarlza- 

blllty and behaves like a capacitor without leakage), the passage of a 

i;inu^oidal alternating current causes a potential fluctuation, which, 

as we know from the physics course, is expressed by the tuition 

a<p.-Acos«.r (HO) 

It is not difficult to derive relations for the case in which dur- 

ing the passage of alternating current both processes take place simul- 

taneously: the charging of the double layer and the variation of the 

concentration of the potential-determihlng ions as a result of the 

electrode react. Ion. The corresponding equations are fairly cumbersome, 

and we shall not present them here. However, it is easy to arrive at a 

conclusion concerning the relative importance of the two effects with 

regard to their order of magnitude by comparing the equations (108) and 

(110). Indeed, the ratio of the amplitudes of the alternating current 

which give equal amplitudes A<P, respectively, for the case of an elec- 

trode which behaves like a capacitor with i he capacitance C(in)     , and 0  emk 

for an electrode at the surface of which the concentration variation 

.  .„ takes place during the passage of an alternating current, i. K o n u s 

tqual   to 

(i,)e»H.;KUHP.-«^• —xf—  *r*/B   IT       (1 n) 

It   can be  seen  that   this  ratio   Increases   In   proportion to  the   ln- 
0 

crease   in  ui and  the  decrease  in o  .   Thus  the  behavior of the  electrode 

In  the  alternating current  approximates  the behavior of the double   lay- 

er  capacitor  the more,   the  higher  the   frequency   of the  oscillations   and 

the   lower the  concentration  of the potential-determining  J9r.S|   and, 

conversely,  the double  layer capacitance  can be   neglected with more 

Justification,   the   lower  the   frequency  of  the  oscillations  and the 
0 larger  the value cf the  concentration  c  . 
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These  result.-,  can aJ.~o 'ormu following way.   Ari 

electrode  at   the   surface-  of ch  va-- »ns  of the   eoncentravlon of 

the potentlal-deterrr.lnlnp;  Ions   take place during the  pas:;ap;e of a cur- 

rent  behaves  during ne-isurement ".  wJ * 'natlng  current  as  If  it  had 

a certain  capacitance  In ^v to  the  double  layer and  a 

certain conductivity,  v. lei-  are  the greal      , .-her the  concern ra- 

tion of the  potentia.-:                Lng  ions. .1.-  addition- 

al   capacitance  de^reajes,   I              ■.   with,  increase         •   •■   frequency  of 

the cEcilJ at iotu .   x                                 p .  »rtional  to   /w. 

■ 
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^cript [Footnotes] 
Page 
No. 

107      In the general case when the tlectrochemlcal process does not 
consist in a discharge of metal Ions, the quantity n  desig- 
nates the number of electrons per molecule of reactant, dis- 
appearing (or liberated) during tne electrode process. 

120      In the case of an «-valent ion the quantity F   in Eq. (68) 
must be replaced by nF. 
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122      This calculrition    . cau      loes not ♦.ake ac- 
count of t   .   bi :.               llfl »enc« in the 
ion moL'llltles a |   I la             • : ts in a liquid coi- 
umn with a concent] n gradient even without the passage of 
current. In this case, however, we ore interested only in the 
orrirr of nagnltud   r the quantity q;. — q . 

125      The preoll  . I the i    Lie li< uid layer (from tne 
point ol      f mol 'on?'      wc have analyzed 
in 12 of 1 Lon          of no sig;nlf1canct when 
thr not lon cf a i cally  I I      "quid relative to 
solid 1» coi    red. 

131      In this eonnectl lestlon            c the validity 
of usir:;2 Eq. (82) red for tl  case i f i 
quiescent i sund lalculal Lon shows, the 
cenct. . . Lon li   -novin.    ild neai' the elec- 
trode 8U] Llowa u^ to use Eq. 
^ 62) wiih  a  ; Lon. 

1^5      Indeed, the dif 'fusj I currents whi^! 
penetrate i sph« lea" radii r and r +  dr 
and whl^ 

and th( v- ] ur.e r•, r 1       •. • ■ 

i   I • '*  .ID ^ n f 2 ^ ^0'   1 

147 Zndeedi  as follows   from Eq.   (98),   for   karge values of 
(r - r0)/i/Dt ti ' Li ide    f o(rt   t)  colneidea with c0, 
i.e.1  the  compos' of the  solut '   ■    remaina unchanged. 

1^9 The above-- Lscui ...     ! on   (68) rauat  be replaced 
in this   eas« the   followln, : 

ox      Hr 

wh' re  t  la tl       , density   of  the  applied current.   Under 
these b iry   20: . ns the  concentration as a  function of 
x and  t  la  ey r ;  the  relation 

  St on 

•v.«)-«*—srKnr*    r^7T^ 3 '   *■     (102) 
X 

2 I' 1 ' 

It  follows that  at  x  ^  0,   i.e.,   it   the eiectrüde surface. 

The  time   t.,   after  th«     K] Lry   -f which   the  concentration 0  at 
the electrode aurface vanishes and a further passagt of a 
current with the density i is consequently impcsslble, as 
follows  from the  above-presented expression for c,   is 
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121 

^28 

153 

, nDcin*n 

[Transliterated Symbols] 

OM = om = omicheskly = ohmlc 

rp = gr = granichnyy [sloy] = boundary [layer] 

eMK = emk ■ emkost• = capacitance 

KOHU = konts = kontsentratslya ■ concentration 

(103) 

o 
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Chapter 2 

POLAROHr 

II.   PRINCIPLE OF  T; 

The phenomena of concentral   on polarization d In th 

vlois  chapter are    • various  cases of electrolysis  or the 

operation of chemical s     id leave .tl -'.nr-int  on  t   ■ 

cur'nent-voltage  curves  whiel "ample  of the 

appj-lcatlon of the auove  concepti   t lly Important  caac of 

electrolysis Is the polarographic method lea]  analysis, whose 

theory   Is based  to u   Large  degree  on  the  lawr  of slcn  kinetics. 

The polarograpulc nethod of analysis  which  .        I   et; proposed   by 

tl B  Czech scientlr-t  Heyrovsky [1]  is ba an 4 rv- electrolysis of test 

solution/   in an elec\      '.   Ic  eel]   whos<    cathode   Is  a mercury  d^op  elec- 

trode.   The current  intensity versus  applied   v    Lt ige curves   thus  ob- 

tained makt-  it  po. .Ible  to  (    f ermine  the nature  as well as  concentra- 

tl   n  of the     ubsl        ^s  whkich ..re  reduced  at   the   cathode,   in  the  solu- 

tion.   Solutions  co;aaining substances  capable of electrical oxidation 

can ildo be invsstigated by polarography;   in  this  case the mercury dro^ 

electrode  serves  a.   the   anode. 

The mercury  drop  electrode devl-o 5)   ''  nslsts  of a glass 

capillary  from which mercury  flowa Ly  under the pressure  of  the 

mercury  column.   Mercury  drops  a d at   th- of the  capillary 

which  break awa;.   from  the   capillary  at  equal  time  intervals  of  several 

seconds  and drop  _o the  bo-     n of the  vessel.   Up  to the moment  of 

hi ^'.!•■ way,  the growing mercury drop  hanging on the end of the  capillary 

-  1
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serves as the electrode. 

By means of the external current source B  and the voltage divider 

P one can impose any voltage on the galvanic circuits, consisting of 

the drop electrode K  and the auxiliary electrode A.   A certain current 

then flows through ^.he system which Is measurec by means of the sensi- 

tive galvanometer G. 

The application of an external volt.ge E  on the galvanic cell gen- 

erally causes a variation of the potentials of both electrodes and, as 

a result of the application of the current, the appearance of an ohmic 

iltage drop In the solution. The connection between these quantities 

Is expressed by the relation 

where the anode and cathode potentials cp. and <p„ are a function of the 

current density. As a rule, either a nonpolarlzable calomel electrode 

or a mercury electrode with large surface on the bottom of the vessel 

which is only slightly polarized by the passage of a current with rela- 

tively low current density is used as auxiliary electrode in polaro- 

graphic measurements. Hence, provided that the solution contains a suf- 

ficient- excess of an indifferent electrolyte, the quantity IR  and the 

Fig. 55'   Scheme of the polarographic apparatus: A') Capillary with hang- 
ing mercury drop; A)  auxiliary electrode; B)   current source; P) poten- 
tiometer; G)  mirror galvanometer. 
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variation of cp. can be neg    I, I.e., 11 may      med thai practl- 

cally the entire applle-J voltaf \ or  th( vür-iatlon of the po- 

tential äE  » -A<p of the drop electrode. If thi last condition Is not 

fulfilled, the ohmlc potential aror ir the     ion must al^-o be taken 

into account. 

By means of a B]    ; device, the .  ■   . iph, an automatic con- 

tlnuoua Increase In i h        voltage .■ '     lultaneous photographic 

recording of the current-vol1    curv B       LI    - ■• .:-• nutomatical- 

iy recorded (-■u^^ .       ned poll   yami • 

S2.   MAGNITUDE  OP  THF   UFFI'S: ftT THE  DROP  ELECTRODE 

Certain electrode  reactlc* e  pi ice  at   bhe  surface during the 

polarization of the  drop  i I tetrode.   If,   for   example,   the  solution con- 

tains   zinc   Ions   In   low  concentration,   then     I rtain  shltl   of the 

potential  of the  drop  electrode  in the  direction  i f negative values  the 

zinc  Irin."  bepin to  be  discharged with  formation of ^inc  amalgam at  the 

surface of the mercury  drop.   The more   negative   .f''   ' otentlal  is made, 

the  concent rat ■■■ .n  of the  zinc         s  near the   surface  Logins  to decrease, 

and the  pheromenor   ot   concentration polarisation sets  in.   With  further 

Ineitait of eathodlc  po  arlzatlon the  concentrntlon of the  zinc  ions 

near Mne electrod-    surface                 radical !y  to zero,   and the  current 

a Mali;-   its   limit   v.- . 

In order  to  raiculate the  llTilt  diffusion current  we must  analyze 

the phenomena  of diffusion towards  the d electrode.   The  diffusion 

pattern In this  caoe  is  considerably  mo^e   complex  than  for  the  Immobile 

spherical  electro;.",  discus ill   of the  precedinc  chapter because 

the mercury  dro-    jr  yfl   continually  as   long as  it  does  not  break away 

from the capillary  and  Is  re; laced by  a  new drop.   Here  and   further on 

In  this  chapter w   shall   U lit   consideration  to  the  case   in  which  the 
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solution contains nn  excess of an Impurity electrolyte which does not 

participate in the reaction* (the so-called background), I.e., we shall 

take Into account only the diffusion proper and not t&e Ion migration 

under the Influence of the electric current. 

We shall also refrain here from explairlnp completely the theory 

of diffusion towards a sphere with continuously Increasing radius but 

shall limit consideration to a simplified, not entirely rigorous devel- 

opment of the consequences of the theory. For this purpose we assume 

that the diffusion towards the growing drop takes place in accordance 

with the same law as diffusion towards a quiescent sphere, with only 

the difference that the total electrode surface increases with time. In 

other words, we do not take into account the fact that during the 

growth of the drop its surface does not only increase but also sort of 

moves towards U;e diffusion current directed towards it, thus continu- 

ously enlarging the diffusion layer. 

The maximum size of the mercury drops during polarographlc meas- 

urement (the size at the moment of breakaway of the drop) is of the or- 

der of one millimeter; the period of dropping, i.e., the "life" time of 

an individual drop varies, as a rule, between 2 to 6 sec. As followr 

from the calculation given in §11 of Chapter 1, the diffusion towards 

the spherical electrode is not yet stationary under these conditions. 

In other vords, the impoverishment of the solution around the growing 

drop during the observation cannot extend to distances commensurable 

with the drop diineusion; the observation t Vme on an individual drop in 

turn is limited by the fact that the drop periodically breaks away and 

that the whole pattern of growth of the drop and diffusion starts all 

over again with every new drop. 

The thic'/ness of the diffusion layer, generally speaking, can be 

estimated by Independent optical methods because the variation of the 
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concentration of one of th the solution causes ^ vari- 

ation of Its ind^x of ref]    n. The best known method 1c the so- 

called schlieren metho      ans of which the layer of the solution 

with a slightly modlflei  •     Lve ln( Lble on a photo- 

graph In analogy to ph.        g, fo*' example, currents of warm or 

cold air. Such photor---p • electrode there Is 

a film of iapoverlshec so]   . . who  I   ncsF   really small com- 

pared with  the radius of I    pop. It foil .-.  r ra this that during tl » 

lifetime of an ; 11'. 1 'usion cannot go over from the 

nonstationary to e 

The density ol  he dlffui        ■      towards the drop under 

thetl conditions, thus, ac-.^r^'' •    ala 

where t  is  the time elapsed from the Initial moment (f formation or the 

drop (I.e., from the moment ot  breakaway of the preceding drop)« 

The current intensity s    • ■ nt of time t 

rrji-^r; , nfi* i I) 
.. 

where   rn  la   Che   drop       dius,       pending on  the  time   t. 

The  depender r- on  time  is determined by  the  law of growth of 

the  drop.   A.   a  ruxe,   the y  drop  electrode  is  designed in such a 

way  ihat  the  nex-cury  f lots «through 8   long,  narrow  capillary.  The  rate 

of flon of th*-' mercurj    I  |   nds  in thi     casi   mainly on the height or th( 

mercury column and  the  Internal  friction of  the mercury   in the capilla- 

ry:   by  ..'ay  of  Plrs     appro>;'-      'on istant   and  independent 

of time and the   -   larisation     r  the di   p.1 It   follow?   from this  that 

the volume  of th«   drop is proportional   to th    timej  elapsed since  the 

initial  moment   DI"  its  formation. 

If we  designate  the )f  flow of the  mercury   (in  grams  per  sec- 
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ond) by m, the weight of a single drop at the time t  Is 

Q,-£/#--mf, (113) 

where d  is the density of mercury (d = 13.55 g/crrr) at room tempera- 

ture). From this follows the expression for the drop radius 

By substituting the expression for the drop radius thus obtained 

In Formula (112), we obtain for the current density 

/ = 4 /ir(^y/%Fc,/)'/J/n«/,/./,. (115) 

As pointed out previously, the derivation of Formula (115) is not 

rigorous because the movement of the surface of the mercury drop in 

proportion to its growth is not taken into account in its derivation. 

Accurate diffusion theory [2] results in an analogous formula which 

differs from the above one only by the numerical factor /7/3» i.e., 

taking into account the movement of the surface of the growing mercury 

drop leads to an increase of the diffusion current of /7/3 = 1.53 

tines: 

/-4 (/£ (^y'nFWm*'* ft, (il6) 

or, combining all the numerical coefficients (including also the di 

ty of mercury) 

I- 0,732nFc'P'ltm*!»<•'•. (116a ) 

It follows from Formula (lib) that the current Intensity increases 

with the growth of the drop proportionally to the 6th   root of the time. 

This slightly unusual dependence of the current Intensity increases 

with the growth of the drop proportionally to the 6th  root of the time. 

This slightly unusual dependfnee of the current intensity on time is a 

consequence of the superposition of two effects: on the one hand, the 

current increases because of the surface Increase which is proportional 
0/7 

to t        and on the other hand, the current density Is Inversely propor- 
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tlonal  to th«  ■■-■'■   pe rod I                        the    ii 'uslon  is nonsta- 

tlonary.   A3  a result  of the I inati   n of 1   ie  action of these  twc   fac- 
1 / 6 tors  the  proportionality   J u]ts. 

This  relationship  can be   ■      '•:■ Li      by means  of a  r.eas- 

urement  device,  which  resj   i ckly  to  vo-ia-            of current   Lnten- 

slty   (for example,  by vanometer or oscillo- 

graph)   the  eurrent  Int ta  of the lifetime and 

growth of the  drop.   Th«    fu r  -             hip I   -   t        corresponds  t« 

a very  sleep pal .   56°.   .'he  currei t   intensity  In- 

creases   suddenly   durll Late of  fhe  drop 

and then the  inorea. •                    lown markedly.   The 

"x: crime:.t,  actual],    confln elatl 

When  the mercury   d rode  Li   U8(            pn      Ice it  is   not   con- 

venient  to use  the  formula  for the diffusion  cu Ln the above  form 

— r- 

Fig.   b6.  Variation of the dll        Lon current  of the drop electrode with 
t:   1) lurrenl = maxlmuin  value);   2)  mean current  J;   3) 

■ 

current   recorded  by  tl neter. 

(Eq.   116a)   because  In  this  case  it woulc' ry  to follow  all  the 

variations  with fast-reacting  measur ment   devices  which are relatively 

difficult   to  hand.-.   On the  centra  •        avanometers  with a fairly   large 

period  of natural   oscillation   ire normally  used whJch  follows  varia- 

tions of the  current   Int nly slowly  and thus  indicate only a 

cer*aln  average  current   Int«       Lty  during the  lifetime of the drop. 
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If we  designate the  lil'e  time of an Individual  drop by  T,  the mean 

current 7, can be  calculated  In the   following manner: 

7^1 ^/.cf^l. 4|/$ (^),,%fc-D'/./WV^.»       (117) 

o 
- 0,e27nF(*Dti*m,i*x »'• 

It follows from Formula (117) that tbe mean current during the 

lifetime of the drop is 6/7 of the current flowing through the drop at 

the moment of breakaway. 

In reality, as a rule, the averaging is not complete; thus, when 

the galvanometer readings are recorded photographically (during worx 

with an automatic polarograph), certain fluctuations of the current 

around the average are observed. It is essential that the magnitude of 

these fluctuations is small compared with the total current intensity 

because otherwise the results of the recording cannot be used for the 

determination of the current intensity. The current recorded by the 

galvanometer in Fig. ^6 Js shown by a dotted line. 

The equations (116) and (117) are termed Ilkovlc-Rideal-McGillavry 

equations [2]* In the polarographic literature. 

It follows from Eq. (117) that the mean maximum diffusion current 

Is proportional to the volume concentration of the reacting subatanc^ 

7.  ~   a0.   The proportionality coefficient K - 0.627 H  FD1/2m2/3\1/e 

pends on several quantities which characterize tie nature of the rea 

Ing particle (n  and D)   and the measurement device used (m  and i). 

latter quantities depend on the shape, length and diameter of the cap 

lllary and also on the height of the mercury column. As follows the 

above presented theory and is also confirmed by the experimental data, 

the ratio K/ITI  '   \  '     for a given substance should be constant and inde- 

pendent of the characteristics of the capillary which is used. 

A specific feature of the mercury drop electrode la a certain de- 
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pendence  of ♦-he  limit  diffusl   I     jur n 11 tl •       pode  poten- 

tial.  This  relationship  Is due   to the  inconstancy  of the  dripping peri- 

od  T.   The   lifetime  of an  Individual  mercury drop  Is  proportional  In 

first  approximat-'on to  the   Lnterfaclal  tension of  tne mercury.   In  fact, 

the  breaKaway of  the mercury   Irgp takei  place  at  the moment  when  the 

weight of  the hanging d    .    (^  » wt)  beconefl equal   "vo the  holding power. 

The   latter   is equal   ir.   f.rst   approximation  to P    ■   a'2nr   (where  r   Is 

the  Intei n:il diam- l.-    of the  c  ; lllary  at   the  •    Lnt   where  the  hanging 

drop   is ftttaehed ).• follows  for the   dropping period 

t-    ' (118) 

During variation of th« -   el< potentli I ; he drolling pe- 

riod should vary  In accordance  with  •   cu   /e ana]        i      o  the olectro- 

caplllarity  curve  of mercury   {zee  §j  of the  introduction).   The  limit 

diffusion   current  also  varies   In analogy  with  thla   curv. ;   however,   be- 

cause  the   current   7. is proportional  to  T       ,   the  variation of the   lim- 

it  diffusion current with potential  is much less  than the  variation of 

T with pi-entlai.   Whereas,   for  example,, ir.  th-   region of  the  zero 

charge po:r;t   (i.e.,   in the usual  solutions     >   a potential  of  -0.5   v ac- 

cording to  the n«k.e.) I period  Is  5 seoonds,   It is about 

3 seconds  at   a  potential  of    1.7 v.   C   • llngly  the  limit   diffusion 
i '6 

current at   -,.7 v    s  approximatelj   (3/5) >r 0.92  of the Unit dlffu- 

I   n  current  at   I   potential of  —0.5 v;  thus,   as a result   of a potential 

shift  Dy   1.2 v,  the   limit  diffusion current   Is  reduced by  S%.   In some 

cases when   conside~ing the  limit  cur mrrower potential  ranger, 

one can nep-lect  this   slight dependence  ol   /, on  I        ootential. 

Equation (1] ') can be applied with success to the determination of 

the diffusion coefficient uf the read inp substance from the limit cur- 

rent,   obtained  in a  solution of accurately   known concentration.  This 
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very  precise but  is   characterized by simplicity.   In par- 

ticular,   the   dependence  of the diffusion  coefficient   of the  reacting 

substance on   the concentration of  the  foreign electrolyte  in  the  solu- 

tion can be readily  determined by  means  of it  L^]. 

§3.   SHAPE  OP   THE  POLAROGRAPHIC  CURVES 

All  expressions  for the  diffusion  current towards  the  drop  elec- 

trode,  derived   in the preceding section,   referred  to  the case of the 

limit current   when the  concentration of  the reacting  substances  at the 

electrode surface Is  zero.  If the   concentration at the   electrode  sur- 

face has  the  va]ufc  aB which  differs  from  zero,  the current,   as  in the 

earlier discuoüed caser,   varies by   a factor  of   Tc    - <?   )/c   .   The  ex- 

pression  for  the mean diffusion current   towards  the drop electrode as- 

sumes  the  following  form: 

I ~ * (c9- ^^O.eWnF (c* - C) Dli*mti»x,i: (119) 

If the relation  between  electrode potential  and the concentration 

of the reacting  substances and those obtained as  a result of the  elec- 

trochemical  reaction  is  known,  an  equation can be derived by  means of 

(119) which gives the relation between the electrode potential and 

intensity of the polarizing current,  i.e.,  an analytical expression  fc 

the polarographlc curve. 

If metal   ions  are present   in   the  solution,   an amalgam  forms  at'i 

their discharge  at   the  surface of  the drop electrode   (of course,   only 

on   condition  that  this  metal   is  soluble   in mercury).   In  this   case  the 

concentration   polarization phenomena  at   the  drop  electrode do  not  dif- 

fer in any way   from the  pattern described  in   5^1 of Chapter 1   for the 

amalgam electrode.  The potential   of  the  amalgam electrode is   expressed 

by  the  formula 
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f.^+^tal. (420) 

The concentration of the reacting iont, near the surface is con- 

nected with th«lr volurr.tr. cor.centratlon by the relat'. n 

c^.^. iyi{li^h (i2i) 

where  the  limit  diffusion current   it mi   ed   by  Eq.   (Jl?;. 

The diffusion current  Within  the  i ise  . .-iich results  in <i 

transfer  cf the dissolved metal   from the  surface  into   the  volume of the 

mercury  drop   is prop     '     nal   to  the concentration of  the metal  at  the 

amzlgam  surface.   If we  ap] '.   arguments  t     the   t i'ocess  of dif- 

fusion of the  metal ulthln  tl 'cur     Irop   I '   to the   diffusion of  the 

ions  towards   the  surface of  the drop,   U   jan i tri  that  the  intensi- 

ty of this diffusion current   is defined by   in equation whicn is  identi- 

cal  with  Eq.    (117): 

/ - bjBfknfh** *%'*c'u - %ucu. C122) 

except   that  the values  of D,. and  a., relate  to  the adorns of the metal MM 

dI., solved   In  the mercury. 

By substiuutlng (121) and (122) int i the equation for the poten- 

tial (120) we obtain the previously derived equation for the curve cf 

the   concentr-itlen  polarisation  at   the mercury  drop  electrode 

f^-f^ln'^l. (123) 

M;;^f-w/ (123a) 

where 

T '•      T    s   nr       xu      T    '   «A      [/h 
* 

As has been shown earli r, Eq. (l?3a) corresponds to a curve with 

a characteristic nump which la often termed polarographic wave. 
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For small values of the current Intensity (I.e., when J << J,) at 

relatively positive values of the potential, the one In the denominator 

of the expression (123a) can be neglected: 

I.e., the current Intensity Increases exponentially If the potential is 

shifted to the negative side. With further Intensification of the cath- 

odlc polarization the polarographlc curve deviates Increasingly from 

exponential and approacnes the limit current intensity asymptotically. 

If not metal Ions, forming an amalgam, but other substances, capa- 

ble of being reduced at the mercury cathode, are present In the solu- 

tion, the shape of the polarization curves In many cases coincides 

nonetheless with the shape of the curve which corresponds to the dis- 

charge of metal Ions. As an example let us consider one more case in 

which the Initial substances as well as the reaction products are dis- 

solved In the electrolyte (redox reactions of dissolved substances). To 

these reactions belong, for example, the reactions of reduction of unl- 

valent metal Ions to Ions of lower valency (for example, Cr   + e -► 

♦ Cr ) and, the reactions of reduction of a number of organic sub- 

stances (for example, of quinone to hydroqulnone C-Hj-Op + 2H  + 2e -^ 

* (;6H^(OH)2), etc. 

If the redox reaction Is reversible. I.e., It" forms of polariza- 

tion other than the concentration polarization are not observed, and 

the electrode remains in equilibrium with regard to the composition of 

tne layer of solution at the electrode, the electrode potential at any 

moment is expressed by a thermodynarric equation, which, for example, 

for the reaction of the reduction of quinone (kh) to hydroqulnone (gkh) 

assumes the form 

?"? +--5^ In ; . (12b) 
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In  the   general   c U the  ele^ ■■ clon  takea  place 

with participatior oT hydrogen  1ünr.  the concentration of the  latter 

around  the  electrode    .:t   - rs   from  their  volume   concentration  In  the 

same way  as  that  of the  other reacting substances.   Frequsntly,   howeveri 

when reactions with organic   subs i      •    studied,  the measurements 

are  carried out   in buffei   solutions wlU   a   fairly  large excess  of buff- 

er components compa^'  '   with   the concentration of the  reacting substanc- 

es.   In these  cases   the  ooncentr n of the  hyd]     ;« i   I   ns near  the sur- 

face varies  hardlj     b  all du age of  current  and can  with 

sufficient accuracy be                              • mm   concentration c,'f,+      c,,+ . n n 

Thij  simplifies eonsJ I ■• equation  for the  polaro- 

graphic   curve and  facilitl the     i terpi   tatloi • easurcment  re- 

sults. 

The  concentration of the  initial  substances  of the reaction at  the 

electrode surface  obey   Eq.   (121).   The  concentration of the reaction > . 

products  at  the  tttrfaoe  Is not  reduced  in   concequence of  the passage  of 

current,   but   Increased.   Because   t   •       Iffusion   turrent   of  the  products 

from the   sarlao«    .Into  the  velum''  of the  solution   Ls  proportional  to  the 

concentration dlfferenc      •        \t   surface and   in the volume 

/»«(rr'.-cf.). (127) 

the  concentration  near  the  surface  Is  expressed  by trie relation 

c\ -- <:t4.i.-= J. (»,, c?, 4-/). (127P.) 
*ix rx 

The first term in brackets is equal I  the lin-!t -urrent of hydro- 

qulnone touards   the  aleotrode,   i.e..       Unit current which would 

be observed during the anodic      ■. •      oxidation of hydroqulnone. 

This limit current we designate b; - (the sign indicates that dur- 
;kh 

Ing the anodic reaction '.he current flows through the cell in the re- 

verse direction compared with the current during the cathodic reaction. 
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0 
whose direction we have  conventionally taken as  positive). 

Hence 

Substituting   (121)   and   (127b)  into Eq.   (126),  we  find  the   follow- 

ing equation  for the polarographlc  curve 

mmm.    | gi-   ''*"* (128) 

where 

fi/i-T'+^ln^+^ln^-. (128a) 

In  the particular  case  of J7        =0   (i.e.,   in solutions which do 
^gkh 

not   contain earlier added hydroquinone,  ö  ,.   ■  0),  Eq.   (126)  assumes  a 

form which coincides exactly  with that  of Eq.   (123).   In the particular 

case  of Jj      =0   (or c?,.    =  0,   i.e.,   in the  absence of ouinone),   Eq. akh Kn 

(128)  is   transforintd  into  the  equation  for  the anodic  wave of the oxi- 

dation of hydroquinone 

f-fm-yh—^ . (129) 

In its genera] form Eq. (128) encompasses both the process of re- 

duction of quinone and the process of oxidation of hydroquinone. Curve 

1 In Fig. 57 represents such a mixed anodlc-cathodlc polarographlc 

wave, recorded in a buffer solution at pH ■ 7. Curve 2 corresponds to 

the cathodic wave in the absence of hydroqulnon- , and curve 3 to the 

anodic wave In the absence of quinone. 

As follows from the above equations, and also from Pig. 57, the 

half wave potentials of the anodic, cathodic and i'nixed waves coincide. 

This general half-wave potential thus characterizes the redox syster. 

quinone/hydroqulnone. Because for this system f s  +0.70Ü v (n.v.e.), 

and the ratio K UW/KJ-W is fairly close to unity, the halfwave potential 

at pH = 7, according to Eq. (128a), should be qp1/? = 0.700-0.059-7 = 
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■  0.287, which  la   found  to be Iti good ■     •   .   •       he  experiBentally 

measured value  of O..?w0 v. 

In  a number  of cases the shaoe  o*" the  polarograpMc   curve  and   the 

halfwave potantia]   f  *• il Lon  or red ict '   n reactions does not 

conform  to  the above-derived  equ      I   ns.   This  indicates  that our assump- 

tion concerning  the  pev< of  the  reactions   13 not   observed  and 

that other  forms  of poAarlzatl(      are   aupe  .    ■  d  on  the concentration 

polarization.   Several   exaiapies  of nonrc/ersllle        ,   .,   r    ictlona  will  be 

considered In greater  ieta pter 4. 

,  as} 

Pig,   57.   PolarogrÄphlc   curves  foi   qulnone  and hydroquinone   In  phosphate 
buffer sclutlo-   at  pH ■ 7: ] ■• • Lc and    äthodlc curve;   2) cath- 
ode  curve of qulnone r%ductlon;   3)   anc . of hyaroaulnone  oxida- 
tion.  A) Volt  (n.v.e.). 

The  theoretlca]   Inter] m of  the   shape of the  polarop-raphlc 

curve  for v^rlouc     thcr  types  of reactions   (for  example,   for the reac- 

tions uf the  discharge  of metal  ions  from .        I Lona  of complex   salts, 

etc.)  Is  given in  the  special  literature on   polarogra^hic  analysis. 

O 

SU.    FhACTICAL  APPLIJATIOHS 0? THE   POLAF- HIC  METHOD 

It  was  clear   from  the prec    ling sei 'Ion that  ourlnc:  the reduction 

of  an Ion or  neutral molecule  at   the  mercury  drop  electrode  the   concen- 

tration  polarisation curve     tfl  the  shape  of a wave and  is   characterized 
:: 
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ö 
by  two quantities:  the  heirht  of the  wave,  which indicates the  intensl 

ty of the   ■'Imlt  diffusion current,  and the  half-wave potential. 

As is  evident  from Eq.   (12^),  the half-wave potential during the 

discharge of metals with the formation of amalgam depen^     on the normal 

potential of the   co: responding amalgam electroc ' and  also  on the quan- 

titles which characterize the diffusion of the metal   ions   in the solu- 

tion and the metal atoms in the  amalgam.   The half-wave potential is 

entirely specific   for  a given reaction;  of particular significance  is 

the  circumstance  that   the half-wave potential is  independent of the 

Initial  concentration  that  the half-wave potential is  independent of 

the  initial  concentration of the reacting substance.   This  makes  it pos- 

sible to gage the  nature of the  reaction taking place at  the electrode 

surface  on the basis  of the measured  value  of this potential,   i.e.,   the 

nature of the  reducing substance present  In  the  solution. 

The  JadependejK.e of the half-wave  potential on the concentration 

of the reacting components   (except the  hydrogen  ions)   is observed not 

only  in  the  case  of metai  discharge reactions, but also,  as  has   been 

shown In  S3,   for other reactions  taking place at   the mercury drop el< 

trode,   for example,   for-   the redox  reactions   of dissolved  substances. 

Table 2  gives   the  half-wave potentials   for several inorganic loi 

Mure  complete tables of half-wave potentials  are  ;~iven  in  special te 

books and manuals  un polarography f V) •   by means of such  tables  it   la   - 

possible  in many cases  to determine  the  composition of a solution qui 

It.atively on the  basis  of the  experimental half-wave potentials. 

The height  of the polarographic wave,  I.e.,   the limit  current,  is 

proport !onal  to the  concentration of the  reduced  substance  and can thu 

serve   for  the  quantitative determination  of this  concentration.   If the 

diffusion  coefficient of the reduced substance Is  known,  the  propor- 

tionality  coefficient  can  be  found   from   the  Ilkovlc equation   (117).   An 
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TABLE 7 
Half-WiV-.   P( •   • ■. : ' jai        lubstanees 
(In  relation  to  the  standa   '        Lcrtel itn ue) 

A    B«ui«. rfto B    COCT3B   jSCTBOpI  («4*Hll) 
I 

»Ml 

V 
a Mf/ib r.u * •. . . 
t Cypi-Mii Sb"» . 
C CepeCp.i Ag*  . . 
d (XnoHO !•**■  , . 
d O.IOBO Sn♦♦•♦ . 
•f. CBMiiri' W . . 

f TiflflMM n* ■ 
£ MhAH« !■•♦• . . 
:k K..r,"i»» C<** • 
L. Xpo« Cr»»* -• > 
It,  I'.Ml.t   .■'... 

1. HHKi'Jlb  Ni'* 

m*. Kr>6ar.hT  Co**    . 

t , Wxwio Fe" .   . 
O   MaprsM^u Mn*' 

P     A.IIOMHHHft   Al*** 
q   bapiiH Bi *'    .  . 
X   Haip.i»! Na*   .   . 
8     K*.1MM   K*      ... 

u  M»rHMi#i ..lg♦♦ .   . 

A) Substance; B) compcsitlon af Bolutlon ("back^rouni"); a) copper: b) 
antimony; c) silver; d) tin; e) leu.-j; f) thallium; g) Indlur; h) cadmi- 
um; 1) ehronlum; '■) sine; i) nickel; in) cobalt: no) iron; o) manganese; 
p) aluml «; q) barium; r) sodium; s) potassium; t) calcium; u) magne- 
■jum; v) norral. 

• 

0.1   H.    1 -0.02 
'  '1 H.   M -ti.19 
KCN4-KNO. -0,^4 
2 M. HOOffO^ K   HU -0.35 
2 H. HQOt+OJ «. HQ -0,51 
i 0 i -0.47 

KG • -0,52 
1.0   .    KO ' -0.0.1 
1.0 H. K( 1 -0,f* 

0.1 H. KG -Ü.<J2 
i     M. KG ♦ -1,06    - 

-l,M 
-1.24 

; -i.34 
.■ ... '■< -t.55 

1 ' -1.75 
o.i i ua -I.a4 

■    ■, .a -2,15 
0,1   H.   isi'W,., a -2.17 
0,1 M. N(( (.,', a -2,25 
0.     • a -2.25 

o 

o 

empirical TT »thod LB often usad, however, In which the limit current for 

several known concentration   f the reduced substance is determined for 

a given appa.   .; th o 111   Lon our\    i obtained can serve for 

subsequent quantitative detewninatdons. The accuracy of quantitative 

determinations by moans of the polaroj    Lc method is within the lim- 

its of 2-5?. 

The diffusion coefficlento of       t simple ions (with the ex- 

ception of hydro,-: anr' hydr I t differ freatly. Hence in 

a first, very rough approximation 11 c^n b< i sumed ^hat the limit cur- 

rent for different ions at the same equivalent concentration is about 

the same. This . .   it pos 'lie to estimate the concentration of dif- 
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nt lonn, using the calibration curve for a single Ion. 

If several substances are present In the solution, capable of be- 

ing reduced at the mercury drop electrode or if the electrode reaction 

take place in several consecutive stages, a concentration polarlza- 

tlon curve is obtained, consisting of several wavelike humps (Fig. 58). 

If the voltage applied to the polarographic cell is gradually increased 

I 

/ 

Fig. 58. Polarographic curve in the si- 
multaneous prese ^e of three reducible 
substances in the solution. A) Volt. 

("i.e.. If the potential of the drop electrode is gradually shifted to 

the negative side), the deposition of the ion whose halfwave potential 

has the most positive value begins first. During the deposition of 

Ion the current c nsumed for the discharging of the other ions la as 

yet small and can be neglected. Hence the conditions of discharge of 

the first ion within a certain potential range are the s^me as If the 

other Ions, also capable of being discharged, were entirely absen' . ] 

height of the step a   (Fig. 58) corresponds to the limit current of the 

first ion. 

With further shift of the potential of the drop electrode to the 

negative side and Its approach to the halfwave potential of another 
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electrode reaction   (for e> . Jtion of th<    I 

ond cation)   th« rate of this I n Increasei    ind  la super- 

posed  on the   first  reaction.   A   new  .• ■ -     ■ '''  current  appear 

on the  Dolarcrrarhlc  Burve; •otai  limit current 

of the   second  step  b  it   equal ! Imlt  currents  due  to 

the  rfductlon  of the   f" 

If the  hair-wave   • ne  can decipher 

the proce^.-  'if depoaltlon  of h Ion li rjd<      Ly  of the simultaneous 

deposition of the  othej UD to  ^-6  such iravea  can be 

obtained  on  a slnp-le r< lor.   If the  half- 

wave potentials  of t too   d   "s»   to each oth- 

er  (for example,  thej   are latai vl,  the   Indi- 

vidual   waves  cannot  he  eonelderc m each other and   their 

■w ^ration will  not be  very  ace irat< . 

It   follows  fron, the   foregoll - that the  | tile  method  makes 

possible  the qualitative  ai ^ analysl i     f a solution  con- 

taining on-   or several Bubatancec 6apable of b reduced at the  oath* 

^de   (or  ox'dlzed   at   ehe  anode)      P the  m   ' .0  electrode.   The  com- 

plete  analysis of th I ■irrled   out   by  the  r cording of the 

eoncentrfttloi    polarlzatlot to 15 minutes and   re- 

quires   only   -.   ; 11  voll        of  3olut;        (from 10  to  0.1 ml).   The 

pi larographlc Method   La  particularly sultab]    for the analyala of solu- 

tions,   contalnir.p; the  test  1 nents  In   low concentrations,   for  exarr- 

pie,   from 10       to   .                         enta/   LI rraphlc  study  of 1 

ml of a  10       N solution does not                        difficulty although only 

10      equivalent:.-  of the  test                            or e: Bine   -O.O03 

mg)   is   contained   In this   quanl LI     of  solution.   If recessary,  the   sensi- 

tivity   of the  pr. iarograph''c     o4. hod  can be     ncreased  by  one  or two  more 

orders   of magnitude. 
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The practical applicability of the polarographlc method Is very 

diverse and broad. By means of It one can determine nearly all metal 

cal Ions and several oxygen-contalnlng and oxygen-free anlons under the 

•responding conditions. This method Is widely used for the determina- 

tion of small quantities of impurities in metals or ores. Thus, for ex- 

ample. It ts possible to determine from a single sample the content of 

copper, lead, cadmium and zinc In aluminum, while the normal chemical 

determination of such impurities involves considerable difficulties. 

Of great importance is the polarographic Investigation of organic 

substances. A number of organic substances which are difficult to de- 

termine when they are present simultaneously by the usual analytical 

methods can be analyzed by the polarographic method. In addition to 

analytical purposes, the polarographic measurements can be used for the 

determination of the mechanism of organic reactions and, in individual 

oases, also for the elucidation of certain peculiarities of the struc- 

ture of organic compounds. 

The polarographic method has also found widespread application In 

biology and medicine. It is most often used for the determination of 

afferent organic and inorganic components of various biological matf 

rials and preparations (blood, etc.). By means of it one can trace th 

variations In the composition of such preparations in pathological 

processes. Thus, for example, the question of the feasibility of early 

cancer diagnosis by means of polarographic analysis of blood serum has 

often been discussed In the literature. 

Not beim/  in  a position to dwell in greater detail on the numerous 

practical applications of polarography here, we refer those interested 

to the special literature on these problems [6]. 
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Sr.. CHARGING CUPPKMT 

In the practical utllJ drop electrode we on- 

counter various peculiar phcnor ■   coi r.cctt      the specific features 

of this tlectrode. We B) ter detail two of 

these phenomena, the charging .• »ctr de and the so- 

called polarofraphlc 

A® 

Pig.   59.   a)   Influence of th(       »arging cur. . hape  of the po- 
iarogrsphie   curve;   1)  charginp: CUT-   nt; lie  curve;   3)  po- 
larographSc   curve   fron' which the        irglnp- cui i   been deducted;  b) 
charging current   of the i     'cury electrode with positive charp;lnf 
of the mercury surface.  A)  Volt       .     • .). 

( 

It follows fi   '   .  ■       Ln eding sections that In 

the absence of redi clble subsl , the current, pass- 

Lng throupb  h« i    'lectroi         fl)uld I . If, however, meas- 

u • re-^ :■ are caroled cat  In ?ucf: a   lutl , for example, in a solution 

of potassium chloride, from wh c oxygen has been care- 

fully removed, then even In the ran''-3, -narge of the po- 

tassium Ion doe.s not yet take    :e, -urrent Is seen to 

pass through the c 11. When less than 0.5 v rel- 

aoive to the normal calomel eiecl    , 1 curt ent passing through the 

cell Is negative, i.e., r     I ::. Lon r lative to the reducing 

current. At larger voltag  '.t cnang* first approximation the 
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.  rent  varies   linearly with the  electrode potential   (see Pfg.   59a, 

curve  1).* 

The existence  of a current   independent  of the occurrence of elec- 

trode reactions  at  the electrode  surface is  connected with the growth 

of the drop and  the presence  of a doutle electric  layer at  the  inter- 

face between drop and  solution,  as   has  been briefly explained  in the 

introductton. 

Let  us  assume  that the  mercury  drop  electrode  is  Immersed  In a  so- 

lution of potassium chloride and  that   the mercury drop  is  at  a more 

positive potential   than the potential   of the zero charge point   (which 

is approximately —0.5 v relative  to  the  normal  calomel  electrode in 

such a solution).   At  those potentials  the mercury drop  is  charged posi- 

tive and  attracts an equivalent quantity  of negative charges   (ions) 

from the  solution  towards  the  surface.   If the electrode   surface  In- 

creases  as  is   the  case during  the  operation of the  drop  electrode,   and 

If the  electrode potential  Is  held  constant during this,   a  certain ad- 

dltlonal  number of positive charges must  be Imparted to  the drop to 

preserve a certain  charge density  of the  surface.   Thus,   the growth of 

the drop at  constant  potential.   Independent  of any electrochemical re 

actions,   involves   the passage of a  current which  Is  conventionally 

termed  charging current or non-Faraday  current.   The direction of flow 

jf the charging  current  in the case  of a positively charged mercury 

surface  Is  indicated  by arrows  in  Fig.   59b. 

In polarograpMc  measurements   of  reduction  processes   the  cathode 

current   is usually   plotted on the  ordlnate axis;   with this method of 

graphic  representation the charging current  for the positively charged 

mercury   surface,   whose direction  is  opposite to  that  of the  cathode 

current,   has  a  negative value. 

We designate  the   surface  charge  density   (i.e.,   the  number of 
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charg«!   in  the double  layer   | |      c  and the radlua 

of the growing drop  by  r ,. . Lng to tne drop, 

is aetermlned by the rate of | r  wth            • irface charge on the 

mercury,   I.e., 

/.-   :{ (••4icff
,)««.4it^(r5). (130) 

Using  the earl.lev d( the drop radius  as   a 

function of time,  we obtali 

The  mean  charging cm rei ■   sli^gle drop, 

I.e.,  the quantity  which  is )larographlc 

measurements,   is 

f.- ' \ Ldt   iht-'      v-t (132) 
5 

l/J where  5     «   fri"       Is  the  Burfi           •   h of  tl      drop .    niüinent  of 

breaka» ' v. 

It is ayldent fron Fonnul ;lng current d^ops 

In proportion to the growth of i n the time i*). 

At the initial monu-r 1 of time (* ■ - current is very 

large because at that mor .vth  f the surface is a 

naxlma (natheaatlcally th« d   '.ng current assumes an infinite value, 

••Mich  f course doe« not have any . - and results in con- 

sequence of simplified assumptions). A:: lai from Eq. (132), the 

charging current is proportional I density e. At 

the zero charge point it vanish* . ntlals the sur- 

face charge E as.vimes negat    .■ ; current coin- 

cides in direction with the cathode cur; 

If an electrochemic r    ictlon (oi ;  Ion) reaction takes 
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place on the surface of the drop electrode, the charging current is 

superposed on the discharge current. Figure 59a shows the charging cur- 

rent (curve 1) and the reduction current (curve 3) as functions of the 

potential. The total current (curve 2) measured by the galvanometer Is 

the sum of the reduction and charging currents. At more positive poten- 

tials than the 7-ero charge point its absolute value is slightly less 

than that of the reduction current, and at more negative potentials It 

Is slightly higher. 

The order of magnitude of the charging currenc is easily calculat- 

ed. Assuming that the drop is formed within three seconds and that the 

drop diameter at the moment of breakaway Is 1 mm. In this case the sur- 
2 

face of the drop during breakaway Is approximately 0.03 cm , I.e., the 

2 
surface area Increases on the average by 0.01 cm . As we know from the 

.study of the structure of the double layer, at a potential of the mer- 

cury electrode which Is more negative than the zero charge point by 1 

-6 2 v, the value of c  can be assumed to be 10*10  coulombs/cm . It followi 
_7 

that the charging current for this potential Is of the order of 2*10 

amp. The reduction current depends on the concentration of the reactl 

substance according to Eq. (117). For low concentrations (10  equlv. 

liter) the charging current Is comparable with the current of the elec- 

trochemical reaction. For this reason, when carrying out quantitative 

determinations In the case of low concentrations of the reacting sub- 

stances It Is essential to take into account the charging current and 

to Introduce a corresponding correction Into the observed current. The 

existence of the charging current limits the application of the polaro- 

graphlc method of analysis at low concentrations of the test substance 

(under 10 ^ equlv./11ter). 
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§6.   POLAROGRAPHIC MAXIMA 

In  the  discussion of  th(     I   "fusion pr • na  at  the drop electrode 

we have  assumed that  the  growth of the drop does       *   cause mixing of 

the  solution.   I.e.,   that   It   tak   I   I the   same  way  a;:,   for  exam- 

pie,   the  growth of an  inflatable , surface elements 

are all moving in a  strict 1,.   rad -.   60), 

J 

Pig. 60. 
Radial growth 
of the mercu- 
. v drop. 

Fip. 61. Polar   phlc maximum of 
\Mt   K^nd. A) Volt. 

,. 

In actual fact tangential mc ir at the surface of a 

mercury drop during Its growth whl iaitJonal mixing of 

t i electrolyte. If the I itrode are carried 

out under corjitions in whic'-'. these 4    Mai movements are net com- 

pletely inhibited, euirent intenslt       observed in consequence of 

this agitation which many tin.es exc       values corresponding to dif- 

fusion with strictly radial growth of tl ' dron. Such anomalously larp-e 

currents aro often observed within a c ?d, not very wide po- 

tential range; sections with in current appear on the 

'.•urf^nt-potential curves In tl , termed polaropraphic 

maxima (see Pig. 6l). 

One of the possible can »ea of the appearanci   ' tangential move- 
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merits is connected with the unequal polarization of the surface of the 

mercury drop. The potential of every part of the electrode surface Is 

a function of the current density established on it. During the passage 

of current through the circuit with the drop electrode the current is 

not distributed completely uniformly along its surface; the current 

density Is greater in the lower parts of the drop, primarily because 

the upper part of the drop Is to some degree shielded by the end of the 

capillary. For this reason the potential differs slightly at different 

parts of the surface, which in turn causes a nonunlform distribution of 

the surface tension at the drop. If the surface tension at different 

points of the drop surface Is different, a movement of the mercury 

along the surface from the parts with lower surface tension (trying to 

expand) to the parts with higher surface tension (which try to con- 

tract) takes place.* 

If the electrochemical reduction reaction takes place at poten- 

tials corresponding to the positive branch of the electrocaplllarlty 

curve, I.e., at potentials which are more positive than the zer-^ cha-0^ 

potential, the surface movement is directed from the upper parts of the 

mercury drop towards Its lower parts (so-called positive polarographi vj 

maxima). This is due to the fact that the lower parts of the drop, at 

which the current density is greater and which consequently have a n 

negative potential, have a greater surface tension in this case. The 

-idditlonal supply of discharged substance due to mixing takes place un- 

der these conditions mainly from above which reduces the concentration 

polarization, shifts the potential of the upper parts of the drop to 

the positive side and increase the potential difference and the surface 

tension difference between different parts of the drop even more, i.e., 

increase the tangential movement even more (Pig. 62a). Such an intensl- 

fled mixing can cause a tenfold Increase In current intensity. When the 
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negative potential  of the ri^o[.  Is   Lncr<      ■ proachea   the jroten- 

tlal of the point of the el«ctrocapillarlty maxlmu] surface tension 

gradient along the drop  surface disappears, novement  ceases and the 

current drops  suddenly  to the usual ma^,r,,      .        ' the diffusion  current. 

At potentials  correspondli .   to the itlve brnnch of the electro- 

caplllaritv  curve,  the     lectr    hemlcal  reactl      causes a movement  in 

the  opposite direction because a  lower  su on corresponds  to 

the more negative potential  of \   . the drop   vnefativ^ 

polarographlc maxima, "v    .   In this  case tl " ply of .'educible 

substance takes place downv   rd       nö   ■• ot I f^rtial 

v'.'.   62.  Movement   of the  surface of the nn op,   caused by  nonuni- 
form polarization:   a)  With positive surface  i •  on the mercury;  b) 
with negative surface  cha the mercury. 

difference  be'ween  the  upper and  lower par       of the  drop,   but,   on the 

contrar. ,   reduces   it   so much under centali.  c^     '"Ions  that  the  surface 

movement  ceases.   In consequence of this Lve   polarographlc max- 

ima are usually  le^-s pronounced than ixlma.   .^ more de- 

tailed analysis of the origin   »f  I [8]   Leads to  the conclu- 

sion that  even in tnf1 case of nega^ Lma an  Increase   in the polar- 

ization beyond a  certain limit   results   in  a cessation of the  tangentiaJ 

movements and a drop of the    urrent  intensity.   Because the nonuniform 
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63. Move- 
ment of the 
surface of the 
mercury drop 
caused by the 
flow of the 
mercury from 
the capillary. 

polarization Is connected with the difference In the 

ohmlc potential drop along the path of the current 

towards different parts of the drop, the above-de- 

scribed polarographic maxima (the positive as well as 

the negative ones) are more pronounced if the solu- 

tion has a high specific resistance and high current 

density, i.e., at a low background concentration and 

a relatively high concentration of the reducible sub- 

stance. 

Another possible cause of the appearance of tan- 

gential movements on the surface of the mercury drop, 

as T.A. Kryukova [9] has shown, is connected with the flow of the mer- 

cury from the capillary and the growth process of the drop Itself. The 

mercury flows out from the capillary in the form of a thin Jet which 

penetrates the hanging drop to Its lower part. Because of the presence 

of surface tension this jet cannot leave the drop Itself, hence it is 

bent; and rises along the drop surface (Pip. 63). The real growth mech- 

anism of the drop thus differs from the purely radial growth, shown li 

Pl^r. 60. The velocity of these surface movements depends on the rate ( 

flow of the mercury from the capillary. In contrast to the above-dis- 

cussed case, under otherwise equal conditions, It Is greatest at the 

i^ero charge point of the mercury surface. If the potential Is shifted 

to either side from the zero charge point, the velocity of the surface 

movement decreases because the charges appearing on the mercury surface 

inhibit the movement. The mechanism of this Inhibition, which, as the 

quantitative theory shows, is proportional to the square of the surface 

density of the charge on the drop and Inversely proportional to the 

specific electrical conductivity of the solution, will be elucidated 

further on. Thus the increase in the current in this case has the 
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r.reaicst effect at the zero charge polnl owly with re- 

cession of the potential to ■''• ier side of point (Fig.   bk).   Tne 

maxima on the current-voltage curve cauöt-d b.v   •■ flow of mercury we 

shall term polarographic maxima of the .• contiast to the 

above-described maxima of the 1      1, reasons which will PO ex- 

rlained furtntr on, the maxima of the 2» strenge If ' 

background concentrat1jn is ilgher. 

4 

i 

r 
iU-, , 

-V -t.e        -v 

fMKJt 

Flg. 6ü. Polarographic maximum of the_second kind on the polarization 
curv« in a solution of 3 N KC] + 3-10 ^ N HgCl    Lck lint:. The -tot- 
ted line indicates the curren1 Lntentities which are not distorted by 
tangt'i^lal surface movements. The arrows indl^ati t v.e relative speed? 
of the srrface movement at different potentials. A) Volt (n.k.e.). 

It follovrs fron the above-rt' "low     J. exists at the 

■ urface of the mercury drop whj ■;. results In a mixing of the liquid. 

Th< e flows -in be made srlslbl > If a fine1    'led powder, for exam- 

ple, •'ctivat'-i sarbon, la suaoended In th     Ld. These effects (par- 

ticularly the effect of the 2nd  kind) are inseparably linked with the 

operati-n of the drop electrode and thus   would seem that ^ne cannot 

but take into account the intend fir . is I on due to the mix- 

ing of the liquid. 

Nonetheless the diffusion current , detenrd      polarographic 

studies, ag^eer in many cases weil with the values calculated by means 

of the above-presented fornuiac for diffusion towards a radially grow- 
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Ing drop; in other words, the tangential surface movements do not af- 

fect these measurements. This can be explalm i only by the fact that 

conditions could be found under which these tangential movements of the 

mercury surface are practically completely Inhibited, I.e., under which 

the surface does not possess the mobility which Is normally typical for 

a liquid surface and behaves like the surface of an Inflated rubber 

balloon. These conditions were first found experimentally and have only 

recently been Interpreted theoretically. 

The simplest, although not the only, method of suppressing the 

tangential movements which has long been used consists in the addition 

to the solution of small quantities of a substance capable of being ad- 

sorbed on the mercury surface. The mechanism of action of such a sur- 

face-active substance can be visualized in the following manner. When 

the mercury surface moves, for example, from the lower to the upper 

part of the drop, the surface concentration of the adsorbed molecules 

changes: in the lower part of the drop in which the surface is dilated, 

this concentration decreases; In the upper nart, where the surface con- 

tracts. It Increases. In the lower part of the drop, owing to the par- 

♦ lal removal of the adsorbed molecules, the surface tension increa 

the increase in the concentration of adsorbed molecules in the upper 

part of the drop, by contrast, results In a lowering of surface ten- 

sion. As a result forces appear acting along the surface from the upp^ 

part of the drop to the lower. I.e., in a direction opposite to the 

surface movement which tend to stop it. In the presence of adsorbed 

particles the surface thus has a certain elasticity. Under favorable 

conditions the braking effect due to adsorption is so great that the 

tangential movement of the mercury surface is completely arrested. 

One would think that the charges of the double layer should exert 

H  braking effect on the surface movement like that of the adsorbed 
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TTiclecule?.   Actually when  the  ''hargea tu- led,  It«    aurfece 

tension   Increases and   if  It   la   compresi It .   '■cause  the dlf 

ft-rences  In the surface  charge density  In  different  parts of the drop 

can be  equalized  because  of the  voiumt ■'    ' ictlvlty  of the 

solution,   the  braking effect  by  the char;- ttrongeet  at  low elec- 

trolyte  concentration?   »rhleh causes a narrow in     of  the potential  rai   ■ 

within which maxima of  th<   2nd kind  BT ved,   in proportion to  the 

decrease   in the  baekground  concentr'ation. 

The  complete  th<    ry   of  r   •    ■    [ h.enomena  ha;'   been  wc/rkod  iiut   rela- 

tively recently and a more detailed ex ^on of is  Impossible 

within the   framework   of the  pr< Be 

Every   Influence  which  impedes  the  ta    ;enl noveotent  of the  sur- 

face,   such as,   for exampl, ,   the  addU' .   •'       -        : ve substances 

to  the  solution,  results   in a depres. of tl find the  eatftb* 

11,-   rent   of a  current   intensity,   whioh agrees  wltl Ukcvlc   L.qua- 

tlon. 

Current measurements   In the  presence  of polarographio maxima can 

also  be  used  in analytical  chemistry  beca the decrease  in the rate 

of motion  of the sirface  of the mercury   .        ,   as  a  result of which  the 

..   .'.mum current  decreases,   la   a measure of  the content  of surface-ac- 

tive  subacarc-v;   Ln  the  solution.   The polarographic  maximum thus  can 

serve  for the detemination of  tracea of organic  surface-active  sub- 

stances  which are not   reduced  at  the mercury  calomel  cathode and  which 

cannot  be determined by the  usual  polar Ic methods  [11]. 

17.   OTHER   FORMS  OK  POLAROGRAPHIC   ANALYSIS 

The  drop  electrode  has  two  basic advantage.;  which are responsible 

for  its widespread  introduction   into the practice  of electrochemical 

InvestifatlOnti   1)   owing  to   the  constant   renewal,   the   surface  of the 
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mercury drop   Js  not contaminated and  its properties  are always easily 

reproducible;   2)   if the dropping rate is constant,   the   limit diffusion 

current  has  a  fully defined  value  which can  be  calculated  in advance by 

means  of Eq.   (11).   However,   as   is   evident  from   i§   5  and  6,   the use  of 

an electrode with a mobile  surface  which varies  with time also involves 

a  number of  inconveniences.   Other variants of the >olarographlc method 

have also been proposed recently  in which these  difficulties are  cir- 

cumvented.   Thus,   Instead  of a drop  electrode one  can use a rotating 

solid  electrode,   for example,  a disc  electrode;   In this  case the  limit 

current   is  calculated by means  of Eq.   (85).   If the  voltage applied  to 

the  rotating electrode  immersed  in  a  solution  of reducible substances 

is  increased,   then,  as in  the  case  of the drop  electrode,   a reries  of 

waves   is obtained,  whose height   is proportional  to the  concentration of 

these  substances.   The rotating solid electrode,  made,   for example,  of 

platinum,   is   free of the above-described deficiencies  of the mercury 

drop electrode  and can be  used  for  the  study of i-eactions  taking place 

at more positive  potentials,   at  which mercury   is  already  subject  to  ox- 

idation.   However,   its  use  requires  a  certain mechanicril  device  for 

maintaining a  constant  rate  of rotation.   A certain Inconvenience con- 

sists  also in  the  fact that  the  surface of such an electrode varies 

when solid substances are deposited on  it as a result  of the electro- 

■iiemlcal  reaction. 

An  interesting form of current  as  a function of voltage  is ob- 

tained  in the  case of application cf a  voltage which  Increases with 

time to  an electrode immersed in a quiescent  liouid.   In this  case the 

current   intensity also increases  with approximation to the potential  al 

which a  reduction of the dissolved substance is  possible.   With further 

increase  in the  voltage the  current,   however,  does not  go over into a 

constant  diffusion current,   as  in   the  case cf the  rotating electrode, 
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because  with   the  nasEare of  time   thi   dlfl      Lon front  ll   removed  frrm 

the electrode  '-urfac«   (see   S10 cf Chaptei-   \, th"   supply  6t  sub- 

stance   to the  electr-xie Is   slewed  dowi;,   InttflAd iraV6 which char- 

acterizes the reduction reaction   in  tha ran,  a curve with 

a TTiaxlmum is   obtained   In tMt; c».-   .   B«0ftU8<     • •       '    ■  u-.ua?   conditions 

a  certain P»*^4,*|  of thi   liquid alwa,/.    ta •'ectrode 

surface,  causci! by MM  Virlfttlon  of i lu    tolutlon durln^- 

electrolysls,   It   1c neces:.pry,  when u   '•. od,   to Bftrn   out 

the potential  vuriatl    . within a  short   Interval  of time,  durins which 

the diffusion from cannot   mov« h ' ■• it.ces at 

wh'ch the mixing  of the  LlQU     , a]   conv   cti;r.,   already 

exerts   an effect.   In this  cane  it , t    Lf tlM   i oten- 

tial is  varied rapidly  a conRlr'(?raMe  | 'la expended 

^r the  charging of the electrode in Irtroduction). 

If tne  time during which the potential  variation    ■ ■    ■• ibort 

ccmiared with the  dropping   period,  tnen Mie drr : ctrode  can also   be 

used witli this Torn, of polaroKr^   '.    ii tlyali       K)   Its  advantagej,  con- 

nected  with tht  pocsibility  of pantwl if th«      irtaeta  can oe retained. 

Tha use  of an oaeil]      :"  \  i     taaantlal   for  th«   recording  of the cur- 

run4:   intensity vari^iicn with time during  raold  potential  variation 

[121. 
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[Technique of Polarogr^phlc     .•     •       blon],   lzd--vo  Ir.urtr. 

llt-ry   iF(.i'( Un   '    ; Lshlng  He (1951). 
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graphlc  Methods uf Work), 

5. J.   Heyrovrlv,   Polai ■   , •      (1911)« 

Manu- 

No. 

In pülar.v-T-,ij«t •■ .-• i" with 
cations which aj>- dlfT   inlons which are 
not reduced, for •XUt] lft( th« -of the 
alkali ri»'als (pot •   - ,   llun,   tl MNMtitnei di- 
lute acids. Tn OftSfti   •  • Invert" ••'■;-t. 
takes place only ? • potential  (see 
ik  of the present use salts of tul - 
ttlttttad amnonlun ■ . •'       .• , tetramethylam- 
monlum chloride, wn ?■• Mfflcult to 
dlscharpe on the mercurv sir- th cations Of the al- 
kali metals. 

In »rdar to koap tb« •- ■.■■,. rasauri 
the merci!rv rhloll •'. stant. The latter, 
however, '. .        tly dui . ,h of :.• drop, name- 
ly: It daorai    y the amou I  f the capillary praasurt 
Withil th« (iron «hlch d 

165 Attaaptf nave been made recantl) I Bq. (116) by tak- 
'n£ into acoount the gradua      fro« non tationary to 
statlor.ary diffusion In proj rowth of the drop 
[31. 

166 A more ^curate discussion  I ulltlona will 
be plven In Chapter 5. 

179      The rl.s« in the c 1 • ■■■'ly  negative Po- 
tentiale is conm ' .  ' of notassium ions. 

183      The potential p-radlents and, consequently, also the tangen- 
tial movements along the mercur    ■":■■> arlaa when the free 
mercury drop falls tn an aleotrolyts solution in which a con- 
stant elootrloal field Is Baintl Lnad. Tn consoquence of the 
reactive rapulaion from the surrounding medium the tangential 
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movement of the surfr ce causes a movement of the drop as a 
whole, which Is easi'/ observed. The relative simplicity of 
the geometrical conditions makes It possible In this case to 
give an accurate nathematlcal expression for the velocity v 
of motion of the drop In the direction of th^ electric field: 

'■  * J < (133) 

where E  Is the field strength; t   Is the charge density on the 
mercury surface; r Is the drop radius; u and g' are the vis- 
cosities of the ambient solution and the mercury; K   is the 
specific electrical conductivity of the solution. This equa- 
tion has been confirmed by measurements of the deflection of 
mercury drops falling In an electric field In a viscous glyc- 
crol solution [7]. 

Manu- 
script 
Page 
No. 

170 

fTransllterated Symbols] 

rx ■ gkh ■ gldrokhlnon ■ hydroqulnone 

• 
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MYiMCGEN  OVI   ' 

51.   ELECTROCHEMICAL  POLAHZMTIOi 

Once p. reacting ^article has  E*taoh«( Lectrodf rurface   ■.<.'0\ise 

cf dlffuEltn or mlgrt i -   n.   -'   •ntet-s  the  field of Its moloeular   .*nf*lu- 

tnoe.   If the react inr  pArtJ   '■ ■   Is an  loiv,     ' »nter thi doublt 

layer;  a neutral  ".olecule can t1    ■. ■ •   • il  •   le  surface. 

Thtse  stages prec^ci'.'  the  tl^etroehMdei Lon 1      :'i-,   ouririp; whlrK 

the transfer of charges  fron the electrud« the reacting particle 

takes place. 

The questlcn arises whether the rnte of *.f.-. idi rpt Lon stages 

r-1 ays an Important part In electrochemical kinetics. Up to now these 

f r.ononena have been relatively rarely  ron.'ierfa   in the study of cleo- 

•• .-nemlcal processes.   On the basis of I '.•.   eyperlnental data 

it   ean be  stated  that nost  of these adsorill »nfl  take place   fairly rAp- 

idly and hence  rhould not affect  the kinetics of the process as   '• 

wnole.   This  Is confirmed,   for example,   by  moa^u^ements  of the capaci- 

tance of the double  layer of the mercury electrode with a.c.  currents 

of different   frequency,   which were mentioned   In the  introduction.  Theöe 

measure-nents  were  carried out up  to  '; • ilea  of the order of   100-20P 

thousand cycles,   tbt capacitance  | *     be  indepenac-nt  of frequen- 

cy.   The   latter  Innicates  that   the  •        Libriun in the double  layer is 

es'aLllshed with'n  a period which   it  snort  compared with  sueh oscilla- 

tion oerlods cf the alternating current.* 

On the otht-r  hand,   it   follows  from  experiment  that  the electro- 
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chcmlca] reactions often proceed at a low rate. In order to Increase 

this rate (In other words, In order to make possible the passage of a 

current with a certain density) the potential must be altered compared 

with the equilibrium potential. Such a shift of the potential durlnr 

the passane of current cannot always be arr.rlbed to concentration p o- 

larizatlon because it Is also observed when there can be no question of 

an insufficient quantity of reacting substanc«? at the electrode sur- 

face. Thus, a polarization of a different kind appears in such cases, 

which Is often referred to as electrochemical polarization. In propor- 

tion to the refinement of measurement technloue, the number of electro- 

chemical reactions in which such a polarization could be observed has 

greatly Increased. 

The potential shift of the electrode from Its equilibrium value 

has been termed overvoltage In electrochemistry. 

The phenomenon of polarization of the electrodes during the pas- 

sage of an electric current through them has been known already durlnr 

the first half of the 19th century. In earlier works this phenonenon 

has often been explained by the presence of a certain contact resist- 

ance between electrode and solution. 

During the Forties of the previous century the professor of ph 

i^s of Petersburg University, Academician E.Kh. Lents [1] and A.S. 

.'avel'yev [2] pointed out the erroneous nature of this view and nad*3 

rigorous distinction between normal resistance rnd polarization. They 

pointed out that In contrast to the ohmlc voltage drop which 1^; a lin- 

ear function of the current intensity, the magnitude of the polarlza- 

ilon during the evolution of gases Increases only slowly when the cur- 

rent intensity is increased. The works of Tents and Savel'yev provided 

a foundation for the quantitative study of the polarization phenomena. 

The electrochemists have long riven attention to the fact that the 
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electrolytic   separation of bydropief  from " ititouf  nolufons  ori aathod^l 

of different  metals  Is  accompr-ri  ed by  bonsld« tojai-lzatIon.  Hence 

this relatively  slmrl^ and at  the  lami   time one of the most   Important 

electrochemical  reactions In t«ohnology have toM -.roughly stud- 

led  from all  aspects. 

Durlntr the  last  two   lecades  a  maftib<  ■  of Btigatlonfl  WWM car- 

ried out  In the Soviet   I'nlon pn  the   il     f Oi   the process of the dis- 

charge of hydroren  lens and  the  lt| IPftl L<m Of I -In  the gMtOU 

state and hlzo  on  the  Ftudy   of o'> < r      lectrochenical   pFO< I«   In 

these works  use war made of novfl   i                                   of             tigfttlon 

which exclude  a distortion of tK     •          *     '                              factors  io  a 

considerable  degree. 

The results obtained  In thos«      I ■      -    ■    .     considered 

In  the  following sections.   Th'   relativ   grool     ' " m which has been 

glv^n to the  presentation of ertrrlmental   da' I    '   ■  the r^octlon of hy- 

drogen  reparation  -md  tl-eir theoretical dlscuss'on  Is due  to the fact 

that uslr?; thlr  reaction is  an oiaaplo  It   ll  oaoy  to   follow various 

laws of e ■ectrcchemlcal   kinetics  whl«1' »I I ra.   arid "an also be ap- 

rl^ed to olner electi ^v-lierl?:.!  reac.lons. 

The experlmer-il method worked out In the examrle of the serTa- 

tlon of hydrogen and described In the fol '-»wlnr Is also applicable to 

the study of th«   polarization p ;'.'nonena Ir. other electrode processes. 

O 

O 

S2.   EQUILIBRIUM  HYPROGEN ELECTFODE AHD  HV "     »VE   V   ITAHF 

When an  electrode of plat!:'-. I ^ num  Is  lum'. rsed   In an elec- 

trolyte solution, saturated with goooouf hydrogon, an .dulllbrlum Is 

established en It, as we know, between the molecules, adsorbed atoms 

and  hydrogen   Ions 

Hl^2HÜ2H'^2e. (A) 
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Thp potential of the platinum electrode assumes a value which 1» 

determined by this equilibrium. The potential as a function of the ac- 

tivity aH+ 01 the hydrogen Ions In the solution and the partial pres- 

sure pH of the gaseous hydrogen over the solution Is (lV«n by the 

thermodynamlc equation 

m 
According to the generally accepted definition of the electrode 

potentials, the constant 9 for the equilibrium hydrogen electrode Is 

conventionally taken as zero (standard hydrogen scale of the electrode 

potentials). 

The value of the potential of the equilibrium hydrogen electrode, 

naturally, Is Independent of the electrode material. The use of plati- 

nized platinum Is due to the fact that the equilibrium reactions for 

the reaction (A) are rapidly established at such an electrode and that 

other electrochemical reactions with participation of the electrode ma- 

terial do not take place on It. 

When a current Is passed through the electrode, the equilibrium 

(A) Is upset and, depending on the direction of the current, an elec- 

trochemical reaction of the reduction of hydrogen Ions with formation 

of molecular hydrogen takes place at the electrode surface (If the 

electrode serves as the cathode) or the reverse reaction of the Ion' 

tlon of hydrogen molecules (If It serves as the anode). The electrode 

potential Is shifted froti the equilibrium value In the first case b 

the negative side and In the second to the positive side (cathodlc and 

anodic polarization of the electrode). The magnitude of the potential 

shift depends on the nature of the metallic electrode, on the current 

density, on the composition of the solution and on other factors. In 

the above-considered case of platinized platinum the polarization Is 
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very  slltrht;   In  other  cares  It   n-^y M • .    .     , .. ,♦• a volt  and 

scmetlmes  exceeds one  v^lt. 

Thua,   for e/anple,  during  the cathodlc  separation of hydrogen »it 

the mercury  electrode   ♦'rofr  1 N hydrbehl  rlo  ncld  lOltttlOU at  a current 
—i4 2 

density of  t  ■  I'lO      a^p/cm^   tbt potent   il  1c   shifted  0,9^  v  to  the 

negative 3lde compared with the (.qul ' n\ M.   PI 

limit  diffusion  current   N of .    ":■       ■     .olutlon,   ae- 

pendlr.g on  the mixing  condltlor.n,  sail  Itl kj«f order of O.i 

or  1  arap/cm",   1.;,,   Lt   »y the al^ve-rent lonrd current   -lenslty  sev- 

eral   thousand times. 

As   follows   from  the  law: eoi tlon,  explained 

In Chapter   1   (Fq.   58),   the  potOntl( , '■      oneontrfttiOII 

changes near the  electrode  surface,   un ;• .• ,     ■  ■■   ,.,f   i,   nep;l^>'i- 

My small and can practically bo  Lgnorod«   Hence tht   potontio]   ahlft  hv 

0.9'*  v cannot   be  due  to  concentration polarlza?   - •   c^nsenuence 

of oth'-r causes  whloh are oivlcusly  connected w!th the electrochemical 

reaction Laklnp place at  trie elootxyxl*   • j^face   luring tht  passage of 

current. 

As  has  been pointed  ^ut  ir.  r.he  prec»  111      r.ection,   the potential 

shift   of the eloetrodo  caused by  electrochemical  polarization is   termed 

overvoltage.   Tt   Is convenient  to distinguish  between the modle   and 

cathodlc overvoJ * age;   n«  and  T\   .   If we designate  the potential of the 

equilibrium hydrogen  electrode by  9    and  the potential of the  polarized 

electrode  by  ?,   the overvoltage   for the •      blon   ;for example, 

the  reaction of  icoizatlon of th»« hydro/en molpcules)   is 

14-f-fr; (135) 

and for the Mthodlfl reaction during which the potential is shifted to 

the negative side. It is 

•-*-*■ (135a) 
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With this definition, the quantity n. obviously has the positive 

sign In the case of anodic and the quantity n« In the case of cathodlc 

polarization. 

Tf the electrochemical polarization Is slight and particularly If 

the concentration of the reacting substances ia   low, so that the con- 

centration polarization occr.rs already at low current densities, we 

must take Into account at the same time the concentration and electro- 

chemical polarization. In this case it Is more correct. In order to de- 

termine n rationally, to relate In Eq. (13^) the equilibrium potential 

9 to the values of the concentrations of the reacting substances and 

reaction products, which are established at the electrode surface dur- 

ing the reaction. In practice, however, this Is not always possible be- 

oautie these valuer are often unknown, and Eq. (135) Is often used In 

such a manner that ^ Is taken to be the equilibrium potential in a 

system whose composition Is not affected by the passage of current. In 

'.he following we shall assume, unless otherwise. Indicated, that the 

el«»'fochomlcal polarization Is not complicated by concentration polar- 

ization. I.e., that the current densities used are considerably lower 

than the limit densities possible under these conditions. 

The concept of overvoltage is connected with the excess voltage 

which must be applied to the electrolytic bath over and above its 

equilibrium electromotorlc force to carry out the electrolysis. It mun 

be kept in mind, however, that under the conditions of technical elec- 

trolysis this excess voltage is due not only to the electrochemical 

polarization of the two electrodes in the bath (I.e., the actual "over- 

voltage" at the electrodes), but also to the ohmic voltage drop in the 

solution. 

The overvoltage phenomenon during the cathodlc separation of hy- 

drogen Is of great technical Imrortance due to the fact that this reac- 
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tlon,  either as  a main or tide  pfaction, r rTiy   Import-ant 

electrochemical   processer.   'u  Lndividu   . a   large   overvoltage 

promotes the  deslreö process  and   la   thus   leslrable;   in other cases the 

appeararice of an overvoltage   I.   unAai 

The most   obvlouf;  (•xampie  oi tindeslrablllty   and  economic  dlsad- 

vanta^e c.f overvoltage  Is  tie  proocsa  of 1  . I n tl  of water v;lth 

the aim of electroly. Lc  pi    l\i  bion of i i . roltais« In- 

creases  the  required electrics:   upltagi Iditlonal  con- 

sumption of al^etrlci ■ n  overtoil   >•      f 0. I  v an additional 

consumption  of  8300   kwi.   of     1    •■ - 1 !   for every 

1000  kg of  hydrogen whlcn     .        ■    • ■      •     nto   heat.   An over- 

consiiT.ptlon  of  ener--v  In  con.     | ,     .      , , , Itaga  at  the 

cathodes of  the   same order occui-:    Ln 0   1   pine Lyala  and  In other 

Industrial  electrochemical  process- 

On the   other hand,   a  large   number of slactroi       1 ; c?al   processes of 

ca'hodic  reduction  takas  place at   tlaetrodi   | ilfl  which are more 

negative than  the potential  of the  equlllbrlun      rdrogan electrode.   If 

the reparation of hydrogan ware nbt ac hy 1   1 •   -•• overfoltaga, 

thr  realization of tltaaa pr 1   would   ' •■ Lraly   Impossible  It 

w uld give very   low  current   y  elds  because most  of the  current would  be 

used  up  for   '-he.   In  this   case  und      'able,   leparation  of  hydrogen.   To 

these processes   belongs,   for exannle,   the pr<  I     B  Of produclnr sodium 

amalgam during  chlorine electrolysis,   which takes  place  at   [   tentlals 

wh.'ch are approxlmctely  1 v more  negat'. the  potential  of the 

equilibrium hydroren  electrode  1n   bhil strolyta.   Hence  this process 

1s possible  only  because of t   ■ ovarYOltag«       ' the  hydroren on 

tne mercurv.   In   tlM  same wav  the  uaa  of a  lead  storage   battery would 

not   be  possible   If  th.e  cathodic   separ:-      n of riydrop;en  at   the  lead  did • • 

not   involve  a  large overvoltage.   Traces of arsenic,  platinum,  and other 
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substances In the electrolyte of a lead battery are exceptionally harm- 

ful precisely because these substances lower the hydrogen overvolta?;e 

on lead, and In their presence ? lar^-e proportion of the chemical ener- 

gy of the battery Is lost for the useless evolution of hydrogen at the 

nepatlve electrode (self-discharge of the battery). 

, 

I»"] r G 
J     * '(jmOTV-y- 'MKIdMUMTT \S)~~ 

v 3 

• «   ? 

Flp.   65.   Scheme  of device  for the  measurement  of hydrogen overvoltasre: 
A)  Test  electrode;   B)  auxiliary electrode  for polarization:   C)  hydroren 
electrode  for potential  measurement;   D)  auxiliary electrode  for purify- 
ing the  solution;   G)  galvanometer;   P)  potentiometer;   P)   rheostat:   Z) 
current  source. 

The above  examples  show that  when  solving practical  problems   It 

will  frequently  be useful  to decrease  or Increase by  some method or 

other the hydrofen overvoltare at  different  electrodes.   This  can be 

achieved by  correct  selection of the material  and  surface  condition 0 

the electrode,   the composition of the solution and,   finally,  the elec- 

trolysis  regime,   the  temperature,   current  density,   etc.   This  problem 

can be solved  only  on the  basis  of a  careful  Btudy  of the  separate  In- 

fluence  of all  these  factors on  the  kinetics  of the process  of cathodlc 

hydrogen separation. 

The methods  of overvoltare measurement  consist  in  a  measurement  of 
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the electrode potential durinp; the passage of current through It. The 

measurements can be carried out, for example, using the circuit shown 

In Fig. 65. 

The test electrode b   Is polarized by means of the auxiliary elec- 

trode Bt   I.e., through the circuit, consisting of these two electrodes, 

current from the external source Z Is passed. When the process of 'he 

reduction of the hydrogen Ions Is Investigated, the test electrode Is 

made the cathode. The current Intensity Is regulated by iieans of the 

rheostat R  and Is read off from thf ammeter or galvanometer G.   The po- 

tential <P. of the electrode A   cannot be measured in relation to the 
A 

auxiliary electrode B  because the potential of this electrode Is also 

shifted during the passage of current. For this reason the potential 9. 

Is det* mined by means of a second auxiliary electrode C  through which 

the current does not pass and whose potential thus remains constant. 

The potential difference 9. - IL can be measured with the potentiometer 

P by means of a normal bridge circuit suitable for the measurement of 

equilibrium e.d.s. 

In dilute solutions or at laree values of the current Intensity a 

considerable ohmlc potential drop occurs In the solution between the 

electrodes A   and B.   To prevent this from affecting the results of the 

measurement of the potential difference <P - S» , It Is essential that 

no current passes through the layer of solution between the electrodes 

^ and C. 

This is achieved leading to the surface of the electrode A  a thin 

glass tube (siphon) ending In a tip which Is connected Vvlth the part of 

the cell containing the electrode C.   The closer the end of the siphon 

is to the electrode A   the less is the ohmlc potential drop between th( 

surface of the electrode and the end. Within the siphon there Is no 

ohmlc potential drop because current does not pass through It during 
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the measurement of the potential by the brldp-e method. This adaptation 

Is termed the Luggln capillary In electrochemical literature, named af- 

ter the Russian scientist who proposed It. 

Any electrode with sufficient stable and reproducible potential, 

for example, a calomel electrode, can be used as the auxiliary elec- 

trode C.   However when studyinp* the kinetics of hydrogen evolution, it 

Is more convenient to use the equilibrium hydrogen electrode of plati- 

nized platinum. Immersed in a solution of the samp composition, as 

electrode A  and at the same temperature, as an auxiliary electrode. In 

this case the measured potential difference between the electrodes A 

and C  according to definition will exactly eaua] the hydrogen overvcIt- 

age. 

In some cases the electrode potential is not determined during the 

passage of current, but a very short time after the current has beer 

• *    switched off. By means of special devices (commutators) one can reduce 

the time interval between the switchinp- off of the current and the 

-4  -J5 
measurement to 10 -10 ' seconds. This method of commutator measurement 

of overvoltage has the advantap-e that the measured potential shift does 

not contain the ohmic potential drop in the solution or in the thin 

surface films on the electrode. The use of this method, however, in- 

volves certain difficulties, which are due to the fact that after po- 

larization with 1 current of high density, for example of several tens 

of amperes per square centimeter, the overvoltage decreases very qulck- 

ly after the switching off of the current so that even 10  seconds la- 

ter the electrode potential can markedly differ fror the stationary 

value observed during the passage of the current. In these cases it Is 

necessary to record the curve showing the electrode potential as a 

function of time elapsed since the switching off of the current and to 

extrapolate this curve for the moment at which the current had been 
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turned off. This interpolation often Involves considerable errors, as 

Is evident from the example of the works of several contemporary Brit- 

ish authors (Hicklinp: and Salt) [3, 20]. 

Measurements of hydrogen overvoltage, as many other measurements 

In the kinetics of electrochemical processes, make great demands on the 

purity of the electrode surface and the purity of the solution. The 

slightest admixture of many organic or inorganic substances distorts 

the measurement results strongly and in an uncontrolled manner: this 

robs many of the experimental data published in the literature of their 

value. The purity of the solution is attained by double distillation of 

the water in apparatus without any rubber or cork connections and by 

repeated recrystallization, ignition or distillation of the reagents. 

Of great importance is also prolonged purification immediately before 

the measurement of the cathodlc polarization solution by means of an 

auxiliary cathode, for example, one made of the same metal as the test 

cathode (D  in Pig. 65), on which the traces of various impurities pres- 

ent in the solution are deposited or decomposed. 

The most convenient material for electrodes in overvoltage studies 

in many respects is mercury which can be easily purified, gives an 

ideally smooth and easily renewed surface for contact with the solution 

and has a high overvoltage. Hence many experimental Investigations on 

the kinetics of hydrogen separation or other electrochemical reactions 

are carried out with the mercury electrode. When using solid metal 

electrodes, the surface contamination and also the surface oxides which 

are formed must be removed prior to the measurement as far as possible. 

Before the measurement it is essential to free the solution and 

measurement cell carefully of atmospheric oxyren because the oxygen is 

reduced at the cathode and distorts the measurement results if the cur-  W 

rent density is low. The removal of the oxygen Is carried out, as a 
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rule, by passing pure hydrogen through the measurement cell with the 

electrolyte for many hours and by prolonged cathodlc polarization by 

means of an auxiliary electrode. 

If measurements are carried out at high current densities or in 

dilute solutions, the influence of the concentration polarization must 

be taken into account. Some method or other of mixing C1!] is used, for 

example, an electrode in the form of a rotating disc, whose theory has 

been given in Chapter 1, is used in order to increase the limit current 

densities and to achieve uniform conditions of convective diffusion. 

§3. DEPENDENCE OF THE OVERVOLTAGE ON CURRENT DENSITY, ELECTRODE MATE- 
RIAL AND TEMPERATURE 

The appearance of overvoltage is connected with the passage of 

current through the electrode and is different for different current 

intensities. Hence there is no sense in indicating overvoltages without 

giving the current intensities or densities» to which they refer. From 

this point of view the so-called minimum overvoltages during the evolu- 

tion of gases, which are given in the older handbooks and textbooks and 

which refer to the beginning of visible separation of gas bubbles, are 

alco of little use. 

The dependence of the electrode potential or overvoltage on the 

denbity of the polarizing current is a polarization characteristic of 

a given electrode and is expressed by the polarization curve or by 

certain mathematical relations. 

For convenience in the consideration of the experimental regulari- 

ties during the polarization of the hydroren electrode it La best to 

distinguish two current density ranges: on the one hand, the current 

density ^ange in which the overvoltage on a given electrode is consid- 

erably greater than RT/F,   i.e., more than 25 mv, and, on the other, the 
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current density range In which the overvoltage Is less than this quan- 

tity. 

As follows from numerous experimental data, a linear relation is 

observed in the first case between the overvoltage of many electrodes 

and the logarithm of the current density 

T| = o + ftlni for |«A*«»,        (136) 

where a,   b  and k  are constants (k  = §      '     ), 

This law is termed the Tafel formula. 

The constant a  In Eq. (136), I.e., the overvoltage at unit current 
2 

density (i ■ 1 amp/cm ) depends on the nature of the electrode metal on 

its sur-face condition, the composition of the solution and the tempera- 

ture. This constant characterizes mainly the degree of irreverslbllity 

of the electrode process: the larger a, the higher is the overvoltage 

at a given current density, i.e., the greater Is the deviation from the 

equilibrium state because the variation of fc as a function of the na- 

ture of the electrode is usually relatively slight. 

For a mercury cathode In 1 N sulfurlc acid a  for the process of 

hydrogen separation is 1.^15 v, for the lead electrode, 1.56 v. This 

large value of a  Is typical for a certain group of metals. Tn addition 

to lead and mercury, it includes, for example, zinc, cadmium, tin and 

thallium. For other metals this quantity is considerably less. Thus, 

for nickel a  ■ 0.6 v. I.e., approximately one volt less than for lead. 

The metals of the platinum group have an even smaller value of the con- 

stant a, for example, for platinum a  ■ 0.1-0.3 v. It should be pointed 

out that the values of a   in the case of these metals depends enormously 

greatly on the degree of purity of their surface. Such low values of 

a  are found only on electrodes with an active surface and with thorough 

removal of Impurities from the solution. The surface activation can be 

achieved, for example, by cathodlc reduction after preliminary anodic 
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TABLE 3 

Values of the Constants a  and b  for the Reactions 
of Cathodlc Separation "if Hydrogen on Different 
Metals at * ■ 20° 

A     Mcia/iA B CCCTAB C     n C     b D       Aatop     . 
n pacTBopa % no/ibtax ■ BOJIbTai 

- 

E   OHHCU Pb . . . 1.0 
F 

ii. H^SO, 1.56 0.110 JJ.M.KoaoTMpKiwW   Q 

H   TMJiMfi Tl   . . . I,7FH. 11,50, l,S5 0.140 To JKC  I 

K   Ptytw Hg . .  .  . FLO H. ll,SO, 1,411 0.113 3. A. MeV7' L 
K    PTythHg.  .  .  . Fl.O II. MCI 1.406 0.116 To mt    I 

K    Ptyrw Hg     .  .   . Fl.O M.  KOH 1.51 0.105 O. J\ KaniUH M v 

3   A. Mo^a'1' 

N    KaAMHM CA  .  .   . FI.3 II. 11,50, 1.40 0.120 fl. M. Koao1wpKMM^•'   G 

0    HMHK Zn      .   .   . P1.0 M. H^O, 1.24 0.118 — 

P    Oflono Sn .   .   .   . Fl.O H. HQ 1.24 0.116 BOKpMC   N IUpCOHC,•,   Q 

B    Me*b Cu  .  .  .  . Fi.o M. HjSO, O.SO 0.115 F. M. MaATan""      S 

T   Cepe6po Ag . . Fl.O M. MCI 0.95 0.116 BOKpMC   M Il.ipfOHc'*'      Q 

T   Oprtpo Ag .  .  . FS.O H. H^O, 0.95 0.13 B. H. Ka&iMO«1*'    U 

V   ^KCJ««JO Fe  .  .  . FLO N. HCI 0.70 0,125 B.   A.   KysHCiio«   M    '.■. 

3. A   Ho^1" 

V   )KeiwioFe .  . . F2,0 N. NaOH 0.76» 0.112 C. A PoiTHuaeÄr M X 
B H  KaeaHoa"" 

Y     llMKfflb Ni   .   .   . FO.II H. NaOH 0.64 0.100 H. fl ^yKoaura N T 
C. Ä. fleellllal,,, ■ 

F 
u    KoftajiwT Co .   .   . 1.0 N. HCI 0.62 .0,140 AM   MypTaMe«!'*»     | 

c   naMfl«NA Pd .   . Fl.l a. KOH 0.53 0.130 H    A.    kMhm»m-     . 

e   BMi^paM W   .  . F1.0 N. HCI 0,23 0,040 BOHPHC  ii ^apeolle,•' Q 

e   Boflb^pan W   .  . V   5.0 H. HO 0.55 0.11 BORPNC a AsaW'*1 f 

g    HJMTMHI Pt TMA- 
xaa  Fl.O M. HQ 0.I0»* O,!!«» PI H. BflMm • h 

6- B. 3paiaep 

g   RaaTHHa PI TMA- D 
aaa  Fl.O 

-H.5F 
M. NaOH-«- 
H. Ni.SO, 

0.3I»* 0,(»7»« To Mt   I 

g     rUiTHMa  Pt tMA- 
aaa  F   1.0 H. HCI 0,3»M 0.I4«*» BORPMC N As*«^1*1    r 

• Extrapolation from t ■ 10 5 amp/cm2. 
•• Correlated for concentration polarization. 
••• At i > 1 amp/cm2. 

A) Metal; B) composition of the solution; C) in volts; D) author: E) 
lead; F) normal; 0) Ya.M. Kolotyrkin; H) thallium; I) the same: K) mer- 
cury; L) Z.A. lofa; M) Ö.L. Kaptsan and Z.A. Tofa; N) cadmium; 0) zinc: 
P) tin; Q) Bockrls and Parsons; R) copper; S) CM. Maytak; T) silver: 
U) B.N. Kabanov; V) iron; W) V.A. Kuznetsov and Z.A. lofa; X) S.A. 
Rozentsveyp and B.N. Kabanov; Y) nickel; Z) P.D. Lukovtsev and S.D. 
Levina; a) cobalt; b) A.M. Murtazayev; c) palladium: d) N.A. Aladzha- 
lova; e) tungsten; f) Bockrls and Azzam; g) smooth platinum; h) P.I. 
Dolin and B.V. Ershler. 

u 
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polarization. The dependence of the constant a  for different metals on 

the composition of the solution will be considered In detail In §5. 

The most reliable values of the constants a  and b   for the reaction 

of hydrogen evolution on various metals are presented In Table 3.* 

Attempts have been made recently to establish quantitative rela- 

tions between the constant a, which determines the overvoltage on a 

metal, and other quantities, which characterize the physical properties 

of the metal. 

Thus, A.K. Lorents [17] established an Interesting relation be- 

tween the constant a  In the overvoltage equation and the compressibil- 

ity factor K of the metal. Figure 66 gives a comparison of the values 

of a  and the quantities 1//7 for the most diverse metals (these metals 

are Indicated In Pig. 66). On the basis of these data It may be In- 

ferred that the dependence of the constant a In the formula for the hy- 

drogen overvoltage on the compressibility factor < Is expressed by the 

relation: 

a-2 7=1=^. 

N.Ye. Khomutov [18] compared '. ue hydrogen overvoltage with the 

minimum Interatomic distances In metals and found that the minimum 

overvoltage corresponds to a distance of about 2.7 A; for metals with 

greater or smaller Interatomic distance the overvoltage Is greater. •,, 

The constant fc, In contrast to the constant a, depends little on 

the nature of the metal or the composition of the solution. For many 

metals with a clean nonoxldlzed surface b assumes values close to 

2RT/F, I.e., at room temperature It Is 50 mv If the logarithm of t Is 

expressed In natural logarithms or 50 » 2.3 ■ 115 mv If decadlc loga- 

rithms are used. (The values of b, given In Table 3, have been calcu- 

lated for decadlc logarithms. This means that within the range of ap- 
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pllcablllty of Eq. (136) the overvo .tage increases approximately by 

0.116 v with tenfold increase in current density. On some metals with 

O 

Bothrnu  A 

V- 

1.0 

m- 

—r— 
AS 

—T— 

'.0 
—r- 

1 

Pip.   66.   Constant  a as 
compressibility  factor 
pressed  in cm^/g.   A)   Volt. 

a  function  of the 
<  of a metal,  ex- 

O 

not very large overvoltage the coefficient h  is somewhat less, for ex- 

ample, on nickel. Lower values of h  have also been observed by nome in- 

vestigators on platinum; the data for tungsten are contradictory. On 

metals with an oxidized surface, with which one normally has to deal. 

In particular, under the conditions of technical electrolysis, this 

coefficient often has a higher value, up to 0.2 v and over. For reasons 

which will become clear when the theory of hydrogen overvoltage is ex- 

plained, it is important .or elucidating the reaction mechanism to de- 

termine the ratio between the quantity b  and the quantity FT/F.  Hence 

the factor in front of the logarithm of the current density in the Ta- 

fel equation is often expressed by RT/aFt  where a is a constant, de- 

fined by the relation 

(136a) 
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Thus, 

DT 
1 fll-^-ln«. (136b) 

As follows from the foregoing, for most metals o Is close to O.S. 

When estimating the accuracy of the data given In Table 3 It must 

be remembered that the overvoltages found by different authors In ear- 

lier works, often differed by several tenths of a volt. At the present 

time the overvoltage on mercury has been determined with an accuracy of 

several millivolts. In the case of solid metals it must always be taken 

into account thav the overvoltage depends on the method of surface 

preparation. If a certain method of surface preparation prior to the 

measurement on solid surface is adhered to, the overvoltage can be re- 

produced with an accuracy of two to three-hundredths of a volt. 

The relation (136) naturally cannot be used In the case of very 

low current densities because in proportion to the decrease In current 

density to zero the overvoltage, according to definition, tends to 

zero and not towards -•, as follows from Ea. (136). 

At low overvoltages a relation of a different nature is observed, 

namely that the overvoltage is directly proportional to the current 

density passing through the electrode: 

%mwi. (137) 

The coefficient w  depends on the nature of the metal and on other 

factors; like the constant a, it characterizes the degree of irreversl- 

bility of the hydrogen electrode for the given metal. 

The above-indicated relationship between overvoltage and current 

density is formally analogous to the Ohm law, the quantity w  playing 

the part of the resistance per unit of electrode surface. Thus, for Pt 
2 

In alkaline solution u ■ ^1 ohnrcm . As long as the currents passing 

through the electrode are small, the potential shifts are such as if 
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they were caused by a certain contact resistance. This similarity, how- 

ever, as pointed out previously. Is only external. In reality, the 

causes of the appearance of the potential shift In this case are dif- 

ferent; this will be considered In greater detail In the following. 

The laws (136) and (137) are valid for the cathodlc process of 

discharge of hydrogen Ions as well as for the anodic process of lonlza- 

tlon of molecular hydrogen. 

The range of low overvoltages within which a proportionality be- 

tween overvoltage and current density Is observed can be conveniently 

studied on the platinum electrode or on electrodes of other metals 

with low values of the constants a  and w.  Numerous measurements have 

shown that the constant u>  for the same electrode has a different value 

for the anodic and cathodlc processes. The anodic and cathodlc over- 

voltage curves for the platinum electrode thus can be expressed by a 

line passing through the coordinate origin and which does not have an 

Inflection point (section C-D  of the curve In Pig. 67). If the current 

density increases the polarization curves begin to bend towards the ax- 

is of the current density and gradually. In agreement vlth the law ex- 

pressed by Eq. (136), assume a logarithmic form (sections B-C  and D-E). 

The polarization curves for the anodic process of lonlzatlon of 

hydrogen cannot be prolonged to high current densities because In con- 

sequence of the low solubility of gaseous hydrogen In aqueous solutions 

the hydrogen concentration polarization soon begins to exert Its effect 

and the current tends to the limit value, determined by the rate of 

supply of dissolved hydrogen to the electrode (section A-B  of the curve 

in Fig. 67). The measurement range of the anodic branch can be enlarged 

if, by Increasing the hydrogen pressure, its solubility in the electro- 

lyte is increased. 

On other metals (with the exception of the metals of the platinum 
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group and In alkaline medium, of cobalt 

and nickel and, under certain conditions, 

sliver) the process of hydrogen lonlza- 

tlon can generally not be studied because 

with anodic polarization we get Into a 

ranp-e of potentials at which the metal Is 

strongly oxidized or ult-'solved. Hence, 

most experimental Investigations of the 

polarization of the hydrogen electrode 

refer only to the cathode process of the 

reduction of hydrogen ions and not to the 

anodic process; for this reason we shall consider mainly the laws of 

the cathodlc process In the following. 

Fig. 67. Anodic and cath- 
odlc sections of the po- 
larization curve of the 
hydrogen electrode. 

0 ig, 

Fig. 68. Overvoltage during the cathodlc and anodic processes as a 
function of the current density on the semllogarlthmic scale: tan ^ - b. 

For the graphic representation of the overvoltage curve at not too 

low current densities It Is convenient to use the semllogarlthmic sys- 

tem of coordinates, i.e., to plot along one of the coordinate axes not 

the current densities but their logarithms (see Fig. 68). The polariza- 

tion curve then is expressed within the entire current density range, 

In which Eq. (136) applies, by a straight line. In the region of low 

. 
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overvoltages the curve bends towards the axis of the current density 

logarithm and approaches zero overvoltage asymptotically with Increase 

in the negative value of the logarithm. With this method of representa- 

tlon we can compare on a single graph the overvoltages within a large 

range of variation of the current densities; this method, however, is 

not suitable at very low current densities. 

The range of the "high" overvoltages of the reaction of cathodic 

separation of hydrogen can be observed and studied on nearly all met- 

als. On metals of the platinum group the transition to the logarithmic 

relation (136) takes place only at high current densities; when measur- 

ing overvoltages in this range one must take the concentration polari- 

zation into account. On other metals the hydrogen overvoltage is fairly 

high so that the logarithmic relation can be observed even at relative- 

ly low current densities (for example, at t = 10  amp/cm ). 

*Lt 
9i 

Ai 

II 
II 
li 
M 

n 
-J 

If i a/c*> 

Fig. 69. Effect of traces of oxygen on polarization during hydrogen 
evolution; 1) normal relation between hydrogen overvoltage and current 
density; 2) polarization as a function of current density in presence 
of small quantities of oxygen. A) Volt. 

J 

One would have expected that even on these metals a further de- 

crease in the current density would permit a transition to the range of 

low overvoltages with a proportional dependence on current density. The 

measurement at very low current densities, however. Is greatly compll- 
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cated by the circumstance that at least small traces of oxygen and oth- 

er substances, which are reduced at the cathode together with the hy- 

drogen Ions, are always present In the solution. The occurrence of this 

additional reduction process Increases the current density at the same 

potential, or, which is the same, lowers the overvoltage at the same 

current density (depolarization of the electrode). These subsidiary 

processes can be neglected as lonr as the hydrogen reduction current Is 

large. If, however, the density of the polarizing current is small, the 

rates of the processes of hydrogen Ion reduction of other oxldants may 

become comparable which causes a distortion of the polarization curve 

of the process of hydrogen Ion reduction, expressed in a strong de- 

crease in the measured overvoltage at low current densities (see Pig. 

69). 

Another peculiar source of difficulty in measurements with very 

low current densities is the existence of the charge of the double lay- 

er. Let us assume by way of an example that during the puiarizatlon 

_in    —Q 
measurement we have varied the current density from 10   to 10  amp/ 

p 
cm   .   Then   the  electrode   potential   should  oecome  0.12  v more  negative 

2 
for which we must  supply  about   2 microcoulombs per cm    to it   (if we 

consider the capacitance  of the double   layer  to be  18 microfarad   per 
2 _Q 2 

cm   ).   Even  if the entire  polarisation current   (10       amp/cm   )  were used 

—6      —9 only   for  charging the surface,   we  would  need   2*10     /10      sec,  i.e., 

about   30 minutes to establish  the  new potential.   Thus   the  large  capac- 

itance of  the  double  layer capacitor complicates  the polarization meas- 

urements  at  extremely low  current  densities   (for example,  10-      amp/ 
p 

cm   ).   For  the above  reasons the study of the  range of  low overvoltages 

on metals  with  large values of the constant  a  Involves  great experimen- 

tal  difficulties. 

The  simple relation   (136)   established by  Tafel on  the  basis   of In- 
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Fig.   70.  Hydrogen overvoltage on 
the  lead electrode as   function 
of the current density.   A)  Volt. 

O 

sufficiently accurate experimental data has now been verified  for  sev- 

eral  metals  over a broad  range  of current  densities.   For  example,   It 

can be affirmed with assurance  that   for the mercury  electrode  It  has 

been  proved to  be correct  within the  range  of current densities  from 
-7 2 10  '   to  1  amp/cm    with condtant  values of the  coefficients a  and  bi 

with  somewhat  less confidence we can  extend this range to  current   den- 
—Q 2 sltles  of  10  y  to  100 amp/cm     [^4,  16].   Thus the current  density or re- 

action rate  can  be varied  a million  or even billion  times  and  the  same 

Quantitative relationship  can  be maintained.   In chemical   kinetics   there 

is no other example  in which the equation  for the  reaction rate Is  re- 

tained over fiuch a  large  range   of variation of the  reaction rate.   In 

such  cases,   depending on  conditions,   the reaction mechanism is usually 

altered and,  consequently,  the   law is modified.   In  this   respect Eq. 

(136)   Is remarkable  for its simplicity and the  wide  ran^ of  reaction 

rates  to which  It  Is   applicable. 

However,  there  are electrodes  for which a more  complex relation 

holds within a  certain current   density range.   For example,  for the  lead 

electrode,   as Ya.M.   Kolotyrkln  has  shown,   the  dependence  of the over- 
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voltage on   In i   Is represented  by two curves  intersecting at  a  certain 

relatively   low  current density.   This  current density differs   somewhat 

for the transition from low current  densities  to higher ones  and con- 

versely,  which  causes  the  appearance of a  hysteresis  loop on the polar- 

ization curve  [19]   (see Fig.   70).   Analogous phenomena are observed on 

cadmium and  thallium  electrodes  [6].   For  all these  three metals  the  po- 

tential,  at which the  transition from one  curve  to the other takes 

place,   lies  near the  potential   of the zero charge point.   In some cases 

this more  complex polarization dependence  can  be connected with changer 

in the  condition of the surface as   a function of the electrode  poten- 

tial.   Such  changes of the  condition  are  also caused by  the frequently 

observed prolonged variations of the overvoltage when a  constant  cur- 

rent density Is  maintained. 

Some researchers  have  expressed the  opinion that  if the  current 

density  is   greatly  increased  the  Increase   in the overvoltage   slows  down 

and that  the overvoltage tends  to  its  limit value or even decreases 

[20].   These works,  however,  have caused  some objections  and the  reality 

of the  described phenomena  is doubted.  Thus,  to  avo'd the need   for  in- 

troducing corrections   for  the potential  drop  in  the  solution,   these 

authors measured the  potential  drop  after  the  switching off of the cur- 

rent  and extrapolated   the   potentials  to  the moment  of switching  off.   Ar 

pointed out  previously,  extrapolation can  easily  lead to  errors  at  high 

current  densities.   It  has  been  shown for  the case of the mercury rela- 

tion between potential  and  tha  time  elapsed since the switching  off of 

the current   Is   correctly taken   into account   (see  further on),   the re- 

sults  obtained  by rreans of the  above-described method,  confirm  the ap- 

plicability  of the Tafel equation also for the   range of high  current 

densities. 

In some cases anomalous overvoltage  - current  density relations 
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are observed In the presence of Impurities, which lower the overvoltage 

at the cathode, if the latter are adsorbed only in presence of strong 

cathodic polarization [21]. 

Several works have described how the current during hydrogen evo- 

lution tends to the limit value in proportion to an increase in cathod- 

ic polarization. The latter, however, is usually due to concentration 

and not to electrochemical polarization; the limit current in these 

cases can be Increased by intensified mixing. The possibility that the 

hydrogen evolution current reaches thf limit point is due to the slow- 

ness of the electrochemical and not the diffusion process has not yet 

been completely refuted for the case of the Nl electrode [16]. 

The hydrogen overvoltage depends greatly on temperature, the over- 

voltage decreasing, as a rule, with rise in the temperature. For metals 

with a large overvoltage, such as mercury, lead, etc., the temperature 

coefficient of the overvoltage at medium current densities is about 2-4 

mv per degree. The slope of the curves which represent n as a function 

of log t, i.e., the constant b  in Eq. (136) increases with increasing 

temperature in first approximation in proportion to the absolute tem- 

perature. In other words, the constant a in Ea. (l^bb) is practically 

independent of temperature. Hence we obtain for the temperature coeffi- 

cient of the overvoltage the expression 

Because da/dt  <  0, the absolute magnitude of the temperature coef- 

ficient of the overvoltage is greater at low current densities and 

smaller at large current densities as can be seen in Fig. 71 where the 

curves of the hydrogen overvoltage on a mercury electrode in a solution 

of 0.25 N H2S01< at temperatures of 0.3°, 20°, 40°, 60° and 80
oC are 

shown [22]. 
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The lowering of the hydrogen overvoltage with Increasing tempera- 

ture Indicates an acceleration of the reaction of discharge of the hy- 

drogen Ion. As we know, the activation energy of the reaction can be 

determined on the basis of the relation between reaction rate and tem- 

perature. The relation between the temperature coefficient of the reac- 

tion rate v  and the activation energy W is  expressed by the Arrhenlus 

equation 

d\nv      W 
WST»- (139) 

The use of Eq. (138) for calculating the activation energy of the 

discharge of the hydrogen Ion, however, Involves certain difficulties 

[23]. The fact is that when v  is differentiated with respect to T,  all 

other variables on which the reaction rate depends, such as, for exam- 

ple, the concentrations of the reacting substances, should remain con- 

stant. In the case of an electrochemical reaction, however, the rate of 

the process depends not only on the composition of the solution but al- 

so on the electrode potential. Hence, when we apply Eq. (138) to an 

electrochemical process, we must keep not only the composition of the 

solution constant but also the electrode potential when we differenti- 

ate with respect to T.   In other words, the ragnltude of W  should be 

found from the equation 

/dinjA    _w_ (139a) 
KdT Jf  - Rf ■ 

In practice,  however,  we  cannot   fulfill the condition  9 ■ const 

during the  comparison of current densities at  different   temperatures. 

This   is due  to  the  fact that  the potentials of electrodes which are at 

different  temperatures are not  directly comparable because the presence 

of a temperature gradient   in the electrolyte solution causes  a poten- 

tial   difference   to  be   formed  In  It   which   cannot   be   calculated   or meas- \ 

ured directly.   Hence  a slightly different   relation  Is normally used as 
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Flg. 71. Hydrogen overvoltage on the mercury electrode as a function of 
current density In 0.25 N H-SO^ solutions at different temperatures. 
A) Volt. t 

J 

a basis for the determination of the activation energy of the discharge 

process, namely the differentiation of In i  with respect to T  is car- 

ried out not at constant potential but at the constant overvoltage n in 

consequence of which one avoids the necessity of comparing the poten- 

tials of electrodes which have different temperatures. The activation 

energy thus found, in contrast to V, is designated by the letter A 

(139b) 

As Temkin [23] has shown, the following simple relation exists be- 

tween V  and A 

W^A + tq, 

where q  is  the quantity of heat, absorbed during the formation of 1 

fram-equlvalent of hydrogen Ions from gaseous molecular hydrogen at the 

equilibrium potential. 

The quantity A   (like W)  depends on n. Indeed, as can be readily 

derived from Eq. (136b), 

M-/i;-«fij. (1^0) 
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where ^  Is the quantity /I at n « 0. Accordlnp; to the most accurate da- 

ta for 0.1 N HC1, 4- Is 21,700 calories. The physical meaning of this 

quantity will be defined more accurately further on. 

5*4. THE EXCHANGE CURRENT 

The existence of two different kinetic laws for the process of hy- 

drogen evolution at high and low overvoltages should not be interpreted 

as the result of the existence of two different mechanisms of this 

process. On the contrary, It Is easy to show that the appearance of a 

proportionality between overvoltage and current density at low over- 

voltages is the natural consequence of the logarithmic relation at high 

current densities. The following reasoning does not Involve the assump- 

tion of the correctness of any reaction mechanism. 

Up to now we have always understood the intensity (or density) of 

the anodic or cathodic current to mean the current flowing in the ex- 

ternal circuit (for example, from the current source) and passing 

through the electrode under consideration. In the equilibrium state the 

measured external current is zero. However, as we know, from the point 

of view of molecular kinetics, the equilibrium state cannot be regarded 

as a state of quiescence. A constant exchange takes place between the 

molecular hydrogen and the hydrogen ions in the solution. A certain 

number of molecules goes over into the ionic state, yielding electrons 

to the electrode; at the same time an equivalent number of ions is dis- 

charged, absorbing excess electrons. By the magnitude of the exchange 

current i    is meant the quantity of electricity participating in unit 

time in this exchange reaction. 

The existence of an exchange current at the equilibrium potential 

can be demonstrated by the method of labeled atoms. If, for example,       4^ 

the hydrogen electrode is immersed in a solution containing heavy wa- 
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ter, but saturated with normal hydropren, then even in absence of polar- 

ization of the electrode the presence of heavy hydrogen, deuterium, In 

the gas phase can be demonstrated. The exchange current can be even 

more clearly detected by means of the unstable hydrogen atoms with the 

atomic weight 3, tritium, which is radioactive. It should be pointed 

out, however, that when the exchange current is determined quantita- 

tively by this method, the difference existing between the reactivity 

of the different isotopes must be taken into account. Thus, the ex- 

change current between deuterium and the D ion is slightly less than 

the exchange current between hydrogen and the H ion. 

1^ the electrode is polarized, the equilibrium is disturbed and 

the i.umber of ions formed in unit time is no longer equal to the number 

of those which disappear. The quantity of electricity reaulred in unit 
2 

time per  cm    of  surface during the process of the  discharge  of the hy- 

drogen ions we  shall  term the discharge  current density and  designate 

it by f.   The  ionlzation current  density   t  is  defined analogously. 

During cathodlc  polarization  of the electrode  the  discharge  cur- 

rent   exceeds the  ionlzation current by  the amount   of the polarizing 

cathodlc  current, 

iK~7-7. (1*1) 

In proportion to the Increase in the cathodlc polarization the 

quantity i Increases; conversely, there is not reason for assuming an 

Increase in t;   if the polarization is sufficiently great, one can thus 

neglect i   compared with i and approximately assume that {„ ■ i. 

The external current of the anodic polarization is equal to the 

excess of the ionlzation current over the discharge current: 

/A-T-T (1«U) 

In a completely analogous manner we can approximately assume t. = 

• i   if the anodic polarization is sufficiently high. 
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During equilibrium the measured external current Is zero and the 

discharge current Is equal to the lonlzatlon current 

ip ■= i, m i«, 

where i , according to definition, Is ^he exchange current. 

The previously described experimental regularities which connect 

overvoltage and current density, related to the directly measured cath- 

odlc and anodic currents and not to the discharge or lonlzatlon cur- 

rents. Because, however, the logarithmic relation is observed In the 

range of large polarizations. In which the cathodlc and anodic currentr 

can be approximately equated with the discharge and lonlzatlon cur- 

rents, respectively, it can be inferred that the logarithmic relation 

is also typical for these currents. 

The equation (136) for the cathodlc polarization can thus be writ- 

ten In the form 

ttac-aK + ^KlnT or T-*'«5«,        (1^2) 

(where k'  * e~  *Jr A ), and for the anodic polarization. 

HA-flA + ftAlni   or     »-*'«**. (1^3) 

(where K"  . e^'W). 

O 

Let us make the only assumption that this logarithmic relation for 

the discharge and lonlzatlon currents which applies over a broad rang«' 

of potentials, also holds In the range close to the equilibrium poten- 

tial of the hydrogen electrode. 

Then we can write for the cathodlc current at low polarizations 

It follows from the equilibrium condition C • 0 at n. • n. a 0 

that k'  *  k" »  I»   Moreover, according to the definition of overvolt 

age, according to Eqs. (135) and (135a), nK ■ -nA. Equation (1^) thus 

can be rewritten In the form 
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(l^a) 

If the electrode polarization is small, and the overvoltage Is low 

compared with by. and h^, the exponential terms of Eq. (l^a) can be ex- 

panded Into series and we can limit ourselves to the first two terms of 

the expansion 

'«-'•[0^+-)-0-rt+-)]-K5+Ö«-   (U5) 

Fig. 72. Overvoltage as a function ^f 
the discharge and ionizatlon currents 
and of the cathodic and anodic currents 

The same relation is obtained for i^  so that the index fe at t and 

n In Eq. (11<5) can be omitted: 

It can be seen from the derivation of Eq. {1*5)   that the propor- 

tionality between overvoltage and current density at low polarization 

arises naturally as a result of the superposition of two processes, the 

discharge process and the ionizatlon process, each of which ow.eys a 

logarithmic law. Moreover from this equation follows the relation be- 

tween the constants at   b  and w  of the experimental overvoltage equa- 

tions (136) and (137) 
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•K 

(1*6) 

The   foregoing; Is  clearly  illustrated by Fig.   72   In which the over 

voltage  Is  shown as a  function  of the discharge  and   ionlzation currents 

and  also  of the density of the  external current.   The  points correspond- 

ing to the  values  (.   i  and  i K i  — i  and In the same manner, those 

corresponding to the values i,   i  and i.  =  t  - i  at  a.  given n., lie on 

lines which are parallel to the abscissa at the corresponding values of 

nK or V* ** ls evldent from Pig. 72 that near the equilibrium poten- 

tial (n » 0) the curve plotted on the basis of the absolute differences 

of the abscissae of the logarithmic curves Is a straight line which 

passes through the origin of the coordinates; when the polarization la 

Increased, the linearity Is lost and the curve for the external current 

m fa* 
Fig. 73. Overvoltage as a function of the logarithm of the discharge 
and ionlzation current densities and the logarithm of the cathodic and 
anodic currents. A) Volt. 

approximates increasingly a logarithmic curve. The points of intersec- 

tion of curves for i  and t  with the abscissa axis (with the overvoltage 

value r, ■ 0) give the exchange current. In the semilogarithmlc presen- 

tation these curves assume the form shown In Fig. 73. With this method 

of representation the curves for the discharge current and the lonlza- 

O 
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tlon current are linear over the entire range of current densities. 

We remember that from the polarization measurements we can deter- 

mine directly only the overvoltage - external current curves. It fol- 

lows from Pig. 73 that by an Indirect method one can find the exchange 

current from the polarization measurements if we extrapolate the linear 

section of the overvoltage curve (In the semilogarithmic coordinate 

system) the the overvoltage value of zero.* 

§5. EFFECT OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE SOLUTION ON THE HYDROGEN OVER- 
VOLTAGE 

Of great importance for the elucidation of the mechanism of the 

electrochemical reaction of cathodic hydrogen separation and for the 

determination of the causes of the overvoltage is the investigation of 

the effect of the composition of the solution on the overvoltage. This 

problem has been repeatedly examined In the foreign electrochemical 

literature but has not been solved correctly. In most older works, In 

review articles and textbooks the concept of the Independence of the 

overvoltage of the composition of the solution and, In particular, of 

the hydrogen ion concentration or pH of the solution has taken a firm 

hold. Actually, however, as follows from the investigations of the 

Czech scientist Herasymenko [63] and, particularly, from the work of 

Soviet authors, the composition of the solution exerts a strong influ- 

ence on the kinetics of hydrogen separation and on the overvoltage. 

Within the framework of this course It is not possible to present all 

the experimental data; let us consider merely a few important cases. 

The hydrogen overvoltage in not very concentrated solutions of 
■ 

strong acids which do not contain foreign electrolytes (for example, 

neutral salts) Is really Independent of the concentration of the acid, 

i.e., of the pH of the solution. Thus, for example, the polarization 
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curve., of the process of hydrogen evolution at the mercury cathode fron 

0.1 N, 0.01 N and 0.001 N HC1 solutions coincide almost completely 

A U 

tt 

M 

* 

Fig. 7^. Hydrogen overvoltage on the mercury electrode as a function of 
the current density In buffer solutions within the pH range of 1 to 7; 
A) Volt. 

- 

[21]« This coincidence was the cause of the widespread belief that the 

overvoltage Is Independent of the pH of the solution. However, as will 

be shown further on, this Independence of the overvoltage of the pH In 

pure solutions of strong acids Is the result of the opposite effect of 

two factors and should by no means be regarded as a typical feature of 

the process of hydrogen separation. On the contrary, in all other cases 

the overvoltage varies considerably as a function of the pH of the so- 

lution, on the total electrolyte concentration and on the presence of 

surface-active substances in the solution. 

The most typical measurement results are those on the overvoltages 

in solutions with constant total electrolyte concentration in which the 

pH is varied by variation of the ratio of the individual components, 

for example, in buffer solutions or in acidified salt solutions [25]. 

Figure 7^ shows the curves of the overvoltage during hydrogen separa- X 
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tlon at the mercury electrode as a function of the logarithm of the 

current density in solutions with a total electrolyte concentration of 

0.3 eq/llters; the pH of these solutions was varied from 1 (0.1 N hy- 

drochloric acid + 0.2 N KC1) to 7 (phosphate buffer solution). If com- 

paring the overvoltages In these solutions at the same current density, 

for example, at { « 10  amp/cm  (Fig. 75, left). It can be seen that 

O 
Fig.   75.   Hydrogen overvoltage  at 
the mercury  electrode as  a function 
of the pH of the  solution at  a  cur- 
rent density of  1*10 
A)   Volt. 

-i| amp/cm' 

1 

A I' 

L 
.»  ; 

 r B 

Fig. 76. i'ydrogen overvolt- 
age In 0.001 N solutions of 
HC1 + xKCl as a function of 
total electrolyte concen- 
tration <7 » 0.001 + x at a 
current density i  ■ 10—^ 
amp/cm^; A) Volt; B) mole/ 
liter. 

D 

the overvoltage Increases by about 55-58 mv with unit Increase of the 

PH. 

Also of Interest are the overvoltage measurements In solutions 

with constant pH, In which the total electrolyte concentration Is In- 

creased by the addition of neutral Indifferent salts. Figure 76 shov/s 

the measurement results on the mercury electrode In 0.001 N solutions 

of hydrochloric acid, containing different concentrations of potassium 

chloride, In which the overvoltages are compared at constant current 

density [26]. It follows from these data that when the total concentra- 

tion of the unl-unlvalent electrolyte Is Increased ten times at con- 
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stant pH, the overvoltage Increases Dy about 55-56 mv. Neutral salts 

with polyvalent cations exert a particularly strong Influence on the 

hydrogen overvoltage. Thus, for example, the addition of 1*10  eq/ 

liter of lanthanum chloride to 0.001 N HC1 solution Increases the over- 

voltage by 0.120 v. I.e., It has the same effect as the addition of 0.1 

eq/llter of potassium chloride [2k]. 

Analogous regularities are observed on other metals, for example, 

nickel, although they are often less clearly expressed than at the mer- 

cury electrode. 

Relatively little experimental data are as yet available for alka- 

line solutions. The direct quantitative study of the process of hydro- 

gen separation on the mercury electrode at a pH over 8 is difficult be- 

cause the potential of hydrogen separation is so strongly shifted to 

the negative side that in addition to hydrogen separation the process 

of discharge of alkali metal ions with formation of amalgam begins. For 

this reason the rate of the hydrogen separation reaction at the mercury 

electrode in alkaline solution at a given overvoltage can be determined 

only by the volume of liberated hydrogen or indirectly from the data 

on the kinetics of the decomposition of the amalgams of the alkali met- 

als [27, 8] (see Chapter 8). On other metals, on which the hydrogen 

overvoltage is less (for example, on nickel or platinum), direct meas- 

urements are possible [13]. 

The results obtained for the nickel and mercury electrole show 

that in alkaline solutions, in contrast to acid solutions, the hydrogen 

overvoltage does not Increase, but, on the contrary, decreases by ap- 

proximately 58 mv if the pH increases by unity, i.e., if the alkali 

concentration is increased tenfold. This regularity, however, is not 

observed in the case of the platinum electrode on which the overvoltage 

In alkaline solutions depends only slightly on concentration. In a nor- 
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mal alkaline solution the overvoltage at the nickel electrode has al- 

most the same value as in normal acid; on mercury It Is slightly great- 

er in alkaline solution. The curves for the overvoltare as a function 

of pH for the mercury electrode in acid and alkaline solutions with 

constant total electrolyte concentration are given in Fig. 75. 

The above-given simple regularities are observed in not too con- 

centrated electrolyte solutions. In solutions with an electrolyte con- 

centration of more than 0.5-1 eq/liter, deviations are observed which 

increase with increase in concentration. 

The problem of the hydrogen overvoltage in concentrated solutions 

is of great practical importance because In engineering one often has 

to deal with concentrated solutions, for example, in electrometallurgi- 

cal processes (electrolytic refining of copper and other metals), in 

industrial electrolysis, corrosion of metals, etc. A detailed study of 

overvoltage in concentrated solutions of acids, carried out by Z.A. • 

lofa, showed that the independence of the overvoltage on acid concen- 

tration observed in dilute solutions does not apply here and that the 

overvoltage decreases regularly with Increase ir. the acid concentra- 

tion. Figure 77 gives curves of the overvoltage as a function of the 

logarithm of the current density in hydrochloric acid solutions. The 

upper curve shows the overvoltages in 0.1 N solution. As pointed out 

previously, the overvoltage curves for more dilute solutions practical- 

ly coincide with the curve for the 0.1 N solution. The overvoltage 

curves for more concentrated solutions are lower; these curves are no 

longer parallel. The decrease in the overvoltage at low current densi- 

ties and moderate concentration is more pronounced than for high con- 

centrations; in very low concentrations It is more pronounced than for 

high concentrations; in very concentrated solutions it attains several 

tenths of a volt. Thus, the effect of the drop of the overvoltage is 
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quite considerable; It corresponds to an Increase In current density, 

I.e., the reaction rate at the same overvoltage (line A-A')  of several 

thousand times [7]. 

When studying and comparing th^ kinetic regularities In solutions 

with different pH It Is best to compare the potentials of the polarized 

electrode and not the overvoltages. The fact is that when the pH of the 

solution varies, the variation of the overvoltage is due not only to 

the shift of the potential of the polarized electrode but also to the 

potential shift of the equilibrium electrode. Hence the overvoltage 

variation upon transition to a solution with different pH cannot serve 

as a characteristic of the potential variation of the polarized elec- 

trode. 

O 

t Igi a/cf 

Fig.   77.   Hydrogen  overvoltage at  the mercury electrode as  a  function of 
current  density   in  concentrated solutions  of hydrochloric  acid.   A) 
Volt. 

It  has been pointed out  in the  foregoing that  in dilute solutions 

of pure  strong acids  the overvoltage  is   independent  of the  acid  concen- 

tration.   This means that  the potential   of the polarized  cathode at a 

certain constant  current  density  Is  shifted as a  function of pH approx- 

imately  in the  same way as the potential  of the equilibrium electrode, 

i.e.,  by  58 mv to the  positive  side  If the  hydrogen  ion  concentration 
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is Increased tenfold. The equation for the potential as a function of 

the hydrogen Ion concentration and the current density Is obtained by 

substituting the respective expressions for the overvoltages (see Eq. 

(136b)) 

tl = a-f^ln/ (1*7) 

and  for the potential  of the equilibrium hydrogen electrode 

f, = const-f-^-In (H-) (13^a) 

Into  the  equation   n   =  9    -   9(Eq.   135a): 

f-const + ^lnIH-I-2-^ln/. ■    ^W 

In solutions containing In addition to acid a neutral salt with 

constant total electrolyte concentration, the overvoltage at t » const 

decreases by 55-58 mv when the pH decreases by unity, I.e., It obeys 

the law 

i,-fl'-^ln[H-] + ^ln/. (1*9) 

where a' Is a constant Independent of the pH. The equilibrium potential 

Is then shifted by the same amount to the positive side. This means 

that with tenfold Increase in the hydrogen ion concentration the elec- 

trode potential at i = const becomes 2 * 0.05R = 0.116 v more positive: 

^const + ^lnd-rj-^In/.        (150) 

In the last equation the coefficients in ^""ont of the logarithm of 

the hydrogen ion concentration and the logarithm of the current density 

are equal in magnitude but differ in sign. This circumstance allows an 

Important conclusion with regard to the order of the reaction of cath- 

odic hydrogen separation; equation (150) can be rewritten in the form 

from which follows that a constant electrode potential the rate of the 

reaction (current density) is directly proportional to the hydrogen ion 
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concentration In the solution. I.e., that the reaction of the dlscharrr 

of hydrogen Ions Is a first-order reaction. 

It Is easy to see that the law (1^8) corresponds to a reaction or- 

der of one-half; It will be shown further on, howe\jr, that this frac- 

tional order of the reaction Is merely apparent and that In this case 

the reaction Is also a first-order reaction. 

In alkaline solutions with constant electrolyte concentration tho 

overvoltage at the mercury electrode decreases approximately by 58 mv 

when the pH Increases by unity; the eaulllbrlum potential Is then 

shifted the same amount to the negative side. It follows from this that 

In alkaline solutions at constant current density the electrode poten- 

tial remains constant and Independent of the pH 

T = const-2-frlrU. (152) 

In this case the hydrogen Ion concentration does not affect the 

rate of hydrogen separation and the reaction Is of zeroth order with 

respect to the hydrogen Ions. 

Equation (150), which expresses the cathode potential as a func- 

tion of the hydrogen Ion concentration at constant total electrolyte 

concentration, enables us to derive the equation for the concentration 

polarization during the separation of hydrogen from solution of acids, 

containing an excess of an Indifferent salt. The concentration polari- 

zation Is caused by a decrease In the hydrogen Ion concentration near 

the electrode surface during the passage of current. According to Eq. 

(56) the concentration at the surface* [H ]8 is  connected with the vol- 

ume concentration of the hydrogen Ions [H ] , the current density i  and 

the limit current density IM  by the relation 

lH-)' = lllT(l-rd)- 
(153) Q 

By substituting (153) Into Eq. (150) which, during concentration 
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polarization,   naturally  contains  the  H    Ion  concentration at   the  sur- 

face and not   In the  volume, we obtain 

f-conSt + 2-^,nü^ + 2-^In^. (15*) 

Because the limit current density i. Is proportional to the volume 

concentration H , the relation [H+] /•£ , Is a constant and Eo. (15^) as- 

sumes the form 

f»const + ^ln^pi. (155) 

* nw 
?fM»«|t*j; A/- 

Fig. 78. Current density as a function of potential during concentra- 
tion polarization for the case of discharge of the hydrogen ion. A) 
Volt (n.v.e.). 

Equation (155) is formally reminiscent of the equation for the 

concentration polarization for the deposition of a metal with formation 

of amalgam (Eq. (6la) at n = 1/2. The current density t as a function 

of the potential 'P is expressed by the waveshaped curve shown in Fig. 

78, in consequence of which Eq. (155) is termed the eauation of the hy- 

drogen wave. As follows from Eq. (15^), the half-wave potential during 

hydrogen separation at the mercury electrode from acid solutions in 

presence of an excess of indifferent electrolyte is independent of the 

hydrogen ion concentration in the solution. However, because the quan- 

tity LH ] /ij  enters Into this equation, this potential is slightly de- 

pendent on .je conditions of supply of the substance to the electrode. 

Under normal conditions of operation of the drop electrode it is —1.3^ 
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In spite of the external similarity between the hydrogen wave 

equation and the concentration polarization equation dur^np- the form?- 

tlon of amalgam there Is an Important difference between them. For the 

reaction of amalgam formation, which Is a reversible electrochemical 

process. Involving only concentration polarization, the quantity n  li 

an Integral number which expresses the valency of the metal; in the 

case of the Irreversible process of hydrogen separation this quantity 

Is replaced by a certain fraction which characterizes the dependence 

of the rate of the electrode process on the potential.* 

There are several substances whose addition to the solution alters 

the hydrogen overvoltage considerably, although these substances do not 

participate directly in the electrode reaction. 

The simplest and most obvious case is that when the addition of a 

substance alters the composition or properties of the surface of the 

metallic electrode. If we use, for example, a lead electrode and add a 

certain quantity of platinum chloride to the electrolyte, the platinum 

Is deposited on the lead; following this, the separation of hydrogen 

will take place predominantly en the crystals of the deposited platinum 

and, consequently, the overvoltage un this electrode will be consider- 

ably reduced. 

Additions of organic acids or alcohols can cause a very marked 

Increase in the overvoltage, attaining 0.1-0.2 v, which corresponds to 

a decrease in the rate of hydrogen separation (at constant overvoltage) 

by a factor of tens or hundreds [6l]. With increase in the length of 

the carbon chain of the organic substances their effect increases at a 

given concentration. The Increase in the overvoltage, however, is ob- 

served only within a fairly narrow potential range which is not very 

far from the zero charge potential in a given solution. 
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Flg.   79.   Effect  of organic   surface-active molecules  on  the hydrogen 
overvoltige on the mercury electrode:   1) Overvoltage as  a  function of 
the  current  density  In 2 N HCi;   2)   overvoltage as  a  function of the 
current density  In the same  solution  In presence of caprolc acid.   A) 
Volt. 

) 

Figure 79 gives the curve of the hydrogen overvoltage at the mer- 

cury electrode In a solution of pure 2 N hydrochloric acid and In the 

same solution, containing caprolc acid [29]. As this diagram shows, the 

effect of the caprolc acid on the reaction of hydrogen separation Is 

apparent only at low current densities when the overvoltace Is less 

than 1.020 v. As soon as this overvoltage Is attained, the effect ceas- 

es; the current density, with the overvoltage almost constant. Increas- 

es to the value typical for the pure solution of hydrochloric acid. At 

greater current densities the overvoltage curves for a solution of pure 

hydrochloric acid and for a solution containing caprolc acid coincide 

completely. 

It Is natural to connect the cessation of the effect of the cap- 

rolc acid on the reaction of hydrogen separation at more negative poten- 

tials than -1.00 v* with the desorptlon of the acid molecules from the 

electrode surface. This Is also Indicated by the data on the electro- 

capillarity measurements in these solutions and the measurements of the 

doubl^ layer capacitance, from which follows that the caprolc acid Is 

adsorbed on the surface of the mercury electrode within the potential 
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Fig.   80.   Effect  of surface-active anlons on the hydrogen overvoltage at 
the mercury electrode.  Overvoltage as a  function of the current density 
in acidified 1  N solutions of the salts:   1)   Na-SO,. ;   2)  KC1:   3)  KBr;  I) 
KI.   A)  Volt. d    M 

O 

range from +0.055 v to -1.00 v (relative to the standard hydrogen elec- 

trode), i.e., that exactly at a potential of -1.00 v complete desorp- 

tlon of the caprolc acid takes place. It follows from this that the ef- 

fect of organic alcohols and acids and also of other organic substances 

is connected with an adsorption of these molecules on the electrode 

surface. 

An even greater variation of the hydrogen overvoltage than in the 

case of adsorption of neutral molecules is observed when surface-active 

Ions are adsorbed. 

The adsorption of anion? on mercury results in a lowering of the 

hydrogen overvoltage as can be gaged from Flp;. 80, in which the over- 

voltage curves on mercury for acidified solutions of the salts NapSOj., 

KC1, KBr and Ki [30] are shown. The overvoltage curve for an inactive 

—8 
electrolyte (1 N NapSO^) within the current density range from 5*10 

—?      ? to 10  amp/cm is a straight line. The curves for the solutions con- 

taining surface-active halogen ions, at moderate current densities, 

show a considerable decrease in the overvoltage. At large current den- 

sities the effect of the lowering of the overvoltage disappears. As in 

,- 
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the case of the organic alcohols and acids, the cessation of the effect 

of the anlons on the process of hydrogen separation is connected with 

a desorption of the anions from the electrode surface at a fairly large 

negative surface charge. In accordance with the results of the electro- 

capillarity measurements, the potential at which the anion ceases to 

Influence the hydrogen overvoltage is the more negative, the greater 

the adsorption of the anion. 

A considerable Increase in the hydrogen overvoltage is caused by 

the adsorption on the surfaces of metallic electrodes of positively 

charged organic ions, such as, for example, the cations of tetraalkyl- 

ammonium bases. In contrast to the surface-active anions, these sub- 

stances are adsorbed on ^he negatively charged electrode surface and 

are desorbed at more positive potentials than the zero charge poten 

tial. The effect of these substances should therefore be particularly 

pronounced in the range of fairly high current densities and relatively 

Fig. 81. Effect of surface-acti\e cations on hydrogen overvoltage at 
the mercury electrode: 1) Overvoltage in 1 N HpSOi.; 2) in 1 N H-SO!. + 
+ 0.0025 N [N(Ci4H9)1|]2SOl4; A) volt. 

O 

large overvoltages (see Fig. 8l). Some other basic organic substances 

such as, for example, quinine, diphenylamine, etc., cause a decrease in 

the hydrogen overvoltage [62]. Further on we shall consider the mechan- 

ism of this last effect. 
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§6. CAUSES OF THE APPEARANCE OF OVERVOLTAGE 

The accumulation of a large number of experimental data on the 

kinetics of the cathodic separation of hydrogen has led to several at- 

tempts at a generalized and theoretical interpretation. During the 50 

and more years which have passed pince the study of hydrogen overvolt- 

age had begun, numerous theories have appeared trying to explain this 

phenomenon. Many of these theories are only of historical Interest at 

the present time and we shall not dwell on them in greater detail in 

the following. Others, conversely, have been widely developed and con- 

firmed by experimental data. 

A theory of the hydrogen overvoltage ought to prov .ae a physical 

explanation for the regularities, found experimentally and should con- 

nect these regularities with other known physical and chemical phenom- 

ena. A correctly constructed theory enables as yet not investigated 

regularities to be predicted and to control the electrochemical proc- 

esses Involving hydrogen separation, deliberately. 

The electrode reaction during the discharge of hydrogen ions takes 

place in two sequential stages which can be represented in the follow- 

ing way*: 

2H*4-2c-,.2iiiUl,. (A) 

In consequence of the existence of repulsive forces between particles 

with like charge, two hydrogen ions cannot be discharged at the same 

point of the electrode surface simultaneously; hence, when hydrogen is 

deposited, atoms are first formed and not hydrogen molecules. The atoms 

formed during the discharge process then are transformed into hydrogen 

molecules by a secondary chemical reaction. Only the first of these 

stages is a real electrochemical process, i.e., connected with an al- 

teration of the charge of the reacting  particles. The second stage is a 

normal chemical reaction, which takes place at the electrode surface. 
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The most widespread theories of hydrogen overvoltage can be com- 

bined Into two groups depending on which of these two stages they con- 

nect with the cause of the overvoltage. 

Let us consider the equilibrium state between the hydrogen Ions 

and atoms and between the atoms and molecules 

2H,-!-2er_:2M, v J 

2H-H.. (r) 

These equilibria are of a dynamic nature and Involve exchange 

processes. Let us designate the exchange rates for the first and second 

stage (In electrical units) by ■£, and ip. These quantities play for 

each stage separately the same part as the current exchange i   , defined 

in the preceding chapu^r, plays for the process as a whole. 

When current passes through the electrode, the equilibrium is up- 

set; at the cathode, for example, the reactions (A') and (A") proceed 

from left to right. Let us Introduce the quantities t. and i, which de- 

termine the rate of the cathodlc and anodic reactions for the first 

stage (discharge and lonization currents) and the analogous quantities 

tp and ip for the second stage (recombination and dissociation cur- 

rents). According to definition, we have for the equilibrium state 

In the stationary state the number of H atoms at the electrode 

surface remains constant; under this condition the density of the ex- 

ternal current is equal to the difference of the current densities of 

the cathodlc and anodic reactions for the first and the second stage: 

i^i, —t,-^!. —(,, (156) 

counting the cathodlc direction of the current in the external circuit 

as positive (see remark on page 225). 

0 
The kinetic regularities of the reactions are determined by the 

correlation of the quantities t, i, and tp. Assuming, for example, that 
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the exchange current of the second stage slightly exceeds the exchange 

current of the first and that the density of the external current has 

an intermediate value (i-   <  i   <  {„).   Because the density of the exter- 

nal current is small compared with i?t  the eauilibrium of the second 

stage is not greatly disturbed; the currents tp and t- are almost com- 

pensated as previously. In contrast to this, for the second stage ?, 

becomes considerably greater than t,, and t, decreases which causes a 

marked disturbance of the eauilibrium. If the difference between the 

exchange rates of the first and second stage differs sufficiently, the 

quantity t,   can be neglected over the above-mentioned wide current den- 

sity range compared with t,t   i.e., the rate of the over-all process is 

determined by t,, and the first stage becomes irreversible, while the 

second stage can be regarded as an equilibrium state as previously. 

Conversely, if t- Is by far less than t,, and i  has an intermediate 

value, the rate of the over-all reaction is determined by the Quantity 

tp «rd the second stage becomes irreversible, while conditions close to 

equilibrium are maintained for the first stage. In general it can be 

said that the rate of the over-all reaction is determined by the kinet- 

ic laws of that of its intermediate stages, which has the smallest ex- 

change current and to which we shall refer in the following by the con- 

ventional term "slowest stage of the reaction."« If the difference be- 

tween the exchange currents is sufficiently great the other stages (the 

fast stages) can be regarded as equilibrium stages as previously. 

The appearance of an overvoltage during the cathodlc separation of 

hydrogen Is a sign of disturbance of the equilibrium and may be con- 

nected with a slowing down of one of the stages of the process. The 

theories which connect the causes of overvoltage with a slowing down of 

the second, the chemical stage, were historically the first to be de-    ^ 

veloped. These ideas have been preserved in some form or other to this 
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day and explain part of the experimental data satisfactorily. 

The assumption that the kinetic delay of the first, the electro- 

chemical stage, is the cause of the polarization of the electrode has 

been little used for a long time. In recent years, owing to the work of 

Soviet electrochemlsts, these Ideas have been reconsidered to a consid- 

erable degree and perfected and have been given a firm experimental 

basis. 

These groups of theories we shall cor.ilder In their historical se- 

quence. I.e., first the theories Involving the concept of the slowing 

down of the pr cess of removal of adsorbed atomic hydrogen, and then 

the theories. Involving the concept of the slowing down of the dis- 

charge process. 

§7. RECOMBINATION THEORIES OF HYDROGEN OVERVOLTAGE 

The theories in which the appearance of overvoltage is connected 

with an accumulation of a quantity of adsorbed atomic hydrogen in ex- 

cess of the equilibrium at the electrode surface, taking place in con- 

sequence of a slowing down of its removal, we shall term desorption 

theories. If it is also assumed in these theories, as has been ex- 

plained in the foregoing, that the process of removal takes place via 

a combination of hydrogen atoms to molecules, we shall term these the- 

ories recombination theories (sometimes one speaks also of a "catalytic 

removal mechanism"). 

During the cathodic separation of hydrogen a certain stationary 

concentration of adsorbed atoms is established at the electrode sur- 

face, depending on the ratios of the rates of their formation and re- 

moval from the surface. According to the basic assumption of the de- 

sorption theories, the discharge of the hydrogen ions and the ionlza- 

tion of the adsorbed atoms takes place freely and at a fair rate; at 
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any values  of  the density  of the  external polarizing current  one  can 

assume with  suTflclent {".-^roxlmatlon that  the equilibrium between the 

Ions  and adsorbed atoms  is not disturbed.  Hence,   the discharge  stage 

should not  affect the over-alT   kinetics   of the reaction. 

The   further transformation of the  hydrogen atoms   Into molecules 

then no longer  takes  place freely  but at  a certain limited  rate,   de- 

pending on the   surface concentration of  the  adsorbed  hydrogen.  During 

the passage of  current  the surface  hydrogen  concentration assumes a 

value  at  which  the  rate of removal  of the atoms  becomes  equal to  the 

rate  of their  formation,   i.e.,   corresponds to  the density of the polar- 

izing current.   The  higher the  density of the   cathode  current,  the 

greater is  the   stationary  surface  concentration of the  hydrogen atoms. 

The accumulation of the  adsorbed hydrogen in quantities,  exceeding 

the equilibrium concentration,   shifts the electrode potential to  the 

negative  side.   This   pattern is  somewhat   reminiscent of the phenomenon 

of concentration polarization,  where the passage  of current   also  alters 

the  stationary   concentration of the potential-determining substance 

near the electrode  surface and in  consequence of which  the  electrode 

potential  is  shifted.  There  is  a principal difference,   however,   between 

these  two phenomena.   In the case  under  consideration nere we are  deal- 

ing with the  surface  concentration of hydrogen atoms which  are directly 

at the electrode,  this concentration varying  not   in consequence  of a 

slowing down of the  removal of the  reacting  substance   from  the elec- 

trode  surface  via diffusion or migration but   in consequence  of a  slow- 

ing down of one  of the stages of the electrochemical  reaction itself. 

Hence the use  of the  term "concentration polarization"   is not expedient 

in this  case. 

Tbt presence of an excess of adsorbed hydrogen on  tne   surfaces of 

certain electrodes during their cathodic  polarization  can be demon- 
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strated by a direct experimental method. For this purpose we can use, 

for example, the well-known property of certain metals (for example, of 

iron, palladium, etc.) to not only adsorb, but also to dissolve atomic 

hydrogen In the volume of the metal. 

During cathodic polarization of iron in an acid solution the con- 

centration of dissolved hydrogen which penetrates into the depth of the 

metal, attains values which exceed many times the concentration corre- 

sponding to the solubility of gaseous hydrogen at atmospheric pressure. 

This follows, in particular, from the fact that in the presence of in- 

clusions in the metal which catalyze the recombination of hydrogen at- 

oms to molecules, the pressure of the hydrogen given off from the metal 

can attain hundreds of atmospheres, causing a mechanical disintegration 

of the metal. This phenomenon indicates that in consequence of the in- 

crease In the concentration of adsorbed hydrogen at the metal surface 

its atoms begin to diffuse into the metal lattice or along the grain 

boundaries.• 

If palladium foil is Immersed in an electrolyte solution and po- 

larized on one side, its potential on the other, the so-called diffu- 

sion side begins to shift to the negative side (see device in Fig. 82) 

[15, 58]. This "overvoltage transfer" through the metal also points to 

an excess hydrogen concentration with respect to the equilibrium with 

the gaseous hydrogen, diffusing from the polarized side to the diffu- 

sion side. In the case of palladium this effect is quantitatively not 

large and is evidently mainly due, not to a slowing down cf the recom- 

bination of adsorbed atomic hydrogen but to a slowing down of the re- 

moval of molecular hydrogen from the solution [15]. In the case of 

such an "overvoltage transfer" through iron, however, considerable po- 

tential shifts can be observed under certain conditions, which could 

not be explained without the assumption of a variation of the composl- 
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tion of the adsorbed hydrogen layer on the polarization side of the 

electrode [31]. 

Fig. 82. Device for the study of the polarization of a palladium elec- 
trode and the penetration of hydrogen into the palladium: D) Palladium 
electrode (cathode); A) anode; B) auxiliary hydrogen electrode for the 
measurement of the potential of the electrode D. A' and B' can also 
serve as anode and auxiliary electrode. 

An increase In the concentration of adsorbed hydrogen on the elec- 

trode surface can also be observed indirectly by means of measurement 

of the rate of change of the electrode potential after the switching 

off of the polarizing current (overvoltage decay curve). If the over- 

voltage is due to the accumulation of adsorbed atomic hydrogen, then 

after the switching off of the current the stationary surface concen- 

tration of the hydrogen should decrease and the excess atoms should be 

removed from the surface. This process is not Instantaneous and the po- 

tential shifts relatively slowly. On the other hand, if the overvoltage 

is caused by some other factor, and the concentration of the adsorbed 

hydrogen has the equilibrium value, then after the switching off of the 

current only a change in the number of charges in the electrical double 

layer at the electrode surface can take place. This process is much 

more rapid because the number of charges in the double layer is small 

compared with the possible number of adsorbed atoms. Thus, on the basis 

of the rate of decay of the overvoltage following the switching off of 

the polarizing current one can infer the presence of excess adsorbed 
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hydrogen on the electrode surface. Measurements of this type Indicated 

the presence of excess adsorbed hydrogen, for Instance, on the nickel 

electrode; according to the data of P.D. Lukovtsev and S.D. Levlna [32] 

the quantity of adsorbed atomic hydrogen on this electrode at an over- 
It; 

voltage of 0.3 v ir 0.5 N NaOH solution Is approximately 10 '  atoms per 
2 

1 cm of surface. As N.A. Fedotov [33] showed, adsorbed hydrogen cannot 

be detected by this method on the mercury electrode, which is In agree- 

ment with the data of other electrochemical measurements (see Introduc- 

tion, §8).» 

The stationary surface concentration of atomic hydrogen depends on 

the rate of removal of the hydrogen atcms formed during the discharge 

from the electrode surface which can be removed from the surface by 

different methods, for example, by recombination with formation of mo- 

lecular hydrogen, by interaction with hydrogen ions, direct desorptlon 

from the surface, etc. In this section we shall consider the first of 

the above enumerated mechanisms of the removal of adsorbed hydrogen. 

Before examining the laws whic  connect the overvoltage of the 

electrode with the kinetics of the chemical process of the recombina- 

tion of the hydrogen atoms, we must recall certain thermodynamlc and 

kinetic properties of atomic hydrogen. The normal electrode potential 

9,. of the atomic hydrogen electrode, i.e., an electrode in equilibrium 

with gaseous hydrogen atoms at atmospheric pressure, as was mentioned 

in §8 of the Introduction, Is 2.096 v. 

Thus the potential of the atomic hydrogen electrode at a pressure 

of the atomic hydrogen of pH Is expressed by the eouatlon 

*.= -2(096 + ^ln^. (157) 

The expression for the potential of the hydrogen electrode can be 

transformed in such a manner that the concentration of the adsorbed hy- 
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drop;en and not the pressure of gaseous molecular or atomic hydropen 

figures in it (Formula 131 or 157). At low adsorption the activity of 

the adsorbed hyd/ogen can be considered to be proportional to its sur- 

face concentration and this expression assumes the form 

V^W + f'"^,, (158) 
Despite the great thermodynamic Instability of atomic hydrogen, 

the process of recombination of the atoms to molecules does not take 

place instantly (i.e., not at every collision of two atoms) but at a 

certain measurable, moderate rate. This is due to the fact that the 

large quantity of energy liberated during the interaction of two atomr. 

is concentrated in the molecule thus formed which is thus fairly unsta- 

ble and again decomposes into free atoms. 

This difficulty is partly overcome on metal surfaces because the 

excess energy of the reaction of the atoms is drained off by the metal 

surface and dissipated. Nonetheless, experiments with free hydrogen 

atoms have shown that the reaction of recombination of the atoms takes 

place even on metal surfaces at a finite rate and that different metals 

have different catalytic activity with regard to this reaction. The 

rate of recombination of tht atoms on the surface of different metals 

can be determined experimentally if a flow of atomic hydrogen (ob- 

tained, for example, in an electric discharge) is directed past a me- 

tallic wire: the greater the rate of recombination of the atoms at the 

metal surface, the more is the wire heated [3^0. Such experiments have 

shown that the recombination takes place relatively rapidly on the sur- 

face of platinum and nickel, i.e., these metals are good catalysts for 

the recombination reaction; on a wire of lead or tin this reaction pro- 

ceeds considerably more slowly. 

In the recombination theories of the hydrogen overvoltage the 
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overvoltage Is connected with the kinetics of the recombination process 

of the atoms at the electrode surface. It is not dlfflcu]t to derive 

the oaslc laws of the reaction of hydrogen separation If certain as- 

sumptions are made concerning the properties of the atomic hydrogen ad- 

sorbed on the electrode surface. Let us designate the surface concen- 

tration of the hydrogen atoms at equilibrium potential, when no current 

passes through the electrode and when It Is In equilibrium with molec- 

ular hydrogen at atmospheric pressure by [H] . When current passes and 
3 

the cathodlc reaction takes place, the stationary surface concentration 

of the atoms [HV will be greater than the eoulllbrlum concentration 

[Hi; during the anodic reaction It will be less. 
8 

According to the basic assumption of the recombination theories 

the overvoltage on a certain electrode depends only on the variation of 

the surface concentration of the atomic hydrogen during the passage of 

current. The equilibrium between the solution and the adsorbed atoms .^s 

not markedly affected so that the potential shift of the electrode can 

be calculated by means of thermodynamlc formulas. 

If the assumption Is made that the degree of filling of the elec- 

trode surface Is low so that the activity of the adsorbed gas Is pro- 

portional to Its concentration, the electrode potential can be ex- 

pressed by Eq. (158). The overvoltage In this case Is 

,K«_A? = £,nüil:.. (159) 

In order to obtain an expression which would connect the overvolt- 

age with the current density and which could be verified experimental- 

ly. It Is essential to establish a relationship between the surface 

concentration of the atomic hydrogen and the reaction rate of the re- 

combination of the atoms to molecules. If we ascribe to the adsorbed 

atoms the properties of two-dimensional Ideal solutions. It Is natural 
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to assume that the recombination reaction takes place In accordance 

with the normal law of blmolecular reactions, i.e., that the reaction 

rate is proportional to the square of the surface concentration 

r-iMCHfe*. (160) 

The  rate of the reverse reaction   if dissociation of the molecules 

is proportional  to  the  surface  concentration of the molecular hydrogen: 

because the  adsorption of molecular hydrogen is  assumed  to be slight, 

its surface  concentration is proportional  to the volume  concentration 

and,  consequently, 

r«ibiHii. (161) 

We arrive at the same Eq. (161) if we make the more plausible as- 

sumption that adsorption of diatomic R. molecules from the gas phase 

is directly followed by their dissociation. The quantity i under these 

assumptions, according to Eq. (161) is independent of the electrode po- 

tential. 

In the equilibrium state the rates of the forward and back reac- 

tion are equal, i.e., the same number of molecules is formed in unit 

time as disappear in consequence of dlssocla':lon. Thus, in presence of 

the equilibrium 

MlHlS'-MH,]-«'. (162) 

where i    expresses the exchange current at equilibrium potential. 

This equilibrium is upset when the electrode is polarized. The ex- 

ternal current (during cathodic polarization) is equal to the differ- 

ence between the quantities i  and t: 

^MlHi^-MHal^lHlJ]'-/».     (163) 

From these equations one can find the connection between the sur- 

face concentration of the atoms, the density of the polarizing current 

and the density of the equilibrium exchange current ♦ 
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„„,;,. „-;,,„,;,•. iiLi^iL^.     (l««) 

By substituting these values Into Formula (159) we obtain an equa- 

tion which connects according to the recombination theory in its sim- 

plest form the hydrogen ovorvoltage with the current density 

This general equation can be applied to the entire range of cur- 

rent densities. At high densities, when ij, >> t , the unit in brackets 

can be neglected and Eq. (165) is transformed into the simple Tafel 

equation 

^K-flK + ^ln/K, rae flK=--^ln^.       (166) 

At low current densities one can approximately assume 

"'(1+TM- 
so that the overvoltage equation assumes  the  form 

^-f>. (167) 

The ratio of nK to iK at  low current  densities we have previously 

designated by w.   It  follows  from  (167)   that 

wi> = 2L Mia) 
2F  " 

The proportionality between the overvoltage and current density at 

weak electrode polarization immediately follows as a partial case of 

Eq. (l65) because in its derivation we have already taken into account 

the existence of the reverse reaction of dissociation of the molecules 

In addition to the recombination reaction. 

By an analogous method we can derive an expression for the over- 

voltage during the anodic process of ionization of molecular hydrogen 

at the electrode surface 

^-£-In(l-£). (168) 
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It follows from Eq. (168) that the anodic polarization current 

cannot exceed i   .   In other words, according to this theory, a limit 

current should exist during anodic polarization, independently of the 

concentration polarization, which is determined by the rate of dissoci- 

ation of molecular hydrogen at the metal surface. 

The above-described simplest version of the recombination theory 

explained for the first time the logarithmic relationship between over- 

voltage and current density over a wide range of current densities. 

The circumstance that a parallelism exists between the electro- 

chemical and catalytic activity of metals with regard to hydrogen has 

also been considered for a long time as a weighty argument in favor of 

the correctness of the recombination theories. Indeed, if the metals 

are arranged in a series with increasing hydrogen overvoltage, this se- 

ries coincides in many cases with the arrangement of the metals in the 

order of decreasing catalytic activity in the recombination of hydrogen 

atoms. 

Increasing catalytic activity 

Pt, Pd, W, Ni, Fe, Ag, Cu, Zn, Sn, Pb 

Increasing overvoltage 

This means that the separation of hydrogen involves more delay and 

higher overvoltage if the given metal is a poor catalyst for the recom- 

bination reaction of the hydrogen atoms. 

One can also attempt to connect the overvoltage on different met- 

als with their adsorption capacity for atomic hydrogen, which is char- 

acterized by the work V   - or the heat of adsorption qa(^8' 

The variation of the adsorption energy when going over from one 

metal to another causes a variation of the equilibrium surface concen- 
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tration [H]  of atomic hydrogen. Assuming that the adsorption Is small 

and the activity of the adsorbed atomic hydrogen Is proportional to Its 

concentration, we can write 

(HJJ = kptil f* m const • e "'", (169) 

0 

where pH    Is  the pressure of the molecular hydrogen;   fc is a constant* 

the  Increase  In adsorption energy thus greatly  Increases  the surface 

concentration of the atomic  hydrogen.   By substituting Into Eq.   (159) 

the expression  for  [H]     from Eq.   (169),  we obtain 
6 

T) = const-^52-f^JnlHj;. (170) 

Equation (170) has been obtained by N.I. Kobozev and N.I. Nekrasov 

who were the first to formulate the important Inference concerning the 

connection between overvoltage and adsorption energy [35]. In order to 

obtain by means of Eq. (170) a quantitative relation between n and 

V , , we must make certain assumptions concerning the mechanism of re- 

moval of the adsorbed hydrogen and the dependence of the rate of this 

process on the quantity V   ,     (in Eq. (170) [H] also depends on U   ,    so ade 8 aas 

that this equation in this form does not yet permit the determination 

of the relationship between n and ^ J )• Remaining within the framework 

of the recombination theory, this problem can be solved if a connection 

is established between the rate constant k-  of the recombination reac- 

tion and the quantity W   . , 

It can be assumed that with increase in the bond strength with the 

metal the reactivity of the adsorbed hydrogen decreases. N.I. Kobozev 

and N.I. Nekrasov assumed that with increase in V , the constant k, ads J 

varies  in accordance with the  law 

^»«•.rWr, (171) 

where n ^ 1. At fairly high cathodlc polarization it follows from Eq. 

(163) that 
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from which the [H]1 as a function of W   - at constant i- is readily 

found by means of Eq. (171) 

(H)4. - y'^ - tonst • €*&. {172) 

If we substitute this relation into Eq.   (170), we find 

,-con5t-(l-l)!!^. (170a) 

from which follows that the overvoltage decreases approximately linear- 

ly with increase in the adsorption energy at constant i-« 

Little information is available at present on the adsorption ener- 

gy of atomic hydrogen on different metals*; nonetheless, it may be in- 

ferred on the basis of the known data that the overvoltage really de- 

creases with increase in the adsorption energy of the atomic hydrogen. 

This conclusion could also be regarded as confirmation of the correct- 

ness of the recombination theories. 

Further study of the kinetics of the process of cathodic separa- 

tion of hydrogen showed, however, that at least in the above-given ele- 

mentary form the recombination theory of the hydrogen overvoltage can- 

not be applied to most metals. This theory suffers from two important 

defects. 

The first great deficiency of the recombination theory consists in 

the discrepancy between theory and experiment with regard to the magni- 

tude of the factor b.   Although the recombination theory gives the cor- 

rect linear relationship between overvoltage and logarithm of current 

density (at iK > t ) it nevertheless gives an incorrect value of the 

coefficient b,  equal to RT/2F  (or 29 mv when the logarithm of t is ex- 

pressed in decadic logarithms). As has been explained in the foregoing, 

the magnitude of the coefficient, determined experimentally, for most 

metals is 2FT/F  (or 116 mv), i.e., approximately ^ times greater than 
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the quantity, following from the recombination theory. 

The second deficiency of the recombination theory becomes evident 

If we examine the dependence of the overvoltage on the composition of 

the solution. In the recombination theory the overvoltage depends only 

on the exchange current between the atomic and molecular hydrogen: 

neither the pH of the solution nor the presence of other electrolytes 

In the solution has a direct effect on this quantity. It follows from 

this, if we do not Introduce additional assumptions, that the overvolt- 

age should be independent of the composition of the solution. However, 

the experiment in most cases indicates the existence of a strong de- 

pendence of the overvoltage on the nature of the solution. 

Finally, the existence of an anodic limit current determined by 

rate of adsorption and dissociation of the hydrogen molecules at the 

surface (and not by the concentration polarization with regard to mo- 

lecular hydrogen) has not received experimental confirmation to date 

either, at least in the case of metals with a clean surface which is 

not covered by foreign adsorption layers.* 

Hence a number of attempts were made to modify and Improve further 

the recombination theory. 

During the derivation of the formulae of the simplest recombina- 

tion theory we assumed: 

a) that the electrode potential Is determined by the surface con- 

centration of atomic hydrogen according to Eq, (158), and 

b) that the rate of the chemical recombination reaction of the 

atomic hydrogen is proportional to the square of its surface concentra- 

tion (Formula (l60)). 

Both these assumptions are only crude approximations correct only 

when the electrode surface is very partially filled with adsorbed hy- 

drogen atoms. The first assumption Is equivalent to the assertion that 
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the adsorbed quantity of substance Is proportional to Its pressure or 

concentration In the volume phase. This proportionality occurs In the 

Initial part of the adsorption isotherm (the so-called Henry region). 

With increasing filling of the surface this proportionality is upset: 

the relation between these two quantities is determined in every indi- 

vidual case by the eauation of the adsorption isotherm. 

The second assumption also becomes invalid if the filling of the 

surface is not too small because when the system deviates from the 

ideal state one cannot equate the kinetic activity of its components 

(i.e., the effective concentration, figuring in the kinetic equations) 

with the surface concentration, nor with the thermodynamic activity of 

these components. 

In reality the separation of hydrogen in some case takes place at 

the electrode surface, on which a considerable quantity of atomic hy- 

drogen has already been adsorbed (see Introduction). In these cases the 

assumptions made beforehand are not obviously Justified, and the corre- 

sponding corrections must be introduced into the previous calculations. 

If there Is moderate filling of the surface, different factors be- 

gin to affect the shape of the adsorption isotherm. One of these is 

connected with the filling of the surface and with the variation of the 

ratio between the free and occupied sites on the electrode surface. The 

calculation of the filling leads to the well-known eauation of the 

Langmuir adsorption Isotherm 

«•-«iSfc (173) 

(Z is the total number of sites on the electrode surface, OJ is the ad- 

sorption constant, pH is tne partial pressure of the atomic hydrogen). 

In some cases, however, the shape of the adsorption Isotherm in 
ft 

the range of medium filling deviates from Eq. (173). This deviation may  w 
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be connected either with the Inhomogenelty of the surface (I.e., with 

different values of w at different points of the surface) or with the 

appearance of Interaction forces between the adsorbed particles. 

Hence, when taking account of the effect of filling on the kinet- 

ics of the electrochemical reaction, two cases must be distinguished: 

a) the case In which only the variation of the number of free 

sites on the surface has an effect and when the kinetic laws are al- 

tered only If the surface Is filled to a high degree (this case will be 

considered In §8); 

b) the case In which the Inhomogenelty of the surface or the In- 

teraction forces have an effect and, consequently, the kinetic laws are 

altered even at medium and even relatively slight filling of the elec- 

trode surface. 

It has been shown In the Introduction that the equation of the ad- 

sorption Isotherm of hydrogen for several noble metals has approximate- 

ly a logarithmic form 

^-o'+*'!npH,. (17*) 

On the  basis  of an  examination of the  kinetics  of chemical  reac- 

tions  taking place on  an  Inhomogeneous  surface,   M.I.   Temkln  [36]   showed 

that  on a surface with  logarithmic  adsorption  Isotherm the recombina- 

tion  theory with plausible assumptions  leads  to the  equation 

1,«-W",n0 + ^), w 0<P<1'      U75) 
and at high current densities, respectively, to 

^»a + gln/K. (175a) 

Eouation (175) differs from Eq. (165) which has been derived with- 

out taking into account the surface Inhomogenelty, by the constant a in 

the denominator of the coefficient In front of the logarithm. Because 

ß < 1, taking the surface Inhomogenelty into account, rpsults In an In- 
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crease In the coefficient in front of the logarithm of the current 

density In the Tafel equation. If It Is assumed that ß * 1/^, the coef- 

ficient of the slope of the polarization curves assumes the value b   '■ 

*   2RT/F,  which agrees with the experimental data. 

The physical meaning of this correction consists In the followlnr. 

When the pressure of the adsorbed gas Increases, the Increase In the 

filling of the heterogeneous surface takes place In accordance with a 

very slow logarithmic law In consequence of the fact that In proportion 

to the pressure Increase the adsorption extends to sites with ever de- 

creasing adsorption energy and becomes energetically less advantageous. 

In an analogous manner, compared with a homogeneous surface, the growth 

of the filling of an Inhomogeneous surface with Increase In the over- 

voltage also slows down. Although this effect Is partially compensated 

by the ln-reased reactivity of the atoms adsorbed at the sites with 

lower adsorption energy, on the whole the Increase In the recombination 

rate with Increase in the overvoltage owing to the Inhomogenelty of the 

surface slows down which finds Its mathematical expression In the ap- 

pearance of the quantity ß In the denominator of the right part of Eq. 

(175). 

Thus It Is evident that under certain assumptions the above-men- 

tioned deficiency of the simplest recombination theory, consisting In a 

too narrow value of the coefficient bl  can be eliminated. 

Analogous results can be obtained by taking into account the re- 

pulsion forces between the adsorbed particles because the presence of 

repulsion forces causes the same lowering of the adsorption energy in 

proportion to the degree of filling of the surface, as the transition 

to sites with smaller bond energy between tne hydrogen atoms and the 

metal surface. N.I. Kobozev and co-workers [38, 60] have pointed out 

the lowering of the bond energy of the adsorbed hydrogen atoms durinp- 
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cathodlc polarization owing to the existence of repulsion forces. Cal- 

culations of the recombination rate taking into account the repulsion 

forces were carried out by Horiutl and others [37]. 

We would like to point out that although taking into account the 

surface inhomogenelty or the repulsion interaction leads to an altera- 

tion of b  in the Tafel equation, the value 01 the coefficient in the 

relations between the overvoltage at low current densities and the ex- 
o 

change current (Eqs. 16? and 167a), as a more profound mathematical 

analysis shows, is not affected by these corrections. 

The above-given more precise description of the physical rattern 

of the recombination process is not applicable to the mercury elec- 

trode. By virtue of its liquid state, the surface of the latter Is in- 

deed completely horrugeneous. Moreover, in this case, taking into ac- 

count the negligibly low concentration of adsorbed hydrogen atoms, the 

interaction forces between them can be neglected. Thus, for the mercury 

electrode it is not possible to amend the incorrect value of the coef- 

ficient b,  on the basis of the recombination theory. 

The proposed improvements have no effect either on the second er- 

roneous consequence of the recombination theory, namely the indepen- 

dence of the overvoltage to the composition of the solution.* 

§8. OTHER METHODS OF REMOVING ADSORBED ATOMIC HYDROGEN 

In the preceding sections we have considered only one of the pos- 

sible ways in which the adsorbed atomic hydrogen can be removed from 

the electrode surface, consisting in a direct recombination of two at- 

oms to a molecule. 

However, a theory, based on the assumption of the existence of 

this single removal mechanism, leads to consequences, at high current 

densities, which are in contradiction with experiment. Indeed the rate 
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of the recombination reaction, determined on the basis of the above- 

described concepts of the rate of the entire reaction of hydrogen sep- 

aration, Increases with Increase in the surface concentration of atomic 

hydrogen. Thus surface concentration ?annot Increase indefinitely but 

attains a limit value corresponding to the covering of the entire sur- 

face by a monolayer of hydrogen atoms. For this reason the rate of the 

cathodic separation of hydrogen should not exceed a certain limit value 

which Is typical for every electrode.* The limit current, under cer- 

tain additional assumptions, can also be calculated from the recombina- 

tion theory. It has not been possible, however, to detect reliably thr- 

existence of this limit current due to the saturation of the surface by 

adsorbed hydrogen, experimentally; in any event, it is not observed on 

the mercury electrode [^, 16]. The use of the concept of the recombina- 

tion mechanism of the removel of the adsorbed hydrogen also encounters 

difficulties when the hydrogen concentration at the electrode surface 

is very small as is the case with the mercury electrode at moderate 

overvoltage values. Under these conditions the recombination rate, 

which is proportional to the souare of the surface concentration, 

should also be small and the constant k-   in Eq. (l60) should be as- 

cribed unlikely large values in order that the recombination process 

could achieve the removal of the atomic hydrogen, formed as a result of 

the discharge of the hydrogen ions, from the electrode surface. 

The above-given concepts compel us to consider, in addition to the 

recombination, other possible mechanisms of the removal of adsorbed hy- 

drogen from the electrcde surface. Among the latter most attention has 

been given to the so-called electrochemical mechanism. In the electro- 

chemical mechanism the hydrogen atoms are not transformed into mole- 

cules by a process of combining with other atoms but in consequence of 

a reaction with a hydrogen ion; in other words, it is assumed that thr 
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discharge  of the  hydrogen  Ions  is  possible not  only at  the  free surface 

sites but  also at  the sites  where a  hydrogen atom  Is  already present. 

In these cases.   In accordance  with  the  scheme 

H,M-HH
,
 + «-*H1 (B) 

the discharge  of hydrogen  Ions does  not   Increase,   but  on  the contrary, 

reduce  the degree of filling  of the  electrode  surface with hydrogen 

atoms.   This mechanism has  been  first  proposed  In a  slightly different 

form by  Heyrovsky   [39].   Later on  several variants  of scheme B were  con- 

slderec     for example,  with  Intermediate  formation of the  adsorbed  Ion 

Hp.   Although direct  experimental  data  Indicating the possibility of the 

reaction B are   lacking to date,  various  Indirect  considerations  lead  to 

the conclusion that  such a mechanism  Is  highly  probable. 

The possibility that  a reaction of hydrogen  separation takes place 

simultaneously  In accordance with different  schemes was   Indicated and 

the dependence  of the rate  relations  of  Individual parallel  stages on 

the absorption properties of the  electrode examined  for the  first  time 

in the  hydrogen overvoltage  theory  of Kobozev and  Nekrasov.   In addition 

to the  above-mentioned two mechanisms  of hydrogen removal   (recombina- 

tion and electrochemical  removal)  a  third possible mechanism was used 

In this  theory,   consisting  in a direct  desorptlon of the  adsorbed atoms 

fron the electrode  surface with their removal   into the depth of the  so- 

lution outside  of the  sphere  of influence of the  surface  forces   (emis- 

sion mechanism of desorptlon).* 

We  find  that   in the theories  of Heyrovsky  and  Kobozev,  as  in the 

earlier described theory,  the  assumption concerning the  equilibrium be- 

tween the adsorbed hydrogen at  the   surface and  the  hydrogen  ions  in  the 

solution  is  retained and,  consequently,   the potential  shift  of the 

electrode during polarization  is ascribed only  to  the  change  in the ac- 

tivity  of the  adsorbed atomic   hydrogen.   It will be  shown  in   §12 that 
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the polarization In the electrochemical mechanism can also be regarded 

from a different point of view, namely on the basis of the theory of 

the Inhibited discharge. 

The accumulation of an excess of adsorbed hydrogen at the elec- 

trode surface may be connected not with a slowing down of the combina- 

tion of atoms to molecules but with a slowing down of the process of 

removal of the molecular hydrogen thus formed from the electrode sur- 

face. With this hypothesis, the adsorbed hydrogen Is In eaulllbrlum 

with the molecular hydrogen which accumulates In the solution close to 

the electrode surface but not with the molecular hydrogen In the depth 

of the solution or In the gas phase above the solution. Because molec- 

ular hydrogen Is the end product of the reaction. It Is removed from 

the reaction zone by diffusion or convection and not via a further 

chemical reaction. Hence the above-described phenomenon should be re- 

garded as a concentration polarization with accumulation of the reac- 

tion product, the molecular hydrogen. This theory, as Is easy to veri- 

fy, also leads to Eq. (165), with the only difference that the quantity 

i     in this equation now represents the limit diffusion current of mo- 

lecular hydrogen which would result if the concentration at the elec- 

trode surface were in equilibrium with the molecular hydrogen at atmos- 

pheric pressure, and in the volume of the solution would be zero. In- 

deed, in the case of concentration polarization with respect to molecu- 

lar hydrogen the potential shift is expressed by the relation 

where [Hp] . is the concentration of the dissolved hydrogen at the elec- 

trode surface during the passage of current, and [^IQ IS the same 

concentration under equilibrium conditions. Because the current is de- 

term5ned by the rate of removal of hydrogen from the electrode surface, 
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'^KH.li-IH,).). (177) 

where k is a constant. If we produced an anodic polarization of the 

electrode and If the concentration of the dissolved hydrogen on Its 

surface dropped to zero, the limit diffusion current would be ft J. 

where 

('A,-*!!!..:... (177a) 

It follows from Eqs. (176, 177 and 177a) that: 

This theory gives a correct explanation for the polarization phe- 

nomenon observed at moderate current densities with very active elec- 

trodes (for example, with platinized platinum) on which all stapes of 

the electrochemical process, with the exception of the diffusion of the 

hydrogen molecules In the solution, proceed fairly rapidly [^1]. 

; 

KJ 

§9. VALIDATION OF THE THEORY OF DELAYED DISCHARGE 

The basis of the theory of the delayed discharge is the assumption 

that the discharge of the hydrogen ions with formation of adsorbed at- 

oms of hydrogen H + e -► H , , proceeds at a certain finite rate, de- 

pending on the potential difference between metal and solution. Hence 

to enable a current of given density to pass through the electrode, the 

potential must be shifted a certain amount from the equilibrium value, 

which also determines the overvoltage. 

The hypothesis of the slowing down of the electrochemical stage of 

the discharge of the ions (and also the converse stage of lonlzatlon of 

the adsorbed atomic hydrogen during the anodic reaction) has been ad- 

vanced repeatedly but has not received experimental confirmation for a 

long time. For this reason the concept according to which this process 

takes place rapidly and without delay has prevailed in electrochemistry 
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until relatively recently. 

in the early Thirties, Erdey-Grüz and M. Volmer [^2] and other au- 

thors carried out several Investigations with the aim of determining 

the possibility of constructing a Quantitative theory of hydrogen over- 

voltage on the basis of the concept of the delay of the ion discharge. 

The theory of the delayed discharge saw Its full development in the 

work of the Soviet electrochemists. 

It is preferable to begin, as we have done in other instances, the 

description of this theory witli its experimental validation and to pose 

the problem whether it is possible to show by a direct experimental 

method that the processes of ion discharge or lonlzation of the hydro- 

gen atom proceed at a finite, measurable rate. 

This task was resolved by B.V. Ershler, P.I. Dolin and A.N. Frum- 

kin [^3] who employed the method of measuring the polarization capaci- 

tance of a platinum electrode with alternating currents of different 

frequency. As pointed out already in the Introduction, the capacitance 

of the platinum electrode in the potential range from 0.05 to 0.3 v 

(relative to the potential of the reversible hydrogen electrode in the 

same solution) amounts to several thousand microfarad per 1 cm of true 

electrode surface and exceeds by far the normal capacitance of the 

double layer (amounting for the mercury electrode, for example to 18 
p 

microfarad/cm ). This large capacitance is due to the presence of ad- 

sorbed hydrogen at the electrode surface: when the potential is shift- 

ed, most of the polarizing current is consumed for the variation of the 

quantity of adsorbed hydrogen via discharge of ions or, conversely, via 

lonlzation of the adsorbed atoms. The separation of free molecular hy- 

drogen at such positive potentials is practically impossible and, be- 

cause these measurements are carried out in f.  nitrogen atmosphere, the 

reverse reaction of lonlzation of molecular hydrogen Is excluded. Thus, 
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the entire process consists In a transfer of Ions to the adsorbed atoms 

r~y        and vice versa. 

Experiments In which the capacitance was measured with high-fre- 

quency alternating currents showed that the measured capacitance of the 

platinum electrode decreases In proportion to the Increase In the fre- 

qi ncy and tends to the limit capacitance of the Ionic double layer 

(dispersion of capacitance with frequency). Figure 83 shows a typical 

curve of the electrode capacitance as a function of the frequency of 

the alternating current In a solution of 1 N HpSOi. at a potential of 

9 « 0.1 v. 
■ 

The phenomenon described In the foregoing can be accounted for on- 

ly by a delay of the Ion discharge or atom lonlzatlon processes. If the 

reversible transformation of the hydrogen Ions and atoms took place at 

a very great rate, the atomic covering would be In equilibrium with the 

Ionic double layer under any conditions. In fact, however, owing to the 

low rate of the electrode reaction, the equilibrium between the atomic 

and Ionic layers Is upset; If the potential varies rapidly, the atomic 

layer cannot change Its condition. In the limit case, with very rapid 

variation of the electrode potential, the transformation of atoms to 

Ions or the reverse process cannot take place at all and the entire 

current passing through the electrode Is used only for the alteration 

of the state of the double layer. The reaction rates of the lonlzatlon 

and discharge and their dependence on the potential can be directly 

calculated from the capacitance - frequency curves." 

The measurement results led to the very important conclusion that 

the exchange process between the hydrogen ions and atoms takes place at 

a finite, relatively low rate and, in consequence, although only in in- 

dividual cases, should affect the general kinetics of the electrochem- 

ical reaction. 
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The concept of the delayed electrochemical discharge reaction Is 

attractive because It opens up the possibility of creating a broader 

basis for electrochemical kinetics. Up to now, starting out from the 

concepts of the recombination theories, we have concentrated all our 

attention on the purely chemical stages of the combination of atoms to 

molecules, which is not of a direct electrochemical nature and is spe- 

cific for the case of the cathodic separation of hydrogen. By contrast, 

the theory of the delayed discharge is based on a consideration of the 

kinetics of the actual electrochemical reaction of addition or delivery 

of electrons and, with the respective more exact definitions and addl- 

tions, can be extended to other electrochemical processes as well. 

MM  MM 

Fig. 83. Capacitance of the smooth platinum electrode as a function of 
the frequency of the alternating current in 1 N I^SO^ at a potential of 
0.1 v; A) cycles. 

Let us consider the question to which kinetic laws leads the as- 

sumption of a slowing down of the discharge stage and how these laws 

agree with the experimental data. 

The slowing down of the stage of hydrogen ion discharge points to 

the fact that this reaction reqiires a certain activation energy. 

K-.coiJla^ to th.- ^cwi.o „quation ot cnemical kinetics, the rate of 
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a chemical reaction Is connected with the activation energy W  by the 

exponential law 

w 
v-kde,... i'*f, (179) 

where o.,   o.t   ... are the concentrations of the reactants, and k Is a 1  «7 

proportionality coefficient, which, as a rule, depends little on the 

temperature. A peculiarity of electrochemical kinetics compared with 

normal chemical kinetics Is the strong dependence of the reaction rate 

(current density) on the electrode potential. This dependence can be 

explained. If It Is assumed that the electrode potential affects the 

activation energy W. 

At first sight it may appear surprising that the simple reaction 

of the combination of the positively charged hydrogen ion with the neg- 

ative electron should require a certain, even fairly large activation 

energy. This fact, however, may be due to the strong hydration of the 

hydrogen ion in solution. 

Already at the end of the Seventies in the last century Professor 

R.A. Kolli of Kazan' University advanced the hypothesis that if the 

voltage applied to the galvanic circuit is insufficient, the particles 

(according to the terminology of that time "the atoms of the ion") can- 

not be separated from the electrolyte molecule and in consequence can- 

not be discharged at the electrode [M]. The concept of the role of the 

rupture of a chemical bond in the discharged reaction was formulated 

by P.A. Kolli with the maximum clarity attainable at that time. The 

further development of these concepts was made possible by the intro- 

duction of the idea of the hydration of ions in aqueous electrolyte so- 

lutions into physical chemistry which we owe primarily to I.A. Kablukov 

(1891) who proceeded from the hydrate theory of D.I. ^endeleyev. 

Early in this century Leblanc [^5] arrived at the conclusion that 
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the discharge of certain metal Ions at the cathode Is delayed and con- 

nected with a strong polarization In consequence of the fact that these 

Ions form part of stable complexes (for example, with solvent mole- 

cules, with anlons, etc.), which must be disrupted during the dis- 

charge. The decomposition of the complex (or the reverse formation of 

the complex during the anodic dissolution of metals) takes place »ylth a 

certain kinetic delay and determines the course cf the entire electrode 

reaction. N.A. Izgaryshev who studied the deposition cf metals and 

somewhat later also that of hydrogen from solutions of different compo- 

sition [^6] arrived at similar concepts in 1915 and used them widely in 

his investigations. 

The hydrogen ion in aqueous solution is | strongly bound complex 

of a proton with a molecule of water (H  ... HpO or H,0 ) which is 

sometimes termed the hydroxonium ion. The charge of this ion Is uni- 

formly distributed among three hydrogen atoms, which are thus equiva- 

lent. The hydroxonium ion as a whole, as any other ion, iß  surrounded 

by an additional hydrate envelope. 

During the process of discharge of the hydrogen ion considerable 

interaction forces between the proton and the water molecule must be 

overcome. The magnitude of these forces can be gaged by the fact that 

the hydration energy of the proton amounts to 282 kcal per 1 g-lon. 

In order to derive the kinetic laws of the reaction of cathodic 

hydrogen separation we must investigate the problem of the effect of 

the electrode potential on the activation energy; by substituting into 

Eq. (179) the functional relation between w  and <3P, we obtain directly 

the equation which interests us, which connects the current density 

with the electrode potential. 

The variation of the electrode potential affects directly the heat 

effect of the discharge reaction. The discharge reaction can be mental- 
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ly decomposed Into a number of separate stages, one of which Is the 

stage of the transfer of an electron from the metal to the solution or 

a proton from the solution to the metal. The variation &E  of the elec- 

trical energy during this stage Irvolves a Jump of the electrostatic 

potential between the metal and the solution: LE  » <Pf. The more nega- 

tive the electrode potential, the greater Is the gain of electrical en- 

ergy during the reaction between the electron and the hydrogen Ion and 

the greater Is the heat effect of this stage. It follows from this that 

the heat effect Q,   of the process of discharge of the hydrogen Ion Is 
i 

connected with the  electrode potential  by the relation 

Qi^Ql-fF. (180) 

where <?,   Is  the value of £ at   <P «  0.   The heat  effect  of the  reverse re- 
m 

action of lonlzatlon of the hydrogen atoms differs from Q1  In sign and 

O 

O 

Increases with a shift of the potential to the negative side 

The heat effect Is a thermodynamlc quantity and does not directly 

determine the kinetic parameters of the reaction, as, for example, the 

activation energy. It Is known, however, from chemical kinetics, that a 

certain relationship exists In some cases between the heat effect and 

the activation energy. By studying various analogous chemical reactions 

(I.e., reactions In which one of the components Is successively re- 

placed by others, similar In Its structure, for example, substitution 

products or homologs of the same substance) one can often observe that 

In proportion to the Increase In the heat effect of the reaction Its 

activation energy decreases. To these reactions belong, for example, 

the hydrolysis reactions of various halogen-substituted organic com- 

pounds, the substitution of certain groups in organic substances, the 

saponlflcatlon of esters under the catalytic Influence of hydrogen Ions 

and the undlssoclated molecules of weak acids, etc. As follows frcm the 
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experlnental data, th<* lowering of the activation energy In these cases 

amounts to a certain fraction of the Increase In the heat effect of the 

reaction. I.e., 

AW--.AQ. (181) 

where a  Is the proportionality coefficient (0 < o < 1). Equation (181) 

is known in chemical kinetics under the term Broensted relation.* 

As A.N. Prumkln already showed [^7], the transfer of p proton from 

the hydroxyl ion to the negatively charged metal electrode may be re- 

garded as a partial case of the reaction cf proton transfer from any 

substance which gives off protons (proton donor or "acid," according to 

the terminology of Broensted) to a substance which accepts protons 

(proton acceptor or "base"). The rate of these reactions depends on the 

heat of dissociation of the respective acids and bases and, as a rule, 

obey Eq. (181) well. Hence this equation may be also extended to elec- 

trochemical reactions involving the discharge of hydrogen ions. 

In the case of an electrochemical reaction the heat effect can 

vary not only because of the replacement of one reaction component by 

another substance but also because of a variation of the electrode po- 

tential. Using Eq. (l8l) and taking into account (l80), we find that in 

this case 

tW^-aAQ^dF^ (182) 

or 

r.-jrj+afcp, (183) 

apply. I.e., the activation energy decreases in proportion to the shift 

of the electrode potential to the negative side. 

For the process of lonlzatlon of the hydrogen ions, we have, anal- 

ogously 

(P<») 
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ET^7' a   V* 
i 
i 
i 

it 

t C   4  —^»X 

Flg. M« Potential curves of 
the hydrogen Ion and ad- 
sorbed hydrogen atom. 

UP.-U^-pF?. (185) 

In this case the activation energy decreases In proportion to the 

shift of the potential to the positive, and not the negative, side. 

In order to elucidate the physical 

meaning of the relationship between ac- 

tivation energy and electrode poten- 

tial, as expressed in the equations 

(183) and (185), we must consider in 

greater detail the phenomena which take 

place during the discharge of hydrogen 

ions. 

The hydroxonlum ion can approach 

the electrode surface only to a certain 

distance determined by its effective diameter. During the discharge one 

of the protons, forming part of this ion, is removed from it. Let us 

designate ^ne point at which the center of the proton is located at the 

Initial moment of discharge, by A.   During the elementary act of dis- 

charge of the ion a neutral hydrogen atom is formed; this ator is ad- 

sorbed on the electrode surface because the discharge takes place in 

the zone of action of the surface forces. The dimensions of the ad- 

sorbed atom are considerably smaller than the dimension of the hydrated 

ion and the point B  where the center of the atom is during equilibrium 

is closer to the electrode surface than A  (see Pig. 8^). 

During the discharge the proton must be moved in the direction to 

the electrode surface from A to B.   The first stage of the movement is 

the stretching of the hydroxonlum ion. The potential curves showing 

the energy E  of the hydrogen ion and atom as a function of the distance 

x from the electrode surface are given in Pig. B'l. 
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The curve aa  describes the increase In the energy of the system 

proton/water molecule when the proton is removed from th^ stable equi- 

librium position A  in the hydroxonium ion. Curve bb  represents in an 

analogous manner the energy increase taking nlace during the displace- 

ment of the adsofbed hydrogen atom from its equilibrium position B. 

During the motion of the proton from 4 to 5 the energy of the 

whole system increases until the proton is in a certain intermediate 

position C, In which the potential curves intersect. At this point one 

form of bonding of the hydrogen changes to another; the hydrogen ion is 

transformed into an atom which is adsorbed on the electrode surface.* 

In proportion to the further approach of the atom to Its equilibrium 

position B  the energy again decreases in consequence of the effect of 

the adsorption forces. 

The activation energy of the discharge of the hydrogen ion is 

equal to the difference of the potential energies of the system in the 

Initial state A  and in the Intermediate position C 

Wt-Eo-E*. (186) 

Analogously for the reverse reaction of ionlzatlon of the adsorbed 

hydrogen atoms the activation energy, whose existence in this case is 

due to the necessity of overcoming tne adsorption energy of the atom. 

Is 

Wt~Ec-E9. (186a) 

During the polarization of the electrode the potential curve bb  of 

the hydrogen atom does not change because the atom is not charged. With 

the hydrogen ion the situation is different. A shift of the .electrode 

potential to the negative side is equivalent to a shift of the poten- 

tial of the solution to the positive side. The positive H^O ion pres- 

ent in the solution then goes to a higher energy level, and the curve 

aa  for the hydrogen ion is raised parallel to itself (curve a'a'   in 
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Flg. 85. Displacement of the po- 
tential curve of hydrogen Ion 
during variation of the electrode 
potential. 

Fig. 85). The energy of the hydrogen Ion Is consequently expressed by 

the relation 

EA±E0
A-F<f. (187) 

where E.   Is the energy of the Ion at cp « 0.* 

The heat effect of the discharge reaction, which Is evidently 

equal to the total energy decrease during the discharge process 0^  = 

* E.  - EDJ   Increases during the cathodlc polarization of the electrode A a 

by the same amount as the energy of the hydrogen Ion In the Initial 

state Ay   I.e., 

Ql-£A-P9-EB^Qn
t-F9. (188) 

The variation of the activation energy during the polarization of 

the electrode Is due not only to the variation of the potential energy 

of the Ion bE.t  but also the variation of the energy AF» In the Inter- 

mediate position C. This last quantity Is less than AE.. As can be 

readily seen from Fig. 86, when the curve aa  Is displaced upwards or 

downwards, the relation 

applies, where 
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fl,^- tg'' (190) 

and, consequently, ß < 1; i> and 6 are the slope angles of the curves aa 

and bb. For the dependence of the activation energy of the discharge on 

the electrode potential we obtain from (186), (187) and (190) 

Vi-(^-£i) + (l-»>f (191) 

or, replacing E„ - E.  by w.  and assuming that 1 - ß - a. 

where 

and, consequently, a < 1. 

Wi^J-faF?. 

tgft 

(192) 

(193) 

Fig. 86. 

The activation energy of the reverse reaction of the ionizatlon of 

the atoms is 

By examining the energetic relations during the discharging and 

ionizatlon of the hydrogen ions, we have thus arrived at equations 

which are identical with Eqs. (183) and (185) which follow from the 

relation (l8l). 

It also follows from this conclusion that the sum of the coeffi- 

cients which connect the variation of the activation energy with the 
:. 
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variation of the electrical energy of the ion for the direct and the 

reverse reaction, should equal unity 

•+>-!. (195) 

According to (190) and (193) the values of a and ß depend on the 

slope of the potential curves near their intersection.* 

As will be evident from the following, these coefficients often 

but hy no means always assume the value o = ß = 0.5, which, according 

to the above reasoninp;, should correspond to the same slope of the po- 

tential curves of the hydrogen atom and ion near the point of their in- 

tersection. 

The scheme described in the foregoing contains an assumption con- 

cerning the adiabatic nature of the discharge process, which amounts to 

this: by determining the energy as a function of the distance of the 

proton from the electrode surface, E = f(x),  we have assumed that E  is 

a function only of the position of the proton and not of the possible 

electronic configuration. In other words, it was assumed that at any 

position of the nuclei in our system the electrons move in such a way 

that a state of minimum energy for the given position of the nuclri is 

maintained. This assumption is not obvious; chemical reactions are 

known in which it does not apply. However, as the calculations of M.I. 

Temkin have shown, it is apparently justified in the case of the dis- 

charge of the hydrogen ion. 

Equation (192) expresses the same dependence of the activation 

energy of the reaction of transformation of the hydrogen ion into an 

adsorbed atom as a function of the overvoltage, which we have found 

above on the basis of the experimental data for the activation energy 

of the over-all process of cathodic separation of molecular hydrogen 

(Eq. (1^9), §3, Chapter 3). This result is natural because in the 

scheme in which the over-all rate of the process is determined by the 
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rate of the discharge stages, the activation energy of this stage 

should determine the activation energy of the over-all process. 

In the above-described elementary calculation we have considered 

only the variation of the quantities w    and W-  with potential. Hence 

the potential at which we considered that 9=0 could have been chosen 

arbitrarily and the physical meaning of the quantity f/, and w?  re- 

mained indeterminate. In other words, we have considered how the posi- 

tion of the level E.   in Pigs. 8^ and 8^ varies with variation of the 

potential curves aa  and bb  were known exactly, we could calculate from 

the position of the point of intersection of these potential curves the 

quantity which we designated in §3 by W  and which cannot be directly 

determined by experiment. For the calculation of the quantity designat- 

ed by us as A   (Eq. 139b), which is known from experiment, we do not 

need to know the actual position of the levels aa  and bb.  As a more de- 

tailed analysis of the energy relations during the discharge of the hy- 

drogen ion shows [23], if the potential curve aa  of the hydrogen ion at 

the equilibrium hydrogen potential is placed in such a way that its 

minimum is above the minimum of the potential curve bb  of the adsorbed 

atom at a distance A, where \   is the heat of adsorption of half an Hp 

mole on the metal of the electrode (I.e., so that the H ion in the 

minimum of the curve aa  is at the same energy level as the hydrogen at- 

oms in gaseous molecular hydrogen), the  Ischarge activation energy W^ 

determined from the intersection of the potential curves coincides with 

^0, the value of A  at equilibrium potential (Eq. 139b, §3 of Chapter 

3). If the curve aa   is shifted from this initial position with varia- 

tion of the overvoltage in the manner discussed In the foregoing, it 

follows from a comparison of Eqs. (192) and (1^0) that the quantity W^ 

determined by the method of potential curves will always coincide with 

the quantity A  at the corresponding overvoltage which can be found from 
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the current-temperature relation. 

The method of potential curves makes It possible to examine also 

the effect of other factors on the activation energy of the processes 

of discharge and lonlzatlon such as, for example, the Influence of the 

electrode material and the nature of the solvent (In nonaqueous solu- 

tions) . 

The Influence of the electrode material Is exerted primarily via 

the energy or heat of adsorption <?ads of the atomic hydrogen on the 

given metal. The position of the potential curve of the adsorbed hydro- 

gen atoms, in contrast to the curves for the hydrogen ions, depends on 

the nature of the electrode: the greater the heat of adsorption <70^0 of 

atomic hydrogen, the less is the energy of the adsorbed atoms and the 

lower down extends the curve bb 

A£B«^A(/1K. (196) 

where aF0 is the variation of the energy of the atom upon variation of 
D 

the heat of adsorption by the amount A<7ads« 

Fig. 87. Displacement of the po- 
tential curve of the hydrogen 
atom by variation of the adsorp- 
tion energy of the atom. 

The energy at the Intersection point C, as Is evident from Fig. 

87, then varies as a function of qa(is  according to the equation 
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Z'v^y\- (l98, 

A£c=-aA(7IJ|e. (197) 

By substituting these expressions into the equations for the ac- 

tivatlon energy of the discharge, we find 

or,«..«** 

where W*  is the activation energy at <7ads ■ 0 (it is easy to see that 

W*     like Wj,  depends on the electrode potential, compare Eq. (192)). 

Thus an increase in the adsorption energy of the hydrogen atoms results 

in a decrease in the activation energy of the discharge reaction. I.e., 

It facilitates this process. 

In exactly the same way an Increase in the solvation energy of the 

proton, when one solvent is replaced by another, Impedes the discharge 

of the ions. The relation between the activation energy of this process 

and the heat of solvation q    of the proton has the form 

W>Vr + «*. (199) 

where W**  is the activation energy at q    =0. 

The above-described method of the potential curves in its original 

form was used in 1935 by Horiutl and Polanyl [^8] for the general case 

of the reaction of proton transition and. In particular, for the reac- 

tion of the discharge of hydrogen ions. Several works appeared latex" in 

which the deficiencies o^ this scheme were pointed out. Reference to 

the Inaccuracy of the assumption concerning the parallel displacement 

of the potential curve during variation of the electrode potential has 

been made in the foregoing. 

Moreover, this scheme takes into account only the interaction en- 

ergies due to chemical forces of attraction between the hydrogen atom 

and the metal (curve fcfc. Pig. 84) and between the proton and the water 

molecule (curve aa, Pig. 84). However, there are other forms of chemi- 

cal forces, which must be taken into account in a consideration of the 
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energy of the metal-hydrogen-water system, such as, for example, the 

repulsion forces between the adsorbed hydrogen atom and the water mole- 

cule, which cause a marked increase in the potential energy when the H 

atom comes close to the HpO molecule and, consequently, to a steeper 

rise of the right branch of curve bb.   A scheme which takes into account 

all three forms of energy has been proposed by O.A. Yesin [^9]. In the 

work of N.D. Sokolov [50] the hypothesis is advanced that the first 

stage of the discharge reaction is the formation of a hydrogen bond be- 
+ 

tween the H^O and the metal in presence of which the proton is par- 

tially bound to the water molecule as well as to the metal. This means 

that the proton is partly shielded by the electrons of the water mole- 

cule, partly by those of the metal, i.e., as if it did not have the 

full elementary charge but a smaller charge. Under this assumption the 

coefficient o is determined by the laws of change of the electrostatic 

potential and the degree of shielding of the proton on the reaction 

path from A  to  B. 

In spite of these deficiencies the method of potential curves 

gives a satisfactory physical explanation of the experimentally estab- 

lished dependence of the activation energies of various reactions on 

their heat effect and, in particular, the dependence of the activation 

energy of the electrochemical reaction of the discharge or ionlzatlon 

of hydrogen on the potential and nature of the electrode; thus, the 

physical picture, on which it is based, probably reflects the most im- 

portant features of the observed phenomena correctly. 

It should be pointed out that attempts have also been made to ap- 

proach the Interpretation of the elementary act of discharge on the ba- 

sis of principally different physical concepts. Thus, Gurney [51] de- 

veloped a theory according to which the discharge of the hydrogen ion 

takes place via a jump of an electron from a certain energy level In 
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the metal to that of the Ion In solution. Examining this electron .lump 

from the quantum mechanical viewpoint, the author arrived at the con- 

clusion that not only ions directly contiguous to the electrode but 

also those at a certain distance from it are subject to discharge via 

this "tunnel" transition. This theory fails entirely to take into ac- 

count the adsorption energy of the hydrogen on the metal. It can be 

shown that leaving the adsorption energy of the hydrogen atom out of 

consideration leads to markedly excessive values for the activation en- 

ergy of the discharge reaction. On the other hand, if the adsorption 

energy is taken into account, the relative probability of the tunneling 

of the electrons over short distances is increased and tuere is no 

longer any need for considering the discharge of ions at a greater dis- 

tance from the electrode. Hence the picture proposed' by Gurney is not 

applicable to the case of discharge of the hydrogen ion. 

It is not impossible, however, that this picture can nonetheless 

be applied in some measure to other cases of electrolysis. 

§10. KINETIC EQUATIONS OP THE THEORY OF DELAYED DISCHARGE 

In the derivation of the kinetic equations of the theory of the 

delayed discharge use is made of the concept of the existence of a 

connection between the variation of the activation energy of the dis- 

charge reaction and the variation of the electrode potential. 

In its original simplest form, developed by Erdey-Gruz and M. Vol- 

mer, the theory of the delayed discharge leads to the following laws. 

One ion and one electron take part in the elementary act of dis- 

charge of the hydrogen ions, i.e., this reaction proceeds as a first- 

order reaction: the rate of the discharge reaction is proportional to 

the concentration of the hydrogen ions in the solution.* 
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<K = *'lH,]e «^ (200) 

The activation energy If« as a function of the potential, according 

to the generally accepted theory, is expressed by Eq. (183). By substi- 

tuting this value of W,   into Eq. (200) we obtain: 

It is evident from this equation, which connects the current den- 

sity with the cathode potential, that with increase in the negative po- 

tential the current density increases. 

Solving Eq. (201) relative to the potential, we find 

«P-aK + ^Inltn-SIliW.c. (202) 

The overvoltage is 

tiK=<Pp-<P=^lnlH-l + <p;-T^Kr-^^lnlH:i + ^lniK. (203) 

The rate of the reverse reaction of ionlzation of the atoms de- 

pends on the concentration of the adsorbed hydrogen atoms. If this con- 

centration on a given metal depends only on the pressure of the gaseous 

hydrogen, i.e., if the exchange rate between the gas phase and the 

atoms on the metal surface is sufficiently larrre, to preserve the ad- 

sorption equilibrium during the passage of current through the elec- 

trode, then it can be considered to be constant at constant (for exam- 

ple, atmospheric) pressure. The ionization current in this case is 

U-fiH (2oio 

or, taking into account (185), 

The constants k" and k'l in the case of slight filling of the sur- 

face with adsorbed hydrogen are proportional to its concentration and, 

consequently, to the square root of the pressure of the gaseous hydro- 
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gen. 

Solving  (205)  for  the potential,  we  find 

IF 
T-ökfj^-lniA. (206) 

and for the overvoltage of the anodic process 

iU-f-^-nA-Trlnm + pn/A.        (20?) 

At the equilibrium potential the rates of the discharge and lon- 

Izatlon reactions are equal. Equating the values In t from Eqs. (201) 

and (205), we find: 

(• + P)«Pp = ?f lnm-f^ln*j,. (208) 

Because, according to Eq. (195), a + ß -- 1, Eq. (208) coincides 

with the well-known expression for the equilibrium potential of the hy- 

drogen electrode which Is used derived by a thermodynamlc method (Its 

kinetic derivation has been given by Butler [52]). Substituting the 

value of <P from Eq. (208) Into Eq. (201) and (205) Instead of q>, we 

find equal values of the cathodlc and anodic currents at equilibrium 

potential. I.e., and exchange current i   : 

At a « 6 » 1/2, according to the above, 

,«-(*;fc;(H*i),'» = *Jp!i;iHT'
i.       (209a) 

If the cathodlc or anodic polarization are not too high, the cath- 

odlc and anodic currents must be taken Into account simultaneously. The 

general expression for iy. applicable at any value of the potential, can 

be obtained from Eqs. (201), (205), (208) and (209): 

At small values of nK It follows from Eq. (210) that If we take 

Into account that a + ß « 1: 
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n-iPJr (2ii) 
Equation (211) could also have been obtained from (1^6) if Instead 

of £>„ and b.  the values FT/aF  and RT/&F,  which follow from the theory 

of the delayed discharge, are substituted. Equation (211) differs from 

Eq. (16?) obtained from the recombination theory, by the fact that the 

coefficient in front of iv/i    is twice as large. The conclusion that 

the polarization of the electrode is the smaller the greater the ex- 

change current, remains valid. 

The theory of the delayed discharge in the above-given simplest 

form has several consequences which are in good agreement with experi- 

ment. The linear relation between overvoltage and logarithm of current 

density is the same as in the recombination theory. The noncorrespond- 

ence between the theoretical and experimental coefficient in front of 

the logarithm of the current density, however, is eliminated in the 

theory of the delayed discharge. According to the theory of the delayed 

discharge this coefficient is b« « FT/aF,  where a is a constant less 

than unity. If a = 0.5, which corresponds to an equal slope of the po- 

tential curves at the point of Intersection, the coefficient b  in the 

overvoltage equation has the value 2RT/F  which agrees with the experi- 

mental data for most metals. 

By means of the theory of the delayed discharge we can also ex- 

plain quantitatively the dependence of the overvoltage on the electrode 

material. As has been shown in the preceding section, the Influence of 

the nature of the metal is exerted via the energy adsorption of the hy- 

drogen on the given metal. By substituting (198) Into the kinetic equa- 

tion (200) for the discharge of hydrogen ions, we find 

From this follows for the cathode potential 
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f „const-f-^ + ^Inlh-J-^ln/K (213) 

and  for the  overvoltage 

^-«^^--r-V^^t^l+S-'"'«- (214) 
At   6   «   a   «   1/2  Eq.   (21^)   assumes  the   form: 

^-const-^-^lnlH-J + ^in/K. f21*m) 

and at constant current density and a certain composition of the solu- 

tion 

IJIC = const--^. (2Ub) 

Thus the adsorption energy of atomic hydrogen enters as an addi- 

tional term Into the expression for the potential of the polarized 

cathode or (with negative sign) Into the expression for the overvolt- 

age: an Increase In the adsorption energy lowers the overvoltage of the 

discharge reaction. Eq. (21^b) Is reminiscent of Eq. (170) obtained 

earlier by N.I. Kobozev and N.I. Nekrasov which connects the overvolt- 

age with the adsorption energy on the hypothesis of an equilibrium be- 

tween the Ions and adsorbed atoms. However, apart from the fundamental 

difference In the Interpretation of the adsorption energy for the over- 

voltage there Is also an Important difference between these two mathe- 

matical relations, namely that In Eq. (2l4b) the term RT/F  In [H]^" Is 

absent, whose presence In Eq. (170) led N.I. Kobozev and N.I. Nekrasov 

to conclude, for example, that n Is Independent of the adsorption ener- 

gy for metals with large overvoltage (see page   ). 

The relationship between overvoltage and pH obtained from the the- 

ory of the delayed discharge coincides with the relationship observed 

In solutions with constant total electrolyte concentration (Eq. 1^9), 

namely, the overvoltage for the discharge process should decrease by 

approximately 58 mv if the concentration of the hydrogen Ions Is In- 

creased tenfold, because according to Eq. (203), at a » 0.5, the coef- 
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flclent of lop; [H ] Is 58 mv. This Is not unexpected because we assumed 

in the derivation of the formula (203) that the discharge rate is pro- 

portional to the hydrogen ion concentration, i.e., that the discharge 

is a first-order reaction; we have arrived at the same conclusion ear- 

lier on the basis of the experimental data. 

In the above form however, the theory of the delayed discharge is 

not acceptable. For example, it is not possible to explain on the basis 

of it the dependence of the overvoltage on the composition of the solu- 

tion for all other cases, with the exception of the one considered 

above, such as, for example, in pure acid solutions, in solutions with 

constant pH, but with varying total electrolyte concentration, in 

presence of surface-active substances, etc. 

This circumstance made it imperative to revise the premises of the 

original theory of the delayed discharge. 

§11. INFLUENCE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE DOUBLE LAYER ON THE DISCHARGE 
RATE 

In the original form the theory of the delayed discharge consider- 

able use was made of concepts borrowed from general chemical kinetics, 

in particular, that of the connection between reaction rate and reagent 

concentration. The specific electrochemical nature of the reactions was 

taken into account only when the assumption concerning the influence of 

the electrode potential on the activation energy was introduced. The 

electrochemical reactions, however, compared with normal chemical reac- 

tions, have other specific features as well which must be taken into 

account when kinetic laws are to be derived. 

In the case of homogeneous chemical reactions between uncharged 

particles the concentration in the volume of the reaction vessel enters 

into the equation for the reaction rate; in the case of heterogeneous 
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reactions with participation of adsorbed substances the surface concen- 

trations of these substances must be substituted Into the kinetic equa- 

tions. In the case of electrochemical reactions (which proceed at the 

metal/solution Interface and which are thus also heterogeneous) this 

problem is complicated by the fact that the concentration of the react- 

ing substances In the reaction zone may differ from the volume concen- 

tration not only because of the presence of normal adsorption forces 

but also because of the electrostatic Jnterrctlon of the electrode with 

Ions In the solution. Whereas the adsorption forces between the metal 

and the Ions In solution are not always acting, the existence of elec- 

trostatic forces Is Indlssolubly bound up with the presence of electric 

charges on the electrode and on the reacting particles and should be 

taken Into account during the examination of any electrochemical reac- 

tion. The magnitude of the electrostatic Interaction depends on the 

charge density on the electrode surface, I.e., on the electrode poten- 

tial, and also on the structure of the double layer (for example, on 

the degree of Its diffusiveness). Hence these factors have an Important 

effect on the surface concentration and thus on the kinetics of the 

electrochemical reaction. During the transition through the zero charge 

point (I.e., during the charge reversal of the electrode surface) the 

electrostatic Interaction between the metal and the Ions also chanres 

Its sign: the attraction forces are transformed Into repulsion forces 

and vice versa. 

The Influence of the structure of the double layer on the kinetics 

of electrochemical reactions has been taken Into account for the first 

time by A.N. Prumkln in his theory of the hydrogen overvoltage [53]. 

The influence of the electrostatic interaction forces between the 

electrode and the ions on the concentration of the reacting Ions in the 

reaction zone can be quantitatively defined if certain additional as- 
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sumptions are made concernlnp; the conditions under which the reaction 

takes place In the surface layer. 

Assuming that the electrochemical reaction takes place only by di- 

rect contact between the reacting ions or molecules and the metallic 

electrode because the transition of an electron through the solution to 

an ion which is at a certain distance from the electrode, is not very 

probable (see above §9). Hence we should mean by reaction zone not the 

whole double layer but only part of it which extends from the surface 

to a distance which does not exceed the effective diameter of the ion. 

If the filling of this thin surface layer Is not too great, i.e., if 

the Ions are sufficiently remote from each other, which is practically 

nearly always the case, the concentration in the surface layer is con- 

nected with the concentration in the volume of the solution by the 

Boltzmann relation 

The excess energy W    of the reacting ion in the surface layer in 

the case of the action of electrostatic forces only (without adsorption 

forces) is V =■ nFty,   where n is the valency of the reacting Ion (for 

the hydrogen ion n  ■ +1) and ^, is the mean electrostatic potential at 

a distance of approximately one ionic radius from the electrode surface 

relative to the potential In the depth of the solution. In this case 

Eq. (215) can be rewritten for the reaction of discharge of H ions in 

the form 

(H-l.-IHV^ (215a) 

During cathodlc polarization of the electrode to potentials which 

are more negative than the potential of the zero charge point, ij;, as- 

sumes a negative value, and the surface concentration of the hydrogen 

ions exceeds their volume concentration. Under the same conditions the 
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surface concentration of the anions (n  <  0) Is less than their/volume 

concentration. At more positive potentials than the zero charge poten- 

tial the reverse pattern results, which, however, Is normally Inter- 

fered with by the specific adsorption of the anions by chemical forces. 

It Is evident from Eq. (215a) that the surface concentration of 

the Ions depends on all factors on which the magnitude of the iK poten- 

tial depends. I.e., on the total electrode potential, the total elec- 

trolyte concentration In the solution and the adsorption of foreign 

surface-active Ions and molecules (relative to the basic laws which the 

f. potential obeys, see Introduction). 

Having taken into account the surface concentration of the react- 

ing Ions and the effect of the double layer structure on this concen- 

tration, we are compelled to examine in greater detail also the problem 

of the effect of the electrode potential on the activation energy of 

the electrochemical reaction. At the moment of discharge the reacting 

Ion is at a certain point near the electrode surface (point A,   Fig. 8^: 

the difference between the potentials at the points A  and C  is not tak- 

en into account here) where the potential differs hy  the amount >- from 

the potential in the depth of the solution. The energy variation of 

this ion during polarization of the electrode obviously depends not on 

the total electrode potential relative to the solution but on the quan- 

tity 9P — iK . The dependence of the activation energy of the discharge 

process on the electrode potential is thus expressed by the relation 

" «^ - HP«+ af (,-+,) (216) 

Instead of by Eq. (183). In analogy we have for the activation energy 

of the ionization process, instead of (185) 

r.-H^-pf (?-*,). (216a) 

In other words, not the whole potential difference between the 

electrode and a point in the depth of the solution but only part of the 
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total jump localized In the reaction zone affects the activation enerpy 

of the electrochemical process. 

It follows from Eos. (216) and (2l6a), In particular, that the ac- 

tivation energy can vary not only In consenuence of a variation of the 

electrode potential but also because of a change In the composition of 

the solution which affects the structure of the double layer. 

On the basis of the foregoing we can write down the kinetic equa- 

tion for the reaction of the discharge of the hydrogen ions in the form 

'•K=*'iH-J,rS (217) 

or, substituting (215a) and (216), 

/K-VIUV
53
--' ^p-*:iH'Je-^('f+(,-',W-  (217a) 

The equation for the ionlzatlon rate of the hydrogen atoms corre- 

spondingly takes the form 

iA^k'e ••tJ#W^ (218) 

Solving Eqs. (217a) and (218) for the potential, we obtain 

9-flK--~+, + ^ln(H-]-^ln/lc, .      (219) 
| 

RT f-flA + ^. + ^ln/A. (220) 

The overvoltages of the cathodic and anodic process are 

«.•(*+l^.fcri^taCH*)+£tofe    (221) 

ijA-flA-H^-^lnlH-J-f^ln/A.       (22la) 

The equations (219)-(221a) differ from the corresponding; eouations 

(202), (203), (206), (207) by the presence of the term i//,. ' 

As follows from Eqs. (217a) and (218), at positive ^ and given <P 

the reaction rate Is reduced in the case of the cathodic as well as the 

anodic process compared with the values which would be obtained at ^ ■ 
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■ 0, and this In the same ratio, eaual to e       x       .   According to Eq. 

(2l6a) the slowing down of the anodic process is due to the increase In 

the activation energy of the ionization reaction. The activation energy 

of the cathodic process, according to Eq. (216) Is reduced if ij;, is 

positive; the rate of this process at a certain potential, however, de- 

creases in spite of this hecause the effect of the decrease of the con- 

centration of the reacting hydrogen ions, expressed by Eq. (215a) on 

the rate of the discharge process is greater than the effect of the 

change in the activation energy (because of the presence of the coeffi- 

cient a in Eq. (216)). In the case of a negative iju all these varia- 

tions obviously proceed in the opposite sense. 

The equllibriuin conditions between two phases of a given composi- 

tion and, consequently, also the equilibrium potential cannot depend on 

the structure of the Interface. Indeed, it follows from Eqs. (217a) and 

(218) that [I 

?, = ^lr.(II-] + ^ln,4i- 

and that the value of f consequently does r ot depend on the quantity 

Let us now consider to what modification the new theory leads com- 

pared with the original with regard to the prcblem of the magnitude of 

the overvoltage. 

The dependence of the electrode potential or overvoltage on the 

logarithm of the current density in the case of the discharge of the 

hydrogen ion at the mercury electrode remains essentially linear. In 

the absence of specific adsorption the term ij/, causes only a slight de- 

viation from linearity due to the fact that the value of iK in one and 

the same solution varies slightly with the total electrode potential:    £ 

this deviation, as a rule, does not exceed a few per cent if the poten- 
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tlal range within which the current measurement is carried out, does 

not contain the zero charge point (see further on). 

Conversely, in the investigation of the problem concerning the ef- 

fect of the composition of the solution on the hydrogen overvoltage, 

the above-given overvoltage theory leads to several new conclusions. 

Acfd solutions. The equation for the overvoltage of the cathodic 

separation of hydrogen (221) contains two terms which depend on the 

composition of the solution: the term -=- In [H ], which clearly a t 

includes the hydrogen ion concentration and the term 4>,, which 

depends on the total concentration and valency of the electrolyte and 

also on the presence of surface-active substances in the solution. 

In order to elucidate the nature of the dependence of the over- 

voltage on the composition of the solution, it is expecient to distin- 

guish the different partial cases in the same way as we did in the dis- 

cussion of the experimental results. 

Let us first consider the question of the dependence of the over- 

voltage on the pH in solutions with constant total electrolyte concen- 

tration in the absence of surface-active substances, as, for example, 

in buffer solutions or in acidified salt solutions. Under these condi- 

tions the iK potential at the same electrode potential is almost .inde- 

pendent of the pH of the solution. The only variable quantity in Eq. 

(221) left is the term -   ^ In [H ], according to which the over- 
Q    t 

voltage increases by   58 mv (or by 5^ mv at a = 0.5) with unit in- 

crease in the pH. In chis case Eq. (221) does not differ from the equa- 

tion which follows from the original theory of the delayed discharge 

and corresponds equally well to the experimental data. This is a conse- 

quence of the fact that at constant value of ij;, the surface concentra- 

tion of the hydrogen ions is proportional to their volume concentration 

Theory, however, leads to an essentially different conclusion with 
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regard to the dependence of the overvoltage on the total electrolyte 

concentration in the solution. The addition of a neutral salt to the 

solution of an acid with constant concentration causes a compression of 

the double electric layer at the electrode surface and to a lowering of 

the absolute value of the i|», potential. As has been shown in the Intro- 

duction, at moderate electrolyte concentration with a univalent cation 

and at more negative electrode potentials than the zero charge point 

Dotential (as is usually the case during cathodic hydrogen separation) 

the value of ij^, obeys the following equation: 

y,«-Ä-f-^Inc, (222) 

where a  is the total concentration of the uni-univalent electrolyte in 

the solution and B is a constant (compare Eq. (20a)). 

Substituting this expression into the overvoltage equation, we ob- 

tain 

from which follows that a tenfold increase in the electrolyte concen- 

tration of the solution at constant pH should be accompanied by an in- 

crease in the overvoltage by about 58 mv at 180C. 

The addition of salts with trivalent and tetravalent cations even 

in low concentration causes a decrease in the negative value of i);, or 

even makes it positive, in consequence of which, in accordance with Eq. 

(221) the overvoltage should increase sharply as is actually observed 

in the experiment. The cause of the increased overvoltage when a neu- 

tral salt is added to the solution is the decrease in the hydrogen ion 

concentration In the surface layer which, in turn, results In a de- 

crease in the rate of discharge of the hydrogen ions. 

In strong acid solutions which do not contain foreign electro- 

lytes, the two terms in Eqs. (217a) and (221) which depend on the com- 
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position of the solution vary simultaneously with change In acid con- 

centration. The total electrolyte concentration In this case coincides 

with the hydrogen Ion concentration, I.e., c  = [H ]. It follows from 

Eq. (223) In agreement with experiment that In solutions of pure acids 

the overvoltage Is Independent of the acid concentration. This result 

Is a consequence of the opposite effect of two factors: on the one 

hand, the Increase In the hydrogen Ion concentration lowers the over- 

voltage and, on the other, an Increase In the total concentration caus- 

es a compression of the double layer and an increase in overvoltage. As 

a result of the compensation of the influence of these two factors, the 

overvoltage remains constant. 

In this case it Is also possible to explain clearly the physical 

meaning of the relation thus obtained. As follows readily from a com- 

parison of Eqs. (215a) Lud (222), taking into account that c? = [H ], 

the surface concentration of the hydrogen ion in pure solutions of 

strong acids does not change but remains constant during changes of the 

volume concentration of the acid within a fairly broad interval. A more 

accurate consideration of the problem leads to the conclusion that this 

constancy is strictly fulfilled if the comparison of solutions of dif- 

ferent concentration is carried out at constant overvoltage. The above- 

Indicated consequence from the theory of the structure of the double 

layer also accounts for the independence of the overvoltage on the acid 

concentration. 

The conclusions presented in the foregoing are well supported by 

numerous experimental data. Let us take as an example the data on the 

measurement of the hydrogen separation overvoltage in HC1 + KC1 solu- 

tions at the mercury cathode, given in §5. If the constants a and a are 

found on the basis of the overvoltage in some other solution, one can 

calculate the overvoltage as a function of the current density in other 
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solutions by means of Eq. (221) without Introducing any new quantities. 

Such a calculation has been carried out [25, 26] choosing as Initial 

curve the overvoltage curve In 0.1 N HC1 which obeys the equation 

,= M60-f^-4rln(n-]+^|n/.        (22*) 

or. In other words, a  ■ 1.^60 and a ■ 0.5. The results of this calcula- 

tion are reflected In Fig. 76, whe^e the thick line indicates the cal- 

culated overvoltage at constant current density as a function of the 

logarithm of the concentration of the foreign electrolyte for solutions 

containing 10 ^ N HC1 in presence of different quantities of KC1; the 

points correspond to the experimental data. As is evident from this di- 

agram, the experimental and calculated values of the overvoltage are in 

good agreement. 

The conclusion as to the independence of the overvoltage in pure 

solutions of strong acids of the acid concentration holds good only as 

long as the dependence of i|/, on the concentration of the solution obeys 

Eq. (222). In fairly concentrated solutions and at negative surface 

charges there occurs a specific adsorption of the anion which results 

in an increase in the negative value of i,   with Increase in concentra- 

tion and, according to Eq. (221), to a lowering of the overvoltage [?]• 

Alkaline solutions. During the discussion of the experimental data 

in S5 it was pointed out that the kinetic laws of the process of hydro- 

gen separation in alkaline solutions differ from the laws observed to 

apply in acid solutions. Hence it is natural to assume that the reac- 

tion mechanism in the alkaline medium is different from the mechanism 

described in the foregoing. 

Indeed, if the above-described laws applied also to the high pH 

range, the overvoltage should increase when we go from normal acid 

(pH « 0) t ) normal caustic (pH * 111) in consequence of the decrease In 
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the hydrogen Ion concentration by 1^ x 58 mv = 0.81 v. However, such a 

strong shift of the cathode potential to the negative side makes the 

occurrence of other electrode reactions at the electrode surface possi- 

ble. 

One of the reactions which Is made possible under these conditions 

Is the reaction of hydrogen separation through the combination of elec- 

tron with a water molecule 

HlO + e->OH--fH,fle. (B) 

This reaction Is energetically much less advantageous than the re- 

action of discharge of the hydroxonlum Ions but when we go over to al- 

kaline solutions In which the concentration of the latter Is extremely 

low, It begins to play a predominating role in the total process of 

cathodic hydrogen separation. 

According to the theory of the delayed discharge, the rate of re- 

action (B) is determined by the equation 

«y(»-*i) 

i~k[HtO]e     ■ . (225) 

which is reminiscent of Eq. (217a) for the discharge of hydrogen Ions. 

The basic difference In the kinetics of these two processes consists In 

the fact that in one of them participates the positively charged t dro- 

gen ion and in the other the neutral water molecule, whose surface con- 

centration is Independent of the electrode potential or of the tju po- 

tential; with the exception of very strong solutions, It Is also almost 

Independent of the composition of the solution. 

We can derive from Eq. (225) an equation for the electrode poten- 

tlal 

9  ui'+^-^UU. (226) 

In alkaline solutions it Is more convenient to express the poten- 

tial of the equilibrium hydrogen electrode not as a function of the hy- 
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droxyl Ion concentration 

«Pp-^-^lnlOH]. 

The expression for the overvoltafre of hydrogen separation In alka- 

line solutions consequently assumes the form 

^fl_^-^ln(OH-l + ^-In/. (227) 

It follows from Eqs. (226) and (227) that with Increase in the 

caustic concentration or the pH of the solution at constant value of 

the (j», potential (I.e., constant total electrolyte concentration) the 

cathodlc potential does not change but the overvoltage decreases in 

consequence of the shift of the equilibrium potential to the negative 

side. The Independence of the cathode potential of the pH Is a conse- 

quence of the fact that In alkaline solutions during the delayed stage 

of the electrochemical process neither hydrogen ions nor hydroxyl ions 

participate as reacting substances. 

The not very numerous experimental data support this conclusion. 

As is evident from Fig. 75, the overvoltage in acid solutions at the 

mercury electrode at constant total electrolyte concentration Increases 

with increase in the pH. In neutral solutions the overvoltage attains 

a maximum and with further Increase in pH It decreases again. Approxi- 

mately the same dependence is also observed, as S.D. Levina and P.D. 

Lukovtsev [131 showed, within a certain caustic concentration on the 

nickel electrode. This may serve as an indication of the correctness of 

the assumption which we made th£t the hydrogen separation in alkaline 

solutions takes place from the water molecule. 

In solutions of pure caustic which does not contain foreign salts, 

the value of *, varies with the caustic concentration In accordance 

with the equation *, * B + -j- In  [OH ], which is analogous to Eq. (222). 

It follows from this that with Increase in pH by unity the overvoltage 
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should Increase not by 58 but by 116 mv. This conclusion Is also con- 

firmed by the experimental data for the mercury electrode [8], It must 

be pointed out, however, that for certain electrodes, for example, 

platinum, the dependence of the overvoltatz;e on the caustic concentra- 

tion, following from Eq. (227) Is not observed In alkaline solutions 

although on the basis of other data It must be assumed that even In 

this öase the stage which determines the discharge kinetics as a whole 

Is the discharge stage. 

In connection with the problem of the dependence of the overvolt- 

age on the acidity or alkalinity of the solution, we must mention the 

hydrogen overvoltage theory of Eyrlng, Glasstone and their co-workers 

[5^1 which has received wide currency in the American and British lit- 

erature. Accepting the delay of the discharge stage, these authors ap- 

plied the kinetic theory of the transitory state [55] to the calcula- 

tion of the rate of the discharge reaction. Attempting to explain the 

Incorrect data of Bowden on the independence of the overvoltage of the 

pH in buffer solutions, they proposed that not the H,0 ions but the 

water molecules are subject to discharge in acid solutions. This con- 

clusion is erroneous, however [56], because the proposition concerning 

the discharge of the water molecule, as we have shown in the foregoing, 

leads to an Independence of the electrode potential and not the over- 

voltage on the pH of the solution (see Eos. (226) and (227)). This the- 

ory was subsequently modified several times. Thus, with the aim of 

eliminating this error, the concept of a division of the potential Jump 

Into two parts, one of which determines the surface concentration of 

the hydrogen ions and the other the activation energy of the discharge, 

was Introduced. Later, in connection with the appearance of more accu- 

rate experimental data on the dependence of the overvoltage on pH, the 

assumption of a separation of hydrogen from water molecules was re- 
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placed by the assumption of the discharge of H^O  Ions In acid solu- 

tions [57]. Thus, this theory was gradually transformed and was final!' 

converted mainly Into a reproduction of the physical pattern and the 

equations of the theory of delayed discharge, formed much earlier by 

the Soviet electrochemlsts, differing from the latter only by the arbi- 

trariness of the assumptions concerning the structure of the double 

electric layer, which the American authors make. 

Solutions, containing surface-actjve ions and molecules. With due 

regard for the structure of the surface layer the theory of the delayed 

discharge enables the Influence of the surface-active ions or molecules 

on the hydrogen overvoltage to be elucidated. 

The specific adsorption of ions causes important changes in the 

structure of the double electric layer at the electrode surface and 

thus a change in the #. potential. 

The surface-active Ions are adsorbed in the layer of solutlor 

which is directly adjacent to the electrode surface; hence the i^, po- 

tential is shifted to the positive side if they are charged positively 

or to the negative if they are negatively charged. In some cases 4», can 

change sign (surface charge reversal, see Introduction). 

A shift of the potential to the negative side causes an increase 

in the surface concentration of hydrogen ions and, according to Eq. 

(217a), an increase in current density. It follows from this that the 

hydrogen overvoltage in acid solutions should decrease if surface-ac- 

tive anions are adsorbed. The adsorption of surface-active cations, 

conversely. Increases the overvoltage (Ea. 2P1) [30]. 

These conclusions from theory correspond with the experimental 

results given In §5. The variation of the 9. potential through adsorp- 

tion of surface-active substances In solutions cf different composition 

can be determined by electrocapillarity measurements on the basis of 
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the shift of the zero charge point potential. Comparison of these data 

with the variation of the hydrogen overvoltage shows that the latter, 

at least qualitatively, correyponds to the variation of the ^. poten- 

tial. The absence of completely quantitative agreement is partly ex- 

plained by the fact that the overvoltage measurements and the measure- 

ments of the maximum of the electrocapillarity curve are usually car- 

ried out in different ranges of the electrode potential. It should also 

be pointed out that the absolute values of the iK potential in presence 

of surface-active anions are quite considerable, attaining, for exam- 

ple, 0.3 v. Under these conditions the surface concentrations calculat- 

ed by means of the Boltzmann equation (215a) can exceed by far the lim- 

its of applicability of the laws of dilute solutions and it is essen- 

tial to introduce instead of the concentrations the activities into 

this equation which causes a certain complication of the theory but 

does not change the qualitative picture. 

The adsorption of ions and the variation of the ^, potential and 

the overvoltage caused by it depend on the electrode potential. In the 

case of the adsorption of anions one would expect the appearance of two 

branches on the overvoltage curve as shown in Pigs. 70 and 80. The low- 

er branch is observed in the range of anion adsorption, causing the 

appearance of large negative values of ^,. If the current density is 

increased and the electrode potential is shifted to the negative side, 

a desorption of the anions takes place, ^. Increases and the quantity 

n assumes its normal value. If the specific adsorption is only moder- 

ate, a sudden variation of the ion adsorption takes place near the zero 

charge potential. Indeed, as Ya.M. Kolotyrkin [6] found, two branches 

are observed, as a rule, on the hydrogen overvoltage curve near the ze- 

ro charge point for metals such as lead, cadmium and thallium, whose 

zero points are situated in the range of strongly negative potentials 
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(see Introduction, Table 1). In concentrated acid solutions the desorp- 

tlon of the anlons from the surface of the mercury electrode takes 

place gradually with Increase In the negative potential, and Instead of 

two branches an Increase In the slope of the overvoltage curve Is ob- 

served In some cases (Pig. 77). 

The difference to be expected In the adsorption of surface-active 

Ions In acid and alkaline solutions is of Interest. This difference Is 

due to the circumstance that the quantity iK enters Into the overvolt- 

age equations for acid and alkaline solutions with a different sign 

(Eqs. (221) and (227)). If the adsorption of surface-active cations In 

acid solutions Increases the overvoltage, one would expect a decrease 

In the overvoltage in alkaline solutions through the adsorption of 

these same cations. This conclusion, predicted by theory, could really 

be confirmed by experimental observation [8], 

As the experiment shows, an Increase In overvoltage occurs In the 

case of adsorption of the simpler organic molecules, such as, for exam- 

ple, alcohols or acids of the aliphatic series [61, 29]. This may be 

due to the fact that the access of the hydrated proton to the electrode 

surface Is made more difficult by the layer of adsorbed molecules and 

to the weakening of the effect of the electric field on the activation 

energy of discharge In consequence of the Increased thickness of the 

double layer. In fact the adsorbed organic molecules, as Is evident 

from the lowering of the electrode capacitance, dislodges the Ions of 

the double layer from the electrode surface which must Impede the dis- 

charge process. The Increase in overvoltage through the adsorption of 

large organic cations Is also connected not only with the Increase In 

the *, potential but also with the shielding of the electrode surface. 

When the potentials at which desorptlon of the adsorbed organic 

molecules begins are reached, the effect of Increasing the overvoltage 
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naturally disappears. 

When considering the problem of the Influence of surface-active 

organic substances on the overvoltage we should not forget, however, 

that the above-explained simple theory cannot describe the Influence of 

all factors on the kinetics of the electrochemical process of hydrogen 

separation. When a complex molecule Is adsorbed Its Interaction with 

the discharged Ion cannot be reduced merely to an alteration of the 

electrical energy of the ion In the double layer. 

Thus, In cases where a cation which can sollt off a hydrogen Ion, 

I.e., which has the composition BH , where B Is the molecule of a weak 

base. Is adsorbed, the possibility of a new mechanism of the discharge 

of the hydrogen Ion Is given: BH +  e  -* H   ,   , B + H -»• BH , which can 

lead to a lowering of the overvoltage. This probably accounts for the 

catalytic acceleration of the cathodlc hydrogen separation observed In 

presence of various organic compounds. The NHL cations can also serve 

as proton donors; because, however, the latter are not specifically ad- 

sorbed, their effect Is manifested only at relatively high concentra- 

tions . 

§12. DELAYED DISCHARGE IN CASES OF SIGNIFICANT FILLING OF THE SURFACE 

The conclusions from theory of delayed discharge presented in the 

foregoing are correct only for electrodes which adsorb atomic hydrogen 

only slightly. If the filling of the surface is fairly considerable, 

new factors come into play which affect the kinetic laws of the elec- 

trochemical reaction. 

The reaction of discharge of the hydrogen ion with formation of an 

adsorbed hydrogen atom 

proceeds only at the free sites of the electrode surface. If the sur- 
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face is homogeneous, the rate of this reaction Is proportional to the 

free electrode area. If we designate the filling of the surface with 

atomic hydrogen by e (6 Is the ratio of the number of occupied sites to 

the total number of sites on the electrode surface) and the proportion 

of free sites by (1 - e), we find for the discharge rate the expression 

i^ft1(I_ü)(ll•]^^
it•?■M,"•,*,1 (228) 

Instead of Eq. (217a) which applies If the filling is very slight (e > 

- 0). 

As pointed out already In §8 of the present chapter, discharge of 

Ions at the sites occupied by adsorbed hydrogen atoms Is also possible 

in addition to this reaction and the ionizatlon of the adsorted hydro- 

gen atoms; In this case molecular hydrogen Is formed directly during 

the discharge: 

H' + tf+Haac-^H,. (B) 

If we assume  that  the reaction  (B)  requires  a certain  activation 

energy,  which depends  on the electrode  potential   In  the same way as  the 

activation energy  of the reaction   (G),   its  rate  can  be expressed by  the 

equation 

/ = MIH♦]c■^r,r><,~•)*,,. (229) 

This equation differs from Eq. (217a) by the presence of the factor e 

and also a different value of the constant. It is easy to show that if 

the reactions described by Eqs. (228) and (229) take place simultane- 

ously, the filling of the surface with adsorbed hydrogen during in- 

creasing cathodic polarization should tend to a certain limit. This 

conclusion holds particularly for the mercury electrode, for which, as 

Indicated previously in §8, the mechanism of removal of the adsorbed 

hydrogen via the reaction (B) and not via combination of hydrogen atoms 

to molecules, is the most probable. However, the limit concentration of 
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the ?isorbed hydrogen on the electrode surface In this case Is so small 

that it cannot be measured with the existing experimental methods: the 

small value of this concentration is explained by the fact that the ac- 

tivation energy of the reaction (B) is considerably smaller than the 

activation energy of reaction (G) and, consequently, k~  >> fe,. 

The application of the theory of delayed discharge leads to an in- 

teresting conclusion in the case of discharge at a surface, whose fill- 

ing with adsorbed hydrogen varies linearly with the logarithm of the 

equilibrium pressure. If it is assumed that the removal of the adsorbed 

hydrogen takes place via recombination, the total overvoltage on the 

electrode is composed additively of the two components IU and np of 

which the first is determined by the delay in the discharge as in the 

case of discharge on an unfilled surface; the second component express- 

es the shift of the equilibrium potential of the adsorbed hydrogen com- 

pared with the reversible hydrogen potential under atmospheric pressure 

In the same solution. These conclusions proved to be quite applicable 

to the process of hydrogen separation at the palladium electrode. In 

this case, owing to the high solubility and mobility of the hydrogen in 

the metal, the equilibrium potential of the adsorbed hydrogen at dif- 

ferent degrees of saturation of the metal with hydrogen can be deter- 

mined by different methods, for example, by direct measurement on the 

diffusion side of an electrode of palladium foil (see 17). As experi- 

ment shows, the overvoltage on palladium observed under different con- 

ditions can really be expressed as the sum of two components, of which 

one depends only on the current density and composition of the solution 

and the other on the concentration of the hydrogen dissolved in the 

metal [15]. 

The   shift  of  the equilibrium potential  of the adsorbed  hydrogen 

compared  with the  reversible  hydrogen potential under atmospheric  pres- 
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sure   In the   sare   solution,  generally  speakinp;,  may   be connected with a 

delay   In the recombination or  a delay  In  the diffusion of the molecular 

hydrogen thus  formed   In the solution.   Experiments   show that  in the  case 

of palladium and  platinum  electrodes  with an active  nonpolsoned surface 

the delay   In the diffusion stage  Is   of primary  Importance;  In  this  caae 

the part  of the   overvoltage  n^  reflects  the concentration polarization 

due to  the  dissolved  molecular  hydrogen and can be  expressed  by Eq. 

(178). 

If we  deduct  from tne  total   overvoltapre  the component  n-,  calcu- 

lated  In accordance with the  last  equation,  the reiTialnincr part  of  the 

overvoltage   n-,   satisfies  the relations obtained from the   theory of the 

delayed discharge.  Thus,   for the plfttlnun  electrode   In alkaline solu- 

tion,   according  to the experiments  of P.I.   Dolln and B.V.   Ershler,  the 

following relation obtains  for  the  current density   and the quantity   ru 

J-0.6- lo-«[<rMT'.,p/',T_«-04,1«f,/,,rJ. (210a) 

which  coincides  with  the general  equation of the theory  of the delayed 

discharge   (210),   If we assume  i     ■  0.6'10      and n  =   0.6.   The  relation 

(210a)  can  be applied  not   only   for cathodlc but also  for  anodic polari- 

sation over  the  entire r^nge of  current densities  accessible to meas- 

urrnent. 

When  calculating  the  correction   for the concentration polarization 

due to  molecular  hydrogen  In the case of the anodic   process,  we must 

evidently  use the   following equation   Instead  of Eq.    (178) 

because the  electrochemical process   In this case does not  cause an en- 

richment  but  an  Impoverishment  of the  solution with  molecular  hydrogen. 

A  dependence  on  the composition  of the solution  is   typical  for the  part 

of the  overvollage  n,   at the platinum and  palladium  electrode  which   Is 
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connected with the delay In the discharge state. Thus, the quantity n-, 

is considerably greater in alkaline solutions than in acid, and in acid 

solutions in presence of an excess of indifferent electrolyte it in- 

creases with decrease in the acid concentration. 

As has been shown earlier, it is sufTicient for the explanation of 

the phenomena, observed during the separation of hydrogen at cathodes 

with large overvoltage and small adsorption energy of atomic hydrogen, 

whose surface is practically free of adsorbed hydrogen, to take into 

account the delay In the discharge stage. When going over to cathodes 

with larger adsorption energies, the reaction rate of the discharge In- 

creases and becomes comparable with the rate of other stages of the 

process. In these cases several successive and sometimes also parallel 

stages proceeding at comparable rates must be taken Into account for 

the interpretation of the total sum of the experimental data. This re- 

sults In considerable complication of the pattern of the process and 

makes the conclusions more ambiguous, all the more as with strong fill- 

ing of the surface, as explained previously, the nature of the rela- 

tionship between the concentration of adsorbed hydrogen and the rate of 

its removal may vary under the Influence of several factors. Finally, 

In the case of solid electrodes with Inhomogeneous surface the electro- 

chemical reaction can proceed in accordance with different mechanisms 

at different sites on the electrode surface. As an example we can point 

to the platinum electrode in alkaline solutions. It was shown in the 

foregoing that in alkaline solutions the overvoltage during hydrogen 

separation on an activated platinum electrode, after correction for the 

concentration polarization caused by the molecular hydrogen formed in 

the process, obeys the laws which follow from the theory of the delayed 

discharge. It follows from this that the rate of formation of molecular 

hydrogen should coincide with the rate of transformation of the hydro- 
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gen Ion to an adsorbed hydrogen Ion or of B water molecule to an ad- 

sorbed atom and the 0H~ Ion. The rate of the discharre process In the 

case of the platlnun electrode can be measured by an independent method 

(see page 163) which oper^ up a possibility for verifying this conclu- 

sion. It is found that In 1 M HCi solution the rate of separation of 

hydrogen really coincides with the rate of formation of adsorbed atoms, 

but in alkaline solutions the former is much less than the latter. This 

contradiction can be eliminated only by assuming that on some part of 

the electrode surface the rat.' of separation of molecular hydrogen is 

limited by the rate of recombination of the adsorbed atoms to such a 

degree that these parts of the surface are practically not used for the 

separation of molecular hydrogen, while the deposition of the adsorbed 

atoms on them nay tak^ place at a fairly high rate. This is then the 

cause of the difference in the rates of the two processes. Conversely, 

at the active parts the removal is unimpeded and the kinetics of the 

process as a whole are determined by the discharge stage. 

The measurement of the decrease in the overvoltage with time fol- 

lowing the switching off of the current and the observations on the 

penetration of hydrogen during electrolysis Into the metal lattice lead 

us to the conclusion that on nickel or iron electrodes the delay of the 

removal stage must be taken into account in addition to the delay of 

the discharge stare. This conclusion is confirmed by observat'ons on 

the influence cf surface-active substances on the hydrogenatlon of iron 

during the evolution of hydrogen on lt^ -jrfaco [31]. Tn some cases the 

addition of surface-active substances to the solution causes a decrease 

In the quantity of hydrogen, passing into the metal lattice and in oth- 

ers (for example, ß-naphtoquinoline) it is increased, while the over- 

voltage increases In all these cases. mhl3 difference in the behavior 

of different adsorbed substances can be explained by assuming that the 
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increase in the overvoltage In the first case is due to a slowing down 

of the discharge and in the second case to a slowing down of the hydro- 

gen removal. The delay in the removal of the adsorbed hydrogen causes 

an Increase in its concentration at the surface and intensifies its 

penetration into the depth of the metal.* 

As follows fron S§ 7 and 10, the product of the exchange current 

at the equilibrium potential i    and the "polarlzability" w  of the elec- 

trode which is equal to the ratio of the overvoltage n and the current 

density i  at small values of n can serve as a criterion for the deter- 

mination of the mechanism of the hydrogen separation reaction. Whereas 

in the case of a delayed recombination, according to Ea. (l67a), the 

quantity wi     should be equal to RT/2Fi   in the case of a delayed dis- 

charge wi    ■ RT/F.   Because metallic nickel does not dissolve spontane- 

ously in alkaline solutions, and the overvoltage in this case is not 

excessive, the range of small overvoltages can be successfully investi- 

gated on nickel in alkaline solutions and the quantity wi     can be de- 

termined (see § 3) with sufficient accuracy. It is found that depending 

on the composition of the solution this quantity varies within the lim- 

its of 15 to 27 mv, which indicates a variation of the nature of the 

slow stage. In order to explain all the results obtained in experiments 

with nickel in alkaline solutions it may be assumed that, as in the 

case of the platinum electrode in alkaline solutions, the ratio of the 

rates at different parts of the electrode is different. On the nickel 

surface there are sites for which the slower stage is the discharge 

stage and also sites on which the rate of the process is determined by 

the rate of recombination, and the exchange of adsorbed hydrogen be- 

tween the different sites is also a slow process** [32]. 

As is evident from the above-stated, the pattern according to 

which the process of separation of molecular hydrogen proceeds in the 
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^•ase of electrodes with lew overvclta^e« provea to be much more complex 

than In the case of electrodes with hiph cvervoltap;e where the single 

assumption of a delay of the discharge stage WRS sufficient to account 

for the totality of experlmenta] data. However, it may be taken as 

proved th it in the case of electrodes with low overvoltage, in addition 

to the delay of the discharge sta^-e, a delay of the stage of removal of 

molecular hydrogen musL ue assumed. 

It is possible that there are cathodes for which ^he recombination 

stage is so slow over the entire eJect-ode surface that it alone deter- 

mines the kinetics of the process of hydrogen separation as a whole: 

however, this assumption has not- yet been experimentally confirmed. 

It follows from the above-stated that the supposed antithesis 

found in some works of the views concerning the delay of the discharge 

otate and the delay of other (chemical or diffusion) stages, as mutual- 

ly ex'lusive, is incorrect. Depending on the electrode material and the 

experimental conditions one or other of these factors can influence the 

kinetics of the process. This comment applies not only to the reaction 

of hydrogen separation but also to other el.-ctrochemical reactions in 

which in some caser the electrochemical discharge or lonlzation stage 

and In other- the chemical rtages are delaved. 
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l^anu- 

No. 

script m  4.  <-  n 
n  

K [Footnotes] "age 

19^      In some cases It Is necessary, however, to take Into account 
the slowness of the adsorption stage which precedes the elec- 
trochemical reaction proper. Further on we shall examine such 
examples. 

We remember that when comparing the data of polarization 
measurements on electrodes of any arbitrary dimension it is 
more convenient to consider not the current Intensity but the 
current density (i.e., the relation of current intensity to 
electrode surface). The true surface of a solid electrode, 
however, nearly always exceeds the visible, geometrical sur- 
face. For example, for a metal with normal smooth surface the 
true surface is 2-3 times greater than the visible surface. 
Because of this the ratio Is usually not known with suffl- 
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clent accuracy j the current densltj jr. most works la related 
to the unit of visible metal surface. Tn the case of plati- 
nized platinum and other electrodes which are coated with a 
layer of disperse meta], the true surface Is many times 
greater than the visible surface and the true current density 
Is that many times less than the conventional density, calcu- 
lated for the visible surface. Hence the overvoltage on such 
electrodes at normal lurrent densities la also greatly re- 
duced. 

?07 

208 

The values ( 
ured by A.G 

and h  for many technical metals have been meas- 
Peehen   • and V.v. Stender [5]. 

The results of the comparison of the heats of melting and 
evaporation and also of the work function of the electron 
with the values for a  for several metals are given by N.I. 
Kobozev [60]. 

225 

232 

23^ 

In the following sections In which the experimental data 
mainly for the cathodlc reaction of hydrogen separation will 
be considered (and not of the anodic reaction of the lonlza- 
tlon of hydrogen) we shall omit In the places wnere this can- 
not cause any misunderstanding, the subscript K In the ex- 
pressions for the cathodlc overvoltage n. 

arid b,,  and for the cathodlc current i, "I " K 
script with negative 
anode current). 

for the constants 

(i  without sub- 

ilgn will torrespond In this case to the 

The surface concentration of the ions [H ] which 
consequence of the passage of current, as already 
in SI of Chapter 1, must not he confused with the 

'n the double 

varies In 
pointed out 
concentra- 
layer. tlon of the hydrogen Ions, adsorbed 

which we shall designate by ri!+] . 
ß 

We must also point out that in the case of an irreversible 
electrochemlcai reaction Eq. (155),   strletly speaking, cannot 
be applied to the drop electrode. Indeed, Eq. (153) from 
wh^ch Eq. (155) is derived. Is correct only if the ouantlty 

[H+]0 la constant In time. At constant [H ]s, according to 
Eq. (151), the density of the discharge current i  should also 
be constant. Instead, as has been shown In Chapter 2, the 
density of the diffusion current towards the drop surface de- 
creases in proportion to t_1/2, where t  Is the time elaosed 
since the moment of the beginning )f its Increase. Thus the 
condition of a constancy of the   -'centratlon of H at the 
drop surface cannot be met       case of an Irreversible 
electrode process, if the growth of the drop takes place at 
constant potential, while it is automatically fulfilled If 
the polarization is of a purely concentration nature. It can 
be shown, however, that th0 error which results from the use 
of Eq. (155) for the process cf hydrogen separation at the 
drop electrode Is not very large if i  and £ , stand for the 

mean current density and limit current [28]. 
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235      Because the hydrogen ion concentration was 2 eq/liter, a po- 
tential of the polarized electrode of approximately —1.00 v 
corresponds to an overvoltape of 1.02 v. 

238      Another possible decomposition into two stages for the reac- 
tion of Hp formation will be described further on. 

2^0      Indeed if the reaction proceeds in one direction the rates of 
all the individual subsequent stages, established under sta- 
tionary conditions, will be the same. 

2^3      To cause the appearance of dissolved atomic nydrogen in iron 
it is not necessary to polarize the iron by an external cur- 
rent source. For this purpose the negative potential which is 
spontaneously established during the action of acids on iron 
is sufficient (see Chapter 8). The dissolved hydrogen is the 
cause of the "hydrogen embrittlement" of the metal well known 
in engineering. The penetration of hydrogen is much more pro- 
nounced with normal technical iron than in the case of the 
perfectly pure metal. Among the studies which deal with the 
problem of the penetration of hydrogen into iron, we must 
make special mention of the work of D.Alekseyev and co-work- 
ers [59]. 

2^45      The measurement of the overvoltare drop may be regarded as 
the determination of the capacitance of the electrode C  at 
potentials at which separation of hydrogen is already possi- 
ble. Indeed, after opening of the circuit the current i  in 
the external circuit becomes zero. The discharge of hydrogen 
ions at the electrode, however, continues and the positive 
charges of the discharged ions displace the cathode potential 
to the anodic side. It is obvious that under these experi- 
mental conditions the total charging current corresponding to 
the potential variation at a certain rate, and the current of 
the hydrogen ion discharge should be zero and consequently, 

C*jk*-* (a) 
where n, and t. are, respectively, the overvoltage and 

the discharge current at the time t  elapsed after the.openj 5 
of the circuit. Assuming that the quantity C  can be c6nsid- 
ered as constant and assuming in Eq. (a) in accordance with 
(136), 

i^kc-^\ (b) 

we find after Integration 

^—Hn (-^-4. const). (c) 

Because  at   t   =   0,   nö =  ^   In  ''-o/^,   where  HQ and   i~  are  the 
overvoltage  and current  density  prior to the  opening of the 
circuit,   the  Integration constant  in Eq.   (c)   is 

and,   consequently. 

* 
const ■» -r- 
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""(^ ) (e) 

Equation (d) allows ua to determine C  from the deper.donce of 
n, on time. In the case of the mercury electrode we obtain 

values of C  of about IP ml crofarads/cirT , I.e., correspondlnr 
to the normal double layer capacitance In the case of a 
negatively charged electrode surface [33]. The same calcula- 
tion method, applied to electrodes with low overvoltage, how- 
ever, gives higher values of C  which point to the presence of 
adsorbed hyarn^en. 

252 In  particular,   we  Jo  not   Know t'ue relations  between the  ad- 
sorption energy and fche quantities   tyj        :   for the electrode 
material  for which a  connection with the constant a in the 
Tafel  equation has  teen established  experimentally which 
makes  the theoretical  Interpretation of the  regularities d  - 
scribed   In   §3 more  difficult. 

253 There are some indication: relative to the 
"limit adsorption currents" In presence of 
on  the metal  surface. 

existence  of  r;uch 
a passlvatlng  film 

257 

258 

259 

Whilst the dlpole nature of the bond between metal and ad- 
sorbed hydrogen can also be taken !nto account within the 
framework of the recombination theory to yield a certain re- 
lationship between overvoltage and com] »Itlon of the solu- 
tion, these effects should be one order of magnitude -.mailer 
than those observed experimentally. 

This result naturally cannot be derived from Eq. (170) be- 
cause the latter w?s obtained on the assumption of a slight 
degree of filling. 

With metals With ;;mall overvoltage and, consequently, large 
adsorption energy of the hydrogen atoms (see Eq. 170) the 
electroche.nlcal desorption is of special importance according 
to this theory. If the energy of the bond between the metal 
and the hydrogen atoms is fairly small (for example, 1( 
than 10 kcal), i.e., in the case of metals with large over- 
voltage, according to Kobozev and Nekrasov, the hydrogen at- 
om.- should predominantly evaporate Into the solution. The 
rate of this last process, as follows from the kinetic the- 
ory of evaporation. Is expressed by the equation 

mir* . (a) 
where  v   is a coefficient   (fi factor)   of the order of 
1011-1012  sec  1; to  this   rate  corresponds  a   current 

(b) 

However, as calculations have shown, carried out on the basis 
of Eq. (a), the rate of desorption by evaporation at practi- 
cally attainable jvervoltages is negligibly small and cannot 
have a marked effect on the over-all kinetics of the reaction 
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or lead to the appearance of observable quantities of hydro- 
gen atoms In thi? solution. 

From a comparison of Eqs. (170) and (b) follows: 
RT DT 

^consl-^ln^.H^in^.^. (c) 

where the value of the constant Is the same as in Eq. (170). 
The latter can be calculated fror the free energy of dissoci- 
ation of the hydrogen molecule into atoms. Having found the 
value of the constant, one can find from Eq. (a) the quantity 
i  .   at a given n. This calculation gives the above-indi- 

cated result [^0]. 

As is evident from Eq. (b), if the desorption mechanism is 
purely one of eru^jslon, the overvoltage at a given current 
density should be independent of the adsorption energy and, 
consequently, of the nature of the metal, and the coefficient 
h  should equal RT/F  which does not agree with the experimen- 
tal data. N.I. Kohozev [60], starting out from the assumption 
of the presence of a repulsion Interaction between the ad- 
sorbed atoms, which does not vanish even with extremely 
slight filling:, has recently derived a new, more complex re- 
lation between the overvoltage, the adsorption energy of the 
hydrogen atoms and the evaporation rate, on which we cannot 
dwell here in greater detail. 

263      In §12 of Chapter 1 it  is shown that the additional capaci- 
tance, observed in measurements on an electrode which is im- 
mersed in a solution of potential-determining ions, also de- 
creases with increase in the freouency in the case of pure 
concentration polarization. This effect is connected with the 
slowness of the diffusion of the ions while the effect de- 
scribed here is connected with the slowness of the reaction 
itself. In the experiments described here the hydrogen ion 
concentration in the solution was so great that the slownei . 
of the diffusion towards the electrode at the frequencies 
used could not yet affect the magnitude of the measured ca- 
pacitance. 

268      For an explanation of the theory of Broensted see A.I. Shat- 
enshteyn. Teoriya klslot 1 osnovaniy. Istoriya 1 sovremennoye 
sostoyanlye [Theory of Acids and Pases. History and Modern 
Position]. Goskhimizdat [State Publishing House for Chemical 
Literature], 19^9. 

270      The concepts of a quantum-mechanical nature, on which we 
shall not dwell here, lead to the conclusion that the energy 
of the whole system consisting of metal and electron, proton 
and water molecule, near the point C  Is somewhat less than 
would follow from the position of the curves aa  and hh,   taken 
separately (the dotted part of the curve in Fig. 8^, omitted 
in Pigs. 83-87). We shall not take into account either the 
"zero" energies of the particles owing to whose existence 
the true energy level  of the particles is higher than that 
which follows from the position of the minima on the poten- 
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tlal  curver.   [t  sh'ould  be pointed ,    toweTer,  that  If we 
rev4-.       me more  r>ub* le electro^    ••     ••;   problems,   auch as, 
for example,  the  theorie.   of ( Led   •( Lytlc   septratlon of hy- 
drogen  Isotopes,   the  zero en; : an  Important part. 

So  long as we  oonslder the variations  of the quantities  E. 
and  f- and   n       their  absolut- v;tluf;  of the  poten- 
tial at  whl^h we  con             that       =  0 can be chosen arbitrari- 
ly. 

273 The above conclusion is based on mrnption of a pax%lle] 
displacemt't of the potentli •• aa  of the Ion durlnr the 
variation of the    ntial dr« i an         take Into ac- 
count th< variations of the p ti)  In f roportlon to the 
ipproach of the center or ,  . :/ of the cl   ■ of the ion to 
the elec»•    sur    within th< ' the double layer. 
The Ja"t circumstance also iff ' ;     nltude of the coef- 
ficlentr i and ß. Thus, If i that the double electric 
layer ha." a dense si point of intersec 
tion of the eurvea aa  an( Ln th« c nter of It, then, as 
is easily verified, a --=  h  0. vertical position of t] 
ascending branch of the curve ') while, according 
to Eqs. (l^B) and (190) In th ase u should have been 0 and 
I • I. 

278 

305» 

We assume initially that we are far from the equilibrium po- 
tential and shall aaaume that the cathodlc current :' Is 

equal to the  discharge current which we rhall designate by t, 
and the anodic current t. is eaual to the ionlzatlon current 

x. 

N.l. Kobc^ev and V.V. Monblanova   3] connect the Influence 
of surface-active substances on the penetration of hydrogen 
with, a lowering of the eneiT;.' ol sydrogen a .sorptlon in the 
presence of forelrn adsorbing substai le . The lowering of the 
energy of adsorption, accordlnp- to the theory of N.I. Kobozev 
and N.It NeKi'asov, results In an increase in the overvoltage 
,i id f- llitates the transition of the hydrogen atom from the 
surface Into the depth of the metal lattice. According to 
this scheme the addition of surface-active substances should 
In all cases Intensify the penetration of the hydrogen Into 
the metal during its electrolytic separation. 

305**    The behavior of the nickel h;, i  ;en el^.-trode In alkaline so-. 
lutlon.-. near the equ'!!:* I    nd In presence of 
anodic polarization is compj.j   ed further by the appearance 
of oxide films on its mrfa  .   will be shown in Chapter 7, 
the latter have an important Influence   the hydrogen over- 
voltage. 
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Manu- 
script 
Page 
No. 

233 

246 

31^ 

[Transliterated Symbols] 

= n.v.e. ■ normal'nyy vodorodnyy elektrod = normal 
hydrogen electrode 

ads ■ adsorptsiya ■ adsorption 

■ emlss = emlsslya = emission 
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.■I.I.. 

Ch«pter 'i 

REACTIONr OF BLBCTROCHEMICAI REDUCTION AND OXIDATION 

II, GENERAL INFOPMATIOK 

Any electrochemical reaction can be regarded either as an oxida- 

tion, when the rMCting substances give off electrons to the electrode 

(anode), or as a reduction, when they acquire electrons (at the cath- 

ode ). 

In ti.e present chapter we shall llrall coi    -atlon to the reac- 

tions whose initial components and products are dissolved substances. 

This category of electrochemical reactions also include.-: reactions tak- 

ing place with the participation or resulting In the formatlcn of dis- 

solved molecules of gaseous substances but do not include the reactions 

of electro-deposition or dlssolutirm of metal- or other solids. We thus 

assume that the metallic electrode merely plays the part of an electron 

transmitter and that Its chemical modifications, If they take place, 

are limited to the surface layer. 

The reaction of the cathodic reduction of hydrogen, which has been 

examined in detail In the prev ous chapter. Is typical and one of the 

w.ost   Important examples of reducing reactions. 

Other redox reactions have been s     ! to a lesser extent than 

the reaction of hydrogen separation,     urh i any of these are also of 

practical importance and frequently form the ba Is of entire branches 

of industry. As examples we can mention the anodic separation of oxygen 

and halogens, the cathodic reduction of dissolved oxygen, the anodic 

oxidation of the sulfate Ion to persulfate ion, on which the industrial 
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production of hydrogen peroxide Is based, the production of chlorates 

and perchlorates and many others. 

The number of known oxidation and reduction electrode reactions 

is very large. Nearly all metal cations existing in solution In several 

oxidation stages (for example, the ions of iron, chromium, titanium, 

etc.), can be subjected to redox reactions. A number of oxygen-contain- 

ing inorganic Ions (Cro0~~, MnOT, AsO~  , etc.) are reduced at the 

cathode; many anions which do not contain oxygen (Cl~, Br~, S  , etc.) 

are oxidized at the anode. A large number of reactions in which organic 

substances participate is also known; for example, compounds containing 

the carbonyl group, such as aldehydes and ketones, are fairly readily 

reduced at the cathode. The anions of organic acids are oxidized at the 

anode with splitting off of carbon dioxide and formation of hydrocar- 

bons; various unsaturated organic compounds are hydrogenated at the 

cathode. 

The first experiments in the electrolysis of organic compounds 

were carried out In 1803 by Academician V.V. Petrov [1]. A large number 

of Important oxidation and reduction reactions with participation of 

organic substances were discovered and studied by the great Russian 

chemists N.N. Beketov [2] (reduction of bicarbonate to formic acid, 

1869), A.M. Butlerov [3] (electrosynthesis of butylene, 1870) and oth- 

ers. It Is particularly Important to mention the work of N.A. Bunge [^] 

at Kiev, who carried out comprehensive investigations on the Influence 

of various factors (current intensity, temperature, concentration) on 

the course of different processes of anodic oxidation of organic sub- 

stances. The work of.N.D. Zellnskly, N.A. Shllov [5] and L.V. Pisar- 

zhevskly [6] also dealt with the oxidation of organic substances by 

electrolysis (for more details on these works see N.Ye. Khomutov [38])• 

It would be In order to give a classification of all known elec- 
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trochemica] reactions based on the drr pence of the mechanisms by 

which they proceed. However, tht   currently available experimental data 

do not yet permit such a broad generalization. Nonetheless, certain 

common regularities can be pointed out even now which characterize 

their kinetics and mechanism. 

In the followlnr we shall consider phenomena connected mainly with 

the reactions of cathodic reduction. The study of the reactions of an- 

odic oxidation of dissolved substances is greatly complicated by the 

fact that the surface of the metallic ancdp, as a rule, is oxidized 

(even in the case of platlnun), and tne oxide film thus formed to tome 

degree affects the course of the reaction. 

52. REVERSIBLE AND IRREVERSIBLE REDOX REACTIONS 

It is generally accepted to divide the redox reactions or redox 

systems* into reversible and irreversible. Reversible systems, as a 

rule, are termed the systems which satisfy the following conditions: 

a) when an inert electrode is immersed '■  .. i-jven solution, a cer- 

tain potential J.s established In It which is independent of the materi- 

al and the surface condition of the electrode, depending only on the 

concentration and nature of the oxidized and reduced reaction compo- 

nents, in crrespcndence with their thermodynamlc properties; 

t ) when current is passed through the electrode, i.e., during the 

course of the oxidation or reduction reaction, the electrode potential 

practically remains at the equilibriu.-.      as long as the current 

density is so low * hat the concentration polarization need not be con- 

sidered; in other words, these reactions do not show electrochemical 

polarization. 

The systems quinone/hyiroquinone, Tp/T~ or Fe  /Fe   with plati- 

num or gold electrode are usually c*ted as classical examples of re- 
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verslble redox systems. To these belongs also the reversible hydrogen 

electrode, i.e., the system H /H« with an electrode of platinized plat- 

inum. 

A large number of Irreversible systems Is known which do not sat- 

isfy the above-indicated conditions. Thus, for example, aldehydes are 

relatively readily reduced at the cathode or oxidized at the anode to 

the corresponding alcohols or acids. If, however, a platinum electrode 

or inert electrode of some other metal is immersed In a mixture of al- 

dehyde and alcohol, the potential established on it depends on the ma- 

terial and condition of the electrode and cannot be regarded as the 

thermodynamic equilibrium redox potential of the system aldehyde/alco- 

hol. The oxygen electrode behaves In the same way; if a platinum elec- 

trode is Immersed In an aqueous solution saturated with gaseous oxygen, 

the equilibrium oxygen potential is not established on it. 

Every electrochemical reaction taking place at a measurable rate, 

i.e., every passage of current through the electrode, causes a certain 

disturbance of the thermodynamic equilibrium and should thus cause a 

certain shift of the electrode potential. The different redox systems 

differ by the degree of their irreverslbility. The overvoltage can 

serve as a characteristic of the degree of Irreversiblllty of the reac- 

tion; since the overvoltage depends on the current density. It can be 

compared for different reactions only at the same current density. Th< 

reactions with low activation energy take place at a fairly high rate 

and the overvoltage for them at moderate current densities can be less 

than the sensitivity limit of the method used for the measurement of 

the electrode potential; hence it may seem that the electrochemical 

reaction does not disturb the equilibriu:ii. At high current densities 

the concentration polarization assumes primary Importance In these cas- 

es. However, even for such classical reversible systems, as Fe  /Fe 
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or I0/I", It can be shown that the polarization during the passage of 

current Is not of a purely concentration nature and that, consequently, 

the electrochemical process proper takes place at a measurable rite 

[7]. Strongly irreversible reactions at low current Intensities also 

Involve a considerable overvoltat   attaining values of 1 v and over. 

Reactions are often conventionally ten  • reversible if their 

overvoltage is much le..s than the shift of the electrode potentlnl, 

caused by concentratlu.' poüarization under normal mixing conditions. 

Anothtr erlttrlon of the reversibility of a reaction can be the 

Intensity of the exchange current at th» ^c< lum potential of a 

given redox system. Tne reversibility    he process Js the greater the 

greater the exchange current. The exchan(     pent of practic iHy irre- 

versible reactions is immeasurably small. Tne d     to which condition 

a) can be fulfilled depends on the magnltu  of the exchange current. 

In order that an inert electrode assumes the equilibrium potential of a 

certain redox system it is essential that the exchange current of this 

system should considerably exceed the exchans-o current of the electro- 

chemical side reactions which can tane place at the same electrode, for 

example, those connected with the presence of traces of oxygen In the 

solution. 

Close.> bound up with the problem of the degree of irreversibility 

of different redox reactions is the problem of the electrochemical re- 

ducibieness or oxJdablllty. Various substances are difficult to reduce 

by an electrochemical method. The sat    i-a monocarboxylic acids, e.g., 

acetic acid, may serve as examples. During pol-rrlxation of the elec- 

trode in an acetic acid solution to a strongly negative potential (for 

example, during the recording of polarographic curves by means of the 

mercury drop electrode) reactions of Its reduction to acetic aldehyde 

or ethyl alcohol are not  bserved although thermodynamical ly the rtduc- 
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tlon process would be quite feasible. This means that the reaction of 

reduction of aceMc acid involves such a large overvoltage that it 

would proceed at a measurable rate only at potentials which are more 

negative than the potential of hydrogen separation. 

We ought to point out that the rate of a redox reaction depends 

not only on the nature of its components or on the type of reaction but 

to a very considerable degree also on the electrode material. This had 

been clearly evident already during the discussion of the reaction of 

the cathodlc separation of hydrogen which takes place on the platinized 

platinum electrode under conditions close to reversible, and on other 

metals with a varying delay. 

The process of the electrolytic reduction of nitric acid and its 

salts can also serve as an example of the effect of the nature of the 

electrode metal; on cathodes of different metals different compounds 

are obtained with different current yields. 

The influence of the cathode material on the course of the elec- 

trolytic reduction process of organic substances has been studied in 

the works of S.A. Fokin (1906) [8]. S.A. Fokin showed that the process 

of cathodlc reduction of oleic acid and other unsaturated organic com- 

pounds takes place most readily on metals of the platinum group and al- 

so on nickel and cobalt, i.e., precisely on the metals which are the 

best catalysts in the hydrogenatlon of these compounds with gaseou:- hy- 

drogen, which have the maximum adsorption of atomic hydrogen and low 

hydrogen overvoltages. In other cases, however, such a parallelism be- 

tween the hydrogen overvoltage on metals and their behavior .In other 

electrolytic reduction reactions is not observed. Whilst the reduction 

of oleic acid proceeds most readily on electrodes of catalytically ac- 

tive metals with low hydrogen overvoltage, other electrolytic reduction 

reactions can be realized only on cathodes with large overvoltage. 
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Thus, for pxampje, as was r-hown by N.A. and A.A. Petrova 

[9], the reduction reaction of nltronetliane to methylhydroxy]amlne or 

nethylamlne takes place readily on lead or tin electrodes, I.e., on 

metals which have a larpe hydropen overvoltage. L.I. Antropov [10] 

found, as a general rule, that tfu electrolytic reduction of unsaturat- 

ed organic compounds with double bond pr        re  readily or; catalyt- 

Ically active metaJr, while the electrolytic reduction of oxygen-con- 

taining polar compounds (for example, aldehydes, ketones, etc.) tai'.es 

place more readily or .netals v;lth larpe ov^rvoltar^. 

As has been shown In the previous ;l pi r, the slowing down of the 

reaction of the discharge of the hydrogen ion upon transition from a 

metal with low ovrrvoltage to metals with hlgi overvoltage is connected 

with a decrease in the adsorption energy of the hydrogen atom on the 

metal. Let us assume that the adsorption energy of the particle formed 

during the elementary act of electrolytic reduction of some organic 

rubstance Is less or depends on the nature of the metal in a different 

way than the adsorption energy of the hydrogei  torn. Then when we go 

over to metals with large hydrogen overvo.]' I   the corresponding reduc- 

tion reaction at a gtven potential will not be slowed down as much as 

the reaction of hydrogen separation or may not be slowed down ai. all. 

On the other hand, on cathodes with high hydrogen overvoltage, owing 

to ^he delay in tne hydrogen separation, it Is possible to produce much 

more negative potentials than on cathodes with low overvoltage. This 

enables the rate of the reaction whl"h       ta us to be considerably 

Increased. Thus, In the case under oonalderation the reaction of elec- 

trolytic reduction should really proceed more readily on cathodes with 

large hydrogen overvoltage. Analogously, a large oxygen separation 

overvoltage facilitates in many cases other oxidation reactions at the 

anode. Platinum has the largest overvoltage during the separation of 
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oxygen (in acid and also alkaline solutions), whereas lead has a lower 

one, being covered, for example. In sulfurlc acid solution with a film 

of PbOp, and even less Iron and nickel (in alkaline solutions) and also 

graphite. Reactions which require a high anode potential can be 

achieved only on a platinum anode (for example, production of persul- 

fates or perchlorates) while chlorates, whose production requires a 

lower oxidation potential, can be produced on graphite anodes. 

Depending on the anode potential different organic substances can 

be obtained from the same initial product, for example, in the oxida- 

tion of ethyl alcohol on smooth platinum acetic acid Is obtained, and 

on platinized platinum acetaldehyde. 

The effect of the nature of the electrode on the course of the 

electrochemical process may be connected in some cases with the forma- 

tion of intermediates of the reacting substance with the electrode met- 

al. For example, the reduction of the compounds of the acetylene series 

Is easily achieved on copper and silver electrodes with which they ob- 

viously form unstable chemical compounds. 

Various external conditions, above all the temperature, also af- 

fect the degree of irreversiblllty of the different reducing and oxi- 

dizing reactions. As a rule, increasing the temperature lowers the 

overvoltage and the degree of irreversinility of all reactions and 

brings the system close to the equilibrium state. 

§3. STAGES OF THE REDUCTIOIJ REACTIONS. INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS. 

Using the reaction of the reduction of the hydrogen Ion as an ex- 

ample, we have become acquainted with a reaction In the course of which 

the reacting particle (the hydrogen Ion) combines with a single elec- 

tron. As a result of this reaction a particle with unsaturated valency 

Is formed, the adsorbed hydrogen atom, which combiner, with another atom 
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during the subsequent chemical reactions with formation of a hydror ■ 

molecule. In otner cases the combination of a ringle electron with a 

stable molecule or ion can also give a particle which contains an odd 

number uf electrons, i.p., ai   least one unpaired electron in the outer 

electron shell. In consequence of thla a particle (atom or free radical^ 

Is obtained which, as a rule, poesesso   high reactivity and enters 

into further reaction either via combination with a second electron or 

via combination with another Identical particle (dlmerization reaction). 

In either case a compound is formed centalninr an even number of valen- 

cy electrons and which I  stable. 

Examples of reaction:- coi   ting li   e combination or emission of 

only one electron with formation of stable pre lucts are the reduction 

or oxidation reactions of netal ions existing in solution in several 

oxidation stages, such as, for example, 

MnO; ,-.'-»A\no;-, 

As an example of a read.Ion which takes place via dlmerization of 

primarily formed atoms or free radicals, '..    . mention, apart from the 

reaction of hydrogen separation or the anaJ »gous reaction of chlorine 

reparation, the reaction of the oxidation of cysteine to cystine 

2RSH -» RS - SR + ?c + 2H'fl where R means HOOC ■ CH - CH2 - 

I 
NH2 

or the reaction of the formation of plnacols during the reduction of 

aldehydes. 

The r.ajorlty of redox reactions of Inorganic or organic substances, 

however, takes \  Lace with the summary participation of at lesst two 

electrons per reacting particle. As examples we can mention the reac- 

tion of the reduction of quincne to hydroquinone 

CV I.Oa 1-2H*-t-2<?-» C,l 1» (OH,, 
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or the reaction of the reduction of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide 

O, r2H--f2e-*.HA. 

Reactions whlcn take place with the summary participation of more 

than two electrons can often be divided Into separate stages In each 

of which two electrons take part. Thus, the reaction of the reduction 

of organic nltro compounds to the corresponding amines requires the 

participation of six electrons: 

RNO, -f 6H- +6»-# RNH, -r 2H10. 

By varying the experimental conditions It Is possible to Isolate Indi- 

vidual Intermediate stages of this reaction and to obtain Intermedi- 

ates : 

RNOb^RNO^RNHOH^RNH* 

To elucidate the mechanism of a reducing (or oxidation) reaction 

It Is Important to know the physical and chemical properties of the In- 

termediates and free radicals produced In It. Of primary Interest Is 

the elucidation of the problem of their therrnodynamlc and kinetic sta- 

bility. 

The therrnodynamlc stability of Intermediates means that they can 

exist at least In a certain potential range In measurable concentra- 

tions In equilibrium with the Initial and final reaction products. The 

problem of the therrnodynamlc stability of the Intermediate products can 

be comprehended by using the example of the reduction of trlvalent Iron 

Ions to metallic Iron or of the Ions of divalent copper to metallic* 

copper. 

The normal redox potential of the system Fe /Fe   Is +0.77 V 

(n.v.e.). At potentials which are more negative than this value, the 

equilibrium concentration of the Ions of divalent Iron exceeds the con- 

centration of the loiiu of trlvalent Iron; for example, at a potentJal 

of O.BS v the ratio [Fe  l/fFe  J Is 100, at more negative potential 
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Jt   *s even larger.   The  norrjnl electr tentlal of  the system  Fe/Fe + + 

Is —O.^U v. Hence, In presence of metallic Iron the Fe   Ions are un- 

stable and are reduced to Fe  Ions. The Ions of divalent iron In turn 

ire stable and do net undergo any char.res (oxidation to Fe   or reduc- 

tion to metaillo iron) trithln a wl      ntlal ran^e from the region of 

the equilibrium potential of the system Fe  /Fe   to the region of the 

equilibrium potential of the system Fe/Fe  . Thus during the reduction 

of crlvalent iron the Fe  ions can accumulate as  a stable Intermediate 

product to conüljer'-clt concentrations; only at potentials which are 

more negative than the equilibrium potential Fe/Fe  are they reduced 

further to metallic Iron. 

In the system Cu  /Cu /Cu we are faced with a different situation. 

In presence of metallic copper the lower oxidation jtage of copper, 

''u , Is unstable In solution. Indeed the reduction of the ions of di- 

valent copper to the unlvalent state should occur close to the normal 

electrode potential of the system Cu  /Cu  of 0.16 v (n.v.e.); because, 

i.owever, this potential la much more negative than the potential Cu/Cu 

('0.5? v), the Ions of monovalent copper can   Let near the electrode 

only In nepllglbJ.v small concentration. Thus In consequence of the low 

thermodynam'c ?tablllty of the Cu ion they cannot accumulate in the 

solution in measurable quantities during the reduction of divalent cop- 

per to metallic ^opper. Closely connected with this. In particular, la 

the well-known property of the salts of monovalent copper to decompose 

spontaneously in solution into salts ci ilvalent copper and metallic 

copper 

Cii,S04-»CuSO4 r-Cu. 

Summarlzlnp the above, we can say that the Intermediate products 

of reduction or oxidation r ictlons are thermodynamlcally stable If the 

equilibrium redox potential of the system oxidized component - Interme- 
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diate product has a more positive value than for the system Intermedi- 

ate product-reduced component. In the polarographlc analysis of solu- 

tions of such substances two separate polarographlc waves are formed 

(or a greater -umber of waves in presence of a -reater number of Inter- 

mediate reduction stages). Conversely, during the polarographlc analy 

sis of a solution, containing an oxidant of the type of Cu  , only one 

wave can be recorded on the polarogram, corresponding to the summary 

process Cu  + 2e ■♦ Cu. However, if a substance Is added to the solu- 

tion which increases the stability of monovalent copper by forcing com- 

plexes with It, for example, ammonia or chlorine ions, the monovalent 

copper is enabled to accumulate to a measurable concentration and the 

polarographlc wave of Cu   Is decomposed into two waves. 

We have considered here the thermodynamlc conditions of the sta- 

bility of the Intermediate products of electrolytic reduction reac- 

tions. The accumulation of thermodynamlcally unstable reduction prod- 

ucts to measurable concentrations, however, is frequently observed. 

Thus, during the reduction of dissolved molecular oxygen to water, hy- 

drogen peroxide is formed as an Intermediate on several electrode mate- 

rials. The normal potential of the system O^/F-Op In acid medium l:i 

0.682 v, the potential of the system HpOp/HpO Is 1.77 v. I.e., the re- 

duction potential of the substance with the lower- oxidation stage (hy- 

drogen peroxide) is considerably more positive. In spite of this two 

waves are observed during the polarographlc determination of oxyp-en, 

of which the first is due to the reduction of oxygen to hydrogen perox- 

ide and the second to the reduction of the peroxide to water« The cause 

of the appearance of the intermediate stage Is the  fact that both rea - 

lions (the reduction cf oxygen and the reduction of hydrogen peroxide) 

are strongly Irreversible and take place only in presence of a consid- 

erable overvoltage. The overvoltage of the second stage (reduction of 
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hydrogen peroxl ie to  water)   IB   consi : • .>n  the  overvolt- 

age of th*  first   stare;   In ccr..-equ. n«4   of   thil oductlon  of hydro- 

gen peroxide to  water taket- r lace at  a more nej • potential than the 

reduction of oxygen although the equtl' of tho  system In 

the second   Bta^*»  of the prootil  ll        r    ]       "   '   • .   The ace. rrulatlon of 

peroxide to concentr»ti   ; s  excetdlnp;   the . namJc  tquillbrllBi  con- 

centration  thULi   takes  plac   In  oofti of f he kil |< lay of 4.h< 

process of  further   iHKtuetion     T  "he   perox "   ■ . ;>      '  'roe  of Uiermo- 

dynamlcaily  unstabil    1 . tratÜlAti   T'eouctlon pr-oducts  ia  also ohserveti 

In other Instances. 

The reaction of ro4uotl< n of 03 to wa*.   r   Ll   U)  oamp"-' of a 

complex  four-plectmn  reac   'D.T   irhlel       ,     •■     ■' a   result     f  the 

action of klnet'c  factors   into  two simpler  tl   - tron  stages.  Of  con- 

siderable Interest  Is   the  problem of   • .      ity  of a  further  sub- 

division of the   two-electron processes Into   Indlv '     •      and th' 

detection of the lntermedl,v,e • podudtf Obtftlnod tl a result of the com- 

tlnatlori or Mission Of I llnglo »] trollt ' lo-< loetron inten.'ilate 

products ; vt: obviously  formei   !n the   course complex redact lor 

or  oxidation reart'   ni    [although they  cannot  a!' be deteclea),   i.e., 

in  every element ?iry electrochemical   otag»!   tfl • rule,  only a  transition 

of  a single   tltetPOK takes  place but   not of two or more electrons si- 

multaneously . 

The reaction  of the reduction of qulnone to hydroqu ' r.on~  has been 

given above  as a   typical example  of n  of eJecorolyt!c   reduc- 

tion with addition of two electro ■■ t*Tt   luring  the  chemical  re- 

duction  of some  rrjre  complex      .: in In'. e   formation  of 

products  of  on -rlecuron addition has   be^n  observed,   the  so-called 

semlquinones," v/hlch have rr^ny of the  properties  of  free  radicals  [11]. 

A?   long aso  Si  187°,   tlM nrofessor of Kiev diversity  N.A.   Bunge 
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I 'i 1  polntpc] out  the  possibility of the   formation of intermediate   unsta- 

bla  products during  the  electrolysis of  solutions   of orpaftlc  compounds 

which are  subsequently transformed Into   stable electrolysis   products 

vit  dlmtrlzation or  other reactions.  The  single electron  Intermediates 

have   unsaturated valencies and  their thermodynaipic and  kinetic stabil- 

ity  is  low.  Hence  they cannot  accumulate  in Important  quantities   during 

the  reaction and  In  many   cases  participate In  the   reaction  only  In the 

adsorbed  state  on the electrode surface,   as,   for example, during  the 

cathodlc  separation  of molecular hydrogen.  On   the  whole  the  problem of 

the  transition  of the valency-unsaturated  Intermediates,  radicals   or 

atoms,   into the  volume of the   solution  has not  yet   teen  sufficiently 

I '-udled.   Cases  are  known   In which  such  a   transition appears   to occur 

axthough only  to a  slight   extent.   The appearance of valency-unsaturated 

radicals  In the  solution  can be detected  if they  cai3e   chemical chain 

reactions.   Particularly  suitable  for this  purpose  are  the polymeriza- 

tion  reactions  of unsaturated  compounds  which   are  readily initiated by 

valency-unsaturated  particles.   This  method of  detecting   free   radicals 

•in also be applied  to electrochemical reactions.   Thus,   during the 

electrolytic reduction of  acrylic  acid CHp ■ CH - COOH  or its esters  a 

polymerization  of the dissolved unsaturated compound Is   observed which 

can be explained by  assuming that  the iiinermedlate   product  of the   elec- 

trolytic  reduction,   for example,  the radical  —CH0  - CHp  - COOH, going 

Into solution in very small quantities,   initiates  the polymerization 

reaction  [12]. 

The radicals  which  form as  intermediate products during  the   reaur- 

tlon of more complex   organic compounds,   may be  relatively stable and, 

correspondingly,  may   accumulate to  a  marked degree   within a   certain po- 

tential  ran;?;e.   The polarographic wave which characterizes the over-all 

two-electron process   Is  separated  In  these  cases  Into t wo  Individual 
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waves with '»qual  height. 

|14.   KINKTICS  OP THE INDIVIDUAL STÜOBS   ^  IHB BLECTROCHINICAL PRUCECS. 
REACTIONS  WITH   PAHTICIFATI' :;   ( !-   INI        I      ATE RKDUCIK'n   AGENTS OR 
OXXLANTS 

It nas been shown, using the .oici'on of h>clrop;en aeparatlon LS an 

exanple, that the over-all rate of the el«otroehcmlo%l reaction depenüE 

on the  rates  of the  Irnlvliual   Intepi • otages;   In pirtlcu Ja/,   if 

the rate,  or, more correctly,  thr   rate constmt  of  on" of the  star-on 1- 

sllghtly  less tlMUR  th9X of  the  others,  and if parallel stages   are  ab- 

sent,   the over-all  r.-ite cf th.   whele   rttotlon  la d ■     ;       'y by the 

rate of this  dela:.            age. 

In  the   following we  shall imli •   . Imclest  cases of the 

kinetics of  reducing or oxidation reactici    ,   '     Vhloh only one stage 

Is  limiting.   In this  case  the kinetic   IftM f-all reaction can 

be derived  from  the kinetics cf   the   delayed stag- . 

In the case of reversible redox lyttMlg as, for example, quinone/ 

hydroquinone,  the  slow stap-e,  ah  follOtti   fror foregoing dlscMslon, 

is the diffusion  of the reactliu'; lubsttnoi   to   tl        i jctrode surface or 

the diffusion cf   '.IK    PeAOtion  products  fror,  th«   "urface   to the   Interior 

of '■ne  solution.   The   laws  observed in these casec   do not  differ In 

prirolple  1.    any  way   li om  thot«  dlscusse :  by  us enrller  and we shall 

not  d  ell  on  therr here. 

In the   chapter which  deals   with   the   reaction   cf cathoaic  hydrogen 

jeparation,   it was shown that   for ■   m "he   delayed stage which 

limits  the  klnetlcu of the  over-all   | oS  is  the   electrochemical 

stage  of the discharge of  the  h;     ■  ( iydrogen Ion. 

In this connection the question  natuialiy ar-ises how much thu 

electrochemical   act  of addition or er L-sion of an electron can be  rate- 

limit In: in  other reduction or  oxldaticn  reactions.   It must  be pointed 
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out that this possibility of the slowing down of a reaction has normal- 

ly not been considered In the older works on electrochemical kinetics; 

all experimentally observed polarization phenomena were explained by a 

possible inhibition of chemical reactions, i.e., stagec wliloh take 

place without the participation of electrons. The hypothesis has been 

repeatedly advanced in the interpretation of the kinetics of electro- 

chemical tranüformatlonB, according to which the electrochemical reac- 

tion Itself, which leads to the formation of some active Intermediate 

product, takes place quickly and is reversible; the delayed stage 1 

the chemical transformation of the unstable Intermediate product into 

the stable end product of the reaction without the participation of 

charges, for example, via polymerization. In this case the electrode 

potential is determined in accordance with the equations for the equi- 

librium potential by the concentrations of the initial substances and 

the Intermediate products in analogy to the situation in the recombina- 

tion theory of the hydrogen overvoltage. The kinetics of the over-all 

process are determined by the laws of trdiis format Ion of the intermedi- 

ate product into *:.ie final reaction product. 

It has been shown recently, based on the results of the experlim r- 

tal study of the kinetics cf electrochemical reactions, that several 

important reduction or oxidation reactions of inorganic or organic : 

stances are limited by the electrochemical stage, i.e., the stage of 

electron addition to tae molecule of the reduced substance or the eml;-- 

blon of an electron by the molecule of oxidized substance. In the fol- 

lowing sections we shall become acquainted with several such reactl> 

Numerous reactions of reduction of organic and Inorganic substanc- 

es take place with participation of electrons and hydrogen ions. 

In these cases, in addition to the above-considered scheme, ac- 

cording to which an electron is primarily added to the reacting mole- 
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cule  (whlnb  after or slmultanef uply  i lt|   t.he  addition of the  electron 

reacts  with a hydrogen  Ion),  there Is  also poi e   a meclianlsm of  the 

process,   In which the electron  combiner,  Hrs^.  with  a  hydrogen  Ion  with 

formatlor of  i hydrogrn -it om  (ditel        e of t   • n  Ion),   tnd   the 

atom thus  fOPfWd,   which  is   a itPon luring arem ,   thtn  reacts with a 

rrolecule  of the substance  belnp  r«due*d and i- s   It: 

li* • r- •  . 

H    H  »RH^RH 

The   concept  of th« rarnlclpatlon of at.    : as  an Interme- 

diate product  in  the  reactlor. s   receive!  wide 

currency  in  the elect., »hod . o  these views 

tr.e  primary  stage  cf any e\ei   rochenj lotion is   t , 

reduction of  the  hydrogen  Ion to  ^ton:' I I?«   Bttt«   (hy- 

drogen  in  etatu naeoendi t   at   th«  r   ■ •.   '      ;     • j,   witn   its  subse- 

quent   chemical  reaction with  t.he   sub   I . :,e  reduce  ;.     hut,     oer- 

ster  [391 wrote  In 192?:   "The electrolytic !on  consists   in this, 

that tlM   hydrogen atoms,   formed  durlnc th<    M f ! ydrogen Ions 

at  the   cathode,   Instead of  reac* I h  etch   oth        U I   forming mole- 

cules,   enter  Into  reaction  witn  the Ln    tie   solutions  and   re- 

duce them.   Hence  we shall   consider hydrogen as   the  sole  carrier of  the 

reducing action."  N.I«   Kobozev and eo-worfctn   assumed that the electro- 

lytic   reductlor   rea-.tion cannot  proceed without  the   participation  of 

some  form of active hydrogen  ''atomic   or molecular-excited)   [13]. 

However,   the  participation  of free  ^'.o.,   n        . .^orbed)   atornic  hy- 

drogen   in the  reduction reactions   Ll   I        - iry t   le  for the  same 

reasons   as  Its p-^'ticipation In  the           •«■  of  hydrogen  separation, 

namely,   the reserve of free  energy   >f itomic  hj I      -n is   too   large   to 

permit   its  accumulation in   concentrations   s  fflclent   for permitting  a 

measurable reaction rate.     n the  contrary,   it   is highly probable that 
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In many cases of reduction  reactions  which take place readily  on elec- 

trodes, which strongly adsoiL hydrogen,   the adsorbed  atomic hydrogen 

really  participates.   As has been shown In the   Introduction,  this hydro- 

gen,   however, differs greatly In Its  properties   from  free   itomlc hydro- 

gen.   According to L.I.   Antropov,   the   reaction  of reduction of  compounds 

on cathodes   with  high  cvervoltage takes place   via addition of hydrogen 

Ions and electrons,  while   In the  react-lons of  the reduction of com- 

pounds   with   separate  double bonds on  platinum  and nickel   cathodes  ad- 

sorbed  hydrogen  atoms  take  part   [10]. 

The concept   of the obligatory participation of  an active  interme- 

diate   product in  the  electrochemical   process  has  also been repeatedly 

advanced with regard  to the  anodic oxidation reactions.   According  to 

the theory  developed  by the British  electrochemlsts   Glasstone  and Hlck- 

llng  [I1*],   the primary  stage of  aU   oxidation  reactions  Is the  dis- 

charge   of hydroxyl Ions at   the anode  with  formation  of the free hydrcx- 

yl  radical OH.  This  free hydroxyl,  llkt atomic   hydrogen,   having a g: 

reactivity,   is dlmerlzed with formation of molecules   of hydrogen perox- 

ide which then enter  Into  chemical interaction with  the substance to be 

oxidized.   According to these  ideas,  the reaction of oxidation  of the 

hyposulflte   Ion  to the  tetrathlonate   ion  takes   place,   for example, 

the  following way: 

primary   reaction (A) 
20U--*20il-t-2e 
20H-^J1A (B) 

.,       11,0,, 2Sao;- — s.o. '- 201 r . fr. secondary reaction       * *       *  ' ' * (C) 

The above-presented mechanism of  the  oxidation   reactions   has  been 

repeatedly  questioned  In  'he  literature  [13J and is   not  very  probable. 

Indeed,   hydrogen  peroxide   is not   directly  obtained*  during anodic po- 

larization of electrodes,   i.e.,   in the course  of oxidation reactions  on 

normal   electrodes.  On  the   other  hand,   a  large   number   of oxidation reac- 
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tlons   Is known which   prcc-ed reaaJly by  •ivetrolytla  but which do  not 

take  place   under the   chenlcal  action  of hydi" , ■ n        -oxi > adü<-'d to   the 

solution. 

Summing up   It  can be  said  that   th€  t-henries which r-egard  to Pb^ve- 

^onsld^red  oxidation  ar.d  tk#duot Lon   r '>ns as r' chemical reac- 

tions,   brcugtt   about   ty  acme active   Int.   r:; • produoi,  are at  lea. i 

one-sided.   It  is not   posslrle  t(   {'•ÜUOi  ax        ■: ••.   of ci ^ ilcal  O'.lciation 

and reduction reactions  to a  . '       •  mejl I   is po.scible  that   I 

reactlonb   real.y prooet      \ • ■!■.  •   with  I 3t-hemt-:8  but   the  cor- 

rectness of this  cla. , •    .eparatMy. 

Attention  shoula It  >.- • Lor of ether 1   t erme- 

diate   reducing  agen^.:,    -r      .' .       . Iiydrogtn  per- 

oxide.   Certain metal  lens  existing in 3 i  -al oxidation 

stages, such as,   for example,   the   I OP lun,  can be 

such  Intermediate agents.   Tin    iddltlon .: ccelerates 

varic . ' electrode  react1 on.-,   In which mainly or substances take 

part,   co^slderab 1;,   and enable  rt     * m which  do not   pro- 

ceed  In ttielr aosence.   It   Li natuT'5- Ize  the action  of these 

substances   tc be  such  tr. .t  they  are  reduced I   I   cathode to  a lower 

valency and  then interact   with   tue  substance to be   reduced whicn  for 

somt   reasoi.   Is   reduced directly   at   the  oal       I       nly  v,lth difficulty. 

it.ter.T.edlu* o produc*   Is  then again reduced  catnodlcaily   ao that   the 

oame  netal   ion   car.  repeatedly  enter   4nto   reaction. 

The reaction Df  the  reduction of .• '.hylene  which   tanes 

place   in pi^erence of  chromium ionr   [ erve  as an  example of  such 

an effect: 

at the cathode 0r##+#-»O*, 

chemical  reaction ICr" ^li'-rCjli,-   ^Cr*-* , C,iJ4. 

at the cathode Cr***4-*   .Cr** .  ^tc. 

O 

C 

Z 
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As follows from the above, It is necessary for determining the me- 

chanism of oxidation and reduction reactions, as In the case of hydro- 

gen separat-ion, to oarry out an all-sided study of the reaction rates 

as a function of potential and composition of the solution, making use 

if possible of Independent data on the adsorption of individual compo- 

nents on the electrode surface. To obtain such data is one of the fu- 

ture tasks of electrochemical kinetics. 

15. REACTION OP ELECTROLYTIC REDUCTION OP OXYGEN 

The reaction of the cathodic reduction of dissolved molecular oxy- 

gen Is encountertd !n a large number of important processes, for exam- 

ple, In the operation of galvanic cells with electrodes with depolari- 

zation by atmospheric oxygen, in the corrosion and dissolution of met- 

als in presence of air, etc. This reaction has beer» studied by N.D. 

Tomashov [17]» who investigated the effect of the electrode material on 

the course of the reaction, by Z.A. lofa [IB], V.S. Bagotskly Cl9]| 

A.I. Krasil•shchikov [20] and others and we have some information on 

its mechanism. 

The summary reaction of the reduction of oxygen can be visual!« 

In the following form: 

in acid solution    0,-f4c-i-411*-»211,0, 

In alkaline solution 0I-r4e-r211,0—».4ÜH-, 

I.e., four electrons participate in the sununary reaction. The enti 

reaction can be divided Into two two-electron stages with intermediate 

formation of hydrogen peroxide 

O, ► 11,0, ►211,0.        (D) 

As   indicated  previously   (§3),  hydrogen  peroxide   under  these  condi- 

tions  is   a thermodynamlcally  unstable   Intermediate product   and   can ac- 
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cumulate Jn m^Bsurable   .■•  ' ■ . The fci-nta- 

tlon of hydrogen peroxide is ots#rV( ;athOdi<    Btlon of 

oxygen reduction only on certain t-iectrodee (merci ;. ,  ' Iver, aluminum, 

activated carbon and pnr"  •  •  . Lti ,)f per')xlf1e 

are obtalMed on other electrodes and somel ;ei)ce cannot be 

detected at all. 

Tie first stage of t th»  Itutt of reduc- 

tion to the peroxide which htl       '  '      -:  i  , detail on Mr* 

cury and slivei' el(  redta • The | Mrvad   both liiere ''lec- 

troaes in acid and PIK..: 

Polarization ^.casurerer   I ' ve a linear rela- 

tionship between potential in ilt;,. The rlope 

factor of the curves, as for the reaction of hy    n reparation, is 

close •"o 2RT/F.   The polarization n> •«.. .r • ntinu   to 

high current densities because Ln c     ••    of tie low solubility of 

oxygen in aqueous solution thp BOncentration |  irlzatlMl begins to 

rhew Its tfftet Pair y soon. 

Lowering of the partial pn »aur  f ll Ifti tha reduc- 

tion potential to the negative 3lde, and fhe coefficient (3^/3 1" Pn  >- 

;h || alafl close to 2F7/F,   can be found fron the magnitude of this 

shifv. Thic ralatiohahijp tias been eonfinned over a wide range of meas- 

ureme.iT-s of oxygan pressure from 70 t 0.01 atm. 

The question of the dependence of th-   luction pot»:.   | on the 

pH of the 3olutlon Is oi   great Inter ;-tprmlnat!on of the 

reaction mechanism. In weakly acid an  n neutral ..olutlons (in the pH 

range from 2-3 V    B) the r- lu        r.tlal fo • the sliver and mercury 

electrode is ll '-pendent of the pH; at large pH values the reduction 

potential is Bhlfted to the negative side and the process begins to 

proceed in accordance wir , other laws which will be described further 
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Fig.   88.   Halfwave potential  of the reduction of oxygen to hydrogen per- 
oxide on the mercury electrode as  a   function of  the  pH of the solution 
1)   0.1   N K^PO^  ♦   H2Sül4   (or   KOH)   +  0.i<5 N KBr +   0.^5  N  N,a2SOl4;   2)   0.1  NT 

K3POij  +  H2SOi4   (or  KOH)   +  0.9  N  KC1;   3)   0.1   N  K-PG^  •»•  H^SO^   (or  KOH)   + 

f   0.9  N  Na2SOl4.   A)   Volt   (n.v.e.). 

O 

on. In strongly acid solutions a certain, although weak dependence of 

the reduction potential on the pH Is evidently also observed (see Flft. 

88 , curve 3)• 

The experimental data In the medium pH range can thus be expressed 

by the eq-.c.tlon 

(230) f-a + ^lnlO.l-^ln* 

or 
r* 

The equality of the coefficients 3«p/3 In i   for the reactions of 

cathodlc hydrogen separation and for the reactions of oxygen reduction 

cannot In Itself serve as an unequivocal Indication that both these re- 

actions are based on the same mechanism, because, as has been shown In 

Chapter 3) such values of 39/3 In t can he due to a delay of the elec- 

trochemical stage of the reaction (I.e., the discharge or lonlzatlon 

stage) as well as the delay of other, nonelectrochemlcal stages. If 

they take place on a nonhomogeneous metal surface or If the surface Is 

occupied to a significant degree with adsorbed atoms or molecules. 
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However,   In the  c   .  >     r eduetl«     or.  th« 

mercury  or silver electrod- fa f ,;    ( '   n or  Inhonogenel t.\ 

of the  surface  are exclude-:.   The  aba  -       of any  effect  of the aurftee 

occupation follows,  in particular,   fi experimental  fact  that the 

reaction rate at a given potent I  propi       I inal  to the partial  oxy- 

gen pressure above  U. .■..,■•   tl a  reaction pro- 

ceeds   in accordance with   the klnel —order reaction 

over   a  relatively  wi 1-    -a. irl La öures.   Gucn  an  or- 

der  in  the  cast of heterogen« >ua reactloni   is  normally  observed  only 

when the surface eoncentratJ h i aubatancea la 

proportional   to th^lr volan<.       ncen       tj .,     •   U'.e  initial   p^art 

of the adscn tion iaotham In pr torp^ion.  in the 

case  cf   the  reduction of   ... tMla ' t acrlon means,   first, 

that  the surface  concentration of   •       »-bed •   is  1   .-.  and pr-opor— 

ti'.n^l  to its  volume  concentration!   and  second, r   oxygen molecules 

and  not   atoms  participate   in the delayed  react ^tage.   Further,   as  is 

evident   from Eq.   (<??Ci),   neither h ;en ic -items  uake part  in 

the  elementar^   aet   of  the   eleetroe 

Thus,   the  ab'.   -'      ' experlmemal   laws   can be  -xplainod  only 

by  the  assumption  that   tl       "^age of     i   ■*  '  n  addition to an Dxygon 

molt cuie Hlth   -   raatlon  of  the negative    • rged  ion 0^ is  the  delayed 

stage 

i.e.,  the electrochemical reaction  I moleoul&r oxygen takes 

part   (possibly  au;-. .rbed  on  the  el« urface)   but   In which   the  hy- 

drogen does not partlelpat:« . * 

The  assum-jtion concernli.e- the  txlatencc   of the molecular  ion 0~ 

has   ueeri   tivancea earlie   ,   Li   particular,   in  connection v.lth the   inter- 

I      •      Ion of the  kinetics   of the  catalytic  deconposition of hydrogen 
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peroxide and photochemical processes. The Ion 0" can be regarded as the 

anlon of the unstable acid HOp. As the works of I.A. Kazarnovskly and 

co-workers showed in particular, the nonhydratcd Ion 0" forms part of 

the higher oxides of the alkali and alkaline earth metals, for example, 

K0? [21J. 

if we follow the general concepts of the theory of Inhibited dis- 

charge, taking Into account the Influence of the structure of the doub- 

le layer, the rate of the reaction rate (E) can be expressed by the 

equation 

i = k[Ot]e    "^ , (231) 

where a, as previously. Is a coefficient which assumes a value between 

zero and unity. If we take a as equal to 0.5, and consider tK to be ap- 

proximately constant, Eq. (231) coincides with Eq. (230a), i.e., re- 

flects correctly the kinetic laws observed in weakly acid and neutral 

solutions. 

The assumption of a delay of the electrochemical stage (E) is sup- 

ported by several consequences of Eq. (231). Of special Interest is the 

influence of adsorbed surface-active ions (for example, the Ions Cl~ or 

br~) on the kinetics of oxygen reduction at the mercury electrode. A.s 

follows from the data presented in Fig. 88, curve 2, the presence of 

chlorine ions in a concentration of 0.9 equ/llter at pH < 9 causes a 

shift of the oxygen reduction potential to the negative side of 0.075 v 

compared with the reduction potential in sulfate solutions. This phe- 

nomenon can be accounted for by the influence of the I(M potential, 

which is made more negative by adsorption of anions. As follows from 

the electrocapillarlty measurements, the iK potential varies by -0.080 

v when going over from sulfates to chlorides. Solving Eq. (231) for <P , 

we find 
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.1 ■"■ ■ v«    ..   ■   ■     .-""■ (232) 

It   Is  easy  to  see  that  at  const.   I   cur- density  the  variation of the 

iK   potential   shor.ld  ccrrespor.a  to  the   v •                 •■■    electrode  poten- 

tial  in the  same  direction    rid by th« eai ml   which   is   very vail 

confirmed by   the   arove-glveri     cperj •    .          ■ •■       . •■     .'"  stron;;lv 

edsorbed  ions,   such   is   T~ or  CN",       • 'tion potential   Is 

shifted tn  the  negative side by                  iiths     I LI    '    7l. 

The reactive  --in'or«  0"  .            y  r^e^ with hydrogen  Ions 

and with a  second elecu. n  peroxldt- 

(F) 

Tt can be assumed that the »gullll 

Of \-1H*+i    S HA- 

is established between ihv  Ion oZ  and the | Leeule« It follows 

from this that the concen*ration of the len 0~ in the solution at the 

given p »rntial is detemliie  . the» equal 

10;,       A   l  ■I)«.        (233) 

In strongly   leid •  -drogen Ion  concentration Is 

high,  It  Is  Dosslble  U ■.     the hydrogen   Ion  also participates   in the 

*   zn  of electron  addition  to  the   oxyge--        -«cule   (g)]   in  this   case  the 

free  "adlcal  HO^  shoula ue  obtained   iirectly.   Naturally  the  oartlclpa- 

tlon ol   the  hydrogen ion  in  tho del . auses  a certain depend- 

ence of the  reduction potential  on 

tf consldcr-ible  interest  are  ti.e   r»    alaritles  observed  during the 

luctlon of oxj^en  in alKillne .   ^n this  case  the  polariza- 

tion  curves  on  a  MWilogerlttail0  s ■- ^ght   lines  with  a slope 

factor of  30*40  mv.   With  unit  Increase  in  pH,   the reduction potential 

1?   shifted  to  the  negative-  ^ide  by  api r   xlmately  58 mv at   pH   <   11  and 
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by 29 mv at higher pH values (see Fig. 88). This regularity can be ex- 

plained In two ways. If It Is considered that, as In acid solution, the 

electrochemical stage Is delayed, it follows from the slope factor of 

the polarization curves that the reaction of addition of the second and 

not the first electron should be delayed. I.e., the electrochemical 

stage 

HO,-f c-» HOr, (G) 

and not the stage 

01 + c — Oj- (E) 

with the subsequent reaction 

Oi>H* -* HO,. (H) 

Indeed, to an inhibited stage (G) would correspond a reaction 

rate of 

/ = *(HO,]tf"^. (23M 

where, as previously, 0 < a < 1. If it is assumed that the formation of 

HO- according to the reactions (E) and (H) takes place rapidly compared 

with the subsequent reduction according to (G), the HOp concentration 

Is determined by the equilibrium conditions 

IHO,Js-/(l[0,lIH*]r«f (235) 

Substituting this value into (23^), we find for the reaction r 

and for Ihe potential 

As follows from this conclusion, the inhibition of the additlor. of 

the second electron in the two-electron process gives a value of the 

slope factor of the polarization curves between FT/2F  and RT/F,   i.e., 

when decadic logarithms are used, between 29 and 58 mv. This interpre- 

tation of the kinetics of oxygen reduction in alkaline medium has been 
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proposed by A.l. Krarll'   ! kov f i I     |< of th« silver e Jc^rodo 

[20]. 

A comparison between the oxygen reduction potential and the ther- 

modynarnlc equilibrium ootentlTl of the   I   'a/H-O«, however, leads 
c       c    c 

to the conclusion that the overv    •    • ; process of oxygen reduc- 

tion to hydrogen percxlfit, it leaf ' the mercury elec- 

trode. Is very low ir. fik.line   : un, ar .  IzatJcn pht- 

iomer.1 observed In this case are n     du« I    ncentration poliriM« 

tlon and not to ft deiay of 1                ■»jinicai stage. This Mftlift 

that under these oonditl ■ »verslbl« and 

that during passage of current tl      Lbriun of the system 0n/Hp0p is 

hardly affected. The observri vftrlftl I   pf the    • nism of the process 

upon transition from acid to alkaline Golutions is easily accounted 

for. Indeed, according to Eq. (^33). the Btfttionary concentration of 

the 0^ Ions in the solution increase.: with the pH.   i rate op the re- 

action 

'v: —O,^. (1) 

whl^h is the reverse of reacticr fF-), sh': e in the same pro- 

^o^tion. At a cer-ai'    bhe Pftl    of the ariod^.c reaction (I) becomes 

comparable to the rate of the cathodic reaction (i), and the system 

Op/i' 0  because of th« Increase in the exohanp-- ; .rrent, becomes re- 

versible. 

As a quantitative calculation Indicates, the transition of this 

system fron, the Irreversible to the - • begins on the mer- 

cury electrode at pH values eloi thft reversible state the 

electrode potential. I.e.,  he ; Kygen ttductlcn, varies 

upon Increase in pH in tne same manner as the potential of the reversi- 

ble oxygen-peroxide electroae. This variation, as readily derived from 

the .eneral thermodynaMic relations for the potential of reversible 
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electrodes, Is 58 mv per unit of pH up to pH values of 11, and 29 mv 

per unit of pH In more alkaline solutions (In which the hydrogen perox- 

ide is present In the form of H0~ ions. The slope of the polarization 

curves In alkaline solutions, according to the laws of concentration 

pilarlzatlon, should be 29 mv. All these conclusions are quantitatively 

confirmed by the experimental data. 

It must be pointed out that the Interpretation of the laws ob- 

served In alkaline solutions Is a consequence of the basic assumption 

on the delay of the stage (E) In weakly acid and neutral solutions and 

does not require any new assumptions. The good agreement of the experi- 

mental data obtained In alkaline solutions with these conclusions 1? 

thus an additional confirmation of the correctness of the concept of 

the delay of the electrochemical stage of the formation of the molecu- 

lar oxygen Ion. The approximation of the system oxygen/hydrogen perox- 

ide from the Irreversible state to the reversible upon Increase In the 

pH is also observed on the carbon electrode. 

The second stage of the reduction of oxygen, the reduction of the 

hydrogen peroxide to water, has been studied In less detail. A typlcai 

feature of this stage is the large slope coefficient 9^/3 lg i  which 

220-2^0 mv (in decadlc logarithms) which corresponds to a value of a Ir 

the kinetic equation of nearly 0.25. The absolute magnitude of the co- 

efficient 39/3 lg [H-O,,] is also close to this value. This signifies 

that, as in the case of oxygen, the rate of the reaction of hydrogen 

peroxide reduction at a given potential is proportional to the concen- 

tration of this substance. 

In acid solutions and up to pH values of 11, the reduction poten- 

tial of hydrogen peroxide Is Independent of the pH of the solution; in 

more strongly alkaline solutions, a marked shift of the potential to 

the negative side is observed. 
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The   kinetic   laws   OVPT   the  •ntii idlng  als^   ilkftlln« 

solutions)   are   completely   o   vved  by -quatlon 

»-+T'  ..      T-.        (238) 

where K,. n is the distocj I perox' :• ini   •, ,> 
2 2 h2, 

is its total uialytleal eonc« tratj •    -i undiitoelttad 

parts). Taking into aeoount that the c fl of the undissoclat' 

hydrogen peroxide BOlaeu] 1 ition 

[H202] ■ TH^l^HpO /((H+J +      . found ex] I nenta.  ,  |  I »38) c 

be rewritten in the forn 

v r*'        t239) 

or 

lmklti4 " (2^0) 

These laws are completely accounteu for by the asbumpllo" that the 

delayed stage In the process of h.      peroxide reduotlon is tne 

stage Of electron addition to tha hydrogan paroxlda molecule. As In the 

case of radliotion of *-he mol ^xes place without 

psrticipa -1 on of hydrogen ions In Bonaaqil    of w^icn the reduction 

potential is indapandant of tha pH in acid solutions. The addition of 

an electron to a hydrogen par ^xlde molecule probably is accompanied by 

a simultaneous splitting of the molecule Into an ion and the free hy- 

^roxyi radical 

Hydb-M-»o» (K) 

Even in alkaline solutions, In hydr • r paroxlda Is 

strongly dissocTi*" e i, undlr .       t hydrogen peroxld» 

Ions are subjected to cathodic I     on.     hi ft Of the reduction 

potential of the peroxide to the negativ  lie In alkaline solutions Is 

thus due to the decrease in the concentrate-)n of the undlssoclated 
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molecules with increase in the pH of the solution. The more difficult 

reduction of the peroxide ions compared with the reduction of the mole- 

cules is probably explained by the fict that the negative peroxide ions 

are repelled from the electrode surface which is also negatively 

charged (see §6). 

The summary reaction of the reduction of molecular oxygen to water 

also proceeds via a different pathway, In addition to that given in the 

scheme (D); for example, 

0, -* 20lflc       | 
OMC-^H--^-* H,O r (L) 

In this ca.se the intermediate product is not hydrogen peroxide 

but the adsorbed oxygen atom. The reduction of oxygen on carbon under 

certain conditions can also proceed in accordance with the scheme (L) 

[22]; the same is possibly the case with some other electrodes. 

$6. REACTIONS OF ANTON REDUCTION 

Many inorganic anlons (for example, CrO]?", Mn07, AsO"  , BrO~ 

TOZ, k%08~^ are reduced at the cathode. The process of anlon reduction 

is interesting because the negative charge of the particle which is 

duced, in cases when the electrode surface is also negatively charged, 

superposes certain specifics on its kinetics. 

Some anlons such as NOt and NO- can be reduced at the mercury 

electrode under normal conditions only at very large negative poten- 

tials. If, however, a small quantity of salts with polyvalent cations 

(for example, salts of Ba  , La   or Th   ) are added to the solu- 

tion, the reaction of reduction of these ions is facilitated, Its rat • 

being the greater, the higher the concentration and valency of the add- 

ed cations* [403« In the case of the anlons BKU and I0~ the addition 

of multivalent cations also accelerates the reaction considerably, 
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I.e.,   it  reduces  the  owrvolttg«    " ' • density. 

The  peculiarities  of  It rolytj of inlona are more 

clearly  apparent  in  the  efttl   Of th«  reduction on the  mercury 

electrode,   first  itudied bj      .   .  Kry . ure  '" ■ gives  the 

cithodlc  polarisation  curve   : • ■■   electrode   In di- 

lute K-SpCg solution.  Ar  can be scei .  the pii       .of 

reduction of the S^Og-   Ion  *■    '     . tioi a  potential   close 

to  the  n.k.e.   porontial;   1ft' • ^ased  the   limil 

diffusion  current  la  s< penda   only on the  conoentrs* 

tion of these loni   In the ( thode potential 

Is   Increased  further,   the  r< .     tj crt ' ; ly   (curve   \) 

and drops  to a very  low vsiu .r     the reiuc- 

tlcn process  is markedly  'i . negative potentials 

it   is  again accelerated   md  ;i  new rise of the  current  la  observed  in 

the polarisation curve to valu^i eorreaponding tie limit diffusion 

current  of the ^^T   ions. 

The  sudden decreaöc   In  current        . '. Lai  which   is 

U -•itly more negative than the "o charge point. 

I.e.,   -0.5  v  (n.k. -. 1. 

Additirn DT  I     Lndil '■     tr       te haa  the  consequence  that 

the  current  ^tops  much  less ly:   thu   ,   If the  concentration  of the 

"ia^SO     in the solution  is  tufl -   ,   a current drop  is  not  ob- 

served at all,  and the curve of the •      j luctioi    taaunei  the  normal 

form  (curve  1).   In  this  ca^e  also - ;e  of Ln^   idded electro- 

lyte  is  apparent   at   lower cone* ralenoy of the  cation 

: s  greater. 

The  above-described phenoBMna  c ^ained by  the  action of 

repulsion forces  between  tl 8  regatively   charged metal  surface and  the 

an' ma   [2^].  These repulsion   forces  are naturally  manifested only  in 
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KJJ A 
-0,2      0,5     -0,8 1.3 1,6        -2.0 

Fig. 89. Polarization curves of the reduction of the S.Og" Ion from 
K2S208 8olutlons ln presence of different quantities of NapSCK (on the 

rotating amalgam electrode); öK s 0  ■ 10~3 equ/llter. The Na^O^ con- 
2 2 8 

centratlons are: 1) 1 N; 2) 0.1 N; 3) 0.008 N; ^) 0. The rate of rota- 
tion of the electrode Is m = 3.8 rps (the potentials were measured rel- 
ative to the normal calomel electrode). 

o 

\, 

the x-ange of potentials which la more negative than the potential of 

the zero charge po^nt. If the reduction process begins at a more posi- 

tive potential, as in the case of SpOÖ" Ions, the attraction forces are 

reflaced by repulsion forces after the zero charge potential has been 

passed, and the process may cease or at least slow down. In other cas- 

es, when the process does not begin until the zero charge potential ha.. 

been reached, the presence of repulolon forces at more negative poten- 

tials Inhibits the process so that it either does not take place at all 

or takes place only at very strongly negative potentials (NO^, BrOZ). 

The Influence of the negative surface charge on the anlons cai: 

manifested In a rtlfferont manner depending on the rate of the electn - 

chemical discharge stage. If this stage Is slow, the effect of the re- 

pulsion forces Is only to lower the concentration of the reacting par- 

ticles in the surface layer, and the pattern of the phenomenon becoi,- 

to some degree similar to that observed during the discharge of hydr 

gen ions In presence of adsorbed oavlors. Thus, for example, at a eoi - 

centratlon [SpüoJ  of the S^OÖ" Ion in the surface layer the relation 
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rate  of discharge of the S-OQ"   Ion under  the  slmpl   . I      BSIU   - 

tiona should  ce 

Thus a negativ«   value of thie #. pot<      I the rate ol   lls« 

charge of the  anlcn,   thle eff    t being i  irtlcularly  rronounced because 

the $. potential e^.-   i     into the ntiBierator with th<   Caetor  (2 ♦ a^, 

i.e., both       •     •     • ■•üduced by 3t   (the  lowering of • ■ tcentratj )n o^ 

the  ion and  the radu ;      ■*:   of ♦   • ■■ Ll    tr  on the 

activation enei-gy)   att- evident   :'. ,.   {2h2}  the in- 

flu-nee  of  the   field  on  tne rv • I lotion  reaction  it 

I r-essed by  the product   of two Lned in the  right   part of 

Eq.   (2^2).   If the negative valuaa   of the   pol ■ ,   the   fac- 

tor fc-0 increases  rnonotono'isly which  also detenilnei  the  accelei   - 

tion or the  reaction,   observed with  tri^  usual dependence of reaction 

rite on potential.   The  right  part   of Eq.   (2'l2),  I       ■ver,   eontalna an- 

other factor i '     ^^-^2 ich  d^c: In   -  i) Lngly  negative 

values of <f>. Thus Inc      i      r I   ■   eath   :••        arltatlon i  i varla- 

* Loll of these   factor-.-   in  on  iltf  sense !   and the trend  of the quantity 

i  depends or.  Mhlch  of them affecte  It nore  strong     . 

||  M   . 'ow   teem   S3  of the   Entroductlcn,   the quantity   4/,   varies 

I  i:* .'c ilarly  strongly  with variation of  the quantity   y near  * he  r.ero 

charge point,  henc-,   as   calculation shov. de af  near  t&ll  point. 

If the potential  ll  shifted to the  negativ«      Lde.       nv< •      I   ,   at a con- 

■'. lerable distance   fror, the  B< point  a* negative  values 

o f f the quarti'v *,   varies Little »1     nd th« trend of i   lo aalnly 

RT 
ietermined by the factor e which i^ also the reason for the sec- 

••1  of the quantity (. If the e.  • -Dchemical discharge reaction 
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Is   rapid,   In  presence  of a negative   ii»,   potential the  penetration of the 

anlon  to the  electrode  surface through the  diffusion  part of the double 

layer cnn become  the  slow stage  of  the  reaction,  requiring an activa- 

tion energy  which Is  greater If the   iK   potential   (in  absolute magni- 

tude)   Is higher.   In  this  case  the  second  rise with  further shift  of the 

potential  to   the  negative  side  Is   no   longer  possible   [^1].   In  either 

case the addition of a   foreign electrolyte,  which  lowers  the  absolute 

value of the   iK   potential  and thus  reduces   the magnitude  of the  repul- 

sion  forces,   should   Increase the  reaction  rate.   Particularly  effective 

in  this sense,  as  is  also observed  in  the  experiment,   should be  poly- 

valent  cations  which  not  only  lower  the  absolute values  of the   i>,   po- 

tential but  also  reverse  its sign. 

An anomalous  trend  of the polarization  curves,   like  that  described 

here,   is also observed  during the  reduction of S  JO"  on  cathodes  of Cd 

and  Pb  and also  during  the  reduction of various other anions  on  the Hg 

< lectrode,  as,   for  example,   the   Ions   Pe(CN)7'~,   PtCl~~,   Pt(NOp)r~,   etc. 

17.   REACTIONS  OF THE  REDUCTION OP ORGANIC  COMPOUNDS 

Several   thousand  oxidation or reduction reactions  are described In 

the   literature which  take place with participation of organic  substarv- 

es.   Electrochemical reactions assume ever  increasing Importance   for t I 

synthesis of new organic  substances,   for qualitative  and quantitative 

analysis and  also  for  the  study  of various  peculiarities  of the  struc- 

ture  of organic   substances.   However,   detailed  systematic   Investigations 

on  the  Influence  of different  factors  on the  kinetics  of the  process 

nave been carried out   to date only   for a  small number of such  reactions. 

An example   of a  relatively  simple  and   fairly well   studied   re&ctlon 

is  the  reduction of oxalic acid at  the mercury electrode  to glyoxalic 

acid.  This  reaction proceeds in accordance  with the equation 
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(CCoroaT^i'-^c -» coo:i ciioH 1-1,0. 

A   study has  been made   ol' the reduction potential  of this  roaetlon 

M  a  functlot. of the  concentration cf thie components  in the   solution 

ana the  current  donsit;   on  tht  amalgamated   lead   [112]  and t h» iry 

drop electrode   [251.   It  follows   fi   rr   the  results  of the  laöt  ..eaaur^- 

ment fiat  the rodttction potential varies  linearly with the  J:^arlti-i or 

the current  deru-Ity,   the slop»-  fed   ■•   —(If/ I   lg  i  of the polarlsetj   ri 

curve  belllf  0.090  - 0.100   v   (In  the  pH   rang«   fro«   1.5   to  '4).   Thf.   ob- 

served  dependeno-  of th«  r.,'ductlon potential en  the total oonctntratlon 

of the   oxalic  acid   ^nd  the  nyd.n gen uncentratlon   is  cor:.piex.   If, 

hovever,   one  calculates  the   reduetj        |      entlal  not  an  a  function  of 

th3 total oxalic  aoid  concentration but   of the   soneentratlon  of the  ui - 

dissociated molecules   (which naturally  de] • I i~   on  ehe  pH of the solu- 

tion at   constant  total concentration),  a constant  value is  found  r  r 

ehe coefficient   3<P/3   lg  [H^CpO^]   clos^  to 0.100  v.   Further  It   in   found 

*".hat at   consta.it   concentration of the  undl: soelated molecules   the  re- 

duction  potential   Is   irdependent  of the  pH of  th«  solution  («Ithln  the 

Indicated pH range).   Thus  the measürtrrr^n*"   results   can be expressed   by 

the equation 

I and       ire constants   (m ■ 0.6). 

This kinetic  dependence  can be exi-:air.ed by  the ao^umpti on that 

the  addition of an electron  to the oxalic  seid  molecule  is the  nte-de- 

terslning step  in  the  pH range  of 1.5 P the reduction  of cxallc 

acid it   the mercury  electrode.  The hydrogen Ions  do not   take   part   in 

bhll  stage and only   later they  combine  together with the  second elec- 

tron with the  formed  icn-radlcal  with  formation  of a molecule   of gly- 

oxallc  acid.   The  cuccesslv^   stages  of the  reduction of oxalic   acid  to 
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glyoxalic   can be  represented  by   the  following scheme 

0 0 oo 
II 1 C/^

H 

c-oii      ..c-OH +n. "Spn 
a ü 

C-OH C-OH C-OH C-OH *C-OH 
II i. i; u ii 
0 0 O 0 0 

The fact that the oxalic acid molecules are reduced on the mercury 

electrode more easily than the anlons of this acid Is in full agreement 

with the statement in §6 concerning the reduction of negative ions at 

an electrode surface with like charge. It should be mentioned that the 

glyoxalic acid can be further reduced with formation of glycolic acid 

CH2(OH)CO0H. The radicals formed during the reduction of oxalic acid 

can also dlmerize; the reduction of the dimerlzation products gives 

rise to the formation of succinic acid 

COOH-CHa-CHj-COOH. 

The phenomena Involved in the reduction of nitrocompounds are more 

complex. It has been mentioned previously in §3 that the summary proc- 

ess of the reduction of organic nitrocompounds to the corresponding 

amines takes place with participation of six electrons; the over-all 

process can be divided into separate two-electron stages with formation 

of nitroso compounds and hydroxylamlnes as Intermediate products. 

A large number of investigations carried out during the last 50 

years have yhown that different reduction products accumulate on dif- 

ferent metals as a result of electrochemical reactions [26]. Thus, on 

zinc or mercury electrodes the process of the reduction of nitrobenzene 

goes to completion, and the main reaction product is aniline. On elec- 

trodes of platinum or nickel the reduction of nitrobenzene does not go 

to completion, and a mixture of intermediate products is obtained as a 

result of the reaction. These intermediate products form various new 

substances (azo and hydrazo compounds) as a result of Interactions be- 
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t-.veen them or with the start lug materials. Thui a complex series of 

different redox yystems Is obtained during the reduction of ritro com- 

pounds Instead of a definite redox system. The production and accumula- 

tion of any intermediate product obviously depends on the ratlc of the 

reactioxi rates of its formation and furth-r transformation. 

The quantitative study of the kinetic lawi. of the reduction of or- 

ganic nltrocompoundi- Is diffioult because of the complexity of thil 

process. For this reason the MMurMMIlt data of different autl    IW 

not always in good agraei 

As measurement. ■: 3 ie oi. mercury electrode have shown the rela- 

tionship between the reduction pot'-t.* Lai U I the logarithm of tha cur- 

rent density in this case can be repi'cre t ed by     .:uatlon of the same 

type as for other electrochemical reactions, with the slope —^«P/a In i) 

Mose to 2RT/F.   A marked influence cf the pH of the solution or rhe re- 

duction potential Is observed, namel;, , increase in the pH by unity 

shifts the potential at a given current density to the negative side 

about ^0 MV« According to the data of older workfl the dependence >f 

rate of reduction of nitrobenzene on its ooneantration In the solution 

corresponds to a i onttant coefficient 39/3 In a ,  of 2RT/F  as well ai 
•a • IF • 

In tha case of the coefficient -(39/9 In i). 

According tu L.I. Antropov [27] a more complex dependence of the 

poteniial on the concentration of the nitrobenzene is observed; the 

measure....nt results of this author can be represented by a kinetic 

equation of the form 

Thia kinetic equation can be Intarpretad on the basis of the assumption 

that the slow stage of the reduction reaction is the stage of interac- 

tion of a molecule of nltr^. enzene adsorbed on the electrode surface 
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with an electron and     rogen ion. The more complex nature of the 

Last term In Eq. (2^) is explained by the relatively good adsorption 

of Intro compounds on the surface of a mercury electrode and in connec- 

tion with this by the conolderable degree of occupation of the elec- 

trode surface with adsorbed molecules. Like other authors, L.I. Antro- 

pov observed on the platinum electrode a lower slope of the polariza- 

tion curve equal approximately to RT/F.   The data obtained by this au- 

thor on the platinum electrode are explained by him by means of the hy- 

pothesis that the nitrobenzene molecule Is reduced by hydrogen atoms 

adsorbed on the electrode surface. N.A. Tzgaryshev and A.A. Petrova 

[9], who Investigated the process of electrolytic reduction of nitro- 

methane on electrodes of different metals, did not observe a parallel- 

Ism between the polarization of the electrode during this reaction and 

during hydrogen separation. On this basis the authors arrived at the 

conclusion that the process of reduction of nitromethane is du to a 

direct interaction between the adsorbed nitromethane molecules and 

electrons and that the intermediate effec-t of the hydrogen atoms at the 

otrode sux-faot Is not very probable. 

These examples show that the rate of electrochemical reaction  Ll 

which organic substances take part can be limited by the purely elec- 

trochemical stage of Interaction of the substances he\x\%  reduced with 

electrons during their direct contact with the electrode surface. This 

conception Is in contradiction with the view widely held In the older 

electrochemical literature according to which every electrochemical 

stage, involving a change in the number of charges, la rapid and re- 

versible. Indeed, the kinetic laws of various investigated reactions uo 

not leave any doubt that the process of transition of an electron to 

the reacting molecule not only takes place slowly in individual cases 

but more slowly tnan any other purely chemical stage of the process. In 
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some cases it Is also pcs^ble to observe an effect of the position of 

the reduction potential relative to the zero charge point on the mech- 

anism of the reduction reaction [10]. 

On the other hand, however, a number of reactions Is mown, whoie 

rate i? indeed limited by the chem oal stages which are thui slower 

than the electrochemical L-tage proper. Of great Interest is the case In 

which the s]ow stage of the chenica] transformation precedes 2 rapid 

electrochemical reaction, "uch reactions have been studied In recent 

years by the Czech researcher Prulcka and co-workers and also by M.B. 

Newman [28]. Among these are neducrlon reactions of numerous organic 

substances, such as, for txaraple, formalin, certain sugars, etc. If a 

solution containing glucose is subjected to reduction at the mercury 

drop electrode, a small polarographic wave Is obtained whose height is 

much less than that calculated by means of the formula for the limit 

diffusion current towards the drop electrode (Eq. 117). With increase 

in the temperature the limit current rises sharply. The dependence of 

the limit current on temperature is p.xprensel by the exponential formu- 

la 

italic'"*. (2'I5) 

These experimental laws can be explained by the assumption that 

the substance being reduced is present in the solution in two (for ex- 

ample, tautomeric) fomt and that only one of them is subject to cath- 

odic reduction. If these two forms were in nquillbrium and this equi- 

librium were established quickly, the 1 I    nee of two forms should not 

be reflected in the polarization curve of the reduction reaction. In- 

deed, in proportion to the reduction of the more reactive form its con- 

centration should remain constant owing to the reaction cf transformi- 

tion of the unreducible to the reducible form. 
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In the cases mentioned In the foregoing, however, the reaction of 

the chemical tran:; formation Is delayed. As a result of this the concen- 

tr-tlon of the reducible form Is only partly reestabiiihed, and the 

limit reduction current depends on two quantities: on tl   :te of dif- 

fusion of the reducible form of the organic substance and on the rate 

of the chemical transformation. If the rate of the latter Is very 

.smaii, the limit current 13 entirely determined by the rate of the 

chemical reaction. Because the rates of chemical processes are connect- 

ed with temperature by an exponential law, the limit current under 

these conditions should obey the same law. During the reduction of so- 

lutions containing anlons of certain weak organic acids, the rate of 

the process evidently depends on the rate of the reaction of formation 

of the acid molecule from its anion and a hydrogen Ion [28, ^3]- 

S8. OXIDATION REACTIONS 

The experimental Investigation of anodic reactions Is made diffi- 

cult by the circumstance that these reactions, depending on the nature 

of the electrode and the electrolyte solution, are often accompanied by 

anodic dissolution of the electrode metal or formation of oxide films 

on its surface. These processes cause a change in the condition of I 

surface which makes the analysis of the measurement results more dif- 

ficult. The strong dependence of the kinetic laws on the surface condi- 

tion of the electrode often has the consequence that the experimental 

data of different authors who have studied the same anodic reaction 

contradict each other and cannot be reconciled. As a result.the mechan- 

ism of the anodic reactions in redox systems has been elucidated to a 

much le.sser degree than the mechanism of the cathodic reactions. 

One of the most important anode reactions is the reaction of oxy- 

gen separation. This reactlwn has been studied In icld solutions par- 
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ticularly on platinum and p'old electrodes; other metals are often in- 

sufficiently stable in acid solutions. Of much greater practical im- 

portance Is the separation of oxygen from alkaline solutions. In this 

case nickel and Iron (st^el) can be used as electrode materials because 

they are pissivated under the ccxTt^pondlng conditions in alkaline so- 

lution and are not subject tc anodic dissolution. 

The overvoltage of the process of oxygen separation on platinum 

and gold ^s relatively large. Lower overvoltage valuer art- observed on 

nickel and Iron. In tne investigation of the reactions of oxygen sep- 

aration semllogaritnmlc polarisation curvts are observed in lone case.-. 

However, in contrast to the process of cathodlc hydrceen separation and 

other electrochemical reduction reactions, the lin-ar dependence of the 

potential or overvoltage on the logaritnm of the current density range. 

Some sections with different slope are frequently obaerved on the po- 

larization curves of oxygen separation; in some cases these sections 

are fairly sharply divided, in others they show a continuous transi- 

tion. A typical feature observed Ir. | num. •■•r of cases of oxygen separa- 

tlon is the strong dependence of tne electrode potential on time during 

polarization witn a current of constant density. 

The polarization laws observed on electrodes during anodic oxygen 

separation  .I • 'leatly on the preceding treatment of the electrode 
i 

surfac«, Jn particular, or the duration of the preceding cathodlc or 

anodic polarization of the electrode. 

All these phenomena indicate that )7.ys*n separation does not take 

place on a clean m-^tal surface but on I surface which Is covered tc a 

varying degree with oxide?, which 1 «.asily demonstrated by using the 

method of recording charging curves, described in S^ of the Introduc- 

tion. As will bi shown in Chapter 7, the presence of oxygen atoms on 

the  lectrode surface, even in very small quantities, causes a marked 
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alteration cf the kinetics, mechanism and even direction of the elec- 

trode reactions. Hence the theoretical interpretation of the process 

of anodic oxygen separation is impossible without taking into account 

the surface condition, nature and properties of the oxide films formed 

on It. 

As a result of the experimental study of the oxygen separation re- 

action a number of hypothpr.or; has been advanced concerning the mechan- 

ism of its course and the possible cau^e of the appearance of an over- 

voltage. Nearly all theories connect the process of oxygen separation 

with an intermediate formation of higher oxides of the metal which 

serves as the electrode, which has already been pointed out by N.P. 

Sluglnov [4^1]. According to these ideas, there are two main stages of 

the process of oxygen separation: the stage of Interaction between the 

diacharged oxygen atom (hydroxyl ion) with metal atoms, as a result of 

'ich a higher oxide is formed, and the stage of the decomposition of 

the higher metal oxide with formation of a lower oxide and molecular 

oxygen. These oxides are considered in this hypothesis now as compounds 

f a definite composition, the properties of a phase, now as adsorbed 

layers with a different degree of saturation of the surface with oxy 

gen. 

The so-called uxlde theory of the oxygen overvoltage described 

here Is relatively old. In its original variant the appearance of an 

overvoltage was connected exclusively with the slowness of the second 

stage, the stage of decomposition of the iuetal v-xldes [29]. In many 1.'- 

ter works, particularly those of Soviet electrochemlsts, the oxide the- 

ory was subjected to considerable modifications. Seveial authors as- 

sumed that the slow stage is not the stage of the decomposition of the 

metal oxide but the stage of the discharge of the hydroxyl Ion and the 

tormatlon of the higher oxide [30]. 
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In   the   case  of thi   platlniHI tlftotrode   the  slowness or the  dli« 

charge   stage  during which  the oxygen  atoms,  which are adsorbed  on the 

surface,   arise,  has been demonstrated by  direct   measurements   [31].  The 

same method  was  used   for this purpose as  that   useu  for the study of 

the discharge reaction of the hydrogen ion with   formation of adsorbed 

hydrogen  (see Chapter   3)»  namely,  the kinetic.      f oxygen  deposition  on 

the  surface  at potentials  at which separation of  free molecular oxygen 

does not  yet   take place.  Such measurements  were   carried out with ait^r- 

natlng   current as  w... flth the method  of recording charging curve, 

witii high density   currents.   I*   was  found  that  the t.lectrochemlcal depo- 

sition   of oxygen  atoms  proceed.:   not  only  at  a measurable  but  also rel- 

atively   low   rate   cor.pared,   for  •-•xample,  with  t .-;itlon of  hydrogen 

atoms. 

The soundest  statement   and  that  wnlch  agrees best with tne  experi- 

mental   data  Is evidently that the ratio of the  rates   of the Individual 

•  tge^   varies  a5   a  function  of the electrode potential and the   experi- 

mental   conditions.   In   consequence  of which   It   Is   Imposnlhle  to  give   a 

' :i^le   kinetic scheme   f^r the reaction of  oxygen  separation.   Thus,   HC- 

ccrdlng  to L.   Yellna   [3?],   tne reaction rate at   low  current densities 

Uld Tioderatr 1,y positive potentials  is  determined by  the rate of deooa« 

position of  the  highest  oxide.  With  incr      ie  in  the  current density   and 

shift  of the   electrode  potential   to  the positive  side  the  stage  of the 

discharge of  the hydroxyl  Ions becomes  the   limiting; step. 

An  example of an  anode   reaction w1 Is not complicated  by the 

formation of oxide   layers  on the  ^urfac^  of the  electrode metal  and 

thus  lends  ittell   to  a  relatively simple  Interpretation,   is the  reac- 

tion of  anodic nitrogen separation on the  platlnur1 electrode during  the 

electrolysis   of a  solution  of an ammonium salt   in liquid  ammonia as 

; v. 1 ;< r.t   [33].   At   i temperature of -50°  the  polarization of the  platinum 
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electrode varies over the entire ineasurement range linearly with the 

lü^arlthm of the current density, and the slope factor -(3 /31gt) of 

the  str . irles within  the   limits  0.080-0.090 v.   This   slope 

.•tor  is  close to  the   value  2FT/F-2.3  (-0.088 v  at  7   = )•   Al  fol- 

lows the measurements   of the  rate  of decay   of the overvoltage  after  the 

üwitcMng off of the polarizing  current  the  capacity   of tne  double  lay- 

on the electrode surface   under the  experimental conditions was ap- 
1 

proxlmately   30 uP/cm".   This   capacitance  indicates  the  absence  of a 

aked  chemosorption of nitrogen  or other  reaction components  on the 

electrode surface. 

Th«  ex^erlmtntal  data  can be explained by means   of the hypothesis 

it the   stage of  splitting  off of electrons   from the  reacting  ammonia 

molecule,  NhU  ♦ NH-, +  e.  Is   the  controlling step  in the process  of ni- 

trogen  ise\   .      Ion,   compared   with  this  stage  the  other transformation 

• iges,   expressed  by  tne summary   scheme 

Mi; h3NHi - * aMil-t-V.Nj-r^. 

t-vldently  proceed   at  a   fairly rapid rate. 

Fairly   coiup   ex are  the   laws   applying  to  the   ■•parftti.Ofl of   chloi 

from aqueous   chloride   solutions.   As  follows   from  the  measurements 

.V.   Gorbachev and  N.P.   Zhuk   [3^1,  a   linear dependence of the  elert. 

••■■t';il  on  the   logarithm  of the  current  density  is   observed withii. 

/tain  narrow range  of current  densitlM   (approximately   from  10      to 

10   J amp/cm   )   vhlle  at   higher current   densities   the  kinetic   laws  are 

modified.  This modi fie   I may  be connected either with a  change in 

the state of the  surface or,   as   the above-mentioned authors  assume, 

with a  change in the  reaction mechanism at  different  potentials. 

The effect of impurity components on the course of an electrochem- 

ical reaction, which we have often encountered In the discusaion of re- 

duction  processes.   Is  often   very  marked also  In     he  case  of anodic  re- 
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actions. Thus, in the cas^ cf the anocM •'. U l Ion of Eunmonlun eulfate 

or alkali sulfat-s on the platinun elt--ctrcde with formatiun of persul- 

fates a slight addition of fluorine Ions • I ly Increares the current 

yield  of the  reaction.   Thil      rfaet   is  obvj lue to  the strong  shift 

of the ancde potential  to  the  [ Bide In presence  of flucrlnv 

Ions,   I.e.,   tne   Incr-e^r."   In the  oxygen overvolta,-e.   Chlorine   ions   and 

ruany  organic   oompoundf,   au • ,   • :      ,  tl ataS|   have  i 

same  kina  of effect,   i ;.   I     -ns   01   t\ '.hod c'   .      ording  of  ehargj 

curves  it   La  possit   • ,- . the quantity of oxygen at   the plat- 

inum surface  Is  decreased  und«      " .. lltlons;  thua,   tha  Increase in 

i oxygen ovarpraasura In this caa •   *   i with a Blowing down 

of the stage of discharge  of *   ■      war x,.      I   • . 

A  dependence of the  course  of the  . ion of oxidation  cf the 

and Cl~ anions  on the nature  of the   cation,  | resent   in  th.   solu- 

licn,   has  been   found  In the works   of H.A. fyshav and co-workt: . 

LJ5J.   Ir^e  reaction of oxidation  of the  sulfate  lor,  to a  persulfate  ion 

place most  readily  in presence of ar ■ ,   the salts  of al- 

kali  metals,   particularly   lltl     n,   glv    • lower  current yields   of 

this   reaction.   liven  lower v&. ■      I   In  the  case of divalent 

•   In  tha  case of alu- '    .   .   The opposite  la   observed in  the  case 

of the oxidation reaction of the  Cl" ion  to  cnlorate or perchlorate 

ions.   The  highest current yield  for this   reaction   is observed  durinr 

the electrolysis  of  lithium chloride or  calcium chloride.  Other Ions 

promote the  oxidation reaction  less  BO  \ nt  yield  is  great- 

ly decreased. 

N.A.   tigaryahav explained th Iflo  affect of the cations by 

the different  d< -:ree  cf their  nydratlon.   Because strong hydratlon  of 

the  cation  reduce  tha hydratlon  of tne  anlon,  it  was  inferred  from the 

vatlon data that  strorp hydratlon of the anlon promotes   the  reac- 
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tlon of its   O) ion  in the  case of the SO]j'   Ion and  inhibits  it   In 

Ion.  How .   in  addition to the  variation in  the 

degree   of hydl I        Lont,   the  observed phenomena  may also be 

.. •  i   by  the  effect  oi   the  cations  on the r.urface   layer of oxides   on 

( latlnum eleclr jri,. ,  because  the  turfi        oxidation Imparts  to  It  the 

ability to adsorb cations n at  high positive potentials. 

In the  can»      ;        rtlin  -xidatlon reactions  on  the  platinum elec- 

trode,   as,   for example,   tha  oxidation cf aniline  [36],   an anomalous 

trend  of the  polftriiatlon  curves   is  cbserved.   With Increase in the  pos- 

itive  potential  of the electrode  the  current   intensity   initially,   as 

usuals   increases,  attains  a maximum and then decreases.   Only at very 

positive potentials does  another  rise  of the  current  density  take 

place.   The  anomaJoua  trend of the  polarization curve  is   observed within 

a  potential   ranp:e  In which  a   layer of adsorbed oxygen atoms  appears  on 

the electrode  lurftc« and  Is  r^sslhle  also connected with changes   In 

tne structure  of  the electric  double   layer which accompany the appear- 

ance of adsorbed  oxygen.   This  problem,   however,   requires   further de- 

tailed   investigation. 

:,. 
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Manu- 
script ri-,    ,  -, 
p  

h [Footnotes] 

No. 

320      By redox system we mean an inert electrode immersed in a so- 
lution containing reduced as well as oxidi/ed reaction compo- 
nents, for example, a platinum electrode in a solution of 
salts of divalent and trivalent iron. 

335      The reactions (A) and (B) can be realized by means of the so- 
called "air electrode" [1^]. In this case the anode is placed 
into the air space outside the electrolyte, and the passage 
of current la achieved by the application of a large poten- 
tial difference, causing lonization of the air. The electro- 
lyte Ions are discharged at the air interface without coming 
into contact with the electrode metal. 

3^0 On the contrary, the electrolytic reduction of oxygen on the 
Pt electrode takes evidently place with participation of ad- 
sorbed hydrogen. 

,i^7      This reaction has unfortunately not been sufficiently inves- 
tigated. According to some data, the current yield of the re- 
action products of the N0~ ion is less than theoretical be- 

cause the current is partly consumed for the separation of 
hydrogen [233« 

Manu- 
script [Transliterated Symbols] 
Page 
No. 

}28      u.B.3. ■ n.v.e. = normal'nyy vodorodnyy elektrod ■ 

■ standard hydrogen electrode 

3iJ7      ago = adL -• adsorbirovanny ■ adsorbed 

ji48      H.K.O. -  n.k.e. = normal'nyy kalomel'nyy elektrod = 

= standard calomel electrode 

35^      H«0< = n.b. ■ nitrobenzol ■ nitrobenzene 
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EVOLUTION  OF QA8  BUBBLES  AT THI        ECTRODE 

AND WETTING ! BY E] • :r'      m  I 

II.   EVOLUTION  OF CA2 BUBBL'.    km        ERVOLT/ 

Duiln^ thp Inl I stap'^ of development of the science of elec- 

trode reactions tttemptc were made • onnect the overvoltage of the 

process  of hydrogen evolution  with  t leoua  nature   of the reaction 

products.   It  was  assumed that  the  proce. .      I   formation  and  separation 

of the gas   in  the  form of bubbles   is  an import ant •   r  in the appear- 

an?e  of the hydr-ogen overvoltage,   and  that  a oversaturat j on of 

the solution with the gas  is  necessary   for  this   (frocess.   Tnus  it   was 

tnougnt  that  during the polarization of the  electrode molecular hydro- 

f-en accumulates  on the metal  lurface to very high  oversaturation and 

ttiat  only  when   this  high ovcrsaturatl^n,  i : ch a  very  high pressure 

would  cor: espond   Ir   the  gas  phase   under equilibrium  conditions,   is   at- 

Lnsdj   can  th>.   STolUtlon "f ti;e  bubbles begin.   A more   negative  poten- 

tial   that   a'   atmospherio  pressure  would naturally  correspond to the  in- 

creased concentration of molecular hydrogen  in the  solution. 

rit-nce  arose  the  concept  of overvoltage arising during the  initial 

stage  of the  separation of bubules  an att     pt   to  find  this  value exper- 

imentally.   Actually,   although   the   prod     :>  of gas  bubble   separation  is 

of  importance   for  various  phen ,       ■:■  accumulation  of  hydrogen  or 

other gas   in  the solution up  to  the   Initial moment  of bubble  formation 

canncl   be   the   cause  of  the   large  overvoltages  which  are   observed   in  the 

experiment.   Only   In the   ca^e of electrodes with  low  overvoltage and, 
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I irtlcularly, v.ith a strongly developed surface, for example, the hy- 

drogen electrode of platinized platinum, is the entire cathodlc polar- 

ization of the electrode at moderate current densities which do not 

exceed some ten millivolts, explained by oversaturation of the solution 

with hydrogen. The hydrogen which is not separated in the form of bub- 

les is removed from the electrode surface by diffusion or, when bubbles 

are separated, reaches the bubble surface by diffusion. The relation- 

ship between overvoltage and current density is expressed in this case 

by the equation 

T, ^ 1^ In/ +const. (2M) 

which follows from Eqs. (176) and (177) under condition that the hydro- 

gen concentration at the electrode surface is high compared with Its 

concentration In the depth of the solution. 

At the present time we know well that overvoltage Is observed in 

electrochemical processes Independently of whether the reaction prod- 

ucts at a given temperature are in the gaseous state or not. Thus the 

process of bubble separation at the electrode is generally not directly 

connected with electrochemical kinetics, but Indirectly, as we shall 

see further on, it is nevertheless connected with it. 

12. DIMENSIONS OF THE GAS BUBBLES SEPARATED AT THE ELECTRODE 

Even superficial observation leads to the conclusion that under 

different electrolysis conditions the evolving gas bubbles are of quite 

different sizes. Probably everyone who had anything to do with elec- 

trolysis for the production of hydrogen a.id oxygen has paid' attention 

to the fact that In an electrolyzer with cathode and anode of the same 

material the solution has a different appearance at the cathode and an- 

ode. Thus, In an alkaline electrolyte, the hydrogen is separated at the 
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cathode In the fortr. of Ver| .'nail bubbles wn!ch form a rrilky turbidity 

in the whole electrolyte l:i the cathode space, while at the ar.ode the 

oxygen is evolved in the form of relatively large bubbles which rise 

rapidly, leaving the electrolyte transparent. Tf the eiectrolyzer is 

filled not with alkali tut with ac! i, the difference in the bubble di- 

mensions is not so great; in this case the oxyg( n bubbles are smaller 

tnan the  hydrogen bubbles. 

The difference in the almon.     f 1 t.c ( v  vlng oubhles is of im- 

portance In the techno ogy of electrolytic production of oxygen and hy- 

drogen. The formation of small hydrogen bubl     In alkaline electro- 

lyte) results in a greater "filling of the electrolyte with gas'" be- 

cause of the slow rate of their ascent fco the surf   • This in turn 

causes an ircrease in the  ffectlve resistance of the solution and the 

penetration of hydrogen bubbles through the diaphragm into t   node 

space and, consequently, to contamination of the oxygen. 

In order to account for thlr difference in the dimensions of the 

evolving bubbles, C.oehn advanced the hypothesis of the connection of 

•se phenomena with the presence of m el  trio charge on the surface 

of the gas bubbles In electrolyte solutions [1]. The existence of this 

charge is confirmea by the electrophoresis of the bubbles, i.e., their 

movement lr the electric field. According to Coehn, the cause of the 

difference in the si'^e of the bubbles separated at the electx-ode, was 

the different electrostatic interaction of the charged bubtles with the 

electrode. It was assumed that dep'■       the sign of the charge of 

the electrode ana bubble the latter is »Ither pressed against the elec- 

trode or repelled from it and, correspondingly can attain varying sizes 

before the breakaway from the electrode. However, if the magnitude of 

these effects Is calculated, it is easy to show that they cannot exert 

any influence whatever on the size of the gas bubbles. 
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'iiil. follows, for example, from the fact that the electrophoretlc 

force, calculated from the electrophoresls speed according to the 

Stokes law,* with which the electric field acts on the charged bubbles, 

negligibly BfctlS compared with the force of hydrostatic buoyancy 

(particularly in media with good conductivity, such as the electrolyte 

solutions). To this attests also the fact that the bubbltl rise almost 

vertically in the electric field, without any noticeable deflection. 

Hence, under normal conditions of electrolysis one can neglect the 

:trophoretlc force, and the explanation of Coehn should be rejected. 

In order to understand the interaction of the different forces 

which act on the bubble let us consider the simple case of a bubble 

which is sessile on a horizontal electrode surface as shown in Fig. 90. 

The force F    of adhesion of the bubble with o 

which it is held by the electrode surface, acts 

along the perimeter of attachment of the bubble ond 

is equal to the product of the length of this perim- 

eter no.  and the vertical component of the surface 
B j/ieumpod 

Fig. 90. Bubble   tension Op^sine, i.e., 
sessile on a 
horizontal sur- f.-nao^sinO. (2^7) 
face. A) Solu- 
tion; B) elec-    where a  is the diameter of the circle along which 
irode; C) gas. 

the bubble is held to the electrode surface, e is 

the contact angle at the interface r tal/solutlci 

gas (see Fig. 90), o^-, is the surface tension at the phase boundary 

Lioiution/gas. 

According to the law of Archimedes the force of hydrostatic buoy- 

ancy of the bubble in the liquid is 

fe»*. (2*8) 

where v   is the bubble volume, p the density of the liquid, g  the grav- 

ity acceleration. For small bubbles F    ► F,.   With increase in the bub- 
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ble dlmcnaion F, increases nore rtpldly than F t be-ause F, La propor- 

tional  to the third power  of the linear dimensions  of the bubDie and  F 
o 

to the first power. It follows that there la a certain critical bubble 

si7.e at which the bubtle should break away fron, the surface. 

To determine the equilibrium oon-iltlor.s we mußt also take Into ac- 

count that the pressur«- w'thln the bubble Is grtittM1 than the hydro- 

static pressure in the ar.ibient nedlu . I      .. cunt <l<i~^/Rt  wuore .; I 

the radius of curvature of the bubble aurfAOfl ftt a ;lven point»* I.e., 

the gas inside the ^ubbla is compressed by the surface. If B  InJlcates 

the curvature of the bubOl« jurfnee at Its    | (Fig. 90), the pres- 

•ur« difference in the liquid and the g     t'.ie base of the bubil* 

amounts to 

2a,, 

where h is the height of the bubble, because when we go from the level 

of the bubble top to the level of the base, the pressure In the liquid 

inoret by  hgg  while  the gas  pressure  remaina  practically   the  same. 

Thia  difference  in pressures  results  In iranee of an additional 

breakaway   .'orce,   equal  to  the product  of t'•.   area of the base  va  A  and 

tha  quantity   ([2a2:./   ]  -  Pifp).** 

Thus  t)  '  fjll equillbilam condition has  the   following  form: 

; aousin ü = vfr -. "f* fif -hß?) . (2^9) 

All quantities entering into this equation are accessible to di- 

rect measurement. Aa measuroments, carrlfu out on bubbles of different 

dimensions, sessile on a mercury aurface in an electrolyte solution, 

have shown, the correctness of F.q. (2^9) la fully ocnflrmed by the ex- 

periment. It fOllOWi that the equilibrium of the bubbles Is wholly de- 

termined by the effect of tha capillary forces and the force of gravity 

[33, -v means of the theory of capillarity one can determine, on the 
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. 91 
tact 
ctrc 
11° 

.   Micrograph of bubbles with different 
angles 6 prior to breakaway from the 

de (6 x magnification): a) e = 18°; b) 

O 

:; 

basl.-. of Eq. (2^9), the shape of the bubble surface at a given value of 

8. Such an analysis, like the above-given elementary argument, leads to 

the conclusion that there is always an upper limit for the size of a 

nubble at which the capillary forces no longer can hold the bubble at 

the surface and it breaks away. It is easy to show that the limit size 

of the bubble depends on the contact angle. If the contact angle is 

. smalli for example 18° (in other words, if the metal surface ir 

. iädily wetted by water), the bubble sits on a small base whose per 

eter of attachment to the surface is small and in consequence of th 

the bubble Is readily torn off without being able to prow to cons; 

ab La size (Fig. 91a) . 

If the contact angle is larger, for example, 75° (Fig. 91b), the 

perimeter of attachment to the surface, and consequently, also the 

force which holds the bubble on the surface, are greater; in conse- 

quence of this the bubble can grow to considerably greater size than in 

the first case prior to breakaway. 

Thus, the size of a bubble which can be retained on the surface 
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Is  the greater,   the   logger the  contact .            ilee   ind  shape of 

the  bubble  as  a   function of the   C« nta ngle at   the  n;oinent   of breik- 

away   from the  mercury   electrode   is   showi .    ua,   Ulh  and   9?.   The 

mathematical  theory  of capillarity  perml*.'   us  to establish  a quantita- 

tive  relationship betwe--n the   oonl   Pt ai t\             bubble  dimensions 

at  breakaway.   As   Pig«   9 3  Showti   this Ip  is  very  vail  con- 

firmed by  experiment. 

1 
1 
I 

r   i ■• J 

rir-^Fig. 92. Micrograph of 
bubble with contact an- 
gl( J » 970 before 
brt ikaway from the elec- 
trode (7»5 x magnifica- 
tion^ . 

.J 

Fig.   93.  Vc: 0  of bubbles 
at  the moment  of breakaway 
from the electrode as  a  func- 
tion of the  contact  an^le  e: 
o)   Bubbles  on  silver elec- 
trode;   O   on platinum;   c>->  on 
mercury.   Thick  line:   thecret- 
ica   ;,   calculated maximum vol- 
umes  !       ubbles  held at  the 
electrode at  the  corresponding 
contact angles. ' 

G 

3 3.   WETTABILITY  OF ELKCTRODES  BY  THE  ELECTROLYTES 

The dependence   of the bubble dimensions on the  contact  angle  9 has; 

the  consequence that  the electric   field  oi   '       double   layer exerts an 

Important   influence   on  the adhesion. .  ,   ■he electrical   field plays 

an  important  part  here,  although  in s   lu-te different  senaa  as  in the 

t haory  of Coehn. 

Let  us  dwell  on thiJ   In somewhat  greater detail.   The  size  of the 

equilibrium contact  angle  san be  expressed as a  function of the surface 
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slons at three interfaces: solution/metal, solution/gas and metal/ 

Prom the equilibrium conditions of the forces of surface tension 

ig. 9^) follows: 

"u^^ii + oucosö and cos6»--^-~V (250) 

.here o-jp is the Interfaclal tension between metal and solution, a-?  Is 

he surface tension between solution and gas which is practically Inde- 

.dent of the nature of the gas for this solution; on^ Is the surface 

3lon between metal and gas, saturated with water vapor. 

In the case of a liquid mercury surface the bubble pulls the metal 

face slightly outwards so that it  ceases to be horizontal. This re- 

quires the introduction of a certain correction into Eq. (250) which we 

It here. 

When the rnetal, for example, mercury. Is polarized, the quantity 

varies in accordance with the law represented by the electrocapll- 

| curve, i.e., it decreases when the potential deviates from the 

zero charge potential of the surface. The surface tension Op^ between 

tht ttl 'on and gas is Independent of the polarization. The quantity 

o, , .  uld not vary In first approximation with change In the electrode 

..t, lal because, as it would seem, there are nc I   at the metal/ 

interface and thua ■ potential change cannot take place. Tnis conclu- 

, bowver, La    accurate because the metal under the bubble II 

i it   iii(;letely dry but covered with a thin film of solution which con- 

calna Ions. Hene« , a variation of the quantity o,^ during polarization 

i the alaotroda U .  all   but because o,^ varies less with the po- 

!-3l than o, ,, the fiattern of the phenomenon is determined in first 

ipproxinatiOli by the variation of o-jp  W t,ie cathodic polarization in- 

creases to a fftirly large value, o,0 decreases, consequently the dif- 

• i-ence o,^ — ,p and cos 6 Increase and the contact angle 9 decreases. 
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Flg. 9k,   Equilibrium 
of the tenslor-b at 
the interfaces solu- 
tion/gas (o^,), so- 

lution/metal (o,9) 

and metal/gas (o,-,). 

A) Solutions B) gas; 
c) eltetrode. 

Together with It decrfa.^  the adhesion ami the 

size of the bubble at breakaway. The sane takes 

place during anodic polarization. Physically 

this can be visualized In this way, that when 

the charge density of the double layer increas- 

es, the wettalility of the metal by water in- 

creases and the water, wetting the surface, ex- 

pels the bubble. Ccrrespondir.^ly the contact 

an^le e of the bubble is a maximum when the 

■face charge is zero (Fig. 9-3). The method of 

determining the zero cnarge potential of RU I '.by means of measurement 

: the contact angles of bubbles at different potentiftlt, as mentioned 

in the Introduction [^], Is based on th^s phrncmenon. 

If the separation of gas takes place at a potential close to the 

zero charge potential of the metal in the given solution, then o,^ is 

ovvioasly large, the difference 9.. - o,- and cos e are small and can 

even have a negative value, and the contact tnglo is large. The bubbles 

at breakaway ire large. 

This can be ascertained If a bubble of an indifferent gas, for 

imple, nitrogen, is placed on the surface of the mercury electrode 

and this oleöVTOdt is thon polarized. The bubble breaks away from the 

surface at the moment when the force of hydrostatic buoyancy becomes 

equal to the aiheslon force of the bubble. It is then possible to place 

artificially bubbles of different sl?e 01    electrode and to deter- 

r.ine the potential at which the bubble breaks away froii the electrode 

surface. 

This potei.'lal may obviously be more negat' ve or more positive 

chan the zero charge poten':'al of mercury. On the basis of the data 

thus obtained It is possible to plot the curve of the dimensions of 

O 

O 
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e at breakaway as a function of potential. This curve has 

)roxlmately the same shape as the electrocaplllarlty curve (Fig. 96). 

to encompass a larger potential range, the measurements In the 

ranj;   re carried out In alkaline, and In the anodic range in 

acid solution [3]. 

It should be pointed out that the addition of surface-active or- 

ilc substances to the solution alters all three surface tensions o-ip, 

and Op_ at a given potential, and this can Increase or decrease the 

!ity of the metal surface. 

O 
■iß y 

doynm (H 8 J) A 

I   angle of 

1 ulfuric 
Lfate  as 

• J .;n- 
k)   Volt    (  :. V . e .). 

d 
MM 

i 

«< 

l> 

^ 

i,Wfi,S0, 

(tO ID 

ti      0    -OJ     -Ifi   f6a*tin(n 6 il& 

Flg.   Q6.  Diameter d of the 
bubbles at  breakaway  as a 
function of the mercury 
electrode potential:   o) 
bubbles separated electro- 
lytically;   x)  bubbles, 
plficed mechanically.   A) 
Volt   (n.v.e,). 

Turnl: ' :>blen: raised  at   the   beginning  of this   chat 

, Inj       '  J]"'' the Sas bubble;-   evolved during electroly- 

that   the  small  size  of the hydrogen bubbles 

1    .• >de   in alkaline solutions   is  connected with the 

I       »ntial of hydrogen separation in  these  solutions  at which 

etal  J ed by watt. 1 the  bubblaa  have  small  contact 

I to <     eparation of oxygen at the anode in 
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kallne solution takes place at a slight positive potential (counting 

from the neutral point) at which the surface charge is less In absolute 

magnitude and the wettability is less. The converse situation exists In 

acid solutions: the hydrogen evolution takes place at a less negative 

potential and at a smaller negative surface charge than in alkaline so- 

lutions; the oxygen Is separated at a larg« positive potential at which 

the electrode surface -arries a strong positive charge [31. 

The increase ir. the wettability of the electrode ^n consequence of 

the Increase In the charge of the double layer on its surface plays an 

important part in different electrocherrlcal processes. Thus, for ex.-: - 

pie, graphite anodes in Chloric electrolytic cells are more Intensely 

attacked at large pclarlzation owing to the increase in wettability and 

the penetration of electrolyte infcc th9  depth of tne electrode pores 

[6], The carbon electrode with "atmospheric depolarization" which is 

used in certain galvanic cells, for example, the cell of P.M. Splrldo- 

nov, is a porous membrane at which oxygen should arrive continuously 

from oj.e side and electrolyte from the other side. At the same time, 

the memlrane should not be wetted ri^nt through. In a certain potential 

lange the charge of the double layer on this electrode is small and the 

membrane is not wetted for long periods. If the current density Is in- 

creased or „he composition of the solution is varied, the wettability 

increases tnd the solution penetrates into the pores. As a result, the 

three-phase boundary solution carbon/air required for the work of the 

electrode disappears, and the electrode eeatot to function. The depend- 

ence of the soakinp rate on the potenMft] i^ a curve which is analogous 

to the electrocnplllarlty curve, with a minimum soaking rate in the 

range of potentials which Is close to the zero charge point potential 

[71. 

The adhesion of the hydrogen bubble to the metal during electro- 
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plating, for example, with zinc, leads to the formation of honeycombs 

on the deposited metal, whose depth sometimes extends over the entire 

thickness of the layer of deposited metal. The number and depth of the 

honeycombs Is less If the polarization of the electrode is greater. 

I.e., the greater the charge of the double layer and, consequently, the 

wetting of the metal. The dependence of the wettabillty on polarization 

is also of great Importance in molten salt electrolysis [5]. 

An analogous phenomenon of contact 

wetting angle variation with variation of 

the electrode potential takes place when 

Instead of a gas bubble a drop of oil or 

some other organic liquid which is not 

miscible with water is placed on the metal 

surface (Fig. 97'• If the metal surface 

with the sessile oil drop is polarized, 

the shape of the drop changes and then a 

partial and finally complete breakaway of 

the drop from the electrode takes place. 

The process of breakaway of the drop has 

been recorded photographically in Fig. 98. 

If the polarization is strong, a complete 

cleaning of the electrode from oil takes place in consequence of an in- 

crease in the wettabillty of the electrode by the solution. This phe- 

nomenon is analogous to the well-known phenomenon of drawing in of a 

dielectric with large dielectric constant in the field between the 

plates of a capacitor. In the presence of the charges of the double 

layer on the surface the body with the greater dielectric constant, the 

water repels the oil from the surface In the same way as it repels ad- 

sorbed molecules of organic compounds [8]. 
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The effects described in the foregoing explain the following phe- 

nomena. Graphite anodes, which, as mentioned above, are rapidly de- 

stroyed under conditions of high wettability, are used in chlorine 

electrolysis. To protect them from destruction, they are impregnated 

with oil. However, if the electrode is impregnated with a liquid, for 

example, vaseline oil, the latter is dislodged by the electrolyte solu- 

tion which penetrates into the graphite through the capillaries during 

polarization. However, if the anode is impregnated with a substance 

which cannot be removed even from surface pores (for example, paraffin), 

the potential of such an electrode, owing to the large current density, 

increases greatly (approximately by 1 v) which causes rapid destruction 

of the electrode also in this case. With correct impregnation, the sur- 

face and part of the pores close to the electrode surface are freed of 

oil and the electrolyte does not penetrate further [6]. 

Technical methods of cathodlc and anodic degreasing of metals, 

which are widely used in the metalworklng industries, are based on the 

Increase in wettability during polarization. The degreasing of metals 

is carried out during the preparation of the metal surface for electro- 

chemical deposition of metals and certain methods of surface treatment 

of metals. The cathodlc degreasing is promoted by the presence of hy- 

drogen bubbles at the interface between the oil layer and the solution: 

the hydrostatic buoyancy of the bubble, in combination with a certain 

quantity of oil adhering to it, results in an additional cleaning of 

the metal surface [8]. 

.; 
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Fig. 98. Variation of the shape and break- 
away of an oil drop from the electrode dur- 
ing application of a negative potential 
(photograph, natural size). 

14« WETTABILITY AS A FUNCTION OF POTENTIAL AND FLOTATION 

The breakaway of bubbles from a metal surface Is a kind of re- 

served elementary act of flotation. In flotation the bubbles should ad- 

here to the surface of the floated particle and should not break away 

from it. Interesting relationships exist between the mechanisms of 

these two groups of phenomena. 

As pointed out previously, based on a mathematical analysis of the 

conclusions from Eq. (2^9) one can determine the limit dimensions of a 

bubble which is still held by a horizontal surface of a solid at a giv- 

en value of e. At the same time, obviously, we determine Its maximum 

buoyancy, i.e., the maximum weight of the particle which can be floated 

by the bubble, i.e., lifted by it to the liquid surface. Thus the veri- 
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flcation of the relationship between the contact angle and the dimen- 

sions of bubble at breakaway, which can be carried out owing to the 

strong dependence of the contact ant;le on the polarization of the met- 

al. Is also of great Interest for the development of flotation theory 

A decrease In the contact angle which facilitates the breakaway of 

vhe bubble, reduces the floatablllty of the solid. Henc« In some cases 

of flotation precisely the same dependence of the floatablllty on the 

surface charge Is observed as the one which we found for the dimensions 

of the bubbles at breakaway. Thus, It was shown that powdered BaSO^ and 

Agl are most readily floated near their Isoelectrlc point, when their 

surface carries only a negligible charge. The magnitude of the surface 

charge In this case can be varied by variation of the composition of 

the solution [9]. 

Ore particles are normally made to float by addition of flotation 

agents Into the solution, which are adsorbed on the ore surface and re- 

duce Its wettablllty. I.e., Increase the contact angle e. An Increase 

In surface charge, as we have seen repeatedly, can have the effect that 

organic substances are no longer adsorbed and thus result In a decrease 

In floatablllty. The effect of the so-called flotation depressants 

which, when added to the solution, modify the potential difference at 

the surface of the mineral particle In such a manner that Its charge 

density Increases, Is based on this In some cases. The selective Inhi- 

bition of flotation makes It possible to separate different minerals 

during the flotation process [10]. 

It must be pointed out, however, that the flotation phenomena with 

all their complexity cannot be explained merely from the point of view 

of the concepts concerning the equilibrium of surface forces. In order 

that the elementary flotation act can take place, the bubble which en- 

counters a particle must adhere to It within the short collision time. 
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It can be shown that In the case of incomplete wetting, I.e., when the 

contact angle is finite, either the relatively thick liquid layers be- 

tween the solid and the gaseous phase or the very thin layer of molecu- 

lar dimensions Is stable. Layers with Intermediate thickness are unsta- 

ble. When the bubble approaches the surface of the solid under the sur- 

face of the solution, the layer of solution between the surface and the 

bubble first gets gradually thinner until It enters Into an unstable 

state; the layer Is then ruptured which causes the adhesion of the bub- 

ble. Thus, the kinetics of the adhesion process are of great Importance. 

Observations of the adhesion of bubbles to a mercury surface have 

shown that the lower the electrolyte concentration and the larger the 

surface charge, the longer the bubble takes to adhere. The stabilizing 

effect of the charge of the double layer on the water film Is basically 

due to the electric repulsion of the Ions of the double layer from the 

free surface of the water which prevents the film from thinning out 

[11]. 
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Manu- 
sc^Pt [Footnotes] 
Page 
No. 

371      The resistance offered by a fluid to a sphere with diameter 
r, which moves with a velocity v.   Is önrny, where n Is the 
viscosity of the fluid. 

372» More accurately, by the amount o^Cl/ffj ♦ t/*fh where ff^ and 
R0 are the main radii of curvature of the surface [2]. At the 

top of the bubble Rj  s E2 s R' 

372«»    This Is easily proved In the following way. Through the bub- 
ble we draw an Imaginary plane parallel to the electrode sur- 
face but somewhat higher than this. If the plane formed the 
lower physical limit of the bubble and the space under it 
were filled with solution, the sum of the hydrostatic pres- 
sures of the liquid on the bubble, according to the law of 
Archimedes, would be exa^ly equal to y^p. In reality, the 
part of the bubble above our imaginary plane is acted on, not 
by the pressure of the fluid, but the gas with a pressure 
which exceeds that of the fluid, which must be taken into ac- 
count by Introducing the term 

O 
TO*0 

Manu- 
scrlPt [Transliterated Symbols] 
Page 
No. 

377      H.B.3. x n.v.e. = normal'nyy vodorodnyy elektrod = standard 

hydrogen electrode 

:. 
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Chapter 6 

ELECTRODEPOSITION OF METALS 

II. GENERAL INFORMATION 

The processes of the electrodeposltlon of metals, like the reverse 

processes of anodic dissolution of metals, are of great practical Im- 

portance. The first practical application of the electrodeposltlon of 

metals, palvanoplastlcs, was discovered by the Russian Academician B.S. 

Yakobl In 1837 [1]. The discovery of B.S. Yakobl led to the development 

of a new branch of technology, electroplating; subsequently, the method 

of galvanic coating found widespread application. In particular, for 

the protection of metals against corrosion. The electrochemical deposi- 

tion of metals Is used in hydroelectrometallurgy. A combination of 

anodic dissolution and subsequent electrodeposltlon forms the basis of 

the refining of metals by electrolysis. Also of great importance are 

these reactions in the processes which take place at the electrodes of 

storage batteries and primary cells. Important methods of producing 

metals such as aluminium and magnesium are based on their separation by 

means of electric current from molten electrolytes. An important part 

In the development of the industrial utilization of the reactions of 

electrodeposltlon and electrolysis of melts in our country played the 

researches of several electrochemists: P.P. Fedot'yev, N.A. Izgaryshev, 

Yu.V. Baymakov, P.P. Antipin, A.F. Alabyshev, N.P. Fedot'yev, N.T. 

Kudryavtsev and others. 

In the present account we shall limit consideration to the mechan- 

ism of the processes which take place in electrolyte solutions and 
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shall not deal with the electrolysis of melts. 

The processes of cathodlc separation and anodic dissolution in the 

case of solid metals have certain peculiarities compared with other 

electrochemical reactions which are connected with the fact that the 

end products or starting substances are in the crystalline state. How- 

ever, before considering this aspect of the problem of electrodeposi- 

tlon, we must consider the question of the kinetics of the discharge of 

the metal ions under the conditions when the metal is separated not in 

the crystalline but in the liquid state. A study of this problem will 

assist in the further elucidation of the peculiarities connected with 

the crystal structure of the electrode. 

O 

12. ELECTRODEPOSITION OF METALS ON A LIQUID CATHODE 

Of great interest for the study of the mechanism of the discharge 

of metal ions is the mercury electrode on which the separation of met- 

als takes place with formation of amalgam, for example, zinc or copper 

amalgam, for example, zinc or copper amalgam. 

The existing experimental data lead to the conclusion that the re- 

action of discharge and formation of metal ions at the mercury elec- 

trode take place in many cases at a considerable rate. Hence the polar- 

ization phenomena which are observed here are to a large extent con- 

nected with the concentration polarization. 

The serivation of the formula of the polarographic wave, corre- 

sponding to a reversible process, as has been shown in Chapter 1, is 

based on the assumption that the rate of the processes of ion discharge 

and metal lonization is fairly high and that the rate of the over-all 

electrode process is determined by the rate of diffusion of the reduced 

substance towards the electrode. This formula is well supported by ex- 

periment in the case of the discharge of many metal ions which is a 
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confirmation of the  correctness of this  assumption. 

An exception are  some metals   (for example,   of the  Iron proup), 

which  will  be  discussed   further on. 

When  Investigations  are carried out,   however,  by  means  of more 

perfect  experimental methods.   It  Is   found  that   for a  large number of 

metals  the reaction of the  discharge of the   Ions  on the mercury  takes 

place  at a relatively   large,  but measurable   rate.   In order to make  the 

electrochemical polarization accessible to  Investigation,  it  is  desir- 

able  in  these  cases  to  use  relatively  large   current densities.   Hence  It 

is   Important to avoid  as   far as possible  an   impoverishment of the  solu- 

tion with regard to the  reacting ions near the  electrode surface  which 

takes  place with prolonged passage of a direct   current with high  cur- 

rent  density,   or,  in other words,   it  is  essential  to lower the  concen- 

tration polarization.   This  result  can be achieved by the use of alter- 

nating  current. 

It  has been shown  in Chapter 1  that  in  the absence of marked  elec- 

trochemical polarization  during the application of an alternating  cur- 

rent,   a  certain dependence  of the amplitude  of the potential  fluctua- 

tion and the phase  shift  on  frequency is  observed.   In this  case  the 

electrochemical polarization is manifested  as  a kind of additional  re- 

sistance between the electrode and solution which can be detected by 

measuring the  amplitude  and phase shift as  a  function of frequency   [?]. 

Another method consists in determining  the  electrode potential 

variations  during the  passage of a direct   current during a short   inter- 

val  of time.   In this  case  the  impoverishment  of the  solution cannot 

propagate  to a great  distance  from the electrode which enables  rela- 

tively  large current  derslties to be achieved and to determine whether 

the process  Is  accompanied  by electrochemical  polarization.   After a 

certain  interval of titm;  the direction of the  current is reversed and 
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the potential variation during the anodic process Is determined. A con- 

venient device, based on this principle, was designed by A.T. Vagramyan 

and used by him for the study of the polarization phenomena which occur 

during the electrodeposition of solid metals [3]. 

J. Heyrovsky used a similar method for the study of the processes 

of discharge of various metal cations on the mercury electrode [^l; In 

this case the potential variation was observed by means of an oscillo- 

graph which permitted the use of short current pulses. In the absence 

of discharging ions the record of the potential variation during the 

passage of current pulses with alternating direction obviously gives 

the cathodic and anodic charging curves for the mercury surface. In the 

presence of such ions at a potential at which the electrode process is 

possible, the current begins to be consumed for the discharge of ions 

(cathodic curve) or the lonlzatlon of the atoms of the metal which 

forms the amalgam (during the recording of the anodic curve); the curve 

of the potential as a function of time then shows a delay. With further 

passage of time, in consequence of the impoverishment of the layer near 

the electrode, the discharge current decreases and the supplied current 

is sufficiently large to produce a further potential shift. The dotted 

line in Fig. 99a shows the cathodic and anodic charging curves of mer- 

cury, taken with the oscillograph; the thick lines show the potential 

as a function of time in the presence of lead Ions in the solution, 

the left curve corresponding to the cathodic process of discharge of 

the lead Ions, and the right one, to the lonlzatlon of the lead amalgam 

which is formed. The delays on the cathodic and anodic curves are ob- 

served at the same potential which indicates the reversibility of the 

process (absence of electrochemical polarization). A different pattern 

is observed with solutions containing Zn  ions (Pig. 99b). In this 

case the discharge potential is strongly shifted to the negative side 
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Flg. 99. Reversible and Irreversible phenomena during the discharge of 
metal Ions on the surface of the mercury drop electrode. Dotted lines: 
oscillograph record of the potential variation with time In the absence 
of discharging Ions. Thick line In Pig. a: the same in the presence of 

Pb  ions; thick line in Fig. b: the same in presence of Zn  ions. 
A) Volt (n.v.e.); B) time. 

while the ionization potential is shifted to the opposite side; this 

shift indicates the presence of a considerable electrochemical polari- 

zation in these processes. 

The discharge of the ions Tl+, Ag+, Hg*"*", Cd++, Cu+, Pb++ is prac- 

tically reversible, while a marked irreversibility of the process is 

observed during the deposition of metals on the mercury electrode from 

solutions of the salts of Zn , Mn  , Cr  and from plumblte solutions. 

Heyrovsky advanced the hypothesis that the polarization during the 

discharge of the Zn  ion is due to an accumulation of an Intermediate 

unlvalent ion which is slowly disproportloned into the ion Zn  and a 

Zn atom: 

(A) 

(B) 

However,  according to the statements  in the chapter on the reduc- 

tion and oxidation reactions  (sec  Chapter  ^O ,  the electrical reduction 

of the hypothetical  unstable  yingle-charge  Zn    ion would probably pro- 

ceed more readily  and  not with greater difficulty than the  reaction  (A) 

and it is more  logical to assume that  the electrochemical polarization 
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occurring during the discharge of zinc Ions Is connected with the first 

elementary act (A) of the electrode process and not Wxth the subsequent 

stages [32]. It can be assumed that similar relationships obtain In the 

Inhibited discharge of other metal Ions, although there Is as yet an 

Insufficient number of data to permit final conclusions. 

During the deposition of the metals of 

the Iron group from aqueous solutions on the 

surface of the mercury electrode, considera- 

ble overvoltages are observed. In this case 

the overvoltage Is approximately a linear 

function of the logarithm of the current den- 

sity: r] -  a  -f-  b   lg i. Figure 100 [5] gives 

the overvoltage as a function of the loga- 

rithm of the current density for the case of 

the separation of nickel from a solution 

NISO^ + H^BO^. It Is highly probable that the 

relatively large overvoltage, observed for 

these metals. Is due to a del.-' of the stage 

of discharge of th& Ions. However, other hy- 

potheses have also been advanced. Thus, It 

was proposed that during the separation of Ions on the mercury cathode 

the metal Is first present In an "active," highly disperse state, be- 

cause It Is only very slightly soluble In mercury [6]. The high energy 

content of this "active" Iron, according to this hypothesis, causes the 

anomalously large electrode polarization. This circumstance Is possibly 

of some significance; however, as has been Indicated previously, a 

strong polarization Is also observed during the discharge of the Ions 

of metals which are fairly soluble In mercury, such as, for example. In 

the case of zinc. On the other hand, during the separation of metals of 
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during the  discharge 
of Nl*+ Ions  from a 
solution of NlSOj.   + 

+  H^BO-,.   Curve  1:   mer- 

cury  cathode;  curve  2: 
nickel  cathode;  A) 
volt   (n.v.e.). 



the Iron group In the solid crystalline state (Fig. 100, curve 2) under 

conditions which exclude the formation of a highly disperse system, the 

discharge of the ions also requires a relatively large potential shift 

(see also §^1). 

In addition to the polarization measurements, the method of iso- 

tope tracers [29] can be applied with success to the study of the ki- 

netics of the processes of discharge of metal ions at the mercury elec- 

trode. Their use is based on the same principles as the use of deuteri- 

um in studies of the process of discharge of hydrogen ions. If an amal- 

gam of a metal, for example, zinc, containing radioactive zinc, is 

brought into contact with a zinc salt solution, the exchange rate can 

be gaged on the basis of the increasing radioactivity of the solution 

with time and consequently, the magnitude of the exchange current be- 

tween amalgam and solution, which is equal to the rate of discharge of 

the Zn ions or the ionizatlon of zinc amalgam at the equilibrium po- 

tential. 

If the corresponding electrochemical processes take place at a 

sufficient rate, the exchange currents can be very large. Thus, the ex- 
p 

change current in 2 N ZnSO^ attains 0.08 amp/cm . The addition of a 

complexing agent, for example, KCN, to the solution causes a marked de- 

crease in the exchange current. 

§3. PHENOMENA OBSERVED DURING THE APPEARANCE AND GROWTH OF A NEW PHASE 

In cases where a new phase Is obtained as a result of the process 

of electrodeposltlon, the ion discharge conditions show typical fea- 

tures. At the initial moment of the appearance of the new phase these 

features appear in tne case of the formation of a solid metal crystal 

as well as during the formation of a drop of liquid metal, for example, 

mercury; during further growth, however, the crystal surface and the 
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liquid surface behave differently In certain respects. The points of 

the liquid surface are on the average energetically equal so that It Is 

a matter of Indifference at what point of the surface of the liquid 

metal the atom formed during the discharge of the Ion Is deposited. The 

situation Is different during the growth of a crystal of solid metal as 

a result of the electrodeposltlon of Ions. 

Before we pass on to a discussion of the conditions urler which 

the process of the appearance and growth of metallic crystals takes 

place as a result of the discharge of Ions (electrocrystalllzatlon 

process), let us recall certain basic concepts concerning the mechanism 

of normal crystallization which does not Involve the passage of elec- 

tricity through the Interface. The basis of this trend In science has 

been laid by the work of J.V. Glbbs und the Russian scientist G.V. 

Vul'f. During the last decase the theory of the nucleatlon and growth 

of crystals has been greatly developed thanks to the Investigations of 

Volmer, Stransky and others. Here we can tough only upon a few of the 

most elementary aspects of this Important problem [7, 8, 9]. 

A typical and long-known peculiarity of the process of the appear- 

ance of a new phase Is the presence of an Initial supersaturatlon. As- 

suming we wish to cause the crystallization of a salt from Its solution 

by cooling. If the solubility of the salt decreases with decrease In 

temperature we can achieve a state by cooling of the solution, in which 

the concentration of the solution corresponds to saturation, i.e., the 

solution can be in equilibrium with the solid crystal. At this stage, 

however, the separation of a new phase does not yet take place. To 

achieve this within a measurable Interval of time it is essential that 

the concentration of the solution exceeds in a certain ratio the equi- 

librium concentration, or, as it is commonly said, that a certain de- 

gree of oversaturation is attained. The oversaturation is considerably 
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reduced If a small crystal of the same substance Is Introduced Into the 

solution on which the further deposition from the solution can take 

place. The crystallization can also be promoted by some other solid if 

its crystal lattice is fairly similar to the lattice of the crystals 

which are to be separated, in particular, if it can form isomorphous 

mixtures with the substance to be separated from the solution. 

The oversaturation phenomenon is explained in the following way. 

The condltiion of equilibrium between two phases is determined by the 

equality of the chemical potentials of each component in the two phas- 

es. The chemical potential of the crystal which is formed under condi- 

tions close to equilibrium thus should be equal to the chemical poten- 

tial of the same substance in the saturated solution. However, the 

chemical potential of the crystal, if it is fairly small, depends on 

its dimensions; if the size of the crystal is greatly reduced, the 

chemical potential increases. This takes place in consequence of the 

fact that the proportion of atoms in a small crystal which are at the 

surface and are less strongly bound to the other atoms than the atoms 

in the center of the crystal, is relatively large. Hence small crystals 

are unstable with respect to a saturated solution which is in equilib- 

rium with large crystals. Very small crystals formed in such a solution 

in consequence of fortuitous concentration fluctuations, again decom- 

pose. In order that the crystal can grow in a solution even if the con- 

centration of the latter is higher than the saturation concentration, 

it is essential that the dimensions of the crystal should exceed a cer- 

tain critical size at which its cnemical potential is equal to the 

chemical potential of the dissolvel substance in the ambient medium, 

i.e., at which the solution is supersaturated with respect to a crystal 

of this size. Thus, the process of the appearance of a crystal begins 

with the creation of a nucleus of minimum size for which a certain 
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amount of work must be expended (see further on). Obviously this work 

will be less and, consequently, the appearance of a nucleus more prob- 

able, If the critical dimensions of the nucleus are smaller. This con- 

dition can be fulfilled If the chemical potential of the dissolved sub- 

stance Is increased, i.e., if the degree of oversaturation of the solu- 

tion is increased. It follows from this that the beginning of crystal- 

lization is promoted by an increase in the supersaturation because of 

the fact that the critical dimensions of the nucleus, and, consequent- 

ly, also the work required for its creation, are reduced in proportion 

to the increase in supersaturation and that the probability of its ap- 

pearance is increased. 

The conclusions presented so far are not connected with the regu- 

lar arrangement of the atoms in the crystal lattice and are thus equal- 

ly applicable to the case of the formation of a liquid phase, for exam- 

ple, of drops from oversaturated vapor. Let us consider the quantita- 

tive relationships first for the latter example because they are simp- 

ler in this case. We designate the concentration of the saturated vapor 

at a given temperature by o   . Then the radius r  of the drop which can 
8 

be in equilibrium with the supersaturated vapor with the concentration 

o  at the same temperature and which can thus serve as a nucleus for the 

growth of large drops, is defined by the Thomson (Kelvin)* relation: 

■h»;HF. (251) 
where o is the surface tension of the liquid, and v  its molecular vol- 

ume. This relation is easily derived thermodynamically. In order to 

create such a nucleus drop from the ambient medium, the work A,  equal 

to 

A = joS. (252) 
2 

must bt  expended, where 5 is  the  surface of the drop,   equal to  h-nr   .   At 
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first sight it may be Incomprehensible that this work Is equal to 

(l/3)o5 and not to o5. The last value would Indeed be correct If the 

drop were formed from the liquid phase or, at constant volume of the 

system, from the saturated vapor In equilibrium with a liquid phase 

which has a flat surface. However, when a drop is formed from supersat- 

urated vapor, work can initially be gained by transforming it from the 

supersaturated to the saturated state. This gain is equal to RTln(o/a  ) 

per mole and, consequently, amounts to 

iT^i (253) 

for the quantity of substance necessary for the formation of a drop 

with radius r. Substituting into the expression (253) the value 

PTln(o/c  )   from Eq. (251), we obtain 

Subtracting the quantity (2/3)o5 from the work o5, which must be 

expended for the formation of the drop from saturated vapor, we obtain 

the value A  given in Eq. (252). Substituting into (252) the value 5 = 
p 

■ Mirr , calculated by means of Eq. (251), we find 

**(*±y (255) 

It is apparent from Eq. (255) that the work of formation of the 

nucleus decreases in proportion to the increase in the degree of super- 

saturation o/o    which is fully understandable because the size of the 

drop nucleus decreases in this case. 

It follows from statistical mechanics that between the work A  nee- 

essary for the formation of the drop and the probability W  of this 

event exists the relationship 
A 

WmB**, (256) 

where k  Is the Boltzman constant, i.e., R/N  (N  is the number of mole-   9 
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cules In one mole) and fl Is a certain proportionality factor. Of deci- 

sive Importance for the magnitude of W  Is the expression In the expo- 

nent from which follows that the probability of the appearance of a 

nucleus of a new phase should markedly Increase with increase In super- 

saturation. 

The above-presented concepts are also applicable to a crystalline 

nucleus, with the sole difference that the surface tensions of the dif- 

ferent faces In this case have different values. Hence, Instead of the 

expression for 4, given In Eq. (252), we must write 

^ = j2o4S,. (257) 

where the summation Is carried out with respect to all equilibrium fac- 

ets of the crystal.* 

The values for the work of formation of the nucleus, the drop or 

crystal In Eqs. (252) and (257) relate to the case of nuclei, which ap- 

pear within the volume of the phase. These values can be considerably 

lowered (I.e., the probability of appearance of the nucleus can be in- 

creased) If the appearance of the new phase takes place on a preexist- 

ing Interface. This last circumstance Is again most easily explained by 

using the example/ of a liquid drop. 

Assuming that the liquid drop appears not In the volume but on a 

solid flat wall. We designate by o, the surface tension of the liquid, 

by Op the surface tension of the solid surface in the atmosphere of the 

vapor, by o,« the Interfaclal tension at the liquid/solid Interface, by 

5, the free surface of the drop and by 5,^ the interfaclal area drop/ 

solid. Then, using the same arguments which in the case of the free 

drop lead to Eq. (25), it can be shown that 

^-4(,,>S'+0'«S»-0«5»>- (260) 

With complete wetting o? * 0i + 0i2» 'l = S12*  and A  vanishes; in 
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other cases it will decrease compared with the value defined by Eq. 

(252) and this decrease will be greater If the solid wall Is well wet- 

ted by the liquid. The physical meaning of this effect Is that the work 

of formation of the nucleus decreases owing to the gain of energy con- 

nected with the Interaction between the particles of the solid and the 

liquid. Analogously, the appearance of a three-dimensional crystalline 

nucleus Is facilitated by the presence of 1 solid surface, the magni- 

tude of this decrease depending on the nature of the surface on which 

the formation of the nucleus occurs. In order to obtain an idea of the 

effect of the nature of the surface, we can use Eq. (260) from which it 

is evident that the work A  will be less if the quantity o,p at the in- 

terface between the existing and newly formed phases is less. Hence a 

similarity between the crystal lattices of the two phases facilitates 

th« formation of a crystalline nucleus. 

As is evident from the foregoing, the phenomena observed during 

the formatlo. of a nucleus of a new crystalline phase are in many re- 

spects analogous to those observed during the formation of a drop, al- 

though large quantitative differences can exist between these two cas- 

es, even if they are merely due to the fact that the surface tension o 

of solid bodies is much greater than that of liquids. 

An Important difference between the liquid and solid phase is 

found when we examine the conditions of their further growth. While in 

the case of the liquid surface a further combination of particles with 

the previously formed drop takes place without Impediment, the forma- 

tion of every new layer at the face of a growing crystal encounters 

difficulties somewhat similar to those which appear during the forma- 

tion of a crystal nucleus. This is due to the circumstance that differ- 

ent atom positions (here we limit consideration to the case of an atom- 

ic lattice) at the faces of a growing crystal are energetically non- 
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equivalent. Let us elucidate this by means of several simple examples. 

Let us visualize the facet of a crystal In the cubic system, di- 

vided into several elementary cells like a chessboard. Let us consider 

the different positions of an atom on this facet from the point of view 

of their bond strength. Assuming the atom, represented In the form of a 

cube, is in the middle of the face (Fig. 101a); such an atom has only 

one near neighbor, namely the atom which is under it. The interaction 

of this atom with the surface is determined to a large extent by the 

interaction with this single atom which is directly below it and not 

with the more remote atoms which form the crystal lattice. It is obvi- 

ous that the position of the atom shown in Fig. 101a is not energet- 

ically advantageous. The position of the deposited atom is more favor- 

able If it adjoins a complete row (the atoms marked with a cross in 

Fig. 101b) because in this case it has two near neighbors. An even 

greater energy gain is obtained when the atom is deposited in the posi- 

tion marked with a cross in Fig. 101c, when the atom continues a row 

which has already been started and is contiguous to a previously com- 

pleted row; in this case the atom has three nearest neighbors. If the 

filling of a new plane with fairly large dimensions takes place con- 

secutively, one row after another, the deposition of most atoms takes 

place under conditions corresponding to the last case examined by us 

(the so-called case of the repeating step). 

O 

^G^^ 
'       i 

^ 

Fig. 101. Dl-ferent positions of an atom on 
growing facet of a crystal. 
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Plg. 102. Schematic representatlori of a 
two-dlmenslünal nucleus on a growing crys« 
tal face. 

It Is clear from the foregoing that the atoms on a partly filled 

surface of a crystal face are not energetically equal; the atoms at 

the edges of the filled section have an excess of free energy compared 

with the atoms which are In the center. In the case of a three-dimen- 

sional body the energetic Inequality of the atoms In the volume and at 

the surface causes the appearance of surface tension; for "two-dimen- 

sional" bodies, i.e., for formations consisting of a single molecular 

layer, we must analogously introduce the concept of the peripheral ten- 

sion p. The product of the peripheral tension and the length of the 

perimeter lt  bounding the occupied surface of the face (Fig. 102) de- 

fines the excess free energy In such a two-dimensional body compared 

with the energy contained in the same quantity of substance which forms 

part of a filled plane of infinite •!••« In the case of a two-dimen- 

sional crystal which Interests us, the magnitude of p naturally depends 

on the direction of the linear boundary in the same way as the magni- 

tude of o depends on the orientation of the crystal face. 

Using these concepts we can find several relations analogous to 

Eqs. (251), (256) and (257) but relating to a two-dimensional crystal. 

Thus it can be Shown that between the oversaturation and the linear 

dimensions of the two-dimensional crystal, which is thermodynamlcally 

stable at the given oversaturation, exists a relationship analogous to 

Eq. (251), which, however, contains Instead of the surface tension the 
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peripheral tension p. This relation determines the size of the two-di- 

mensional crystal which can serve as nucleus for the formation of a new 

layer on the given face. For the work of formation A.  of such a nucleus 

we obtain an expression which differs from the expression for the work 

of formation of a three-dimensional nucleus (257) only by the numerical 

coefficient: 

»i-y^Mi. (261) 

The summation In the right part of Eq. (26l) must be carried out 

over the entire length of the perimeter which limits the two-dimension- 

al nucleus. Between the probability of the appearance of a two-dimen- 

sional nucleus and the quantity Aj  exists a relation which is conplete- 

ly analogous to Eq. (2136), 

4 
ttV-fl.r*'-. (262) 

where B.   is also a proportionality factor. 

The concepts presented here give the following picture of crystal 

growth. In presence of a certain (slight) oversaturation two-dimension- 

al nuclei of a new layer can be formed fairly frequently on ihe  termi- 

nal layer. Such a nucleus appears, etc. Thus, the growth of the crystal 

takes place in layers, each layer having a thickness of the order of 

molecular dimensions. 

In some cases, for example, during the growth of paratoluldlne 

crystals from its vapor, it has actually been possible by means of per- 

fected optical methods to observe the appearance of mono- or dimolecu- 

lar layers with constant thickness on the surface of the growing crys- 

tal. More frequently, however, these layers form a thicker layer; sev- 

eral successive layers fuse into a single layer whose boundary moves 

along the surface of the growing face. The cause of this transition to 

relatively thick layers has not yet been fully elucidated; we shall 
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consider one possible cause of this phenomenon In the following. 

It must be pointed out that the pattern of crystal growth as pre- 

sented In the foregoing Is extremely simplified. In particular, we have 

constantly assumed that the shape of the growing crystal Is Ideally 

regular. Real growing crystals Invariably show deviations from this 

Ideal structure, particularly In the case of marked oversaturatlon. As 

a more detailed theory shows, the presence of such deviations reduces 

the work of formation of the two-dimensional nuclei and lowers the su- 

persaturatlon limit at which crystal growth at a noticeable rate Is 

still possible [9]. 

Si4. FORMATION AND GROWTH OP THE METALLIC PHASE DURING THE PROCESS OF 
ELECTRODEPOSITION 

The basic conclusions which we have derived during the examination 

of the conditions of the appearance and growth of crystals, can be ap- 

plied to the processes of electrodeposltlon. However, whilst the proba- 

bility of the formation of three-dimensional and two-dimensional nu- 

clei during the normal crystallization process is determined by the 

oversaturatlon. in this case, in which the transition of a particle 

from the solution into the metal lattice is effected by imparting an 

electrical charge to it, the role of the oversaturatlon is played by 

the additional (with respect to the equilibrium potential) potential 

diffeience at the metal/solution Interface, i.e., the electrode polar- 

ization. The difference of the chemical potentials u - u of the sub- 

stance in the state of an equilibrium nucleus and in the massive form 

in the case of crystallization from supersaturated solutions is equal 

to RTln(o/o )t  whereas in the case of electrodeposltlon this quantity 8 

can be expressed by  the difference of the electric potentials,   i.e., 

the magnitude of the polarization n„.   Thus,  according to Eq.   (259), 
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I'-l'.-n/'V-^. (263) 

This equation enables us to establish a relationship between the 

dimensions of the nucleus and the polarization nj, which Is specifically 

connected with the formation of the nucleus [7]. In the case when an 

Impoverishment of the solution with regard to the metal Ions takes 

place at the same time, the quantity nK Is added to the concentration 

polarization. 

The relations (257) and (256) which define the work of formation 

of the nucleus and the probability of Its appearance, remain In force 

for the case of electrodeposltlon as well. Thus we are enabled to de- 

termine the minimum polarization at which separation of a metal on a 

foreign surface can take place within an observable Interval of time. 

Using this approach, Volmer calculated the minimum overvoltage during 

the separation of mercury from a dilute solution of mercuric acetate on 

carbon. It was necessary In this case to Introduce a correction for the 

fact that mercury, although only slightly, nevertheless wets carbon 

and, consequently, the work of nucleus formal;;'on Is reduced. The mini- 

mum polarization thus calculated was 0.3^ v; the experimental value was 

about 0.2 v. 

The concepts used here are somewhat analogous to those mentioned 

by us In Chapter 5 of the theory of hydrogen overvoltage which con- 

nected the polarization during the separation of hydrogen with the 

oversaturatlon, necessary for the formation of gas bubbles. However, 

the work required for the formation of a gas bubble Is relatively 

small, and the polarization connected with this stage of the process of 

hydrogen separation can be neglected compared with the electrochemical 

polarization Involved In the discharge of the hydrogen Ion (with the 

exception of the case In which the gas evolution takes place at a cath- 

ode with very low overvoltage). The situation Is different In the case 
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under consideration here of the formation of a nucleus of the metallic 

phase, because the work of formation of such a nucleus, due to the 

large value of the Interfaclal tension. Is large while the electrochem- 

ical polarization (for example, during the discharge of mercury Ions) 

can be very small. 

The polarization phenomena occurring during the separation of a 

new crystalline phase were studied by A.G. Samartsev and K.S. Yev- 

strop'yev [10]. According to the data of these authors, the cathode po- 

tential during the electrodeposltlon of solid metals on a foreign base 

with constant current Intensity is a function of time, similar to that 

shown In Fig. 103« The quantity of electricity supplied from outside Is 

first consumed for the charging of the cathode surface, whose potential 

Is shifted to the negative side (and also In the formation of an ad- 

sorbed layer of the atoms of the separated metal, see further on). When 

a certain "Initial overvoltage" Is attained, sufficient for the separa- 

tion of the nucleus and the appearance of crystallization centers, the 

discharge of the metal Ions begins. Because the growth of a previously 

formed crystal can take place at a considerable rate at an overvoltage 

which Is less than that required for the formation of the nucleus, part 

of the overvoltage Is taken off and thf potential assumes a less nega- 

tive value.* 

By substituting the value of nK from Eqs. (263) and (259) Into 

Eq. (255), we can find the relation between the quantity A  and nK: 

fiT*gpt. (255a) 
From Eqs. (255a) and (256) follows 

W=*Be  <. (256a) 

where k.   Is a constant. Assuming that the time T required for the for-    ^ 

matlon of a nucleus on the electrode during constant overvoltage nK Is 
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3. Polarization curve for the electrodeposltlon of a metal on a 
surface; Air) Initial Increase In overvoltage; n) stable over- 
durlng prolonged passage of current. The point / corresponds 

moment of Interruption of the current. A) mv (n.v.e.); B) time, 

Inversely proportional to Its probability W  of appearance, the Bulgari- 

an scientists R. Kalshev, A. Sheludko and R. Bllznakov [11] subjected 

Eq. (256a) to experimental verification for the case of the deposition 

of silver on a platinum electrode, by measuring the value of T and con- 

firmed its correctness. 

In the case of Incipient electrodeposltlon of ions on the surface 

of the same metal, a direct continuation of the lattice of the base is 

not always possible and the process can often take place only by forma- 

tion of new three-dimensional nuclei as in deposition on a foreign 

base. This can be observed, for example, when the metal surface is 

covered with an oxide film; in other cases, as will be shown further 

on, the presence of adsorbed organic substances is sufficient. 

At potentials at which the formation of a three-dimensional nucle- 

us is not yet possible, the metal ions can be discharged with the for- 

mation of atoms which are adsorbed on the electrode surface or dis- 

solved in its surface layer. These phenomena are in many respects anal- 
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ogous to the formation of adsorbed layers of hydrogen on platinum at 

potentials at which separation of hydrogen into the volume does not yet 

take place. The electrochemical properties of such adsorbed layers can 

be successfully studied, as has been shown In particular by the Inves- 

tigations carried out in the laboratory of the French scientist P. 

Joliot-Curle [30], when solutions containing compounds of radioactive 

elements in strong dilution are used as electrolytes. The quantity of 

deposited substance is determined in this case on the basis of the ra- 

dioactivity acquired by the electrode. 

During the growth of a newly formed nu- 

/ 
* V 

t ,v' 
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i eus an impoverishment of the solution 

^. 

Fig. 104. Formation of 
a "halo" around a grow- 
ing crystal in conse- 
quence of the lowering 
of the probability of 
formation of new nuclei 
caused by impoverish- 
ment of the solution. 

abound it takes place, i.e., concentration 

nolarlzation takes place which inhibits the 

[ormation of new nuclei in its vicinity, 

nee when metal is deposited on a cathode 

which the formation of new crystal nuclei 

is made possible by an Increase in current 

density, "haloes" are observed around the 

growing crystals which are free of new crys- 

tallizatior centers (Fig. 104) [12]. 

According to Erdey-Gruz and Volmer, 

crystal growth during electrodepositlon, as in the case of normal crys- 

tallization, takes place In layers in consequence of the formation of 

two-dimensional nuclei, which grow and fill the surface of the crystal 

face. On the basis of Eqs. (26l) and (262) it is possible to connect 

the probability of the formation of a two-dimensional nucleus and, con- 

sequently, the growth rate of the crystal, with the polarization. Sev- 

eral attempts have been made in this direction [13], but the relations 

obtained-to date have not been sufficiently confirmed in the interpre- 
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tatlon of the experimental polarization curves. There Is no doubt that 

the phenomena observed during the growth of real crystals are much more 

complex than the simplified pattern discussed In the foregoing. 

MM* 
iim 
lit 

rfr^y 

Fig. 105. Layerwlse growth of 
the basis face of a zinc crys- 
tal (1280 * magnification). 

Observations on the faces of growing crystals show that not lay- 

ers of molecular dimensions but relatively thick "packets" which are 

readily visible under the microscope (Fig. 105, according to K.M. Gor- 

bunova) extend over the surface of the crystal face. The growth front 

of this packet can have a stairway structure which Is easily visible in 

the diagram, but even the Individual steps conclst of many hundreds or 

thousands of elementary layers. By means of mlcrokinematography it is 

possible to observe the movement of the growth front of the packet 

along the crystal face. At the growth front of the packet a rapid dis- 

charge of metal ions takes place and an impoverishment of the solution 

occurs which causes concentration polarization. If the dissolved elec- 

trolyte is replenished, for example, by directing a flow of solution 

against the growth front, the direction of propagation of the packet 
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can be influenced [1^]. 

The question as to why the Individual elementary two-dimensional 

nuclei aggregate LO thicker packets is of considerable interest. This 

aggregation should reduce somewhat the surface energy of the growing 

crystal and in this sense it is energetically advantageous but the 

problem of its molecular mechanism has not yet been elucidated. It is 

possible that the existence of passivation phenomena, which will be 

discussed in 15 of the chapter, promotes the almost simultaneous ap- 

pearance of a large number of two-dimensional nuclei arranged one above 

the other. The phenomena observed during layerwise growth were dis- 

cussed by K.M. Gorbunova and P.D. Dankov, taking into account the work 

required for the formation of the two-dimensional nucleus and the con- 

centration polarization [I'O. 

A large number of studies has been devoted to the elucidation of 

the dependence of the polarization on the current density during the 

electrodeposltion of metals. The interpretation and comparison of the 

data thus obtained presents great difficulties, connected primarily 

with the determination of the true current density. On a growing crys- 

tal face the discharge of ions at any moment of time takes place along 

the growth front of the packets and. probably, predominantly at the end 

of the unfinished rows of atoms and not over the entire area of the 

face. Moreover, as will be discussed further on, all faces of the crys- 

tal normally do not grow simultaneously. Hence the mean current density 

relating to the total geometrical surface of the crystal often does not 

have a definite physical meaning. Nonetheless various qualitative con- 

clusions in this area can be Indicated which have been fairly strongly 

established. 

In some cases the polarization during the electrodeposltion of 

metals is very low ana is mainly concentration polarization. This has 
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been  shown In particular detail  for the case  of the deposition of sil- 

ver  from solutions of sliver nitrate  [12].  According to N.T.  Kudryav- 

tsev,   the polarization Is mainly  of a concentration nature also In the 

case of the deposition of zinc  from zlncate solutions   [15].  O.A.   Yesln 

[16] believes  that during the separation of zinc  from complex cyanide 

solutions the polarization observed In this  case  Is due to a delay of 

the discharge and during the separation of copper from similar solu- 

tions only  concentration polarization Is observed.  The predominant  con- 

centration nature and the small total polarization during the separa- 

tion of silver  from an AgNO^ solution shows  that  the work of formation 

of the two-dimensional nucleus  on an uncontamlnated  face of a growing 

sliver crystal  Is small.   The temperature dependence of the polarization 

occurring during the electrodeposltlon of metals has been studied by 

S.V.   Gorbachev   [31]. 

During the electrodeposltlon of the metals  of the  Iron group,  a 

conslderab.'e electrochemical polarization Is  observed and an approxi- 

mately  linear relation between the polarization and the  logarithm of 

the  current  density,  If the polarization 1"  fairly high.   The polariza- 

tion In this  case, however.   Is somewhat  less  than during the deposition 

of the same metals on the mercury  cathode  (curve  2,  Fig.   100).  At  low 

polarization,  as  in the  case of hydrogen separation,  the polarization 

Is a  linear  function of the  current density. 

V.A.   Royter, V.A.  Yuza and B.S.   Poluyan compared the polarization 

during the electrodeposltlon of iron, which they consider to be due to 

a delay of the discharge,  with the polarization during the electrodep- 

osltlon of zinc   [18.  In order to avoid the effect  of surface variations 

caused by crystal growth during electrodeposltlon,  the authors used 

the  oscillographlc method.   According to these authors,  the discharge of 

Iron  ions  takes  place  1000  times more slowly  than the  discharge  of the 
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zinc Ions at the same polarization. 

It should be pointed out, however, that the polarization during 

electrodeposltlon, for example, of nickel, cannot be completely ex- 

plained by a delay of the discharge stage [191. 

The determination of the laws which connect the polarization dur- 

ing the electrodeposltlon of metals with other physlcochemlcal proper- 

ties. Is made difficult not only by the Inaccuracy of the measurement 

of the true current density but also by the strong Influence exerted 

on the proces.; of electrodeposltlon by oxide films which are present on 

metal surfaces In many cases and which increase the work of formation 

of crystal nuclei compared with their work of formation on a clean met- 

al surface. 

Up to now we have almost exclusively dwelt on the individual ele- 

mentary stages of the process of electrodeposltlon, the discharge of 

Ions and the appearance and growth of an individual crystal. The prob- 

lems which we encounter when we consider the conditions of formation of 

galvanic coatings, are much more complex. 

B.S. Yakobi has already pointed out the need for a detailed study 

of the Influence of the electrolysis conditions on the properties of 

the metallic coatings obtained by elPf^rodeposition. A beginning in the 

modern in/estigations in this field in our country was made by the work 

of N.A. Izgaryshev and co-workers. The practically useful coatings are 

formed from a large number of fine crystals which frequently show a 

certain preferred orientation. If the coating should have good protect- 

ing properties it Is essential that the crystals are strongly adhering 

to each other and to the base to which the coating Is applied; further- 

more, the coating must be free of pores. The nature of the deposit is 

obviously determined by the conditions of the formation and growth of 

the individual crystals, and all factors which influence these process- 
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es (such as temperature, composition and concentration of the solution, 

current density, mixing conditions, presence of complexlng agents In 

the solution, which Increase the electrochemical polarization, the 

presence of adsorbed organic compounds In the form of a true or col- 

loidal solution) affect also the quality of the coatings thus formed. 

We cannot dwell here In greater detail on these questions which are 

considered In special courses on electroplating. 

Investigation of the crystal structure of the metallic coatings by 

x-ray diffraction, electron microscopic and particularly electron dif- 

fraction leads to Interesting conclusions. If the electrodeposltlon Is 

carried out on the surface of a metal crystal, the crystal lattice of 

the deposit Is orientated In such a way that the layer of atoms Is 

parallel to the atom layers In the original crystal. The orientating 

effect of the base takes place If the difference In thü lattice con- 

stants of the original metal and that formed during the process of 

electrodeposltlon Is not too great (not exceeding about 15%) ; the ori- 

entation extends over a relatively large distance In the depth of the 

growing deposit, amounting to some tenths of a micron or even several 

microns. This effect disappears at greater distances so that the orien- 

tation of the crystallites is now determined by the electrodeposltlon 

process and is Independent of the structure of the base. The orientat- 

ing effect also disappears when large current densities are used, in 

which case a large number or randomly orientated crystallites are 

formed [20]. 

The phenomena of electrodeposltlon are also complicated by another 

circumstance. At the potentials at which the electrodeposltlon of many 

metals takes place, a discharge of hydrogen ions (particularly when the 

pH of the solution is not too high) can also take place in addition to 

the discharge of the metal ions. The relative distribution of the cur- 
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rent between the reactions of metal Ion and hydrogen Ion discharge Is 

determined by the ratio of their concentrations In the solution and al- 

so by the magnitude of the hydrogen overvoltage [21]. The simultaneous 

separation of hydrogen not only lowers the current yield of the metal 

but can also cause a disturbance of the conditions of growth and adhe- 

sion of the crystallites of the deposit. In some cases In which a largt 

hydrogen overvoltage prevents the separation of hydrogen In molecular 

form, the dissolution of hydrogen In the metal lattice and formation of 

adsorbed layers of hydrogen atoms can disturb the regularity of the 

crystal lattice of the metal. During the deposition of antimony from 

acid solutions at high current densities the growth delay of the crys- 

tals, caused by the presence of adsorbed hydrogen and dissolved hydro- 

gen has the result that the deposits have an amorphous structure. Dis- 

solved hydrogen has a strong effect on the properties of electrolytl- 

cally deposited Fe and Nl by slowing down the process of their trans- 

formation into ions [22]. 

§5. EFFECT OF SURFACE-ACTIVE SUBSTANCES ON THE ELECTRODEPOSITION OF 
METALS 

As indicated in the foregoing, the electrochemical reaction of the 

discharge of the ions of various metals can be very fast but this reac- 

tion can be inhibited by the adsorption of impurity substances on the 

electrode such as, for example, the adsorption of oxygen (with forma- 

tion of oxide layers) and particularly the adsorption of organic com- 

pounds. The source of the organic surface-active substances are either 

special additions to the solution or fortuitous contamination of the 

solution. The processes of the formation and growth of metal crystals 

are highly sensitive to the adsorption of organic substances, and de- 

posits with special properties can be obtained in some cases, for exam- 
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pie, bright deposits, only If certain surface-active compounds are add- 

ed. 

Various results of general Interest were obtained during the study 

of the comparatively simple reaction of the electrodeposltlon of sliver 

from sliver nitrate solution. The phenomenon which Is often termed 

cathodlc passivation of the faces of the growing crystal [12] Is par- 

ticularly clearly evident In this case although Its mechanism differs 

from the mechanism of the normal passivation of metals which will be 

discussed In the next chapter. 

This phenomenon can be observed, for example, under the following 

conditions. Assuming that we Interrupt the current for a certain length 

of time during the growth of the silver crystal. If It is then again 

switched on, the overvoltage proves to be higher. The increase In the 

overvoltage Is due to the fact that the nature of the growth has 

changed. Instead of a continuance of the growth of the crystal face 

which has grown up to the moment of switching off of the current, a new 

crystallite appears on It which Is sometimes microscopically distin- 

guishable from the original crystal. In other cases, for example. If 

the Interruption of the current Is shorter, only part of the growing 

crystal face may prove to be passlvated. This phenomenon depends on the 

presence of foreign adsorbed substances In the solution and disappears 

If the solution Is very carefully purified. An adsorption of the dis- 

solved Impurities takes place on the surface of the metal and these ac- 

cumulate on the surface In relatively large quantity when the current 

is Interrupted. This makes a normal growth of tlM faces with formation 

of two-dimensional nuclei practically Impossible and to continue the 

growth the potential must be Increased to a value at which new three- 

dimensional nuclei appear. If a part of the surface remains unpasslvat- 

ed, the Increased effective current density in this case also results 
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Pig. 106. Variation of the 
diameter of a growing sliver 
crystal (a) and of the p - 
larlzatlon with variation of 
current Intensity (b). The 
moments cf the Increase and 
decrease of the current den- 
sity are Indicated by ar- 
rows. A) Time; B) minutes. 

In an Increase In the overvoltage [12]. 

The Influence of the adsorption of 

Impurities Is also felt during normal 

growth without Interruption of the cur 

rent. If the deposition of silver from 

a solution of sliver nitrate Is carried 

out with weak current, only a single 

crystal grows at the electrode and Its 

growth Is accomplished In such a way 

that a thin filament (dendrlte) Is 

formed. This form of growth depends on 

a difference In the adsorption of surface-active substances at differ- 

ent faces of the crystal. The faces of the crystal on which the sub- 

stance is strongly adsorbed, do not grow, and the face with a relative- 

ly clean surface grows without hindrance [12]. 

A typical phenomenon, detected by A.G. Samartsev [2^] Is observed 

during variation of the current intensity. It would be natural to ex- 

pect that when the current intensity is increased, the growth rate of 

the filament would also increase. Actually, however, this Is not the 

case. When the current density Increases, at least within a certain in- 

terval, the cross section of the crystal increases proportionally to 

the current (Fig. 106a, according to A.T. Vagramyan) so that the cur- 

rent density and, consequently, the growth rate, remain constant. 

According to A.T. Vagramyan [12] and K.M. Gorbunova [17] this pe- 

culiarity of the electrochemical growth of a filamentary single crystal 

can be explained in the following manner. The newly appearing metal 

surface is contaminated by the substance adsorbed from the solution at 

a certain rate. If the rate of formation of the new surface is less 

than the rate of passivation, further separation of the metal on this 
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surface Is impossible. Hence, if the current density is decreased, 

growth stops at the edges of the growing face where the rate of passi- 

vation is greater because of the more favorable conditions of supply of 

the adsorbed substance from the solution and the g'owth front is nar- 

rowed while the linear growth rate of the filament returns to the pre- 

vious value. If, conversely, the intensity of the cathodic current is 

increased, passivation cannot occur at the edges of the face either and 

the face will be enlarged as long as the current density and the linear 

growth rate of the filament do not return to the previous value. Thus 

the same current density is always established in time, i.e., a certain 

linear growth rate of the crystal fiber which corresponds to stationary 

passivation conditions. 

*l ■0.1, -0.6        -0,8, VlH.BJJ 
ooum ^ 

Fig. 107. Polarization curves during the electrodeposition of tin in 
presence of surface-active substances: 1) Pure solution of 0.25 N 
SnSO^; 2) in presence of 0.005 N diphenylamine; 3) 10 g/liter cresol 
sulfonic acid and 1 g/liter gelatin; l\)  0.005 M a-naphtol and 1 g/liter 
gelatin. A) Volt (n.v.e.). 

The conclusion that the growing part of the surface always has a 

constant activity was confirmed by A.T. Vagramyan by polarization meas- 

urements. If the current intensity is increased, the overvoltage first 

increases sharply but then in proportion to the increase in the surface 

area of the face it gradually comes down to the previous moderate val- 

ue; analogous polarization variations, but in the reverse sequence. 
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take  place when the   current  Intensity  is decreased (Fig.   106b). 

The  phenomena  of contamination described here are  not  observed in 

cyanide  solutions,   in which,   as  follows   from direct experiments,   the 

adsorption of   organic substances   is  inhibited  (evidently because  of a 

structure  of  the double   layer wnich is   unfavorable for  the  adsorption 

process).   A surface which had previously been passlvated by  contact 

with silver nitrate  solution,  can be ap;aln activated  by  immersion in a 

solution  of potassium cyanide.  This causes  a desorption of the organic 

substances,  and the  normal growth  can be continued In  the previous so- 

lution after  the potassium cyanide  has   been washed off  [12]. 

Organic   substances  can affect  the  processes  of electrodepositlon 

In two ways.   If the  rate of adsorpticr.  of the organic   substance  is 

fairly  low compared with the  rate  of  formation  of the   new  surface, 

then,  as   is  evident   from the  foregoing,   the  uncontaminated  part  of the 

surface grows.   The   overvoltage varies  only  as a  function of the  varia- 

tion of the  true current density  but  calculated  for the true current 

density   it remains   constant.   At  the value of the overvoltage estab- 

lished under   these   conditions the  probability of the   formation of new 

nuclei on the  passivated part of  the  surface is   too  small so that 

growth ceases  on this part  of the  surface. 

Another  case   is also possible, where the rate of adsorption is 

fairly high  and the  ions must be  discharged at   a surface,   covered with 

an  adsorbed   layer.   In this case  one can expect   a considerable in rease 

in the  overvoltage   of the electrodepositlon process.   N.  A.   Izgaryshev 

and  co-workers were the  first to  study   the  influence  of surface-active 

substances,   particularly of colloids,   such af?,   for example,  gelatin,   on 

the polarization during the  discharge   of metal   l^ns  and discovered  var- 

ious typical   features of this phenomenon  [23].   N.A.   Izgaryshev be- 

lieved,   however,   that the principal cause of the overvoltage variation 
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is  the complexing  of the  metal Ions by  the  organic substances  in the 

volume of the  solution. 

The   laws  observed during the  electrodeposltlon  of metals on a 

surface  covered with an  adsorption layer were established  In the works 

of M.A.   Loshkarev   [25] which  were  based  on  the  following  observation. 

Addition  of certain surface-active substances to tin  salts  causes the 

formation of fine-grained, dense  deposits.   In this case,  particularly 

when a mixture of  several surface-active substances,   such  as,  for exam- 

ple,   ß-naphtol + dlphenylamlne +  thymol.   Is   used,  polarization  curves 

with unusual  shape  are  observed:   over  a broad potential range the cur- 

rent  remains   constant  Independently of  the  polarization and begins to 

Increase  markedly   only   upon  further Increase In  the polarization  (Fig. 

107).  This limit  current  density   Is by   far   less   than  the   limit   diffu- 

sion current  under  experimental conditions   and  cannot be  explained by 

Impoverishment of the solution. 

0.4       0     -fl,*    -0.*    -U v tmmlh.B.ll 2 

Fig.   108.  Polarization   curves measured on the mercury drop  electrode  In 
0.05 N solutions  of Bi,   Cd,   Zn and Ag  salts   in presence of 0.1  H2S01| 

and  surface-active  additions.  The  rise  of the polarization  curves oc- 
curs  at   the potential  V corresponding  to the  limit  of the  adsorption 
range.  At this same potential the  curve of  the differential capacitance 
b has a maximum B  and the electrocapillarlty curves   (at  the point A)  of 
the  pure Napi>0|.  solution  (a)   and  the  same  solution saturated with 6- 
naphtol,  thymol and dlphenylamlne  (a')   fuse.  1)   Dyne/cm;   2)  volt 
(n.v.e.). 
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Later It was found that these phenomena are not only observed In 

the case of electrodeposltlon of metals (lead, copper, blsmut-n, cadmi- 

um) In the solid state but also during the separation of various met- 

als on the mercury drop electrode. A comparison of the polarization 

curves with the capacitance measurements showed that the increase In 

the current density Is observed within the potential range In which 

there Is a maximum on the capacitance curve (Fig. 108). As has been ex- 

plained In the Introduction, the appearance of a sharp maximum on the 

curve of the capacitance as a function of potential Indicates the limit 

of the adsorption range of the organic substances. This range, as Is 

evident from Fig. 108, Is at the same time the range of low values of 

the limit current. Thus, a low limit current Is observed only In pres- 

ence of an adsorbed layer. When the adsorbed layer disappears owing to 

an Increase In the negative potential difference, the current Intensity 

Increases. This conclusion applies to the case of a liquid as well as 

a solid metal surface. 

It could have been assumed that the adsorbed layer contains pores 

and that the discharge of ions takes place only in these pores. This 

hypothesis is contradicted, however", by the circumstance that the ef- 

fect of the surface-active substances on the discharge of metal ions is 

highly selective. Thus, for example, for a large number of organic ad- 

ditives (although not for all of them) it is slight or altogether ab- 

sent in the case of the discharge of mercury or univalent thallium 

Ions. It is easy to show that the presence of these ions does not de- 

stroy the adsorbed film. Indeed in presence of octyl alcohol during the 

electrolytic reduction of a rolution containing at the same time S2OQ 

and Hgt"*" ions, the adsorbed layer of octyl alcohol completely inhibits 

the discharge of the SpOÖ Ions and, consequently, is not impaired. In 

spite of this the discharge of the mercury ions takes place without 
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Flg. 109. Effect of an adsorbed layer of normal-octyl alcohol during 
the simultaneous discharge of S?OÖ and Hgt"*" Ions. The polarization 

curves were obtained on the mercury cathode In the solutions: 1) 1 N 
Na2SOi4 ♦ 7.10-5 N Hg^ClO^ + 1.2 M K^Og; 2) the same solution, sat- 

urated with normal octyl alcohol; 3) 1 N Na^O^ + 7-10~5 N Hg2(C101|)2. 

In the range of adsorption of the octyl alcohol the curves 2 and 3 co- 
incide, i.e., the reduction of the S-OQ" Ions ceases completely while 

the reduction of the Hgp Ion takes place unimpeded. A) Volt (n.v.e.). 

hindrance (Fig. 109). 

Analogous phenomena are observed during the electrolysis of solu- 

tions containing two metal cations, for example, Cu  or Cd  and Tl ; 

one of these Is strongly Inhibited by the adsorption layer and the oth- 

er only slightly. 

This selectivity cannot be explained on the basis of the assump- 

tion of the presence of pores In the adsorbed layer and the sole possi- 

ble explanation Is that the discharge of the Ions requires their prior 

penetration to the electrode surface through the adsorption layer for 

which a certain activation energy Is necessary, depending, obviously, 

on the nature of the Ion as well as the nature of the adsorption layer. 

In this case the kinetics of the process as a whole are determined by 

the stage which precedes the electrochemical process proper; in the po- 
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tentlal  range  In which  a   fairly  strong adsorption  layer  exists,   the 

rate  of this  stage should naturally  be   Independent   of the potential 

difference  metal/solution,  which also accounts   for  the  appearance  of 

the practically   constant   limit   current.* The  applicability of the   last 

conclusion  Is  limited by   the  fact  that  the adsorption Intensity and, 

consequently,  the structure and permeability  of the adsorption layer 

themselves  depends on the  limit  potential difference  (see  §7 of the  In- 

troduction).  This becomes  particularly  evident when the  desorptlon po- 

tential  Is  approached:   the work of adsorption  of the adsorbed molecules 

decreases  in this case which  facilitates   the  penetration of ions   into 

the  absorbed   layer and   leads  to a regular  Increase   In the  current.   When 

the desorptlon potential   is reached,  the   film  of adsorbed substance  Is 

removed and  the  rate  of the electrochemical  process  Is  then  limited on- 

ly by   the  limit  diffusion  current. 

o S6. THROWING POWER 

Let us briefly examine one other practically important quantity 

which characterizes the processes of electrodepositlon. Assuming that 

It Is required to coat a surface with a certain relief on which, for 

example, there are deep recesses, with a smooth layer of a metal depos- 

it. It Is obvious that under otherwise equal conditions, owing to the 

presence of ohmic resistance of the solution, the mean current density 

on the bottom of these recesses should be less than on the remainder of 

the surface and the thickness of the deposit is also correspondingly 

less. However, as experience shows, the degree of nonuniformity of the 

distribution of the coating differs depending on the electrolyte compo- 

sition. Some solutions give a relatively smooth coating even In pres- 

ence of a deep relief; in such cases It Is said that the electrolyte 

has a ►'reat "throwing power" or "works well in depth"; other t iectro- 
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lytes  do  not  have  this  practically  valuable  property. 

Let   us explain  on the basis of a  simplified  example the physical 

factors,   which  characterize  the passage  of current  through  the system, 

on which  the throwing power depends.   To this  end  let us  Imagine  that 

i  't      i J-   m 

i ■ a 
11 
11 

M ^r 

Pig.   110.   Current  distribution  in 
presence of recesses  in the electrode. 

the  cathode has the  profile  shown In Fig.   110,   I.e.,   that   it has  a wide 

(compared with its   depth A  and the distance  between the  electrodes   Z) 

depression with a  flat bottom,  and  let  us  examine  the  current distribu- 

tion in  this  system.  We  Isolate two  surface  elements  of the  cathode  dS. 

and dSg»   in the recess' ^n and  on the  level  surface which are  fairly   re- 

mote  from the  edge  of the  recession.  When this  condition is   fulfilled, 

the  current  lines passing  from the  anode to  the  cathode are  directed 

perpendicularly to  the cathode surface,  and  the potential variation 

along  their path is   easy  to  calculate.   We designate by  qp.   the potential 

difference anode/solution  (considering  the  anode  unpolarlzed),  by   (?K)-, 

and   (9j/)2  the  potential differences  cathode/solution at the  parts  dS, 

and cf5p,   by i,   and   ip the corresponding current  densities  and by u the 

specific   resistance  of the solution.   Owing to the high electrical  con- 

ductivity  of the metal the potential within  the  cathode and  anode has 

practically a constant value  at all points,   from which follows  that 

(¥K)1-(/ + A).>-VA-(VK),-/«>-VA. (26iO 

The  quantity   (^K     can  be expressed by   (^t/K   If  \ as   a function 

of i  is  known.   Assuming that   the potential variation Is slight,  we 

find: 
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From Eqs.   (26M  and  (265)   follows 

4 ^ 

(265) 

tt- «i 
1  ^VK I 

w   ai w 
(266) 

It  can  be  concluded  from Eq.   (266)   that  the  relative nonuniformlty 

of the  current  distribution and,   consequently,  the  relative variation 

of the  thickness   of the  deposit,   equal  to   (i2 - i -)/i -   depends   on  the 

ratio of the  polarization of the  cathode   la^'/a.]   and  the  specific  re- 

ristance of the  solution.* If this  ratio is  small  compared with  I 

(I.e.,   l/y|3<PK/8.|   <<   Z),   the   first  term in  the  denominator of the 

right part  of Eq.   (266)   can be  neglected compared with the  second,  and 

consequently , 

(267) 

In  this   case  the  current   distribution  depends   only   on  the  ohmic 
T 

resistance  along its path and  the  quantity   (i* - i-J/i.  attains  the 

maximum possible  value.   The  cathode  is  covered with  a nonuniform depos- 

it  and the  bath,   as  it  is  termed,   has  a  low throwing power. 

A different  pattern results  when  the ratio 1/^13^/3.1   is   large 

compared with   I.   In this  case,   as   is  evident  from Eq.   (266),  the quan- 

tity   ft«  - t1)/i1  can be made  as   small as desired,  which gives  any de- 

sired degree  of uniformity of the deposit  thickness.   Formally,  the same 

result  could  have been obtained  if the  cathode  surface  had been covered 

with a thin   layer of a substance with  large specific   resistance.   The 

quantity   | 39I,/3 • |   whose dimension  is  ohm x  cm  ,  plays   the part  of a 

surface resistance although the physical nature of the  inhibition of 

the  current  penetration  in this   case  is different  than  in the case of 

ohmic resistance.  The quotient  obtained by dividing  this  quantity by 

the specific   resistance w of the  solution can be  regarded as a measure 

. 

.; 
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of the  throwing power;  it has  obviously  the dimension of  length.  The 

pattern of the  current distribution,   however,  depends  not  on the abso- 

lute magnitude  of  I/ZJ] 3<PK/3 . |   but  on  the  ratio of It  to the quantities 

I  and  A which determine the geometrical dimensions  of the  system.  The 

greater  I and  A with their ratio  constant,  the  greater should be the 

quantity  lA?|3cp /3.|   in order to attain a uniform current  distribution. 

This can be  easily  verified by presenting Eq.   (266)   In the  following 

form: 

'»nil I 
1151   i" (266a) 
wl\ dt  l-1"' 

These conclusions were derived for an extremely simplified geomet- 

rical model. It can be shown, however, that for other, more complex 

cases, the nature of the current distribution Is also determined by the 

relation between the quantity l/w\i^K/d .\   and a certain length, depend- 

ing on the linear dimensions and shape of the system. Thus, If the In- 

ternal surface of a narrow tube serves as cathode, opposite to the 

opening of which there Is an anode [26], It Is essential for a uniform 

current distribution over the tube surface that the quantity 

1/ü|3CPK/3.| should be large compared with I  /r, where I  Is the length 

and r the radius of the tube. The following method can be used In prac- 

tice to determine the throwing power In relative units: a Z-shaped bent 

electrode Is coated with metal in a given bath, and the thickness of 

the metal denosit thus formed is measured at different points of the 

electrode. The throwing power of the bath is gaged by the degree of 

uniformity of the coating [27]. It should be pointed out that for rea- 

sons analogous to those given in the foregoing, the current distribu- 

tion on the electrode also depends on the shape and disposition of the 

second electrode and on the presence of nonconducting bodies In the 

electrolyte solution [28]. 
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395      See, for example, N.K. Adam, Flzlka 1 khlmlya poverkhnostey 
[Physics and Chemistry of Surfaces], Gos. Izd-vo tekh.-teor. 
llt-ry [State Publishing House for Technical and Theoretical 
Lit.], Moscow-Leningrad, 19^7, page 27; E.K. Rldeal, Khlmlya 
poverkhnostnykh vavlenly [Chemistry of Surface Phenomena], 
Gos. lzd.-vo tekh.-teor. llt-ry., Leningrad, 1936, page 36. 

397      A certain modification must obviously be Introduced also into 
Eq. (251) because the concept of radius Is not applicable to 
a solid crystallite. For a crystallite of thermodynamlc equi- 
librium shape we can always find a point whose distance h.t 
h„t   ..., h.   from the crystal face satisfies the condition 

ÄT-ÄT nT' (258) 

where 0,, o.,, ..., 0. are the surface tension" of the corre- 1 *  2*    ' t 
spondlng faces (G. Vul'f). The value o/r In Eq. (251) must be 
replaced In the case of a crystal by any of the ratios a/h: 

Ärinf-?^. (259) i 

110*4 During the deposition of a metal  on a foreign cathode  under 
the  Influence  of a current  with  constant  Intensity  one  can 
observe at  the   first moment  of time after switching on of the 
current.   In addition to the polarization due to the  formation 
of nuclei,  a noticeable electrochemical and  concentration po- 
larization,  due  to the  fact  that  the current  density  on the 
newly   formed  very small nuclei  attains  considerable  values. 

i420 In other cases  the presence of adsorbed compounds,   for exam- 
ple,   aliphatic  alcohols  during  the discharge  of metal  cations 
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does not cause a lowering of the limit current but only an 
Increase In the overvoltage as Is also observed during the 
discharge of the hydrogen Ion under the same conditions 
(Chapter 3) [32]. 

422      Here we shall limit consideration to the simplest case when 
the cathodlc process Involves considerable electrochemical 
polarization as this Is always the case In electrolytes with 
good throwing power. If the polarization Is mainly of a con- 
centration nature, the quantity 3<PI,/9 . can have different 

values at different points of the cathode because of the dif- 
ferences In the conditions of supply of substance which com- 
plicates the pattern of the phenomenon. We encounter such 
cases In the theory of the positive and negative polarograph- 
1c maxima on the mercury drop electrode. 

Manu- 
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Page 
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390      H.B.3. * n.v.e. ■ normal'nyy vodorodnyy elektrod « standard 

hydrogen electrode 
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Chapter 7 

PASSIVATION AND KINETICS OF ELECTRODE PROCESSES 

SI. PASSIVITY OF METALS AND OXIDE FILMS 

In analogy to the acceleration of the discharge of metal ions upon 

transition to more negative potentials, the anodic processes of metal 

dissolution should be accelerated when the potential is shifted to the 

positive side. This phenomenon is indeed observed, for example, during 

the anodic polarization of nickel or iron in hydrochloric acid but in 

many cases a marked slowing down of the rate of metal dissolution takes 

place at sufficiently large values of positive potential and sometimes 

even simply when the duration of anodic polarization is Increased. 

Thus, for example, .strong nitric acid Is a powerful oxidant which 

can Impart a high positive potential to a metal. At this potential a 

rapid dissolution of iron should take place If the relations between 

the rate of dissolution and potential were the same as during slight 

anodic polarization of iron In acid solutions. Actually, however, the 

chemical reaction which occurs when iron is immersed In strong nitric 

acid continues only for a short time, then stops, and the iron then re- 

mains practically completely stable. The accepted explanation is that 

the iron has gone over into a passive state (in contrast to the active 

state of iron which dissolves in hydrochloric or dilute nitric acid). 

The transition from the active to the passive state is termed passiva- 

tion and the reverse process activation or depassivatlon of the metal. 

The passivity of metals is of great practical Importance because 

it Is an Important factor in the stability of metals such as iron and 
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aluminum In many media. Hence It Is natural that a very large number of 

studies deal with the problem of the origin of the passive state. 

M.V. Lomonosov was the first to observe the phenomenon of passiva- 

tion of metals. In the work of M.V. Lomonosov [1] "0 deystvil khiml- 

cheskikh rastvoriteley" [On the Effect of Chemical Solvents] in §33 

there is the following statement: "When one takes two different por- 

tions of the same acid spirit for the dissolution of metal, but one of 

them is slightly diluted with water, this dissolves a greater quantity 

of metal than the first ...," and a few lines further on in S31*: "When 

fairly strong spirit of nitre is used for the dissolution of metal, the 

dissolution soon ceases ...." It is obvious from the foregoing that 

Lomonosov observed and described the phenomenon of passivation of a 

metal in strong nitric acid. 

Faraday advanced a hypothesis according to which the passive state 

is caused by the presence of chemically bound oxygen at the metal sur- 

face. The "oxygen" theory of passivity was subsequently widely devel- 

oped thanks to the work of numerous scientists, among whom we must men- 

tion sfecially the academician V.A. Kistyakovskiy, Evans and others. 

Schoenbein and Hittorf advanced another hypothesis according to 

which a passive metal must be regarded as a special chemically inactive 

form of the metal. Views similar to this point of view are still de- 

fended by some German and American authors. Thus, V. Mueller [2] and 

his successors maintain an opinion which differs little from the 

Schoenbein hypothesis; according to Mueller a completely passive metal 

is the result of a "modification of the electron state" of the metal at 

the bottom of the pores in an insulating film which is formed in conse- 

quence of the passage of high-density current through the pores. 

Uhlig [3] believes that passivity is due to the distribution of 

the electrons in the metal atoms: the passivity of the metals of the 
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Iron group arises as a result of the removal of electrons from the d- 

shell of the metal atom. Thus, the passivity of homogeneous alloys, ac- 

cording to Uhlig, is determined by the component which does not readily 

yield the electrons in its d-shell, the passivating component taking 

the electrons from the other component, which yields them more easily 

and the activation of the alloys takes place by the filling of this 

shell. The activating effect of oxygen is explained by Uhlig by the 

fact that the oxygen collects some of the electrons from the i-shell of 

the surface atoms of the metal. To prove his theory, Uhlig attempted to 

use the fact that the passivity of alloys (for example, Ni-Cu) is a 

function of their composition. However, as a more detailed analysis of 

the problem showed [^], the consequences of this theory often contra- 

dicted by the experimental data. Thus, according to those ideas, the 

passivity of stainless steel should increase with increase in the con- 

tent of iron and not that of chromium. 

The general objection to the explanation of passivity by a special 

allotropic or electronic state of the metal is based on the fact that 

the phenomenon of passivation is not accompanied by variations of the 

physical properties of the metal itself but by a variation of the sta- 

bility of the adsorbed or phase films on its surface. From the thermo- 

dynamic point of view a passive metai is not more noble than an active 

metal. In all investigated cases of passivation, either a layer of 

salt or oxides is formed on the metal surface which forms a separate 

phase, or oxygen or some other substance is adsorbed in varying quanti- 

ty. 

The theory which connects the passivation with the formation of 

oxide or other layers on the metal surface has been completely recog- 

nized in the USSR, primarily due to the many-sided researches of Acad- 

emician V.A. Kistyakovskiy and also the work of N.A. Izgaryshev, G.V. 
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Aklmov and others. 

V.A. Klstyakovskly [5] discovered and studied the phenomena of 

partial and complete passivation which take place when a solution, con- 

taining a passlvator (motoelectrlc phenomena). The mixing Increases the 

supply of the substance which causes the transition of the metal to the 

passive state, to the metal surface, thus facilitating the onset of 

passivity. The important role of the composition of the solution in the 

passivation phenomena was demonstrated at the same time. It also fol- 

lows from the work of V.A. Klstyakovskly that the strong variation of 

the electrode potential taking place In consequence of the mixing of 

the solution is an indication that the electrode is not in equilibrium. 

In the first works, passivity was regarded as a complete cessation 

of the anodic process of dissolution of the metal. Actually cases are 

observed and have great practical importance, in which the passivation 

of the metal does not result in a complete cessation of the anodic 

process (which, strictly speaking is not possible in principle) but to 

a strong inhibition. V.A. Klstyakovskly was the f.^rst [5] to point out 

the significance of partial passivity of a metal. Thus, the problem of 

passivity gave rise to another problem, that of determining the connec- 

tion between the state of the metal surface and the rate of the elec- 

trochemical processes which take place on the metal. 

N.A. Izgaryshev showed by experiments in alcoholic and pyrldlne 

solutions that the passivity of Zn, Cd, Cu and other metals caused by 

dissolved atmospheric oxygen depends on the nature of the solvent; In 

solutions of salts in the above-indicated solvents the passive state is 

more readily attained than in aqueous solutions which is due to the 

lower rate of the electrode processes in these solvents. Wliea oxygen 

reacts with the metal surface in presence of an organic solvent, a 

coupled oxidation of the molecules of the latter with formation of com- 
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pounds of a peroxide nature takes place simultaneously [6], The litera- 

ture gives different definitions of the concept of passivation. The 

most correct definition is one according to which passivation consists 

in an increase in the overvoltage or in a delay of the anodic process 

of metal dissolution in consequence of an alteration of Its surface, 

the formation of adsorbed or phase layers of oxides or salts. 

The study of the passivity phenomena consists either in the meas- 

urement of the rate of the electrode processes which take place on the 

surface of the passive metal or in a study of the nature of the passl- 

vating layers. For the study of the variation of the rate of the anodic 

process of metal dissolution one uses the normal electrochemical meth- 

ods of recording the polarization curves and charging curves, sometimes 

in combination with analytical measurements and the osclllographic 

method (for the study of fast processes). For the determination of the 

mean thickness of the passivatlng films one uses. In addition to the 

method of charging curves, the method described in the Introductory 

chapter of capacitance measurement by means of alternating current and 

optical methods. A method has been proposed for the determination of 

the ohmic resistance and the breakdown voltage of the protective films 

on the metal surface, according to which drops of mercury are applied 

to the surface and the intensity of the direct current passing between 

the mercury and the test metal when a dc voltage is applied between 

them [7] Is measured. 

Different metals differ greatly with regard to the degree of their 

tendency to passivation. The creation of alloys on whose surface a sta- 

ble passivatlng film, which Increases their resistance to chemical ac- 

tion is readily formed, is of special Importance from an engineering 

point of view. To these alloys belong primarily the so-called stainless 

steels which normally contain, in addition to iron, chromium and nickel 
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or manganese and also small addition of various other elements such as, 

for example, titanium or niobium. A chemically and mechanically stable 

oxide film which practically stops corrosion of the steel under differ- 

ent conditions, for example, in air, in 10% HNO^ or in sea water, is 

formed on parts of such alloys under the action of atmospheric air or 

water. 

In the following we shall examine the problems of the passivation 

of metals predominantly in connection with the kinetics of electrochem- 

ical processes. A number of studies dealing with this aspect of the 

passivation phenomena on iron, lead and light metals were carried out 

by B.N. Kabanov and co-workers [8, 15]. Let us give some typical exam- 

ples for the existence of a connection between the passivation of a 

metal the presence of oxide on its surface. 
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Fig. 111. Potential cp as a function of the quantity of electricity Q, 
passed through for an iron electrode in 2 N NaOH: 1) Electrode surface 
freed of the oxide film by reduction in hydrogen; a) transition of the 
metallic iron to divalent iron; b) transition of the divalent iron to 
trivalent; 2) electrode subjected to the action of air for several sec- 
onds before immersion in the solution. The potential was measured 
against a hydrogen electrode in the same solution. A) Volt; B) cou- 
lombs/cm2. 

Figure 111 shows the potential of an iron anode in 2 N NaOH solu- 

tion such as a function of the quantity of electricity passed through 

it. Curve 1 was obtained during the anodic polarization of iron from 
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whose  surface  the oxide   film had been previously   removed by reduction 

In hyJrogen at  high temperature.  The unpasslvated  Iron  continues   to go 

into  solution  for a  long  time  according to the reaction 

Fe -f- 30H- = HFeO; + Ufi 4- 2e 
I IFeO; + H.O = Fe (Ol 1), 1- OH". 

The ferrous hydroxide which Is only sparingly soluble in 2 N NaOH, 

is precipitated in the form of a deposit which envelops the electrode 

with a loose layer. The transformation of the Iron into Fe(0H)2 takes 

place at almost constant potential in consequence of which the horizon- 

tal section a  Is obtained in the curve 1. This process takes place dur- 

ing the discharge of the iron electrode of the alkaline battery. Curve 

2, which almost fuses with the ordinate, was obtained during the polar- 

ization of iron which had been exposed to the effect of atmospheric 

oxygen at room temperature after the hydrogen reduction. As the diagram 

shows, this iron does not dissolve during anodic polarization. I.e., 

it is completely passivated. During the passage of current in this case 

the potential Increases until it attains values at which the discharge 

of the hydroxyl ions becomes possible with evolution of molecular oxy- 

gen. 

It is evident from the trend of curve 1 in Fig. Ill that in the 

case of an electrode with a surface which has been previously freed of 

oxygen, a passive state also supervenes in time. The area a  of this 

curve has a finite length; in other words, the above-described reaction 

continues only for a certain time after which the process of formation 

of Fe(0H)p stops and the potential begins to Increase. At higher poten- 

tials, other electrochemical processes can take place at the electrode, 

for example oxidation of the ferrous hydroxide Fe(OH)p to ferric hy- 

droxide Fe(OH)^ (area b), and at higher potentials separation of molec- 

ular oxygen. In the case under consideration here the passivation is 
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due to  the accumulation of passlvating oxides on  the   surface which 

takes place simultaneously  with the  formation of the   nonpasslvatlng 

layer of Fe(OH)2   [8]. 

An  example by  means of which we  can readily  trace  the  relationship 

between   the degree  of passivation  and   the  quantity of  oxygen on the 

surface.   Is  the anodic  dissolution of platinum  In hydrochloric  acid 

[9].  When platinum Is  anodlcally  polarized  In solutions containing a 

sufficient quantity of  chlorine Ions,   It goes Into solution at   a moder- 

ate but  nonetheless measurable rate.   The latter  can be determined from 

the  Intensity   of the current  passing through the  platinum electrode  at 

I  certain potential.  It  is   found   that   the  current  intensity drops In 

time,  i.e.,  the rate of the   electrochemical process  decreases.   As B.V. 

Ershler  showed, this decrease  conforms   to  the slow accumulation  of oxy- 

gen on the platinum surface   which   takes place simultaneously with the 

dissolution of the  platinum.   The  method of  charging curves,  described 

in   S^ of the   Introduction,  was used to  determine   the  quantity of oxygen 

on  the platinum surface.  After the electrode had  been   subjected  to an- 

odic polarization  at constant potential during a  certain time,   and the 

intensity  of  the anodic  current had dropped  to a   certain fraction of 

its  Initial value,   the  anodic polarization  ceased and  the  cathodic 

charging  curve was   recorded  with  a high-density   current.  The quantity 

of oxygen which had accumulated on the  platinum  surface was  determined 

by  means   of the lag on  the  charging curve and the  relationship  between 

the  quantity  and the density   of the anodic   current  of  platinum dissolu- 

tion prior to   the   cessation  of the  anodic polarization  could be  deter- 

mined.   It was   found that when the  quantity  q of  oxygen  on the surface 

increases,  the  rate of dissolution  i decreases   In accordance with the 

exponential law i  ■ ae~ *,   where a and  b are constants,  a quantity of 

oxygen sufficient  only   for  the  filling  of 6%  of  the platinum surface 
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already causing a decrease of the rate of dissolution of the platinum 

by a factor of I] filling of 12%  of the surface slowed down the disso- 

lution 16 times, etc. Thus, quantities of oxygen which were far from 

sufficient for forming a monatomlc layer on the metal surface, produc 

a considerable passivation. 

Let us examine In somewhat greater detail the conditions under 

which the passive state appears and disappears. If the anodic dlssolu- 

tlon of platinum Is carried out at constant current density, the poten- 

tial Increases gradually with time. In other cases, conversely, the 

passivation occurs suddenly. Thus, It Is evident from the trend of 

curve 1 In Fig. Ill, that the potential of the Iron electrode varies 

little over the entire extent of the area a  and then Increases rapidly. 

An Increase In the anodic current density promotes the passivation 

process. In many cases when a certain current density Is attained, a 

sudden transition of the electrode to the passive state takes place. 

The behavior of Iron In concentrated alkali during Increase in tempera- 

ture may serve as an example [32]. The lower curve In Fig. 112 shows 

the Increase In the potential during Increase In the current density on 

an active Iron electrode In 10 N NaOH at 80°. To a current density of 

2*10 J amp/cm corresponds a sudden rise In the curve -/hlch is due to 

passivation of the Iron. The electrochemical process Fe ♦ FeOl", i.e., 

the transformation of the metallic Iron to the divalent state then 

ceases. 

The cessation of one anodic process which occurs as a result of 

passivation of the electrode jften does not prevent the occurrence of 

other anodic processes at the same electrode, which result in the for- 

mation of compounds with higher valency. For example, on passive iron 

in a caustic solution, on which the formation of divalent iron has 

ceased, another electrochemical process begins at higher potentials: 
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2 Fe -»■ FepO", I.e., the transformation of metallic Iron to trlvalent 

Iron. The upper curve In Fig. 112 corresponds to this proems. 

Under certain conditions, for example, during the anodic polariza- 

tion of iron in moderately strong caustic solutions, the passive state 

which arises at high current density is retained at low current densi- 

ties. In many cases, however, activation of the metal takes place after 

a certain interval of time when the current density is sufficiently de- 

creased. Thus, it can be seen in Fig. 112 (dotted line) that at a cur- 

rent density of 3*10  amp/cm an activation of the iron takes place 

which results in the renewed formation of divalent iron and a lowering 

0 

Fig. 112. Polarization curves during the dissolution of iron in 10 | 
NaOH at 80°. When the current density is increased to 2'10""^ arcp/cm , 
the electrode is passivated and when it is subsequently reduced to 
3*10~" amp/cm2, it returns to the active state. The potential <P was 
measured against a hydrogen electrode in the same solution. A) Volt. 

O 

of the potential. This activation during reduction of the density of 

the anodic current may be due to dissolution of the passivatlng layer 

in the electrolyte. 

In other cases the anodic activation is evidently due to displace- 

ment of the passivatlng oxygen from the metal surface by anions present 

in the solution. Thus, iron and magnesium in alkaline and aluminum in 

neutral solutions of chlorides are activated by increase in the anodic 

current within certain limits. This will be discussed in greater detail 
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In %H  of this chapter. 

The activation Is rapid during cathodlc polarization of a passive 

electrode If It results in a reduction of the passlvat^ng oxides. For 

example, during the cathodlc polarization of passive chromium in acid 

Its activation and rapid sell-dissolution occurs. 

On various metals, for example, iron, magnesium and aluminum, the 

oxide film can be preserved at potentials at which hydrogen separation 

occurs. In the case of iron and magnesium In caustic solutions it was 

shown that the presence of an oxide film causes an Increase in the hy- 

drogen overvoltage; in other words, the reaction of discharge of the 

proton from a water molecule is delayed on an oxidized surface compared 

with an unoxidlzed surface. The more negative the potential, the great- 

er is the inhibiting effect of the oxide film [8]. By prolonged cathod- 

lc polarization or mechanical cleaning of the surface It is possible to 

remove the oxide film and thus to lower the hydrogen overvoltage. These 

relationships are Illustrated in Pig. 113f where the curves of the hy- 

drogen overvoltage In caustic solutions as a function of current densi- 

ty are given for the case of Iron with an oxidized (1) and reduced (2) 

surface. 

Thus, the anodic process of metal dissolution as well as the cath- 

odlc process of hydrogen separation are delayed in the passive state. 

However, the anodic process is in most cases much more strongly delayed 

than the cathodlc process. Correspondingly, when the passivating layer 

is removed, the anodic process is much more strongly accelerated than 

the cathodlc process. As will be shown In the next chapter, the ratio 

of the rates of the anodic and cathodlc processes determines the sta- 

tionary potential of a metal which dissolves without passage of an ex- 

ternal current; the acceleration of the anodic process causes a shift 

of the stationary potential to the negative and acceleration of the 
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cathodlc process, to the positive side. 

Mumerous measurements of the potentials of metal electrodes during 

mechanical cleaning of their surfaces while Immersed In a solution were 

carried out by G.B. Klark and G.V. Aklmov 

[10]. These showed that when the passlvat- 

Ing film of many metals is destroyed, the 

potential shifts strongly to the negative 

side. The potential shift during cleaning 

In a caustic solution is particularly large 

in the case of strongly passivated metals 

of the iron group, chromium, manganese, 

magnesium, etc. 

The potential shift, discovered by 

G.B. Klark and G.V. Aklmov indicates an activation of the metals during 

the cleaning of their surfaces. 

Fig. 113. Hydrogen over- 
voltage n as a function 
of the current density 
on an oxidized (1) and 
reduced (2) iron surface 
in alkaline solution. 
A) Volt. 

TABLE 1 

Effect of Mechanical Cleaning of the Surface 
in the Stationary Potential of Metals In 0.1 N 
NaOH 

a .Meid.i.i 

a 
b 

e 
f 

>Kc.ne3o . 
KofojIbT . 
HHKCVIb. . 
XpOM     .    . 
MapraHeu 
MarNNA   ■ 

CrauNOHapHuA noreMUNM ■ oo-max 
B OTHOCHTCaMIO H.   ».   ). 

•O  npCMH 
C    Ä0  W*™* D    laMMCTKH 

-0,1 -0.57 
-0,0« -0.53 
-0,03 -0.45 
-0.05    '  • -0.86 
-0.35 -1.2 
-0,9 -1.5 

A)   Metal;  B)   stationary  potential  in volts relative to n.v.e.;   C)  be- 
fore  cleaning;   D)   during  clcinlng;   a)   iron;   b)  cobalt;   c)   nickel;  d) 
chromium;  e)  manganese;   f)  magnesium. 
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In aqueous solutions or In an atmospheric oxygen medium the satu- 

ration of the free valencies of the surface atoms on the metal takes 

place primarily through the formation of oxide layers whose formation 

Is of basic Importance In the phenomena of passivity. The oxide layer- 

formed In aqueous solutions, can contain chemically bound water. H'-v- 

ever, other groups of atoms or molecules which are sufficiently strong- 

ly bound to the metal, can also participate in the formation of passl- 

vatlng layers. We shall consider such examples In the following. 

12. ADSORPTION AND PHASE PASSIVATING LAYERS 

With Individual exceptions there Is at present not much disagree- 

ment between the different researchers on the question concerning the 

role of oxide layers In the passivation phenomena. The situation Is 

different, however, with regard to the Ideas on the structure of these 

layers. While some researchers believe that the formation of a monomo- 

lecular layer or even only the filling of part of the metal surface Is 

sufficient for passivation, others assume that the passlvatlng oxides 

form a layer, which Is a separate phase and Insulates the metal mechan- 

ically from the ambient medium. Here we shall touch on this problem on- 

ly briefly, starting out from the most unequivocal experimental data 

and limit ourselves as ftp as possible to those of Its aspects which 

are significant for chem'cal kinetics. 

The experiments described in the previous section show that even 

If only a relatively small part of a platinum surface is occupied by 

oxygen atoms. Its rate of dissolution Is considerably slowed down. Such 

passivation obviously cannot by any means be explained by ah insulating 

film. A hypothesis has been advanced, according to which the modifica- 

tion of the kinetics of the anodic process in this case is wholly de- 

termined by an alteration of the structure of the double electric lay- 
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er [9]. As follows from the adsorption experiments, described In the 

Introduction, the formation of a layer of adsorbed oxygen or the metal 

surface, owing to Its dlpole properties, causes a profound change In 

the structure of the double layer which markedly lowers the part of the 
o 

potential difference metal/solution which depends on the free charges 

on the metal surface and the Ions of the double layer or even reverses 

Its sign. 

It was pointed out In §8 of Chapter ^ that In the case of some 

other oxidation processes the appearance of oxide layers Is accompanied 

by a decrease In the reaction rate. Although the existence of a connec- 

tion between the variation of the structure of the double layer and 

passivation Is beyond doubt. It should be pointed out that the explana- 

tion of the passivation effect on the basis of the variation of the 

electric field at the metal surface alone Is less Justified than, for 

example, the analogous explanation In the case of the Increase In the 

hydrogen overpressure due to adsorption of cations (see Chapter 3). In- 

deed, while the valency-saturated and hydrated Ions affect the course 

of the electrochemical process primarily because of the electric field 

created by them, the combination of an oxygen atom with the metal sur- 

face modifies Its chemical nature and can affect its reactivity via 

different pathways. 

The circumstance that passivation is often accompanied by other 

parallel anodic processes must be taken Into account in the investiga- 

tion of the nature of the passlvating layers. As an example let us con- 

sider the quantitative relationships during the passivation of iron In 

alkaline solutions. The quantity of oxygen required for transforming 

the iron (whose surface has previously been freed of oxide layers) to 

the passive state, was determined by recording the anodic charging 

curves. If this measurement Is carried out In a relatively concentrated 
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caustic solution, It Is necessary to use a relatively large quantity of 

electricity. Thus, for example, with anodic polarization of an active 

Iron electrode In 2 N NaOH (see curve 1, Fig. ill) passivation occurred 

only after 0.26 coulombs/cm had passed through the electrode, Instead 
_•} 

of approximately 0.5*10 J coulombs, required for the formation of a 
p 

monolayer of oxygen. This quantity of 0.26 coulombs/cm , however, is 

not a measure of the quantity of passlvating oxides on the surface. 
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Fig. 11^. Passivation of an Iron electrode In 0.05 N NaOH at a current 
density of ^ • 10"^ amp/cm2. Th*» diagram gives the potential «P as a func- 
tion of the quantity of passed electricity Q.  The potential was meas- 
ured against a hydrogen electrode In the same solution. A) Volt; B) in 
ml111 coulombs/cm*. 

,: 

During the anodic polarization of Iron In alkali, two reactions 

take place simultaneously. The first of these results in the formation 

of a deposit of FeCOHK via the Intermediate formation of the ferrate 

Ion HeFeOZ In the solution and does not directly passlvate the metal. 

The second reaction consists In the formation of passlvating surface 

oxides. The ratio of the rates of the first and second process decreas- 

es in proportion to the decrease in the concentration of the OH" ions 

in the solution and increase in the current density. In consequence of 

this the total quantity of electricity required for the passivation of 

an iron electrode in caustic solutions also decreases with decrease in 

its concentration and with increase in current density. Thus, in 0.05 

N NaOH solution at a current density of ^'lO  amp/cm a quantity of 
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electricity is used for the passivation and dissolution of iron which 

is equivalent to the formation of only a single monatomic oxygen layer 

(Fig. Ill)| at a higher current density a quantity of electricity is 

sufficient for passivation which 18 even less than that corresponding 

to a monatomic layer of oxygen [8]. 

If an electrode is passivated under these conditions and the solu- 

tion is then replaced by a more concentrated one, the passive state re- 

mains. It can be assumed that even in more concentrated caustic, in 

which iron can remain active and pass into solution for a long tine 

even during anodic polarization, the passivation is also achieved by a 

very small quantity of oxygen.* 

Of great importance for an understanding of the mechanism of the 

passivation phenomena is a consideration of the kinetics involved In 

the deposition of oxygen atoms on the metal surface and the reverse re- 

action of ionization of adsorbed oxygen atoms. It has already been 

shown in Chapter %   (§8) that the kinetics of this reaction can be in- 

vestigated by measurement of the electrode capacitance by means of al- 

ternating currents of different frequency. In the case of the platinum 

electrode it is found that these reactions are slow. 

The existence of a large overvoltage which is typical for the in- 

hibition of the reactions of deposition and removal of adsorbed oxygen 

atoms is well illustrated by the oscillographlc records of the charging 

curves on a smooth platinum electrode within the potential range of the 

existence of the oxide film, given in Fig. 115 [12]. The anodic charg- 

ing curve began in all cases at a potential of 0.5 v at which the plat- 

inum surface is relatively free of adsorbed layers. When an anodic po- 

larizing current is applied, a marked potential shift is observed which 

is the greater, the greater the current density (curves 1 and 2, Fig. 

115). The magnitude of this potential shift is determined by the over- 
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Pig. 115. Osclllographlc record of the process of oxidation of a plati- 
num surface (upper curves) and the reduction of the oxide film (lower 
curves) In 0.01 N H~30h + 1 N Na^SO,.; curves 1 and !• : i « 4.2'10-2 

2 «  ^      _o *■      ^     0 
amp/cm ; 2 and 2': i  » SK^'IO J amp/cm". The curves represent the po- 
tential "V (measured against a hydrogen electrode In the same solution) 
as a function of the quantity Q  of electricity passed through (In ml- 
crocoulombs/cm2). A) Volt. 

O 

voltage during the deposition of oxygen atoms. If the direction of the 

polarization current Is reversed, the potential shifts to the opposite 

side as a result of which the anodic and cathodlc charging curves form 

a 1 op, whose size characterizes the degree of Irreverslblllty of the 

processes of formation and removal of the oxide film. The overvoltage 

of the cathodlc process of reduction of the oxide film Increases with 

the time elapsed after the deposition of oxygen which Indicates a grad- 

ual Increase In the bond strength of the oxygen atoms with the metal. 

The passivity caused by the adsorbed layers Is the result of a 

modification of the chemical properties of the surface In consequence 

of the saturation of the free valencies of the metal by Impurity atoms. 

This modification can affect the kinetics of the electrochemical proc- 

esses in various ways, for example, via an alteration of the structure 

of the double layer or a variation of the adsorption energy of the re- 

acting particles. 

The specific chemical role of the atoms adsorbed on the metal sar- 
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face becomes particularly clearly obclous when we consider the influ- 

ence of these atoms on the kinetics of the anode processes which take 

place on the metal surface when the latter is in an active state. The 

same atoms or groups of atoms, whose adsorption under other conditions 

results in the formation of passlvating layers, can accelerate the an- 

odic process. As we shall see further on, the adsorption of small quan- 

tities of oxygen on an iron surface from the gas phase does not reduce 

but increase the reactivity of the iron in the anodic process. 

A comparison of the rates of the anodic dissolution of iron in 

NaOH and HC1 solutions gives an analogous result. For the purpose of 

such a comparison we must determine the law connecting the rate of dis- 

solution of the iron in acid with the potential and extrapolate it to 

the potential values ac which the dissolution of iron takes place in 

caustic (Fig. 116). It is found that at equal potential the rate of 

dissolution of the iron in caustic (curve b) is much higher than in HC1 

(curve a); this rate is approximately proportional to the 0.7th  power 

of the 0H~ concentration. The processes of anodic dissolution are irre- 

versible in both solutions and their rate is determined by the electro- 

chemical reaction and not by diffusion. The observed difference in 

rates cannot be accounted for in any other way than by assuming that 

in the caustic solution the first stage of the anodic process of disso- 

lution of the iron is the formation of adsorbed groups, containing hy- 

droxyl. The subsequent interaction of these groups with the solution 

results in the ionization and passing into the solution of the surface 

atoms of the iron [8]. Thus, the adsorption of oxygen in this case 

causes an acceleration of the anodic reaction. 

We encounter an interesting case of the accelerating effect of an 

oxide film on the kinetics of the electrode process when we examine the 

action of light on the overvoltage of oxygen separation and the anodic 
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oxidation of a metal. Illumination of metals with an oxidized surface 

lowers, for example, the oxygen overvoltage on platinum and silver and 

the overvoltage of the oxidation of silver, or. In other words. It ac- 

celerates the anodic electrochemical reaction. As V.l. Veselovskly 

[13] has shown, the oxide film in this case serves as a receiver which 

intercepts a light quantum and transmits its energy to the particles 

which participate in the electrochemical act. 

o 

fagj 
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Fig. 116. Comparison between the rates of anodic dissolution or iron in 
HC1 (a) and NaOH (b) solutions. The potential <P was measured against 
the standard hydrogen electrode. A) Volt. 

Passivation of a metal can be produced not only by the adsorption 

of oxygen but also of other atoms. For example, in analogy to the oxy- 

gen passivation of iron in caustic, a passivation of iron takes place 

in acid solutions through adsorption of halogens. The strongest passl- 

vatlng effect has iodine, followed by bromine, and the much weaker one 

chlorine [1^]. With increase in the concentration of the acid, for ex- 

ample, sulfurlc, the effect of passivation of an iodine or bromine com- 

pound increases noticeably. 

This action is reflected in a marked inhibition of the cathodic 

reaction, the separation of hydrogen, and the anodic reaction, the ion- 

ization of iron. As in the case of the passivation of Iron by oxygen in 

caustic, a formation of an adsorbed iron compound with halogen obvious- 

ly takes place here. As direct measurements have shown, the adsorbed 

O 
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quantity of the haloid i  less than the quantity required for the fill- 

ing of a monolayer. 

It Is of Interest to call attention to the fact that the halldes, 

like oxygen, cause a passivation of metals under certain conditions 

and activate them under others. Thus, In presence of adsorbed anions 

the intensity of the exchange current between zinc amalgam and the so- 

lutions of its salts Increases (Chapter 6, §2), Chlorine ions in alka- 

line solutions depassivate iron (see further on, i^). The halogens ex- 

ert an activating effect by being adsorbed In the forms of Ions, re- 

taining, although in a deformed state, their hydrate envelope. These 

effects can be Interpreted on the basis of the theory of the double 

layer taking into account the iK potential as has been shown in the 

chapter on hydrogen overvoltage. The passlvatlng effect is probably 

connected with a more profound reaction between the halogens and the 

metal, resulting In the formation of surface compounds. We do not have 

at the present time a simple theory which would fully explain the ki- 

netic effects observed In this case. It is possible that In some cases 

the formation of adsorbed compounds with halogens does not cause a 

slowing down but an acceleration of the anodic process on the metal. 

Otherwise it would be difficult to account for the fact, for example, 

that the rate of the anodic dissolution of platinum at constant poten- 

tial is proportional to the concentration of the chlorine ions in the 

electrolyte [9]. 

Let us now turn to an examination of passivation due to the forma- 

tion of a relatively thick layer which shields the electrode surface. 

This kind of passivation can be termed "mechanical"*in contrast to the 

"chemical," i.e., connected with chemical adsorption, which has been 

discussed in the foregoing. The works of L.Yu. Kurts, A.G. Samartsev, 

B.N. Kabanov and also various foreign authors have been devoted to the 
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problems of mechanical passivation. 

Electrode systems such as silver In solutions of halldes and leaa 

In sulfate solutions are covered during anodic polarization with a lay- 

er of the corresponding salt. As a typical example let us take the 

practically Important case of the passivation of lead In sulfurlc acid 

solutions which has been studied In great detail [15]. The practical 

Importance of this case consists In the fact that the passivation of 

lead limits the process of discharge of the lead electrode of the sul- 

furlc acid battery. This electrode consists of spongy lead the pores of 

which are filled with electrolyte, the sulfurlc acid solution. During 

discharge the reaction 

Pb rSOt-- = PbS04-|-2<' (A) 

takes place and Insoluble lead sulfate Is formed. During the reaction 

the S07~ Ions are used up and the H Ions are removed by transfer. In 

consequence of which the concentration of the sulfurlc acid at the neg- 

ative electrode decreases. 

The reaction (A) In the battery never goes to completion: only a 

certain proportion of the quantity of lead present Is used, determined 

by the capacitance of the electrode.* When the current density Is In- 

creased and the temperature lowered, the capacitance of the lead elec- 

trode decreases. This phenomenon Is usually ascribed to the decrease In 

the sulfurlc acid concentration in the pores, which, as it was be- 

lieved, should have a greater effect at low temperatures in consequence 

of the slowing down of diffusion. A study of the behavior of the smooth 

lead electrode has shown, however, that the important factor which lim- 

its the possibility of using metallic lead, is the passivation taking 

place in consequence of the coating of a large proportion of the lead 

surface with a nonconducting layer of PbSO|. crystals, and that the po- 

larization of the same electrode is determined by the overvoltage of 
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the anodic process. 

Figure 117 shows the potential of the lead electrode in a HpSO^ 

solution as a function of the quantity of electricity passed through 

it. The origin of the ordinate axis corresponds to the reversible po- 

tential of lead in a sulfuric acid solution, saturated with lead Sul- 

fate. During anodic polarization the potential shifts to the positive 

side. The electrochemical polarization during the reaction of ioniza- 

tlon of the lead at low current densities is slight, and the potential 

shift is caused mainly by the increase in the concentration of the Pb 

ions near the electrode surface. When a certain oversaturation of the 

solution with lead sulfate has been attained, crystals of lead sulfate 

begin to be deposited on the electrode surface which causes a reduction 

of the oversaturation and the appearance of a potential shift in the 

opposite direction on the cu^ve (section A on curve Fig. 117)• On the 

curve potential-quantity of electricity (at constant density of the po- 

larization current) in its initial stage there is thus observed a cer- 

tain potential Jump of a magnitude corresponding to the steady-state 

process of the formation of PbSO^ crystals which is represented by the 

horizontal section of the curve. In contrast to the analogous phenome- 

non which is observed when oxide layers are removed from the surface of 

platinum and rhodium (Figs. 35 and 36), this Jump is due to the inhi- 

bition of the process of crystallization of the dissolved substance 

while in the previously described case we were dealing with a pure sur- 

face reaction. However, when the first PbSOn crystals appear on the 

electrode surface, the potential does not revert to the equilibrium 

value, and the solution remains oversaturated although somewhat less 

than prior to the formation of the PbSO^ layer. The oversaturation de- 

pends, on the one hand, on the density of the polarizing current and, 

on the other, on the rate of crystallization of the PbSO^. 
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Pig. 117. Overvoltage n (In mv) of a lead electrode In 10 N HpSON as a 

function of the quantity of electricity Q passed through it. The passi- 
vation of the electrode takes place as a result of the passage of the 
quantity of electricity q.  A) Coulombs/cm^; B) mv. 

O 

Following the passage of a certain quantity of electricity q  (Fig. 

117), further passage of current causes the electrode potential to rise 

slightly at first and then shifts it to the positive side, i.e., passi- 

vation has occurred. This increase in potential which appears to be 

sudden is caused by the increase in the current density in the pores of 

the insulating salt layer at the end of the process of covering of the 

surface. Measurements showed that the capacitance of the double layer 

decreases during the anodic passivation of lead by a current with con- 

stant intensity approximately linearly with time (Fig. 118) and, conse- 

quently, the lead surface is uniformly covered with a layer of lead 

su-ifate. If the surface is covered uniformly with time, the potential, 

in accordance with the logarithmic dependence of the potential on the 

current density, should increase in the manner observed experimentally 

(Fig. 117). The quantity of electricity, required for the complete 

passivation of lead under these conditions, corresponds to the forma- 

tion of a layer of salt over most of the metal surface with a thickness 

of the order of one micron [15]. 

The presence of crystalline layers of insoluble salts on the elec- 

. 
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trode surface In the case of this "mechanical" passivation can also be 

detected by the phenomenon of double refraction in reflected light. 

The above-described passivation of iron in alkaline solutions also 

involves the formation of a layer of the insoluble compound Fe(OH)p 

around the electrode. The passivation of lead, however, differs from 

the passivation of iron by the fact that the flocculent layer of 

Fe(OH)p does not impede access of electrolyte to the electrode. The 

formation of this layer does not directly affect the electrochemical 

properties of the metal whicn depend mainly on the appearance of a much 

thinner layer of passivating oxide. In contrast, the formation of a 

layer of PbSO^, which adheres tightly to the electrode, greatly reduces 

its active surface and thus causes a decrease in its electrochemical 

activity. 

if CM' 

50 

200   dpeuHinuHi A m 
Fig. 118. Capacitance of a lead electrode, measured by means of alter- 
nating current, as a function of the duration of anodic polarization. 
A) Time (min). 

O 

Apart from these fundamental differences between the course of 

the process of passivation in these two cases there are also certain 

similar features. In both cases the quantity of electricity q  required 
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for the passivation of the electrode Is reduced by a decrease In tem- 

perature and an Increase In current density. The following relationship 

obtains between the quantity of electricity q  *  ti   (where t  Is the In- 

terval of time, required for the passivation of the electrode) and the 

density of the anodic polarization current i 

f/"-/!»*'-const. (268) 

In which the exponent n  Is approximately constant. In the case of the 

passivation of lead n  Is 1-0.^4, and In the case of passivation of iron 

in NaOH it is 0.3-0.5. This quantitative coincidence of the exponents 

In the two cases is unexpected because in the passivation of lead q  ex- 

presses the quantity of electricity consumed for the formation of the 

passivating PbSCK layer, which is proportional to the thickness of the 

passivating layer, while in the case of iron passivation the predomi- 

nating part of the quantity of electricity imparted to the electrode is 

consumed in the formation of the nonpassivating porous deposit of 

Fe(0H)p, and only a small fraction of it is consumed for the formation 

of the passivating ferrous oxide. 

The thickness of the passivating layer of PhSO^. is determined by 

the conditions of crystallization of the PbSCK on the lead surface. If 

the growth of the PbSO^. crystallites tal<es place mainly parallel to the 

electrode surface, it Is covered sooner and a thinner passivating layer 

is formed. Conversely, a relative increase in the growth rate perpen- 

dicularly to the surface results in a thickening of the passivating 

layer. The ratio of the growth rates in a direction parallel and per- 

pendicular to the surface is evidently connected with the solubility of 

the PhSO^ and the degree of oversaturatlon of the solution with PbSO^ 

formed at the lead surface. Conditions which promote a high supersatu- 

ration (such as, for example. Increase in the current density, or at a 

given current density, lowering of the solubility of the PbSG^ because 
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of a variation of the sulfurlc acid concentration or lowering of the 

temperature) result In the formation of thinner passlvatlng layers 

(Fig. 119). Because of the decrease In the thickness of the passlvatlng 

PbSO!. film the quantity of electricity which can be obtained during the 

discharge of the lead battery decreases. Surface-active substances have 

a great Influence on the thickness of the passlvatlng layer, for exam- 

ple, gelatin causes a thickening of the layer. 

io r 
I CMffe B 

Fig. 119. Variation of the quantity of substance q  in the pasrivating 
layer of lead sulfate on lead, expressed on coulombs per cm or sur- 
face, as a function of temperature (a) and the sulfurlc acid concentra- 
tion (b). A) Coulombs/cm2; B) equ/liter. 

An analogous passivation mechanism is obviously Involved in some 

other cases, for example, that of the anodic passivation of silver in a 

solution of halides [16]. 

As Fig. 117 shows, once the greater part of the lead surface is 

covered by a layer of PbSCK, further passage of current causes a strong 

potential shift to the anodic side. However, this does not cause the 

electrochemical process to cease because some pores remain in the PbSO^, 

or are newly formed. The potential shift to the positive side during 

the covering of the electrode with a passlvatlng film has often been 

explained by the ohmic potential drop due to the high resistance of 

the electrolyte in the pores. This point of view has been particularly 

defended by V. Mueller [2]. Although the ohmic potential drop in the 
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electrolyte in the pores can attain considerable values for certain 

systems, this explanation is not correct in most cases. In the case of 

lead in H^SO^ solutions the ohmic potential drop is negligibly small, 

and the observed potential shift is caused by a polarization of the 

electrode due to the high current density In the pores. 

The large potential shift to the anodic side has the consequence 

that a new anodic process begins In which the lead no longer goes over 

Into the divalent but the tetravalent form, namely PbO-. The formation 

of compounds with higher valency, which takes place in consequence of 

the potential shift to the positive side, is often observed in passiva- 

tion phenomena. Independent of the nature of the passlvating film. 

Thus, during the passivation of chromium the normal process of trans- 

formation of the chromium into ions of divalent (and partly trivalent) 

chromium ceases, but at sufficiently high positive potentials the for- 

mation of chromate ions is observed in which the chromium is hexava- 

lent. When iron in concentrated alkaline solutions has been passivated 

with regard to the process of formation of divalent iron compounds, it 

can go into solution depending on the experimental conditions, as 

pointed out above, with formation of ferrites in which the iron is 

trivalent or, at still more positive potentials, with formation of fer- 

rates, compounds of hexavalent iron. 

Passivating phase layers which separate a varying part of the elec- 

trode surface from the solution can modify the conditions under which 

the electrochemical reactions take place on the remaining uncovered 

surface. If this layer has a considerable metallic conductivity (as, 

for example, a layer of Fe-,0^ on iron), an electrochemical process can 

take place even on the covered surface under suitable conditions. Thus, 

if the solution contains oxygen, it can be reduced not only on the bare 

metal but also on the surface of the oxide layer (see following chap- 
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ter). 

In some cases the passivation of an anodlcally soluble metal de- 

pends to a large extent on the crystal form of the deposit appearing 

on It. For example, during the anodic dissolution of zinc In alkalis 

at moderate current densities such as are used In galvanic cells, pas- 

sivation of the zinc occurs only when the rhombic modification of zinc 

hydroxide [17] Is deposited from the saturated zlnctte solution. This 

Is the case In concentrated alkali at low temperatures or In caustic 

solutions of medium concentration at room temperature. The passivation 

of the electrode Is due to the fact that this modification of zinc hy- 

droxide covers the electrode with a compact tightly adhering layer. The 

formation of non-hydrated zinc oxide, however (In concentrated caustic 

potash solutions at room temperature) or of the prismatic modification 

of zinc hydroxide (In relatively dilute solutions at low temperatures) 

does not caus^ passivation of the zinc electrode because the crystalli- 

zation of these compounds and the growth of their crystals does not 

lead to the formation of a tightly adhering compact passlvatlng film on 

the electrode. 

Despite the wide distribution of the phenomena of "mechanical" 

passivation, it should be remembered that a large number of the phenom- 

ena observed in passivation cannot be Interpreted on the basis of the 

concepts which take merely the shielding effect of the passlvatlng lay- 

er into account. As previously emphasized, the diverse effects observed 

in the presence of foreign atoms on the electrode surface, attest to 

the profound chemical changes of its properties and cannot be reduced 

to mere mechanical covering of the surface. However, it would be en- 

tirely incorrect to infer from this that the shielding of the surface 

does not play an Important part in the phenomena of passivity. The 

state of the surface layer depends on the density of the current pass- 
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Ing through lt. The latter, however, evidently Increases many times If 

a large part of the electrode surface Is shielded by a nonconducting 

oxide film or Insoluble salts and the electrochemical processes are 

concentrated only In the pores. Moreover, the mixing of the solution In 

the porec Is Inhibited which facilitates alterations In Its composi- 

tion. Hence when a complete theory of passivation is to be constructed, 

It is essential to take into account not only the chemical nature of 

the adsorbed or other passivatlng layers whose thickness is close to 

molecular, but also the diverse structural properties of thinner films 

present on the electrode surface. 

The historical merit to have stated this part of the problem of 

passivity broadly belongs to Academician V.A. Klstyakovskiy [5] whose 

film theory of passivity and corrosion encompassed a large number of 

processes, which take place in oxide films and affect their protective 

properties. V.A. Klstyakovskiy emphasized that the protective films 

should have a colloidal structure and believed that the destruction of 

the film takes place via the formation of corrosion centers reminiscent 

of crystallization; at the present time we cannot agree with the hy- 

pothesis concerning the disappearance of the protective properties upon 

crystallization of the film. 

In his examination of the passivity of stainless steel, G.V. 

Akimov [18] arrived at the conclusion that the greater part of the sur- 

face 1^ covered with a thin, dense (phase) film, below which (and in 

its pores) there are oxygen atoms which are strongly adsorbed on the 

surface. The combination of a thin, elastic and strong film with an ad- 

sorbed layer of oxygen determines the high corrosion resistance of the 

stainless steels in media containing oxidant.;. 

Of great importance for the further development of our ideas on 

the passivation phenomena is the investigation of the crystal structure 
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of these surface films [19J, their porosity, the distribution of de- 

fects in them, etc. [20], by means of the methods of electron diffrac- 

tion, electron microscopy and electrochemical measurements. 

§3. FORMATION OF PASSIVATING LAYERS ON THE METAL-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE 
AND OXIDATION OF METALS BY GASEOUS OXYGEN 

A comparison of the phenomena which take place during the forma- 

tion of oxide films at the metal-electrolyte Interface, on the one 

hand, and during the reaction of metals with gaseous oxygen, on the 

other, is of considerable interest. 

Let us first dwell briefly on the basic kinetic laws which govern 

the latter. 

Of great Importance for the kinetics of the Interaction between 

metals and gaseous oxygen is the ratio of the atomic volume of the met- 

al and the molecular volume of the oxide formed from it. When the lat- 

ter is greater than the first, as is the case, for example, in the oxi- 

dation of iron or aluminum, a compact oxide layer is often formed as a 

result of the oxidation which has protective properties to some extent. 

In consequence of the volume decrease connected with the transition 

from the atom of the metal to the ion contained in the oxide, a volume 

Increase through oxidation of the metal does not always take place; for 

example, it does not occur in the oxidation of the alkali metals. In 

this case a compact oxide layer is not formed and the oxidation goes 

to completion without hindrance, at least at temperatures which are 

not too low. 

In the presence of compact oxide films the rate of oxidation de- 

creases with time in accordance with typical laws. The simplest rela- 

tionship is obtained when the thickness of the film thus formed ex- 

ceeds the molecular dimensions and the rate of the process as a whole 
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Is determined by diffusion of the reacting substance through the film 

In which case a constant value can be ascribed to the diffusion factor 

D,  which does not vary with Increase In the film thickness x.  Because 

the diffusion rate is Inversely proportional to the layer thickness, 

through which the diffusion takes place, 1t is obvious in this case 

that 

«•*?• (269) 

where X Is a proportionality factor, and t  the time. Integration of Eq. 

(269) gives the relation 

xt=2KDt, (270) 

which expresses the parabolic law of growth of the film. Equation (270) 

is correct only at not too small values of x because the above-given 

arguments are not applicable to films of molecular dimensions [21]. 

Because of the slowness of the diffusion processes In solids the 

diffusion in compact oxide films, covering the metal, can be observed 

in practice only at elevated temperatures. Some sorts of steel (for ex- 

ample, chromium steels with additions of silicon, molybdenum or other 

elements) remain stable to oxygen at high temperatures up to 1000oC. 

Of special interest is the elucidation of the question of the pre- 

cise nature of the particles which diffuse through the film. As experi- 

ment shows, in many cases when films grow under the action of oxygen 

(and other aggressive agents, for example, sulfur, halogens), a diffu- 

sion of the metal from the metal/film interface to its external surface 

takes place, where the metal does not diffuse in the form of atoms but 

in the form of ions with simultaneous movement of electrons. The elec- 

trons combine at the outer surface of the film with the oxygen with 

formation of oxygen ions. Thus both metal ions and oxygen ions arrive 

in the film and the film grows as a result of the electrochemical proc- 
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ess, the closing of this unique electrical circuit takes place by the 

movement of the electrons through the film [22]. 

The passage of metal through the film Is possible only If Its com- 

position differs from stolchlometrlcal, these deviations being of dif- 

ferent kinds. Thus, In the case of the oxidation of zinc the oxide film 

near the metal surface contains an excess of zinc Ions compared with 

the composition which would accurately correspond to the formula ZnO 

and an equivalent number of electrons. The excess Zn  Ions are dis- 

tributed between the lattice points. At the external surface the con- 

centratlon of these excess Ions drops almost to zero. During the oxida- 

tion process a diffusion of zinc ions and electrons takes place from 

the Internal to the external surface of the film. 

A different picture is observed in the case of the oxidation of 

copper with formation of cuprous oxide. The composition of the oxide 

formed in this case also differs from the stolchlometrlc composition 

Cu?0 but no longer In the direction of an excess of metal but in the 

direction of an excess of oxygen. Part of the sites In the CUpO lattice 

which should be occupied by Cu ions, are vacant and the shortage of 

positive charges compared with the charges of the 0~" anions is compen- 

sated by a replacement of part of the Cu Ions by Cu  ions. The latter 

may be regarded as sites of electron deficiency or electron "holes." 

The deficiency of Cu ions and the concentration of the holes is evi- 

dently greater at the external boundary of the layer than at the Inter- 

nal. During oxidation a diffusion of Cu Ions from the Internal to the 

external surface takes place In consequence of successive transitions 

of Cu ions from occupied sites to vacant sites and the exchange of 

electrons between the Cu and Cu  ions, which may be regarded as a 

movement of holes from the external to the Internal surface. A more 

profound analysis of the conditions of movement of charged particles in 
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the two cases leads to the conclusion that the rate of oxidation of 

copper should be greater than the rate of oxidation of zinc and depends 

more on oxygen pressure than the latter. 

The use of the theory of diffusion and electrical conductivity In 

Ionic conductors and semiconductors, created primarily by Soviet scien- 

tists, In particular, by Ya.I. Frenkel', makes It possible in other 

cases as well to analyze the phenomena taking place during the growth 

of oxide and other layers on metals. Experiments, however, have shown 

that in addition to taking into account the movement of cations and 

electrons, the movement of anions must generally also be considered 

and, according to some authors, also that of oxygen atoms. The quanti- 

tative development of these concepts leads to a relation from which 

Eq. (270) can be derived under certain simplifying assumptions. 

100 

V I  I  I  I 
(P     0,J 0,i   Acm'U  2 

Fig. 120. Rate of oxidation v cf iron powder as a function of the quan- 
tity A of adsorbed oxygen. The rate of oxidation is expressed in cm3 of 
adsorbed oxygen per minute.   1)   cmVmin;   2)  cm3/g. 
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In some systems one has to take into account not only the slowness 

of the diffusion but also the slowness of the reaction at the interface 

between the film and the gas (or between the film and the metal). In 

these cases the rate of growth is determined by the reaction rate for 

small thicknesses and by the diffusion rate for great thicknesses [21]. 

Of special interest for electrochemistry are the deviations from % 
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the parabolic growth law expressed by Eq. (270) in the case of very 

thin films, consisting only of a single or several crystal cells of ox- 

ide. Such deviations have been observed during the oxidation of Iron, 

aluminum, stainless steels and other metals at moderate temperatures. 

Figure 120 gives the oxidation rate of Iron as a function of the ab- 

sorbed quantity of oxygen [23]. In these experiments the oxygen was 

brought Into contact with the Iron In successive portions at 20oC, and 

the absorption rate was observed. This was Initially very high but af- 

ter the absorption of a certain quantity of oxygen, I.e., the formation 

of a film with a certain thickness, the rate dropped sharply to a very 

small value. At low temperatures this value is so small that film 

growth is practically completely arrested after the attainment of the 

above-mentioned limit value. At higher temperatures one can observe 

further film growth even during the second, slow stage of the oxidation 

process which gradually slows down with increase in the thickness of 

the oxide film as has been discussed in the foregoing. Finally, at even 

higher temperatures, the growth rate during the second (slow) stage in- 

creases so strongly that the borderline between the first and second 

stage disappears. 

Thus there exists a limit film thickness over a relatively wide 

temperature range, at which the reaction with oxygen is greatly slowed 

down or practically arrested. Th« cessation of the oxidation reaction 

at a certain thickness of the oxide film is superficially similar to 

the transition to the passive state and the term metal passivation Is 

also often applied to it. The existence of a fast and slow oxidation 

stage in the case of iron was discovered by Langmuir; this phenomenon 

was later studied by A.A. Kochetkov and others [2^]. 

As R.Kh. Burshteyn showed, the thickness of the limit layer on 

iron depends greatly on temperature. Within the range of temperatures 
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from -130° to -70oC the oxidation reaction Is arrested by the formation 

of a coating containing two oxygen atoms for every surface atom of 

Iron (Fig. 121), at room temperature the thickness of the limit layer 

Is twice as great and at 200oC it is about 10 times greater than at 

-70° [23]. 

a 

AOk >f*2 
M u- J 

L m / 

5-1 I 

x|5J V / 
« y 
■ M ^y^ 

a    0 1                          I                        r 

m'     too'      300*     m*  r 
Fig. 121. Quantity of absorbed oxygen, corresponding to the end of the 
first stage of adsorption, as a function of temperature (In 0 Kelvin) 
during the oxidation of iron. 1) Number of molecular layers; 2) cmVg. 

Various attempts have been made to explain the rapid drop of the 

oxidation rate occurring when a certain thickness of the oxide film Is 

reached. Mott used a concept which Is to some degree analogous to that 

used for the Interpretation of the action of the field In the theory of 

delayed discharge, assuming that the positive charge on the metal sur- 

face and the negative charges of the oxygen Ions at the outer surface 

of the film form a double layer whose field facilitates the penetration 

of metal ions through the film. In proportion to the thickening of the 

film, the intensity of this field decreases and the penetration of Ions 

is inhibited which results in a decrease in the growth rate of the 

film [25]. 

Other explanations have been advanced by I.A. Smirnov [26] and 

P.D. Dankov [27]. P.D. Dankov connects the slowing down of the growth 

rate of the oxide film with a decrease in time of the number of defects 

in the oxide lattice which make the diffusion of the metal atoms possl- 
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ble. 

The mechanism  of this  phenomenon  cannot yet be   considered   as  fi- 

nally explained.   In any  case,  the sudden slowing of the  growth  rate, 

occurring when a  certain thickness has been attained,  shows that the 

movement  of Ions   and atoms  during the  growth of very  thin  films  takes 

place In accordance with a mechanism which  differs   from  the normal 

diffusion observed  In  thicker layers.   In spite  of a  certain similarity 

existing between  the  formation of protective films  during  the   oxidation 

of metals with gaseous   oxygen In the   absence of moisture   and the passi- 

vation through the action of dissolved oxldants   or during anodic polar- 

ization,  these phenomena cannot  be considered as  identical. 

The quantity  of electricity  required   for the passivation  of an 

iron electrode depends   on the conditions  of formation of  the surface 

oxide.  Whilst  a passivation  of the electrode can be  achieved during  the 

deposition of oxygen by  anodic polarization with quantities correspond- 

ing to the  formation of a fraction of a monolayer,  a much  greater quan- 

tity of oxygen is  required during the  oxidation  of iron by gaseous  oxy- 

gen  for passivation.   It  has  been shown that  the  electrochemical activ- 

ity  of the electrode  can be  gaged by   the  length  of the  lag on  the curve 

of  the potential   as  a  function of the  quantity  of electricity  passed 

through   (Fig.   111).   If  the   iron  is  completely passlvated  beforehand  in 

air, this  lag disappears,   i.e.,   Fe(OH)2 is   not   formed on   such  an elec- 

trode during anodic polarization in alkaline solutions and the   elec- 

trode goes  over Into the range  of more positive  potentials  almost  Imme- 

diately. 

In  the  case  of the  action of gaseous   oxygen this result  Is  at- 

tained  only  after  the   iron  has  absorbed quantities  of oxygen,   which, 

although not   large,  nonetheless  are  much greater than the quantity   re- 

quired   for filling of a monolayer.  Thus a   quantity  of oxygen  corre- 
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15 apondlng to 2«10  molecules per square centimeter of true electrode 

surface does not markedly passivate the electrode at room temperature 

although It Is sufficient for the formation of a layer of y Fep0:> ox- 

ide, with a mean thickness of approximately 6 A. Complete passivation 

15 Is attained only by the deposition of ^-10 J molecules. Furthermore, 

during anodic polarization in dilute caustic solutions the preliminary 

deposition of small quantities of oxygen. Insufficient for complete 

passivation, from the gas phase, causes also a considerable Increase in 

the quantity of Fe(0H)2 formed during further anodic polarization [23]. 

This peculiar activating effect of small quantities of oxygen, deposit- 

ed from the gas phase, may be connected with their penetration under 

the outer layer of atoms in the iron lattice which can be detected on 

the basis of the variation of the sign of the work function of the 

electron during the adsorption of small and large quantities of oxygen 

from the gas phase (see Introduction, §8). It is possible that during 

the formation of an oxide film by anodic polarization in electrolyte 

solution the oxygen atoms remain bound to water molecules which would 

prevent them from sliding under the top layer. The problem of the cause 

of the difference in the passivating effect of oxygen in these two 

methods of formation of a surface layer requires some further study. 

In the case of aluminum there are also great differences between 

the phenomena observed during oxidation by gaseous oxygen and during 

anodic polarization. The oxidation of aluminum in gaseous oxygen at 

room temperature practically ceases as soon as a very thin protective 

oxide film has been formed. At the same time if anodic polarization is 

carried out in various electrolytes, for example, in sulfuric acid, the 

thickness of the oxide layer on the aluminum can be much greater than 

that of a monomolecular layer. As Fig. 122 shows, the capacitance of 

the double layer on aluminum in sulfuric acid decreases with increase 
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in the potential. If we assume the dielectric constant of alumina on 

the aluminum surface as 10, It can be calculated from the above data 

that at the potential of oxygen separation the thickness of the oxide 

layer Is approximately 70 A. 

With stronger and more prolonged anodic polarization of aluminum 

relatively thick oxide films can grow on It, with a thickness of mi- 

crons and hundreds of microns which finds widespread application In 

practice (the so-called anodizing of aluminum). A potential difference 

of some ten volts Is applied to the aluminum electrode during anodizing. 

This causes an Increase In the thickness of the oxide layer because a 

very large potential gradient Is created In the surface layer which 

promotes the movement of Ions In the layer. In chemically Inactive 

electrolytes of the type of blcyrbonates or boratci the process ceases 

when relatively thin and dense layers have been formed; such layers 

find application as insulating layers In electrolytic capacitors and 

rectifiers. In chemically more active media, for example. In solutions 

of sulfuric or oxalic acid, in consequence of the destruction of the 

10 

»1,0 »i,o *t,o o •>,« ySofit/n 
' (H.B.3.)  A 

Fig. 122. Capacitance of aluminum elec- 
trode in 8 N HpSO^ as a function of the 

electrode potential. A) Volt (n.v.e.). 
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film by the action of the electrolyte, the process of anodic oxidation 

of aluminum continues longer. This gives thicker, porous layers which 

are used as antlcorroslon protective cov2rings, usually after the pores 

have been filled with suitable fillers [28]. Professor N.P. Slugincv of 

Kazan* University was the first to propose in 1877 to use the oxide 

layers obtained by anodic polarization for the antlcorroslon protection 

of aluminum [29]. 

IH. ACTIVATION OP PASSIVATED METALS BY CHLORINE IONS 

The disintegration of the passlvating layer and, consequently, the 

transition of the metal into the active state is greatly facilitated by 

the presence of certain anions, for example, chlorine ions, in the so- 

lution. Thus, chromium, which had been in contact with atmospheric air, 

placed into a solution of HpSO^., remains passive; after addition of 

NaCl to the solution the dissolution of the chromium begins after some 

time with simultaneous evolution of hydrogen [30]. 

The activating effect of chlorine Ions is also observed in alka- 

line solutions and can therefore not be explained by the more rapid 

dissolution of the oxide film in hydrochloric acid compared with its 

dissolution in sulfuric acid. 

Typical polarization curves are obtained during the anodic polar- 

ization of metals which can be passivated in solutions containing 

chlorine ions, which shed some light on the mechanism of this phenome- 

non [31]. Figure 123 gives the potential of an iron electrode as a 

function of the quantity of electricity passed through in alkaline so- 

lutions, containing chlorine ions. The electrode surface was previously 

subjected to different treatments. Curve 1 corresponds to the case of 

an electrode with an oxide film, formed during the contact of the Iron 

with air at room temperature; in the case of curve 2 the electrode was 
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freed of the oxide  film before polarization  by heating   in hydrogen and 

was  passivated  only after some anodic polarization.  For purposes  of 

comparison curve  3 is  also given which was  obtained during the  polari- 

zation of a similarly prepared iron  electrode  in a caustic  solution 

which did not   contain  chlorine  ions.   It   can be seen that the  curves 

representing the potential as  a function of the quantity of electricity 

passed through  in the presence  of chlorine ions have initially  a  normal 

trend  which can  be expected in the   case  of the passive   (curve   1)   and 

initially active   (curve  2),  respectively,   iron electrodes.  However, 

when  a sufficiently  high  positive potential  is  attained   (points  A  and 

B)   In  the presence of chlorine  Ions,  a disturbance  of the passive  state 

0 

■    lit—i   -i 

9    1     l    3     4     S     t     7 a 
mMum/zitMH/Ci't 

Fig. 123. Activating effect of chlorine ions during the anodic polari- 
zation of an iron electrode in caustic solutions. Curve 1: polarization 
in 2 N NaCl + 0.2 N NaOH after oxidation in air. Curve 2: polarization 
in 2 N NaCl + 0.05 N NaOH after removal of the oxide film by reduction 
in hydrogen. Curve 3: polarization in 0.05 N NaOH after removal of the 
oxide film (no activation). The potential was measured against the 
standard hydrogen electrode,  a)  Volt; b)  mlllicoulombs/cm^. 

is  observed which is manifested  in a  sudden potential shift to the  neg- 

ative  side.   After  this  the potential  settles  down at  a certain value at 

which  the dissolution of the metal  can continue  indefinitely.   The  dis- 

solution does not  take  place uniformly over the entire anode  surface 

but  is   localized at certain points,   in which pits appear   (so-called 
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Pig. 12*1. Influence of chlorine Ions on the adsorption of oxygen during 
the polarization of platinum: 1) Charging curve In 5 N H-SO^; 2) In 5 N 

HgSO^ ♦ 0.02 N HC1. The direction of the potential variation Is Indi- 
cated by arrows. The potential was measured against the standard hydro- 
gen electrode. A) Volt. 

point or "pitting" corrosion). Analogous phenomena are observed In 

presence of other anlons. The anlons can be arranged In the order of 

their capacity to activate passive electrodes In the following sequence: 

Cl" > Br" > I" > P~ > C10]J > OH"" > SG^". The sequence of this series 

can be slightly modified depending on conditions. 

Evans et al. connect the activating effect of anlons with their 

Ionic radius and their ability to penetrate the passive layer. The lat- 

tor Is regarded In this case as a membrane, permeable for Ions with 

small radius and Impermeable for Ions with large radius. This notion, 

however, does not stand up to criticism. For example. In alkaline solu- 

tion the activating effect of anlons on Iron takes place only at a 

fairly high positive potential. This Indicates clearly that we are 

dealing here with a surface phenomenon which depends on the potential 

difference within the double layer. 

Indeed, It can be shown by direct experiment that In presence of 

chlorine Ions the adsorbed oxygen Is displaced from the metal surface. 

Figure 121*  shows the osclllographlcally recorded anodic and cathodlc 

charging curves of a platinum electrode In 5 N HjSO^ (1) and 5 N 

HpSO^ ♦ 0.02 N HC1 (2) solutions. An oxygen lag Is clearly apparent In 
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the upper part of curve 1 during cathodlc as well as anodic polariza- 

tion which Is completely absent In curve 2. In other words, the pres- 

ence of chlorine Ions In the solution prevents the adsorption of oxygen 

on the platinum surface [9]. At a certain fairly high positive poten- 

tial, a similar adsorption displacement of oxygen by chlorine also 

takes place at some parts of the iron electrode, in consequence of 

which the passlvating film is destroyed at these points and activation 

of the iron electrode occurs. 

The activating effect of chlorine ions may be manifested not only 

during anodic polarization but also in presence of oxidants which shift 

the potential of the metal to the positive side. At certain ratios be- 

tween the concentrations of the passivator and activator in the 30lu- 

tion, periodic fluctuations of the metal potential can be observed in 

many cases, going over from the passive state to the active and vice 

versa. According to V.A. Kistyakovskiy, the explanation of these peri- 

odic phenomena is that in consequence of the convectlve mixing of elec- 

trolyte, impoverished and enriched In oxidant, a periodic change of the 

processes which result in the formation or destruction of a passivating 

film takes place [53« 

The problem concerning the conditions of the appearance and sta- 

bility of passivating layers Is undoubtedly one of the most Important 

ones in electrochemistry, however, in spite of the considerable accumu- 

lation of experimental data. It has not yet been fully resolved. A com- 

plete theory of passivity must obviously take into account not only the 

kinetics of the deposition and lonizatlon of individual oxygen atoms 

but also the laws of interaction between them, the probability of the 

destruction of the passivating layer oy the dissolution of the metal 

under It, etc. 
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[Footnotes] 

An argument In favor of the correctness of the hypothesis 
that the passivation of Iron Is already achieved by a mono- 
layer of adsorbed oxygen Is the determination of the quantity 
of electricity required for the activation of Iron, passlvat- 
ed In nitric acid. As Bonhoeffer and co-workers [11] found, 
a very small quantity of electricity Is sufficient In this 
case for activation, equal to 0.2-0.5•10~3 coulombs/cm? which 
corresponds to the removal of only part of the monolayer of 
Iron oxide. Bonhoeffer assumed, however, that this quantity 
of electricity during activation Is consumed for the removal 
of the oxide film from part of the surface only, while the 
remainder of the surface Is reduced by the simultaneous self- 
dissolution of the metal at the active parts. 

It must be pointed out that some authors Interpret the term 
"mechanical" passivation somewhat differently. 

The term "capacitance" is used here not in the sense In which 
we have often used it in the preceding chapters (i.e., the 
capacitance of the double layer, analogous to the capacitance 
of a capacitor) but in the sense In which It Is used In the 
literature on chemical current sources. In other words, ca- 
pacitance here means the quantity of electricity which Is 
given off by the electrode upon discharge. The term "capaci- 
tance" in this sense can also be replaced by the expression 
"yield of the electrochemical process." 
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[Transliterated Symbols] 

H.B.3.  ■ n.v.e.  ■ normal'nyy vodorodnyy elektrod ■ standard 

hydrogen electrode 

X 
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Chapter 8 

KINETICS OF THE DISSOLUTION OP METALS 

II, CHEMICAL AND ELL .^OCHEMICAL MECHANISM OP THE DISSOLUTION OP METALS 

The process of the spontaneous dissolution of metals In electro- 

lyte solutions is one of the fundamental causes of corrosion (chemical 

destruction) of metals. 

In view of its enormous practical and economic importance, the 

problem of metal corrosion has long ago engaged the attention of many 

researchers. Several Important observations in this field have already 

been made by M.V. Lomonosov. A comprehensive literature is extant which 

Includes theoretical as well as numerous practical problems on metal 

corrosion and methods of protection against it In this book we cannot 

dwell in greater detail on the existing rich experimental material 

which can be found In special courses on metal corrosion (see the gen- 

eral reference list in this chapter) and we shall merely touch upon 

some fundamental, principal aspects of the theory of the dissolution of 

metals. 

The process of the dissolution of metals in electrolyte solutions 

(in contrast to the processes of dissolution in water of substances 

such as sugar or salt) is accompanied by chemical changes: the metal 

goes into solution with the formation of ions or not very highly disso- 

ciated metal compounds; at the same time gaseous hydrogen is evolved or 

substances present in the solution are reduced. Thus, for example, the 

dissolution of zinc in sulfurlc acid involves the formation of a solu- 

tion of zinc sulfate and hydrogen separation; when copper is dissolved 
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In concentrated nitric acid, copper nitrate and products of the reduc- 

tion of nitric acid, nitrogen oxides, are formed. 

In contrast to the processes of the anodic dissolution of metals 

under the Influence of an external electric current (In electrolytic 

cells or In chemical current sources), the dissolution of metals taking 

place during simple contact of a metal with a solution are often termed 

self-dissolution of metals. 

The reaction of Interaction of a metal with other substances can 

take place according to two mechanisms: 

a) In the form of a chemical reaction without participation of 

free electrons, 

b) in the form of an electrochemical reaction. 

Thus, the reaction of sodium with gaseous hydrogen chloride takes 

place In one stage In accordance with the equation 

Na-f HCI->NaCl4-H. 

■ The separation of the over-all process Into Independent separate 

stages, involving, for example, a preliminary splitting off of an elec- 

tron from the sodium atom (Na -»• Na + e), transition of the electron to 

a HC1 molecule (HC1 + • -► H + Cl~) and subsequent reaction of the Na 

and Cl" ions with formation of a molecule of NaCl would be energetical- 

ly too disadvantageous in this case because of the necessity of the 

creation of free Ions in the gas phase. Hence this Is a purely chemical 

reaction which does not involve electrochemical reactions with partici- 

pation of electrons. 

In an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid the same reaction pro- 

ceeds via an electrochemical mechanism: the sodium goes Into solution 

in the form of ions, leaving the corresponding number of free electrons 

in the metal; in addition to this anodic reaction, the cathodlc reduc- 

tion of hydrogen ions takes place with the participation of the free 
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electrons. 

One of the principal differences between these two mechanisms con- 

sists In the fact that In the electrochemical mechanism the over-all 

process consists of two or several parallel stares taking place simul- 

taneously and at the same rates (I.e., with participation of the same 

number of elections), which are otherwise Independent of each other. 

Such parallel electrochemical reactions are commonly termed conjugated. 

The mutual Independence of the conjugated reactions is expressed in the 

fact that, as will be evident from the following, the course of one of 

these reactions can be Influenced without affecting the basic kinetic 

laws of the other. By variation of the composition of the solution and 

other experimental conditions It Is possible, for example, to replace 

the reaction of reduction of hydrogen Ions by a reaction of reduction 

of other substances without changing thereby the nature of the anodic 

process of the lonlzatlon of the metal. The quantitative relationships 

observed in this case will be defined more precisely In the following 

description. 

If the surface of the dissolving metal Is heterogeneous (for exam- 

ple. In presence of Inclusion of other metals or Intermetalllc com- 

pounds in the metal), a spatial separation of the conjugated cathodlc 

and anodic processes can take place In the electrochemical mechanism of 

dissolution of the metals In consequence of this Independence of the 

individual stages. In this case the process of the anodic dissolution 

of the pure metal takes place predominantly on some parts (for example, 

on the surface of the pure metal); the remaining electrons travel 

through the metal to the places on which the cathodlc reactions predom- 

inate (for example, on the exposed areas of foreign Inclusions). This 

pattern Is reminiscent of the function of a galvanic element in which 

the negative electrode (for example, zinc) dissolves when it is con- 
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nected by a conductor with a second electrode and the hydrogen Ions ci 

other sutstances are reduced on the latter. In the galvanic element th< 

basic cathodlc and anodic processes are spatially r-ompietely separated. 

In contrast to this pattern, the transition of the metal Into 1 

solution and the separation of hydrogen during the dissolution of a 

metal according to a chemical mechanism take place In a single act on 

the same area of the surface. 

When we consider different reactions It Is often difficult to say 

beforehand whether they proceed by a chemical or an electrochemical 

mechanism. A purely chemical dissolution mechanism is obviously ob- 

served during the reaction of metals with certain ncnaqueous solu- 

tions, for example, with a solution of hydrogen chloride in benzene or 

with an Iodine solution in dry chloroform.* When metals are dissolved 

in aqueous solutions of electrolytes, an electrochemical mechanism of 

dissolution with participation of free electrons takes place in most 

cases. True, even In these cases the possibility cannot be excluded 

that In addition to the electrochemical reactions, purely chemical In- 

teraction of the metal with the electrolyte takes place to some extent, 

but the Importance of the latter is subordinate, and in all practical- 

ly important cases of the dissolution of metals In aqueous solutions we 

can limit consideration to electrochemical mechanism. N. Kayander who 

carried out a systematic study of the rate of dissolution of metals in 

different electrolytes [1] arrived at this conclusion concerning the 

electrochemical mechanism of dissolution in 1880. 

The basic problems of the theory of the electrochemical dissolu- 

tion of metals concern the Interrelations between the anodic and cath- 

odlc processes which take place on the metal surface. 

As far back as 1830, De la Rive C3] found that the process of met- 

al dissolution depends on the presence of inclusions or other surface 
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heterogeneities  which together with  the  clean metal  surface   form  | 

•large  number of   ahort-clrouited  galvaalc   elements   of mjcroscoplc  dimen- 

=;,   the   so-called   local elements   or microelements.   The dissolution 

of the base metal takes place  as a  result of the  operation of the   local 

elements.   In these elements the  anodic process tak*-s place on the  clean 

metal   surface,   and the cathcdlc   process  on the Inclusions.  The laws of 

the distribution of  the  oathodic and  anodic processes  in  other cases 

may of course differ  considerably  from the simplest  example discussed 

here. 

The  first quantitative formulation  of the theory of  local elements 

was given by N.P.  Sluglnov who  connected  the  rate  of disintegration of 

i   metal with the electromotive force and the resistance of  the  local 

elements  [^1;  an analogous relationship was proposed much  later ly Pll- 

maer  [51. 

The theory  of the local elements was  subsequently widely  devel- 

oped;   a particularly   valuable  contribution was made  to it  by  the Soviet 

researchers  G.V.   Akimov and co-workers  [6]. 

As will  be  evident  from the  following,  the presence  of short-clr- 

..ted microelements.   I.e.,  the  spatial  separation  of the  cathodl- 

anodlc  reaction,   whose possibility  follows from the  electrochemical 

nature  of th« over-all corrosion process,   causes a marked acceler 

the  1 in many  practically important  cases.   Hence,   the   Incorrect 

conclusion   is often arrived at   in classical corrosion theory  that  a 

metal with  a completely pure and  homogeneous  surface  is  chemically  com- 

pletely stable.   Actually,   however,   the surface homogeneity of a met 

is not an  Impedlmen'    i ■ simultaneous   occurrence   of anodic   and  cath- 

odlc processes on It   so   that even a  chemically pure  and  homogeneous 

V (for example,   liquid)   metal  can  dissolve   In an electrolyte solution. 

If the physical  and  chemical properties  are the  same at  all points  of 
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the  surTfice,  eathodlo  ^rd   .vnodlc proeftSS«s can ttk« pl-ce with th« 

same   probability  at  arty point  and  cathodiu and  anodic areas   cannot  be 

distinguished.   The possibility   of the dissolution  of nure metals   leads 

to the  conclusion that even on   a heterogeneous   (nonunlfcrn)   surface a 

complete olfferentiation  of the  cathodic  and  anodic  processes does not 

take  place;   the operation   of the  local  elements on   such a surface   and 

the metal  dissolution connected  with it   are  juperposed  on the dissolu- 

tion  taking place as a result  of a   conjugation of  thp reactions  within 

the   limits   of each of the   homogeneou? surface  areas.  Dep'-ndlnp on  the 

degree of  heterogeneity  of the   surface  In different  casor, the degree 

of difft-rentlatlon of t».e   cathodic   and anodic  prooosses  may  differ. 

In addition to  the problem of  the  Interconiiectlon of the cathode 

and  ancdic  processes  in the study  of Mtal dissolution,   ;^oblems   often 

arise  connected with the   accumulation of the   ooiTOSion  products.   If the 

corrosion products  are highly  soluble  (for exa^pl*1.   In  the  dissolution 

of Iren in hydrochloric  acid),   they  are  removed from the reaction  zone 

v^a diffusion and convection;   In such cases  the surface concentration 

of these  substances  can be  calculated by means of  the equatirna  of dif- 

fusion kinetics   ^see  Chapter 1).   However,  the  corrosion products   are 

■y   frequently  Insoluble  and  are deposited  on the  metal  in the   form of 

a  film with  varying  densitv.  The  fouiatlon and growth of such films on 

me.a1   surfaces  and  also  of adsorbed paasivatlnp layers  naturally   af- 

fects  the  dissolution reaction  strongly   and may lead to  a slowing down 

0*" almost   complete  cessation of the  latter.   Thus  the passivity phenom- 

r-ra,   considered in Chapter 7,   are of grvat lmportar.ee for the course of 

corrosion  processes  which  has   been  particularly strongly emphasized in 

*vie work  of V.«.   ;\lstyakovskiy. 

In the present  chapter we   shall consider the   fundamental laws of 

metal dissolution  first   by using the example   of metals  with  a homogene- 
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surface;   later on,   In   57,  we  3hall discuss   the peculiarities ob- 

served during the disso]"tlon of   letals with heterogeneous surface.   In 

these questions we shall give attention mainly  to 

cases of metal dissolution  in acid solutions  In which the  reaction 

products are  frequently highly  soluble.   In our  exposition we  shall   con- 

Ider  only  the  simplest system and,   in particular,  we  cannot  touch   upon 

the practically   Important   case of corrosion at   the three-phase bounda- 

ry,  which has been studied  by V.A.   Klstyakovskly  and   co-workers  [2]. 

12     CONJUGATED  ELECTROCHEMICAL  REACTIONS   AND  STATIONARY  ELECTRODE   PO- 
TENTIALS 

In the discussion of  the laws  of the  reactions  of hydrogen separa- 

tion we have pointed  out  that on  a platinized  electrode.   Immersed   in 

an electrolyte solution,   saturated with hydrogen,  two electrode reac- 

1.1 ons  can take pla^e  simultaneously:   the  reaction of hydrogen  Ion  dis- 
f charge  H    +  e -♦   1/2 H0 and  the reverse reaction  of lonlzatlon of the 

hydrogen  1/2  Hp  -♦ H     + e;   the rates   of these  two reactions  (In electrl- 

il   units)  we have designated by  t  for the discharge  reaction and  by t 

for  the  lonlzatlon reaction. 

In  the  equilibrium state,   when  the  electrode  Is   not  polarized, 

discharge and  lonlzatlon  reactions are mutually  compensating and thel 

rate   Is  equal   to  t =   t   =   t     (i     ■ equilibrium  exchange  current).   Whe: 

current  passes  through the  electrode,   the  eoulllbrlum  Is   upset  and   the 

equality of the  rates of  the straight and  reverse reaction is  also  ui 

set.   The rates  of these reactions depend  on the  electrode  potential, 

the  hydrogen Ion concentration,   the  pressure of the molecular hydrogen 

and other factors. This connection is expressed by the kinetic equa- 

—. tlons  of the given electrocherical  reaction.  Vhe form of  the  equations 

and the numerical  values  of the  constants  in them depend  on the nature 
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As has beej. shown In Chapter 3« th« solution of this equation 

really gives the expression for the equilibrium potential, well known 

of the electrode reaction and the nature ol the electrode. 

It has been shown In Chapter 3 that for a number of electrodes the 

reaction of hydropen separation obeys the kinetic equation* 

while the equation 

r-rrffc^' (272) 

applies» to the reverse reaction of hydrogen ionlzatlon. 

In the theoretical examination of the reaction of hydrog-en separa- 

tion we made the assu.tiptlon that the kinetic laws of each of these re- 

actions can be considered Independently of the course of the other 

reactions; In other words. It wns assuned that the simultaneous occur- 

rence of another reaction does not affect the rate of an electrocheml- 

Bal reaction. As pointed out previously (Chapter 3), the correctness of 

this hypothesis can be demonstrated experimentally, for example, by de- 

termining the exchange current at the equlllbrlui;. potential. 

Tne sole requirement for the kinetic equations for the direct and 

reverse ieactlons is that at the equilibrium potential and at any con- 

centration of the component? the rates of the two reactions should be 

c-ual. If we SUDS> Itute In Eqs. (271) and (272) Instead of the variable 

9 the equilibrium potential in this system V  , the right parts of these 

equations should assume the same value. 

The last conditions can also be formulated thus: if the kinetic 

equation of the direct and reverse reactions is known and if the equi- 

librium potential li unknown, the lattev alue can be found as the so- 

lution of the equation which expresses the condition of the electro- 

chemical equllllrlum: ' • Z' 
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In  thermodynamics. 

The  above described picture  Is applicable  to any  electrode,  on  the 

of which  only   one pair of electrochemical  reactions takes place 

i.e.,   the direct  and  reverse reaction),  as,   for  example,   for  8   ElllO 

electrode  immersed  in  zinc   sulfate solution   (reactions of discharge   and 

ionization of zinc),   for a pla electrode.   Immersed In a mixture 

pf  salts  of divalent  and  trlvalent  iron  (reactions of oxidation of Fe 

and  reduction of Pe       ).   However,  cases are  often encountered   in which 

a greater number  of reactions  takes place  on the electrode simultane- 

y    We  find such phenomena,   for example,   in  the processes  of metal 

solutj   • electrolyte   solutions. 

us  visualize  a metal electrode.   Immersed in an acid solution 

ch is  saturated with hydrogen.  Two pairs  of electrochemical   reac- 

Lons  can take place  on the  surface of this  electrode  (with partlcipa- 

tlon of hydrogen   ind metal) 

-♦ 

H* -f tf —♦'/»H* ' reaction rate  <", 

•/«Ht-^Hr-fi    »        »     ^i 

Men*-t ne-»Mfc      » »I» 

Me-^Me"* !-«<?     » » 'i 

The rates of these reactions depend on  the  electrode potential  an 

-n  tl     concentrations   of the reaction components.   Some of these reac- 

1 Lons  can take  pl;iPr.   .it   a  rate  which  is   immeasurably   smaller  than th. 

.ate  of   the  others;   If,   for   example,   the  concentration of the  metal 

ions  in  the  solution at  the   initial moment   is  zero,  the rate of the 

discharge reaction of  these   ions must natural1y  also  be  zero. 

Many  metals  when   placed   in  an acid,   dissolve with  formation of   the 

orresponding salts  and gaseous  hydrogen.   This  means  that. ate  of 

i he  reactions  uf  the   ionization  of metal  and  of  the  hydrogen  Ion dls- 

narge  exceeds  the rate of  the  corresponding reverse  reactions   in the 



nee of an external current. The effective rate of dissolution of 

he metal can be expressed as the difference between the current densi- 

ty        nlsatlon and discharge reaction of the metal Ions ip * i? - 

z-p while the rate of hydrogen separation Is expressed as »-he differ- 

not between the densltle. of the discharge and ionizatlon current of 

the hydrogen i, =-- tj  "- tj« 

If the electrode Is not Inserted In an electrical circuit and an 

external current does not pass through it, the separation of hydrogen 

and the dissolution of the metal takes place in equivalent quantities, 

i.e., the rates of the two processes i.  and i„ are equal 

/,-/,-/, (273) 

the rate of self-dissolution of the metal) or, if we substitute 

he rates of the individual electrochemical reactions, i- - i- - i„ - 

- t., and, consequently, 

5+S-X+t cat*) 
The sum c0 the rates of all cathodic reactions is equal to the 

of the rates of all anodic reactions; the number of electrons freed 

he  course of one reaction is equal to the number of electrons which 

nter Into the second reaction. An accumulation of electric charges on 

I ■ »lactrod«        i )es not take place, and the electrical state c^ 

the system I   not vary with time, i.e., it is stationary. Kq. (2 

. .: ■ ii< ty conditions . 

In contrast to the aoovo-considered example of the platinized hy- 

drogen electrode, the absence of an external electric current in the 

last case cannot by any means serve as an indication of equilibrium. 

Although a  balance of the electric charges is observed on the electrode 

surface, the quantity of metal decreases continuously, and gaseous hy- 

vii-ogen accumulates continuously. I.e., the chemical composition of the 

system Is gradually altered. 
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The   rate  of these  c:    -' ltd   char (I.e.,   the  rate   of the  B«lf- 

dlMblUtion  nf  the  mettl]   ein  be    5ftlc     Rl d   ^f the   kinetic   law:   of the 

Individual   electrochemical reactions  taking- place  at the electrode sur- 

face  are   known.   Tn addition to  the  concentrations   of the  components we 

must also  know  the eltetrodc  potential   in order to  calculate  these 

quantities. 

On a  metal   tl«Ctrod<  whJcii  Is   Immersed   In ar    acid   solution,   a cer- 

tain  stationary  po*.     tial   is  estai    I     i      wl . ch differ!   fron  the equi- 

librium potentia]     T       '     .netal   ar.d   from the  equlllbrluri  potentlnl of 

the  hydrogen tleatrdda«    I     '.he   |     •    w&y  as   the  '■»qulllbrlum potential  of 

the hydrogen electro:                           Lved  from tha condition of equality of 

the rates   of hydrcy-en dl scharr       n,  the  ststlonarv poten- 

tial  of the  metal   electrode  In  til        ."-Id  solution  c?n  11   determined,  at 

least   In  prlnolpj'-,   by Beailf   of Eq.   (?7^)  which  expresses  the  condl- 

.^ons  of  compensation of the  four electrochemloal   processes.   To this 

end v^e must   substitute  Into Eq .   (?7'')   the expression  for  the  rates  of 

the  Individual   reaction^  as  a  function of potential  and   concentration 

and solve  the  equation tnuj obtained  for  the  potential.   Tf  It  is  as- 

■ .:.ied  that,   the  kllU I        Laws  of   I ilscharge  and   lonizatlon  rr.actions 

of the  metal  have  the  Ban«  form  as   for the reaction  In which  the  hydro- 

gen partlclpttes,   Fq.   {27k)  will  assume   the   form: 

• iF> »iff fi£» »iff f?7R^ 
Mn-]rHr +kt[Mtn'\e'irr = kip\i\clir + k'i.e'lir K   '^J 

Knowing the  s*-^.t-lonary electrode potential,   we can  easily find the 

rate  of ■•If-diaaolutlon   i     of  the metaT'    !   electrode  in  the  acid  solu- 
8 

tl^n. 

■    fttlH*]«« "T - k'tß&e ■''
VT
 _Ä2iMo"-)/"«T . (276) 

The  concen' rat ions  entering Into these equations  can be predeter- 

: Lntd   or determined   from  the diffusion  conditions   in  the  system under 
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.uatlorr (285)   in this  form,  however,   is  not   used  as a  rule   for 

he calculation  of the stationary potential.   As will be  evident  from 

the  following,   the rate of certain electrochemical   reactions   H  in many 

cases much   less   than the  rate  of other,   simultaneously  occurring reac- 

tions.   In  these   cases we  can netfleot   in Eq.   (275)   the terms  correspond- 

ing to the  slower reactions,   in consequence of which the  solution  of 

the equation Is   simplified.  A  particularly simple  solution Is  obtained 

In the  case when only  two  terms  remain in Eq.   (275),   I.e.,  when the 

rates  of all reactions with the  exception of one cathodlc and one  anod- 

ic reaction can   be neglected. 

stationary  potential  and the rate of self-dissolution of  the 

al can be readily found by a graphic method. In Chapter 3 (Fig. 68) 

we have already become acquainted with the method of graphic represen- 

tation of the rate o? a direct and reverse electrochemical reaction as 

a function of tne electrode potential. Figure 125 gives on a semlloga- 

l Ithmlc scale the same relationship between the reaction rates and the 

electrode potential but now for an electrochemical reaction in which, 

the hydrogen as well as the metal participate. In the case here pre- 

sented the  curves for the reactions  In which the metal  participates are 

fted  far Into  the  region of  negative potentials   compared with % 

curves  rolatlng   to the  separation and   lonization of  hydrogen.   The   thl 

lines  give   th^   curves  of  the  effective rate of  hydrogen   separation   fi-j 

and the dissolution of the metal  (t„;   as  a  function  of the electrode 

potential.   In the absence  of a  current  these two rates are Identical, 

i.e.,   the   electrode  assumes  the   stationary  potential.   <V     correspond: 

to the point of   intersection of  the  curves  t.  and  ig.  The rate of  the 

öelf-dlösolutlon   i    of the metal   Is   defined by  the   abscissa of this 

point. 
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At Will 1 .:•»•, Bj   the  conclu; '■ I 

from  the   Mbove-» i        •    . ■■■■'][■-,        91on of in«1 

als   Is   In pood  a^reem«-r/ witll   th*  »xptrlmental  data.   This   fact  con- 

tirms the eorrectnesa ol • concerning *.he Indepen^- 

F 

• 
x—i-^ 

^>^ 
■ 

Fir.   125i   Rat'   i of th( ns of dla   I Uld   Ionisation of hydro- 
gen   (i-  and  *.)  an -.ver-all rate of 

Irogtf    "• t irarlor.   i tlon of t '        ■',    ■     i   func- 

tlon of potentl^i.   *„ • . illlbrlun potentials  for  the 

rretal   end  hjrdrogM lolutionj   ^^   ll  th«  stationary poten- 

* : :1  of    ;.     IISSQIVII ' the  self-dissolution current. 

nee  of the cour.                • »lectrochenloal reaction?..  These con- 

cep*s   remain valid   sven   Ln the      i Ls  with   heterogeneous    -.ur- 

!          (this Lsc   is«      '              ccr detail   In  §?)• 

T'he   eoAC   ' * '   conj    -     ed   electrorhemloa]   reactions 

■n  the  surface   Of   .              * •■ US  metal  were  us--'i   first  In  the   interpre- 

4 it Ion of the  kinetics  of  t Itoompoi                         'all metal  amalgams by 

ft.v.   Frumkir   'n              [7]. 

The theory    >i    As-  coi ochemicaJ   reactions was   further 

developed  In the work  of U I '.ad  [81. 

Th«?   same   sssumptloni used   In works   on  kinetics   of metal  dlsso- . 
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lution of a number of Soviet researchers: Ya.V. Durdln [9], A.I. Shul- 

tln [10], Ya.M. Kolotyrkln Til, 123, and others. 

§3. DECOMPOSITION OF AMALGAMS 

An Important branch of electrochemical Industry Is the production 

of chemically pure alkalis by electrolysis, based on the formation and 

subsequent decomposition of the amalgams of alkali metals. For this 

reason the elucidation of the reaction mechanism of amalgam decomposi- 

tion Is not only of theoretical but also practical Interest. 

It has been found in several works that the rate of decomposition 

if sodium amalgam by aqueous buffer solutions In the absence of atmos- 

i • xygen Is proportional to the square root of the sodium concen- 

tration In the amalgan [13]. This dependence of the reaction rate on 

the concentration of the reacting substances Is fairly rarely encoun- 

tered. On the basis of the usual laws of chemical kinetics one would 

have assumed that an amalgar: decomposes at a rate proportional to its 

concentration, I.e., In accordance with a monomolecular law. On the ba- 

sis of the Ideas on the electrochemical mechanism of solution, however, 

uhls unusual relationship is easily interpreted and, as will be clea- 

from the following, the reaction rate can be calculated theoretically. 

The following electrochemical reactions are possible on the a 

gam surface: 

H* + * -♦ H  rate  I, 

Na' + e-^Na t   T, 

Na-^Na' + e »    T, 
In tills case the examination of the mechanism is simplified by the 

circumstance that the reverse reaction of the ionization of hydrogen 

can be neglected, because sodium amalgam has a strongly negative poten- 
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lt.   Because  the  hydrogen overvoltage  on the  amalgam  (as  on pure mer- 

large,   the rate  of hydrogen  separation is  relatively  small 

ngly  negative potentials  of the amalgam  electrode.  Hence 

the left  part  of Eq.   (277)   is  small  compared with the tenM  of the 

right  part  each  of which ately  is  very  large.   Thus  the  simultane- 

reactlon of  hydrogen sf . I Ion  rate of the so- 

ium exchange relatively  little  and  the equilibrium between the sodium 

amalgam and  the  sodium Ion  is  hardly  affected.   For this  reason one can 

assume with a  sufficient degree  of approximation that  the  potential of 

dissolving amalgam electrode   is  the  same as  the  equilibrium poten- 

amalgam electrode   in  a solution of sodium  ions  of the same 

ration. 

This  assumption of the approximate equality  of the  stationary and 

librium potential is Justified  in all  cases  in which  the  exchange 

between and ions  is   lai«ge and the  rate  of hydrogen ion 

i arge  la as the  case.   In particular,   in the   case of the 

If       p( Blj I    .  of  sodium amalgam.* 

Let  ua   find   the .. ^lon  for  the rate of dissolution of sodiur 

tlKam  in acid  buffer   solutions,   containing a  considerable  quant1 

llun   lon^   (for example,   in solutions  of scdiurn Ions   (for example, 

itlom sodium i-hosphate).   The  variation of the  concentration 

ihe Ha H     loni  which  takM  place  In consequence  of the  ionlzation 

r sodium and the separation qt hydrogen can be left out of account 

first approxlMtlon In these solutions and these concentrations ca- 

regarded as  constant. 

If we  consider   the  ama"J.'Tam   to  be  dilute with  regal      ■       .odium, 

can write  for the equlJiir'um potential: 

rM4-T&.-+^ln|Na-j-ytalN«J-f^.-^|i|Ntj,        (278) 
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concentration, as has been found experimentally. 

t the differential equation (282), taking Into ac- 

-111 ion according to which at t = 0 the quantity 

[Na] is equal to the initial concentration [Na«], we obtain: 

or 

|/(Na)=-.K>aJ.--:-<. (28IO 

As Is evident from Eq. (28'!), the square root of the amalgam con- 

tratlon dm      linearly with time. In consequence of this the re- 

on is completed within a finite length of time, 

Q. This result la unusual; for chemical reactions 

first, second and higher orders the concept of the end of the 

on, as we know, is Indeterminate; the rate of these reactions 

da asymptomat^   y to zero, or, in other words, these reactions ta- 

per off gradually    io not terminate abruptly. 

The correct ii.-,  of the above-deduced law of the kinetics of amal- 

•  0 | . ition ha ''rmed experimentally in the work of S.I. 

Sklyarenko f 1'• 1 and [15]. In other cases of amal^T deeompo- 

i Iqn, allghtly dlffe    relationships can be observed; thus, it 

eaay t  atiou that foi*    amalgams of divalent metals, for example, 

r.1um or tln< , the sam      ulng leads to a law according to whi 

I  Ltlon rate la .1 to the fourth root of the r.-r^lgam 

.. ra1  . L 8]. 

The relate na presented In the foregoing apply when only the 

concentration varies during the reaction while the concentrations 

he other oomponenta of Lne system (hydrogen Ions, metal j   in 

Lutlon^ etc.) i       at ant. 

In the cast- of the decomposition of amalgam by solutions In which 
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the concentration of the c niponents d    lot remain constant, the reac- 

tion equations assume a slightly more complex form; th^se equations can 

be derived in an analop-ous manner but it Is essential, of course, to 

take Into account the variations of *.he a on concentration in the equa- 

tion for- the kinetics cf thi  'drogen ion discharge. Moreover, If the 

total electrolyte concentration in th< solution va^l«-^ at the same tine 

the influence of tb< .-,   potential must also be taken into account and 

the corresponding nodlflcatlon? ■ntroduced Into the kinetic equations 

[16]. 

In practice we often with the iecomposiuion of 

amalgams by alkaline J:* wl Ich hydr ** n separation takes place 

via discharge of a water molecule. On the basir, of the principles re- 

viewed in the fororoinr, we can derive differential equations for the 

reaction of amalgam decomposition for this case as wel]. The equation 

r the hydrogen overvoltagr on the mercury cathode in alkaline solu- 

tions (see Eq. 227) and the equation for the equilibrium potential of 

the am? 1 gam electrode must be used for this purpose. The absolutv. value 

of the rste constant of the amalgam decomposition in alkaline solu- 

ns, as followa fro  thf il /e, can be calculated from the normal po- 

tential of the analgai      rode and the hydrogen overvoltage on the 

i'cury cathode in alkaline Solutions. The equations thus obtained for 

ttu: rxte  of decomposition of the amalgams of the alkali metals agree 

well with expeilment. Conversely, the hydrogen overvoltage In alkaline 

solutions can be found from the decomposl T-^ on rate of amalgams, as has 

b-^en pointed out already In Chapter 3. 

ji». DISSOLUTION OF SOLID METlLS Wl '  EPARATION OF HYDROGEN 

The above considered reiction of amalgam decomposition Is charac- 

terized by the fact that a gradual variation of the concentration of 

. hQh  - 

2 



metal dissolved in the amalgam takes place In the course of the 

ess. Let us now turn to the process of dissolution of pure metals 

Ich an alteration of the composition of the metallic phase does 

not take place. 

Let us examine two     ^rent extreme cases oJ' dissolution of solid 

metals in acid solutions ' au.ospherir oxygen). 

First let us discuss the case in winch the rate of discharge of 

the lone and the lonlzatior of the metal is high and the rate of the 

discharge of ions and the ionlzation of hydrogen is small. This case 

analogous to that observed during the decomposition of the amalgams 

of the alks 

typical example we can use the process of the dissolution of 

mlfurlc acid, which takes place, for example, in the lead bat- 

•y. In the charged battery, the negative plates consist of spongy me- 

■ J ■ id which Is m .naily immersed in 8 N sulfuric acid. During 

standing of the battery, a dlasolution of the lead takes place with 

^volution of hydrogen, wiiich causes Its spontaneous discharge. 

In this case the same four electrochemical reactions can take 

ice as tl.    ndlcated In the foregoing. In this case we can also 

neglect the rate of the ionlzation of the hydrogen because the poten 

1 I il of lead in 8 N sulfuric acid is much more negative (by at 

") than the reversible potential of the hydrogen electrode In this sc 

lutlon. Three processes remain whose rates are connected by the rela- 

tlon t1  * t9 ~ tp. 

V/e must then Lake Into account that compared with the rate of 

drog«     iratlon the rates of the discharge and i onization'cf leac 

large. Under these conditions, as in the case of the decomposition 

anialgaiub, the bulution of the problem can be found fairly easily 

tl  ( Lectrt le potentl«] is practically very close to the equllib- 
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rlum potential of the lead electrode which is defined by the thennody- 

nanic expression 

/' 

f-^+Jftat»**!. (285) 

where V  ■ -0.13 v relative to the standard hydrogen electrode. 

When lead Is dissolved :.  .Ifurlc acid solution, the sparingly 

soluble lead sulfat^ ^ formed. Within a short time the solution Is 

saturated and the salt la preolpltatad In the pt^lid form. 

Flcure 126 shows the potential as a function of the logarithm of 

the current density for the case of cathodlc (curve 2) and also anodic 

(curve 1) polarization or  lead electrode [17]. The dotted line Fives 

the equilibrium potent. UJ. of Lead In sulfurlc acid solution saturated 

with lead sulfate. It can be seen that the potential of the anodlcaliy 

polarized lead electrode Ln this solution varies only slightly over a 

broad range of current densities and that It Is very close to the equi- 

librium potential of Pb In HpSO^ solution, saturated with PhSü)4. 

o.so 

kM 

^---«^^ ■if» MMWIM—■■■!<»■ r. 

o.?o 

-7        lgic -5    -*    -J tgi 
Fig. 126. Polarlzntlon curves of the processes: 1) Dissolution of lead; 
2) hydrogen separation; i     Is the self-dissolution current of lead. The 
potential was measured relative to the hydrogen electrode In the same 
solution. 

C 
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The sllgl * positive shift, amounting to a few millivolts, is ex- 

plained by the fact that during the dissolution of metallic lead the 
I 

Btalliaatlon of the sulfate does not take place at an in- 

Inlte rate but requires a certain time. Tn consequence o^ 4'- ' , a su- 

persaturated solution of ead sulfate is fo^me^ nd th« concentration 

of the lead ions at the eled somewhat higher than the 

oncentratlon in the saturated solution. At large anodic current densl- 

the overvoltage of the process of lonizatlon of the lead begins to 

olay an important part, and the electrode potential is shifted to the 

negative side [381. In order to resolve the problem of the rate of dis- 

one has to know the laws of the cathodic hydrogen evo- 

on on lead jn the solutions of Interest to us. At moderate current 

. ....Ities, the hydrogen overvoltage is an almost linear function of the 

r^thm of thi current density for the lead electrode. 

Th.  at€ of }    'gen separation is Independent of the simultane- 

V occurring-    solution of the lead, i.e., these two reactions do 

t affect each      (provi. - that an alteration of the surface con- 

111 Lon of i he ejectrode does not taki place). The point of intersection 

( f the polarization c irvea for the reaction of hydrogen ion dlsch:: 

the reaction of the anodic dissolution of lead gives the station 

potential fi  oi th« O]    e and the rate of self-dissolution i s s 

d on the ahsclsaa (s*  T'lr. 126). 

The experlnentally obaerved j'ntes of self-dissolution of the lead 

electrode are In good agreement with the values found by the above 

scribed method from the polarization curves [11]. 

Different relat    '   .tain In the case of diss^luMon in aciu 

of metals for which the proceaaei involved in the lonlzation ana dis- 

. ;rge of the niet.al take place blowly, buch as, f(jr example, in the 

case of the metals of the iron group. 
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The normal iron potential relative to Its divalent lono is -0.W 

v. However, If this metal is immersod in i N hydrochloric acid solu- 

tion, its stationary potential Is -0.26 v. It Is immediately evident 

that this potential cannot be refarded as the equlllbrlur potential 

relative to the ferrous iona (^o this value of the eouillbrium poten- 

tial would correspond an activity of th« ?e  Ions of approximately 10 

whlcli ll devoid of any physical meaning). 

Let us examine the over-ali process cot.r.l sting, as In the previ- 

ously dl        •j   , of four electrochemical reactions. The station- 

ary potential of the iron electrode during dissolution in acid is ap- 

proximately 0.26 v more negative li.ar ^he potential of the reversible 

I irogen electrode In this so.u "on, htnee the rate of Ionisation of 

the hydrogen z7 on this electrode Is negligibly small and can be ne- 

glected. Moreover, another simplification Is possible In this case, 

i nnected with the fact that the exchange current of the Iron at its 

equilibrium potential Is relatively small. At more positive potentials 

than the equilibrium potential the rate of the cathodic process of dis- 

charge c  the ferrous lor.s t?  decreases furt  P and it o^n also be np- 

rlected by way of a first order of approximation relative to the rates 

i.  and T0. Then only two out cf four terms remain in Eq. (277), i-, = 
it, i 

« *#i corresponding to the reaction of iron ionization and hydrogen ion 

dlscnarge. The depenjence of the rate of these reactions on potential 

can be studied separately If during polarization of ehe electrode one 

measures at different potentials not onl) the total current but also 

the quantity of Iron dissolved In unl      for the first reaction and 

the quantity of hydrogen separated for the second. 

The polarization curve of hydrogen separation on iron can be ex- 

pressed by an equation of the same type is for the mercury electrode 

(at least within a certain r-ange of current densities and crncentra- 
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113): 

S-WJT^. (286) 

if the electro'if surface remains unchanged, the rate of Ionisation 

oT the iron is alr.o connected with the electrode pntonMrd by the expo- 

nential  relationship 

rf,-*.«8^ (287) 

By  graphic   representation  of  the  polarization  curves   of  the  hydro- 

gen separation or  ionization of the  iron   It   Is possible,  as   in the  case 

• if the  amalram and   lead  electrodes,   to  determine  on  th^  basis  of the 

;    Lnt  of   intersection the  stationary  potential  and  the  rate   of self- 

dissolution  of  the  iron electrode   (see  Fi^r.   127). 

u 

Fi^.   1?7.   Polarization  curves  of 
the  processes  of hydropen  sopr.r'itlon 
(i.)   and   Iron  dissolution   (i0)   lr\ 
add solutions. 

The  problem  of  finding  the  rates   of  self-dissolution  of   Iron  can 

also be  resolved by  a direct  analytical method because only  two expo- 

entia]   terms remain In Fq.   (?7iO which expresses  the Btationarlty  <■  ; 

iltlons.   By   substitutlnr  Into   It   the  expressions   for   ?7   and   -„   Vvom 

. B6)  and   (28?),   we  find 
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and, solvln? this for <3p, we ottaln the expression for the stationary 

potential 

"-^^F^' (28Q) 

where 

A~ RT .isti (•••fhir    it 

Substituting the value for   Into the eauatlon for i, and t0, we 

find, after some simple transformatlonL, the relation for the self-dis- 

solution rate 

(L-MH*!«**. (290) 

It is evident from Eq. (289) thst the stationary potential for a 

metal, for which the rates of ionization and discharpe of the metal 

ions at the equilibrium potential are small and comparable with the 

rate of discharge of the hydrogen ions, should vary with variation of 

the hydrogen ion concentration in the solution in the same manner a? 

'he potential of the reversible hydrogen electrode. The coefficient in 

front of the logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration is of course 

not equal *o the coefficient In the equation for the reversible hydro- 

gen electrode because the sum (a, + 6p) may differ from unity.* Howev- 

ev, as a, ar : 6p aro proper fractions close to 1/2, this difference is 

not very great and the trend of the relationship between S and [H J 1.- 

generally the same as with the hydrogen electrode [10, 121. Figure 12fi 

is an example, giving data which characterise the depend* nee of the 

stationary potential of the iron slectr   on the pH of the solution 

[18]. 

The rate of self-dissolution increases with Increase in the hydro- 

gen ion concentration. The relation expressed in Eq. (290) is a conse- 

ouence of the superposition of two factors. On the one hand, the rate 
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of hydrop-en separation Increases proportionally with Increasing hydro- 

gen Ion concentration; on the other hand the Increase In the rate of 

the lonlzatlon reaction of the Iron, which Is connected with this, 

shifts the electrode potential to the positive side and thus slows down 

somewhat the hydrogen separation. In consequence of this the rate of 

f 
-41 

■At 

-tti 

,•41 

HI/ 

. 

i t i—1~* 
Fig. 128. Stationary potential of the Iron electrode as a function of 
t'ie pH in the RiuSOfa - containing buffer solutions. A) Hydrogen elec- 
trode . 

self-dissolution is proportional to a certain fractional power of the 

hydrogen ion concentration. The relation expressed by Eq. (290) at 

moderately high acid concentration Is well confirmed b) experiment: 

this is evident, for example, from Fig. 129, in which the dependence of 

the rate of dissolution of steel (0.18^ C) is given as a function of 

the mean activity of the sulfuric acid Ions [1Q]. 

The examples of the dissolution of lead and iron in acids consid- 

ered In the foregoing correspond to two extreme cases. In the first 

cace tne process of hydrogen separation affects the relation between 

the rates of lonlzatlon of the metal and the discharge of its ions only 

very slightly, so that the stationary potential Is close tc the equi- 

librium potential for a solution with the same meta^. ion concentration. 
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In the second  ens-    the  .shirt   of the  ttatlonary  potential  tc  the posi- 

tive  side   compared   with  the  equillbrlun  potential,   caused  by  the  dis- 

charge of  the  hydrogen  Ions,   Is  so  large that the   rate  of discharge of 

the metal   Ions  at   the stationary jotentlal   can be   nerlected  compared 

with the   lonlzatlor. rate. 

Fig.   1?^.   Rate  of dissolution  of steel   In sulfurlc  acid  aa  ?   function 
of the mean activity a     of the   sulfurlc   a^ld   Ions.   A)  Hate  of dissclu- 

.   2 - tlon g ■     hour. 

O 

Cases  are  often observed   corresporling  to Intermediate  conditions, 

where  the   reactior.   of hyirogen  separation causes   a  marked  shift   of the 

stationary  potential but where  the  reactions  of  lonizatlon and  dis- 

charge of  tho metal   ions  nonetheless  remain comparable.   To these be- 

longs  the   self-dissolution of   iron  in alkaline solutions.   In conse- 

quence 0*^  the  low solubility   of the  ferrous  hydroxide Fe(OH)p  formed 

under these conditions  the solution  oar ivs be   considered to be 

saturated   with  respect  to this   compoir,i.     he equilibrium potential of 

the Fe e^ctrode  in  an NaOH  solution,   saturated with Ft(OH).   (FIF.   130, 

ordlnate  a)   is  -0.075 v relative to  the  reversible  hydrogen electrode 

in the sarr.e solution.  The stationary  potential of  unpassivated  Iron in 
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the saine solution, determined ty the Intersection of the polarization 

curves of hydrogen separation 1 and the anodic dissolution of iron 2, 

is strongly shifted to the positive side and Is situated at —O.0'45 v 

(point A).   This potential has long been regarded as the eauilibrlutn po- 

tential of this system until comparison of the exchange current for 

iron and the rate of hydrogen separation showed that we are dealing 

here merely with a stationary and not with an equilibrium value [20]. 

The above-described ideas on the kinetics of the dissolution of 

metals are not valid if passivating layers form on their surfaces which 

is possible during the dissolution of lead In sulfuric acid as well 

during the dissolution of iron in alkali (see Chapter 7). 

In the foregoing we have examined the dependence of the dissolu- 

tion kinetics on the exchange current of the metal. The hydrogen over- 

voltage is also of great importance in this connection, however. With a 

given polarization characteristic of the anodic process, the rate of 

self-dissolution will evidently be greater If the hydrogen separation 

overvoltage is less. The self-dissolution reaction In acid solution, 

however, cannot be accelerated indefinitely because the rate of hydro- 

gen separation limits the rate of diffusion of the hydrogen ions to- 

wards the electrode surface. 

In cases where separation of hydrogen from alkaline solutions is 

not possible on the metal surface and the rate of discharge of the hy- 

drogen ions from acid solutions is fairly large, the rate of the self- 

dissolution is determined by diffusion of hydrogen ions towards the 

metal surface. These conditions are particularly frequently realized 

during the dissolution of technical, fairly electronegative metals, for 

example, zinc, containing impurities which lower the hydrogen overvolt- 

age. In such cases the rate of dissolution depends on all factors which 

determine the magnitude of the limit dlffualon current, such as, for 
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example, the rate of rrlxlng and th« viscosity  if the solvent (se^ Chap- 

ter I),* This conclusion Is fully confirmed hy experiment. The exis- 

tence of an approximately Inverse pror.orticnal Ity between the rate of 

dissolution of the metals and the viscosity of the solution, which must 

be expected in this case, has alrt-ady been observed by Kayander In 1881 

til. 

O 
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15. DISSOLUTION OF MFTALS IN PRESENCE OF OXYGEN AND OTHER OXIDANTS 

In the preceding sections we have considered the process of ceif- 

dlssolutlon of metals In electrolyte sol; ' ons accompanied by discharge 

of hydrogen 1 ns and the separation of raseous hydrogen. As pointed out 

earlier, the reaction of self-dissolution of a metal can also take 

place by different pathways: if the solution contains substances capa- 

ble of electrochemical reduction at the metal surface (for example. 
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dissolved atmospheric oxygen, nitric acid, iodine or other oxidants), 

the reaction of ionization of the metal can be compensated by the reac- 

tion of reduction of these substances and not by the reaction of hydro- 

gen ion discharge. 

Of great practical importance are the processes of metal dissolu- 

tion accompanied by reduction of dissolved oxygen (so-called metal dis- 

solution with "oxygen depolarization").* The latter have been studied 

in detail by N.D. Tomashov [21], The reduction of oxygen takes place on 

most metals at potentials which are slightly more positive than the re- 

action of hydrogen separation. In consequence of this, when the solu- 

tions are saturated with atmospheric oxygen, the dissolution of the 

metals is accelerated If the surface is maintained In an active state. 

Figure 130 gives the curves of the ionizatlon rate of iron (curve 

1) and also of hydrogen separation (curve 2) and the reduction of oxy- 

gen (curve 3) as a function of the potential of the active iron elec- 

trode (for alkaline solutions). The point A corresponds to the station- 

ary state established in the absence of atmospheric oxygen (for exam- 

ple, in solutions saturated with hydrogen or nitrogen) while the point 

B represents the stationary state of the electrode in a solution in 

contact with air. In the presence of air, as the figure shows, the rate 

of self-dissolution increases. 

In consequence of the low solubility of oxygen in electrolyte so- 

lutions (in moderately concentrated solutions which are saturated with 

air, the concentration of dissolved oxygen amounts approximately to 

2.5'10— moles per liter), the reaction rate of the cathodic reduction 

of oxygen Is limited by the diffusion of oxygen towards the electrode 

surface and cannot exceed the values corresponding to the limit diffu- 

sion current of oxygen as is evident from the polarization curve of 

oxygen reduction (curve 3, Fig. 130). The section of the latter with 
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the steep rise corr^spends to the limit dir^. Lon :urrent of oxygen. 

Thr^e cases must be distinguished In the corrosion of metala In 

the presence of oxygen. 

While the position of the curve which expresses the potential of 

the metal as a function of the anodic process corresponds to the case 

1' In Fig. 131, the point of Its intersection with the curve, which ex- 

presses the rate of the cathodlc process lies in the ran^e of the limit 

oxygen current (point B). In this case It is said that the self-disso- 

lution potential lies in the oxygen diffusion range. The abscissa of 

the intersection point which defines the : elf-dissolution current In 

this case remains aimest constant lui !   variation of the position of 

the curve !•; in other words, the corroslorl rate, determined by the 

diffusion of oxygen to its surface, is Lndopendent of the nature of 

the metal but depends on the mixing rate, the viscosity of the solu- 

tion, etc., as has been explained earlier during the examination of 

the dissolution of metals In acids. The situation is different in the 

case 1, corresponding to a lower rate of the anodic process at the same 

potential. At the self-dissolution potential we are in the kinetic oxy- 

gen range. The density of the ^elf-dissolution current in this case is 

considerably less than the density of the diffusion current and depends 

greatly on t ie nature of the metal. 

If the cur^e of the anodic process Is situated at more negative 

potentials than the curve 1' (curve 1"), the separation of hydrogen is 

also possible at a high rate at the stationary potential of self-disso- 

lution in the presence of oxygen. Hem-   :-inp: the dissolution in an 

oxygen atmosphere of metals which have a strongly negative potential 

(for example, sodium amalgams), an intense hydrogen evolution can take 

place simultaneously with the reduction of the oxygen« In this case the 

shift of the stationary potential and the Increase in the dissolution 
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rate upon transjtlon from a hydrogen to an oxygen atmosphere is rela- 

tively slight. 

lgi(      Ige; lgL*e      l9i 

Fig. 131. Polarization curves of the anodic metal dissolution (1, 1', 
1"), of hydrogen separation (2) and oxygen reduction (3) in acid solu- 
tions. The summary rate of the processes of hydrogen separation and 
oxygen reduction is represented by the dotted line. The ordinates of 
the points A, A' and A" represent the self-dissolution potentials in 
the absence of oxygen, the ordinates of the points B, C and D, in the 
presence of oxygen. 

It has been shown in Chapter U  that on some metals the cathodic 

reduction of oxygen leads to the formation of hydrogen peroxide while 

on other metals oxygen is reduced straight to water [22]. The formation 

of hydrogen peroxide during the corrosion of many metals In air in the 

presence of water can be readily shown experimentally, particularly if 

the ability of the hydrogen peroxide vapor to cause darkening of a pho- 

tographic plate is utilized. The conclusions given here on the kinet- 

ics of metal dissolution in presence of oxygen can be particularly eas- 

ily confirmed by using as an example the dissclution of mercury and 

amalgam because in this case all complications due to the formation of 

passlvating films and surface heterogeneity are absent [23]. 

During the oxidation of mercury by atmospheric oxypen in a solu- 

tion of sulfurlc acid, mercury ions are formed; because the mercury ex- 
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change current Is large eompared with the rat« of reduction of the oxy- 

gen on the mercury cathode, the «ercurj       l(    nea an equilibri- 

um potential corresponding to the concentration of the mercury loi 

which is established In the solution at the Klven mixing conditions, 

and the rate of dissolution of the mere.     determined by the rate of 

the electrolytic reduction of the OX) •   ( this pctentlal. Because the 

reduction of oxygen at the potentials of mercury in solutions contain- 

ing mercury ions can proceed only to hydrotren peroxide, hydrogen perox- 

ide accumulate? in the sclutlcn In a quantity eouivalenc to the quanti- 

ty of mercury ions which "-ave passed into t-olution. If the potential of 

the mercury electrode is shifted strongly to the negative side, by in- 

trcducing into the solution In:teaa of h '0^ an electrolyte, whose an- 

Ions bind the mercury ions by com| • I formation! f r example, KCN, the 

rate of oxygen reduction at the stationary potentlHl increases* and we 

come close to the conditions corresponding to curve l' in Fig. 131; the 

rate of dissolution Is then basically determined by the diffusion of 

oxygen towards the electrode surface. 

Analogous relationships are observed during the dissolution of the 

amalgams of metals such as cadmium or thallium In presence of oxygen. 

In this case the ions of the electronegative metal pass into solution 

at a rate wl Ich is equal to the rate of the oxygen reduction. If the 

conce'itratio: of the amalgam is low, the rate of oxygen reduction, as 

in the case of pure mercury, is determined by the electrode potential 

Ckinetic oxygen range); at higher metal concentrations In the amalgam, 

however, an oxygen limit current is a' .     which no longer depends 

either on the potential or the nature of the metal (diffusion range). 

The presence of other oxidantn In the solution, in addition to at- 

mospheric oxygen, as a rule also causes an increase in the rate of 

self-dissolution of metals. However, exceptions are observed in indi- 
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vidual oaces due to chemges of the surface state. Thus, for example, 

addition of Cr-ü"   ions  (or Cr07) to the solution, which have a strong 

oxidizing effect and,     quently, are readily reduced. Intensifies 

the self-diffusion of some metals. Under different conditions, the same 

Ions exert an inhibiting effect on the self-dl r.solutlon process because 

a thin passlvated layer Is formed on the metal surface under their in- 

fluence which alters the kinetics of the electrode reactions and par- 

tially protects the electrode. For tills reason chrornates are often add- 

ed to electrolyte solutions with the aim of reducing the corrosion of 

the metals [2^*] . 

If the conditions for the formation of a passlvating film are fa- 

vorable, It is  possible that even In the presence of oxygen a decrease 

Instead of an Increase of the metal self-dissolution takes place. These 

relationships are well Illustrated by the behavior of the iron elec- 

trode in caustic solution (Fig. 1?0) . As pointed out previously, the 

smooth iron electrode, whose surface Is free of an oxide film, assumes 

a potential In an oxygen-free solution, which Is 0.0^5 v more negative 

than that of the reversible hydrogen electrode in the same solution 

(point A)   and whose value is determined by the equality of the rates of 

the process of the anodic dissolution of iron with formation of Fe(0H)p 

^curve 2) and the hydrogt-n separation (curve 1). 

If a caustic solution Is saturated with oxygen, the cathodic proc- 

ess of hydrogen separation is replaced by the process of oxygen reduc- 

tion, characterized by the polarization curve 3; this process. If the 

comparison is made at the same potential, is faster than that of the 

hydrogen separation. This results In an intensification of the flow of 

positive charges towards the electrode which causes a shift of the sta- 

tionary electrode potential to tne positive side (point B)   and, conse- 

quently, an increase In the rate of the anodic process as lonf? as the 
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surface  pn t   • • i        npred. 

Art er  .;•■••      . • : ,   ■    ■ . ars  on the Iron 

at  this  more  positive iotent' .   .   which, .     obvious   from  the  position 

of the polarisation curve ^, down l        at« of the anodic process 

at  this  potential  cnnsl 1 ence,   the  rate of the  cathodlc  procBSfl 

of oxygen reduction,  . La  equal to  It  under stationary conditions, 

should also decrees«   r       I    ■.  which  Ls ]   asll Is  only  If the stationary 

potential   aubsequent r. more to  the rositlv-   r''le;  the lat- 

ter attains  valuei Lcl 0.7-0.8 v no- Lt Ive  then the reversi- 

ble  hydrogen potentl        Li   "he   sane-  solution   (point  C) .   This   shift, 

caused by   the  alteratl -  nfi tur< He  process and which 

correspoiu'.   to the rate     r' 1 I        Lc process«  In 

contrast   to the   :     tlal   shift,   in  whj        I I   • r. ■  cathodlc 

process  was  altered  and  the  rare  of nodlc  i- Increased  corre- 

spondingly.  Is  ace Led not by an Increi ut by a decrease  in the 

corrosion  rate.   At   tie  came  tine   the chemical  nature   of the  corrosion 

producT:     -hanpes  in consequence  of the  appearance  of trlvalent  iron  In 

them. 

In al'.   caeca   In  ..   Ich several  electrochemical   reactions proceed 

slmultaneoujiy  on tl of  a r.etallic  electrode,   the  statlonarltj 

condition   , po       od   .   I   • ai -ier,  are determined  by the equality of 

the   iummar.v   rat«   of all  anodic   and   all   cathodlc   reactions.   If the  form 

of  the kinetic 'onb  of  the   individual  reactions  is   known,   the  val- 

ue of the   stationary potential   and the  rate  of self-dissolution can be 

determined exactly thi   sane manner ai   lr  the above-considered case 

of the dlssolutic-i reactions whlcl    Lnvolva hydrogen separation. 

It must  be  i  >lnted  oVir   that   frequently  on electrodes which we con- 

sider  to   be  in illbrium many  electrodemical  reactions  actually  take 

place  simultan      isly.   Thus     r.  a  platinum electrode   In  a  hydrogen  atmos- 
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phere, on which the basic reactions are the discharge and lonlzatlon of 

hydrogen, numerous other reactions are possible Involving the oxidation 

oi' reduction of Impurities which are always present In the solution 

such as, for example, reactions of the reduction of traces of oxygen 

which has remained In the solution. The rates of these reactions depend 

on the experimental conditions and on the degree of purity of the solu- 

tion and, at least theoretically, they Bust be taken into account In 

the over-all balance of the electric charges. Practically, however, 

their rates are usually so small compared with the rates of the main 

reaction that they can be completely neglected; for this reason such 

electrodes can be regarded as being In equilibrium with a sufficient 

degree of approximation, in some cases, however, the relations between 

the rates of the main and side reactions change. For example. In the 

presence of small traces of arsenic compounds the rates of the reac- 

tions of the lonlzatlon and discharge of hydrogen on platinum are 

greatly decreased; in this case the rates of the side reactions become 

comparable with the rate of the main reaction, the equilibrium on the 

electrode surface Is upset and its potential is shifted to the positive 

side (poisoning of the platinum electrode^. 

§6. SEIF-DISSOLoTlON AND ANODIC DISSOLUTION OF METALS 

Up to now we have considered the behavior of Isolated metal elec- 

trodes, which are not connected with an external electric circuit, in 

electrolyte solutions. 

The passage of electric current through the electrode and the po- 

larization of the electrodes connected with it affects the rate of all 

the electrochemical reactions taking place on the metal surfact, in- 

cluding the rate of dissolution of the metal. Polarization upsets the 

above-described equality of the rates of dissolution of the metal and 
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the  hydrogen  separation   (Ea.   ?73).   The  density  of* the  extei'nal  current 

is   naturally  equal   to  the  .ii f Terence between  the   iensitles  of the  hy- 

llij Igt 

Flp. 132. Cathodlc anu anodic polarization of a nietalllc electrode, 
which dissolves with sefaratlon of hydrogen, by an external current: 
ij)   curve of hydrogen separation; i „)   curve o** anodic dissolution of 

the metal; i y)   curve of cathodlc polarl-..itlon, i   J   anodic polarization 

curve of a metal electrode in an acid solution. 

O 

dmgen discharge and metal üonlzatlon currents 

while th<- extei'nal anodic current IG enual to the excess of the metal 

ionization current over the hydrogen discharge current 

/A - u -1,=/]-/*,- oj - r,). (292) 

If we polarize, for •'xample, an iron electrode in an acid solution 

with small eurrenta (I.e., with currents which are small compared with 

the self-dissolution current in the absence of external polarization), 

the stationary state is almor.t undisturbed and the potential shift of 

the electrode Is slight. This Is evident   m the fact that the curves 

of dissolution of the Iron and of the hydrogen separation at small cur- 

rent densities in semllorarithmic cccrdlnates approach a horizontal 

line, whose ordinate corresponds to the stationary potential of self- 

dissclution of the metal. Tt is easy to show that the potential shift 
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caused by the action of an external polarizing current Is less when 

the self-dissolution current Is large, 'ihe stationary dissolution po- 

tential of ^ron ^ In acid can be determined (neglecting the rates of 

the two other electrochemical reactions) by the equality of the rates 

of the processes of hydrogen ion discharge and lonlzation of the Iron 

»itffj^*-*/* -w.. (293) 

where i    is the density of the self-dissolution current. At small devl- 
8 

atlons  Acp of the potential   from thi  stationary  value  the  Intensity  of 

the  cathodlo polarization  current  Is 

<ic-*ilH»]r   ~~*J      -M     S15"^-/,^^.^. .(29M 
RT 

hence 

bv £* — RT      '. 
(295) 

Equation (295) is analogous to Eq. (l^a) obtained in Chapter 3 

for the potential shift of the equilibrium hydrogen electrode at low 

densities of the polarizing current but Instead of the exchange current 

It contains the self-dissolution current i   . 

If a large cathodlc current Is passed through the electrode, the 

rate of lonlzation of the Iron In the acid solution Is greatly lowered 

and the points of the cathodlc polarization curve i'  fall practically 

on the hydrogen separation curve i. - t-. An analogous relation obtains 

when a large anodic current Is passed through: the rate of hydrogen 

separation 3s greatly reduced In consequence of which the anodic polar- 

ization curve i     practically coincides with the metal dissolution curve 

■        ■ 

As can be seen in KHr. 132, the polarization curves of.the self- 

dissolving iron electrode are connected with tne curves of the anodic 

dissolution of the rnetal and the cathodlc separation of hydrogen in th. 

same way as, for example, the polarization curves of the hydrogen elec- 
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trode  are  connected with the curves  of th«  olscharge  and  ion'zailon of 

hydrogen  (compare FIP.   72 and  V3K   Tbn  trlnclpal difference,  however, 

consists  In the   fact  that   in the   latter case the discharge and  lon'za- 

tlon curves  relate  to Individual  electrocherM cal  reactions while the 

curves  of metal dlttolutl   n in<J  hydrop-pr. reparation  for  li-on rxpress 

each the difference  ^n the  rates  of tuo reactions   (the  cathodlc and 

anodic). 

The problem of the  Variation  of the rate  of ?•■"'. f-dlssolutlon dur- 

ing the Polarisation of a metai  by  an external  current   rource  often 

arises during the lolutlon of praetieal  problems.   Figure  133 illus- 

trates  the  relations  ol   •   ved   in zuc't   a ease. curves   1 and  2 repre- 

sent  the rates  of icrlzatlon of the meta']           th«»  separation of hydro- 

gen as  a   function  of the potential.   To  '.tie   inte   .      * Lon  point  of these 

curves   (point  A)  on the abscissa axis corresponds   bh<    logarlthn of the 

rrte of self-dlsr.olutlon of the metal.   Anodic nolarizati or:   tl Ifts the 

electrode  potential to the positive  side,   for example  to  the value  cp 

and  in  consequence   of  this   the   rate  of hydrogen  separation Is  greatly 

reduced    point  B). 

Thus   the rat^ of dissolution of the metal   (i.e.,   dissolution with 

evolution  cf hydrogen)   lo greatly reduced during anodic  polarization 

of the meta".   This nhenonencn  is  commonly termed  positive difference 

effect  in  the  eorroslon  literature. 

The  difference effect  can be  expressed to a varying depree  In dif- 

ferent  cases.   In the  case of the  reaction ^ olssolutlon of sodium 

amalgam we  had  ar  example  of a  vi-ry  w •. rer.ee  effect:   as pointed 

out In the foregoing, at moderate anodic (ana also cathodlc) current 

Intensities, In consequence of the large exchange current of sodium, 

the potential of the amalgam electrode varies only very slightly and 

the rate  of  self-dlssolutl "i of  the electrode under an externa"1   current 
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Iffers little from the rate of 3elf-dlssolutlon of the unpolarlzed 

electrode.' 

A positive dj fference effect corresponds to normal conditions on 

. metal surface. In some cases, however, phenomena are observed during 

Lhe polarization of an electrode which are opposlU to those described 

just now and which consist in an Increase in the rate of self-dissolu- 

tion of the metal during anodic polarisation (negative difference ef- 

fect). These phenomena serve as an example of the complications due to 

variation of the surface state by the simultaneous occur-ence of sever- 

■lectrochemical processes. The negative difference effect may be 

0 

Pig. 133. negative difference effects: A) Stationary state 
of the al <P ) potential during anodic polarization; B) 

B 
self-di.     on of the metal with positive difference effect, and C) 
self-dls the • 'al with negative difference effect. 

:: 

i.-wunected wJ   the fact that the nature of the oxide film is modified 

by the anodic 1 ')1 arlzat 1 on. Tf the format In of the oxide film on the 

surface requires time, then it cannot always be renewed during strong 

tnodlc dissolution of the metal and the surface is less protected. The 

rate of hydrogen separation can also Increase under the influence of 

this alteration; If the increase in the rate of hydrogen separation due 
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to a change of the surface state more th:<   npcnsatM fo the de- 

crease In the rate of this process which is caused hy t)\<*  potential 

shift to the positive side, the self-dissolution of the me-al is Ir.ten- 

rifled. Thus, if curve ? (Fig. 133) Is shifted to the side of more pos- 

itive potentials (curve 2*) during anodlr» polarization in consequence 

of a transition of the electrode to r. different state, the rate of 

self-dinsülution at the potential ? may prove to be greater thar in 

the initial state (rolnt C)  although the potential is more positive. 

Such pheNomena car he observed, fur example, durln/r the anodic polar- 

ization of magnesium In ai alkaline BOlytlon in presenc of chlorine 

ions • 

In analogy to the slowinj down of      Bcharge of hydrogen ions 

during anodic polarization under normal conditions, the cathodic polar- 

ization slows down the reaction of lorination of the metal and, conse- 

quently, reduces the rate at wnich it roes into solution. This last 

phenomenon is termed protection effect in the corrosion literature [6, 

21j. Tl ♦- protection method of corrosion prevention which is widely used 

in pract.'ce is based on it. Thus, for example( If an iron surface in 

sea wate: Is Lo be protected against corrosion, it is polarized cathod- 

ically by being brought 1nto contact with zinc eleetrodeSi Cathodic po- 

larization an also be achieved by means of an external current source. 

Owln,- to the negative potential shift caused by the cathodic polariza- 

tion the corrosion rate of the Iron is greatly reduced. In this case 

exceptions can be likewise observed for paeslvating metals because tie 

reduction of the oxide film during tl      iic polarization can lead 

to accelerated self-dissolution of a netalt Thur. when aluminum Is sub- 

jected to cathodic polarization in solutions of LION and MaOH with 

large current Jt.isities, rapid self-dissolution takes place [29]. 

O 
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VI.   LOCAL ELEMENTS 

Up to now we have considered the dlösolutlon of a metal from a 

homogeneous surface, I.e., we have assumed that the rate of electro- 

chemical reactions taking place on the surface Is the same at all 

points and that all point  of the surface have the same potential 

I.e., that the surface is strictly an equlpotential one). This assump- 

n Is completely Justified for a llq      \1, for example, for the 

■urface of mercury or an amalgam electrode, which can serve as an exam- 

ple of a homogeneous surface. When we pass on to a solid metal this as- 

mption can only be  certain approximation. Even if the solid metal 

Ically quite lomogeneous,  ifferent regions on Its surface can- 

lonsidered to be completely homogeneous in a ohysical sense. As 

cussed already in Chapter 6, different points of the surface which 

differ by their position In the lattice of the individual crystallites 

different energies and different properties which is reflected in 

ectrochemical reactions taking place at these points. A particu- 

Ly marked cev .  i from the simplified picture used by us occurs 

metal contain  foreign inclusions and when, in consequence of 

1       . ace is divided into regions with different physical and 

iMjem      'Opertles. Hence the problem arises under what conditions the 

(■oncept? developed in the foregoing can be applied to a real solid met- 

i i the Influence of the surface heterogeneity must 

t  taken into account Ln different partial cases. 

Let us    .ider f1-st the extreme case of the presence on the tur- 

race of a pure dissolving metal (which we shall arbitrarily term the 

labe metal in the following) of foreign Inclusions with physical and 

chemical properties, which differ markedly from the properties of the 

bate netal. To be more specific, let us assume that the hydrogen sepa- 

ration overvoltage on these Inclusions Is greatly lowered and that 
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these Inclusions ao not dissolve Ln t':,e electrolj  solution or dlö- 

solve very rlowly. The slatlonary potential of these Inclusions Is ob- 

viously more positive than the pottntlal of the base met&l because oth- 

erwise the Inclusion on which the hydrogen separatlot. Is dislnhlbited 

would be subjected to rai^d self-dissr 

As has been pointed out in 51, the Inclusions and base metal on a 

metal surface form ■ large nuirber of galvanic elements of microscopic 

dimensions. The internal resistance- of these microelements Is mainly 

determined by the dimensions ana shape of the inclusions and the elec- 

trical conductivity of the soiution; th€ resistance of tne metal be- 

tween the inclusions and the sur'•• < of the pure metal is very small 

and can be practically neglected cosq      Lth the resistance of the 

solution. 

As will be shown further on, the total resistance of the microele- 

ments in solutions with fairly good electrical conductivity is low. For 

this reason the latter often cause the appearance cf large local elec- 

tric cur-'ents. The currents flow in the metal from the more positive 

regions r  the Inclusions to the mo."' negative regions of the surface 

of the base meöal. In the solution the direction of the current In 

these short-circu'-r ed elements Is the opposite. In consequence of the 

paiisuge of i irrent tne reaotlor: of anodic metal dissolution takes place 

mainly on the surface of the base metal *rhlle the reaction of cathodic 

hydrogen separaten takes place at the inclusions. 

The effect of the inclusion can be also explained in the following 

way. In the balance of inclusions a »1    nary potential would be es- 

tablished on the base metal at which the cathodic process of ion dis- 

charge and the anodic process of Ionisation would proceed at the same 

rate. The presence of inclusions on which the hydrogen ion discharge is   «► 

dislnhlbited causes a shift of the potential of the base metal to the 
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positive side. Because of thl5 the anodic process of metal dissolution 

accelerated on the base metal and the cathodlc process of hydrogen 

separation Is slowed down. In other words, the anodic process now pre- 

dominates on the base metal and the cathodlc on the inclusions, i.e., 

a spatial separation of the electrochemical reactions has taken place. 

Because the rate of hydrogen ion discharge (see Chapter 3) depends 

atly on the nature of the metal, the presence of Inclusions with 

lower overvoltage can cause a strong increase In the rate of self-dis- 

solution of a metal with large overvoltage in acids. Inclusions of iron 

ülnc uv  antimony in lead, for example, have such an effect. 

The cathodic and anodic surface regions are polarized during the 

passage of current. The current intensity in the local elements can be 

•alculated If the polarization characteristics of the cathodic and an- 

odic regions and the ohmic resistance between them are known. 

The graphic method of calculating the current intensity in the lo- 

uJ elements by means of ehe polarization curves of the anodic and 

cathodlc regions (the so-called method of polarization diagrams) [6, 

d^)}   Is widespread In the corrosion literature. An example of such a di- 

■, rhui   \a   ^Iven In KU. . 1, CUTW ] ÖOrMtpondl feO *.n*r MUMIIQ polni'^'»- 

I 1 on oui've of the base metal and curve 2 to the polarization of the In- 

clusions during the separation of hydrogen on them. In contrast to the 

■ -.u'l 1 er used graphic method, the logarithm of the current intensity in 

the local element Is plotted on the abscissa axis in Fig. 13^ instead 

jf the logarithm of the current density. In consequence of the fact 

that the cathodlc and anodic processes take place at different regions 

of  the surface which differ in size, and that the total intensity of 

tiie cathodlc current should equal the total intensity of the anodic 

current, the current densities at the cathodlc and anodic regions dur- 

ing the course of the corrosion process are not equal; for this reason 
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It Is norp convenient tc use the polarization cupvaa which are relal \6 

to the current intensity  t '..* Ingleal chat with this method of repre- 

sentation the position of the polarization curve depends not only on 

the nature of the metal and solution but also on the size of the corre- 

sponding regions. 

Furthermor» It must te emphasized tnat the abscissa in Fig. 13^ 

does not express the rates of the individual r notions but the total 

intensity of tne anodl.: current, on the one hand, and the cathodic, on 

the other, i.e., that they correspond to the curves i.   and im  in Fir. 

132. Instead of the logarithSi current intensity Itself is often plot- 

ted on the abscissa axia of SUCM liaprams in the corrosion literature. 

During the stationary atat  ol tne operation of the microelement 

the base metal is anodlcallv polarised and the Inclusions cathodically 

ana the potential difference established boiween these regions Is less 

thin the initial difference (more correctly, less than the potential 

difference between the tase metal and the inclusion material if Insu- 

lated I'rom each other in the same electrolyte). This potential differ- 

ence cor.-esponds to the ohmi^ potential difference In the solution be- 

tween the anodic and cathodic regions. 

O 

« 
M' """" 

f. [ "-••^r 
• 

Fi^. 13^. Po^irlzation curves of a leal element: 1) Curve of the anod- 
ic polarization of the base metal; 2y curve of the cathodic polarlza- 
*len of the Inclusion. 
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If the Internal resistance of the microelement Is known, the cor- 

rosion current can be readily found by means of the polarization curves 

of Pig. 13^. For this purpose one must select a current Intensity I at 

which the potential difference between the anodic and cathodlc regions 

Is precisely equal to the ohrlc potential drop IE. In the most general 

form the corrosion current T can be found as the solution of the equa- 

tion 

/ !*"> 
' *"""• (296) 

where q^ and <P. are also functions of I.   Strictly speaking, the quanti- 

ty /? also depends on I  because the passage of current causes a change 

concentration and, consequently, of the electrical conductivity of 

;he solution. 

It must be emphasized, however, that Eq. (296) which has been 

-"Mely used 1n corrosion literature In different forms, does not give 

correct Idea of the difficulties encountered In the calculation of 

.he operation of the microelements. This equation Is entirely applica- 

ble to a normal galvanic element with spatial separation of cathode and 

d0 herause the resistances along the path of the current In the 

lectrolyte between different points of the cathode and anode differ 

ttle from each other. The situation is different in the case of the 

mlcroelament In which the cathode and anode are in contact with each 

ihier along a certain oerimeter. The quantity R  In this case varies 

considerably from point to point and vanishes when the point under con- 

ölderation is in the direct vicinity of the Interface between the cath- 

odlc and anodic regions. Hence to get an idea of the operation of mi- 

croelements it Is essential to determine the full pattern of the dis- 

tribution of the current density and potential on the metal surface. 

\0 I'hls > a Iculatlon can be carried out, however, only for certain partial 
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cases, for example, for Inc'u.slcns wltf Use shap ■. ■ : oh are at lair 

ilstances (relative tu th« disc liai.et-;  "roiu each other and even then 

only under certain assumptions (absence of polarization of tne anodic 

regions and approxiirate constancy of the current denity at different 

points of the Inclusion)  26], Thl  | p blen '.'   reduced to the solution 

of the Laflac*1 differential equation under certain limit conditions: 

which expresses the potential distribution in the electrclyt0 In the 

absence of free spacM  hargea. If the axe;, x  and y  are placed on a 

plane in the mceel with „he ;  i Lnat« >rlgln st the center of the in- 

. isi< . ,* and the positj   I   .':lci. t I the ~ axis extends in the 1.1- 

•tlon of the electrolyte, Bq. (297) should le fulfilled at z > 0. The 

it conditions for our partial case .are easily formulated on the ba- 

sis of the physical assumptions made. Because we consider the base met- 

%'   to  be unpolarized, tne potential at its surface has a constant val- 

we, i •. , 

at ?=-.0 and r>/,oV = const (298) 

(where r Is tlv distance from the coordinate origin and r» the radius 

of the dls?). 

At the surface of h« Inclusion the cathodic current density ->'  Is 

coi.otant, a:.J% consequently, 

dv at  2-0 and r < r,, iK --- « ^    const. (29Q) 

where K" is the specific electrical conductivity of the solution. 

Equation (297) under these boundarv -^nditlons can be integrated 

and thus the potential and current density distribution in the electro- 

lyte can be found. From this It is then not difficult to find the mag- 

nitude of the rcrlstance P  along the current paths. It is found that 

the resistance oetween t: e anodic p^rt surrounding the disc and a 
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point at a distance r from the center of the disc Is 

O ^/"RS1 <300) 

The maximum value of the resistance R    corresponds to the position 
Tn 

of the point at the center of the disc: 

«U-&. (300a) 

For the maximum potential difference between the base metal and 

the center of the Inclusion we obtain 

AT=- —. (301) 

The potential difference between the anodic and cathodlc regions, 

like the resistance, wil"1 be consequently less if the dimensions of the 

inclusion are less and the electrical conductivity of the solution is 

iter. Let us assume that the dissolution of the metal takes place in 

^ normal electrolyte solution (ic ~ 0.1) and that r0 - 10  cm. Then it 

2 
•o'lows even at a very high current density of 1 amp/cm  from formula 

) that A9 - 0.001 v.« Thus, although the metal surface is not 

.r'ictly an equipoten-ial surface in presence of Inclusions, the devia- 

tlon from equipotentiality is slight. Because the potential difference 

between the base metal and the center of the inclusion is small, the 

potential at different points of the inclusion is almost constant 

(I.e., the potential variations are small compared with HT/F),  conse- 

quently tho tensity of the cathodlc current should also be approximate- 

ly oonatant which Justifies the assumption made by us in the formula- 

Lion of the boundary conditions. The distribution of the current densi- 

ty at the surface of the netal in presence of a disc-shaped inclusion 

Is shown in Fig. 135. 

Equation (300) has been derived for the partial case of a Jisc- 

bhaped Inclusion. The result thus obtained remains valid, however, with 

regard to order of magnitude even for inclusions with a more complex 
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Fit'. I35t Current dencl- 
ty distribution on the 
surface of a metal n< 
a  dice-shaped cathodlc 
Inclusion: a,   Base rret- 
al; b) Inclusion. 

..•are. Hence It can be Inferred that the 

• ' •     corroding retpl remains ap- 

proximately equlpotential even In presenc? 

of heteroceneltler provided that the dimen- 

sions of the Inclusions are small and that 

the elect"-'-^ ! conductivity o^ the electro- 

lyte la fairly hlvTh. This conclusion Is 

confirmed by the measuroments of G.V. Akl- 

mov and A.T. Golubev [27, 28], By moving 

the orlflTo of a thin capillary, filled 

with electrolyte and cennecte'1   h an auxiliary electrode, along the 

surface of a corroding metal by means o    -Icromanipulator, they meas- 

ured the potential variation during the transition from one structural 

oomponent of the alloy to another and gave a pattam of the potential 

distribution along the surface of  the corrodinr metal. The results of 

such measurements for the case of sino with an iron content of 1.5^ 

are represented in Fig. 136. The anode in this case is zinc, the cath- 

ode the Intermetalllc compound FeZn7. It can be seen that the potential 

•■lee considerably when going from one oomponent to the other but the 

rlute variation Is not very large. This permits us In cases in which 

we are inte^sted only In the total corrosion and not in its distrlbu- 

tion rver thx surface (for example, during the determination of the 

. Mf-Qj-Schnrge of a current source electrode) to treat a surface known 

to be heterogeneous as a homogeneous surface with certain intermediate 

values of Its parameters, for example     hydrogen ove.-voltage. 

In the calculv ion of the rate of self-dissolution of metals con- 

ta'* Ing Inclusion« me  has to take Into account that during prolonged 

dissolution of ^he metals an ever Increasing number of particles of the 

inclusion material will acc'tiulate at the surface (if the Inclusions 
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are not soluble) and the relation and arrangement of the areas of the 

^athodic and anodic regions varies continuously. This often leads to a 

p-radual acceleration of the dissolution of metals which were initially 

not very strongly contaminated with foreign Inclusions. 

Of considerable Interest Is the case in which the rate of the 

•nthodic proce.  on the whole electrode surface is not determined by 

reaction Itself but by the diffusion of the reacting substance. 

Such conditions are often encountered, 

for example, in the corrosion of metals 

In presence of dissolved oxygen. In 

this case the summary rate of the cor- 

rosion process is obviously independent 

of the size and nature of the surface 

heterogeneities but depends only on the 

geometrical dimensions of the surface 

and the conditions under which the oxy- 

gen diffuses towards it. In this case 

there is no need either that the re- 

i Imis on which the rate of reduction of the oxygen attains the value o^ 

the limit diffusion current, should occupy the entire electrode sur- 

i'rtce; It is sufficient if the distances between them are small compare^ 

with the thickness of the diffusion layer [21]. However, if the rate ot 

reduction of the oxygen or other oxidant at the surface of the base 

.iiutal Is so small that it does not attain the value corresponding to 

the limit diffusion current, the presence of foreign inclusions or 

other heterogeneities can l.icrease the corrosion rate even in an oxl- 

■ilzlng medium, as has been indeed observed In many experimental cases 

139]. 

It must bt kept in mind, however, that in the case of a metal with 
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hetei-oReneou^ surface the summarv rat-- of the corrosion process In ^o^t 

ca •  : • . not ty any means determine tv.c magnitude and deprec of the 

risk of corrosion damage. This follows already from an exarrlnation of 

the current distribution on the metal iurfaee uslnp as an example the 

* - iel of a local »lementi given in the forepoing. An is evi- 

dont from vip.   135, the rate of the anodic process increases rapidly 

with approxirrr-tion to the ecir.e   of the cathodic inclusion. Consequently, 

•■oslon of the metal takes place nonuniformly; in this case it is 

tcentrati i mainly near the inclusion. 

We encounter sucr a i.onuniform dlntrihution of the anodic proceys 

rrequently in the corrosion of sollo meta1r i^companiei by hydro- 

gen evolution or the reduction of some ozldant. The degree of nonunl- 

f'orrr.ity can vary very greatly; in some oase8| for example, in the cor- 

rorion of a partly protected metal, a strong localization of the corro- 

^n process is observed resulting in the formation of deer pits on th^ 

metaJ surface ("pitting"); this form of corrosion Is B great danger be- 

I -an occasion the appearance of open channels in the walls of 

>paratua. Another dangerous form of corrosion is the so- 

called intcrgranular corrosion taking place predominantly between the 

of the indlvidua] crystallites of which the metal consists, re- 

I Of the bond between them and a lowering of the me- 

cha '     trength« Thus the corrosion process is characterized general- 

, n» * mly by tht    total corrosion but also by the "structure" of the 

.rrosion which take? place; this term has been proposed by "».V. Aki- 

mov   J. 

Great attention is given in the corrosion literature to the prob- 

• * he distribution of the disirt e-'ration process; considerable 

successes ir. thla direction have been obtained by Soviet researchers. 

In the f're.rolnp: we have examineo the simplest model of a lo. 1 
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element. Under real conditions, however, we encounter diverse and often 

much more complex relations between the cathodlc and anodic regions on 

the surface of 8 metal. Thus, In the technically Important alloys we 

are often dealing not with two but three or more types of regions; In 

many cases one must also take Into account the differences between the 

normal surface of the grains of the individual components and the 

boundary regions. In which, for example, an accumulation of some Impur- 

ity can take place during the freezing of the alloy. Methods for calcu- 

lating these '"multlelectrode" systems on the basis of the polarization 

characteristics which replace in the more complex cases the polariza- 

tion diagram shown in Fig. 13^, have been given by G.V. Akimov and co- 

workers L31Ji they also worked out a method for determining the polar- 

ization characteristics of the individual components of real alloys. 

To determine by calculation the spatial distribution of the cur- 

rent density and potential in the manner done for the simplest model, 

shown in Fig. 135> is not possible in the case of more complex systems, 

with the exception, naturally, of the simplest case in which the ohmic 

potential drop need not be taken into account and where the current 

density on all points of the surface which have the same physicochem^- 

cal properties, is assumed to be constant. 

The heterogeneity of a metal surface can be due to the presence 

of a protective film with pores. If such a metal is subjected to corro- 

sion in presence of oxygen, and if the substance cf the film possesses 

electronic conductivity, the reduction of the oxygen can take place 

over the whole surface, i.e., the sites covered by the film and those 

free of it, although the rates of reduction may be different in these 

two cases. The anodic process of ionization of the metal, however, can 

take place only in the unprotected pores of the film; thus the surface 

of the film is the cathodlc and the surface of the metal in the pores 
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Is the ancdic rerlon of the electrochemical pvr.tem. 

In this chapter we have contJ ierea mainly two extremes of the 

mechanism of self-dissolution of meta1s: the uniform dissolution of ho- 

mogeneous r^Klons and the dissolution In consequence of the operation 

iocal elements with spatial separation of the cathcdlc and ancdic 

processes. 

In order to explain their interrelation, let us examine the behav- 

ior cf an individual honogeneoua part of the surface of a dissolving 

motal. By the homogeneous part of a surface, which is or the whole het- 

erogeneous, we intend tne sum of ill points with the same physical and 

chemlml properties Lndapenden Ly of whether they are geometrically 

grouped into separate relatively large regions or scattered over the 

irhoXa metal surface. 

On the uniform region of the surface of the hase netal, if it were 

isolated from Its other regions, the anodic proeetl of ionization of 

the "-etal and the cathodlc reaction of hydrogen separation (or other 

■'nthodi  reactions) would proceeo, as on any other homogeneous metal 

electrode, at a certain constant rate. As a result of the compensation 

of these conjugated processes a certain sistionary potential would he 

fi-;tabllshed on this ej ^ n cf the surface. If other regions with dif- 

ferent phyp';a' and chemical properties, on which the cathodlc process 

r.hib:. tu, are close to this region f the surface, the entire 

region *.. .ijr consideration would be anodically polarized under 

the influence of the current of the local element. The over-all rate of 

.ilsrjolution of the metal is composed of  he rate cf "self-dissolution" 

on this rrglon of the surface md th» ^ate of anodic dissolution as a 

result of the "   rnal" n larlfatlon. Depending on the difference in 

properties between the oathodic and ancdic sections, the "external" 

polarisation causes a varylnr positive potential shift. The phenomena 
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observed In this are analogous to the phenomena occurring during the 

anodic polarization of a homogeneous self-dissolving electrode (see §6). 

Tf a positive difference effect Is observed on a given metal this means 

that under the influence of the anodic polarization Its self-dissolu- 

tion (I.e., dissolution accompanied by hydrogen evolution or other 

cathodic reaction) is reduced. A strong ootentlal shift reduces the 

self-dissolution potential so strongly that it can be neglected com- 

pared with the dissolution under the action of the current of the local 

elements. 

The degree of the spatial separation of the anodic and cathodic 

processes thus depends on the rate of the conjugated reactions on the 

anodic regions and on the anodic polarization of these regions under 

the influence of the neighboring cathodic regions. As is evident from 

the foregoing, we must generally always consider the possibility that 

cathodic reactions take place on the anodic regions in addition to the 

basic anodic processes. On the other hand the application of a similar 

argument to the cathodic regions shows that anodic processes can also 

take place on them at a lower rate. 

Of great importance for the course of the corrosion processes are 

not only the microscopic heterogeneities which cause the appearance of 

local elements on the metal surface but also the macroscopic differenc- 

es in the electrochemical properties of different parts of any m^ialllc 

system. Thus, for example, a chemical apparatus may contain parts mad.- 

of different metals which are In contact with the same electrolyte so- 

lution. If a current-conducting contact exists between them, electrical 

currents arise In the system which can cause severe damage to the parts 

of the surface on which the anodic processes take place. Such a spatial 

reparation of the cathodic regions can also arise because of differenc- 

es in the composition of the solution. Assuming, for example, that the 
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ccncentratlon of atmospheric oxygen Is greater In some part of a neu- 

tral solut-lon in which an J ron structure Is Immersed, compared with Ita 

other parts (sc-oa^led difference or differential aeration). At first 

sight it would seem that the corrosion of th^ Iron In this part should 

be intensified. Actually, however, this 's not the case. The electro- 

lytic reduction of cxyren causes the appearance of hydroxyl ions and, 

consequently, an aUa '•   tlon of the solution which promotes the for- 

mation of Insoluble c    I ^n products and protective films which slow 

down the anodic proeesSt The rate of llssolution of the Iren may thus 

be greater at t) - p65nt3 which are more remote from the point with In- 

tensified access of le conditions, the more stronfly 

aerated regions are the catliod^o or» which reduction of oxygen predomi- 

nates, and the weakly aerated ones are the anodea on which dissolution 

of the iron predomlnatps. 

The samf methods can be applied to the calculation of the opera- 

tion of these "macroelements" as those described in this section In 

connect!' n with the discussion of the theory of the microelements, for 

example, the method of polarization oiaframs and the method of calcula- 

tion of multi-electru •  j itemi . Experiments with normal galvanic coup- 

les and more compi.x ., -  is are often used in corrosion research for 

the modeling of tht-    esses which take place In the microelements. It 

must be reaembered, however, thit In proportion to the increase in the 

geometrical d^nensions of a system, the ohmic potential drops increase 

which has the consequence that the behavior of the macro and micro sys- 

tems is not quite comparable. To model A    .element correctly by 

means of a normal -filvanic couple It would be necessary, as follows, 

for example, from Zq.   (301)» to Increase the electrical conductivity of 

the solution when going ^ver from the first to the second in the same 

ratio In which the geometrical dimensions of the system increase, while 
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leaving the polarization characteristics of the cathode and anode un- 

changed. 

Within the framework of the present book we can give only a gener- 

al Idea of the electrochemical theory of corrosion which plays an Im- 

portant part In the selection of corrosion-resistant materials and In 

the working out of antlcorroslon measures; a more detailed presentation 

of this Important problem can be found In the corresponding special 

literature. 

i8. USE OF INHIBITORS DURING THE DISSOLUTION OF METALS IN ACIDS 

Let us consider the question of the effect of additions to the 

lectrolyt« which affect the process of dissolution of metals. This 

k id of effect on the rate of dissolution Is of great practical Impor- 

tance because this can cause a strong reduction In the rate of self- 

dissolution. I.e., It can be used to reduce metal corrosion. 

When considering the mechanism of these processes, attention must 

be paid to the following circumstance. If we are dealing with f| system 

In a state of therr.odynamic equilibrium, a change In the rate of one of 

the reactions which are possible In this system, automatically Involves 

a change in the rate of the corresponding reverse reaction. Let us take 

the silver electrode In AgNO^ solution as an example. The equilibrium 

potential of this system depends on the thermodynamlc properties of th^ 

metal and solution (In particular, on the concentration of the silver 

Jons in the solution) and is established a? a result of the compensa- 

tion of the reactions of lonlzatlon of metallic silver and discharge of 

silver Ions. In the equilibrium state the electrode potential is Inde- 

pendent of the partial rates of these processes provided that these 

rates are equal: t„ ■ t„. Any variation of the rate of one of these re- 

actions. If It Is not to disturb the equilibrium, must be accompanied 
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by  a variation of  I       rat«    •   th<   reverse reaction 30  that   the equi.n- 

Itnoa  ' ■'. nreser ; • La    remains unchanged^  The  Baute ap- 

plies  to  other  equilibrium  e] •     rodes. 

In  the  case  of  fche proc of metal   ilssolutlon  in acids   consid- 

ered  In  this   chaptoi   th<        tu     ion  is  different.   Dt cause  the dlssolviri; 

metal  is  In  a  state '•        PTTI  th«   state of thermodynarr.lc equilib- 

rium,  the rate  of one re r   can be  affected without  affecting the 

other,   or its   rate   - ecced differently than the rate of the 

other. 

, 

G 

tot -•— to'f 

Fig.   137.   Polarization cur.-s  of  a raeta]   electrode in  the presence of 
an  inhibitor:   a)   Enhibltion e   lathodic  process   (1 anodic  curve;   2 
a+hoJlc  curve; rat«   of olution  In the absence  of an Inhib- 

8 
itor;   correspor   Inply   1',   ?'   and   i'  are  the  same  In presence of an  In- 
hibitor). 

O 

* k 
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A large number of different additives (agents) have been proposed 

and used to date which lower the rate of seif-dlssolutlon of metals In 

aolds [32]. These substances which are termed corrosion Inhibitors con- 

sist of various organic compounds and their mixtures, often with addi- 

tion of Inorganic electrolytes. 

The Inhibitory effect of these additives (I.e., the effect of low- 

ering the rate of self-dissolution of the metal) can be due to an ef- 

fect of these substances on the anodic reaction of lonlzatlon of the 

metal as well as on the cathodic reaction of hydrogen separation. 

Generally, a change in the rate of one or both of these reactions. 

In addition to causing a variation of the rate of self-dissolution of 

the metal, also alters its stationary potential. 

Figure 137a shows the pattern of action of an Inhibitor which In- 

hibits the anodic process of netal dissolution. The polarization curve 

of this process is shifted tc the positive side in presence of such a 

ubstance (increase in the overvoltage of the anodic process). As the 

'lagram shows, the point of intersection of the anodic and cathodic 

Tolarlzatlon curves, which characterizes the stationary state of the 

metal, is shifted In presence of this inhibitor in the direction of 

wer current denfities and of more positive potentials. In presence of 

a substance, which inhibits the cathodic process, the self-dissolution 

current also decreases but the stationary potential is then shifted to 

the negative side, as can be seen In Fig. 137b. 

Finally, addition of an inhibitor can al30 vary the rate of both 

processes although the effect on each of the processes under considera- 

tion may not be the same; this pattern of action of an inhibitor 1? the 

most common. Figure 138 shows the case in which the inhibitor decreas- 

es the rate of both processes but with a stronger effect on the anodic 

process (effect of tetradecyl tetrahydropyridine bromide en the iron 
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Flg.   l'j'" •   Cath< ( Lsatlwi  curves  of  an iron electrode 
In a pure  sclu' Lon of 1 rves  1 and 1*)   and  In presence of 

—^ 
5*10  ■   equivalents    Ltei ?q^Ce}  iBr   C^urvea  2  and  2');   i    and 
t'   are  the curren*;-  of self-d tlon in  the   first   and  second  solu- 

8 
tlon.   The poten'c'        .   s meat   ..•      relative   to  the  hyirogen electrode   In 
the  same  solution. 

electrode  in 1 N HCl^.   In  thd      iase the effect   of the-   Inhibitor on  the 

rat*1 of  self-dissolution   Lfl   naturally  greater than when ic  acts only  on 

one of   the  electr. ohemlcal   processes.   Because in  this  case the  effect 

of the  Inhibitor on the an   ii       ••      . s  Is  gre     er,  the stationary po- 

tential    ' .)   is  shifted  ic   th- llo  side   (91).  The  shift  la  obviously 

greater  if  the  d                                        . "ect of the   inhibitor on the two 

processes  la greater. 

In  the  case  of an eq>. rfect of the  Inhlbitoi"  on both processes 

the stationary  potential nay  not   change although the  rate of self-dis- 

solution  is greatlj   decr<- 

Some  additions  accelerate  one of .trochemioal  reactions; 

such additions  arv   termed  stimulators.   The  stimulators   (for-example, 

HpS)  naturally  Increase the  rate   of s' lf-dissolution and  shift  the  sta- 

tionary   potenti il  to  the side opposite to  the shift  caus-d by  an inhib- 

itor which afr' the electrode  reaction   [33]. 
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The Inhibitor can exert its effect on the kinetics of electrode 

processes only if It adsorbed on the surface of the metc*l electrode, 

lence the action of an Inhibitor depends primarily on its adsorption. 

If the potential at which the dissolution of the metal takes place is 

far from the zero point of this metal, an inhibitor, which Is capable 

Df belnp; adsorbed under other conditions on this metal, may be com- 

pletely displaced from the surface by WULL.- molecules; in this case Its 

Inhibitory effect will not be manifest. Hence it Is essential for the 

adsorption of the inhibitor present in the solution in the form of 

molecules that the surface charge of the metal in this medium is not 

oo high. If the Inhioitor Is adsorbed in the form of ions. Its adsorp- 

lon Is promoted by the charge on the metal surface if Its sign Is op- 

1te to the sign of this ion. Nltropen-contalnlng organic compounds 

which form surface-active cations In acid solutions are often used In 

ictice as Inhibitors; such inhibitors will obviously be well adsorbed 

in negatively charged surfaces, while they may be totally Ineffective 

on a positively charged metal surface [3^]. 

In many technological cases one uses mixtures of two or more sub- 

incea as Inhibitors. The combined effect of several inhibitors is 

''ten stronger than zhe  effect of each component separately; this In- 

■ slflcatlon of the inhibitor effect may be due, in particular, to I 

that * he presence of ore of these substances promotes the adsorp- 

IA  of the other. Thus, the inhibitory effect of organic bases is 

'y intensified by the pretence of adsorbed anions, for example, 

hronlne or iodine. As pointed out previously, the latter form adsorbed 

e layers on the surface of iron, the negative end of the dlpole 

!ng directed towards the solution, which should promote the adsorp- 

Mon of cations [35,   36]. 

Inhibitors ar»3 widely used in technology for reducing the rate of 
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dissolution of parts, r-r exai pie, of 1        I   during etching, 

i.e., during their Ids fr<  rust .md reale. In 

etching baths the effect of *l  Inhibit    Is ;ue to the fact that 

without exertln»-; an Inl Lssolutlon of oxides In acids, 

they lower the rate ol .. base metal c nald rably. 

The great inportanc« PS consists also In the fact 

that In some cast  * ••  Lttlement which occurs 

when technical scldfl   t 01 on Ln the hydrogen emhrlt- 

tlement In presenc»' of v p due to the decrease In thr 

diffusion of atonic Y I    I   r >■,, tl   eta] [37]. 

It Is obvious thai Ic process, whljh 

causes a shift of th" sell "o the positive side 

without affecting the me lie process, should result 

In a decrease In the ral•  f peneti     of   Irogen Into the interior 

" the metal In the same w     it leads to a decrease In the rate of 

Us separation. The hypothes 8 has often been advanced, based on the 

ideas of the dtosorptlon theorl  . : at the inhibition of the cathodlc 

process. I.e., th« Incr» rvoltage must necessar- 

ily entralri an inter. the penetration of hydrogen Into the 

metal. In actual ract can also Increase the hydrogen 

overvoltage throug! an Inl     in of the discharge state without caus- 

ing an incr-o e in .    port    f the hydrogen which goes into the 

interlr of the neta] or even reducing it (§12, Chapter ?). 

We have dwelt here  i • on the mechanir.T, of action of corrosion 

Inhibitors In acid medium, ace i igen separation. The ef- 

fect of the Inhibit PS u  if  cor      protection in neutral media 

in presence '-•f oxygen '        .     ates, phosphates) Is based on 

other principles. Under th   conditions an adsorbed or phase cxlde 

film is always present on I      i surfte, and the corrosion-inhlbit- 
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Ing effect Is produced by substances which Intensify Its protective 

properties. 

]. Text 
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Manu- 

^Pt [Footnotes] 

No. 

^80      Under the action of gases containing water vapor, metal cor- 
rosion takes place with participation of an adsorbed film 
of water and, as in aqueous electrolyte solutions, it takes 
place according to an electrochemical mechanism. The disso- 
lution of metals in poorly conducting nonaqueous solutions 
also takes place in some cases via an electrochemical mechan- 
ism. 

URli For the sake of simplification we shall everywhere in this 
chapter, unless the reverse is specially Indicated, consider 
the quantity t|;, constant by way of a first rrude approxima- 

tion (i.e., relate all equations to solutions with the same 
total electrolyte concentration). 

i491      For the same reasons (the existence of a large exchange cur- 
rent for the reaction of discharge and ionizatlon of the al- 
kali metals) the potential varies little even during the 
cathodic polarization of the amalgam. This circumstance is of 
great importance in the determination of the optlnium working 
conditions of the mercury bath for chlorine electrolysis. Be- 
cause the potential of the mercury electrode varies little 
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With   the    ItrZli It •■■.•             •    ' ■ 
lat.te:       • •       'lun   a»    ■ 
ar.tlon while  t  ■: nr-,  .-i I- 
most  linchar-' I,  the r           '             'M,       ;-        i^ 
aratlon at  the  an            * •      ' •  n.-orortlonfil   to the  cur-        ^^ 
rent  density. Lon of ^n explosiv' 
mixture of chlo-'"   i ,,   tin   tl«etro]   I 
ic   forrnatlin  of   i .                                    it «1   !'• '  •.;.   • ., 
current;  dens. 

^92                The  MialgVia     '' W concent.T it ton.-; 
of the alkal"   ;••   * .          ...•   1 i   -•■  d«v •■:,oin the  1 iws  ( f 
Ideal solutions.  Rei se If t IÄ1 of lodlun In tt 
mercury  Is    .  ' centratlon Of 
[NaT  In Eq.     .  ' •    ■  tf,  which 
leads  to sot*« 

500              in th-'                            dp ,  irhon we eon« 
pared the rni " ■              •          ■■       .  hydrogen, 
the  sum of by for thennody- 
namlc  roasoi.. .             , I         llff      n    •:•-■• 
es,   ther'-1 Is  nc ■             .   u kitloa  a.   and  f? 
and  their sun mi, 

50^                The ra+.e of dil                    of md«            •    'n  eon- 
ditions TTiay dp; even at  current 
densities vhlell  iTf I              n tl        !   !t  il ^fu- 
sion current  of  •   • I           '!        Mze,   for • 
ample,  a  lead electrode wi lb;                        »f hydror^n rY ^   ••- 
ide which do-      n   '   cont -     . ny  lead   Ions.              i .-.oontratlcn 
Of the  lead  lor;                ... , ■••         jn  this  ^ase  at   a 
given rate of dissolution  ol    '    . on the velocity 
of tlM   fJow which  rOHOV Lona   "rom   'he  electrode.   Be- 
cause,   on tlM on  of the  lead  ions 
detc-mines  the ti                   ■   .;.   'quent 1y,   alFo 
the .•.•ite of hydr »gen      | jual  to  the rate of disso- 
lution of                          •    . •                      bould dopend on ch^ 
Intensity  of m:                   I   ulatlon  I ,   however,  that   in this 
case this rtlatl                Li  inccmparably  l^ss pronounced as  in 
the case consl                    •■• XL   [12]. 

50? The  origin of thlc   t< Lch 1     widely  u;:ed   in corrosion 
literature Is  cow                  ' t\     dlstrltutlon of the earlier 
incwrect  view conterning the  pole of oxygTO  in the dissolu- 
tion  of a rr.eta., '    .   "■      oxygon  OXidiSOl  the 
separated  lydror- r      id   lower    • • '       of the elec- 
trode due to the appot I       aotal surface. 
In actual   fact   • tlon of    xyp-en is  an  in- 
dependent  reactioi   wf'rj ••        ntly of the hy- 
drogen reparation. 

508                As  har   been fhom ,   '          eduction     P oxygen on 
the Mrourj tli ctrc  1 potential li Inhibited when 
surf?«    -active  tnlcnOi I 1      n.'S  also  the  lon CN~, 
are added  to  4-                  Lon. -er,   the  ihlft   of the anodic 
curve  of the d-                on and  In consequence of 
this  also of the   stationary self-dirrnlution  potential   In  the 
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direction of negative values Is so great that the rate of re- 
duction of oxygen at the stationary potential and, conse- 
quently, also the rate of self-dissolution of the mercury, do 
not decrease but Increase strongly. 

522 Because, according to the hypothesis, the distances between 
the Individual Inclusions are large compared with the radius 
of the Inclusions, we can consider each of them to be Isolat- 
ed from the others. 

523 Let us carry out a calculation of the effect of the Inclu- 
sions In the case of practical Interest of the dissolution of 
lead, containing metallic antimony. In the sulfurlc acid of 
a lead battery. The self-dissolution potential of lead In 8 
N H-SO^ Is -O.37 v. The hydrogen overvoltage on pure antimony 

In HpSO^ of this concentration Is expressed by the formula 

n » 0.71 + 0.12 log i. 

Thus, at 9 ■ -0.37 v, log i  ■ -2.9 and because < ■ 0.7^, we 
obtain from Eq. (301) at rn  ■ lO-* cm A9 - 10~7 v, and at 

—1 r0  *  10 cm A? ■ 0.0001 v. Hence we can neglect the poten- 
tial drop between the base metal and the Inclusions In this 
case even If the latter have relatively large dimensions. 

In other cases the same calculation gives greater values of 
A^. For example, the potential difference between Nl Inclu- 
sions In Zn and the base metal during Its dissolution In 1 N 
HpSO^ at rp ■ 10-^ cm, according to Eq. (301), Is A<P ■ 0.013 
v. If It Is assumed that the hydrogen overvoltage on the In- 
clusions Is the same as on pure Nl. 

Manu- 
pCrlpt [Transliterated Symbols] 

No. 

^Sk p » r » ravnovesnyy » equilibrium 

485      c » s = samorastvorenlye » selfdlssolutlon 

488      c ■ s « statslonarnyy ■ stationary 
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U.  S.   BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC  IAKE8  TRANKLITEPATION SYSTEM 

Block    Italic    Transit  ration Bloek allo    Translltpration 
A • A A,  a ' P ^ P R> r 
B 1 S B,  b c c C c S,   s 
B B V,  v T T T m T,   t 
r r G,  g • 

'■ y y U,   u 
A a D,   d <t> 4» * # F,   f 
E § Ye, ye;  E,  e* X X X ■ Khj  kh 
m m m M Zh,   zh Ü u u H Ts,   ts 
8 $ Z,   z H M V V Ch,  ch 
H H Xi i Hi •JU w M Sh,   sh 
ft * Y, y u tu m W Ghch,   shch 
K K K,  k •b % z> I it 

J1 n L,   1 bl u hi M fi y 
M * M,  m b 1 J- 1 i 

H H N,  n 9 1 $ < E,   e 
0 0 0,  o 10 10 K) » Yu, yu 
n n n P,  P 5! 11 ft » Ya,  ya 

o 

♦ ye Initially, after vowels, and after ^, L; JB elsewhere. 
tmen written as fc? in Russian, trancliterate as y8 or ^. 
The use of diacritical narks is preferred, but such marks 
may be omittei when expeiiency äictetes. 
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POLUMING ARE TKZ CORRESPONDING RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH 

DESIGNATIONS OF THE TRIQONOttiTKIC FUNCTIONS 

Russian English 

•io •In 
oos cos 
tf tan 
etg cot 
••0 see 
COMC esc 

•h slnh 
eh eoah 
th taah 
oth coth 
•eh ssch 
eaeh cseh • 

are sin sin" 
are cos coa"- 
are tg tan-- 
arc etg cot"- 
are see see"; 
are cossc cse*J 

are ah sinh' 
are eh co^h' 
arc th tanh' 
are eth coth' 
are sch ssch* 
arc eaeh eaeh* 

rot curl 
If log 
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